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Summary
ix

This dissertation on stage fright in performers (actors, musicians, dancers and presenters) 

describes three studies. The first study (n=175) is a semi-structured in-depth interview with 

performers in the Netherlands and Ireland. The second study is a survey among performing arts 

schools in Ireland, the U.K., and the U.S.A. This survey investigates how stage fright is addressed 

in the performing arts curriculum (n=60). The third study (n=195) focusses on the design and 

evaluation of a programme on Mental Performance Preparation for actors in training. This 

programme was designed to reduce debilitating stage fright (performance anxiety), increase coping 

confidence and reduce performance interference. The programme was evaluated and the results 

were compared with a control group. The literature study addresses stage fright in actors, musicians 

and in the general population. Interventions in social anxiety, speech anxiety, test anxiety, and 

stress management are discussed as part of the design of the intervention programme for actors.

The first study, semi-structured in-depth interviews, covers a wide variety of issues related to stage 

fright: defin itions, causes, physical symptoms, coping strategies, developm ent, tim ing, 

performance interference, frequency, insecurity, unpleasantness and a few other aspects. Open 

questions and scales (5-point and 3-point) were used. The results showed that performers use a 

wide variety of definitions for stage fright. A majority (56 percent) reported a combination of anxiety 

and excitement or challenge. Almost 60 percent reported a negative influence, while over 40 

percent of the subjects reported that it had a positive influence on their performance. It would seem 

that the rigid negative definitions used in some studies do not reflect how subjects may have 

thought about stage fright. A factor analysis presented the following independent factors: 

Debilitating stage fright, Development of stage fright. Strength of stage fright, Cognitive stage 

fright, and Sociability in coping. The independence of these dim ensions has im portant 

consequences for the perception of stage fright. Performance interference can not be assumed to 

take place just on the basis of high intensity of stage fright. Stage fright is obviously a more 

complicated phenomenon. Incongruence between the answers to the open questions and the 

scales suggest that different ways of processing and producing answers in the brain may also 

complicate the issue. Performers who reported performance interference tended to cope most 

often by reducing their activation or by talking to themselves. Those who reported facilitation 

tended to report more practical and functional preparation routines. Differences according to 

professional status, medium, age or experience were limited. The usual gender differences 

occurred in that women tended to report somewhat higher emotions. Interesting differences 

between the Dutch and Irish sample were found. The Irish had higher degrees of debilitating stage 

fright. Also, difference between the sexes in the Insh sample were more pronounced than in the 

Dutch sample. It is suggested that the more advanced stage of emancipation in Dutch society may 

be at the basis of this effect.

The second study, a survey in performing arts schools, confirmed what had already been 

concluded from the in-depth interviews: that stage fright was only addressed by about half of the 

schools. When it was addressed, the way in which this was done varied. Relaxation techniques, 

performance during training, and individual feedback by teachers were mentioned most often.
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Although 94 percent of acting schools and 50 percent of music schools reported teaching 

relaxation, less than one third of the schools recognised relaxation as part of their ways of 

addressing stage fright. In general, it would seem that attention for stage fright could be seen as a 

by-product of other aspects of the training rather than a specific subject.

The third study on the design and evaluation of a course on Mental Preparation for Actors in 

training, showed that a combination of a theoretical model, cue-controlled relaxation, memory 

training, cognitive restructuring with RET, a Neurolinguistic programming technique called 

'anchoring', and the design of a personal preparation strategy, was effective in reducing 

performance anxiety. For coping confidence and performance interference the results were also 

positive, but differences between course and control group were not significant. The effects were 

stable at a follow-up after 2 months. The majority of course participants reported that the programme 

had helped them reach the goals they had set for themselves. Satisfaction with the programme was 

also high. Most of the techniques were still reported to be in use even after 6 months. At this stage, 

cue-controlled relaxation and a personal preparation strategy designed during the course were 

used between 'somewhat' and 'often' on average. These two measures were also correlated with 

reduction in performance anxiety.

The three studies and the literature suggest that there is support for an approach to stage fright 

which incorporates preparedness, development of sensitivity, and external triggers, to explain the 

occurrence of stage fright. The preparedness aspect has an ethological functional basis. On top of 

that, SF can easily become a sensitivity (trait) through childrearing or adolescent performance 

trauma. This sensitivity could be triggered by a wide variety of general and individual circumstances. 

Response with SF to a-typical triggers may be a sign that someone is sensitised. Stage fright may 

be seen to represent functional emotions associated with the evaluation of risks and opportunities, 

which precedes and accompanies a performance. This process may be the cause of intrusions and 

distraction. In combination with physiological symptoms these may be responsible for performance 

interference. The literature tends to emphasise a negative definition of stage fright and empirical 

research indicates mostly that it is seen as a problem or a severe problem. Nonetheless, empirical 

support for performance interference as a result of stage fright is not very convincing. On the basis 

of the three studies in this dissertation, those researching stage fright are advised to employ a more 

diverse view of stage fright to reflect the ways in which performers themselves define it. Empirical 

studies incorporating the balance between challenge or excitement and anxiety as a factor may 

have a better chance of predicting performance facilitation and interference.
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Then came the big night, the opening, with the nerves, the trembling, the 

overwhelming terror, as poised at the entrance of the stage you say to yourself that 

you could have gotten yourself a nice cushy job cleaning out the men's room, but 

here you are, terrorised, and knowing that the audience has been imported 

specifically for their capacity to hate you. A swift return to the Faith o f our Fathers 

ensues, a desperate prayer flung heavenward'

(Maiachy McCourt 'A Monk Swimming’, 1998, Harper Collins, p. 84).

Stage fright was not a new thing to me when I started taking a scholarly interest in it. I had 

experienced it during and before performances as a singer, pianist and actor. I had felt the fast 

heartbeat, trembling knees, dry throat and butterflies. I had gone through trying to fight off 

thoughts about possible failure and making terrible mistakes. I had experienced what it was to dry 

up in the face of an audience. I knew how it felt to get up in the morning and wishing that I could 

escape, or that the performance of that night was just a bad dream. Sometimes I was sweating so 

much that my fingers would slip off the keys of the piano. Yes, I knew ail about it. I had also seen the 

effects in fellow performers. Ways of dealing with stage fright were regularly discussed with 

colleagues and I picked up some good advice here and there. Some of the techniques I was made 

to try out actually worked. This surprised me because I had felt that stage fright was something that 

happened to you for no apparent reason, and therefore I couldn't see how one would actually be 

able to influence such a condition. It felt like because of the beauty and rewards of performing, the 

success, the applause, the exciting life style, the status of belonging to the ‘performing class', there 

had to be a catch....

When working with psychiatric patients in a psychiatric hospital in Holland, 1 learned about the extent 

of the damage caused by fear and anxiety. The deep trauma and histories of abuse and dysfunction 

addressed in psychodrama sessions were often aggravated by intense shyness or self- 

consciousness. In the social skills training I gave, issues came up like; 'How do I ask a girl for a date?’ 

or ‘How do I tell my landlady that I am receiving psychiatric treatment?’ . These fears were very similar 

to what a performer on stage experiences. It is just the size of the audience that is different. In many 

cases ‘fear’ , and 'not doing something’ as a result of it, seemed to have or have had a profound 

effect on these patients’ lives. As part of my work I directed a theatre show with them. This 

somewhat daunting project turned out to be quite successful. Contrary to what I had expected, the 

positive effects of performing were not related to catharsis or a resolution to their problems, but to
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the pride they felt in conquering their fears and being applauded for it like normal' people. Anxiety 

had been a deterrent to leading a full life for quite a few of them. Overcoming their anxiety had given 

them a taste for it again.

My fascination with the role of anxiety in my own and my colleagues’ performance as well as these 

psychiatric patients led me to take up stage fnght as a research topic for my Master’s thesis (in 

psychology). This study zoomed in on themes like ‘achievement motivation’, ‘fear of failure’ and 

■fear of success' (de Vries,1983; Canavan, Gumpert et a !.,1978; Horner, 1972). One of the 

conclusions was that any of these themes could be the cause of stage fright. After completing my 

Masters, I spent a few years in which I focussed entirely on performing. This kept feeding my 

interest in stage fright and I kept looking for an opportunity to pick up the research properly. I 

sought to interest the head of the Department of Theatre, Film and Television studies at Utrecht 

University, Prof. Dr. Henri Schoenmakers. I was offered a job as a researcher and lecturer and 

encouraged to pursue my research interests. A series of in-depth interviews with performers were 

set up and with the help of students of the department almost a hundred Dutch performers were 

interviewed.

When I was given the opportunity to receive joint supervision for the project in Trinity College 

Dublin I didn't hesitate long and moved to Ireland. Dr. Ray Fuller in the Department of Psychology 

and Dr. John McCormick in the Samuel Beckett Centre for Theatre and Drama Studies provided the 

right support and the proper environment for this project. In the five years I have spent in Dublin the 

project took the form in which it is presented here. The exploratory nature of the project has been a 

blessing and a curse. Some of the directions the study moved into turned out to be time 

consuming without providing relevant information. Others were interesting but opened up new 

avenues of research rather than answering the questions I had set out to address. As a result, more 

time was spent then would have been necessary. Nevertheless, it has been an interesting process 

and the wide scope has prevented me from getting bored.
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On how to read this dissertation

The size of this study and the degree of detail in certain sections may make it difficult to keep track 

of the main issues. Summaries at the end of each chapter, but also at the end of each of the larger 

sections may be helpful in this respect. It may be a good idea to read those sections when starting a 

chapter. Some of the research quoted in Part One has been addressed in great detail. This has 

been done because studies on stage fright in actors and musicians are rare. In Part Two, the 

discussion of most of the research looks to present the bigger picture. Of the three empirical 

studies which form the core of this dissertation, Study I and Study III are the most important. The 

explorative character of the first study was its ‘raison d'etre', however for the last study it was also 

necessary to meticulously explore the results to trace the nature of the effect of the designed 

intervention. I hope the reader will have patience with my awkward phrasing and other 

maltreatments of the English language. English is not my first language.

A few practical notes

1 - Abbreviations are explained before they are used. Frequently used abbreviations are:

SF = stage fright

PA = performance anxiety

MPA = musical performance anxiety

PFI = performance facilitation and interference

PAQ = Performance Anxiety Questionnaire (adaptation of the STAI) (Steptoe et al. ,1995) 

STAI-state anxiety = State Trait Anxiety Inventory: state version (Spielberger et al.,1970)

2 - In the empirical studies: Studies I, II and III capitals are used for variable or factor names. For 

instance : ‘Strength of S F  is a factor name and ‘Frequency of SF is a variable name. Whenever the 

terms strength or frequency were used without reference to this specific meaning, capitals were not 

used.

3 - Notes are indicated with (*1) and are printed at the end of each chapter.

4 - Statistical significance is sometimes referred to with ‘*' or ‘**’ to indicate levels of significance. 

Significant at .05 level is indicated with and significance at .01 level is indicated with

5 - Quotes from Study I are accompanied with a number, for instance (s 103). This is a reference to 

the subject number.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The problems: Why do research on stage fright ?

Although the reasons for my interest in stage fright are of a personal nature, as explained in the 

preface, there are sound arguments to address this issue in a fundamental way.

Not all of us know what it is to play Ham let in the famous theatres of the world. Not all of us know  

what it is to grab the microphone and hear the first bars of the band from behind and the roar of the 

stadium from the front. Not all of us have played Rachm aninov or danced Giselle for the crowned 

heads of the world. Not all of us know what it is to start speaking in a lecture theatre and suddenly 

feel all eyes on you. But asking som eone for a date, singing a song at a party, saying a few words 

after dinner, going for an interview, giving a business presentation; we are certain to have  

experience with at least one of these situations. And if we don’t, it means w e have been avoiding 

them  and therefore we probably know even better how they might m ake us feel. From our own 

experience (or avoidance) we then have some idea what musicians or actors go through when they 

enter the stage and suddenly the audience becom es silent, or what the footballer goes through at 

the penalty shoot out in front of a sell out stadium and a television audience of a hundred million. 

Asked what human reactions to these events may have in common, it is possible that we will use the 

term stage fnght. It is also possible that we will call it stress, tension, nerves, fear of failure, speech  

anxiety, butterflies or som ething else. This assumption is at the basis of the approach in this 

dissertation. As long as som e kind of performance is involved, we assume that we are talking about 

roughly the sam e phenom enon. It would also seem  that stage fright is om nipresent and often a 

problem. Numerous people claim that stage fnght interferes with the enjoyment and quality of their 

lives. Famous performers retire from the stage as a result of it and cases of sudden breakdown in 

the entertainm ent world are often attributed to stage fright. There are also people who claim that 

they couldn't do without it. They say they couldn't have reached the heights of success without 

stage fright. Are they speaking about the sam e phenomenon? Can stage fright be a problem for 

one person and a blessing for som eone else?

This in itself should be a reason for extensive academic interest, and indeed there is a growing 

interest. Still, most research has been done in related fields, like stress m anagem ent, speech  

anxiety, social anxiety and test anxiety. Considerable success has been dem onstrated with a wide 

range of interventions. M ost o f these treatm ents w ere  designed for the genera l public. 

Interventions for those who perform for a living are considerably less well studied. This is why for 

this study our prim ary focus will be on the experience of actors, musicians and other stage  

performers.

Interest in the relationship between tension or stage fright and perform ance quality has received a 

boost from recent developm ents in sports psychology. W ith the increasing am ounts of money 

going on in professional sports this is not surphsing. If a new preparation method boosts a boxer's 

confidence or a tennis player's accuracy with only one percent, implementation is likely to pay off 

financially. Within the arts, the interest in interventions for stage fright in musicians is growing, but
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specifically for actors and dancers very little seems to be done. Furthermore, it would seem that 

stage fright is rarely addressed explicitly in the training of professional performers.

Considering the importance of the issue, the reported frequency with which professional 

performers have to deal with it and the lack of attention given to stage fright in actors and musicians, 

it would seem perfectly justifiable to devote a study to it.

1-2 Do we know what stage fright is?

Although the term stage fright is being used in academic publications, it is not a mainstream 

psychological term. Psychological dictionaries tend to ignore it (10 different ones sampled). Only 

Longmans Dictionary of Psychology and Psychiatry mentions it and comes up with a rather 

comprehensive although, in terms of severity one sided view: ‘Stage fright is an anxiety reaction 

associated with speaking or performing before an audience or being otherwise subjected to public 

scrutiny. The individual becomes tense and apprehensive, perspires profusely, and may stutter, 

forget lines, or run away. Some psychoanalysts explain the reaction in terms of a defence against 

exhibitionist tendencies and the unconscious fear of castration which these tendencies produce. 

See social phobia’ .

General dictionaries are not in agreement on the definition. A few examples:

- W ebster’s New World Dictionary, 1996: ‘nervousness felt when appearing as a speaker or 

performer before an audience’

- The Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, 11th Edition ,1969, Oxford University 

Press, London: 'nervousness felt when facing an audience'

These definitions are rather broad and non-specific.

- Collins, English Dictionary, Update Version, 1994, Harpers Collins Publishers, Glasgow: 

‘Nervousness or panic that may beset a person about to appear in front o f an audience’

In this definition the severity is variable, but the moment is fixed.

- Chambers 21st Century Dictionary, 1996: ‘nervousness felt by an actor or other perform er or 

speaker when about to appear in front o f an audience especially for the first time’

In this definition the kinds of persons who could have it are specified as well as a specific situation in 

which they might have it.

- Readers Digest Universal Dictionary, 1984: 'acute fear or nervousness felt by a person at the 

prospect of or while performing before an audience'

This definition specifies both different degrees of severity and when it is experienced, but not who 

has it. In general, it could be said that the definitions differ in who have stage fright, when they have 

it, and the severity of the problem.

Looking at these differences it is no surprise that performers themselves also tend to show 

considerable individual differences in how they interpret the term. It has already been suggested 

that people may have different individual conceptualisations, even if the general phenomenon is 

agreed upon. This knowledge was acquired mostly unsolicited. Someone would ask me what 1 do, 

the research on stage fright is mentioned, and immediately people would respond with what they

think about it or tell me a personal experience or anecdote. Vastly different experiences and
2



different connotations with) thie term were reported. Some people would see the term as mainly 

negative, whereas others could also see it as a positive force. Professional performers would 

sometimes say that they always have stage fright, indicating that a wide array of experiences may fall 

under this heading, whereas others would reserve the term for more specific issues, for instance; 

Stage fright is when I have a black-out. Performers would mention the occurrence of stage fright 

before, on entering the stage, during and even after a performance. Some performers even 

suggested they could have it for weeks before the opening of a new show. Some would put 

emphasis on the physical or emotional side, whereas others would refer mostly to mental and 

thematic aspects.

This variety of approaches has never been documented in a study. It was therefore decided that 

whatever direction the project would take, this should be done first. The conceptualisation of stage 

fright will be addressed on the basis of interviews with performers and the relevant literature. Part 

One of this dissertation will be devoted to this.

1.3 Causes and obstacles for intervention

Before looking at treatments for stage fright, we need to know whether it should be treated at all. If a 

performer thinks of stage fright as something helpful, we should not interfere: ‘If it ain't broke, don't 

fix it’.

A good reason for intervention is if stage fright is so unpleasant that it makes the person unhappy. 

Many performers suffer before and during performance because of the anxiety they experience. As 

a result of this they are not as happy as they would want to be. In the long run this may become 

unbearable. Stephen Aaron (1986) in his book ‘Stage fright' writes: There  are endless stories 

about performances, and even careers, ruined by stage fright’ . [..] ‘In certain instances, actors have 

had to abandon the stage for radio, film or television because they could not tolerate stage frighf (p. 

60). It is not unthinkable that even this relative retreat may still invoke insurmountable distress. 

Some are forced to give up altogether. I have met quite a few directors of theatre who have have 

moved on to directing, because they couldn’t cope with the stress of performing.

Another good reason to start thinking about treatment is when stage fright interferes with the 

quality of the performance. Apparently this is a common problem. A recent survey of 56 orchestras 

woridwide reported that a staggering 70 percent experiences performance interference related to 

tension (James, 1997). Especially auditions and premieres have a bad name for bringing about 

stage fright of the interfering type. This can lead to frequent mistakes, coming across as nervous, 

black outs, drying up, or a general sense that the performance doesn’t quite have the radiance one 

had hoped for. For a premiere this would lead to critical reviews and maybe a negative influence on 

attendance. In auditions this might lead to not getting the job. In both cases the performer’s 

livelihood is at stake.

Many performers seem to be unsure as to the need to address stage fright. Typically they would 

report that they would only experience stage fright before a performance. They would feel very

anxious directly before the show, and even on entering the stage or starting the programme.
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However, as soon as they've started properly, it is gone! They may experience intense suffering, 

but since there is no performance interference, why bother. Performers in this category sometimes 

hold beliefs that the suffering is a price they have to pay to be allowed on stage. They might profit 

from some form of treatment, but may be wary that by taking away their suffering, one may also 

endanger the performance.

Another reason why exploring the need for interventions may not be as straightforward as It would 

seem, is that people don't always tell the truth about issues in which their pride, self-esteem or 

likability are at stake. It is possible that stage fright may cause problems that one is ashamed of. 

Avoidance or repression may follow, even to the extent that one it not sure anymore about one's 

feelings. This may lead to much more positive impressions of the influence of stage fright than is 

realistic. This kind of behaviour may be considered typical for some individuals. However, it may be 

more common than we think and may have its source in education and specifically performing arts 

training. There are still directors of music and drama schools who would consider a student with 

issues relating to stage fright to be ‘in the wrong profession'. If admitting to having stage fright is 

equated with being considered unsuitable for the stage, then leaving the profession is surely the 

only sensible type of remedy. This way of thinking - and we will find out how common it is - may have 

been one of the obstacles for the development of interventions specifically for actors and 

musicians.

1.4 The treatment of stage fright

One of the problems frequently mentioned is that ‘stage fright doesn't make sense'. Performers 

may in fact feel that if only they understood why they have to undergo this ordeal, they could maybe 

accept it. An experienced actor complained that although he had been in a particular show for 

almost a year, he would always get extremely nervous if an acquaintance would come and see the 

show. This bothered him mostly because he didn't know why. A pianist would reassure me that the 

piece she had worked on had reached the stage of perfection, but whenever she played in front of 

a few friends she would feel really nervous and make the most unusual mistakes. She couldn't 

explain why she couldn’t get it right in front of them. She would say ‘I know that they all like me and

there is really no pressure, but s t i l l  '. A singer who always had a cold when she got close to an

important concert, was desperately looking for a rationale, An after dinner speaker, who was a very 

funny man, wondered why he would forget all of his jokes the moment he would get up. It is clear 

that the background of stage fright is far from common knowledge, and looking for interventions 

may have to start with looking for a way of explaining stage fright.

Existing treatm ent for stage fright include cognitive, behavioural, somatic and medical 

interventions. Not many of these interventions have been specifically tried out on actors or 

musicians. They usually have a proven track record in the reduction of speech anxiety, test anxiety, 

stress management and social anxiety. Based on the assumption that stage fright in performers 

cannot be too different from stage fright in the general public (see also p. 1) it might seem to be 

worthwhile to try out these forms of treatment with stage performers.
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We can also learn about the potential for prevention and intervention by analysing coping 

behaviour in performers. Through studying strategies and techniques, as well as the circumstances 

in which they are effective, we may gain insight in the possibilities of a wide array of practical 

interventions. From performers who have problems we may find out about successful ways of 

coping as well as ineffective and inappropriate techniques.

It would seem that the development of treatment scenario's will profit from the combination of a 

search for the origins, definitions and ways of coping with stage fright in performers as well as in a 

wider context. In addition, it would further our knowledge to look for a way of applying the principles 

of treatment of the related fields mentioned to an experimental programme for treating stage fright. 

Besides the need for a thorough search of the literature an empirical approach is obviously called 

for.

1.5 Three studies

The empirical approach to stage fright for this project can be divided into three separate studies:

First, to get a clearer picture of how performers define stage fright, what their main problems are, 

how they see its causes, how it has developed, physical symptoms and other issues, we would 

need to interview them. This is best done with an open approach to allow performers to speak from 

their own perspective. Study I: In-depth Interviews with performers in the Netherlands and Ireland is 

a semi-structured interview which addresses the issues mentioned above. Addressing a large 

sample (n=175) from two different countries will give us access to a wide range of experiences with 

a wide range of views. It will also allow us to make comparisons between men and women, 

professionals and amateurs, musicians and actors, Irish and Dutch, young and old, and 

experienced and inexperienced performers. How performers cope with SF can start guiding our 

thoughts on interventions .

On the basis of the interviews and the literature review a treatment method can be designed. 

Following this, we will look for a way of implementing it and testing its results. On the basis of these 

results we might learn if it is worthwhile to try to do something about stage fright on a broader basis. 

In Study III this process will be described.

The right period in a performer's life to address stage fright would seem to be before a professional 

career is started. Addressing stage fright during performance training would therefore seem to be 

an excellent way of attempting to address it at an early stage or even preventing it from occurring in 

the first place. In this way it may not turn into a problem and we might not even need further 

interventions. The logic of this way of thinking may not have escaped those who are involved in 

training performers. So before we would attempt to design a programme for performers in training, it 

would be wise to find out what is already done in performing arts schools. Study II is a survey for 

heads of acting and music courses which addresses whether and how stage fright is addressed in 

their schools. The design of the intervention to be proposed will be partly based on the results of 

this study.
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The scope of the study is wide in the sense that both a fundam ental approach to stage fright and 

the design and evaluation of an intervention will be included. W e will allow ourselves to consider 

m any d ifferent ways of looking at s tage fright, including a phenom enological approach . 

Conceptualisations, m easurem ent, coping and interventions will be addressed separately in the 

literature. Apart from our em pirical interests it is hoped that this will further our theoretical 

understanding of the phenomenon and its causes.

1.6  Restrictions to the studies

Notwithstanding the broad emphasis of this study, a few restrictions will have to be made. Research  

on sport psychology, although not deliberately excluded will not be addressed to its full extent. It is 

felt that research in sport psychology, although it addresses stress has different focal points. Firstly, 

the term stage fright is seldom used in relation to sports perform ance. Secondly, the emphasis of 

the physical side in sport is very different from the kind of physical work actors and musicians are  

involved in. And thirdly, the ‘culture’ of perform ance in sport is very different from the theatre and 

music world. In light of the host of material available on sport performance, it would need a separate  

study to cover this field. Nonetheless, here and there we will address some relevant principles 

gleaned from sport psychology.

A nother theoretical curtailm ent involves the psychophysiological substrate of stage fright. 

Although there is a massive body of research on the psychophysiological correlates of anxiety, 

none of these studies addresses stage fright specifically. Therefore, it was felt that this area would 

be beyond the scope of this project. N evertheless, building further on the results of the studies 

undertaken for this dissertation, should probably include taking a closer look at how the brain 

responds to stage fright and to some of the proposed interventions.
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Part One: The phenomenon stage fright

2. Stage fright in musicians and Musical Performance Anxiety (MPA): 

literature review

3. Stage fright and performance anxiety in actors: literature review

4. The Issues

5. Study I: In-depth inten/iews with performers in the Netherlands and Ireland

6. Discussion: the phenomenon stage fright

This section starts with a review of the literature on stage fright/performance 

anxiety in the performing arts. The literature will be addressed in separate 

chapters on stage fright in musicians or musical performance anxiety (MPA) 

(chapter 2) and performance anxiety or stage fright in acting and theatre (chapter 

3). This separation represents the separate domains in which the research takes 

place. Specific problems of musicians and actors are best discussed separately. 

A lack of cross-referencing between these domains in the literature further 

justifies a separate discussion. In chapter 4, relevant issues from domains like 

social & evaluation anxiety, performance anxiety, speech anxiety and stress 

management will be addressed in relation to the conceptualisation of SF. In 

chapter 5, the first of the three studies reported on in this dissertation is 

addressed. In-depth interviews with performers in the Netherlands and Ireland 

(n=175) have been conducted to learn about stage fright from the performer’s 

perspective. In chapter 6, the implications of the results of the study for the theory 

of stage fright, prevention, inten/ention and future research are discussed.
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2 Stage fright in musicians and musical performance anxiety 

(IVIPA): literature review

2.1 The incidence o f stage fright and performance anxiety

The terms most commonly used are: stage fright, performance anxiety, musical performance 

anxiety (MPA) and musical stress. In the Netherlands, the common term ‘plankenkoorts’ , is 

sometimes used, but recently the term ‘podiumangst’ has been introduced. This term is best 

translated as 'stage anxiety’ . The terms are often used interchangeably and in general the same 

problem area is indicated. Growing interest seems to have gained momentum in combination with 

research on SF or MPA in musicians in symphonic orchestras of which the results show that there is 

cause for concern. The emergence of organisations like the British Association for Performing Arts 

Medicine and publications like ‘Medical Problems of Performing Artists', 'Performing Arts Medicine 

News', ‘Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic' and a few others are representative of the growing interest 

of the medical profession in the problems of the perform ing artist. Their main interest is in 

musicians. Articles on stage fright in journals like ‘Psychology of Music’ reflect the interest within 

psychology.

Fishbein, Middlestadt, Ottati, Straus & Ellis (1988) found that stage fright had the highest 

prevalence of all the severe medical problems orchestral musicians reported in a self-report 

questionnaire. Their research involved 2212 American musicians in 47 of the 48 ICSOM 

(International Conference of Symphony and Opera Musicians) involving reputable orchestras in the 

USA. This result is supported by a review of performing arts medicine literature by Goode & Knight 

(1991). They conclude that performance anxiety is one of the most frequently cited problems 

musicians report. In Brodsky’s (1996) review of recent research on musicians in American, Canadian 

and British classical orchestras, in which large samples were involved, it is reported that 

percentages of musicians suffering from stage fright, performance anxiety or performance related 

stress range from 24 to 96 percent (see next page Table 2.1a).

The variety in results seems to be due to differences in indications of severity in the questions. 

Brodsky suggests that the different terms stage fright, performance anxiety or musical performance 

anxiety may be subject to semantic differences. Terms used by other authors, like psychological 

stress of musicians, anxiety in musical performance, career stress in musicians, and musician’s 

stress, which according to Brodsky generally refers to the same symptomatology (Brodsky, 1996, 

p. 90), may account for further variations in the incidence levels reported.

It would seem that the issue of stress in performers tends to be looked at from a wide perspective. 

Stage fright, performance stress or MPA are mostly seen as factors in the stress landscape which 

covers general occupational hazards and health hazards. This wide scope approach to the empirical 

study of performance stress is likely to evoke high percentages of reported stress. The 96 percent 

found by Bartel & Thompson (1995) should be interpreted in this way. A recent survey of medical 

problems in 56 orchestras worldwide (Federation Internationale des Musiciens, James, 1997) 

addresses the severity and causes of stress, but not the incidence. It seems to be implied that all
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musicians experience stress.

Table 2.1a: The incidence of stage fright (SF), performance anxiety (PA), musical 
performance anxiety (MPA), performance stress and stage anxiety' (translated from the 
Dutch term ‘podium angst’) in symphony orchestras (in %).

% researchers: term used:

24 % Fishbein, Middlestadt et al. (1988)* SF is a problem
16 % • I SF is a severe problem
47 % Marchant-Haycox & Wilson (1992)* PA
63 % James (1984)* PA
96 % Bartel & Thompson (1995)* performance stress
32 % Steptoe (1989) high performance anxious
58 % van Kemenade, van Heesch 

& van Son (1995)
personal exp. with stage anxiety

21 % 1 • severe and distinct stage anxiety
18 % * 1 moderate intensity stage anxiety
18 % 1 1 slight intensity of stage anxiety
94% (Nube, 1995) SF before solo performance
89% , , SF during solo performance
86 % ,, SF some days before solo performance
71 % ,, SF before orchestra performance
74 % 1 t SF during orchestra performance
49 % 1 1 SF some days before orchestra perf.
70 % (Fed. Int. des Musiciens, 1997) MPA with performance interference
18 % • 1 More stress than other musicians
62 % 1 1 As much stress as other musicians
20 % ,, Less stress than other musicians
* Results referred to by Brodsky (1996)

Differences in reported degrees of stage fright can also be related to the time frame asked to report 

on. Highest degrees of stage fright reported by orchestra musicians (Nube, 1995) were at the 

beginning or from a few hours before a performance onwards and also during the performance. 

Solo performances showed higher stage fright than orchestral performances and a longer and more 

intense build-up before the performance.

The incidence of MPA in research on non-orchestra! professional musicians or music students is

also found to be high and varied. Steptoe and Fidler (1987) compared state anxiety levels as an

indication of performance anxiety (using an adjusted version of STAI-State version for musicians

asking them to focus on how they feel just before or during a performance). Steptoe later refers to

this adaptation of the STAI-State version as the PAQ (Performance Anxiety Questionnaire)). Three

groups of classical musicians were involved: professionals (n=65), amateurs (n=40), and music

students (n=41). Student musicians scored highest (50.3), followed by the amateurs (46.4), while

the professionals scored lowest (42.4). Since the professionals were also more experienced and

older it is not clear what cause to attribute this difference to. Van Kemenade, van Heesch & van Son

(1995) found a lower incidence of performance anxiety in choir singers (27%) and other musicians

(37.5%) than in the orchestra musicians (62.5%). These differences were found in response to the

same questionnaire, so can not be attributed to differences in methodology. Wesner, Noyes and

Davis (1990) found that 21.3 percent of a group of 302 music students and faculty reported
10



considerable distress as a result of ‘marked’ performance anxiety. These results are very similar to 

the ones found for orchestra musicians by Fishbein, fvliddlestadt, Ottati, Straus & Ellis (1988). A 

possible bias in Fishbein, M iddlestadt et al.'s research is that stage fright seems to have been 

addressed in a medical context along with physical symptoms and conditions. This may have 

coloured the perception the subjects had of the 'kind of stage fright' meant in the questions.

Results from the study by Fishbein, fvliddlestadt, Ottati, Straus & Eilis (1988) show a few differences 

in the prevalence of severe stage fright between groups in the sample based on gender (19% of 

women; 14% of men), age (17% in those younger than 35; 19% for those between 35 and 45; and 

11% for those over 45), type of instrument (22% of brass players; 14% of string players; 14% of 

wind wood players; and 17% of others) and size of orchestra (17% in small orchestras; 14% in large 

orchestras). In light of the size of the sample these may be considered significant differences. The 

differences between men and women are not surprising, as men often report lower degrees in 

research on emotions. The curvilinear relationship of severe SF with age is interesting. It is a pity 

that the researchers don't present us with a possible explanation.

Little is known about the differences in incidence of the phenomenon across musical styles or 

professional status (student, amateur, semi-professional or professional). Suggestions that 

professional classical musicians would generally experience more MPA than popular, folk or jazz 

musicians or amateurs (Havas, 1973; Wippoo & Citroen, 1998) have only been supported by one 

empirical study so far (Van Kemenade, van Heesch & van Son, 1995).

2 .2  Measurement of stage fright in musicians

An emphasis on cognitive aspects is reflected in the use of self-report measures or psychological 

tests to measure stage fright or MPA. Brodsky (1996) lists 17 different measures employed (p. 91). 

He concludes that Spieiberger’s STAI has been by far the most extensively used assessment 

method for MPA. Brodsky is not sure that the STAI is in fact a reliable measure for MPA. He bases 

his doubts on Lehrer's (1982) research, who found that only 36 percent of anxiety experienced 

during a performance appears to be related to state-trait anxiety. Brodsky doesn't distinguish 

between the two subtests, nor does he seem to be aware of Steptoe et al.'s (1995) adaptation of 

the state version of the STAI, the PAQ (Performance Anxiety Questionnaire), unless this is 

because he wrongly attributes this test to Wesner, Noyes & Davis (1990). Brodsky also wrongly 

reports that the PAI (Performance Anxiety Inventory, Nagel, Himie & Pabsdorf (1989), used in a 

number of studies, was derived from the STAI, when in fact it is an adaptation of Spieiberger’s Test 

Anxiety Inventory. Brodsky (1996) developed his own measure, the Appraisal of Music Performers 

Stress (AMPS) and names a few new measures specifically designed to measure MPA as well as a 

general measure for stress (DSP) designed by Derogatis (1987) as possible alternatives.

Physiological measurements of MPA include cardiovascular measures, like heart rate (HR), 

measures of neuroendocrine activation, like the excretion of epinephrine, nor-epinephrine, 

cortisol, and Galvanic skin response (GSR). It is now widely accepted that these responses are not 

the core of the SF experience. Physiological measures tend to be seen as non-specific indicators

of activation, which may represent excitement or anger as well as anxiety (Steptoe, 1989).
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Therefore, self-report measures of emotionality, worry, and other cognitive aspects in combination 

with physiological measures may be expected to be complementary. Two studies discussed here 

used the combined approach.

Fredehkson and Gunnarsson (1992) studied SF and its effect on performance in 19 string music 

students in their second year at the Musical Academy in Stockholm. The students were assigned to 

a high-anxious group (n=12) if they reported at least one incidence of tremor induced detrimental 

effects on their performance in front of an audience. The others were assigned to a low-anxious 

group (n=7). The differences between these groups were confirmed by higher averages for the 

high-anxious on the PRCM (Public Report of Confidence as a Musician) a measure adapted from 

the PRCS (Public Report of Confidence as a Speaker) (Paul, 1966). The two groups performed in 

two conditions, one in the presence of a small audience and one privately. Heart rate was measured 

before, during and after each performance and urine samples were volunteered half an hour 

afterwards to measure excretion degrees of epinephrine, norepinephrine and cortiso l. 

Furthermore, the quality of the public performances were rated by a professor who was aware of the 

group assignment and another professor who wasn't and listened to tape recordings of the 

performances. Subjects also rated their effort' and ‘distress’ levels before each performance. The 

instrument used for this was not described. The results showed that HR was significantly higher 

before, during and after the public performance than before, during and after the private 

performance. In both conditions, HR was significantly higher during performance than before and 

after. Frederikson and Gunnarsson also found significantly higher increases in HR from private to 

public performance for the high-anxious group as compared to the low-anxious group. 

Furthermore, the maximal HR measured during performance was significantly higher for the high 

anxious group. The differences in neuroendocrine activation were not as clear cut. Significant 

increases in average levels (both groups taken together) of epinephrine, norepinephrine and 

cortisol were found for the public performance compared with the private performance. However, 

looking at the absolute changes observed for the subjects, only epinephrine levels were 

significantly higher after the public performance compared to the private performance. None of the 

three measures showed differences between the high and low anxious groups. The researchers 

conclude that HR is probably the more reliable and error-free of the physical measures, as it is 

sensitive to both the situational factors (private/public performance) and individual differences in 

fearfulness (p.59).

Clark & Agras (1991) had problems with the interpretation of the relationship between HR and self-

reported anxiety in their study (n=34). They observed speakers and musicians before, during and

after laboratory performances. They used a selection of tests including the Personal Report of

Confidence as a Performer (PRCP), the STAI-Trait anxiety, the Fear Survey Schedule (Wolpe &

Lang, 1964), the Social Avoidance and Distress Scale and the Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale

(Watson & Fried, 1969). Like Frederikson & Gunnarson (1992), they found that performance and

increases in HR were related, but although they were able to establish a relationship between

aforementioned measures of anxiety and increases in HR tor speakers, this effect didn’t occur for

musicians. Furthermore, improvements in subjective anxiety after a cognitive-behavioural

intervention were not reflected in changes in HR. Clark & Agras suggest that variations in exertion

between performances, differences between instruments, as well as uncontrolled factors like

coffee drinking and smoking turn HR into an unreliable measure of performance anxiety in
12



musicians.

2 .3  Effects of stage fright on performance

The relationship between SF and performance quality has been addressed in at least three 

possible ways. The first approach is based on anecdotal evidence. The second approach is to 

question performers in an organised way (using scales) about the effect of SF on their 

performance. The third approach is to create a laboratory performance and judge it on its quality 

while the performers’ SF levels are measured with the use of physical and/or self-report measures.

The first approach occurs in books and articles in magazines. Sometimes the authors draw on their 

own experience as a musician, sometimes they write about the experiences of others. Kato Havas 

(1975) gives examples of the negative effects of SF on her own performance and the performance 

of her students and so does Ristadt (1982). The emphasis in these publications is on the horror of 

SF and the devastating effects it can have, although sometimes positive effects are mentioned as 

well. A curious article in Newsweek (Seligman & Peyser, 1994) illustrates the problem with the 

accounts of well known performers. In this article, Barbara Streisand and Carly Simon are quoted as 

saying that stage fright improves their performance. This is in contrast with other articles on these 

singers in which it is reported that both of them have had periods in which they didn’t perform due 

to excessive SF. Successful performers and stars are often under great pressure from the media to 

produce interesting stories, which doesn’t make for the most reliable reporting.

Nube’s (1995) study is an example of the second type. As part of a series of studies on SF, her 

subjects could indicate the degree of impairment due to SF on a 5-point scale. In her sample 7 

percent reported a ‘strong or very strong degree of impairment, 32 percent reported a ‘moderate 

degree of impairment' and 52 percent reported 'a slight degree or no impairment’ . Probably based 

on the anecdotal evidence, many researchers seem to take the performance interference effect for 

granted. As a result of this, the possibility that SF could have a positive effect on a performance is 

sometimes forgotten. Nube (1995) makes this mistake. In an otherwise excellent series of studies 

she confines herself to the possibility of interference in the questions she poses. She could easily 

have extended her 5-point scale and add the possibility of positive effects.

Wesner, Noyes & Davis (1990) earlier made the same mistake. They found that 16.5 percent 

reported ‘marked impairment’, 29.6 percent ‘moderate impairment’, and 53.9 percent ‘little or no 

impairment’. The degree of ‘marked’ impairment in Wesner et al.’s (1990) research was smaller than 

what was rated as 'strong or very strong impairment' in Nube’s (1995) sample. Other than that, the 

results are very much in the same range. Because of the omission of the performance facilitation 

option we need to be cautious in generalising from these results.

The relationship between performance and anxiety may be exemplified by particular physical and

mental problems. Wesner, Noyes & Davis (1990) compiled a list of frequent and infrequent

symptoms among high anxious performance impaired music students and faculty of Iowa School of

Music (n=302) (see Table 2.3a). Poor concentration, trembling and shortness of breath, may be

instrumental in bringing about performance interference, but we may question if rapid heart beat
13



and sweating are not equally related to performance interference and facilitation.

Table 2.3a: Frequent and infrequent symptoms in high anxious performance impaired 
music students and teachers (n=302) (Wesner, Noyes & Davis, 1990)

Empirical support based on experimental study is the third possible approach. In an overview of the 

evidence, Tobacyk & Downs (1986) comment on the virtual absence of this type of research in 

musicians. They only mention Leglar’s (1978) study. Leglar conducted an experiment with 

laboratory performances involving six organ students. She let them perform under low anxiety 

provoking and high anxiety provoking conditions by varying the status of the audience and letting 

the musicians play with or without the score. To assess the quality of the performances Leglar used 

three expert judges. In addition, the number of errors recorded in the music was counted. She 

found that the conditions which produced high anxiety levels tended to result in poorer 

performance.

One study missed by Tobacyk & Downs is of particular interest here. Craske & Craig (1984) 

assessed 40 competent pianists under stressful and non-stressful conditions. The non-stressful 

condition was a practice performance a week before the stressful condition in which subjects 

performed a piano piece from memory in front of an expert team of judges and a video camera. 

Measures used to assess MPA involved: a) a variety of self-report measures assessing state- 

anxiety, self-efficacy, and subjective distress; b) measures of physiological arousal involving GSR, 

HR and respiratory functions; c) behavioural measures including performance quality as assessed 

by the judges. All pianist were rated as either anxious or non-anxious on the basis of a median split 

of the scores on the RCPS (Report of Confidence as a Performer Scale) (Appel,1974). Results 

indicate that the stress condition elicited intense emotional response in the high-anxious group, 

while the low-anxious group was less responsive. Also, the high-anxious group showed more 

synchrony between the three response types. Correlations between the dependent measures 

was generally low, while concordance was much more often observed in the subjects from the high- 

anxious group in the stressful condition when displaying intense emotional responses. On the 

basis of this result it was concluded that a combination of high physical arousal, reduced quality of a 

performance as a result of performance interference (PFI) and high self-reported emotional 

reactions occurs in anxious performers, while in non-anxious performers no relationship between 

the three aspects exists.

In K ivimaki’s (1995) study on musical test anxiety in 101 violin students, the quality of a

performance in a musical exam was established by asking teachers to compare students'
14

frequent svmptoms: 
poor concentration (63.3%) 
rapid heart beat (57.1 %) 
trembling (45.8%) 
dry mouth (42.6%) 
sweating (42.6%) 
shortness of breath (39.6%)

infrequent symptoms: 
flushing (16.3%) 
quavering voice (12.8%)
nausea (8.3%) 
dizziness (8.3%)

(Unimpaired musicians scored considerably and 
significantly lower percentages in all categories.)



performances during a normal lesson with exam performance. If the exam performance not as good 

as would be expected, their performance was rated as below-capacity performance. Below-capacity 

performances were found to correlate with high test anxiety. This result is in line with the anecdotal 

evidence. Unfortunately, the measure for test anxiety, a combination of questions taken from 

different test anxiety questionnaires, was completed after the exam the subjects were rated on. 

Therefore, the quality of their performance may have influenced the way they filled in the 

questionnaire. Satisfaction of the students with the quality of their musical performance may thus 

have predicted test anxiety - in hindsight - rather than the other way around.

In the studies reported here expert judges were used to establish the quality of a performance. In 

light of the complicated and multifaceted task that playing a musical instrument is, it makes sense to 

let experts be the judge. Still, we may ask ourselves how reliable this approach is. A study by 

Frederikson & Gunnarsson (1992), already mentioned in paragraph 2.2, illustrates the problems of 

rating of musical performance with two expert judges. They found that one judge rated low-anxious 

performers as significantly better than the high-anxious subjects, whereas the other rated them 

exactly oppositely.

Valentine, Fitzgerald, Gorton, Hudson & Symonds (1996) seem to have had more luck with their 

judges. They found that it was possible to achieve inter-rater reliability between two judges. They 

agreed on the quality of the performance of a group of high and low-anxious musicians in high and 

low stress situations. The musicians in this study were said to have performed better in the high 

stress situation, but no significant effects were found for the high and low-anxious subjects. So, 

even though the inter-rater reliability problem was solved, the results complicate the discussion by 

adding a new dimension. Apparently, it is possible that performers, irrespective of how anxious they 

are, respond well to a stressful performance situation and in fact seem to have shown performance 

facilitation rather than interference.

A pair of studies not mentioned by Tobacyk and Downs was done by Hamann (1985). In these 

studies on instrumentalists and vocalists, Hamann used the same approach as Craig and Craske to 

induce stress. He let performers play in front of an expert audience while being videotaped. 

However, he compared their performance with a group who were taped but didn’t play in front of an 

audience. Hamann found that regardless of levels of trait-anxiety, those playing in front of an 

audience performed better. High task mastery skills (over six years of formal training) and low task 

mastery skills (less than six years of training) were seen to bring about modulating effects. High task 

mastery in combination with high trait-anxiety led to better performances under anxiety inducing 

circumstances (as compared with high task mastery and low-trait anxiety). Low task mastery in 

combination with high trait-anxiety in anxiety inducing performances was found to lead to worse 

performances (in comparison with subjects with low task mastery and low trait-anxiety).

Clark & Agras (1991), mentioned previously in section 2.2, used a group of raters to compare the

tapes of the musical performance of anxious musicians who had taken part in four forms of

treatment for performance anxiety. In a double blind condition the raters had to compare recordings

of 29 musicians made before and after different types of treatment for performance anxiety. On

average, the after treatment recordings were rated as better, but only in one of the conditions did

they rate the after treatment tapes as significantly better. (This was a condition in which the
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musicians had received cognitive therapy and a beta-biocker placebo, as compared to cognitive 

therapy and beta-blockers, beta-blockers only and placebo only.) In both conditions with cognitive 

therapy, subjective anxiety scores had gone down. In this study reduction of anxiety was 

connected with improved quality of musical performance.

The results from the studies mentioned here suggest that research on the relationship between 

performance anxiety and the quality of performance is marred by methodological and conceptual 

difficulties. Anecdotal evidence tends to be unreliable, questionnaires have been seen to ignore 

the possibility of performance facilitation, and experimental studies have difficulties in finding a 

reliable way to judge the quality of a musical performance. Leglar’s (1978) approach, combining 

experienced judges with counting of objective errors, makes sense, but doesn’t seem to have 

been followed by other researchers. Apart form the methodological concerns raised here, the 

results of the studies mentioned so far indicate that the relationship between performance anxiety 

and performance quality is a negative one. However, Hamann (1985) and Valentine et al. (1996) 

saw musicians perform better in stressful circumstances. The problems in establishing a clear 

relationship between SF and performance quality may be the result of individual differences in 

response to anxiety, or differences in how certain types of performance are influenced by stress or 

anxiety. It is probably important to know whether performers with high self-reported anxiety are 

distracted by their worries during a performance. Also, to record the difference between levels of 

induced physiological arousal and optimal arousal for a certain task is probably more important than 

to know what the absolute level of physical arousal is. And still, it is possible that a specific level of 

arousal may or may not optimise performance, depending on how it is interpreted by the performer 

at a certain moment in time (Salmon, 1990).

Although researchers have been trying to integrate physiological measurements, self-report 

measurements and behavioural aspects, the synchrony between the three response systems is 

questionable, especially at low levels of anxiety (Craske & Craig, 1984). Another issue is related to 

the moment of measuring SF. A number of authors have suggested that SF may not be such a high 

risk for performance interference, because in most performers the peak of anxiety takes place 

before the performance rather than during the performance (Wine, 1982; Salmon, Schrodt & 

Wright, 1989; Middlestadt, 1990; Brotons, 1994). Most self-report anxiety measures are taken 

before the performance or in retrospect and do not necessarily tap into the anxiety at the moment it 

matters most. Anxiety measures may therefore lead us to overestimate the potential for 

performance interference. This may be another reason for the somewhat disappointing correlations 

found in these studies.

In section 2.5 we will return to the conceptual issues introduced here and address them in more 

detail.

2.4 Coping with stage fright in musicians

More research has been done on interventions for SF and MPA (which will be addressed in chapter 

7) than on coping. If we think of coping as what performers can do about SF or MPA without calling 

in the help of a (mental) health professional or being assigned to an intervention programme, the



line of research is limited to inquiring into the coping activities employed by musicians. Coping as 

defined by Lazarus & Folkman (1984) are the efforts made by people to avert or reduce the impact 

of potentially stressful events. They divide coping mechanisms into three types: behavioural, 

cognitive and physiological; the same division as was used for measures of MPA. It may be helpful 

to use this division to create an awareness of which aspect of our system we intervene in.

Brodsky (1996) gives a list of coping methods and therapies for MPA as documented by several 

authors. ‘These include: Alexander or Feidenkrais body techniques; aerobic exercises; anxiety 

management training; attention-focusing techniques; autogenic training; cognitive behavioural 

therapy; cognitive restructuring; cognitive systematic desensitisation; development of interests 

and hobbies outside the realm of music; exposure to performance-related situations; goal imaging; 

hypnotic suggestion; imagery; massage; meditation; mental rehearsal; mind control; music 

preparation; muscle tension and finger temperature biofeedback; nutrition therapy; positive self

statements; prayer; relaxation training; self-hypnosis; stress inoculation therapy; systematic 

rehearsal; and yoga’ (p. 93). A lot of these activities are done by musicians without the advise or 

involvement of a (mental) health professional. Performers have their hobbies, do their yoga or 

aerobics, and do their meditation because it makes them feel good. Maybe they also do these 

things to keep their stress levels low. It is possible that this has positive effects on their MPA, but it 

is likely that this was not the first thing that was on the person’s mind when he or she started to take 

up these activities. Aspects that are more closely related to the actual performance routine like the 

use of positive self-statements, prayer, systematic rehearsal, attention-focussing techniques, 

mental rehearsal, or mind control may have as their primary aim to be as well prepared for a 

performance as possible. Indeed, they may also be used to prevent or reduce SF, but we must not 

assume this is their primary purpose.

One of the things we know about popular, rock and folk musicians is that they drink, smoke and use 

drugs. But, do they do these things as part of a strategy to cope with or prevent MPA? W e’re not 

sure. Anecdotal evidence suggests that a lot of drinking and drug abuse in performers is anxiety 

related. Also, the one glass of port used by a singer or the one whiskey a pianist has before a show 

is often part of ‘settling their nerves'. But how can we be sure of this?

A very direct method of approach was used in an Iowa (USA) music school. Wesner, Noyes, & 

Davis. (1990) asked subject what they did to cope with PA. They found very low incidence of use of 

drugs or alcohol (1.3%) or prescription drugs (4.3%) both in music students and faculty with 

impaired and unimpaired performance related to performance anxiety. The use of psychological 

techniques to cope with PA was reported by a much higher percentage in this sample (26%). It is 

possible that these musicians were very healthy human beings, it is also possible that they felt that it 

was socially undesirable to admit to the use of alcohol and drugs.

Steptoe (1989) used a more indirect way of approaching the same issue. He found that during the 

penod prior to an important performance, orchestral musicians in a U.K. sample reported using 

deep breathing (38%), muscle relaxation (23%) and seeking distraction (28%). They also reported 

the use of sedatives (12%) and alcohol (22%). The way Steptoe voiced the question - avoiding the 

direct connection between MPA and the strategies to be reported - may have opened the door for 

more people admitting to the use of alcohol.
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The use of beta-blockers is surprisingly common in symphony orchestras - much more common 

than in other musicians - and apparently those who use them make no bones about it. In the survey 

of the Federation Internationale des Musiciens (James, 1997) 26 percent of European orchestral 

musicians reported the use of beta-blockers. Fishbein, Middlestadt et al. (1988) found sim ilar 

results (27%) in orchestras in the USA. A minority use them with a prescription (30%). Since this 

implies the involvement of a health professional, this type of use is technically part of an 

intervention or prevention scheme, which will be dealt with in chapter 7. However, since the majority 

(70%) reported the use of beta-blockers without prescription, it may also be seen as a way of 

coping. Therefore the issue will partly be dealt with here. Beta-blockers are most likely to be used 

before stress-inducing performances like auditions (72%), solo recitals (52%), difficult orchestral 

performances (50%), and concerto performances (42%). The circumstances tend to involve high 

stakes, personal exposure and difficulty. Only 4 percent reported taking them before every 

performance. Over 96 percent of occasional users in this sample reported success in reducing 

performance anxiety. Put in a table, these figures are compared with other approaches to coping or 

intervention/prevention in the same sample (see Table 2.4a).

Table 2.4a: Prevalence and reported success ratio of coping methods and 
intervention/prevention strategies in orchestral musicians in the International Conference 
of Symphony and Opera Musicians (ICSCOM). Only subjects who reported that SF was a 
severe problem for them are included here (n=354). (Fishbein, Middlestadt et al. (1988).

tried success
Prescribed medication 40% 92%
Psychological counselling 25% 60%
Aerobic exercise 17% 70%
No treatment 14% 26%
Hypnosis 13% 60%
See general practitioner 11% 27%
Yoga 9% 58%
Non-prescribed medication 6% 46%
Alexander technique 4% 47%
Massage therapy 4% 38%
Rest - stop playing 3% 100%

Fishbein, Middlestadt et al. (1988) found that American orchestral musicians were more open to 

medication than to counselling. It is particularly interesting that those who reported severe 

problems with SF used medication more than anything else and those who tried it also reported the 

highest success rate. Forty percent of musicians suffering from severe stage fright had used 

‘prescribed medication’ with a reported success rate of 92 percent. Counselling was tried by only 25 

percent with only 60 percent reporting success. Other than this, the physical approach in coping 

with stage fright is relatively low among these musicians. Nevertheless, the musicians who tried 

aerobics reported a success rate of 70 percent. The ones who tried yoga, Alexander technique, or 

massage reported success rates between 38 and 58 percent. Hypnosis, like counselling has a 

reported success rate of 60 percent.

Having a drink, taking a pill, deep breathing, physical exercise, muscle relaxation and seeking
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distraction are apparently the most popular methods of coping with MPA and SF. It is typical that 

among these strategies increasing awareness or addressing the content of the problem is not 

mentioned. Even amongst those who reported severe problems with SF, only 25 percent had tried 

a way of confronting their issues. In the ICSOM report the only way that musicians seem to be doing 

this is through counselling (Fishbein, Middlestadt et al., 1988).

Is it possible that musicians make a mistake in not addressing the content of their problems with SF? 

Steptoe (1989) found support for the superiority of coping methods involving ‘awareness’ or 

'meeting the problem head on' in musicians with medium levels of anxiety. Musicians with medium 

anxiety differed from the ones who were high and low in performance anxiety in that they used 

cognitive coping strategies like saying to themselves ‘I'm bound to make a few mistakes, but so 

does everyone’ and 'the audience wants me to play well and will make allowances for any slips’ (p. 

10). It may have been that the ones high in performance anxiety are more likely to be in repressive 

or avoidant mode, not allowing themselves to use these coping techniques. The ones low in 

performance anxiety may not have needed them, while the ones with medium anxiety may have 

used them effectively to reduce their anxiety. This outcome fits in well with Widlund's (1995) notion 

that if problems are severe, leading to high anxiety, insight therapy needs to be avoided, it would 

seem from Steptoe's results that highly anxious musicians already do that of their own accord.

2.5. Conceptualisations

Most mainstream approaches in psychology turn up in the literature on SF in musicians. 

Behaviourist, Cognitive, M edical and Psychodynam ic views are represented. Gestalt, 

Psychosynthesis, Transactional analysis and Timothy Gallwey’s popular ‘Inner game’ -method 

(Green & Gallwey, 1986) have also been applied. Furthermore, a number of publications emphasise 

the stressfulness of performing as an occupation (for instance. Wills & Cooper, 1988; Cooper & 

Wills, 1989; Steptoe, 1989). These approaches are not mutually exclusive and often show 

considerable overlap. Some are tested in empirical studies, other approaches don’t look for 

empirical support other than through the success of inten/entions they propose.

In terms of the consequences of stage fright for performance, two general approaches can be

identified. The ‘negative approach' is among others represented by Salmon (1990) who defines

MPA as ‘the experience of persisting, distressful apprehension about and/or actual impairment of

performance skills in a public context, to a degree unwarranted, given the individual’s musical

aptitude, training and preparation’ (p.3). The ‘balanced approach’ has its supporters in the spiritual

camp. Triplett (1983) argued that without stage fright as obstacle to overcome, performing would be

a rather mundane and uninteresting activity. To transform stage fright into positive energy is one of

the 'spiritual’ tasks of the performer. Nonetheless, also amongst experimental psychologists, stage

fright has met with more balanced views, which are supported by positive effects on performance

(Clark & Agras, 1991; Wippoo & Citroen, 1998, Hamann, 1985). In both approaches stage fright is

addressed as a complex phenomenon (probably of a universal origin) with a variety of symptoms,

backgrounds, causes, triggers, coping methods and possible interventions (Brotons, 1994).

Brotons points out that ‘Stage fright appears to have different origins and meanings depending on

what components are emphasised and how they are interpreted according to the different
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psychological theories' (p. 65). In her review of the literature she distinguishes between ‘cognitive- 

behavioural theory’, 'psychoanalytic theory' and ‘physiological theory'. My overview starts off with 

the first two aspects mentioned by her. It is followed by an overview of conceptualisations based on 

‘stress theory', which also covers physiological theory'. The ‘spiritual approach' is addressed to 

complete the picture.

2.5.1 Cognitive-behavioural factors in musical performance anxiety

According to Salmon (1991) a cognitive-behavioural approach to anxiety looks for its causes in 

‘faulty ways of interpreting experience as the result of distorted thoughts and beliefs about oneself 

and the world’ (p. 219). A combination of perceived tension, exaggerated beliefs concerning 

importance and consequences of a particular performance and ‘catastrophising’ resulting in 

distraction are found to be the essential aspects of stage fright and performance interference. The 

primacy of problems related to MPA is often assigned to the cognitive aspects (Steptoe, 1989; 

Desberg & Marsh, 1988; Desberg,1996; Wippoo & Citroen, 1998). Specifically irrational beliefs in 

musicians are found to be correlated with MPA (Hartgers & Jacobs, 1989; Tobacyk & Downs, 1986; 

Steptoe & Fidler, 1987).

Salmon (1990) proposes that 'MPA comprises a loosely correlated constellation of physiological, 

behavioural, and cognitive variables’ (p.3). This effect is called ‘response desynchrony'. Increases 

in one aspect may not coincide with increases in other aspects. In other words, one can experience 

cognitive anxiety but without the physiological changes and vice-versa. Or one can behave 

anxiously, but be unaware of thinking anxious thoughts. He adds that ‘under conditions of extreme 

duress, these three systems all become highly activated and synchronised' (p. 3) (see also: Craske 

& Craig (1984). Brotons (1994) adds the emotional component to the system. Her research 

suggests that, what are now four components of performance anxiety (physiological changes, 

emotions, cognitive problems and behavioural changes), operate relatively independently.

In the cognitive-behavioural approach to MPA, the physiological component of MPA, which in itself 

tends to be seen as nothing more than ‘neutral' arousal, has become associated with fear resulting 

from conditioning (Salmon, 1990). There is also evidence that there may be something like ‘optimal 

arousal', which facilitates musical performance through optimising attention processes. Steptoe & 

Fidler (1987) compared professional classical musicians, amateurs and music students having high- 

level, medium-level and low-level of performance anxiety (PAQ-STAI) and the kind of self

statem ents they reported. The results showed that subjects with medium levels of MPA 

consistently showed higher degrees of ‘realistic appraisal'. Steptoe and Fidler see this as support 

for the Yerkes-Dodson law of the U-shaped relationship between performance and anxiety.

Salmon (1990) stresses the importance of the anticipation of stressful musical events, ‘which can 

evoke as much (if not more) anxiety than the event itse lf (p.4). The excessive focus on all the 

things that can go wrong in anticipation of a performance is called catastrophising. Steptoe and 

Fidler (1987) found that catastrophising  was most highly correlated with high levels of MPA in all 

subjects. According to them this lends support to Ellis' concept of anxiety as largely related to 

unrealistic catastrophic thinking. Other conclusions suggest that performance anxiety in classical

musicians - and especially in professionals- is related to neuroticism (measured with the EPI
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(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964)). Salnnon (1990) uses the gambler’s fallacy as an example of such 

neuroticism. 'Some musicians become steadily more anxious the longer they go without an 

untoward experience on the performance stage. They become convinced that the law of averages 

will catch up with them sooner or later, and that catastrophic failure is inevitable!' (p.6). Catastrophic 

predictions can have detrimental effects on the preparation for a performance and thus become 

self-fulfilling prophesies.

The problem of perfectionism  is often mentioned in relation to stage fright in musicians (Havas, 

1973; Ristadt, 1982; Wippoo & Citroen, 1998), however it has rarely been addressed specifically in 

empirical studies. Some support is found for the negative effects of perfectionism on performance 

anxiety. Mor, Day, Flett & Hewitt (1995) distinguish between three forms of perfectionism 

(measured with the Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS)). 'Self-oriented perfectionism' is 

related to applying standards of perfection to oneself. 'Other-oriented perfectionism' is related to 

applying these standards to others. 'Socially prescribed perfectionism ’ projects the source of 

perfection on demands made by others. Socially prescribed perfectionism and to a lesser degree 

self-oriented perfectionism and lack of personal control were found to correlate with debilitating 

performance anxiety in a mixed group of 87 professional performers (including 49 classical 

musicians). Low goal satisfaction was associated with the same problematic attitudes, it is no 

surprise that in a sample with a majority of classical musicians, the role of ‘other oriented’ 

perfectionism (conductor? audience?) is particularly prominent in those with high performance 

anxiety. Socially prescribed perfectionism correlated negatively with facilitating anxiety, which 

confirms the pattern. Havas (1973) mentions self perpetuation of impossibly high standards in the 

world of classical music as a source of obsessive practising and stage fright in many performers.

The importance of distraction  as a debilitating effect is mentioned by many authors (Green & 

Gallwey, 1986; Salmon,1990; Wolverton & Salmon, 1991; Kivimaki, 1995). Wolverton & Salmon 

(1991) found that self-focused attention was negatively correlated with attention paid to the task of 

playing and positively associated with high levels of MPA in 36 popular and classical musicians. 

Green and Gallwey (1986) distinguish between two aspects of personality, self 1 and self 2. Self 1 

represents the voices in our head that remind us of how well we are doing in the eyes of others. It 

also contains other distracting self-related thoughts. Self 2 represents task-oriented attention. 

Avoiding performance interference means finding ways of silencing self 1. Kivimaki (1995) 

suggests that a cognitive attentional model (Wine, 1982) or a dual-deficit model o f test anxiety 

need to be considered to explain why high anxious musicians do less well on music exams. The 

cognitive attentional model hypothesises that self-focusing and worry lead to attentional problems 

in high test-anxious individuals. The dual deficit model of test anxiety explains test anxiety in terms 

of an attentional deficit resulting from task-irrelevant thinking plus an added effect of deficient study 

behaviour and test-taking skills. Most support for these models comes from research on academic 

achievements. Kivimaki studied the application of these models in musical test taking, by comparing 

the performance of 101 Finnish violin students during music lessons with their performance on a 

real music exam. Teachers marked the student’s performance on the exam as equal or below their 

capacity. A test anxiety measure based on questions from four well-known test anxiety 

questionnaires was administered after the exam. Kivimaki found that below-capacity performance 

on the exam was predicted by high test anxiety and slow progress. Students who performed poorly

during lessons as well as the exam showed high test anxiety, low amount of practising and slow
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progress in studies. Kivimaki suggests that a dual-deficit m odel of test anxiety  may be most relevant 

to the explanation of these findings, because the below capacity perform ance was best explained 

by the combination of test anxiety and slow progress. This study is particularly valid because the 

experiment involved a real exam and real accounts of progress.

In summary, a cognitive-behavioural view on M PA  looks at the combination of physiological, 

cognitive, behavioural and possibly emotional aspects. These aspects are not expected to be 

synchronous, except in particularly high anxiety situations. High M PA  is associated with 

catastrophising, perfectionism, self-related distractions, slow progress in training and performance 

interference. The physical com ponent of M PA  is seen as essentially neutral. Emphasis on the 

perception of high arousal as fear is based on classical conditioning and probably a narrow focus 

excluding cues for positive emotions.

2 .5 .2  The spiritual approach: psychosynthesis and transactional analysis

Psychosynthesis (Assagioli, 1965) has found its way into theories on perform ance anxiety. Triplett 

(1983) proposes this approach to explain stage fhght for performers in general. Tarr-Kruger (1993) 

follows Triplett's approach, but in her book addresses musicians specifically. The theory puts dual 

emphasis on the importance of becoming aware of thoughts (inner voices or judges) that lie at the 

basis of systematic inhibition and interference, and the life-long spiritual journey of overcoming 

stage fright. As such, this approach looks at stage fright as inextricably connected with the art of 

performing. Triplett identifies the fear-provoking thoughts as being spoken by inner voices or 

subpersonalities. This may not be so far rem oved from the ways in which perform ers actually 

expenence them in daily life. In Tarr-Kruger’s terminology these Stage fright subpersonalities' are 

called ‘the doubter or coward', 'the critic or inner judge' and the timid soul’ . This trio of voices 

represents the dam aging negative notions and emotions of stage fright. A second trio of voices 

represent the positive and resourceful opposites of the first trio by offering self-esteem , conviction 

and courage as an antidote. A third trio offers pseudo-solutions for the problems raised by the 

stage fright subpersonalities. These are called ‘the perfectionist', ‘the dogmatist’ and ‘the protector’. 

And finally, a fourth trio offers m ore effective long-term  solutions.These so-called ‘integrated  

subpersonalities' are named ‘the inner mentor', ‘the voice of trust' and ‘the voice of curiosity’ . 

Building up these integrated subpersonalities is seen as the final stepping stone to reaching the 

'higher s e lf . The 'higher s e lf  is spiritual in nature and ‘incorporates universality as well as 

individuality' (Triplett, 1983, p. 103). The theory reflects on the supportive role of spirituality and 

religion in many a musician’s perform ance career. The way in which the voices or subpersonalities 

exert their influence is not that different from the way 'fear provoking thoughts' in Ellis' (1962) or 

Green & Gallwey's (1986) theories interfere with performance, or the way the 'superego' in Freudian 

thinking (Gabbard, 1997) prevents uninhibited expression.

The contribution of transactional analysis' to the understanding of M PA  is not very different. Lloyd-

Elliot (1991) finds the concept of ‘life scripts’ especially enlightening. These life scripts are ‘the

ongoing programme for our life dram a which we follow, out of awareness, having had the original

script handed out to us like a tablet of stone by the parental figures of our early life. Scripted ways of

being are maintained by messages we replay to ourselves in the privacy of our inner world. Their

consequences are acted out in our observable behaviour. Scripts with a curse are not uncomm on’
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(p. 212). Lloyd-Elliot sees messages which say you can't succeed’ when given to a child as similar 

to a witch's spell and as a possible explanation for stage fright and for failing auditions. These spells 

are seen to go back to careless comments of adults that are taken very literally by the naive child. 

Society's stereotypical prejudices can be at the basis. As Lloyd states: ‘Transactional Analysis 

provides a simple and quickly understood framework for clients to conceptualise their inner 

processes. I find that the Parent/Adult/Child/Ego State model is especially pertinent to musicians, 

who quickly associate the critical parent’ state with their witch', and the adapted child’ state with the 

scared, powerless, tearful person they turn into just prior to auditions. Most important of all is the 

rebellious child ego state. There is a limit to the degree to which an adapted child will bow down to 

the authority figure commands handed out by the critical parent. The critical parent is often based 

on a real life ambitious musical parent. What better way to exert independence and control than for 

the rebellious child to hurt the parent by sabotaging the music’ (p. 215).

In both Triplett and Tarr-Kruger’s work we can hear the resounding influence of Jung's spiritual

perspective on psychology. The application of his approach to the performing arts and specifically

to music reflects the ‘Zeitgeist’ of the build-up of the modern world. Jung’s thinking is reflected in

many publications on music and musicianship of that era. These authors tend to be firmly rooted in a

tradition, in which the ‘magic’ of performance and the ritualistic side of the preparation for it, go hand

in hand with a strong focus on craftsmanship and hard practice. Mario Jacobi’s (early 1960’s)

Diploma Thesis for the Jung Institute in Zurich represents this way of thinking. ‘Lampenfieber ist

eine Angstreaktion auf ail das Irrationale und Unkontrollierbare, das dem offentlichen Konzertieren

notwendigerweise inharent ist' (p. 20). (Stage fright is an anxiety reaction to the irrational and

uncontrollable that is inherent to giving public concerts). He adds: ‘Von wirklichen Lampenfieber

sprechen wir also erst da, wo vom kunstlerischen, musikalischen und technischen Standpunkt aile

Voraussetzungen vorhanden waren, einen adequate Interpretation zu geben, die Angste sich aber

trotzdem einstellen’ (p.23). (We will only speak of genuine stage fright, when from an artistic,

musical and technical perspective all conditions have been met to present an effective

interpretation, and still that anxiety occurs.) In other words, the ill-prepared, technically weak or

unmusical performer experiences ordinary nerves, while the true well-prepared artist experiences

stage fright. This distinction elevates SF to a higher level where no obvious obstacles are in the way

of making the transition in performance from ‘I play’ to ‘it plays’ ("Ich spiele” zum “Es sp ie lf, p.27). In

Jung’s terms this transition is described as: ‘Das individuierte Ich empfindet sich als Object einer

Obergeordneten Subjectes’ (p. 27). (The individualised I is experienced as the object of a

superordinate subject). Jacobi illustrates this with an example of one of his patients who describes

the struggle to leave his stage fright behind as a fight with his shadow. Once this fight was won, he

experienced what he describes as ‘inspiration’ as a form of giving in to the force of rhythm and

expression from the inside. Jacobi adds that, in Jungian terms, the responsibility for the

performance was transferred from the ‘I’ to the ‘self’ . In present day terminology this experience

would be described as ‘flow'. Stage fright is therefore part of an internal struggle involving anxiety

which gets in the way of reaching the higher art of performing. Again in Jacobi’s words ‘Somitt

bekommt das Lampenfieber einer psychologischen Sinn, indem es dazu verhilft, tiefere Schichten

der Psyche zu konstellieren, wobei es m.e. wichtig ist, sich dieses Sinnes bewuRt zu sein. Damit

schafft sich nahmlich der Interpret einen Standpunkt zur Begegnung mit deisem auf jeden Fall

hochst unerquicklichen Phanomen und hat die Chance, nicht ganzlich von der Angstemotion

aufgesogen zu werden’ (p. 27), (Therefore, stage fright gets a psychological meaning, in the sense
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that it interferes with the involvement of deeper layers of the Psyche. In my opinion it is important to 

become conscious of this meaning in order for the performer to meet head on with this unpleasant 

phenomenon and take the chance not to be sucked completely into the anxiety emotion).

Being taken over by a higher force is often described by performers as a way in which they displace 

the enormous responsibility of performing in front of large audiences. Jessie Norman, the opera 

singer, has said 'God sings through me'. It is possible that performers with strong religious or 

spintual feelings may find it easier to overcome the struggle of stage fright.

2 .5 .3  The psychodynamic approach

Psychodynamic approaches to stage fright have focussed primarily on its causes. Case studies of 

performers are presented to support the theories. It is noteworthy that the majority of 

psychodynamic theorists tend to be more interested in acting than in music. These theorists will be 

discussed in the next chapter. Nevertheless, enough authors have made the connection between 

psychoanalysis and music to allow a paragraph on this issue.

Nagel (1987, 1990, 1993) shows an interest in psychoanalysis, MPA, as well as in empirical 

research (Nagel. Himle and Papsdorf, 1981,1989). In her dissertation Nagel (1987) argues that 

parents can play an important roie in the development of stage fright in musicians. She found that 

parents' support of the child's musical development often becomes negative during adolescence. 

The fear of displeasing parents may lead to insecurity and anxiety in the musician pursuing a 

performance career. In Nagel (1993) her approach is more specifically psychodynamic. She 

proposes a psychodynamic perspective as a substrate for a view of performance anxiety in which 

physiological, cognitive and stress related triggers have a place, but in essence the deeper causes 

are unresolved childhood conflicts. She highlights the importance of conflicts about exhibitionism 

and castration anxiety as the basis for fear of failure and fear of success (Nagel, 1990). Nagel also 

suggests that narcissistic issues can be at the basis of the struggle of performers with MPA. It is 

unfortunate that in this publication she only reports on a single case study to support this theory. 

On the basis of his treatment of two musicians, Flugel (1938) links stage fright to anal eroticism 

dating back to the oral stage of development. 'He views it as a neurotic symptom which reveals itself 

as a compromise formation, much like blushing, in which gratification and punishment are 

expressed through the same channel' (in Gabbard, 1979b, p. 384).

In most psychoanalytic theories on the origins of stage fright in actors the mother plays a central

role. Acute stage fnght is really the fight-flight response gone into overdrive and often links back to

early unconscious fears or experience of rejection; there is usually a shaky mother somewhere at

the bottom of the problem’ (Robertson, 1991, p 194). Butler (1991) however found that for

adolescent musicians the should be considered most important. ‘The young artist's primary

need is for a father who gives unqualified love, confident admiration, praise and understanding to

his child. Without this, the adolescent artist is forced to take the risk of performing under unbearable

stress, carrying a crippling burden of anger, guilt and fear' (p. 200). Butler based her theoretical

framework on Freud, Jung and Winnicot, but also borrows from a humanist personality approach in

using G.A. Kelly's Personal Construct Situation Grid (1955) to elicit personality constructs. She

studied a group of 13 self-selected students who formed a MPA group and set out to compare
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these with a comparison group of 23 professors of music. It is a pity that the way she describes the 

results of this interesting study is not very transparent. In support of her hypothesis she reports that 

5 of the 23 music professors had disapproving, anxious or absent fathers. All of these apparently 

had shown severe stress symptoms and a breakdown in mid-life (p. 205).

Robertson (1991) descnbes three case studies of psychoanalysis of musicians with stage fright 

symptoms, in one she focusses on the analysis of a dream and how through analysis this man had 

rediscovered his joy in music. It is this joy in the execution of their art that has often been lost by the 

time a performer consults someone like me with their performance problem. Soul has deserted the 

performer and he is overwhelmed by the phmordial terrors of the unconscious, which is another way 

of describing stage fright’ (p. 193/194). The second case is an account of how a violinist's hand 

tremor is found to be related to an experience in the past. ‘His body, through the hand tremor, was 

speaking for the sadness in his soul that badly needed to be addressed' (p. 194). ‘The symbolism 

of the tremor of the hand is also interesting. The hero warrior needs a steady hand to slay the 

mythical monsters of the parental complexes that prevent his emergence into adulthood. If his hand 

trembles, he risks being devoured by the demons of unconsciousness and he is threatened by 

spiritual death. In the analytic work, the turning to face his internal demons and do battle with them 

was the task that lay before him' (p. 195). The third case study is of a woman whose tightness in her 

throat threatened to ruin her singing career. Robertson describes how in a session of guided 

imagery they conjured up a particularly traumatic audition and found that the emotion that had 

constricted her throat then really went back to the performing that she did as a child. Apparently her 

parents showed great approval, but she felt rejected when she was not performing. Robertson 

concludes 'It was this internal child/parent drama that got projected into the audition situation and it 

was onto the judges that she displaced all the stored up feelings towards her parents’ (p. 196). 

Essentially in Robertson's views Stage fright is a neurotic symptom o f a deeper problem. The 

deeper problem needs to be resolved before the patient can be relieved of the symptom.

According to Widlund (1995) the musical child develops a different kind of attachment to music than 

other children. Very early it becomes a soothing force. Instead of a teddy bear, musical children will 

use a song. Music becomes the transitional object (Winnicot, 1958; Haesler, 1992) that fills the 

space between child and mother when the child goes through the transition of experiencing 

him/herself as separate from the mother. Music becomes a remedy against the fear that this brings 

about. This kind of early processes can lead to the development of an emotional dependency on 

music (Widlund, 1995). This emotional dependency can also stand at the basis of the extreme 

disphoria when a concert does not, in the subjective experience of the musician, meet with the 

standards set. These standards can pertain to the communication of emotion as well as to note 

perfection. In the arts the 'dream' can be disturbed, by almost any flaw, and in many different ways. 

Widlund suggests that this may be reflected in extreme tension accompanying the efforts being 

made and a high risk of stage fright. Widlund also highlights narcissistic tendencies and exhibitionist 

guilt as possible prerequisites for stage fright.

Along with other researchers in the Netherlands, Widlund uses the Dutch term ‘podium angst’

(stage anxiety). Like Jacobi (early 1960s) she makes a point of excluding negative affect that would

be best described with realistic fears' from the equation. ‘One may be justifiably fearful if one hasn’t

studied enough for a performance’ (p. 129). This is not ‘stage anxiety’ in her perception. Widlund
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sees it as a mostly negative phenomenon. She even proposes that it should be categorised as a 

phobia. The rest of her article suggests a wide spectre approach, in which psychodynamic views on 

the etiology are important. She perceives two factors that cause the incidence of stage fright: a 

heaping up of excess tension as the result of a discrepancy between action preparedness and the 

required action plus a distorted perception of the performance situation (p. 125). This distorted 

perception and the accompanying excess tension can be the result of conflicts and traumas in 

childhood in which the transitional object plays a part, in addition, daily stress, social factors, 

unfavourable performance circumstances and technical capacities deteriorating with age can also 

be responsible. Contrary to Widlund's perception, DeCosta (1991) emphasises the usefulness of 

Winnicot's concept of ‘transitional object’ in explaining problems of performers in a more positive 

way, highlighting the adaptive side of artistic endeavours, in DeCosta's perception the transitional 

object is a vehicle for personal growth rather than a crutch.

It is typical for many psychodynamic theorists to discard efforts to cope with fears and anxieties as 

halfhearted attempts to resolve what essentially can only be successfully addressed in 

psychoanalysis. However, the staunch psychodynamic position is often seen to be diluted in 

efforts to address MPA. Also, psychoanalytical principles have sometimes found a place in eclectic 

approaches. Still, its primary usefulness seems to be in that it has provided us with a rationale for the 

occurrence of individual differences in stage fright as a trait, by highlighting childhood fears. 

According to the theorists this doesn't necessarily imply that a cognitive-behavioural approach to 

the development of stage fright in adulthood is out of the question. Nor does it seem to exclude 

other than psychoanalytical interventions.

2.5.4 Musical performance anxiety as stress

Stress is a problem in many professions. Performing can be stressful and so can other aspects of 

the performer’s life. A performer's professional and personal stress can be both the source and the 

result of stage fright. Either way the importance of stress in relation to performing is relevant. It 

comes as no surprise that a lot of the studies on stage fright in musicians have been done under 

the umbrella of stress research.

Sternbach's (1993) comparative research on professional stress rated the musical profession as

generating an excessively high total stress quotient’ which makes it one of the top five life

threatening professions as well as one of the top five occupational groups most at risk for mental

illness (Wolfe, 1989). A listing of stressors in classical orchestra musicians worldwide (Federation

Internationale des Musiciens, James, 1997) puts the conductor’s behaviour at the top of the list

(mentioned as moderately or severely stressful by 73%), together with playing a solo (also 73%),

followed by difficulty in reading scores (65%), disorganised rehearsal time (65%), problems with the

instrument (63%), making a mistake (63%), incompatible desk partner (*1) (61%), and medical

problems (57%). Financial insecurity, travelling, environmental conditions and other performance

conditions like poor sight of conductor, difficult acoustic and inadequate seating are also reported

frequently (40-55%) as moderate to severely stressful. Distinctly lower in the frequency and degree

of stress they generate are audience factors, like large audiences (only 17%), poor or small

audiences (21%), friends in the audience (20%) and always being judged by the audience (23%).

The anonymity in the orchestra may be the cause of this. Other research put travel and maintaining
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one's skill at the top of the list of stress related concerns (Fetter, 1993).

Most research on stress in musicians addresses the problems of classical musicians in orchestras. It 

would seem that they are considered to be under more stress than music students or popular 

musicians. However, since there is no comparative research on differences in intensity of stage 

fright between different types of musicians, there is no reason why we should believe this to be 

true. Steptoe (1989) found differences in the sources of stress between professional classical 

musicians and music students, but he didn't look for differences in stress intensity. The main 

stressors mentioned by professional classical musicians as found by Steptoe are separation from 

family, irregular hours, monotony of rehearsals and travelling, in contrast, the main stressors 

reported by students are uncertainty about future employment, professional competition with 

colleagues, backstabbing by colleagues, and irregular hours.

It needs to be mentioned that in the same research, ‘travelling' was not only reported as stressful, 

but also as a source of interest and fulfilment (57% as compared to stressful 42%). Other aspects of 

this research also suggest that what is stressful and exciting can be the same thing. Unfortunately, 

Steptoe hasn’t reported correlations between observed stressors and sources of interest to show if 

they go hand in hand or occur in different musicians.

Dews & Williams (1989) found stress to be the main cause for concern in music students. They sent 

questionnaires to three music schools in the USA (n=201). Students were asked to rate 22 causes 

for concern presented to them on a list. The study suggests that ‘concerned’ music students could 

be subject to a mixture of stressors. The ten most highly rated concerns were: (1) stress, (2) pre

performance nerves, (3) progress impatience, (4) burnout, (5) job insecurity, (6) conflicts between 

music and personal life, (7) inadequate practice facilities, (8) depression, (9) stage fright, and (10) 

concentration. Some of the stressors on the list were related to career or training whereas others 

were performance related. The list presented to the students was based on earlier research 

findings and seems pretty comprehensive. Still, we must be cautious. The list may not reflect all of 

the student's concerns or it may suggest problems to the subjects that are not really an issue. 

Furthermore, some of the items, for instance, ‘bad feelings' are vague and ambiguous. Also, it is a 

bit unusual to present stage fright and pre-performance anxiety as separate entities, when most 

studies would not distinguish between these terms. The discrepancy found between ‘pre

performance nerves'- rated in second place- and stage fright’ in ninth place can only be met with 

question marks. Dews and Williams seem to assume that we know what the difference is between 

the two, because they don't discuss it.

Music students generally complain that in the presence of their teacher, they don't perform as well. 

The presence of someone who scrutinises them is enough to bring about stage fright. If the ‘other’ 

is important in some way or another, the fear may be higher. If this other has special knowledge of 

the task to be performed, there is even more reason to get the jitters. Playing in front of other 

musicians is generally considered stressful, because musicians are considered to be each other’s 

worst critics. When exams are involved this effect is even stronger. Auditions or performances 

before a jury are notorious for bringing about stage fright. Brotons (1994) set up an experiment with 

music students (n=64) to address the differences in performance anxiety during practice and when 

under the scrutiny of a jury. She found significantly higher heart rate and levels of state anxiety

(STAI) during the jury performances. She also tried to establish differences between the actual
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presence of a jury as a distracting factor and the grading via a recording and videotape in which the 

jury was not visibly present. Since no clear cut differences between these conditions could be 

established it would seem that the idea of being evaluated may cause anxiety and interference, 

while the actual presence of a jury is less of an issue. To account for the limited extent of 

interference found in her research. Brotons suggests that the complexity of playing music accounts 

for a degree of concentration on the task that may often render musicians oblivious to certain 

external distractions (p. 76).

Research on stress in popular, rock or folk musicians is scarce and appears to be restricted to two 

published studies. It is unclear what the reasons for this are. Maybe these musicians are not as 

accessible for researchers. In any case, it would seem that drug use, alcohol abuse, suicide and a 

volatile audience may be problems of the rock and pop music culture that could be considered to 

involve a considerable stress component. Wills & Cooper (1988) found that being a professional 

pop musician in Britain was subject to a number of stressors: being able to maintain a musical level, 

fear of defects in instrument or equipment, difficult pieces, travel, noise, influence of performing on 

personal life, lack of preparation, fear of lack of appreciation, and business and artistic conflicts. In a 

related study. Cooper & Wills (1989) conducted in-depth interviews with 70 male popular musicians 

in Britain and found that the reported sources of performance anxiety were related to work and 

career stress. They mention: public ignorance, low esteem, work overload or under load, career 

development worries, and relationships at work. Scores on the EPQ (Eysenck's Personality 

Questionnaire) showed elevated levels on Psychotism and Neuroticism for the sample. This could 

well be the result of the reported stress. Cooper and Wills (1989) conclude: ‘It may be that 

musicians are intrinsically more "neurotic" than average, but alternatively one might conclude that 

the stresses of the musician's profession produce high levels of anxiety' (p. 34). It is likely that those 

popular musicians who make it to stardom would come up with altogether different sources of 

stress. The British singer Sandy Shaw, famous for performing on bare feet in the sixties, gave a 

paper at the Health and Musician conference in 1997 in which she argues that the main source of

stress in rock musicians i s  fame. She connects this type of stress to the relationship between

true and false selves created by the powerful projections of the public at any time of psychological 

vulnerability, together with the removal of any realistic ego containment.'

In most of the studies reviewed here stage fright seems to be seen as the result of stress rather 

than the other way around. However, the issue is far from clear, because very few references as to 

the direction of the causality are made. This kind of confusion tends to be quite common in stress 

research (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). There are studies which take a clear stance. For instance, 

Wesner, Noyes and Davis (1990) found that 16.1 percent of a large sample of music students and 

faculty (n=302) reported adverse effects of performance anxiety on their career. Nevertheless, it 

makes just as much sense to assume an interaction between stress and stage fright rather than 

unidirectional causality. An interactionist view of stress and stage fright is supported by a number of 

studies. In Steptoe's (1989), Salmon's (1990), Nagel’s (1993) and Brodsky's (1996) views, the 

research should take the whole of a musician's career and the stress involved into account, rather 

than just the acute anxiety experienced on the stage. In this approach the distinction between 

stress and stage fright is even less obvious.

Brodsky proposes a continuum of psychologically related problems of professional musicians. In
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order of increasing severity he nnentions: career stress, tension in performance, performance 

anxiety, stage fright. He also proposes a generic term to cover the whole issue. In style with the 

terminology of DSM-IV he proposes performer's stress syndrome' (PSS) with the option to use 

'musical stress syndrome’ (fvISS) for musicians, or DSS for dancers and TSS, for theatre. Brodsky 

adds that applying this type of label does not mean that PSS should be seen as pathological. Clark 

(1989) already suggested that the universality' of stage fnght is an indication that the issue itself 

may not warrant a pathological perception and that the focus should be on distinguishing between 

the kinds of performance anxiety that would grant intervention and the kinds that performers can 

cope with by themselves. Wolfe (1989) distinguishes between adaptive and maladaptive MPA and 

Brodsky concludes that ‘it is paramount that some conceptual framework be brought fon/vard for 

use by researchers and therapists whereby musicians who are experiencing the normal everyday 

“healthy" aspects of stress and anxiety that are intrinsic to the profession can be differentiated from 

those musicians who are severely debilitated' (p. 91).

Stress research tends to look at causal factors in the environment rather than assuming that a 

person is ‘stress prone'. Nevertheless, it may be difficult to explain why the same circumstances 

may lead to adaptive and maladaptive MPA in different people, w ithout assuming individual 

differences in stress response tendencies in people. These response tendencies may be 

responsible for similar anxiety responses in different situations. Clark & Agras (1991) found low but 

significant correlations between SF and anxiety in other social situations. This result can be seen as 

supporting a trait-like aspect to the stress or anxiety response, but the fact that the correlations 

were low also suggests that specific aspects of the situation can be responsible for part of the 

variation in the stress or anxiety response.

2 .6  Other Issues related to stage fright typical for musicians

2.6.1 !\Ausicianship as a physical task

Physiological aspects obviously play a special role in MPA in musicians. Singing or playing an 

instrument requires a very high degree of physical control that can easily be disturbed by unwanted 

tension related to MPA or medical problems resulting from wrong training or overuse. A very 

interesting book addressing SF as a physical problem was written by probably the most quoted 

author in studies on MPA, Kato Havas (1973). Her book on stage fright in violinists is not based on 

systematic research, but her observations on stage fright in musicians evidently strike a chord. She 

acknowledges that mental aspects of SF are equally if not more important, but her insights in the 

physical aspects are most interesting. In her perception, stage fright takes the specific form of, for 

instance, the fear of dropping the violin or the fear of not being loud enough. Furthermore, she 

suggests specific exercises to address these forms of stage fhght. Looking at causes for stage 

fright, Havas suggests that the overemphasis on competition in the ‘classical music' training system 

is responsible for a number of problems. One of these problems is a dissociated physical approach 

to playing music which accounts for many of the physical problems associated with stage fright. 

Sloboda (1995) and Swanwick (1979, 1988) think along the same lines (more on this issue in

section 2.6.3: Musical Talent and Education). Training which teaches musicians a dissociated
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physical approach to music can hardly be expected to offer the right solutions to deal with 

excessive sympathetic activation that often accompanies stage fright. She also asks the question 

why Gypsy violin players don't suffer from the same physical problems and concludes that a natural 

approach to playing in which pleasure and relaxation are always at the centre is probably the most 

important reason. She suggests that this is the reason why they don't have SF,

Orchestral musicians (Fishbein, Middlestadt et al., 1988) reported a wide variety of muscoskeletal 

problems. Shoulder, neck and back tended to give the most often mentioned and the most severe 

problems. Most severe non-muscoskeletal problems reported were stage fright and eye and ear 

problems, and to a lesser degree acute anxiety, depression and sleep disturbances. It is a pity that 

they have not attempted to correlate the medical problems reported with the incidence of stage 

fright in their massive sample. It could have highlighted interesting relationships between specific 

symptoms and the intensity of stage fright and its debilitating effects. Fry (1986) found that different 

instruments come with different physical problems. These problems can be the result of a tension 

while playing or a wrong physical approach to the instrument. Fry assumes that in most cases 

overuse leading to wear in certain muscles, joints or tendons is the cause of these problems. Stage 

fright can be related to the occurrence of this type of problem. A similar survey by the Federation 

Internationale des Musicians (James, 1997) (n=1639) contains a host of information on the 

relationship between stress and physical problems of orchestra musicians worldwide. Fifty seven 

percent had moderate to severe stress with medical problems affecting their work. Feeling tired 

caused stress in 48 percent. Muscle pain (48%) and backache (46%) caused stress in almost half of 

the sample. And finally, tiredness and muscle pain occurred in almost 1 in 5 musicians more than 

once a month. These problems can also be at the basis of SF.

2.6 .2  The importance of music

In the section on psychoanalytical approaches (2.5.3), Widlund (1995) proposed that the 

importance of music in a person's life should be considered as a factor in stage fright. The wide 

variety of ways in which music has a function in our society may underline this importance. Music has 

a history as a part of rituals (notably sexual rituals like dance, or initiations), a way of expressing tribal 

identity, providing entertainment, a vehicle for expressing emotions, a way of communication over 

distance, and a help in remembering stories and poetry. Aborigines even use music (songlines) to 

remember how to find the way on their walkabouts in Australia (Chatwin, 1987).

In the communicative relationship between mother and child, music as well as the musical qualities 

of language seems to play a central role. Music researchers have established that musical 

perception and recognition is already developed to a certain degree in the womb (Hepper,1991) 

and music can induce feelings of safety and happiness at a very early age (Hargreaves, 1986). 

Children spontaneously make up songs for pleasure or to calm themselves down (Swanwick, 

1988). Furthermore, music can have a profound influence on the development of personality and 

identity (Sloboda, 1995).

Larson (1995) suggests that adolescents use listening to music as a way of exploring possible

selves including those that are desired and feared. He also suggests that listening to popular music
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allows adolescents to internalise strong emotional images around which a temporary sense of self 

can cohere. Music provides a sense of social stratification amongst adolescents and young adults, 

and is said to provide ways of communication amongst people that can provide a sense of unity no 

other medium can achieve. Music can be seen as connected with deep levels of spirituality (Butler, 

1991) and can be used as part of hypnosis (Walker, 1992). For the ones who are producing it or 

performing it, it is often a way of life with a high degree of gratification and importance for identity, 

self-esteem and sense of self-realisation. If stage fnght stands in the way of this gratification or in 

finding self-realisation through music, this is likely to be a problem of huge magnitude. On the other 

hand the 'importance' of music in the lives of musicians makes it worthwhile to be tense, nervous or 

stressed. The pianist Arthur Rubinstein once said: ‘Fear before every concert is the price I paid for a 

wonderful life' (Widlund, 1995 p. 128).

2 .6 .3  Musical talent and education

Sometimes musicians with stage fright would be advised to end their career, because it is assumed 

that it makes them unfit to be a professional musician (Widlund, 1995). Stage fright may even be 

connected to a lack of talent. The concept of ‘musical talent’ seems to assume that some have it’ 

and others don't. It is by far the most popular layman explanation for why some people become 

great musicians and other don’t. Although many theorists support the idea (Wippoo & Citroen, 

1998), it seems very difficult to find concrete support for it. It is assumed that musicality is 

polygenetic and therefore not easy to trace, but even specific aspects like ‘tune-deafness’ and 

'perfect pitch' seem to lack a clear-cut inherited basis (Pratt, 1977). Sloboda (1995) discards the 

concept of musical talent' as unsatisfactory in the understanding of music and musicians. He 

stresses that the brain, in a similar way as it has a faculty to understand and produce language 

(Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983), has an innate faculty to 'make sense of music or understand music’ 

called audiation (Sloboda, 1995, p. 31). In the majority of people all aspects of audiation have been 

developed at the age of ten. For people to become great musicians this faculty needs to be 

developed and turned into a number of musical skills and in combination with the development of 

technical skills the makings of a truly great musician are present. This suggests that there is no such 

thing as an innate talent for music and if stage fright is somehow related to lack of certain musical 

skills, the onus, according to Sloboda, must be on the development of these skills or the education 

and socialisation of the musician. Research emphasises the correlation between coming from a 

musical family and success in music (see: Pratt, 1977), but this doesn’t provide us with a definitive 

answer to the nature/nurture question. Pratt adds that the early part of the musician’s education 

must not be over-emphasised. Early signs of great ability are no guarantee for success according to 

Sloboda (1995) and many successful musicians didn't show their exceptional skills until after their 

training.

As mentioned before, Havas (1973) stresses that SF is the result of deficiencies in the classical 

training system in which the natural pleasure in music is subordinate to appearing in competitions. 

Similarly, Sloboda (1995) suggests that competition oriented socialisation of children leads to a self 

imposed compulsion to achieve, which in turn leads to excessive worry about what others think of 

their performance. In the relationship between music teachers and parents on the one side and 

children on the other side a number of problems occur systematically. By putting the accent on the

extrinsic motivation in the learning process (achievement oriented and competitive), the child learns
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an approach that can become disastrous for him/her in the future: compulsive achievement without 

intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic musical motivation refers to the enjoyment of music for the music in 

itself, allowing children to approach music in their own way and fool around' with it. It is now seen as 

an important factor in learning music. Miklaszewski (1995) found that musical development can be 

hampered as a result of too much focus on extrinsic motivation. Children can be so concerned 

about what others think about their playing, that they pay little attention to experiencing the appeal 

of the emotional and aesthetic aspects. All music can thus become an opportunity to seek approval 

and therefore a source of anxiety. Sloboda (1995, p. Vlli) finds this a source of concern: ‘Our 

society, and particularly our formal education system, seems to be structured in a way that leads to 

anxiety and lack of self-confidence rather than to a love of music’ .

In Sloboda's summary of research on the training of musicians it has been shown that in the long 

run the chance of professional success is highly dependent on:

1. the amount of time spent, as a child, not on what the music teacher prescribes, but in fooling 

around on the instrument:

2. the opportunity to develop a relaxed contact with music without compulsion to achieve;

3. early stimulation by parents and teacher in concordance with the child’s autonomy and interest in 

exploration;

4. equilibrium between technical and exploratory activities;

5. the development of the interest in spending more and more time with music in later years;

6. the motivation to aim for the highest;

7. a teacher who is supportive, motivating, and can become a personal long-term mentor.

It would seem from the research of Sloboda and associates that the general lack of emphasis on 

some of the seven particular aspects of the training of musicians must be held responsible for the 

development of fears and anxiety in relation to musical performance. It is argued that a lot of classical 

musical training promotes quite the opposite of what is mentioned in Sloboda’s seven points. Keith 

Swanwick, a prominent British music educator, has argued that musical educators’ badly lack any 

kind of conceptual framework' (Swanwick, 1979). It is therefore no surprise that trained musicians 

often show a chequered musical development, which may be a source of various problems, notably 

in perform ance situations. Another problem is that Western European music education is 

traditionally rooted in classical music. With the growing demand for training in music styles other 

than classical music these training courses have problems adjusting (*2).

Finally, two gender issues have been illustrated by singer songwriter Billy Joel. In 1996 he toured 

the USA talking about his work, answering questions from the audience and playing a couple of 

songs. I was present at one of these evenings in a theatre in Gainesville, Florida. He told the story of 

his childhood and learning to play the piano at an early age. He specifically talked about the difficulty 

in having to compete with other boys, because going to piano lessons was not regarded as 

something that boys are supposed to do. ‘Let's face it, I was a "geek” , and the other boys would 

laugh at me'. In the development of boys, music lessons are generally a source of shame and 

ridicule with their peers. Sloboda (1995) relates this to the presence of male conditioning against 

emotional display which at the age of six or seven is already fully developed in male dominated 

societies. Howe and Sloboda (1991b)described the relief of boys who were admitted to a 

specialised music school, who were now free from ridicule. One wonders what the pressure must 

be for male dancers.
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In contrast with early problems for boys learning music, the advantages of musical skills in 

adolescence were also mentioned by Billy Joel. It took me until in my late teens to discover that this 

skill was in fact marketable. You know, I would go to a party and all the other guys would be all over 
the other girls, so what does a geek do? He aimlessly walks around in the house of the host. Hey, 
there's a piano. So, I start playing it and after a while I look up. Hey, there’s a giri. After another while I 

look up again. Hey, there’s another one. This is great !!!!’ As much as seeing someone do 

something very well is considered an aphrodisiac, a musician and especially the male musician is in a 

very special position, considering the emotional impact that music can have. If musicians are 

performing in a place where men and women are meeting or dancing as part of the mating game, 

they may be in a particularly advantageous position. Especially in rock music this aspect has 

become an important aspect of the entourage, and artists (male and female alike) are marketed as 

sex symtxils. As much as this awareness may be a breakthrough for a male adolescent, it can 

become an increasing source of pressure in a professional career. Sandy Shaw's (1997) mention of 

the pressure of fame on true and false self and the pressure of the rock industry on the performer’s 

ego, sound like a relevant warning,

2 .7  Summary

Stage fright or musical performance anxiety (MPA), the most frequently used term, is a problem for 
many musicians. Musicians experience a variety of physical, emotional and behavioural problems 
related to MPA. Most of the research has established these problems in classical musicians in 

orchestras and music students. Self-report measures are most often used to establish stage fright. 
Phrasing of the questions and terminology apparently influence the incidence and the severity of 

the problems reported. Heart rate and other physiological measures are mostly regarded as 

indications of activation, but not as reliable indications of anxiety.

MPA is generally defined as a form of anxiety with a negative influence on musical performance, 

however positive effects have also been recorded. Therefore, conceptual and methodological 

problems warrant caution. The relationship between stage fright and performance interference may 

be more complicated than has been suggested by some of the studies in this review.

Coping with SF or MPA is an issue that has not been widely addressed, although the issue of formal 

interventions (which will be dealt with in chapter 7) has been the focus of a wide variety of studies. 

Coping methods most often mentioned were deep breathing, muscle relaxation, seeking 

distraction, the use of sedatives and alcohol. The use of beta-blockers was particularly prevalent in 
symphony orchestras.

A wide variety of conceptualisations have been presented. In general it is suggested that MPA is a 
complicated phenomenon with a variety of causes and differences in the way it presents itself. MPA 

has been related to stress, critical audiences, distracting and fear provoking thinking, physiological 

problems, trait anxiety and anxiety rooted in childhood or adolescent pressure.

Musicians differ from the general public in the way they rely on fine muscle coordination. This
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renders them vulnerable to physiological problems. The general Importance of music in musicians' 

lives may put extra pressure on them . These factors may play a role In the severity of M P A , 

especially in professional m usicians. It is suggested that classical m usical training m ay be  

responsible for som e of the anxiety issues of musicians in general and professionals in particular.

notes chapter 2

*1) In orchestras, musicians in particular sections sit beside each other and read their music from the 
sam e copy (the sam e desk). Incompatible neighbours can be a source of irritation and distraction 
within a section.

*2) Through my own experience as a professional music teacher I have learned that musical 
developm ent goes through stages in which lack of progress leads to very high degrees of 
frustration and anxiety. In the professional music training course I work for, w e ’ve identified  
‘frustration tolerance’ as a decisive factor in the prediction of a successful completion of the course. 
It may be that the developm ent of melodic and harmonic concepts in the brain goes through stages  
which can be compared to states of cognitive dissonance.
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3 Stage fright in actors

For reasons that have so far remained a mystery, the degree of empirical interest in stage fright in 

actors is much less pronounced than the interest in musicians. When Steptoe, Malik, Pay, Pearson, 

Price & Win, (1995) researched the impact of stage fright on student actors they reported that stage 

fright had not been systematically assessed in actors before. Although they had missed a few 

studies (some of them not in English) that was also what other authors (Mosco or Moscu (*1),1973, 

1974; Pritner and Lamb, 1981) concluded whenever the literature was reviewed. The other 

relevant studies addressed in this chapter are by Konijn (1991,1994), Ryan (1992), Vulova (1996) 

and a few others. In all, only a limited number of empirical studies have been found in which a 

combined interest in stage fhght and the actor was shown. Fortunately, the studies mentioned here 

have addressed a variety of issues. Therefore each of them will be referred to more than once. In 

addition to these studies, a large number of theoretical articles and books will be discussed which 

either address SF more or less directly or can be seen to have an impact on conceptual issues 

around SF,

3.1 The incidence o f stage fright in actors

We may be prepared to assume that actors and musicians would experience SF to the same extent. 

However, Aaron suggests that actors would experience more severe problems with stage fright 

than musicians, because they are instrument and player at the same time. Kaplan (1969) however 

says he has not observed significant differences between the dynamics of stage fright between 

musicians, actors, dancers, singers, or public speakers. Results from a survey by Steptoe, Malik, 

Pay, Pearson, Price & Win (1995) are in line with Kaplan’s thinking. They conclude that ‘stage fright 

is at least as common among student actors as musicians' (p. 38). Their sample consisted of 93 male 

and 82 female drama students at six London actor training courses. They found that almost half 

(46.6%) of the student actors in the sample reported SF as a moderate or severe problem (see 

Table 3.1a). This correlated well with the PAQ (Performance Anxiety Questionnaire), Steptoe’s 

adaptation of the state version of the STAI. The adaptation ensures that the subjects rate the 

emotions they imagine to have just before a performance, whereas the STAI relates to actual 

emotions experienced in the here and now.

Table 3,1a (see next page) demonstrates the relationship between the degree to which SF was 

seen to be a problem and the PAQ-scores, The more SF was seen as a problem, the higher the 

performance anxiety. The four categories had significantly different means for the PAQ. Women 

scored higher on both measures than men. Age and experience did not correlate with either PAQ 

or global measure. This study will be referred to again in other sections.
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Table 3.1a: SF as a problem and mean PAQ-scores for each answer category (n=175) 
(Steptoe, Malik, Pay, Pearson, Price & Win, 1995).

reported stage fright as: percentage: PAQ-score (mean):

not a problem 6.2% 36.9
as a minor problem 47.5% 44.3
a moderate problem 36.7% 49.3
a severe problem 9.6% 57.4

46.9 (overall mean)
Steptoe & Fidler (1987): 50.3 (mean of 41

advanced 
music students)

Pritner & Lamb (1981) studied 17 graduate and undergraduate theatre majors who had taken acting 

classes during the process of preparing for and taking part in a ‘real’ audition for a play. They found 

that the mean state anxiety scores (STAI) for all subjects on the day before, immediately before, and 

immediately after an audition showed a gradual increase (approaching significance) from 40.5 to 

42.0 to 44.3. The increase after the performance may seem surprising. Pritner and Lamb's 

explanation is that because the outcome of the auditions were not yet known when the last 

measure was taken the subjects were still anxious about passing or failing. It must be noted that 

these STAI scores were somewhat lower than the ones obtained by Steptoe et al. (1995).

Mosco (1974) (*1) questioned actors on their experiences with stage fright on the night of a 

premiere (n=47). The research was done in Rumania, so one would expect her to have used the 

Rumanian term for stage fright, but unfortunately there is no account of this in the French article. 

The French equivalent 'trac' is used. Questionnaires covering 98 issues in 35 open and multiple- 

choice questions were given to actors before a premiere in 4 theatres in Bucharest and one in 

Ploiesti. Most questions reflected on emotions experienced in anticipation of the premiere of that 

night and prem ieres in general. These emotions were defined as SF or ‘trac'. Part of the 

questionnaire was meant to be filled in afterwards and involved the evaluation of the night’s 

performance. The questionnaires were given out to 120 actors with major roles, two hours before 

curtain of several premieres. Questionnaires were collected after the show. Of the 47 actors who 

managed to fill in the questionnaire 24 were men and 23 were women. Their mean age was 39.5 

(range from 23-67). The way participating actors were categorised in Rumanian theatre was used to 

divide them into groups of different degrees of excellence and experience. Only the four highest 

levels of recognition were entered into the study. Thus, four groups, category III, category II, 

category I and artistes emerites' (highest recognition) of increasing level of artistic prestige were 

compared. Her article is remarkably precise in the way the procedure and the questionnaire 

employed are represented. The degrees of 'trac' reported are represented in Table 3.1b (see next 
page).
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Table 3.1b: Intensity of trac’ (SF) before a premiere in Rumanian actors (n=47) 
(Mosco,1974).

intensity percentage

very intense emotions 46%* '(in Mosco's (1974) text these
intense emotions 41%* categories are put together They
weak emotions 13% have been separated through
no emotions 0% extrapolation from a diagram in the

article)

The high intensities of trac’ in Mosco’s sample are probably best explained by the fact that the 

questions referred to the performance in the premiere of that same evening. Since there is no 

reference in Mosco's question as to how much of a problem the experienced emotions caused, it is 

no surprise that her percentages are higher than those found by Steptoe et al. (1995). Like in 

Steptoe et al.’s sample, women reported significantly higher intensities of trac’. The Rumanian 

women also reported significantly more physiological symptoms than the men. Furthermore, the 

emotions of the most experienced group, the ‘artistes emerites’ ,were the highest. None of them 

reported weak emotions. In contrast, category I actors (the second highest category) showed the 

lowest scores. Since the average emotions of the least experienced actors (cat. Ill and cat. II) were 

higher than the category I actors, Mosco suggested that there may be a U-shaped relationship 

between experience and intensity of trac'. Steptoe et al, (1995) didn't find effects for age or 

experience, but their student sample didn’t have the same variability in age and experience. 

Steptoe & Fidler (1987) found seemingly opposite results from Mosco in the comparison of PAQ 

scores of professional, amateur and student musicians. Their results suggest that increases in age 

and professional status may lead to lower performance anxiety.

Confusion about the role of experience and age in relation to SF is a common problem. So far, 

there is no clear support for a relationship of any kind, but Mosco is adamant that there must be. The 

Rumanian actors were also asked whether 'trac’ had become stronger, less strong or had remained 

the same during their career. Mosco suggested that the degree of artistic recognition as laid down 

in the categories is of importance here. With increasing degree of recognition (implicitly also age 

and experience) trac gets more intense. The majority of the subjects reported that the reason for 

this is the increase in responsibility. In addition, the ones that had reported that ‘trac’ had diminished 

during their career found that this was the result of experience. This result has repercussions for 

the relationship between SF and experience and age. The U-shaped relationship proposed in the 

last paragraph may now be seen to have a reduction in SF as actors gain experience, followed by an 

increase as they get more recognition and their responsibility increases. This seems to be a 

testable hypothesis.

Mosco also tried to establish when ‘trac' would cease to be felt (see next page: Table 3.1c). Mosco 

found that in the majority of the actors trac disappears on entering the scene or after a few 

exchanges (total: 77.2%).
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Table 3.1c: Answers to multiple-choice question: When does trac' disappear? 
Response of Rumanian actors before a premiere (n=47) ( Mosco,1974).

answer category percentage

on entering stage 20.4%
after a few exchanges on stage 56.8%
on leaving the stage 15.9%
other moments 6.8%

These results may be somewhat biased because of the way the question was posed. The answer 

categories didn't allow the subjects to respond with ‘it doesn’t disappear’. This may have given the 

subjects the idea that ‘trac’ is supposed to disappear which points in the direction of the first and 

second option as the ‘right’ answer. However, since the answer category ‘on leaving the stage' was 

one of the options, Mosco would probably argue that the subjects who felt that they had ‘trac’ all 

through the performance had a suitable response option.

Asked if ‘trac’ reappears during the performance 71.8 percent of the actors said ‘yes’ and only 28.2 

percent responded with ‘no’ . Mosco speculates that reoccurrence coincides with important 

moments of the role, reactions of the audience, or unforeseen happenings leading to forced 

changes in self image.

Finally, Mosco asked the actors to compare their present ‘trac' before a premiere with their average 

trac'. Their average 'trac' was reported to be equal to the premiere by 10.6 percent of the subjects, 

weaker by 76.6 percent and nonexistent by 12.7 percent. Comparing this premiere with other 

premieres, almost half of the subjects (49%) said that their experience of ‘trac’ momentarily was the 

same. An almost equal percentage (46%) thought it was weaker than usual, whereas only 5% 

reported that tonight was more Intense than at other premieres. Mosco suggests that the lower 

intensity experienced by 46% may have been due to the distraction caused by working on the 

questionnaire.

Another condition which is often thought of as a primary source of SF is performing solo. A recent 

survey showed that solos are an important source of stress in 63 percent of orchestral musicians 

(James, 1997). Ryan’s (1992) dissertation deals exclusively with the issues actors deal with when 

performing alone. For this purpose he conducted a series of detailed (mostly) telephone interviews 

with a group of 8 actors and 9 directors, writers and theorists. Six of the 8 actors considered ‘dealing 

with fears' a serious issue, whereas only 2 of the 9 directors, writers and theorists thought the same. 

Ryan concluded ‘Performing in a one-person show affords the actor an opportunity for unparalleled 

artistic control, and therefore, can provide an immensely rewarding and stimulating experience. 

However being alone on stage can also seem critically inhibiting, and unnatural: an event fraught 

with a sense of loneliness, anxiety and fear. In fact, solo performance can at once be liberating and 

exhilarating as well as terrifying’ (p. 121). One of his subjects (a director, drama teacher) elaborates

 ‘Fear is the actors' constant. I mean, I think that’s what actors spend their lives combating on a

day to day basis .. fear is always sitting on your left shoulder. It’s always there. And fear of forgetting 

lines? In the theatre ? Absolutely. I mean certainly doing a one-person show because there is
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nobody to rescue you. There's no way to get out of it. It’s just you and the elements and the stage' 

(telephone interview, 1990) (p. 127). Essential for the majority of one-person shows is the tension 

between individual and the audience. It is probably no coincidence that the archetypal solo 

performance is stand-up comedy. This almost always involves intense interaction with the 

audience. Following Ryan’s thinking, this intense interaction may be needed to reduce the 

performer’s fear caused by being alone on stage.

in summary, Steptoe et al. (1995) found that almost half of a group of student actors in London 

considered SF as a moderate or severe problem for them. The degree to which they considered SF 

as a problem coincided with PAQ scores. Pritner & Lamb (1981) found increasing degrees of state 

anxiety (STAI) in theatre majors before, during and after an audition. The incidence of stage fright 

during premieres was investigated in great detail by Mosco (1974) in Rumanian actors. It is clear that 

their high degree of stage fright- 87 percent reported intense or very intense stage fight- is related 

to the special occasion of a premiere. In general, other performances wouldn’t generate the same 

degrees of stage fright, although 10 percent of the actors say that it doesn’t make any difference. 

Most subjects also report that it is a problem that disappears at the beginning or soon after starting 

the performance, although almost 16 percent admit that it doesn’t disappear until leaving the stage. 

A large majority (71.8%) also state that stage fright reappears dunng the performance. Some 

evidence for the occurrence of particularly high SF in solo performance was provided by Ryan 

(1992)

Studies on stage fright in actors all address acting on the stage. Acting in films is virtually ignored. A 

few actors have reported that they find performing on the stage much more frightening than doing a 

film. A film doesn't have an audience in the way a theatre play has and there isn't the same pressure 

to produce on the spot. Auto prompters can be used to help an actor with the text, scenes can be 

repeated and if something goes wrong, mistakes can be masked by smart cutting. On the other 

hand the detailed scrutiny of the camera, the stress of the life of a movie star and the millions of 

people that watch films and television, might be considered as reasons for higher degrees of stage 

fright.

3 .2  Measuring stage fright in actors

Self-report measures and physiological measures of SF have been used to assess SF in actors. 

We’ll discuss the self-report measures first. Steptoe, Malik, Pay, Pearson, Price & Win (1995) 

measured stage fright with a STAI- state anxiety adaptation titled PAQ. They also used a 4 item 

scale to measure how much stage fright in acting students was a problem. The neuroticism scale of 

Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) was used as an index of negative affect. Extraversion 

was also measured with the EPQ. Social Desirability was measured with a shortened version (10- 

items) of the Marlow-Crowne scale. Steptoe et al. found that the scores of the PAQ were 

significantly different across categories of the 'stage fright as a problem’ (see Table 3.1a). They also 

found significant positive correlations between the scores on the PAQ and neuroticism, and 

negative correlations between PAQ and extraversion. No significant relations were found between 

the PAQ and social desirability. Women scored significantly higher on the PAQ. Steptoe et al. also

asked subjects about SF related thoughts, aspects of performance affected by SF, behavioural and
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health aspects. These results will be discussed in Section 3.3.

Steptoe et al. (1995) saw the PAQ as the principal measure for SF. The significant correlation with 

the stage fright as a problem’ scale lends support to this contention. And so does the significant 

correlation with neuroticism and the absence of correlations with the social desirability measure. 

Nevertheless, a word of caution is in place. The PAQ is identical to the STAI-state anxiety except for 

the fact that the PAQ requires the respondent to ‘imagine' being just before a performance, while 

the STAI addresses present feelings. This could lead to differences in the response. For example, 

in Pritner & Lamb's (1981) study the STAi-state anxiety was used to measure SF before, during, 

and after an audition. However, their mean scores elicited before the audition (40.5) were 

considerably lower than the PAQ scores in Steptoe et al.'s study (46.9). Is it possible that the 

'imagination exercise' elicits higher anxiety scores than the attempt to describe feelings in the here 

and now? It seems highly likely that the reflection required in responding to the PAQ turns it into a 

measure which is in fact quite different from the STAi-state anxiety. This issue is further addressed 

in chapter 10 (see Table 10.1.3a)

Vulova (1995) used Bulgarian adaptations of Eysenck’s Personality Questionnaire (EPQ), Taylor’s 

Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS), and a questionnaire for need for Achievement (nAch) to create a 

composite picture of anxiety, ambition and personality in student actors. Vulova found that actors 

anxiety (as measured with the MAS) increased significantly during the four years of training. She 

also found that scores for emotional instability (EPQ) tend to increase significantly during the 

training (for both sexes). This correlated significantly with the MAS scores. Extraversion scores and 

need for achievement didn't show any significant developments. A problem with the EPQ in its use 

with actors is that it doesn't seem to distinguish between emotional sensitivity as a task-orientation 

necessary to become a good actor and emotional instability as a neurotic tendency. Fisher & Fisher 

(1981) found the EPQ to put professional actors systematically in the 'hysterical' quadrant of the 

two-dimensional framework (i.e. extraverted and emotional), in which case it is unlikely that the EPQ 

will have a specific predictive value for SF.

Research using physiological measures in actors is even more rare than studies using self-report

measures. Konijn (1991) measured stage fright in amateur actors (n=4) with a combination of a

continuous measure of heart rate and a self report measure on SF afterwards. A behavioural

measure of SF was also used. Observers rated observed stress as well as performance quality in

the four performers. Konijn tried to establish the relationship between stage fright (in Dutch

'plankenkoorts') and performance in the presence and absence of an audience. She concluded

that HR should be considered a reliable instrument to trace the degrees of tension experienced

before, during and after a performance. HR was generally higher during performances than during

rehearsals, it was lower before and after the performance. During the performance it was marginally

higher at the beginning than at the end. (During rehearsal this effect was the other way around).

The higher rates were found during the applause. Monologues showed the highest HR and HR

also responded with a sudden increase to the director’s sign to be ready. Fourier analysis of heart

rate variability shows ‘a considerable reduction of the power in the .10 Hz spectrum, indicating a

considerable increase in mental load (p. 69) at the beginning of the performance. The higher heart

rates of the performances coincided with higher self-reported stress and observed stress.

Nevertheless, Konijn concluded that ‘the limitations of personal reports are shown nicely in that
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subjects reported that the audience presence hardly made them nervous, whereas their heart rate 

rose quickly as soon as they came on stage during performances' (p. 66/67). It is obvious that she 

had more faith in the heart rates as a measure of SF than in what the four actors told her.

In an earlier study on Rumanian actors, Mosco (1973) (*1) studied a so called ‘latency effecf as an 

indication of 'trac' with the use of an Galvanic Skin Response (GSR). Having demonstrated earlier 

that verbal associations of sports people slowed down if they involved sports related words, she set 

out to find if this effect would also influence actors as a result of ‘trac’ . Mosco assures us that the 

latency effect is the result of emotionality and therefore can be used as a measure for ‘trac’. Mosco 

designed an experiment in which 25 (21 men and 4 women) professional actors and amateurs who 

performed as extras were given a verbal association task in which the reaction time of the subjects 

were measured and during which a continuous GSR was taken. One group of actors was studied in 

a high stress situation before the dress rehearsal on the day of an opening night. A group of extras 

was studied at the same time. A control group of professional actors was tested under relaxed 

circumstances, while not under pressure of any new plays or roles. The verbal associations involved 

neutral words and affective theatre related words, among which was the name of the character the 

subjects played, and announcements normally made by the stage manager like ‘take your positions' 

and show time’. Results show that all three groups took longer to respond to the affective cues 

than to the neutral cues, but only the professional actors in the stress condition did so significantly. 

Although Mosco had some technical problems - the GSR measures were only valid for 14 of the 

subjects - the values measured (GSR duration and amplitude) were significantly higher for the 

affective cues in the ‘stress-professional actors' group. She didn't find a significant correlation 

between the GSR and the response latency scores. According to Mosco this suggests that stage 

fright in actors under stress may be expressed in different ways. One person may respond with 

delayed reaction time. Someone else may respond with decreased skin resistance ( ‘reactions 

electrocutanee’). The results she found for actors corresponded with those found earlier for sports 

people.

The studies reported here used a variety of self-report measures and physiological measures. 

Steptoe et al. (1995) offered the most diverse study using self reports. Mosco’s (1973) study uses 

an interesting combination of physiological measures. Konijn's (1991) study is the only one in 

which self-report, physiological and behavioural measures are used. Her kind of study would have 

deserved replication with a larger sample.

3.3 Effects of stage fright on performance in actors

The effects of SF on performance was addressed in different ways in the studies discussed here.

Steptoe et al. (1995) let acting students rate a number of aspects of performance affected by acting

in public. Almost all of them mentioned that movement and posture (95.4%), voice production

(91.1%) and breath control (93.2%) were at least slightly affected. Other factors were also

considered at least slightly affected by a majority of the subjects: memory (67.0%), enjoyment of

acting (62.6%), character projection (78.4%), attention to detail (75.1%) and emotional involvement

(75.6%). Most severely affected were movement and posture (27.0%), enjoyment of acting

(23.6%) and emotional involvement (20.5%). Furthermore, the PAG proved to be a significant
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independent predictor of the degree to which memory, movement and posture, voice production, 

enjoyment of acting and character projection were reported to be affected by performing in public. 

Also, students with higher PAQ scores admitted to more frequent thoughts about panic and fear of 

collapse on stage. One might conclude from these results that the actors involved in this study 

expected their performance to suffer from SF. however this specific question was not asked by 

Steptoe et al.

Mosco (1974) asked her subjects if they would usually experience performance interference. A 

majority of around 60 percent rated ‘trac’ as having a negative influence, with the other 40 percent 

rating trac as necessary. In the specific group of artistes emerites' (the most respected and 

acclaimed actors) all of the subjects rated trac as having a negative influence! It is not completely 

clear why the most highly acclaimed group would be different from the three other levels of 

distinction. Maybe there is a special transition to enter ‘artistes emerites' that would explain this. 

One could speculate that the communist regime in Rumania in the seventies might have put 

specific pressure on highly acclaimed actors. Another explanation would be that different 

generations of actors have different concepts of 'trac'. In which case age might be the decisive 

factor, rather than experience or degrees of responsibility. Mosco mentions the possibility of age as 

a factor.

The suggestion from both Steptoe et al.'s and Mosco’s study is that SF must be seen to have a 

negative influence on performing. One wonders though why neither of these studies offered 

subjects the opportunity to mention possible positive effects of SF? One may also wonder whether 

the suggested performance interference become manifest or not. In this respect it is interesting 

that, although the majority of the actors in Mosco's sample reported intense degrees of 'trac' (87%) 

as well as negative effects on performance (60%), only 30 percent actually estimated the 

performance they had just given to be of lower quality than the last few rehearsals. The fact that 

most actors had reported that their 'trac' would normally disappear on or just after starting the 

performance (77.2%) may have something to do with this. Performance interference probably only 

takes place when SF is experienced during the performance. Therefore, it is not so strange that 

almost half of the subjects (46%) considered their performance on the premiere better than the last 

rehearsals, even if they reported intense ‘trac'. Nonetheless, the 30 percent who considered the 

quality of their performance to have been lower than the last few rehearsals, had earlier reported 

significantly more intense emotions related to premieres. Still, one wonders why Mosco didn't 

simply ask her subjects whether they thought this particular performance had been facilitated or 

interfered with because of ‘trac'. It would have avoided the need of the comparison between 

rehearsals and performance as an indication for the occurrence of performance interference. A 

problem with this comparison is that in rehearsals performers may not perform at their best for other 

reasons. Interruptions or technical issues may hamper a rehearsal. Also, actors may save energy or 

only pay attention to a particular part of the task. This may have the effect that even a performance 

which is seriously hampered by stage fright can be perceived as better than a rehearsal.

The particular problem of how to interpret differences between rehearsals and performances is also

relevant to the study by Konijn (1991). She set out to empirically establish the relationship between

stage fright (in Dutch plankenkoorts') and quality of performance in the presence and absence of

an audience. The study involved following four actors in a play performed on five occasions. During
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a rehearsal, a dress rehearsal and three performances. Contrary to Mosco's focus on interference, 

Konijn expected performers to perform better in front of an audience, provided the learned material 

would be well enough prepared to become a dominant response' (*3). The results show that the 

self ratings and observed stress of the four performers was considerably lower during rehearsals 

than dunng performances. Konijn concluded that the quality of acting was generally better during 

performances due to the fact that the high stress levels associated with public performance should 

be considered to lead to improvement of the quality of the performance (p. 65/69). This is a bold 

conclusion, considering the small sample, low inter-rater reliability, low agreement between raters 

and self-rating, and the debatable relevance of the comparison between rehearsals and 

performance.

On the problem of quality rating of performance and inter-rater reliability, Steptoe et al. (1995) note 

that there is a difference between musicians and actors in the degree to which their skills are 

objectively perceptible. Observable debilitating effects of stage fright may be traced in musicians, 

especially if technical or motor aspects are taken into account, but deterioration in actor’s 

performance, even when sensed by the actor, may be difficult to trace by others. If it was difficult for 

musical judges to reach an acceptable degree of inter-rater reliability, it would seem to be more 

difficult in acting, as was demonstrated by the low interrater agreement in Konijn’s (1991) study. In 

music research the number of wrong notes played has been used (Leglar, 1978) as an objective 

measure of performance quality. In the same way acting performance quality could be assessed by 

counting mistakes in the text spoken. Adding a measure like this to the more subjective expert 

ratings may add to the reliability.

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the three studies discussed here. In each of them it would 

seem that preconceived notions of the relationship between SF and PFI (Performance Facilitation 

and Interference) has interfered with a balanced approach to the issue. Konijn seemed intent on 

proving the performance facilitation case, without providing enough support. Steptoe et al.'s and 

Mosco’s argument for performance interference is blighted by the fact that although actors ascribed 

negative effects to SF, the likelihood of their actual occurrence was unclear. Questions on the 

effects of SF will need to be very precise to elicit answers that reflect actual interference or 

facilitation.

3.4 Coping with SF in actors

Systematic research on coping in actors involves mainly the studies already mentioned before. 

Steptoe et al. (1995) found that from a 12- item list of behaviours actors might engage in before a 

performance, deep breathing/relaxation exercises was mentioned most often (84%). This was 

followed by trying to be alone (67%), going over lines not very well known (64%), going over well 

known lines (45%), meditating (40%) and smoking (35%). Mentioned less often were; physical 

exercise (21%), thinking about other things (20%), reading for distraction (14%) and going out or 

meeting friends (13%). Very low reported occurrence was found for drinking alcohol (4.5%) and 

taking sedatives (0%).

Factor analysis led Steptoe et al. (1995) to identify four factors in these behaviours:

1. relaxation/exercise

2. memory checking
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3. distraction through social activity

4. self-distraction.

Steptoe at ai. found rather remarkable differences between the sexes. In men none of these 

factors correlated significantly with the PAQ. For women only the self-distraction factor was 

positively correlated with the PAQ, while both the self-distraction and memory checking factor were 

significantly correlated to maladaptive cognitive responses (panic/loss of control and fear of 

collapse). Steptoe et al. suggested that the cognitive maladaptive responses were accompanied by 

increased levels of memory checking and attempts at self-distraction. It is interesting to see that 

there seems to be no relationship between how men say they prepare and the incidence of stage 

fright. The researchers concluded So no evidence emerged to show that carrying out relaxation, 

meditation or exercise was effective in controlling stage fright’ (p. 37). The study has not traced how 

successful the actors thought they were in the use of these coping methods. It is conceivable that 

the factors include both the adaptive and maladaptive use of techniques and therefore doesn't 

show unequivocal correlations. Since the sample consisted of students, it is possible that they 

were still learning and not yet in full control of the reported coping techniques.

Ryan's (1992) interviewees came up with the following techniques for getting back on track when 

forgetting lines: ‘breathing deeply and taking the time to gather oneself, having the script on stage 

in case of emergencies, and making sure to harness one’s concentration and, in so doing, not 

allowing the mind to wander’ (p. 133). He also mentions how actors can develop ways of reshaping 

undesirable emotions to help shape the character. In this way stage fright can be transformed into a 

character-emotion. 'All of these [fears] are subliminal feelings, attitudes, thoughts .. it was like 

juggling every night. I felt like a juggler with various coloured balls .. 1 felt that many, many times, but I 

used I t ,  as all actors must .. I think to utilise those feelings, wherever they come from, is to be an 

actor. Every human being wallows in their feelings, but an actor is able to control those feelings, 

utilise them, focus them and, we hope, have them come out creatively’ (Ryan, 1992, interview with 

Pat Carroll. 1990, p .133). Other salient aspects mentioned are saving energy on the day of a 

performance and the use of supportive self-instructions or self-statements.

Pritner and Lamb (1981) investigated the relationship between actor anxiety and coping styles.

They studied 17 graduate and undergraduate theatre majors who had taken acting classes. The

graduate students were also members of a university acting company. The study involved filling in

the State version of the STAI a day before, immediately before and directly after a performance task.

For the graduate students this was a real audition, for the undergraduates it was a class

performance which counted towards their grade at the end of the year. Besides, the STAI subjects

filled in the Lushene Component Scale (Lushene, 1970) which is an adaptation of the STAI to

which Lushene added 21 items in order to measure three components of anxiety; motoric,

ideational and autonomic. The Lushene scale was used also to identify two coping styles:

repression and sensitisation. People who scored over 53 were identified as sensitisers, subjects

who scored below 33 as repressors. The authors argue that the components of anxiety could be

interpreted as different modes of coping as well as different ways of expressing anxiety. They

assume that the component in which anxiety is expressed would also be the component in which

coping efforts would take place. Motoric expression calls for motoric coping etc. The Lushene scale

was completed one day prior to the audition. Finally, the Pritner Coping Scale was completed

immediately after the performances. The Pritner Coping scale (Pntner, 1978; no other data
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available) was developed specifically for this study and is a 15-item scale with 3 sub scales of 5 

questions each designed to identify motoric, ideational and autonomic behaviours associated with 

performing as an actor. The results indicate that ideational behaviours were most comnnon, followed 

by autonomic, with motoric behaviours being reported least. Repressors rated lower on the three 

sub scales than the sensitisers. The most frequently checked items were ideational items 

‘concentration on channelling energy into the performance’ (17 of 18 subjects) followed by 

‘concentrate on the role itse lf (15 of 18 subjects). The two items which received no checks were’ 

feel the need to urinate' (autonomic) and ‘concentrate on something other than the performance' 

(ideational).

Mosco's (1974) study, already reported on, also addressed the coping behaviour of Rumanian 

actors before a premiere. It was shown that a large minority of subjects (43%) reported to have taken 

measures to diminish stage fright (trac), the other 57 percent reported that they had not. Of the 

ones that had taken measures to diminish ‘trac’ , 29 percent reported using pharmacological 

substance (sedatives, beta blockers)(*2) and 59 percent used other means (gymnastics, breathing, 

Yoga, etc.). Asked about ‘little’ superstitions, 47 percent responded that they didn’t have them; 30 

percent confided in having one; 8 percent two; 8 percent three; and 8 percent more than three. 

These superstitions had no influence on their artistic performance according to 57 percent of the 

subjects. Twenty nine percent said it had a positive influence; 14 percent admitted it had a negative 

influence.

Psychodynamic authors tend to suggest that coping is ineffective in principle (Aaron, 1987) and 

that only psychoanalysis will root out the problem. Of course, actors report many maladaptive 

approaches to coping, like alcohol, drugs, isolation, some types of superstitions, obsessions, 

denial and repression. But on the other hand, actors report that they cope with stage fright in 

effective ways without the help or advice of (mental) health professionals. There is ample anecdotal 

evidence for the success of relaxation, breathing techniques and self-instructions. Also, humour 

(Desberg, 1996) and a wide array of ingenious personal rituals have been reported to be successful 

for actors. The psychodynamic perspective on coping methods may therefore not be tenable.

Brebner (1990), a theatre agent/therapist who wrote a book with advice for actors, never mentioned 

the term SF. Coping with stress, panic and fear are nevertheless an important part of her book. She 

advises actors to start a journal. ‘Every actor has these feelings of panic at some point. Part of the 

problem is that fear is something that happens to us. In fact, we play an active part in situations 

where we feel fear, and the past is usually involved in determining how fearful we are. Even though 

these panic attacks seem to be caused by circumstances over which we have no control, we do 

have power over at least one element in the drama: our own reactions. But we have to recognise 

these reactions before we can do anything to change them - and that’s where the journal comes in’ 

(p.71/72). The journal should help the actor find negative patterns, bring issues out in the open 

and heal old hurt (p.95). Other than this, Brebner advises actors to ‘confide in another actor with 

whom we feel comfortable, inviting that person to share his or her fears and stumbling blocks with 

us as well. Simply talking about such fears often makes them less powerful’ (p. 74). Finally she 

suggests that actors should see a therapist to work on the issues that come up. She sees an 

important part for the therapist in ‘setting the actor free’.
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The particularly elaborate descriptions of Laurens Olivier’s efforts to cope with SF provide excellent 

illustrations for this paragraph. An account of his efforts to cope with panic attacks sounds like a form 

of self-administered rational emotive therapy (RET) (Ellis, 1962; Ellis & Harper, 1975), This is 

particularly relevant here, because RET has been proposed as a treatment for performers with 

stage fright (Hartgers & Jacobs, 1989; Desberg & Marsh, 1988; Desberg, 1996) or speech anxiety 

(Ayres & Hopf, 1993).

The fear of forgetting one's lines is very common in actors and causes Olivier to be very

inconveniently aroused before going to sleep on the night before a performance. ‘Hot and cold

sweats suddenly wake you, your brain leaps into top gear; thinking of the performance to come.

The logical fighting the illogical' (p. 114). To elucidate the description of the nightly discussion the

actor has with himself, I have labelled Olivier’s phrases, followed Gallwey's principle of the division

between Self 1 and Self 2 (Green & Gallwey, 1986), One voice comes up with self-doubts (Self 1),

the other is the rational side (Self 2) [author’s italics],

7 don't know the lines, dear God, I don't know the lines. (Self 1)
Of course you do, you know them backwards, (Self 2)
That's not the point. I don't want to know them backwards. I just want to know them. (Self 1)
You know them. You know you know them, (Self 2)
Let me just go through them again. (Self 1)
What’s the point ? Sleep, you really must sleep. (Self 2)
To hell with sleep, I'll go through the whole blasted script, that's what I ’ll do. I'll go through the whole 
thing. (Self 1)
It’s pointless’ (Self 2)(p. 114).

He continues to describe how he eventually has to leave his bed. Self 2 convinces Self 1 that it is 

better to go back to bed and sleep.

' Panic .... that's all it is. People get like this in the early hours of the morning ... it’s a well-known
fact. Come on back to bed ... you'll feel better in the moming. Maybe you’re r ig h t,,, maybe. I'm really
very tired ... I need to sleep’ (p.115).

In another example Olivier describes fantasies of avoidance and escaping when waiting in the 

wings. Self 2 uses a firmer approach now.

'This can’t happen here ... I will not let it happen here ... I have got to be in control ... I am ... I am ... 
(...) ... Now ... that’s i t ... now . The next lines to be spoken are mine. Move ... Move ...
Another exchange:
'What happens if I fall over now ? (Self 1)
Balance ... come on balance’. (Self 2) (...)
The lines are echoing. I ’m in an echo cham ber... (...) What is my answer? (Self 1)
Calm, stay calm. (Self 2)
My heart is racing. (Self 1)
Speak ... It’s your turn. What is it ? (Self 2)
What do I say ? (Self 1)
I know i t ... I know the lin e  (Self 2)
What is i t ... What is it ? (Self 1)
Come on ... come on ... (Self 2)
I've been here for an h o u r... I've paused for an hour. Why aren't they coughing 7 (Self 1)
Anything .,. just say anything’ (Self 2)
SHYLOCK: Three thousand ducats, for three months, and Antonio bound.
I’ve done i t  that’s the right line. I've done it’ (p. 117).

It’s interesting to see that with the increasing simplicity of the self instructions the intrusions by Self

1 also become more simple. They even turn into questions, allowing Self 2 to gradually take over
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control, ignoring the content of the distractions and focussing on the task. Olivier's (1986) report 

suggests that rationalising may work when there is time, while simple self-instructions and 

affirmations might be effective during or before the performance.

3 .5  Conceptualisation of stage fright in acting

Not surprisingly, the number of explicit conceptualisations of stage fright in acting is relatively small. 

Nonetheless, the different schools of psychology have each produced at least one relevant 

publication which will be discussed here. Apart from the conceptualisations of the authors who 

provided the empirical studies in section 3.1, 3.2, and 3,3, this section will introduce a number of 

psychodynam ic publications which show a certain fascination for stage fright in actors. This 

fascination is mostly directed at the role play and pretence essential to the task of the actor and the 

relation this has with stage fright. From within the acting world, contributions by authorities like 

Laurence Olivier have brought attention to the issue of SF. Unfortunately, authors on acting like 

Stanislavski, Brecht, Grotowski, Brook, Schechner and Strasberg, have either overlooked stage 

fright or have dealt with it mostly implicitly. This makes it difficult to address the relevance of acting 

theories for stage fright in a straightforward manner. Nonetheless, research on acting and theatre 

has presented us with some fascinating insights and discussions which have repercussions, albeit 

not always too obvious, for stage fright. These will mostly be dealt with in the separate section on 

other relevant issues (section 3.6).

3.5.1 Cognitive- Behavioural and Trait approaches

The cognitive approach finds anecdotal support in the way in which the actor Laurence Olivier 

describes his stage fright in On Acting' (1986). Olivier devotes a whole chapter to stage fright and 

as we’ve already seen in 3.4, presents the reader with detailed accounts of attacks of stage fright 

highlighting the fearful thoughts precipitating the attack. A RET-like approach to coping was 

discussed in 3.4. We'll address one other example of Olivier's descriptions to emphasise the 

cognitive character of his type of SF. One of his examples focusses on ‘the kind of stage fright that 

begins when you are waiting in the wings and you can hear your cue approaching;

 The voice in the head starts to ramble. I should have stayed in the dressing room .... why do I
subject myself to this ? I've done it a l l ... I ’ve done everything ... why don’t I stop now while I'm on top 
? (The cue is getting nearer). I ’m not going to be able to go on ... I'm rooted to the spot. Somebody 
has nailed my shoes to the floor, f^y legs are made o f lead. I'm alone, oh God, how alone I am. 
Nobody understands this ... nobody, (cue nearly here). I'm going to walk out into that bright glare 
and be utterly exposed. Walk out ? Nonsense. I can't leave here. I'll never move again. I ’m going to 
be rooted to the spot for ever' (p. 115/116) [author's italics].

Fantasies of avoidance and escaping are prominent, as is the awareness of the physical symptoms 

and a sense of being alone, up against a cold audience. The seriousness of the threat of stage 

fright is described by Olivier as follows: ‘I suppose it is always there, but most of the time it hovers 

unseen. It is an animal, a monster which hides in its foul corner without revealing itself, but you know 

that it is there and that it may come forward at any moment. A shadow in a lightless room, it’s lurking 

there in the back of your brain cells, an insubstantial presence that refuses to go away. At any
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moment it will push a finger forward and knock over the operator who is waiting at your ‘exchange' 

for the next message to be received, translated and sent to another part of the body. The next 

message can't get through' (Olivier, 1986, p. 114). Although the language is somewhat flowery 

(typical for the wordy' approach of theatre people and very different from the language of most 

musicians), it conveys a clear message: stage fright involves cognitive interference.

‘Stage fright is generated through heightened physiological activation coupled with negative 

thoughts' (Steptoe, 1989; in Steptoe et al., 1995, p. 28). Steptoe et al. (1995) specify further that

‘ increased muscle tension and sympathetic arousal are non-specific indicators of activation that

may be elicited in response to challenging or stimulating tasks as well as in anxiety provoking 

situations’ ( p. 28). They add that ‘cognitive responses include worry about performance and the 

social implications of failure, together with distraction by task-irrelevant thoughts that impair the 

ability to focus on the performance' (p. 28/29). These three quotes places them firmly in the 

cognitive camp. Empirical support for the relationship between cognitive response and stage fright 

was sought by Steptoe et al. (1995) in the same study reported on in 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. A list of 19 

items containing thoughts and ideas of actors before a performance was used to establish cognitive 

activity. Through factor analysis, four factors were identified in the 19-item list. These were named: 

1. Positive thinking; 2. panic/loss of control; 3. concentration; 4. fear of collapse. Steptoe et al. 

reported that only factors 2 and 4 were significantly associated with the scores on the PAQ, 

indicating that students with higher stage fright would admit to more frequent thought of panic and 

fear of collapse on stage. The correlations are relatively low (around r=.30). This finding is in line with 

the results of Lehrer et al. (1990) who found that catastrophising is associated with MPA.

A cognitive-behavioural approach is also at the basis of Mosco's (1973, 1974) work. She used the 

following definition in her research in Rumania. ‘Le trac est un etat d'emotivite specifique aux 

personnes qui doivent demontrer leurs capacites maximales devant un jury, accompagne de 

modifications psychiques et physiologiques variees et qui, s'il depasse une certaine intensite 

mene a la baisse des performances obtenus en d’autres conditions' (Mosco, 1974, p. 13/14). 

(Stage fright is an emotional state specific for people who have to show their optimal performance 

capacity in front of a audience. It is accompanied by a variety of psychological and physiological 

transformations and if a certain intensity is reached it interferes with the performance, in comparison 

with other circumstances). The definition and the focus of her research show that her main interest 

was in the cognitive and physiological aspects of stage fright (self reports of coping, comparisons 

between premieres and other performances, correlates with experience and status, and the 

relationship between cognitive and physiological factors and distraction). Nevertheless, she also 

looked for antecedents of SF. This is demonstrated in her efforts to address the correlation 

between stage fright and fears experienced as a child.

Mosco asked her subjects to remember their youth and rate themselves on 10 precoded items

presenting forms of anxiety often related to childhood. Subjects were apparently asked to respond

with yes or no to indicate if they had experienced the following forms of fear: fear of fire 11.9

percent; fear of small closed rooms 19 percent; fear of punishment 26 percent; fear of physical

punishment 30.9 percent; fear of dogs, horses etc. 40.5 percent; fear of unknown people 42.8

percent; fear of doctor 47.6 percent; fear of dreams or spirits 47.6 percent; fear of other things 52

percent; fear of the dark 71 percent. The actors who reported to have experienced more of these
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fears also experienced significantly more trac' than the ones who had reported less fears of 

childhood. Mosco also looked for correlations with present fear and worries. Ten questions were 

asked in which empathy, anxiety, emotional instability and psychotic tendencies were addressed. 

These were: fear of open spaces 8.5 percent; fear of crowds 25.5 percent; fear of thunder and 

lightning 27 6 percent; inexplicable anxiety 51.1 percent; worry about the future 51.1 percent; 

tendency to laugh easily 68.1 percent; sudden mood swings 76.6 percent; red or pale face when 

offended 78.4 percent; empathy with the misfortunes of others 91.5 percent. Again the correlation 

between the frequencies and the intensity of ‘trac’ was significant. Mosco highlights the 

relationship between sensitivity, empathy, minor psychotic tendencies and ‘trac’, but stresses that a 

control group would be needed to see how specific this is for actors. Mosco sees these results as 

tentative support for a general anxiety trait which could lie at the basis of 'trac' and as evidence that 

‘there is a narrow connection - probably supportive - between the field of childhood anxieties and 

the intensity of stage fright’ (p. 173).

Both cognitive interference as described by Olivier and Mosco’s trait approach suggest a 

relationship between SF and neurotic reactions. Olivier’s own accounts of his experiences with SF 

certainly suggests that he had neurotic tendencies. Ashley ‘s (1996) analysis of his history confirms 

this. Other authors have emphasised the correlation between anxiety scales and the EPQ (see 

Steptoe et al.,1995; Vulova, 1995; Fisher & Fisher, 1981). We’ll come back to this in section 3.5.3 

and 3.5.4. In the next section, we'll see that the psychodynamic perspective also emphasises this 

relationship. It has even sprouted an approach in which becoming an actor in itself is seen as a 

neurotic tendency.

3.5.2 Psychoanalytical views on stage fright

The relationship between performing and psychoanalysis may have been established as part of the 

common practice (especially in the USA) of actors who could afford psychoanalysis. The influence 

of psychology on acting methods may have been an important factor in this. Stanislavski's system 

and the emergence of the Method' had produced actors with an interest in psychological aspects 

of the acting process and it is possiblyonly a small step from analysing oneself in the service of 

creating a role to going into psychoanalysis. The issue of stage fright must have been one of the 

problems that was discussed on the couch of many a New York and Hollywood psychoanalyst.

Aaron (1986), Bershatsky (1988), Gabbard (1979b, 1983, 1997)), Kaplan (1969), Fenichel 

(1946/1954), Bergler (1949), and Flugel (1938), have all written about stage fright from a 

psychoanalytical perspective. Some of them have combined experience as a therapist with being a 

director or actor. In looking for the causes of stage fright they have addressed the psychosexual 

stages of development as put forward by Freud (1905a). In each of these stages the infant must 

learn to resolve a conflict to secure its development. An overprotective or demanding mother is 

often seen as an essential obstacle to resolution of the psychosexual stages. The relationship with 

the audience is usually mentioned as one of the main triggers to activate unresolved conflicts in the 

performer that can lead to stage fright. Gabbard (1979b), Aaron (1986) and Bershatsky (1988), 

have summarised and discussed the research on this issue in great detail.

In the first stage, the oral stage, the child may fear the loss of the mother, the source of all life for the
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infant (Kaplan. 1969, p. 66). The relationship with the mother at this stage will be reflected in the 

future relationship the actor will develop with the audience. The performer may try to recreate a 

state of symbiosis between actor and audience in which the actor 'feeds' the audience who 

respond with their attention and energy. Conflicts from the oral stage are supposedly revived if the 

actor projects on to the audience that it 'can't get enough' or if he realises how much he depends 

on approval, applause, recognition. Confusion as to the separate identity of audience and 

performer or a diffuse separation in actors between role and self would seem to reflect conflicts 

initiating from the separation individuation stage of development (Aaron. 1986). Gabbard (1979b) 

has put it like this: 'A significant portion of the stage fright experience is a recapitulation of the child's

fear of asserting himself as a separate individual against the regressive pulls of symbiosis The

performer experiences the momentary sensation that he is a child again, a child who is only 

pretending to be independent and autonomous and who. inwardly, is crying for the omnipotent 

symbiotic mother to rescue him from the plight in which he has discovered himself through his own 

self assertion' (p. 389). As a sign of the importance of this conflict, Gabbard points at performers' 

need to be alone before the performance: 'In this way they anticipate the separation and attenuate 

its impact' (p. 389). The fear that the audience will leave, a worry attributed to Barbara Streisand 

among others, also reflects this conflict. Aaron (1986) sees the actor who blames the audience if 

the performance didn't go well as regressing to the oral stage. In his view they make a mistake if they 

don't see 'that it is their job to entertain, to do the feeding, not the other way around' (p. 101). The 

relationship between oral stage and dry throat or mouth or the fact that a lot of performers can't eat 

before a show or are compulsive drinkers or smokers has also been touched upon in this context. 

Kaplan (1969) puts great emphasis on the hand mouth relationship in the infant at the early stage of 

this phase. When people are insecure they tend to touch their mouths with their hands or seek 

refuge in other mannerisms (like cigarette smoking). Kaplan sees this as a sign of pnmal anxiety, as 

mentioned above, and a natural way of coping with it. He stresses how the performance situation 

prevents us from using these kinds of gestures to regain our sense of poise. This aspect is 

essential to Kaplan's definition of stage fright, stage fright is a state of morbid anxiety disturbing the 

sense of poise' (p. 60) and 'Poiselessness is a disequilibrium between appetitive arousal (for 

narcissistic supplies including recognition and approval) and executive facilitation, which is 

anticipated as absent in the environment. The personal executive musculature, the hand and 

postural system, is enlisted to substitute for the collaboration anticipated as absent in the 

environment' (p. 69). In addition to compulsive gestures, Kaplan has observed preemptive 

defiance of the audience or identification with them as ways in which actors cope with SF of this 

type (p. 72).

In the second stage, the anal stage, the child's toilet training is an issue for conflict that can lead to

fears. Because the infant can now perceive the distinction between the self and the mother, it fears

withdrawal of love and approval. Fears originating from this phase can reoccur in later life when

forced to produce 'something' under place and time constraints. An overbearing mother pushing

her children into performing may be at the basis of this type of SF. Gabbard (1979b) and Kaplan

(1969) mention fear and fantasies of 'loss of control' as the essential fear related to the anal stage.

The need performers feel to go to the toilet before going on the stage is presented as a parallel

between the anal stage and stage fright. The same is said of gastrointestinal problems in general.

Aaron (1986) highlights the use of the word 'Merde' in French as a morale booster against anxieties

stemming from the anal stage. Kaplan seems to situate the development of ‘primal anxiety’ into
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signal anxiety in the anal stage. During the second year of life a type of stage fright that is linked to 

high ambitions may develop. Primal anxiety is still a pre-thinking experience, but signal anxiety 

develops in anticipation of dangerous situations when the infant's mental life has developed 

sufficiently to recognise danger, A mostly ‘ambivalent' type of stage fright may have its source at this 

stage of the child's development. 'When a mother who surrounds herself with fearful conditions 

teaches at the same time that submission to fear is unfitting and ungainly, she is creating a project 

out of fear. In the child, anxiety will become a challenge as much as a restriction' (p. 73). If this 

evolves into stage fright it will be 'an anxiety that invites, rather than restricts, action' (p. 73). This is 

why the performer is never done with stage fright. Even if it was ever extinguished, a new creative 

challenge will bring it on again and maintain it until 'the advance is confirmed as a creditable activity 

by the audience' (p. 82).

In the third stage, the genital (phallic) stage the child has to face the Oedipal conflict. Fears 

originating from this stage can be experienced as guilt and shame over exhibitionism. Aaron (1986) 

refers to this as 'super ego anxiety' or the fear of being 'demasked' (castration anxiety). Fenichel 

(1954) sees stage fhght as resulting from exhibitionism and Oedipal concerns which sets in when 

these concerns threaten to become conscious. As a result of this, the audience may be perceived 

as the enemy representing the performer's punitive super ego. Ferenczi (1950) and Freundlich

(1968) put the emphasis on performer's worries or guilt over narcissism stemming from this stage of 

the development. Ferenczi sees this result in distraction due to obsessive self observation. 

Freundlich focusses on the fear of the jealousy of the audience. This may lead to fear of success or 

alternatively, fear of failure, which is seen as the punishment for acting out primitive narcissistic 

fantasies. Gabbard reports stage fright dreams and fantasies in which performers dream that they 

are naked and exposed on stage as an example of the form that this type of stage fright can have 

(Gabbard, 1979b, p. 386). He also refers to the aggressive origin of exhibitionism, Male dominant 

monkeys often exert dominant control by showing their penis to others in their group, who are to 

respond to this display with submissive signs. Similar practices have been found in other mammals. 

It is hypothesised that the human loincloth in archaic times was in fact used as a way of reducing 

aggression between human males (Allen, 1974). The performer may be afraid that his underlying 

aggressive exhibitionist intentions which are hidden behind his efforts to entertain the spectators 

will be found out by them (Gabbard, p. 388). Aaron (1986) supposed that a lot of actors masturbate 

in their dressing room to reduce their fear and anxiety as a coping mechanisms in connection with 

these issues. He also quotes a couple of actors and actresses who openly draw the parallel 

between performing and having sex (p. 92) and indicates that the term 'being up for it' can be seen 

as a sign of being ready to perform in phallic terms. Examples of the use of certain slang or jargon in 

the theatre seem to provide support for the relevance of the psychoanalytical perspective.

The audience, the mother, the character, the director

Regardless of the specific stage in which the unresolved conflict is rooted, the behaviour of the 

mother tends to be crucial; 'When the performer is in the grip of the revival of these developmental 

conflicts, he casts the audience in the role of his mother' (p, 389). This view is shared by Kaplan

(1969), Aaron (1986) and most other authors.

Most theorists highlight that essentially stage fright can originate in any of the stages and can be
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triggered in a number of ways. Firstly, the performance and the relationship with the audience itself 

can trigger these conflicts and create SF. What the actors fear most according to Aaron is 

‘indifference’ . Secondly, the specific content of the play or the character that is portrayed can be 

the source: 'stage fright, then, occurs when the play' threatens to become 'real' (p. 91). A third 

possible source is related to the director. Actors build up an important relationship with a director. 

This bond is severed as the play opens and the audience takes over the role as observer. Actors 

may experience separation anxiety during the vacuum of this transition. Once the actor knows that 

he has captured the attention of the audience, thus restoring the contact with his observing ego, 

including a reunion with the director, the actor will (re)experience a sense of wholeness that will 

make the stage fright disappear (Aaron, 1986, p.119-121). The ways in which this 'wholeness' is 

experienced by individual actors is portrayed as reflecting the ways in which they have dealt with 

their psychosexual development. Aaron is the only psychodynamic author to put so much 

emphasis on the role of the director. Being a director himself, this may have been a cause of bias in 

his observations. Nonetheless, parallels may be drawn with the reported importance of conductors 

for stress in musicians (Wippoo & Citroen, 1998; James, 1997).

According to Aaron, coping techniques like relaxation, concentration or specific rituals as used by 

actors to reduce their stage fright are essentially unsuccessful and probably undesirable because 

of the transformation into the character which in itself is anxiety provoking, and, as Winnicot 

suggests, it has to be! Perceived in this way, stage fright is a warning system that warns the actor to 

avoid losing his ego due to a total regression into the character 'from which there may be no return’ 

(Winnicot, 1952, p. 100). For this reason Aaron suggests that 'stage fright is not something to be 

gotten rid o f (p. 129). He also stresses that stage fright adds to the vitality and radiance of the 

performance which 'makes the theatre a place of magic', (p. 130). This is inconsistent with his 

definition of stage fright as a severe form of anxiety or panic in which coping methods don't have a 

place. If stage fright should be considered as unavoidable and is defined as a serious anxiety attack, 

wouldn't it make more sense to think that specific coping techniques are of paramount importance 

to reduce the negative effects of this attack?

Gabbard (1983) and Kaplan (1969) also struggle with a conflict between a positive and a negative

perspective. Gabbard phrases his ambivalence in a very elegant way; ‘As the performer balances on

the razor’s edge of the audience's ambivalent empathy for him, a sense of dangerous excitement is

created' (1983, p.440). Though not departing from the emphasis on pathological developmental

traumata as the basis of SF, both Gabbard and Kaplan agree that it is also a universal human

experience. Kaplan (1969) deals with the apparent incongruence as follows: 'Moods, pangs of

anxiety, interpersonal vicissitudes and obsessional preoccupations are among the derivatives of

incipient stage fright. Evidence of psychotic conflict, such reactions nevertheless belong to the

wide range of normal neurotic phenomena and are analogous to the psychopathology abounding

in everyday life' (p. 63). He suggests that defence mechanisms prevent the performer from being

confronted with the psychotic or delusional side of stage fhght, but as the performance gets closer

this becomes more difficult. 'The delusion has it that the audience is convening for an occasion of

devastating ridicule and humiliation of the performer. This delusion, grandiose and persecutory, is

frankly paranoiac. The neurotic phase of stage fright is progressing toward a psychosis; for in truth

no audience motivated by persecutory wrath weathers the elements to attend a performance'

(p. 63). The symptom in the final phase before the performance has begun is 'blocking' the
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momentary experience of complete loss of perception and rehearsed function. A fter the 

performance has started this can give way to 'depersonalisation': a split between observing and 

functioning self, with pronounced spatial disorientation (p. 64). Full recovery from a stage fright

attack according to Kaplan usually takes place in the first few minutes of the performance, although

relapses may occur In this period. This ties in with the reports of the Rumanian actors discussed in 

3.1 and 3.3 (Mosco, 1974).

In a recent article Gabbard (1997) reconceptualises stage fright as a form of work inhibition’ . He 

comes to this conclusion on the basis of his treatment of people with stage fright. He highlights 

stage fright as an ‘over-determined’ symptom that can stem from a variety of developmental stages 

and relates to most of the intrapsychic conflicts mentioned thus far. He sums up:

1. Shame, the common thread in all forms of stage fright (related to genital inadequacy or loss of 

bowel or bladder control)

2. Guilt (produced by impulses of triumph over Oedipal or sibling rivals)

3. Separation anxiety

4. Narcissistic issues

5. Greed inherent in attempted successful performances

6. Fear of envy (by the audience)

7. Fear of failure or fear of success in general

The personality o f the actor

As we’ve seen, instability in the mother has been presented as laying the foundation for stage fright 

in actors (Gabbard,1979b; Kaplan,1969; Aaron (1986). Bershatsky has gone one step further. He 

sees an unstable mother as the basis for the choice to become an actor. He came to this conclusion 

after interviews with two fellow analysts, one case study from his own practice and accounts from a 

psychoanalytical group therapy (n=13) he led in New York, which ran once a week for twelve weeks. 

‘My study confirms that the actor generally is a mirror hungry personality who, in his early life, failed 

to receive admiration and true enthusiasm from his mother. His mother required such admiration 

herself and her own need took priority over her child's’ (Bershatsky, 1988, p. 187). This then led 

the child to feel the constant need to comfort and entertain the mother. In the pre-sexual stages 

this prepared the child to become highly motivated to 'produce' (anal stage). Later, in the sexual 

developmental stage the exhibitionist aspect of this particular pathology was developed. The 

mother's influence may have been stronger as a result of an absent or abusive father. From this 

background the need to become an actor would be developed. ‘Performing offers an actor a way to 

defend himself against his possible ego fragmentation; a method for recapturing the original, but 

now less threatening, symbiosis with his mother; and the repeated opportunity, ironically, for 

individuation from that powerful and imprisoning symbiosis’ (p.3/4).

An acting career meets the needs of the actor with these developmental issues in the following 

ways: 1) performing gives a sense of identity; 2) performing increases self esteem; 3) the contact 

with the audience provides a new chance for symbiosis; 4) role play provide repeated opportunities 

for individuation through characters (It would also seem that an acting career offers the chance of 

role play to work through traumas in the same way that psychodrama does.); 5) performing gives

exhibitionistic pleasure (narcissistic satisfaction); 6) positive energy like creativity helps sublimating
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shame; 7) performing provides an opportunity to have control, authority, and power over an 

audience (Bershatsky, 1988, p. 178/180). He points out that several of these reasons are not 

legitimate reasons to become a creative actor. Some actors are so crippled by the above 

mentioned developmental arrests, that they do not have the option to be truly creative. Such 

people can benefit greatly from analysis. After being freed of their pathology, they can continue 

their careers in the arts or enter another field. Their illness is transformed from a simple survival 

mechanism to a valued source of energy accessible to them in any endeavour’ (p. 4)(*4).

Bershatsky’s conclusions are reflected in the findings of Carole Field (1992), a psychotherapist in 

North-Hollywood. Field found that the problems of actors in general could usually be relaid to a love 

addiction and a false self rooted in abusive families or overprotective mothers. In present 

relationships the person tries to make up for what they lacked in childhood, which is expressed in 

over-controlling behaviour and co-dependency. Acting specifically gives them a chance to seek the 

approval they need. Field blames the entertainment industry for aggravating the problem. ‘They 

become overly approval-seeking because of always pursuing the next job. Also, the reasons for 

their getting or not getting the job are rarely made known to them. These reasons, at best, are 

usually subjective and irrational anyway. This lack of knowledge, nee mirroring, from their potential 

employers mimics the neglectful or not-good enough mothering' (p. 146).

To equate the choice for a career in acting with a form of psychopathology is not a new idea. Freud 

saw artistic work as subliminal or compensatory activity masking unexpressed or unacceptable 

instinctual wishes. Furthermore, the importance of illusion and make believe in the life of actors is 

likely to be interpreted as signs of psychopathology, and essentially a defensive maladaptation of 

the ego (Freud, 1927, p5/6). DeCosta (1991) finds this view of the arts as essentially pathological 

unsatisfactory. So, what could be said about music (see section 2.5.3) can also be said about 

acting: 'Freud, who created the way for us to see the developmental interrelation of pathology and 

health, was not able to apply his own discovery to the creative experience' (De Costa, 1991, p. 

178). She suggested that Winnicot’s (1958) theory of performance as a transitional phenomenon is 

more helpful as an approach to how performers come to grips with reality. In W innicot’s theory 

transitional objects are used by the child to bridge the gap between the child’s inner world and the 

reality of the adult world. Cultural experience, including artistry are part of this process. Play is also 

an aspect of this process. These processes should not be seen as maladaptive. W innicot 

expresses the need for a distinction between pathological illusion and the play and make-believe 

that are part of a psychologically healthy person’s make-up. DeCosta quotes Winnicot ‘We are poor 

indeed if we are only sane’ (Winnicot, 1958, p. 150).

The problem o f the gifted child

Since performing requires one to excel in something, it is more likely to find the talented on the

stage than the less talented. Greenacre (1958) has addressed the issues related to the

psychosexual development of the gifted child and has come to the conclusion that they rarely solve

the Oedipal conflict as well as the less gifted child. It would seem from Greenacre's article that the

gifted child may be ahead of other children in its stimulation of the libido as part of its intense fantasy

world and wider perception of the world. This may affect the order of the normal phases of

progression. She also suggests that the talented would automatically bring with them more
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unresolved conflict and thus more drama to act out (see also Bershatsky (1988). Performing and 

the drama and fantasies which are the content material of theatre give the gifted child a chance to 

live out the fantasies, conflicts and drama that are an integral part of their lives since their 

psychosexual development. Kaplan (1969) suggests that the gifted child who develops into an 

artist, especially an actor is relatively guiltless which opens up the opportunity for bold alternatives 

of selfhood and adventure. It also can lead to the development of a schism between the actor and 

his audience. The performer feels ostracised by virtue of his psychological criminality, his original 

refusal to form a conscience, to relinquish his childhood love objects and join the world as a 

“citizen" among “citizens” . But to the audience, the performer is one who has never lost the original 

paradise from which the audience feels exiled' (p. 78/79). The other side of the coin is stage fright,

and according to Kaplan, ‘regret is very much a part of it. The performer has a sense that it is too

late to turn back and envies the road taken by the audience long ago to its preset role as spectator, 

a more comfortable, if less promising role' (p. 79). Malachy McCourt’s quote at the beginning of the 

preface of this dissertation (see p. vii) reflects this thought: you say to yourself that you could have 

gotten yourself a nice cushy job cleaning out the men's room'. Finally, Kaplan hypothesises a 

distinction between real performers who perform as part of a need for expression and the impostor 

who only performs for the applause. The 'real' performer has stage fright, while the impostor doesn't 

have stage fright according to Kaplan (p. 81). Kaplan concludes that 'stage fright is ultimately a 

creative problem the performer must solve along with other problems of performance' (p. 82).

The bold psychodynamic theories presented in this section provide fuel for a challenging 

discussion on the origins of stage fright. Psychoanalysis has attempted to answer the questions 

why actors may have the need for role play, why actors with SF have a craving for approval and 

applause, and how they may have acquired an extreme fear of embarrassment. Even without 

adopting the specifically psychoanalytical terminology, the connection between crucial phases in 

the upbringing and the role of the mother in the development of performance anxiety provide a 

worthwhile line of investigation. Support for these aspects of the theories may be found in studies 

of antecedents of actors. It is a pity that none of the authors has provided us with more detailed 

documentation as regards the case studies on which their observations are based. As it stands, it 

would seem that the support for the theories is at best anecdotal. Another problem is that the 

scrutiny of early childhood experiences as a source of SF seems to be at odds with the idea of 

performance anxiety as a universal (biological) principle. The authors have not quite found a 

consistent way of reconciling these two approaches. Finally, since the role of the mother in the 

development of stage fright is so paramount in psychodynamic theories of SF, it would make sense 

to discuss the differences in psycho-sexual development between boys and girls and the different 

relationships they undoubtable have with their mothers. I find it difficult to understand that none of 

the theohsts and researchers has addressed this issue.

3.5.3 The spiritual approach: Jung

The spiritual approach to stage fnght, based on psychosynthesis represented in the work of Triplett 

(1983) and Tarr-Kruger (1993), has already been addressed in the section on music (see section 

2.5.2). These authors have not addressed SF in actors. The Jungian view on stage fright in 

musicians was represented by the work of Jacobi (early 1960s) who also confined himself to the 

analysis of musicians.
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One author, Joyce Ashley (1996), applied a Jungian approach to SF. Her book has obviously been 

written for a general audience, but since it shows a special interest in actors, it will be discussed 

here. She ennbraced a Jungian approach to the issue after her own performance anxiety was 

treated successfully in Jungian analysis (Freudian analysis didn’t work). ‘My analyst told me to 

dialogue with the people in my dreams’ (p. 14). Not unlike the Freudian psychoanalytical approach, 

Ashley's views of stage fright involve evoked memories of people and occurrences in childhood' 

(p. 23). Also, she follows Jung in asserting that SF is a symptom and therefore represents the effort 

of a diseased system to cure itself (p. 17).

Although she sometimes uses the two terms interchangeably, she makes a distinction between 

stage fright and performance anxiety. She uses the term stage fright for what is normally referred to 

as mild forms of performance related fear, anxiety or nervousness. Performance anxiety is reserved 

for when this culminates into panic and takes the form of a phobia-like experience which seems 

impossible to control. Performance anxiety equates severe stage fright in Ashley’s definition.

As part of her research she approached people suffering from severe stage fright via an 

advertisement in the New York Times. She interviewed actors (n=42), conducted two focus groups 

(n=13), and used observations from her practice as a psychoanalyst. On the basis of this, she made 

the following observations:

1) ‘For virtually all the people with whom I have worked on this anxiety, the expectation of pain was 

ultimately traceable to interactions with parents - both their actual behaviour and their unspoken 

messages.’ (p. 52). In Jungian terms, anxiety and fear are generated if the true personality of the 

child is not allowed to develop and express itself. Ashley mentions as causes given by her subjects: 

parental emotional and/or physical abuse: chronically depressed mothers: parents with fear of 

negative judgment: parents with unfulfilled dreams: trauma as a result of sickness of the child or 

early loss of a loved one.

2) Apart from looking for the causes of stage fright in childhood, subjects may realise that 

performance anxiety was the result of a battle between parts of the psyche. In this battle one part 

wants to express itself while another (debilitating) part aims to silence the psyche. Very much like 

the super ego this part of the psyche takes the form of internal voices which are over-critical, 

perfectionistic, belittling and sabotaging risk taking behaviour.

Ashley takes a clear stance in the nature-nurture discussion. ‘No one is born afraid of being seen 

and heard. Therefore something must have happened to those of us who suffer from performance 

anxiety to convince us that being the centre of attention would bring us psychological and/or 

physical pain. Ashley (1996) uses her analysis of Laurence Olivier’s battle with SF as an example of 

how Jungian principles can be applied. According to Ashley, his battle with stage fright was rooted 

in a distressed and abusive mother paired with a rejecting father. He attributed his panic symptoms 

to an overblown claim to pride in himself that had to find the punishment it deserved (p. 31). Ashley 

related his performance anxiety to Olivier’s mother's adoration of his eariy performative qualities. 

Erratic (corporal) punishment sowed the seeds for later stage fright attacks which were aggravated 

as a result of his inability to work through his problems. She blamed alcoholism and a deep aversion 

of introspection and psychoanalysis for the fact that his SF became such a serious problem. She

also relates the appearance of a number of illnesses later in his career to the suppression and denial
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of stage fright. Problems need to find a way out in one way or another. If they are not expressed in 

one symptom, like say a panic attack, other symptoms will occur, until the issue is dealt with in the 

unconscious (p 35).

3.5.4  Stage fright as stress.

Like musicians, actors can lead (or be forced to lead) a stormy and uncertain life in which a high 

number of stressors are present. Some of these stressors are very similar to those discussed in the 

section on musicians. The articles on stress in actors deal with the so-called ‘anti-theatrical 

prejudice’, the lack of job security, stress in actor’s training and a few related issues.

Stress in actors may have a cause in the way the general public relates to the performing ‘caste’ . 

Musicians, dancers and actors have a history of social problems. For centuries they have not been 

seen as respectable citizens. In music, dance and drama a distinction between ‘respectable and 

‘not-respectable’ used to be a much used way of dividing the performers into classes. There may 

even have been very little in the way of 'respectable' theatre, dance and music in the past. 

Reciniello (1991) sketches the extent or the anti-theatrical prejudice' through the centuries. She 

highlights denial of civil rights in ancient Rome, excommunication by the church and accusations of 

narcissism  by psychoanalysts. To establish the present situation, Reciniello (1991) sent 

questionnaires to professional and student actors and dancers in New York (n=464). Among other 

things she asked them about aspects of their relationship with society. The results indicate that 

most actors and dancer were proud to be a performer. Nevertheless, a considerable number of the 

subjects reported at least one moment in which they were embarrassed to tell people their 

occupation, 47.5 percent for the actors and 28.5 percent for the dancers. This difference is 

explained as a sign that actors often don’t have much in the way of tangible proof of their art. Male 

dancers said ‘yes' significantly more often than female dancers. Recinielio considers the cultural 

stereotype that male dancers are homosexual to be responsible for this. It is a pity that the 

researcher seemed to have little knowledge of how to construct reliable neutral questions. For 

instance, ‘Have you ever been embarrassed to tell people that you were an actor (dancer)?' with 

answer categories; ‘Yes' or ‘No’ , is not a very good question. Not only does it seem highly likely that 

someone will answer this question with yes, one occurrence should lead to a yes, but as a result of 

this we don’t learn anything about the degree or frequency of embarrassment the subjects 

experience. The same problem occurred when subjects were asked if they had ever been treated 

unfairly in their professional business dealings. Overall, 60 percent said yes and 40 percent said no. 

The use of the word 'ever' in these questions makes the answers rather meaningless. It seems as if 

Reciniello tried to use her study as a way to expose a social injustice.

More valid was an open question in the research; 'What do you think the society as a whole thinks of 

actors (dancers)?’ (p. 109). The results showed that ‘the majority of performers believed society’s 

view of the performer was unrealistic, inaccurate, negative or at best ambivalent. A qualitative 

analysis of these responses was very revealing about the apparent conflict between the self-image 

of many performers and perceived societal opinions and expectations’ (p. 109). For instance many 

actors complained that society only respects famous actors. Only a minority of 3 percent believed 

that society admires the acting profession. For the dancers this was somewhat higher, about 16

percent. Reciniello believes that the lack of clarity as to what the art of the actor really entails
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explains the difference with the dancers, as well as the general lack of respect actors presume. 

Although the study must be considered unreliable, the reported tensions between society and 

actors and dancers are clear. It is not hard to imagine that these issues could contribute to the stress 

of pertormers and lead to stage fright.

Research in music has focussed on occupational insecurity (Wills & Cooper, 1988; Cooper & Wills, 

1989; Stembach, 1993). This aspect was studied in actors by Phillips (1991). She conducted semi

structured interviews with 12 actors, aged between 24 and 65, (not well known, not eaming a lot of 

money) in England. The main insecurity of the actors inten/iewed was being out of work. Phillips 

describes her sample as people who live constantly in the shadow of ‘redundancy’ and survive on 

perpetual short-term contracts' (p. 142). She makes a few interesting observations on how actors 

coped with this problem. ‘The actors were clear that they did not like security but were not so 

definite regarding their feelings about insecurity. It was not unusual to find that they actually desired 

the excitement and hope of better things just around the corner that the uncertainty of their job 

brought. Although they stereotyped success and then rejected it, it may be that the rejection was 

necessary in order to help them cope with their current situation’ (p. 141). Phillips concludes that 

support in maintaining self-respect and identity came from membership of a peer group based on 

job insecurity and mutual respect for their identity as an actor’ . It would seem from Phillips and 

Recienello (1991) that actors may adopt a rebellious ‘us against the world’ attitude, which may be 

grounded in the way they cope with deception and insecurity.

Agents and casting directors often warn actors that a rebellious attitude may be fitting amongst 

actors, but when displayed during auditions or professional engagements may get them into 

trouble (Wolfe, 1996). Coming late at auditions, paraphrasing lines, getting into discussions, or 

showing an ‘attitude’ are often interpreted as a sign of possible future difficulties, which prevents 

the actor from getting hired. Stage fright may also be part of the equation. A history of being out of 

work, puts more pressure on every new audition or showcase. Maladaptive coping in the form of 

protective rebelliousness, may be the very thing that prevents actors form getting professional 

work.

Finally, the actor’s training course can be a source of stress and anxiety. This issue was addressed

in a longitudinal study on actors in training in Bulgaria (Vulova,1995) (see also section 3.2). She

addressed the development of actors in training during a four-year acting course in the National

Academy for Theatre and Film Arts in Sofia. She tested two year groups of actors (n=24; 14 men

and 10 women, between 18 and 23 years old) three times during the four years of their studies at

the academy. Often actors start training when they’ve just left home in their late teens or early

twenties. At this stage of their lives the influence of the training on the development of their

personality and well-being is high and the changes in their lives can lead to high amounts of stress.

As they become more engrossed in their training, circumstances change and the sources of stress

and anxiety also change. For instance, anxiety may now be more related to the progress they make

and their position in the group. At the moment of the last measurement, the students although

technically still students were already performing regularly. Vulova described their life at this stage

as very similar to professional actors. This brings in new stressors again. Vulova’s approach allowed

her to get a complete overview of the development during the training period of neuroticism,

stability-instability, introversion- extraversion, need for achievement and manifest anxiety. She
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used Bulgarian adaptations of Eysenck's Personality Questionnaire (EPQ), Taylor’s Questionnaire 

for measuring need for Achievement (nAch) and fvlanifest Anxiety Scale (MAS). The MAS was 

interpreted as a measure of stress and anxiety.

Vulova found that anxiety (as measured with the MAS) increased significantly during the four years 

of training. The most marked increase in anxiety took place between the beginning of first year and 

the middle of second year. The increase after that was not significant. On the whole, the difference 

between the first measurement (at the beginning of their first year) and the third one (in the middle 

of their fourth year) was also significant. These findings are for the group as a whole. For women 

separately, the anxiety increase between first and third measurement was not significant. 

Furthermore, there was a significant decrease in anxiety between the second and third 

measurement. Vulova also found that scores for emotional instability (EPQ) tend to increase 

significantly during the training (for both sexes). This correlated significantly with the MAS scores. 

Extraversion scores and need for achievement didn't show any significant developments.

Explanations for these results given by Vuiova were that the young adults at the first stage of 

professional training may have been vulnerable to frustration by the feedback from and emotional 

relationship with the tutors. Furthermore, success at the entrance exam may have set them up for 

disappointment during their training. The students' self-esteem may be unstable as a result of 

general adaptation difficulties and the fact that they have adopted professional actors as a new 

reference group. It is also suggested in the article that 'growing aspirations and the ambition to 

maintain levels of achievement or even to exceed them [must be] considered a source of anxiety’ 

(p. 5). This process may be especially particular for the first year of training. The results further 

suggest that ‘D ifferent opportunities for professional realisation in the years of education are 

responsible for different dynamics in male and female actors' (p. 5). There are more roles for men 

than for women.

The increase in anxiety may not necessarily be a negative development, according to Vulova. She 

points out that anxiety and high level of achievement go hand in hand. Similarly, to explain the 

increase of 'emotional instability' (EPQ) during the actor's training, Vulova's suggests that the 

increase may be part and parcel with the successful development of the actor. It may reflect an 

emotional sensitivity that is necessary for the actor's job rather than a sign of neuroticism. She has 

compared her results in this study with those of earlier studies and has concluded that the levels of 

emotional instability measured in the last year of the student's training are sim ilar to those of 

professional actors in other studies (Vulova, 1985; Sobkin, 1984). This effect may be generated by 

the fact that the EPQ doesn't seem to distinguish between emotional sensitivity as a task- 

orientation and emotional instability as a neurotic tendency. As mentioned before, Fisher & Fisher 

(1981) also found the EPQ to put professional actors in the 'hysterical' quadrant of the two- 

dimensional framework (i.e. extraverted and emotional). Either the actor needs to become neurotic 

or hysterical to become a good actor, or the EPQ is just not a suitable instrument for actors. We may 

ask the same question in relation to the MAS. According to Vulova, the increases in anxiety and 

emotional instability may just as well be read as increases in ambition and sensitivity needed to 

become a good actor. On the other hand she warns for possible negative emotional developments 

if the support system of the school fails. Vulova stresses the importance of the individual

relationship between student and tutor and the individualisation of instruction. These aspects
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could then be at the basis of the prevention of debilitating stage fright in student actors.

Stress in actors can have different sources, each of which may contribute to SF. Stress related to 

the actor's livelihood is not at all unlikely, as is stress and anxiety originating in the reputation of 

performers. Furthermore, the micro-cosmos of a training course can set the stage for an anxiety 

response that lingers on in the actor’s professional career. Vulova’s results are of particular interest 

where it is suggested that what in the normal worid’ would be labelled as anxiety and emotional 

instability may in fact be increased ambition and sensitivity. The last aspect would seem to be 

related to the fact that for the actor to be able to play characters, his or her sensitivity for human 

emotions and interaction needs to be developed.

3 .6  Other Issues related to stage fright typical for actors

In this section issues relevant to theatre and with repercussions for the approach to stage fright in 

actors are discussed.

1) First, as we've done in relation to music, the physical side of acting in addressed.

2) Secondly, the place of the term stage fright in the acting world is discussed.

3) Thirdly, we will look at acting methods and their implications for SF. Since stage fright is an 

emotion, one of the most important elements in acting tasks, the expression of emotions, deserves 

special attention.

4) Following from this discussion, a theory on the specific place of stage fright among these 

emotions is considered.

5) Finally, an ethological perspective of the development of theatre will be shown to have 

repercussions for the functionality of stage fright.

3.6.1 Acting as a physical task

Physiological symptoms associated with stage fright in actors are likely to be partly the same as in 

musicians, although the degree in which these symptoms interfere with the task may differ. 

Trembling fingers is a serious problem for a pianist, an actor who can walk around on stage without 

actually using his hands will not be bothered too much. Conversely, an actor may be seriously 

bothered by a dry throat, whereas the pianist wouldn't. In general, it may be assumed that because 

of the emphasis on fine-motor skills in musicians they would be more prone to physical interference 

resulting from SF. On the other hand, the development of theatre in Europe and the USA is putting 

an increasing emphasis on the physical expressiveness in actors. Not that long ago it was usually 

considered enough for an actor to train his voice and learn a repertoire of gestures. A great deal of 

present day theatre requires that the whole body is involved. Relaxation training and a search for 

the 'neutral body' as a starting point for expression are no longer questioned and mechanistic 

acting techniques are regarded with a fresh interest (Zarilli (ed), 1995). Also, the freeing up of the 

restrictions on movements that used to be considered improper or obscene and the lifting of 

taboos on the exposure of the body have called for a stepping up of the required physical fitness of 

actors. And of course the use of dance in shows and musical theatre and the development of 

movement theatre have added to the degree to which actors are required to branch out physically.

Actors may now experience relevant problems with their coordination, trembling or fear of injury in
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the same way as musicians may fear these issues. Aaron (1986) even suggests that actors would 

experience more severe problems with stage fright than musicians, because they are instrument 

and player at the same time. Kaplan (1969) however says he has not observed significant 

differences between the dynamics of stage fright between musicians, actors, dancers, singers, or 

public speakers.

In musicians, physiological problems have led to a lot of research, whereas the same problems in 

actors are still waiting for empirical recognition. Three studies addressing physiological symptoms in 

actors provide us with some idea of their occurrence.

Steptoe et al. (1995) found that of seven aspects of health and well-being affected by stage 

performance, four physiological symptoms correlated significantly with stage fright in actors: 

difficulty eating, feelings of stress and irntability, skin problems and difficulty sleeping. Some of 

these aspects may reflect problems related to the irregular life associated with the acting 

profession. Steptoe et al. caution that ‘since ail the data were collected by self-report, it is uncertain 

whether these responses represent observable deterioration in performance quality or only 

subjective perceptions' (p. 36-37).

Mosco (1974) presented her subjects with a list of 23 psychophysiological and neurovegetative 

symptoms. Regrettably she doesn't specify what the items on the list are. She only reports that the 

actors with very intense emotions in her sample reported significantly more, and more intense 

symptoms.

Irrespective of stage fright Konijn & Westerbeek (1997) compared physical symptoms reported by 

Dutch and American actors during acting on stage. They distinguish between physical symptoms of 

the excited and the inhibitory kind (Frijda, 1986). The excited symptoms, like general excitement, 

tachycardia, perspiring, tears, a hot face, blushing, tingling and butterflies are reported by more 

subjects and with a higher intensity than the inhibitory symptoms like, dry throat, trembling knees, 

trembling hands, disturbed or difficult breathing, cold hands or feet and paleness. In general, 

slightly more of the American actors reported somewhat stronger excited emotions than the Dutch 

actors, but similar patterns occurred for the two countries. The highest frequency was reported for 

‘general excitement’ (NL: 85% / USA: 95%), followed by ‘perspiring’ (NL: 73% / USA: 73%), 

‘tachycardia’ (NL: 67% / USA: 68%) and ‘butterflies’ (NL: 49% / USA: 69%). Konijn & Westerbeek 

reported no meaningful relationships between the physical symptoms and emotions.

3 .6 .2  The silence surrounding stage fright

Within the theatre world very few references to SF are made, it would seem as if the word stage

fright is just not part of the ‘cool’ theatre vocabulary. Weil known acting theorists would shun the use

of the word, and those who write about how to become a balanced performer do so too (Brebner,

1990; Balk, 1991). it seems as if not using the word is in itself a way of coping. This effect is not only

seen in the literature, but also in actors' training. This practice may be part of the same tradition of

superstition that led to the ban on wishing each other ‘good luck' before a performance and saying

‘break a leg’ instead. A tradition that speaks of ‘the Scottish Play’ to indicate a Shakespeare play that

is considered to bring bad luck if its real title is used. Apart from this apparent collective superstition,
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the approach to SF of some of the main proponents of acting theories and training systems may 

have been decisive. Stanislavski, who’s famous system set the tone for much of actor's training in 

this century only made implicit references to the role of fear in the actor's performance. And 

Strasberg, one of the main forces of Method acting, dismissed stage fright as: 'the most vulgar 

preoccupation of all’ (Strasberg, 1988, p. 57). Their thinking has reverberated through generations 

of actors and acting coaches. The message seems to be that an actor is not supposed to have 

stage fright.

Nevertheless, one is inclined to think that whenever there is talk of the actor’s fear, overcoming 

creative blocks, reaching one's full potential, optimal mental preparation and related terms, SF is 

implicitly part of the equation. Let me give an example of the way in which a respected acting 

educator addressed the issue. T he  first step towards playing is feeling personal freedom. Before 

we can play (experience), we must be free to do so. It is necessary to become part of the world 

around us and make it real by touching it, seeing it, feeling it, tasting it, and smelling it - direct 

contact with the environment is what we seek. It must be investigated, questioned, accepted or 

rejected. The personal freedom to do so leads us to experiencing and thus to self-awarenenss 

(self-identity) and self-expression. The hunger for self-identity and self-expression, while basic to all 

of us, is also necessary for the theatre expression. Very few of us are able to make this direct 

contact with ourselves. Our simplest move out into the environment is interrupted by our need for 

favourable comment or interpretation by established authonty. We either /ear that we will not get 

approval, or we accept outside comment and interpretation unquestionably. In a culture where 

approval/disapproval has become the predominant regulator of effort and position, and often the

substitute for love, our personal freedoms are d issipated ’ (Viola Spolin in Cole & Chinoy, 1970,

p. 643) [author’s italics]. Another quote illustrates the same point: ‘The basic issue is often simple 

fear: fear of judgment (from any source, including oneself) about what one might do. That fear is 

often the single most powerful blocking factor preventing us from drawing on PIM's (Playful Intuitive 

f\/1ode) energies freely' (Balk, 1991, p. 371) [author’s italics]. Both authors talk about fe a r , it seems, 

to avoid the use of the term SF.

Aaron’s (1986) psychoanalytical approach as laid down in his book stage fright’ may not have done 

a lot to bring the term into the acting discourse. Laurence Olivier's chapter in ‘On Acting’ (1986), 

could have opened up the channels for a more open approach to the issue, and so could other 

publications on performance anxiety and stress. One wonders why a field of study which has 

borrowed so freely from psychology seems to have not quite opened up the discussion on stage 

fright and performance anxiety. As a result of this we will have to be very cautious in what we can 

distil from acting theory as relevant for SF

3.6.3 Stage fnght in relation to acting methods

In this section it will be attempted to address the relationship between the main directions in acting 

methods and SF. The methods will be analysed for the way they take SF into account, if at all. And

since this is arguably the most important task of the actor, the different approaches to the portrayal

of emotions will be analysed in relation to stage fright.

The categorisation is based on Konijn (1994).

1) detachment: (Brecht's epic theatre)
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2) involvement: (Stanislavski’s system, The method)

3) self-expression acting: (Grotowski, Brook)

4) mechanistic acting: (Kathakaii, Bloch's Alba Emoting)

The four methods differ in the involvement of private emotions in the process of characterisation 

(see Figure 3.6a).

Figure 3.6a: The involvement-detachment dimension of acting methods

Self-expression — Involvement <—> Detachment — Mechanistic

(Grotowski-Brook) (Stanislavski-Strasberg) (Brecht - Diderot) (Kathakaii - Bloch)

1) Actors employing detachm ent as an acting method are trained to 'show' or demonstrate the 

character without identifying with the emotions of the character. Diderot argued in 1773 (see: D. 

Diderot, 1985) that the great actor should not have any emotions during his performance to bring 

about the strongest emotions in the spectator. For the actor, expressing emotions is a process of 

observing emotional behaviour and modelling one's behaviour after that. Brecht’s ‘epic theatre’ was 

based on Diderot's credo and proposed an acting style in which the actor was supposed to distance 

himself from the role. Although identification and feeling' the character may be part of the rehearsal 

process, Brecht didn't want his actors to identify with the character during performance. He wanted 

them to stand beside the character and 'demonstrate' the character to the audience. It was Brecht's 

conviction that this aspect of 'Verfremdung' would help the audience to reflect critically on the social 

content of his plays rather than just identify and empathise with the fortunes and misfortunes of the 

characters.

Stage fright particu lar to detached acting: The detached acting style, associated mostly with 

Brecht’s epic theatre, is said to free the actor from emotions of the character (Konijn, 1994). 

Therefore, theoretically anxiety as displayed by the character should not be of influence on the 

actor. The actor has been trained to distance himself from these emotions. Very real fears of 

antagonism between actors and audience were present in the heyday of epic theatre. These fears 

might have been a source of SF then and certainly not unthinkable in epic and political theatre 

today. References to SF in publications on the epic style of acting have not been found.

2) Actors trained in the style of involved acting (the Stanislavski System and Strasberg's Method 

Acting) are said to relive their own emotional experiences to help bring their character to life. In ‘An 

Actor Prepares' Stanislavski (1936) proposed an acting system in which the actor is trained to use 

his affective memory (or emotion memory) as an internal source to shape the character The idea 

that the actor can use personal emotional reactions to feed the emotions of the character was 

influenced by the French psychologist Ribot. Stanislavski emphasised that using emotion memory 

'makes you relive the sensations you once felt' (Stanislavski, 1936, p, 151). He emphasised the 

importance of truthful emotions especially because of the high degree of make believe that is 

already required of a theatre audience. Gourfinkel (1956) quotes Stanislavski as emphasising to his 

actors: ‘The actor on stage must never feel as though he were somebody, somewhere at some
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given time, but always that he is himself here and now' (p. 11). The display of emotions as the 

character may be particularly realistic as a result of this approach. Many actors we see daily in 

American films and soaps have been trained in this way. Later in his career Stanislavski changed his 

opinions drastically. His focus changed from emotion-centered to action-centered. ‘An actor on 

stage need only sense the smallest modicum of organic physical truth in his action or general state 

and instantly his emotions will respond ....’ (Benedetti, 1982, p.69). Stanislavski's early work seems 

to have been more influential than his later work, but the notable shift towards physical emphasis in 

post-modern theatre has taken his later work on board.

Stage fnght particular to involved acting: Although Stanislavki's work is profoundly psychological in 

nature, there are no explicit references to SF in his work. Nevertheless, his emphasis on 

‘progressive relaxation' as a prerequisite for the actor to perform well can be seen as a way to cope 

with stage fright. Salmon (1990, p. 4) drew my attention to another aspect of Stanislavski's 

teachings which has implications for SF. The ‘circle of attention' technique which is used to develop 

concentration in the actor, may be employed in reaction to undesirable arousal levels. As part of this 

technique the actor is instructed to gradually widen or narrow his focus on his surroundings. The 

technique is based on a process which takes place naturally as a result of differential arousal levels. 

High arousal is related to narrow focus, while low arousal can go together with a wide focus. The 

technique may be introduced to widen one's attention span to remedy excessive arousal. 

Conversely, if arousal is too low, the circle may be made more narrow to focus attention. Other than 

this, the Stanislavski System and Strasberg's Method have not contributed much to understanding 

stage fright in the actor.

The dangers of playing a role are that one can go too far in one's identification with a character and 

endanger one's sense of identity (Moorman, 1995), especially when making use of personal 

emotions. Examples of actors being possessed' by their character are quite common. Bates (1991) 

mentions Charlton Heston and Liv Ullmann, Van leperen (1976) mentions Joanne Woodward. 

Interestingly, both Diderot (1985) and Stanislavski (Benedetti, 1982) warned the actor of this 

danger. In Diderot’s views this statement is inherent to his support for a detached approach to 

acting. Coming from Stanislavski it is more likely that he identified a real danger of involved acting. 

The feel of the loss of self, would seem the kind of psychological danger of (too) involved acting. 

One wonders if this fear could translate itself into SF?

3) Self-expression  acting (for lack of a better word) is a more recent development in Western

theatre, based on an amalgam of influences, among which Eastern theatre traditions. Like involved

acting, self-expression is all about ‘the expression of personal, authentic emotions of the

actor/performer’ (Konijn, 1994). Schechner provides a description of the way of working associated

with se lf-expression acting in its u ltim ate form: ‘Rehearsals have become centres of

psychophysical, sociological, and personal research. The only thing known in advance is that

maybe a performance will happen sometime during, not after the process, and that an audience will

enter the space to watch or interact with the performers. Working this way puts a new burden on the

performers. They are intermediaries, masters of ceremony, inventors; they must show themselves

even as they interpret their roles. And interpretation is more complicated when performance text

are radically deconstructed-reconstructed (Schechner, 1988, p. 210). In the kind of theatre in

which self-expression acting is used, experimentation, innovation, and a close relationship with the

audience are often essential. The self-expression actor tends to undergo rigorous training, in which
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achieving a balance or unity between body and nnind is essential. Zarrilli (1995) stresses the 

importance of this unity, when he systematically speaks of the ‘body-m ind’ of the actor as an 

inseparable unity.

Stage fright particular to self-expression acting: If in detached acting the efforts would be in the 

service of a theme or message of the play and in involved acting in the sen/ice of the message of 

the character, in self-expression it is one's own self or personality which is at stake. Hence it may be 

even more difficult to maintain a distinction between role and self. The as-if character of acting 

presents a pressure for the actor in maintaining a clear perspective on what is real and what is not 

real. This starts with actor training. Schechner (1988) says: The devices of performer training go 

beyond the physical into realms of simulation, feigning, pretending, playing around with - all kinds of 

“as if-ing” . Every performer knows that this kind of playing around is a dangerous game verging on 

self-deception accepted as truth’ (p. 279). The degree of truth expected from the self-expression 

actor may render him particularly vulnerable.

Material that could be related to personal trauma is more likely to come to the forefront in self- 

expression acting and training than in any other acting method. The rigorous approach is well

described by Schechner. ‘ what happens is that a person enters training or workshop as a

■‘fixed” or “finished” or “already-made” being. The training consists of specific methods of “breaking 

down" the neophyte, of rendering her/him psychophysicaliy malleable. Quite literally the performer 

in training (or workshop) is taken apart, deconstructed into bits' (p. 278/279). This description is not 

unique for self-expression acting, but applies probably more here than with the other acting 

approaches. It is not unthinkable that actors who go through this process are more prone to have 

stage fright. Theatre productions of this type often dispense with the ‘fourth wall' and have the 

actors engage in a form of ‘collaboration’ (States, 1987) with the audience. The close contact with 

the audience may be more or less fear provoking depending on the individual. In general, in this 

type of theatre (also think of stand-up comedy) the fear of inappropriate or negative response from 

the audience may be strong (see Ryan, 1992) (*5).

4) l\/lechanistic techniques o f training actors. The degree of detachment required in Brecht’s epic 

theatre is based on the actor distancing himself from the role after having developed its emotions. 

More extreme in its detachment are a number of acting trainings methods based entirely on the 

mechanistic aspects of emotion expression, without addressing the feelings themselves. Kathakali 

and Kutiattam, two forms of Indian dance theatre focus completely on the mechanistic expression 

of emotions via gestures, body posture and facial expression. The actors learn the emotions from 

the outside in. As they begin training at a very early age they may not even be aware of the 

emotions they express (*6). A modern mechanistic approach with applications for actors has been 

put forward by Bloch, Orthaus and Santibanez-H. (1987, 1995). Effector Patterns o f Basic 

Emotions (BOS-method or Alba Emoting) is not commonly used by actors, but since it deals 

explicitly with stage fright it deserves detailed attention here.The idea behind this method is that 

each of the six basic emotions (anger, joy, sadness, fear, tenderness and erotic love) has a specific 

pattern of facial expression, tension, posture and breathing. These are called effector patterns. 

Actors can learn how to express emotions, by studying and practising these effector patterns. The 

advantage of this technique, according to the researchers, is that a heretofore unknown degree of 

control over the expressive apparatus can be achieved. BOS focusses on expressing emotions

without feeling them. The subjective emotional experience is considered unnecessary for the
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expression of the emotion and freeing the actor of this aspect of the task is considered to reduce 

the mental load considerably. Once the physiologically correct effector patterns of a specific 

emotion are performed, the corresponding emotion will automatically appear and moreover will 

come across as truthful and complete to the audience. For instance, the effector pattern of fear- 

anxiety is characterised by a massive increase of the muscular tonus, shallow breathing, sometimes 

accompanied by a expiratory-inspiratory sigh-like' phase, and increased tonus of facial muscles and 

large eyes and open mouth. 'Anger-aggression' has the same increase in muscle tonus, however 

the breathing pattern is fast and deep and the facial muscles are tense while the mouth is not wide 

open but lips are tightly pressed together. These patterns have been researched by Bloch, 

Orthaus and Santibahez-H. (1987, 1995) and were initially taught to a group of 12 actors in 

Santiago de Chile. The article describes the results of this study, which took place over a period of 

two years. The training was divided in three phases:

1. techniques for controlling stress and muscular tension: in this first preparatory phase relaxation, 

control of tension and achieving a sense of neutrality are the essential goals. Jacobson's deep 

relaxation was used. In preparation for learning the effector patterns the system has to be cleared of 

unnecessary tension (or stage fright) because it might interfere with the correct execution of the 

patterns.

2. techniques for controlling inhibition: in this phase physical and verbal disinhibition is the main 

goal. ‘All these exercises, which are particularly important for actors, were done in order to teach 

them in a very technical way to overcome shyness, to prevent stage fright and to concentrate and 

avoid distraction' (p. 8).

3. specific training of the effector patterns: a patterns would be starting with the breathing pattern, 

followed by the postural component and finally the facial pattern. Initially the actors were not told 

which emotion they were learning. First the six basic emotions were learned and then other 

emotions, which as Bloch et al. argue are mixtures of the basic emotions. In the learning process 

the actors would practice the pattern for 15-80 seconds at maximum intensity and then abruptly 

stop. Later they would learn to modulate the intensity. Sometimes they would be asked to continue 

the pattern until the affective component would be felt. As soon as this would happen they would 

be asked to step-out' abruptly by changing posture, followed by two or three complete abdomino

thoracic breaths. In the beginning of the training, actors sometimes mentioned they felt the 

subjective emotions for a few days afterwards. By repeatedly initiating and stopping the patterns 

with the stepping-out technique the subjective involvement was eliminated.

Bloch et al. (1987) showed that expression initiated in the effector patterns could be convincing for 

an audience. In the meantime training of effector patterns of emotion has become a ‘movement' 

under the name Alba Emoting which has opened itself up to non-actors. However, it hasn't yet 

found its way into mainstream acting. Interest in this method can be seen as parallel to other 

physical training methods like Alexander technique, Feldenkrais and Asian methods. The fact that 

the original article was reprinted in Zarrilli's Acting (re)considered' (1995) betrays that there is a 

potential interest in this method. Bloch et al. (1987, 1995), Bloch (1993) and Rix (1998) see 

psycho-therapeutical side effects of the method, like better recognition of emotions.

Stage fright particular to mechanistic acting (Bloch et al., 1987, 1995) specifically recognised the 

potential interference of stage fright with the expression of emotions. Bloch et al. explicitly address

this issue in the early stages of training to teach ‘the actors to relax better and to develop the correct
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balance of excitatory and inhibitory neural processes, which helps them to cope with stress, stage 

fright and shyness' (p. 14). Focus on awareness of approach and avoidance character of 

behaviours and unconditioned and conditioned reflexes give the training a definite psychological 

character which may help the trainees to understand the dynamics of stage fright better. The 

increased awareness of the physical side of emotions may be helpful for the early recognition of 

stage fright. In addition, the stepping-out method could be just as effectively applied as a way of 

coping with stage fright. Finally, it is conceivable that the physiological and emotional turmoil 

associated with stage fright can be considerably reduced by providing actors with ways of avoiding 

emotional engagement and providing physiological control at the same time. The method is seen to 

avoid the hazards and mental health risks of the approach to expressing emotions in involvement 

acting (Bloch, 1996). Nevertheless, emotional blocks in actors may come up in the same way as in 

any other form of actor training. No acting method to date has developed a water tight way of 

dealing with the possible crises' occurring in the course of working on emotions.

Personal style of the actor and the way this interacts with the acting style may be facilitative or 

inhibitory in character. Just like some musicians fear the openness of improvisation and others the 

rigidity of playing classical music; some actors may fear the vulnerability of self-expression, while 

others may find the straitjacket of a fixed role in theatre more anxiety-provoking.

This section has emphasised the perils of work on emotions in actor's training and the expression of 

emotions in character. Some of the issues summarised here can conceivably be translated into 

stage fright:

- Observed congruence between the actor's private life and that of the character may lead to 

confusion between one's own emotions and those of the character.

- Suppressed or traumatic emotions from a private source may come to the surface if similar 

emotions are expressed in the character. This is a specific risk of the use of the ‘emotion memory’ 

technique.

- The actor may become emotionally sensitised and vulnerable as a result of the frequent 

expression of intense emotions.

- Demanding roles may lead to emotional exhaustion.

Konijn (1994) took it upon herself to find out whether the involvement-detachment dimension had 

repercussions for actor's emotional experience during performing. Actors using the involvement 

approach to acting were hypothesised to have more congruence between their own emotions and 

the emotions as portrayed in character than actors using a detachment approach to acting. 

However, this hypothesis was not confirmed in a survey amongst Dutch and Flemish actors 

(n=114). in general they expressed very low emotions that would have reflected their own 

emotional involvement. For instance, reports of ‘the character being angry and the subject being 

equally angry' were rare. The only emotion for which this type of congruence was established was 

‘tenderness’. Maybe tenderness or being in love are emotions that easily spread from the stage into 

real life. Movie stars who play lovers in a film have often been seen to fall in love on the set.

Konijn's conclusion that the actors in her sample probably used aspects of both the detachment 

and involvement style (p. 413) makes sense in the context of the diverse Dutch and Flemish

‘theatre landscape' in which the cross-over between different traditions of acting is highly common.
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Nevertheless, alternative explanations need also be considered. Some actors found it very difficult 

to distinguish between character emotions and their own emotions, irrespective of the acting 

method they used. A personal style in how emotions are experienced may have been prevalent 

over the acting style in these subjects. They may have felt a unity in their emotional experience that 

seemed not to be well served with the forced break-up in personal and character-emotions in the 

survey. Answering the questions in the survey may therefore have been based on forced 

attribution rather than a real distinction between character and pnvate emotions. Another altemative 

explanation for the results is that the contrasts between acting styles as put forward in the 

hypotheses tested may have suffered from exaggeration. A review of authors on acting theory 

(Benedetti, 1982; Mandarine, 1994; Mitter, 1992; Krause, 1995; Richards, 1995; Zarrilli (Ed.), 

1995; States, 1987) suggests that contrasts between the methods aren't as clear as suggested by 

Konijn. It would seem that the similarities within the acting methods have often been glossed over 

in favour of the extrapolation of contrasts between them. This may have created a gap, not only 

between theory and practice, but also between popular highlights of the theories and less well 

known contradictory texts.

In conclusion, if the theoretical differences between acting methods are not demonstrated to have 

actual effects on how actors experience the expression of emotions during performing, it is also 

questionable that this aspect would lead to differences in SF between actors who use different 

methods. However, more empirical research is needed to address the effects of the differences in 

methods which specifically focus on SF. For instance the different relaxation aspects as proposed 

by Stanislavski or the BOS-method and other techniques could be compared.

3.6.4 Stage fright as a task-emotion

Another result of Konijn's study was that the limelight was taken by a third type of emotions which 

were neither character related nor personal in the sense of related to events in their private lives. 

The actors in Konijn's study reported excitement, concentration and challenge related to 

performing. Konijn used the term task-emotions in referring to these emotions because they were 

related to the execution and preparation for the task of performing. These task emotions were 

related to displaying and experiencing competence, seeking sensation, concern for one’s 

reputation or image and aesthetic concerns. The task-emotion theory is based on the assumption 

that the actor has emotions related to the effort and tension of doing his job. The task-emotions 

found to appear most consistently in Konijn's study represent a general action readiness or 

approach  tendency (results were mostly corroborated by replication of the study in New York 

(Konijn & Westerbeek, 1997). The opposite action tendency avoidance  would be expressed 

through emotions like anxiety, insecurity, shame, guilt or listlessness ... and stage fright. It is no 

surprise that these avoidance emotions didn’t occur as much in her study. She had asked her 

subjects to describe feelings related to a positive acting experience, and therefore naturally, 

negative task-emotions were low.

Part of the theory is that character-emotions are not real. Goffman (1959) puts it quite well: ‘unlike

ordinary life, nothing real or actual can happen to the performed characters - although at another

level of course something real and actual can happen to the reputation of performers qua

professionals whose everyday job is to put on theatrical performances' (p. 254). It follows that since
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we can only experience real emotions related to real concerns, the emotions expressed for the 

purpose of a fictional character have to be pretended. Konijn stressed that, provided personal 

emotions are not interfering, the task emotions must be the ‘real’ emotions an actor has on stage. 

Their intensity brings life to the emotions expressed. One can almost say that as a result of this the 

character-emotions to be expressed have already been undercoated; only the emotion-specific 

colouring needs to be added' (p. 95). The activation is based on the actors task-emotions, the 

‘colounng’ is based on the action tendencies perceived as befitting the character. The professional 

actor will consciously use his task-emotions to this effect, according to Konijn (1994, p. 98). Barba, 

Schechner, Zarilli and Grotowski (in Barba & Savarese, 1991) are reported to have said that ‘tension’ 

and 'energy’ are what gives the actor radiance'. Jackson & Latane (1991) apply the same principle 

to stage fright. ‘It is widely believed among professionals that there is a mysterious process by which 

a skilled performer can transmute the nervous tension of stage fright into stage presence and 

project this energy back to the audience in the form of vivacity, depth, or intensity' (p. 84). The idea 

of task-emotions as a kind of neutral start for the emotional display of the character puts stage fright 

in a central position. The question is how 'neutral' the colour of the primer is and therefore how 

transmutable. Also, we may wonder when this trasnmutation takes place.

Mosco (1974) touches on this debate on the basis of her finding that 77.2 percent of the actors in 

her sample reported that SF (trac) would disappear on or soon after entering the stage. At the same 

time of starting concentration on the role, and therefore on the affective state of the character 

portrayed, the preoccupation with oneself diminishes or disappears, and in turn stage fright also 

does. Mosco's inference makes sense, even if it doesn't automatically follow that the reduction of 

one emotion has to result from the advent of another emotion. Mosco attempted to make the 

connection with Villiers' (1942) distinction between le trac' and 'les emotions sceniques'. ‘Les 

emotions sceniques’ should be seen as emotions related to the role or the acting process, while 

‘trac’ is defined as a kind of impatient nervousness before playing the role. From the hypothesised 

impossibility of having two emotions at the same time it then follows that stage fright should 

disappear when the performance starts or soon after. Other authors have suggested that the peak 

of SF occurs before rather than during a musical performance (Wine, 1982; Salmon, Shrodt & 

Wright, 1989; M iddlestadt, 1990; Brotons, 1994). These authors have ail emphasised the 

attentional change of focus at the basis of the reduction of SF. In Konijn’s approach this attentional 

shift would be the result of the fact that the task-emotion stage fright has undergone a change of 

colour as a result of the expression of a character-emotion.

In conclusion, the task-emotion theory as applied to stage fright puts the emphasis on stage fright

as an emotion that can be reshaped and used for the expression of emotions. As such it is not

undesirable and wanting to reduce it may interfere with the acting process. Alternatively, stage

fright is seen as an intrusion of the actor’s real life emotions into the fictional world (Aaron, 1986),

sometimes seen as 'vulgar' (Strasberg, 1988), sometimes seen as an unavoidable reminder of the

actor’s true motives for wanting to be on the stage (Bershatsky, 1988). It is almost unavoidable to

also hypothesise performance interference in relation to this approach. This perception of stage

fright may be one of the main reasons why the term has been such a taboo in the history of actor

training. (Re)defining stage fright as a task-emotion emphasises the fact that it is something

legitimate that may even contribute to the acting task. The ambivalence in the psychodynamic

theories has been the result of an inability to insert this approach into their classic negative
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definition of SF.

3.6.5 The ethological perspective in the emergence of theatre and its repercussions for stage 

fnght:

Richard Schechner's 'Performance Theory’ (1988) provides a persuasive conceptual framework for 

the origins of theatre. He equates the functionality of theatre, rituals, and displacement activities 

with each other and uses an ethological approach to hypothesise that theatre may have evolved 

from rituals, which in turn may have evolved from displacement or redirected activity as seen in 

animals. His investigations have repercussions for our thinking on SF.

In animals, response conflicts often lead to displacement activity or redirected activity. Two gulls in 

the middle of a conflict over territory may suddenly stop and start preening their feathers. This 

behaviour tends to occur when it is not clear if the attacker should continue or discontinue the 

attack and is called displacement activity (Tinbergen. 1965). The way house cats suddenly revert to 

washing themselves in the middle of a totally unrelated activity is of the same type. They may do the 

same thing when something they want is blocked and they have to find another expression for their 

activation. Both displacement activity and reverted activity tend to have a ritualistic character. Battles 

for superiority and mating opportunities in animals also tend to be htualised. Male Cobras try to push 

the neck of a rival down to the ground rather than use their poison teeth, Male antelopes fight their 

rivals with their horns instead of using their lethal hoofs. And many other animals have highly 

ntualised displays of strength, bravery and power which are used to warn off opposition. 

Displacement activity provides a way out of a response conflict, while redirected activities provide a 

ntualised answer to a problem that causes response conflict. This problem is often that the risks of a 

fight to the death over territory or mating opportunities is too high. Schechner writes: Rituals are 

biologically necessary because conspecifics need to mate, organise in stable social hierarchies, 

and share territory. Interactions determining how these are to be achieved are likely to cause 

trouble. Rituals mediate these difficult interactions by creating a second reality more compelling 

than direct action. This second reality is performance' (p. 246).

Schechner draws the parallel with human rituals and theatre using an example of Goodall's (1972) 

observation of chimpanzees. In this example, one young male chimp picked up two kerosene tanks 

and proceeded to rock from side to side for a while, gradually increasing the vigour until his hair 

stood on end, followed by a series of pant-hoots. Suddenly he lunged for a group of other 

chimpanzees, hooting and banging the tanks over his head. They sped out of the way. Some 

minutes later the ritual was repeated. This time a group was aimed for which had the top male in it. 

He too moved out of the way and a few weeks later was shown to be replaced by the young male 

(Goodall, 1972: 122-123). According to Schechner this performance had a lot of the essential 

element of theatre; rehearsal, preparation, a build up of tension released in the performance, the 

use of props, a protagonist, an antagonist (the top male) and an audience (Schechner, 1988, p. 
209-213).

In humans, rituals are seen to have the same function as displacement activities, redirected 

activities and rituals in animals. Schechner gives a number of examples of primitive rituals which are

used to date in Australia and Papua New Guinea. In one example the ritual serves as a way for old
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men in Abongine society to maintain their power over the younger generation, which they couldn't 

do if it would come to physical power. This particular ritual is called upon if a young man has 

committed adultery with the younger wife of one of the older men in the tribe. The old man accuses 

him and meets him in the centre of the village calling the offender out. The young man comes out 

and takes his place in the circle of villagers. After being harangued by the old man, the old man 

throws a sehes of spears. The young man can dodge the spears easily but needs to show his 

bravery by not moving too far away. The trial/duel continues until the young man has dodged 

enough spears to prove his prowess, but not too many to appear insolent. Allowing himself to be hit 

takes great skill and the crowd enjoys a young man who takes a spear in the fleshy pari of the thigh 

or the upper arm. There is much blood but no permanent harm. The young man's bravery and 

humility have been demonstrated while the old man's authority and dignity have been repaired. The 

crowd, entertained, happily applauds both parties to the dispute.

Such is the Tiwi combat according to the rules. But sometimes a young man is extremely defiant. He 

dodged too many of the old man's spears, or he answers in the harangue, or he returns the old 

man's fire. In such cases the old man is joined by more and more old men, while still others restrain 

the relatives of the young man. Spears are thrown in volleys and the young man is driven from the 

village, seriously wounded, or killed' (Schechner, 1988, p. 35/36). It is clear that this particular ritual 

is effective in maintaining the status quo and stability within a tribe. It is likely that it has been 

functional in the survival of the tribe. Like modern day theatre, it involves make believe, drama, 

entertainment, an area designated as the stage and an audience. It also has a script that the two 

performers are supposed to stick to.

In another example a tribe in Papua New Guinea invites a neighbouring tribe over that they are 

indebted to, once they have enough pigs to feed them. In preparation for this ritual the pigs are 

slaughtered and their meat is laid out for the visitors in the tribe's dancing ground. This takes two 

days. The men in the tribe adorn themselves with feathers and paint. During the second day the 

other tribe arrives and singing and dancing starts. During the dance the visiting tribe, in ritualised 

combat, conquer the receiving tribe and in this way avail themselves of the meat. It is imperative that 

a new imbalance is created in this way, othenwise the reason for the next occasion would disappear. 

Therefore the hosts make constant remarks about how their pigs are much better than the pigs they 

were served last year. T he  payback ceremony involves an exchange of roles in which creditors 

become debtors and debtors become creditors' (Schechner, 1988, p. 115). The functionality of 

this ritual is in maintaining the peace between the two tribes.

Schechner explains the development of theatre in humans as the result of the increasing need for 

this type of ritual in a fast growing human population. With the growing need for rituals 

professionalism set in. The first professional performers were shamans. Shamans had to learn their 

trade in quite the same way as actors do in drama school. The shaman learns pantomime, how to get 

ecstatic, all sorts of trickery, how to vomit on command, how to spit blood, how to tell stories, sacred 

songs, with the aim of bringing about emotions in people that would have a cathartic function and 

help them to heal when sick.

Schechner also emphasises the role of fantasy in the process of creating these rituals. ‘Human 

interactions are so dense, multi-vocal, ambivalent, and ambiguous that individuals learn early to hold

back, to redirect their impulses either redirecting them inward or displacing them. This is not just a
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problem of modern industrial societies but a characteristic of all human groupings. Art, custom, 

religion and social convention flow from and cluster around these arenas of blocked display. [....] In 

people, dam m ed-up excitation is frequently redirected inward where it happens as a fantasy. [....] 

The fantasy picks up and elaborates on m aterials associated with the blocked display. [....] 

Ultimately, in som e cases where an acceptable channel exists, or can be m ade, the fantasy plus its 

associated material from ‘‘other channels” reem erges as a display. This display, a performance, is a 

public way to show private stuff. [....] Perform ances can get at, and out, two sets of material 

simultaneously; 1) what was blocked and transformed into fantasy; 2) stuff from other channels that 

otherwise might have a hard time getting expressed at all. [....] Fantasy is interiohzed display and 

perform ance is exteriorised fantasy' (p. 230 /231).

Fantasies often revolve around taboos, forbidden or difficult aspects of social relationships in which 

desired actions actually take place. Theatre is the expression of these fantasies. It would seem  then 

that the function of theatre for the spectator is one of virtual experience in which conflicts, adultery 

and crimes are played out so that they need not be experienced in real circum stances. In this 

approach the function of theatre is mainly cathartic. For the performer it is important that the fictional 

character of a perform ance is m aintained, otherwise the audience can not safely experience their 

sublimated emotions. This is quite a responsibility. There is pressure on the actor not to let the 

original reality of the events shine through. ‘The “theatrical frame" allows spectators to enjoy deep  

feelings without feeling compelled either to intervene or to avoid witnessing the actions that arouse 

those feeling' (Schechner, 1988, p. 169).

The spectator needs to be totally engrossed in the performance to get the most out of it. However, 

in his training for the role, the actor has acquired an awareness of the shameful, sinful or forbidden 

fantasies at the basis of his role play. At an even more primitive level he may also have an awareness 

of his own forbidden motives to perform in front of all these people. Schechner and psychodynamic 

theories m eet here. Like the chim panzee in the example, the actor experiences the emotions of 

excitem ent and aggressive ambition. The direct response, fighting it out, is blocked by fear which 

then leads to the developm ent of redirected activity and ritual. Although Schechner doesn't make 

this connection, it would seem  that stage fright may therefore be a rem ainder of the original 

response conflict, representing the most basic reality of performance as a redirected activity to exert 

power and get access to mating resources. Strasberg's view of stage fright as ‘vulgar’ also fits this 

description and so does the psychodynam ic perspective on S F  as based on guilt over 

exhibitionism and the urge for pow er (see chapter 3 .5 .2 ) (*7 ). From aesthetics of theatre via 

forbidden fantasies to the prim itive motives, is like following the course of evolution back to its 

origin.

To recap: partly following from and partly parallel to Schechner's ethological perspective on theatre,

stage fnght can be seen as an emotion accompanying the response conflict (approach/avoidance)

of the performer that has always accompanied the display in front of conspecifics in hierarchical tribal

contexts. To resolve this response conflict, rituals have been developed as a form of redirected

activity. Eventually, m ore versatile  forms of ‘theatre' em erged to bring the m ore com plex

internalised redirected m ental activity (fantasies) out into the open. Sham e over stage fright may

have its roots in the fear of the actor that his most basic urges at the basis of his perform ance will be

exposed. Therefore the ritual of the perform ance which masks those original motives has to be
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adhered to in perfection. Stage fright is functional for the actor in renninding him that he has to 

prepare really well, use his resources, hide his weaknesses, and avoid taking on tasks that will not 

allow him to shine and radiate and show himself as the beautiful example of the species that he is.

3 .7  Summary

Although there is considerably less empirical research on SF or PA in actors than in musicians, 

there is no reason to assume that SF is less prevalent in actors. Also, the reliability and validity of 

ways in which SF is defined and measured are of a similar nature as those addressed in musicians, 

and just like in musicians, self-report, physiological and behavioural measures don’t provide 

congruous results. Behavioural measures of quality of acting performance are generally unreliable, 

as they seemed to be in musicians, but it would also seem that the expectation to find interference 

or facilitation had influenced the findings in the few studies reported on.

Actors cope with SF in ways not too different from the ways in which musicians cope. Going over 

lines like musicians go over their music and seeking distraction with others or alone. Relaxation or 

exercise seems to be more prominent in actors. Beta-blockers are much less frequently used by 

actors than by classical musicians.

The distinction between adaptive and maladaptive coping has been made as part of cognitive- 

behavioural theories. The late Laurence Olivier’s naturalistic example of coping with SF using a 

RET-like technique clarifies the use of self-talk and self-instructions in actors. Psychodynamic 

theories of SF tend to hold that ail coping is essentially maladaptive and will not reduce SF in the 

long run.

Most of the publications on SF in actors are based on psychodynamic conceptualisations, which 

emphasise the role of upbringing and specifically the mother (Gabbard, 1979b; Aaron, 1986). A 

demanding or neurotic mother can teach the child that it has to ‘perform’ for her to gain her love and 

affection. She can also make the child uncertain of how to avoid punishment. Actors with this kind 

of background cast the audience (and/or the director) in the role of the mother and experience the 

same fears, inadequacies, shame and guilt. SF is traced back to fear of separation originating in the 

oral stage, fear of embarrassment originating in the anal stage, and shame over exhibitionism 

originating in the genital phase. It is suggested by some authors that the need for roleplay is a 

defence mechanism with the same origins, and may be at the basis of the choice for an acting 

career (Bershatsky, 1988).

A spiritual approach to SF tends to be based on Jungian theories, transactional analysis or 

psychosynthesis. In this approach the actor has to learn to come to term with internal demons to 

conquer SF. This process is seen as inherent to being a performer.

Cognitive-behavioural theories of SF don’t discriminate between actors and musicians. Heightened 

physiological activation and cognitive interference are the central elements (Steptoe et al. 1995). 

Mosco (1974) addressed the trait side of SF.
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In stress approaches in actors it is pointed out that the socio-econonriical situation of the majority of 

actors may be a most important source. Apart from a small successful group, most actors are under 

stress as a result of occupational insecurity. Actors training can also be a source of stress (Vulova, 

1995). There are clear parallels with stress research in musicians.

The occurrence of SF has also been linked to the use of different acting techniques. A discussion 

of the contrasting traditions apparently has implications for SF, but in practice their is probably too 

much cross-over between the methods to consider that they differentiate between SF in actors. It is 

curious that most essential acting theories don't address SF, unless it is in a derogatory way. As a 

result, SF is traditionally an issue that is not openly discussed in acting circles. Relaxation plays an 

important role in most publications on actor training and may have benefits to actors in dealing with 

SF. However, this effect is usually not mentioned explicitly.

Research on emotions in actors suggests that we need to distinguish between personal emotions, 

character emotions and task emotions (Konijn, 1994). The latter can be seen to provide the energy 

substrate for the character emotions to be portrayed, while personal emotions really have no place 

on the stage. SF may be seen as a task emotion. Anxiety, challenge, flow and even concentration 

are also presented as task-emotions. Some theorists see SF as a negative emotion, but there are 

also neutral and positive approaches which incorporate the concepts of 'challenge' or excitement' 

into SF. For instance, it was suggested that SF can add an extra radiance to a person’s 

performance. In this respect, the approach to SF in actors seems to be less negative than what 

publications on musicians generally suggest.

A fascinating ethological theory on the origins of theatre offers an explanation for SF as a 

byproduct. Schechner (1987) traces the evolution of theatre back to approach-avoidance conflicts 

in social interaction which may have led to the development of redirected activity, rituals, group 

rituals and eventually theatre performance. The original approach-avoidance conflict can also be 

seen as the source of SF. Therefore, its seemingly automatic occurrence in connection with 

performing shouldn't surprise us. If SF should now be seen as a remnant of archaic times or a 

functional emotion warning us of present risks and alerting us to opportunities involving status and 

self-esteem, is open to discussion. We’ll come back to this theory in the next chapter.

notes chapter 3

*1) The name Mosco is spelled differently for an earlier publication: Moscu (1973). If one of the 
spellings is wrong, it is more likely to be the first one. Therefore, the spelling with the ‘o' at the end is 
used here. It is certain that we're dealing with the same person.

*2) This percentage is about the same as the percentages of use of beta-blockers in orchestral 
musicians (Fishbein, Middlestadt et al, (1988); James, 1997).

*3) Stress favours dominant and well learned responses to be more effectively executed (Zajonc, 
1965).

*4) Hammond & Edelman (1991) found some support for a trait approach to the choice of an acting
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career. They compared 51 professional actors, with 58 amateurs and 52 non-actors (in a variety of 
professions) in England on a number of personality scales. They found sim ilarities between 
amateurs and professionals and a general contrast with the non-actors. Their most interesting result 
is that they found both groups of actors to be more ‘privately self-conscious' (as measured with The 
Self-Consciousness Scale (Fenigstein, Scheier & Buss, 1975) than the non-actors. Private self- 
consciousness is concerned with attending to one's inner thoughts and feelings. The researchers 
attribute this result to the continuous change of roles and the exploration of the psyche which is 
inherent to acting (p. 130). Bershatsky's explanation of these results would probably be that it is a 
sign of the need for the actor to express himself in roles rather than as a private person.

*5) Ryan’s (1992) research point at a difficulty related to the involved approach of American 
(method) acting training for the control in one-person shows. One of her interviewees (Dr. Gerald 
Miller) expresses the opinion that because of the unpredictability and variation of the stimuli which 
the solo performer receives from the audience, it is essential to closely monitor one's actions’ (p. 
145), Ryan elaborates:
The American actor is steeped in a tradition that rejects the idea of emotionally-distanced, self- 
conscious, monitored performance. With this in mind, it is not surprising to find that several of those 
interviewed found the level of self-awareness in a one-person show to be unpleasant, 
uncomfortable and quite foreign to their performance instincts. To these artists, maintaining a ‘third 
eye’ is a necessary, inevitable evil.’ (p. 139). Ryan also found that most of the actors in his sample 
reported high degrees of stage fright related to solo-performance. This problem may contribute to 
this.

*6) Schechner assumes that as the training proceeds to mastery, the external expression will help 
develop the accompanying feelings. He bases himself on Ekman's (1983) experiments on 
emotional expression of basic emotions (happiness, disgust, surprise, anger, fear and sadness). 
Ekman successfully taught American actors to express these basic emotions by building up the 
facial expression, muscle by muscle, without letting them know which emotion was expressed. It 
was shown that their neural activity was similar to a control group who expressed the same emotion 
with the help of reliving a past emotional experience (very much like Stanislavski's emotional 
memory). It is interesting to note that Grotowski - the champion of self-expression acting - applied 
these techniques in his workshops.

*7) In similar fashion, Richards (1995) describes how basic emotions can become mixed up with 
theatrical emotions in his work with Grotowski: I did not see that often I would convince myself of 
having “felt something” , while in reality all I had felt was excited nerves due to the fact that I was 
“acting" in front of someone. In other words I had mistaken agitated nerves for true emotions' (p. 
36). The reader may want to note that this is not consistent with the kind of transformations implied 
in the task-emotions theory. Apparently Richards doesn’t succeed in the transformation, because 
of the content of thoughts related to the agitated nerves. Maybe, task emotions aren’t as easily 
'painted over' as Konijn (1994) suggests or maybe the distinction between personal and task 
emotions isn't as clear cut as she suggested.
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4 The Issues

Since the amount of research on SF in musicians and actors is limited, it would be useful to look at 

the results of research on SF in other subjects. As we will see, the use of the term stage fright is not 

confined to the performing arts. The incidence of SF as social anxiety, speech anxiety or test 

anxiety will be addressed in this chapter. The discussion will focus on the relationship between SF 

and performance in non-artists, as well as the facilitation - interference aspect. Coping and 

conceptualisations will also be addressed. Following this, an attempt will be made to formulate an 

integral theory for SF based on the theories and findings addressed. This chapter will be concluded 

with an overview of the questions and problems raised. These questions /  issues form the basis of 

what will be addressed in the interviews with performers conducted by the author (see chapter 5).

4 .1 The use of the term stage fright outside the arts.

The use of the term SF to indicate fear of public speaking or speech anxiety is quite common 

(Hayes, 1975; Auerbach, 1981; Triplett, 1983; Rossi & Seiler, 1989; Fremouw & Breitenstein, 

1990; Kahan. 1993; Ayres & Hopf, 1993) and this is not a recent development. For example, fvlark 

Twain used the term stage fright to describe his apprehension in the preparation of a public 

speech. Watkins and Karr (1940) also used the term in this way in their book on public speaking.

Kowalski & Leary (1995) used the term as a>popular substitute for social anxiety. Social anxiety is 

the stage fright of everyday life. They used this comparison to highlight their endorsement of 

Goffman's (1959) dramaturgical metaphor of social interaction. The sociologist Goffman equates 

social interaction with performing. An implication of this is that whenever we are in the company of 

others, we are on stage. We play many roles, we feign, we use sets and props etcetera. Therefore, 

as Kowalski and Leary put it, ‘just as actors in the theatre sometimes experience stage fright before 

or during their performances, we too, sometimes get the jitters as we grace the stage of everyday 

life' (p.2). It would seem from this perspective that there is no difference between SF in performers 

and in non-performers, because there are no non-performers. Goffman sees social behaviour as a 

continuous series of performances of different roles in front of on audience or partners in a team. All 

the world's a stage and therefore onstage behaviour is essentially the same as self-presentation in 

daily life. In some situations we are onstage, in other situations with people we are very familiar with, 

we are backstage. However in both situations the individual is a performer, the characters just differ. 

Stage fright in social situations would seem to be based on the fear of discrediting of the publicly 

construed self. ‘fThe individual] is given to having fantasies and dreams, some that pleasurably 

unfold a triumphant performance, others full of anxiety and dread that nervously deal with vital 

discreditings in a public front region' (p. 253). In other words, there is no interaction in which the 

participants do not take an appreciable chance of being slightly embarrassed or a slight chance of 

being deeply humiliated’ (p. 243).

SF as social anxiety is a connection also made in anthropological publications. Social interaction 

amongst Balinese and Javanese has been described as involving high degrees of stage fright
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related to the fear that one will not be able to keep up appearances or ‘follow prescribed nornns of 

etiquette and thereby assure smooth and predictable relations. They fear the eruption of the 

unusual or conflictual [..] much as a Western actor might fear divergences from the script in the 

course of a stage play’ (Wheeler, 1983, p .153).

As we’ve seen, both social and performance aspects may be seen as part of the stage fright 

experience. It is now commonplace to connect the two aspects under the heading Social and 

Evaluation Anxiety (Leitenberg (ed), 1990). Stage fright is one of the recognised terms to describe 

a combination of social and performance related fears. Jackson & Latane (1981) put the term firmly 

in the combined social/performance corner in their study on the influence of amount of performers 

and audience composition on stage fright. In their perception ‘stage fright or performance 

apprehension presumably reflects a fear of embarrassment’ (p. 73). This perception is shared by 

Seta et al. (1989).

In addition to these mainstream approaches some authors use the term to indicate self- 

consciousness (Bose, 1992) or shyness (Buss & Briggs, 1984). In contrast, the term stage fright is 

not usually mentioned in research on test anxiety and fear of failure. Also, in sport psychology other 

terms like stress, performance stress or performance anxiety are more common than SF (see Jones 

& Hardy (eds.),1990). The fact that stage fright is not mentioned as often in relation to these 

concepts doesn't mean that these concepts are not of interest to the study of SF, as we will see in 

section 4.4 and after.

4.2 The incidence of stage fnght in different domains o f research!

Research on SF in musicians and actors has not led us to believe that the incidence of SF in these 

two domains is dramatically different (Steptoe et al., 1995). This has to be said with some 

reservation. There is no research to date that has actually compared the two groups within one 

study. Besides methodological disparities getting in the way of a comparison, there is a lack of unity 

in terminology. Some authors have used the term stage fright. Others have used performance 

anxiety, musical performance anxiety (MPA), stage anxiety, performance stress, stress or even test 

anxiety.

The incidence of SF in the general population has been addressed in a number of widely quoted 

publications. Usually, they refer to the problem of speaking in public, in the Bruskin study on the 

American population (Kahan, 1993), it was found that what was referred to as ‘stage fright’ was 

reported to affect 50 percent of adults. It was seen as a ‘moderate or severe and/or frequent source 

of disruption' in 19 percent of the adult sample, and 13 percent felt that SF was ‘always lurking in the 

background.

Triplett (1983) quotes results of a survey on the American population reported on in the Times

(London, October 1973) (n=3000). In this study 41 percent put ‘speaking in front of a group’, which

he equated with SF, as their number one fear, ahead by a large margin of threat of sickness,

financial problems and death (p. V). It is interesting that Edelman (1992) also estimated that 40

percent of the population suffers from social anxiety.
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Kowalski & Leary (1995) who equate social anxiety with the stage fright of everyday life' (p. 2) quote 

various studies on the incidence of different forms of social anxiety. Between 11 percent and 37 

percent of college students reported feeling nervous while interacting with the other gender, 20 

percent of adults reported excessively high degrees of fear of public speaking, 90 percent of 

Americans reported to be shy every once in a while, and 2 percent are rated according to DSM IV to 

suffer from social phobia (p. 2/3) (see also Edelman, 1992). The lifetime prevalence of social phobia 

is between 3 and 13 percent (p. 13). Kowalski & Leary assume that trait social anxiety is normally 

distributed with relatively few people at the extremes. They see social phobia as at the high end of 

the distribution and not as a different phenomenon. The relevance of the extreme end of the scale 

for SF in active performers may be considered doubtful. The reason is - and researchers generally 

agree on this - that those who suffer from social phobia avoid anxiety provoking situations 

(Edelman, 1992; Jansen, Merkelbach & Van den Hout, 1992).

4.2 .1  Factors in the incidence of stage fright

In empirical research on actors and musicians, performance circumstances were manipulated to 

address differential incidence of SF. Performing in front of an audience was for instance compared 

with a practice run. Self-report studies showed that a solo or monologue or performing alone was 

considered more stressful than performing together with others, however this issue was not 

addressed empirically with actors or musicians. Jackson & Latane (1981) conducted a clever 

experiment to study the effects of audience size and status as well as number of co-performers on 

SF in students (n=60). Their hypotheses were based on what they called ‘social impact theory'. This 

theory predicts that SF would become higher as a function of strength (status & size) of an 

audience and immediacy of the audience, but would be reduced as a result of strength (status & 

size) of co-performers. Participants in their first study were asked to imagine how nervous or tense 

they would be in front of imaginary audiences of different sizes and mixtures of high status and 

ability and low-status and ability. They were also asked to imagine co-performers in variations of 

number and status. Immediacy of the audience was not part of the study. Stage fright was 

measured in a somewhat unusual way (see also 4.2 and 4.3). Subjects were asked to draw a line, 

the length of which should represent the degree of anticipated nervousness. On the basis of the 

results they concluded that the effects of audience size and strength and number of performers 

combine in a purely multiplicative fashion, as predicted by social impact theory’ (p. 77/78). The 

predicted decreasing effect of added audience members or co-performers was also confirmed. The 

only predictive failure of the equations was in strength of co-performers. The ability of co

performers failed to show a significant effect. The researchers suggested that this may have been 

the result of contrary effects where participants may have felt supported by high-ability co

performers, but at the same time they may have felt that they were also in a way performing before 

these fellow performers.

In a second study, they addressed the same effects under real performance circumstances with 54

student performers in 19 different acts at the finals of a University talent contest. The majority of acts

were musical, with the rest involving dance and comedy. Fourteen acts were one- and two-person

acts. The other five acts involved 4, 7 and 10 participants. Participants were asked how nervous and

tense they were before the performance, how nervous and tense they expected to become during
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the performance, how they rated their ability and the average ability of their co-performers and how 

well they expected to perform . After their perform ance the participants completed a second  

questionnaire asking them how nervous and tense they had felt and how well they thought they 

had done. Again Jackson & Latane used an unusual method to rate nervousness and observed  

ability. This time subjects were asked to rate in numbers using multiplication as a principle (see also 

4.3). Results showed that the 2 ,500  spectators on average only lead to a nervousness score of 68. 

About seven times as high as the standard nervousness’ of 10 in front of 20  people. This supports 

the principle of marginally decreasing impact. The model was further supported by the fact that 

nervousness decreased with the number of performers on stage. Ninety six percent of the variance  

in the means was explained by the amount of performers on stage. Jackson & Latane concluded 

that the number of perform ers has a greater effect on nervousness than the range of audience  

members (*1).

Seta, Seta, Crisson & W ang (1989) and Crisson (1988) found that the impact of audiences of mixed 

and sam e status on stage fright is a function of both a summative and an averaging process. They  

found that under som e conditions adding an evaluative m em ber to an audience would increase  

stage fright, whereas in other conditions it would decrease stage fright in fem ale students. These  

results can not be explained with Latane's social impact theory. S eta et al. hypothesise that 

performers may average the influence of audience m em bers in the sam e way as the way trait 

inform ation is norm ally averaged as part of the process of im pression formation. In three  

experim ents Seta at al. studied the relative influence of summation and averaging in determining  

the audience’s influence on stage fright in performers. The first two studies (n=98) (n=49) involved 

experim ents with ‘im agined nervousness' given different com binations of low-status and high- 

status in imaginary audiences while subjects imagined reading a paper written by themselves. The 

set-up was very similar to Jackson & Latane's first experiment. Nervousness was indicated by the 

subjects on a scale of 0 -100. The imagined audiences were composed of different combinations of 

high school students, undergraduate students, graduate students and faculty. The combined  

averaging-sum m ation model could for instance explain that the adding of a few low status or low 

expert members to a high status audience can reduce the average impact more than the summative 

impact is raised. A lot of additional low status audience members may be needed to raise the impact 

of this audience again. The results of the first two studies confirm this.

A third experiment (n=36) involved actual anxiety experienced in an experim ental performance task 

rather than estimated levels of stage fright. Fem ale American undergraduate psychology students 

worked on the paired-associates learning task in front of a closed circuit TV  cam era. They w ere told 

that they w ere watched by a PhD fem ale faculty m em ber alone (high-status), by a PhD faculty 

m em ber and a high school freshman (both fem ales)(m ixed-status) or that they were working alone 

unobserved. The supervisors were shown on video before the task started. Afterwards the 

subjects filled in the S TA I-s ta te  anxiety. The results showed that the mixed status condition 

produced lower SF and fewer mistakes on the task than the high status condition. Those working 

alone m ade still few er errors and showed lower anxiety. Seta et al. conclude that the results from  

the three studies cannot be explained by summation or averaging alone. They suggest that the 

averaging approach may be of interest to stress research, which tends to assum e that stress is the 

result of the summation of stressors alone.
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As we saw in our reviews of SF in musicians and actors, there is some variety in the incidence of SF. 

In this case, the particular sample and the way in which questions were phrased may be a factor in 

the different percentages found. Studies addressing the influence of audience and co-performers 

on degrees of SF triggered confirm the conjecture that size and status of the audience and number 

and status o f co-performers matters. Specific implications of the averaging versus summation 

approach on SF were addressed in experimental settings. This approach needs replication in 

different circumstances, interviews with performers may shed light on the relative importance of 

different tnggers like hall size, full house or empty house, acquaintances in the audience, etcetera.

4 .3  /^Measurement o f stage fright as speech anxiety, social anxiety and test anxiety

The measurement of SF in actors and musicians was not without difficulties. In general. Self-report 

measures, physiological measures and behavioural measures have not been shown to produce 

concordance in research on musicians and actors. The prevailing cognitive-behavioural approach to 

SF is that physiological measures only address activation levels and not the cognitive and emotional 

component. To measure anxiety, cognitive aspects are considered to be the kernel (Steptoe, 

1989; Desberg & Marsh, 1988; Desberg,1996; Wippoo & Citroen, 1998; Hartgers & Jacobs, 1989; 

Tobacyk & Downs, 1986; Steptoe & Fidler, 1987). As a result, most of the efforts to measure SF 

have been devoted to designing, administering and evaluating self-report measures. Single-item 

scales as well as multi-item questionnaires have been used. The most widely used method (see: 

Brodsky, 1996) has been the STAI-state anxiety inventory. It has been used in its original form and 

in an adaptation called PAQ (Performance Anxiety Questionnaire) (Steptoe et al, 1995).

Seta, Crisson, Seta & Wang (1989) used the STAI-state anxiety inventory to measure anxiety in 

three different performance conditions (n= 36) in anticipation of a paired-associates task. The mean 

scores for the STAI were as follows: working alone: 37.75; high status audience: 44.00; low status 

audience: 41.50. The inferred high anxiety condition showed the highest scores as expected.

To measure stage fright as speech anxiety Rossi & Seiler (1989) used a combination of the STAI- 

state anxiety and the PRCA (Personal Report of Communication Apprehension) (McCrosky, 1982). 

The PRCA was used to measure trait speech anxiety). They also used a variety of physiological 

measures: Skin temperature (ST), galvanic skin response (GSR), electromyograph (EMG), systolic 

blood pressure (SPB), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), and heart rate (HR). Subjects (n=12) who 

scored in the highest regions of the PRCA were selected. As was demonstrated in sim ilar studies 

on actors and musicians, they found a lack of covariance between the measures, indicating low 

concordance between measures (p. 62). Also similarly to what was concluded on the basis of 

research on performers, the general belief is that not just the measures, but the three response 

subsystems have largely unrelated responses to social anxiety. Clevenger (1984) sums up the 

state of knowledge: ‘At this stage of development, we know something about how each subsystem 

works, but little about their interface with one another. The little understood implication of this 

situation is that we cannot claim to know a great deal about anxiety in the global sense. We 

understand a good deal about the social anxieties as cognitions, much less about the social 

anxieties as physiological response, and less yet about the social anxieties as overt behaviour’ (p. 

225-226).
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For an overview of methods, Fremouw & Breitenstein’s (1990) review is recommended. Apart from 

the measures used by Rossi & Seiler they mention the Autonomic Perception Questionnaire 

(APQ) (Mandler, Mandler & Uviller, 1958) a measure to rate physiological symptoms, the Fear 

Survey Schedule (FSS-II) (Geer, 1965), and the Personal Report of Confidence as a Speaker 

(PRCS) (Paul, 1966) which is presented as the most commonly used self-report measure of speech 

anxiety (p. 456). In addition to the physiological and self-report measures the Behaviour Checklist 

for Performance Anxiety (BCPA) (a behavioural measure) is mentioned (Paul, 1966). This is a list 

which can be filled in by raters to assess aspects of performance anxiety as detected in speakers. 

An adapted version of the original checklist (Mulac & Sherman, 1974) has been demonstrated to 

have better reliability and validity according to Fremouw & Breitenstein.

Test anxiety has its own measures. The reader is referred to Sarason & Sarason (1990) for a review 

of these methods. Themes like worry’ and ‘emotionality’ as an integral part of test anxiety are 

addressed in separate subscales. The Cognitive Interference Test (Sarason, Sarason, Keefe, 

Hayes & Shearin, 1986) deserves a special mention, because it specifically measures interference 

and the extent of preoccupation with failure during task performance. Intrusive cognitions are 

considered to contribute considerably to performance interference in SF A measure which 

addresses this particular issue would seem to be highly relevant.

In the past, projective measures like the (Thematic Apperception Test) TAT have been used to

trace fear of failure and achievement motivation (McClelland et al., 1953) or fear of success (Horner,

1972). Specific self-report measures for these themes have also been developed (Atkinson, 1958;

Hermans, 1967; Canavan-Gumpert et al., 1978). We've already seen in 4.2 that Jackson & Latane

had a liking for unusual measures. Their approach deserves some more attention. Latane & Harkins

(1976) asked participants in an experiment in which they were asked to recite poetry, to adjust the

brightness of a light or the loudness of a tone to represent the degree of SF they had experienced

during the task. Jackson & Latane (1981) let participants draw a line on a premarked form to indicate

their tension and nervousness imagining singing the national anthem in front of imaginary

audiences of different size and in the imagined company of different strength co-performers.

Subjects were asked to draw the length of the line proportional to the degree of expected tension

and nervousness. This scale was designed to provide the authors with the option to process the

results at ratio-level. A similar method used by these authors translated the imagined nervousness

into numbers proportional to a base-value of 10 representing reading an announcement to an

audience of 20 people. Present degrees of nervousness before performing were to be compared

to this base-value. If one expected to feel 10 times as nervous under certain circumstances that

would elicit a score of 100, while feeling half as nervous would give a 5. This method was used

before an actual performance by groups of students in a talent contest. One wonders though if

respondents can make the kind of mental computations they are expected to make. Is it possible to

determine if a certain performance situation makes me feel twice or three times as nervous as

compared to another imagined situation? Do the scores on the ratio-level scale actually represent

ratio-type comparisons in the respondents? Seta, Crisson, Seta & Wang (1989) used a 0-100 scale

(where 0 corresponded to very low anxiety; 50 to a moderate level, and 100 to a very high level) in

another study in which students were asked to imagine the extent of their anxiety in response to

different audiences. This measure gives more detailed scoring and therefore more discrimination in
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scores. Again we need to ask ourselves if the increased discrimination in scores represent reliable 

differences in the estimated anxiety levels.

This brief overview has shown that the approach to measuring SF in actors and musicians has not 

been very different from the approach used in the wider field of social and evaluation anxiety. With 

the exception of the last three somewhat unique measures, most approaches within social anxiety 

research seem to have been used in some form with actors and musicians.

4.4  Effects of stage fright: ttie performance facilitation-interference (PFI) issue

In addressing the performance facilitation-interference issue for musicians and actors the results of 

the studies have indicated more support for interference than for facilitation. However, we must be 

very cautious. Self-reported interference has often been addressed in studies, w ithout giving 

subjects the option to report on possible facilitation. Observed performance quality tends to suffer 

from inter-rater problems. Also, some studies reported improved performance in high anxiety 

provoking performances. These studies tended to vary degrees of provoked SF and/or degrees to 

which subjects were prone to respond with SF. The combined situational and trait approach draws 

on the hypothesis that high-trait anxious performers in high-anxiety provoking performances would 

experience most interference. However, none of the studies reviewed in chapter 2 and 3 provided 

decisive support for this. One study (Kivimaki, 1995) demonstrated that slow progress and little 

practice in music students in combination with SF had the most negative effects on performance 

during music exams. This dual deficit approach ties in with research connecting high anxiety to 

facilitation on easy tasks and high anxiety and difficult tasks with interference. Those who practised 

a lot would as a result face a relatively easy task, while those who practice little effectively face a 

relatively difficult task. Research on speech anxiety also suggests that SF affects how speakers 

prepare and as a result leads to performance interference (Daly, Vangelisti & Weber, 1995). Other 

mediating or moderating effects have not been addressed in research on actors and musicians.

Seta, Seta, Crisson &Wang (1989) found that audience size and status could have an effect on 

stage fright as well as performance. In an experiment already addressed in 4.1 and 4.2 they found 

that subjects who performed the associates learning task (Spence et al. 1956) made the most 

mistakes when they thought they performed in front of a high status single person audience. They 

also had the highest STAI-state anxiety scores, which was used as an indication of SF. Those 

performing in front of a two person-mixed status audience made less mistakes and had lower SF 

scores. Those working alone made still less mistakes and had still lower SF scores. The differences 

in mistakes made were significant between the two groups who had an audience. The differences 

in STAl scores, though in the expected direction were not significant. Number of errors in the task 

and level of anxiety were significantly positively correlated. One question mark has to be placed 

here. Since state anxiety was measured afterwards we can not be sure whether anxiety caused the 

errors or the other way around.

In studies on social anxiety, the distinction between facilitative activation or excitement versus 

disruptive social anxiety is often made. However, the position on the qualitative or quantitative

differences between the two seems to be unresolved. Clevenger’s (1984) analysis of research on
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the social anxieties indicates that a fundamental bias in its approach may be at the basis of this lack 

of knowledge. ‘In focussing attention almost exclusively on serious and disruptive social anxiety 

problem, we have neglected the borderline between normal and abnormal processes, thus 

foregoing a potential wealth of information about the gradations by which normal, facilitative 

response systems shade into patterns of negative experience and problem behaviour’ (p. 234). 

Clevenger adds that his own observations suggest that it is not at all Impossible that performers with 

high activation and anxiety experience performance facilitation rather than interference.

Speech anxiety is almost by definition seen to have a detrimental effect on speaking in public 

(Ayres & Hopf, 1993). The relationship between interventions for speech anxiety and reductions in 

subjective anxiety have been demonstrated in many studies (Ayres & Hopf, 1995; Motley, 1995; 

see further Table 7.4a). However, studies establishing the relationship between speech anxiety 

and performance interference are not nearly as abundant (see Ayres & Crosby, 1995; Fremouw & 

Breitenstein, 1990). Although there are behavioural measures of speech performance like the 

Behavioural Checklist for Performance Anxiety (Paul, 1966) and its updates (Fremouw & 

Breitenstein, 1990) it would seem that they are underused.

In studies on test anxiety the relationship between anxiety and performance is equally problematic. 

Nonetheless, much more effort has been put into relating test anxiety to task performance. Sarason 

& Sarason (1990) conclude that most researchers regard test anxiety as debilitative and a source of 

interference with task performance’ (p. 478). Of the two essential components of test-anxiety, 

'worry' is seen to be associated with performance decrements, while 'emotionality' and performance 

are found to be unrelated (Spielberger & Vagg, 1995). As was suggested in relation to SF (Green & 

Gallwey, 1988), Spielberger and Vagg conclude in their general review of test anxiety research, that 

self-centered, task-irrelevant worry cognitions are seen to interfere most directly with task 

performance. Nonetheless, in the same volume, a specific review of the relationship between test 

anxiety and test performance is much more cautious. Ball (1995) concludes that test anxiety may 

have a mildly negative impact on academic performance, but for some students it may be facilitative. 

Test difficulty and importance need to be considered as moderator variables. 'In general terms, 

however, it would seem that test anxiety is not the main reason that underprepared groups of 

students do poorly on certain tests. Nor is test anxiety the cause of a general debility in student's 

performances on major examinations' ( Ball, 1995, p .113).

The results reported here underline the complexity of the relationship between anxiety and 

performance. Since in SF even the definition as anxiety is not agreed upon by each researcher 

(Hamann, 1995, Konijn, 1988), the relationship between SF and PFl may be considered to be even 

more complex.

4 .5  Issues in coping

Research on anxiety focusses more on treatment and how health professionals can be involved in

intervening with anxiety than on how people cope of their own accord. Even specific research on

coping tends to address what health professionals can do to train people, rather than on finding out

what it is that people tend to do (see for instance Ayres & Hopf, 1993). Authors on Neurolinguistic
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Programming (NLP) have criticised mainstream psychology for this emphasis on intervention. 

According to NLP we should direct our efforts at finding out what effective people actually do to 

cope with problems (Bandler, 1985; O'Connor & Seymour, 1990; Derks & Hollander, 1996).

Research on SF has produced a few studies that show what actors and musicians do to cope. The 

techniques reported in these studies vary according to two principles:

1) The degree of skill, training or therapy involved in the use of the technique; This principle is 

reflected in the contrast between naturalistic and planned interventions (Pearlin, 1991). From an 

economical perspective, we would be most interested in techniques that require little in the ways of 

skills, training or intervention. Seeking distraction, and talking to oneself would tend to be examples 

meeting these conditions. Idiosyncratic rituals have been reported as anecdotal evidence, but not 

as part of a controlled study. Research into what performers do to cope should address this aspect.

2) Specificity of the intervention: Alexander technique, Feldenkreis, self-hypnosis and even 

aerobics are not techniques that performers use without having gone through some form of 

training, nor are they learned specifically to cope with SF. Methods which are learned specifically to 

cope with SF like deep breathing, muscle relaxation and self-instructions might be addressed in 

some performance training course. However, most performers seem to develop them intuitively or 

with the use of a self-help book. Beta-blockers and some sedatives are also specific for SF. This 

way of coping even has a specific users group: orchestra musicians. We don’t know if other 

strategies are also specific for certain types of performers. Use of drugs, smoking, and alcohol may 

be more common in rock and pop musicians, but may be related to SF in one person and totally 

unrelated in another. Research in this area is difficult because admitting to the use of drugs or 

alcohol is not always easy. The large variety in results obtained suggest different ways of presenting 

the questions and maybe even in the way of anonymity was guaranteed.

The psychoanalytical approach to coping with SF emphasises that it will not actually help the person

to overcome SF. Coping is equated with avoidance, it seems that as a result there is not much

interest in the coping issue from this theoretical perspective. From a cognitive-behavioural or stress

perspective the interest in coping is vital, irrespective of the outcome of the coping efforts. Most

researchers subscribe to the distinction between two different functions of coping with stress or

anxiety. One function is to manage or alter the problem that is causing distress, another one is to

regulate emotional responses to the problem (Folkman et al., 1991; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984).

Problem-focussed forms of coping are used most often in situations that can be changed. They

include cognitive problem solving and decision making, information gathering, advice seeking, time

management, and goal setting as well as problem-solving behaviour. Emotion-focussed coping

involves cognitive reframing, social comparison, minimisation, looking at the bright side, and efforts

to make oneself feel better through exercise, relaxation, meditation, support groups, religion,

humour, talking to someone who cares and understands, or escapism through the use of drugs or

alcohol (Folkman et al., 1991). It would seem from our account of coping in actors and musicians

that the latter type of coping was mentioned much more often. This doesn’t necessarily mean that

in performers emotion-focussed coping is more common than problem-focussed coping. Of

course, since the performance itself is a given, that part of the problem cannot be removed.

Therefore, naturally the focus seems to be on how well one can make oneself feel, to make SF as

bearable as possible. Practical preparation aspects like dealing with props, making sure you are on

time, going over lines etcetera, may not be seen as a form of coping, because they seem to be a
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necessary part of performing. However, these aspects may be equally effective in making one feel 

better. It is possible that performers, when asked about how they cope with SF, will mention the 

emotion-focussed coping and forget the problem-focussed aspects.

The distinction between emotion-focussed and problem-focussed coping can be used to assist 

people in the way they cope with stressful situations. A programme involving this premise was 

tested with a population of HIV-patients (Folkman et al., 1991) and was reported to be effective. 

Participants learned to effectively use problem-oriented coping mechanisms. In the same way 

Motley (1990) confirmed the effectiveness of another idea derived from observed coping efforts in 

public speaking. He considered that a speech observed as a ‘communication’ opportunity with the 

emphasis on transmitting a message, would be less anxiety provoking than a speech that was seen 

as a performance' with a focus on the individual's self-presentation (see also Motley & Molloy, 

1994).

This kind of cognitive construct may be applied in a number of different situations and be helpful in 

pointing out ways of problem-solving. Limits to their usefulness are imposed by the complexity of 

social life and performing and the specificity' of many of our coping efforts (Pearlin, 1990). On the 

other hand, a study on a minimal intervention in which participants received no more than a typed 

out list with ‘16 Strategies for Combating Stage Fright' (Auerbach, 1981) showed that it was 

deemed to be a promising way of teaching college students ways of coping. Apparently, the 

distinction between coping and intervention can be very small. We'll come back to this issue in 

chapter 7 on interventions.

Ways of coping with limited effectiveness like avoidance, procrastination, suppression and 

repression have not been addressed specifically in relation to coping with SF in actors and 

musicians. Rothblum (1990) reviewed the research on fear of failure and concluded that 

procrastination was highly correlated with it.

Preparation routines in sport have been studied as a way of coping with pre-performance nerves, 

but more so as a way to optimise performance outcome. Hardy (1989) reviewed the relevant 

literature to conclude that four meta-cognitive skills determining peak performance could be 

identified: goal setting, imagery, anxiety/activation control, and attention control skills (in Jones & 

Hardy, 1990, p. 10). Although sport and artistic performance are very different, they have the same 

interest in reaching the highest possible quality of performance. In this respect the focus differs 

dramatically from social anxiety in general, in which the main focus of coping is to avoid that things 

go wrong.

4.6 Issues in the conceptualisation

Conceptualisations of SF addressed in chapter 2 and 3 differ in their background. Some 

approaches are truly psychological in the sense that they make use of psychological theory and 

terminology, others have sprouted from performance theory and practice. Theorising in this field is 

often based on a variety of paradigms, although psychological theories tend to be well 

represented. The main differences in the approaches are specific for the contrasting traditions

within psychology. Cognitive-behavioural, stress, psychodynamic and spiritual approaches were
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identified both in relation to SF in music and in acting. Specific musical issues addressed were: the 

physical vulnerability of the musician; the special position of music in musicians lives; and musical 

talent and education. Specific relevant issues raised in relation to acting were: four types of acting 

theories; the reluctance within the acting community to address SF; SF as a task-emotion; and the 

origins of theatre.

Although there are obvious differences between the performance worlds of musicians and actors, 

parallels can be drawn. To begin with, from the literature in chapter 2 and 3 we may have gathered 

that the education and training aspect is both relevant to SF in actors and musicians. Secondly, 

although it has been suggested that musicians may be more vulnerable to SF than actors as a result 

of their reliance on the precision in fine motor skills, the increased emphasis on physical versatility in 

actors may have partly closed this gap. Thirdly, the position of performers in society may be 

somewhat different for actors and musicians, but as the literature has shown, the less successful 

actors and musicians are likely to experience similar degrees of job insecurity and related stressors. 

Although a comparison of 'stars' of music and theatre would be based on speculation, it is likely that 

they too experience similar pressures. It would seem that a lot of stressors are not medium specific, 

but related to the degree of success or other factors like responsibility and exposure. Finally, three 

issues raised in relation to acting may be considered in terms of their relevance for musicians. 

Konijn's (1994) conceptualisation of SF as a task-emotion, might be equally applicable to 

distinguish between the expression of emotions in a musical piece and the emotions of the 

musician as a professional. Also, the ethological approach to theatre (Schechner, 1988), which was 

shown to provide a related theory for the ohgins of SF, might be applied to music in a similar way 

(*2). Finally, the reluctance to address SF in an open manner may also be a problem in the musical 

world. Actually, Havas (1975) mentions this issue in relation to the world of classical music.

Apart from the parallels between the media that can be drawn, there are a number of basic 

conceptual issues that have come up.

4 .6 .1  The dimensions o f stage fright

The study of SF suffers from a definition problem. Do we define SF as a form of anxiety, or do we 

also include the excitement aspect? Are we only interested in the negative/interference side or are 

we also involving the positive/facilitation aspect? Although SF is obviously seen to occur in relation 

to performance activities involving ambition and striving for achievement, the general focus has 

been on SF as an isolated issue, focussing on the anxiety aspect. Even when SF was mentioned 

as something natural, inevitable or necessary, the main focus was still on the expectation of 

performance interference. Only a few authors saw SF as something that would normally lead to 

performance facilitation (Hamann, 1985; Konijn, 1988). Other authors sometimes invoked a 

contrasting emotion like 'excitement' to explain the occurrence of facilitation. In general, we could 

say that the valence and PFl aspect are conceived of as parallel (see next page: Figure 4.5a). The 

definitions of SF mainly occupy the left side of the diagram. What happens on the right side of the 

diagram is an equally interesting issue, but is not defined as SF.
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Diagram 4.5a: The conceptual dimensions of SF: parallel approach

anxiety <------------------------------------------------------------> excitement

interference <------------------------------------------------------------> facilitation

The limitations of this model become clear whenever excitement and interference or anxiety and 

facilitation are shown to occur together. Authors have responded to this problem in a variety of 

ways.

Atkinson & Feather (1966) coined the term need for achievement (nAch) or achievement 

motivation as a drive to excel, with an opposing motive to avoid failure. Building on this work, 

Hermans (1971) distinguished between negative fear of failure and positive fear of failure in 

addition to achievement motivation. He demonstrated that positive fear of failure, although 

addressing a form of anxiety, could be used as a predictor for success in academic achievements. In 

a similar way motives for debilitating anxiety and facilitating anxiety had already been coined before 

(Alpert & Haber, 1960). The motives described by all of these authors were based on test design 

and factor analysis. A related way of predicting underachievement, but only when success was 

imminent, relied on the invocation of a motive to avoid success or fear of success (FOS). This 

motive could be seen to exist alongside achievement motivation and fear of failure, only to spoil the 

performance when things were going really well. The relative strength of each motive could then be 

used as a predictor for performance facilitation and interference in specific circumstances (Canavan, 

Gumpert & Garner, 1978; de Vries, 1981).

Social Facilitation and Inhibition theory (SFI) (Zajonc, 1965) approached these issues without the 

use of personality characteristics. Zajonc original thought that the mere presence of an audience 

was enough to incite social anxiety or SF, was countered by Lazarus (1971). He suggested that the 

mere presence of an audience was not so important. In his view, the standards set by it and the 

notion of having to perform would be the inhibiting factors. This debate was continued by other 

authors and theories were amended. After having reviewed the literature up to 1988, Wilke & van 

Knippenberg (1988) present an integrated three-step model adapted from Paulus (1983):

A) Presence of others generally increases the potential social consequences of an individual’s 

performance. A division needs to be made between negative consequences as a result of failing 

(embarrassment, disapproval and contempt) and positive consequences resulting from success 

(approval or admiration).

B) Increased potential negative consequences lead to increased task-irrelevant processing as well 

as increased effort. This would result in facilitation on simple tasks and impairment on complex 

tasks.

C) Increased potential positive consequences lead to increased effort, which would predict 

facilitation on simple as well as complex tasks.

In earlier theories, dominance of responses takes the place of complexity (Zajonc, 1965). High 

arousal levels would lead to the suppression of subordinate responses and the facilitation of 

dominant responses. A play or musical piece, once well learned, would become a dominant
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response and thus SF would facilitate rather than inhibit the performance. Performance inhibition 

would be more likely to occur with pieces or plays not well prepared, for instance at premieres.

Lazarus & Folkman (1984) discussed the relationship between anxiety and challenge as part of a 

comprehensive approach to stress. They present a wide-open definition of stress, in which they 

don't ask themselves whether stress is good or bad, but rather, how much, what kinds, at which 

times during the life course, and under what social and personal conditions it is harmful or helpful' 

(p. 182). They put the emphasis on cognitive appraisal and coping. It depends on the cognitive 

appraisal if a stressor is observed as a threat or a challenge or both. And this is where their theory 

starts to open up a new direction for a definition of SF. In their opinion, threat and challenge are not 

mutually exclusive' (p. 33). They report on a study on stress before a mid-term exam in which they 

addressed the issue of threat and challenge simultaneously. Results showed that 94 percent of the 

students reported feeling both threat and challenge emotions! On the relationship between the 

two aspects they conclude: ‘We want to emphasise that we do not view threat and challenge 

appraisals as poles of a single continuum. As we stated above, threat and challenge can occur 

simultaneously, and must be considered as separate, although often related constructs' (p. 33). 

According to Lazarus and Folkman, challenge leads to better functioning than threat, because the 

challenged person feels more confident, less emotionally overwhelmed, more capable of drawing 

on available sources, coping resources, and interacts more effectively with the environment (p. 34). 

This notion suggests that the study of SF would be served with an approach in which both the 

anxiety/threat aspect and the challenge/excitement aspect have a place. We will have to see 

whether the response from performers justifies this or a different approach.

The relevance of Gray's (1987) and Fowles' (1992) model of anxiety needs to be mentioned here. 

They postulate (and have produced evidence for) the existence of a basic flight/fight system, a 

behavioural inhibition system (BIS) and a behaviour activation system (BAS). The fight/flight system 

is not subject to cognitive control and regulation, the BIS and BAS system are. The BIS and BAS 

system would have to be activated simultaneously to represent the combined challenge and 

anxiety experience. Although the original idea of these systems was that they should be seen as 

reciprocally inhibitive, Sosnowski (1992) reports evidence that both systems can be at work at the 

same time (*3).

4.6 .2  The activation or arousal optimum

On the basis of Yerkes Dodson’s Inverted U-hypothesis (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908) or modern 

adaptations (or corrections) of this hypothesis, like Hardy & Fazy's ‘catastrophe model' of 

performance (Hardy, 1990), it is assumed that there is an optimum arousal or activation level. Below 

the optimum we are not performing as well as we could and once this level is exceeded we start 

running an increasing risk of performance interference. This optimum may differ for task difficulty, 

observed probability of success (Martens et al., 1990), trait anxiety and probably other factors. 

Unfortunately there is very little hard evidence in this area of research. The problem is that, even if it 

was possible to establish the optimum activation for a certain task or aspect of a task, the subjective 

factors would make it almost impossible to establish whether this is the optimal level for a specific 

individual at a specific moment. Performers may suffer from the same problem. How do we know

what the optimum level for a certain task is? And how can we control these levels, so that we can
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adjust them to secure an optimal performance? And ultimately, how can we repeat them?

Sports psychology has endeavoured to answer these questions for sports people (see for instance 

Jones & Hardy, 1990). By studying how elite performers prepare we may glean insight into how 

optimum activation is achieved. English hurdles runner David Hemmery is quoted as having used 

his memory of running on the beach in a state of effortless flow as part of setting all the parameters 

right for a Olympic final, which he went on to win (Jones & Hardy, 1990, p. 263). Bandler (1985) 

proposed techniques using memories of successful performances in the same way (see also: 

Derks & Hollander, 1996). We'll come back to these techniques in chapter 7. As far as this study is 

concerned, the in-depth interviews (chapter 5) should dem onstrate whether activation 

management’ is an issue that performers bring up in relation to SF or not. Also, the design of an 

intervention for actors (chapter 9), will help us find out if the techniques referred to can be used for 

actors.

4.6.3 Towards an inclusive theory of stage fright?

A multi-faceted phenomenon approached through different theoretical paradigms, this is how SF 

has been presented so far. Different paradigms have led to different theories on SF and have 

focussed on different parts of the issue. The psychodynamic approach covers the pathological 

aspect, the spiritual approach focusses on intrapsychic and spiritual development, the stress 

approach highlights the social context, and the cognitive-behavioural theories emphasise learning 

and cognitive processing. As a result each of the theories seem to be at home with a certain part of 

reality, but has to leave questions unanswered in other parts. Each of the different perspectives 

presented in chapter 2 and 3 seems to have added something to the puzzle. So far, we haven't 

really looked at how some of the pieces could fit together, nor have we considered the possibility of 

a composite picture extrapolating from the relevant theories. The history of the study of anxiety 

related to conspecifics seems to have followed a line of increasing fragmentation into different 

types (social anxiety, speech anxiety, stress, test anxiety, fear of failure, fear of success, a dozen or 

so phobias, etcetera). Different ways of looking at the phenomena (cognitive, behaviourist, 

psychodynamic, Jungian, gestalt, NLP, etcetera) has amplified this effect. Comparison, criticism 

and rejection of falsified hypothesis have been paramount. Efforts at summation and integration of 

theories and phenomena are more rare. Nonetheless, to take full advantage of the wealth of 

material that has been addressed so far, this would seem to be the most promising approach.

To ensure some degree of consistency in the theory of SF to be proposed, two defining principles 

will be adhered to;

1) SF is an emotion and emotions are essentially a functional part of human behaviour (Frijda, 1986; 

Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). SF is mostly an emotion of the excited kind and accompanies changes 

in action readiness. Nevertheless, in the inclusive way in which we’ll approach SF it can be related to 

both the readiness to approach and the readiness to avoid or inhibit one's actions.

2) SF can occur in any social environment in which performances takes place. It doesn't need to 

involve a stage. A performance can be any social activity which is evaluated by other humans 

(Goffman, 1959).
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4 .7  The antecedents o f stage fright: preparedness, sensitivity and triggers

Most authors on SF have shown a lively Interest in the nurture side of the nature-nurture 

discussion. Most efforts seem to have been put into establishing the role of a trait for anxiety or a 

sensitivity in the system of the performer. This sensitivity may have been learned earlier or later in 

life. Other approaches tend to prefer to look for antecedents of anxiety in the here and now. Their 

main interest is in what tnggers SF. Other than that, the ubiquity of SF has given many authors the 

afterthought that SF may be in man's nature or have an inherent component. Seligman (1971) 

brought the aspect of preparedness into the study of anxiety in proposing that certain phobias

were easier acquired and more difficult to unlearn because our system would be inherently

prepared for them. Since then, theorists have elaborated on this and developed ethological 

models for different types of anxiety. These models have serious implications for an inclusive 

theory of SF, because they address the antecedents of social and evaluation anxiety in terms of 

preparedness and sensitivity, as well as what triggers it.

4.7.1 Preparedness: the innate aspect o f stage fright

Ohman (1986) applies a functional-evolutionary perspective to fear and anxiety in which he 

distinguishes between three types of sources of fears and anxieties:

a) noncommunicative sources like heights, enclosures or thunderstorms (inanimate);

b) interspecific sources like reptile-like predators or other animals;

c) intraspecific sources related to the hierarchy of the group.

Stage fright has its source in the last type. (Of course, the fears of escape artists, acrobats, snake

charmers or swimmers in the annual race across the Nile may have mixed origins).

Ohman argues that many of the fears humans tend to have can be traced back in evolution to life 

preserving tendencies. We may be genetically prepared for these fears. Behaviour related to fear of 

conspecific is organised in what he calls the 'social submissiveness system'. Survival within a 

hierarchical group structure is served by fearing the individuals who have established themselves in 

a higher position in the hierarchy through antagonistic behaviour towards others. In these 

encounters the subdominant individuals express submissive behaviour and show fear by facial 

expression, gaze aversion and body language to appease the dominant and avert aggression in 

this way. In contrast, social dominance is exerted for instance by wide open staring eyes with 

frowning brows (see also Marks, 1987) or display of genitalia. In addition, ‘humans have developed 

complex verbal skills which are concerned with the problem of being in close proximity but inhibiting 

various kinds of status attack' (p. 18). The function of the system is to establish social order. Once 

this is established, aggression will diminish. This is good for cohesiveness and unity within the 

group and ultimately its survival. 'Establishing dominance hierarchies, therefore, is a way of 

reconciling the conflicts between individual and social motives within the group’ (Ohman, 1986, p. 

130).

Trower, Gilbert & Sherling (1990) built on Ohman's ideas. They define social anxiety as:

(a) ‘a fear of negative evaluation of the self that is likely to follow from predicted failures in self

presentation performances' (p. 11).

(b) 'a part of our genetic endowment that, in fact, played a critical role in the evolution from individual 

to social living' (p. 11).
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Like Ohman, Trower et al. adopted a functional approach to social anxiety. They stated that social 

anxiety makes it possible for individuals to live together. In Trower et al.'s theory, social anxiety 

developed in species that lived in groups as part of the so called agonic' interaction mode. This is a 

behavioural system which organises behaviour related to intragroup tensions in interests and 

power. This system is opposed to the hedonic’ mode which organises engaging in pleasurable 

activities within a group. In hedonic mode the vertical hierarchy is replaced with a cooperative 

horizontal form of organisation, which frees up the attention from defensive social monitoring to 

more creative and constructive exploits. According to Chance (1988) the development of the 

hedonic mode in man has been at the heart of human social life and also the route to our 

intelligence development and capability for culture ’ (p. 20). G ilbert’s (1989) assumes that 

intraspecific tensions are at the basis of a system in which agonic behaviour towards conspecifics is 

organised: the territorial breeding system’. The territorial breeding system  involves behaviour 

related to territohal contests in which ritual agonistic behaviour (RAB) (Price, 1988) is displayed. 

This behaviour is designed to aid the communication between contestants by means of ritualised 

threat displays, conveying information about what is called resource holding potential (RHP), 

allowing each to weigh up the strengths and weaknesses of the other and to decide the outcome 

with minimal or no actual fighting’ (p. 16). Schechner’s (1988) example of the chimp who used a 

ritualised way of impressing the highest ranking male in the group (see 3.6.5) is a good example of 

what is described here. His other examples (see section 3.6.5) in which human conflict over limited 

territorial and breeding resources are resolved with the use of ritualised theatrical displays are 

examples of what Gilbert refers to as the group living system. This sub-system is said to have 

developed to facilitate more intricate interaction in groups.

Marks (1987) summarises the preparedness aspect of social anxiety as follows : ‘Man is the greatest 

predator of man. The ubiquity of worry may come from the prime importance of adapting to complex 

hierarchical social groups in constant interaction and possibility of imbalance' (p. 18). Evolution has 

given primates ways of predicting when they are in danger of their conspecifics. These have 

become genetically anchored fears. These fears have been shaped during evolution, the most 

effective have survived and have remained part of the behavioural repertoire of the species. Marks 

highlights the following examples: fear o f separation, stranger fear, fear o f staring and fear of 

novelty. All of these fears tend to appear in the infant at different stages in its development, 

irrespective of their surroundings. The ways in which these fears are habituated or become a 

sensitiv ity  depends on the upbringing. Since these fears occur at certain stages in the infants 

development it may be very important how they are dealt with in order to prevent them from 

becoming unnecessarily sensitised and possible sources of fear later in life.

4 .7.2 Sensitisation: the learned aspect of stage fright

It doesn’t matter which of the principles unfolded in the previous paragraph is most appealing. 

Ohman's ‘social submissiveness system’, Price’s ‘territorial breeding system ’ or Trower et al.'s 

'agonic interaction mode’ are all supposedly innate genetic systems. We may be genetically 

endowed for them but they need to be learned as well. Upbringing is therefore essential to 

determine how we will behave within these systems. Some aspects are learned very early in infants, 

others are learned later in adolescence. Keeler's (1983) account of how stage fright is ‘taught’ in

children in Java as a way of preparing them to fit into the hierarchical system makes sense in relation
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to this. Healthy upbringing may teach a functional susceptibility to social anxiety or stage fright in 

appropnate circumstances. Stage fright may then be a realistic reflection of the risks involved in a 

particular public performance.

Deficient upbringing may lead to a personal sensitivity  for strong and unrealistic forms of social 

anxiety or SF. Pekrun (1992) suggests that negative-action control expectancies may be acquired 

in childhood. Low negative-action control expectancies are then responsible for higher anxiety. 

Trower et al. (1990) emphasise that children need to learn respect, safety and attachment. ‘When 

individuals do not feel valued or respected, there is an automatic tendency to regress to more 

hostile (primitive) forms of attempting to regulate their status. This means entering the agonic 

mode. A propensity to do this more often than necessary may stem from an attachment system  

which was not properly learned in childhood. The mother or primary caregiver is responsible for 

providing early information to the infant as to the availability of safety when under threat. Tactile 

stimuli have a profound effect on reducing the infant's arousal and enables the infant to start 

exploring again after having turned to the mother for this kind of support' (p. 19). Trower et al. 

(1990) stress ‘the deleterious effects that disruption of these interactions can bring’ (p. 19). This 

approach is very sim ilar to the psychodynam ic focus on the ontogenesis of SF in early 

psychosexual development and the omnipotence of the mother in this respect (see section 3.5.2). 

Marks (1987) reports a host of research that shows that children that were inhibited at this stage of 

their development also showed inhibitions much later. He suggests that shyness and introversion 

may result from early inhibitions (p 133). In Trower et al.'s perspective, the development of a tainted 

attachment system would be at the basis of this defect.

Another aspect from psychodynamic theory, the pathological need of performers to be loved by 

their audiences, could also be reframed as resulting from a flaw in the development of the 

attachment system. Trower et al. highlight that the way stranger anxiety is dealt with in the 

attachment system has clear implications for the development of social anxiety. Stranger fear which 

turns up in all infants (8 to 22 months) without apparent reason, is explained as having an 

ethological basis. In primates and many other mammals infanticide is very common. A new male 

leader of a group may kill the offspring of his predecessor to speed up the process of replacing it 

with his own. Especially young infants are vulnerable. This may lead to the development of a fear of 

strangers at the age that infants have developed the degree of discrimination necessary to identify 

strangers consistently. Marks (1987) found support for the genetical origin of stranger fear in a 

review of research in human infants. The review shows that it is unlikely that stranger fear is learned 

behaviour, because; (a) the behaviour of the feared strangers made no difference, which would 

have mattered if it was a learned fear; and (b) the phenomenon appears irrespective of the actual 

frequency of contact with strangers; (c) stranger fear does not include fear of peers. In general, the 

protection that parents give is enough for stranger fear to be a seemingly unnecessary aspect in 

the infant's development. Marks suggests that there is a danger in this fear if it is not sufficiently 

habituated to. ‘Stranger fear wanes toward the end of the second year, presumably because 

children start to get used to and learn how to deal with the diverse behaviour of strangers, who then 

cease to be strange. Elements may persist in childhood shyness or recur in social phobias later in 

life' (p. 134), If stranger fear can persist in social anxiety, it may also be relevant in creating a 

sensitivity for stage fhght. Trower, Gilbert & Sherling (1990) stress that stranger anxiety may lead to 

social anxiety, but not to evaluation anxiety.
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Hermans (1971) found that fear of failure in children was related to fear of failure in mothers who: 1) 

gave their children more intense punishment, especially when a task is easy; 2) gave less and less 

consistent reward for successes of children; 3) showed fear in her relationship with her child 

(Hermans, 1971). It is possible that the sensitivity for fear of failure is learned at an early stage, but 

only manifests itself in adolescence. Marks emphasises the importance of adolescence as the 

period in which we may become sensitised for fear of failure or social phobia (p. 148). From his 

theory it would follow that a sensitivity for stage fright may be learned in school via classical 

conditioning during the first formal performances that adolescents are involved in. The In-depth 

interviews in the next chapter may give indications as to the involvement of these different types of 

fear in bringing about a tendency to respond with SF.

4.7.3 Triggers for stage fright

Stage fright may be triggered by realistic circumstances which allows us to respond adequately to 

performance situations. Prediction of success, importance of a performance and risks involved in 

failure are essential triggers which may influence the strength of SF (Desberg, 1996; Leary, 1983). 

The fact that the status and size of an audience has effects on the degrees of anxiety experienced 

by performers, as well as the status and number of co-performers (allies) (Jackson & Latane,1981) 

brings us back to the hierarchical struggle which is seen to be the basis of SF. Signs of sensitisation 

can be perceived in distorted responses to certain triggers, or circumstances which would normally 

not be seen as triggers for SF In Trower et al.’s (1990) perception the latter might be a sign that we 

are stuck in the agonic mode'. They argue that the socially anxious are unable to make the switch 

from agonic mode to hedonic mode and are locked in a constant search for social cues indicating 

hostile appraisal (p. 28/29). Those locked in agonic mode have an unrealistic perception of the 

situations they are in and appraise them unnecessarily as requiring the agonic mode. This position 

makes sense for social anxiety in general, but is somewhat debatable in relation to stage 

performances. Theatrical or musical performances may seem to take place within the hedonic 

mode, but that may only be the surface. For one thing, Havas (1975) description of the merciless 

criticism of the audiences of classical concerts would argue against the appropriateness of the 

hedonic mode in performance situations. Maybe we shouldn’t take the hedonic mode and the 

agonic mode as two absolutes, but as two extremes on a dimension which allow us to use the

appropriate way of responding to a wide range of social and performance situations. It is not too far

fetched to assume that (post-)modern man uses more complicated social systems than the choice 

of the two suggested by Trower et al. Adding this perspective, it is still possible that we are not able 

to use the appropriate mode for a certain social or performance situation, because we've been 

sensitised to respond with a fixed mode in response to certain triggers.

4.7.4 The ethoiogicai approach as an integrating principle

The biological substrate for stage fright as provided by Ohman (1986), Trower, Gilbert & Sherling 

(1990), Chance (1988), Gilbert (1989), and Marks (1987) provides a way of integrating the 

conceptualisations presented in chapter 2 and 3.

The sensitivity aspect was also present in the psychodynamic theories and plays a role in cognitive
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theories of social anxiety (Edelman, 1992; Beck, 1985). The developmental aspects addressed 

here may help our thinking on how SF may develop in education. Parallels with psychosexual 

development and more recent approaches to child development can be drawn. The notion of an 

agonic and a hedonic mode and the idea that we may be stuck in one of these ties in with a number 

of the cognitive-behavioural theones, notably those that address unrealistic reasoning (RET) and 

task-irrelevant processing (Green & Gallwey, 1986).

The social triggers for SF were present in the stress and social psychological theories. It would 

seem that the primitive biological principle of hierarchy as a primary organisational principle in 

society, provides a useful way of explaining why we respond with anxiety to certain social 

circumstances. Furthermore, the ethological approach not only explains the perspective of the 

socially anxious person who is the victim of people higher up in the hierarchy, they also provide a 

rationale for the other side of the coin: the person who wants to engage in the battle to improve his 

or her status. The very essence of a performance is that it is part of one's striving for more 

recognition and moving up in the hierarchy.

The relevance of the preparedness principle has been demonstrated (Wilke & Van Knippenberg, 

1988), with some reservation, within a social psychological perspective. Also, the ethological way of 

reasoning in Schechner’s approach to rituals and the emergence of theatre, provides a plausible 

parallel framework for the antecedents of SF. Ethological theories assume that phylogenetically old 

systems for defence and safety are triggered by performance situations to produce SF. These old 

systems don't operate with high degrees of cognitive and conscious control (Vroon, 1989). This 

gives new meaning to the role of subconscious aspects in our social functioning. It also 

corresponds with the seemingly automatic way in which SF is often reported to appear. Modern 

cognitive theories of anxiety and stress recognise the role of unconscious processes and emotions 

as almost equally important as cognitive appraisal (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The translation of 

biological into (social) psychological terminology is not really a problem. Holding on to Lazarus and 

Folkman's approach, we may rephrase SF as a means of social regulation. At an individual level, it is 

an emotion that helps the performer to pay attention to possible gains, deterrents and dangers 

related to the performance. Gains would be hedonic satisfaction, self fulfilment, and positive effects 

for social status and self esteem. Dangers and deterrents would be observed predictors of pain, 

displeasure, frustration and possible harm to one's social status and self esteem. As such, SF is part 

of a mechanism for impression management’ (Schlenker, 1980) that ensures that only social 

performances that are perceived to have a good chance of being effective are carried out. Stage 

fright in performers may operate specifically as a regulatory emotion accompanying behaviour in 

which dominance is exerted, while humiliation is feared if this dominance is not exerted effectively. 

At a social level, SF regulates and helps maintain the social status-quo by deterring people from too 

frequent attempts at being upwardly mobile. As such it may prevent chaos.

Throughout our integration efforts it still seems that there is a difference in emphasis, pointed out in

section 3.7, which may not be readily solved. On the one hand, SF may be seen as an archaic

remnant of a biological function aimed at regulating social interaction by maintaining a hierarchy to

ensure a relatively peaceful intra-tribal social climate. Since our society may be seen to have

evolved towards more democratic and ‘hedonic' ways of interaction, SF and its emotional strength

may come across as outdated and not a realistic reflection of actual situations. On the other hand,
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SF may also be seen as a realistic form of balancing social and achievement motivation and the fear 

of loss of status and self-esteem following possible failure. The strength of the emotion makes sure 

that we pay attention to it. These two approaches need not necessarily be seen as mutually 

exclusive. For one thing, the extent to which our society and social interactions have been 

transformed as suggested is debatable. Specifically, the entertainment industry may be seen as 

njled by archaic hierarchical strive and conflict. It would seem that there is reason to believe that SF 

can be archaic and realistic at the same time. Another way of looking at is to consider that we may 

have faculties for SF in different parts of the brain, which involve different ways of information 

processing which produce the realistic and archaic SF experience. We'll come back to this issue in 

the discussion of the results of the In-depth interviews in chapter 6.

4.8 Summary o f Issues to be addressed in interviews with performers

The following issues which came up in this chapter will be addressed in the in-depth interviews with 

performers.

Issues of definition:

1 - The varietv of definitions of SF that have come up in the literature has created some confusion 

as to what SF really is. The general tendency is towards a negative interpretation. Interviews will 

allow us to verify this.

2 - In relation to the definitions and perceptions of causes in the literature we are interested to see if 

specific themes like social anxiety, fear or failure, fear of success, achievement motivation, test 

anxiety or shyness are of particular importance to performers.

3 - We have asked ourselves if SF should be seen as either a performance and evaluation tvpe 

anxiety, or as social anxiety. This ties in with the Lazarus / Zajonc discussion. The interviews may 

give an indication where performers put the emphasis.

4 - On the basis of Lazarus & Folkman’s (1984) work it has been been suggested that the study of 

SF would be served with an approach in which both the anxiety/threat aspect and the 

challenge/excitement aspect have a place. We will have to see whether the response from 

performers justifies this approach. Is SF best approached as a combination of anxiety and challenge 

and can we detect the supposed approach/avoidance conflict?

5 - Many authors adhere to the primacy of cognitive appraisal as the essential aspect in SF. Other 

authors put more emphasis on the independence of cognitive, physical, emotional and behavioural 

aspects of SF, without touching on the primacy issue. We will look for an evaluation of these 

theories in the in-depth interviews.

Issues o f coping:

6 - Activation management may be an issue that is closely related to SF. We will have to see if 

performers actually describe this relationship in their experiences with SF and how they cope with it. 

The relationship between relaxation and SF is of particular interest. Steptoe et ai. (1995) raised this 

issue. They suspected that relaxation exercises might not be related to reductions in SF.

7 - Idiosyncratic rituals have been reported as anecdotal evidence, but not as part of a controlled 

study. To what extent do performers really use rituals? Is there an age-factor involved in this issue?

8 - Some ways of coping focus on reducing unpleasant emotions. Others tackle the problems by

removing causes of SF. To what extent do these types of coping occur in performers?
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Quantitative issues:

9 - The relationship between SF and PFI is an elusive issue. Since interviews don't provide 

behavioural nneasures, we can’t expect to find an answer. However, by assessing the correlations 

between responses we may still find out more about the relationship between SF and PFI.

10 - Some authors have indicated that there are differences between musicians and actors in the 

intensities in SF, however none of the studies so far have addressed both groups in one study. 

Interviews involving both groups will provide the first chance for a sound comparison. A sufficiently 

large sample would guarantee that other factors like gender, age, experience, professional status, 

culture, and training can also be addressed.

Causal issues:

11 - It may not be possible to address the etholoqical approach to SF in a fundamental way in 

interviews. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to see if performers mentioned the essential aspects 

of this theory in their answers. For instance: Do performers perceive SF as a fact of life? Can 

primitive behavioural programmes be detected in the answers of the performers? Is SF seen to be 

acquired as a form of sensitivity? Is SF basically an archaic remnant or a form of realistic appraisal?

12 - Different types of fear like stranger fear, fear of noveltv. fear of failure and the like are seen to 

first occur in childhood or adolescence. The interviews may give indications as to the involvement 

of these different types of fear in bringing about a tendency to respond with SF.

13 - The discussion on triggers of SF like novelty, audience size, acquaintances in the audience, 

co-performers and other aspects can be fuelled by the perceptions of performers on these issues.

14 - Is there a relationship between expressing emotions in a character or music and the emotions 

of SF? A hypothetical congruous relationship in actors was addressed by Konijn (1994).

notes chapter 4

*1) Jackson & Latane (1981) suggest that there must be good reasons why people don’t perform in 
large groups more often. The problem of sharing the glory when success is achieved may be one 
deterrent. Other aspects are of course related to motivation problems (Ringelmann effect) and the 
coordination difficulties of large groups, which are known to impair group performance (Wilke & van 
Knippenberg, 1988).

*2) Schechner (1987) refers to the use of music in relation to his theory of the origins of theatre on a 
number of occasions.

*3) For an overview of relevant psychophysiological theory and research see Forgays, Sosnowski & 
Wrzeniewski (eds.) (1992).
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5 Study I: In-depth interviews with performers in the Netherlands 
and Ireland

Systematic research on SF has addressed medical aspects, professional stress, the impact of stage 

fright on performance and coping, but rarely have performers been asked about their personal 

views on stage fright in a stmctured way. The primary aim of this study is to make up for this deficit by 

acquiring systematic, detailed qualitative information from a large number of performers. At the end 

of the previous chapter (see section 4.8), a list of issues was distilled which it was hoped could also 

be addressed. Some of these issues are of a more or less generic nature and can be addressed 

more or less directly, for other more speculative issues we would have to rely on them being talked 

about more or less spontaneously by the interviewee. Suggesting the importance of these 

speculative issues to the subjects by asking them directly about it was considered an unreliable 

method.

Looking back at section 4.8 (p. 103/104) the reader will see that four types of issues have been 

presented: issues of definition, issues of coping, quantitative issues and causal issues.

Each of the five issues of definition is related to certain themes. There are no specific hypotheses 

as to which themes will occur and which will not. On the basis of what we’ve learned so far it is 

expected that a wide variety of themes and aspects will come up. It will be of interest to see if 

performers put the emphasis on the social or the performance aspect. This aspect is obviously of 

importance because it is tied in with basic theoretical positions (Lazarus, 1971; Zajonc, 1965). Of 

primary interest is if the suggestion that SF is best addressed as a combination of anxiety and 

challenge (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) will be represented in the definitions of performers. We may 

also get an idea about the primacy of cognitive, physiological, emotional and behavioural aspects in 

the way performers think about SF. This may have implications for the way we look at theories of SF.

The three issues of coping are only an indication of what may come up in the interviews. The issue 

of activation management seems to be essential ever since Yerkes-Dodson (1908) coined their 

theory of the U-shaped relationship between arousal and performance. The question is whether 

performers are aware of this and/or whether they address it in the ways they cope with SF. Other 

than that, we may find out if and how the distinction between emotion-focussed and problem- 

focussed coping is of importance in performers. Finally, superstition seems to be more and more an 

issue of the past. It is hoped that we can still trace some of these very interesting rituals that used to 

add to the magic of performing.

In addressing the two quantitative issues distilled from the discussion in chapter 4, two approaches 

are possible. We can try to quantify the answers to open questions or we can include scales in the 

interview. But since there is no reason why we shouldn't, we may just include both. Probably the 

most important question of this study is how we can best describe the relationship between SF and 

PFI. The two pronged approach of this study will enable us to get an idea about performer's 

thoughts on the issue, as well as an impression of how these matters are correlated independently 

of evaluative comments. The other issue is one of comparisons between musicians and actors, 

men and women, young and old, amateurs and professionals, trained and untrained performers.
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Most of the differences suggested in the available research have a methodologically weak basis. 

This study is hoped to allow us to make comparisons in which the methodological issues are the 

same for each group. The frequency of physical symptoms is also addressed and will allow us to 

compare our findings with other studies mentioned in chapter 2 and 3.

The three causal issues basically refer to the balance between triggers, sensitivity, and 

preparedness in the thoughts of performers on what causes SF. It is hoped that we'll acquire some 

new information in all three sectors. Of course this will not contribute to the support or falsification of 

the ethological substrate for SF proposed the inclusive theory in chapter 4. Nonetheless, the 

perceptions of performers may give us valuable information on how valid the theory may be in the 

communication on SF amongst performers. This last aspect is of particular importance in relation to 

Part Two of this study. We may learn from the interviews how performers perceive SF, what they 

think are the main issues, how they talk about it, and which rationales are most popular. This 

information is essential for the design of an intervention programme for SF in performers.

Apart from these conceptual issues, it is hoped that the reader won’t forget that these interviews 

have been designed with an open mind. The way in which the questions will be analysed will also 

be based on the content of the answers as much as the specific issues raised in chapter 4. 

Whatever comes up will be addressed with equal interest.

Neutral and open questions might elicit a kind of answers which it is hoped would cover the aspects 

of SF which performers themselves consider important. By analysing the answers, some of the 

issues raised in chapter 4 might be elucidated. Others may turn out not have been addressed. This 

could mean that they are either not important to performers, or not accessible in this kind of 

interview.

5 .1 M ethod

5.1.1 Subjects and Interviewers

The study involves two heterogeneous samples in two different countries, the Netherlands (n=92) 

and Ireland (n=83). The subjects were selected by the interviewers.

Interviewers were recruited from a population of theatre and psychology students who received a 

minimum of 8 hours of training in interviewing skills and 2 hours specifically in the use of the semi

structured interview protocol (see Appendix la). The interviewers were given some theoretical 

background on stage fright and the purpose of the research, but hypotheses or other issues that 

could have introduced a bias in the interviewers were avoided. Each interviewer did one interview. 

This choice was made to avoid any form of systematic interviewer bias. Interviewers selected their 

own subject. The only selection criterion was availability and willingness to participate and that the 

subject was not a relative or good friend. The subject’s experience with stage fright was not a 

reason to select nor to de-select a subject. In general, very few refusals occurred and there is no 

reason to suspect that the sample shows deviations from the general performers' population in 

terms of the severity of their stage fright. Most interviewers reported access to both professional
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and amateur performers. They were free to choose either for the interview. The subject's medium, 

experience, status, background, training, gender etcetera were at the interviewer’s discretion.

5.1 .2  Procedure

The interviewers were instructed to call the subject on the phone, explain the purpose of the 

interview and its proceedings and arrange to meet in a quiet place and reserve a minimum of one 

hour for the interview. Length of the interviews turned out to vary between thirty minutes and over 

two hours. On average a duration of about an hour was reported. Interviewers recorded the 

interview on cassette tape and afterwards filled in the answers to the open questions on the 

protocol from the recording on the tape. Appendices were used when the answers were longer 

than the available space. Answers to multiple choice questions were filled in by the interviewer 

during the interview (see: Appendix la).

5.1.3 Design o f the semi-structured inten/iew

The aims of the interview as presented in the introduction are best sen/ed with a phenomenological 

approach. The interviews were conducted with the use of a semi-structured protocol. It was thought 

to be important that subjects were allowed time to think and talk. Interviewers were instoicted to ask 

the questions and probe in a non-directive way ‘Have you anything to add to that?". The open 

questions (see Table 5.1.3a) covered the issues described in the introduction.

Table 5.1,3a; Overview of issues addressed in open questions.

Issue: Question:

-  Definition of SF

• Causes of SF
- Coping before perform ing
- Coping during perform ing
- General preparation, rituals

-  Serious case o f SF

- Particular SF provoking tasks

- Development o f SF

What is the meaning of the term SF to you personally?
Can you give your own personal definition?
What causes stage fright in your opinion?
If you experience SF before a performance, what do you do?
If you experience SF during a performance, what do you do?
Do you have certain habits or rituals that you carry out before a 
performance?
Can you give a description of a specific situation in which you went 
through a serious attack of SF?'
Have you played certain roles/musical pieces/ dance pieces or any 
specific task on stage which caused you to have extremely 
intensive SF? Can you distinguish them from other roles/musical 
pieces/ dance pieces in any way?
If you have SF these days, is it different from the way it was in the 
past?

Quantitative aspects of SF were addressed with the use of questions which had scales as 

answering categories, which allowed the respondents to indicate the extent of aspects of SF (see 

next page Table 5.1.3b).
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Table 5.1.3b: Table of issues addressed with scales or multiple-choice questions

Issue: Question: Response cat.

- Frequency o f SF How often do you experience SF?

Intensity of SF If you have SF, do you usually have it:

- Unpleasantness of SF

Insecurity.

Do you experience SF in general as:

In general how do you feel before a 
performance?

1= never; 2= seldom;
3= now and then;
4= often; 5= always, 
(extra option: it varies)

1= hardly ; 2= somewhat; 
3= moderately ;
4= strongly;
5= very strongly.
(extra option: it varies)

1 = pleasant; 2= neutral; 
3= unpleasant.
(extra option: it varies)

1 = very confident;
2= confident; 3= neutral ; 
4= insecure; 5= very 
insecure.
(extra option: it varies)

(These four variables are grouped together in part of the analysis and referred to as ‘SF variables').

-PFI In your opinion,what is the influence 
of SF on your performance?

Physical symptoms

- Timing o f SF

Comparison o f circumstances

-SF as a problem

Have you ever experienced the 
following physical symptoms when 
you were doing a performance:
(not necessarily in relation to SF) 
(list of 14 symptoms + one optional 
additional symptom).

If you experience SF, when is that ? 
(list of 8 timing indications).

Consider the comparison of the 
following circumstances? In which 
circumstances do you experience 
SF more intensely or more often? 
(list of 20 comparisons)
(example: a solo performance (A) 
versus an ensemble piece (B)?

Do you consider SF to be an 
important problem for you?
Do you consider SF to be an 
important problem for other 

performers?

1 = a very positive influen. 
2= a positive influence; 
3= a varying influence;
4 -  a negative influence; 
5= very negative influen. 
(extra option: no infiuen.)

1= never; 2 -  seldom;
3= now and then;
4= often;5= always.

0= no; 1= yes.

1= option A ; 2= option B 
3= no difference;
4= no experience on 
which to base a choice.

0= no; 1= yes;
9= no opinion.
0= no; 1= yes;
9= no opinion.
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Most scales were coded so that a low score was positive and a high score indicated a negative 

subjective experience. The variable names were chosen according to the same principle: 

‘unpleasantness’ instead of pleasantness, and ‘insecurity’ rather than confidence. Nonetheless, 

the questions were phrased to be as neutral as possible. There Is a deliberate overlap between 

what is addressed in the open questions and the scales. The quantitative questions serve as a 

control procedure for the open questions and vice versa.

A pilot study in the Netherlands (n=5) in which the interview protocol was tested took place before 

the formal interviews started. Some changes were made. The interview was designed in Dutch and 

later translated into English before the Ihsh interviews were conducted. Two pilot interviews were 

done and a few minor changes were made to the wording of the questions. Virtually none of the 

interviewers reported problems with the content, phrasing and lay-out of the interview protocol.

The answers were analysed by the researcher and at least one assistant on the frequency of the 

occurrence of certain types of qualitative aspects in the answers. Each interview was analysed 

independently and differences of opinion were discussed. Although initial differences of opinion 

were not rare, most of these could be solved. If differences of opinion were not solved after this 

discussion, these aspects were not entered into the analysis. Attention was given to the 

terminology used by the subjects, the physical and mental aspects mentioned, attributions, value 

judgments, aspects of coping, response tendencies, valence of the stage fright experience, and 

consequences of stage fright. Results were quantified whenever possible. Beck’s (1985) 

classification systems for activation (p. 24) and physical symptoms (p. 26) were used, however to do 

justice to the data substantial additions had to be made. Classification systems for mental and 

thematic aspects, causes, consequences and coping were designed on the basis of the data.

5 .2  Descriptive results

The analysis of the results starts in section 5.2.1 with an inspection of the two samples, 

demographic data, control variables, status, experience and training. This is followed with a 

summary of the descriptive results of the open questions in section 5.2.2 and an overview of the 

response to the multiple choice questions and scales in section 5.2.3. In section 5.3 further 

exploration of the results and the hypotheses follows. This also involves the exploration of cultural 

differences, gender differences, the comparison between professionals, semi-professionals and 

amateurs, and the influence of training, age and experience.

5.2.1 Description o f the samples

Table 5.2.1a (next page) shows the distribution of the essential control variables. The total sample 

shows the kind of variation hoped for. Close inspection makes it clear that there are a few 

differences between the Irish and Dutch samples that need to be taken into account in further 

analysis.
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Table 5.2.1a: Description of the two samples.

total:

gender:
women:
men:

age:
medium:

actors:
musicians:
dancers:
presenters:
other:

status:
professional:
semi-prof.:
amateur:

experience:
mean pert. 1st year: 
mean perf. max.: 
years of experience: 
variety of experience: 
-with a company:
-as a solo performer 
-for television 
-for radio 
-in a movie 
-in a video prod, 
-abroad 

prof. training: 
yes:
completed:
SF addressed in 
training
(% of trained subj.): 
regret missing it: 
no regrets:
(% of trained subjects 
with SF not addressed) 

Partner support:
steady partners 
support partner

insufficient:
sufficient:

Social support:
support social circle 

insufficient: 
sufficient:

Netherlands

92 (52.6%)

45 (48.9%) 
47 (51.1%)
30.5

44 (48.4%) 
24 (26.4%) 
12 (13.2%) 
7 (7.7%)
4 (4.4%)

40 (43.5%) 
20 (21.7%) 
32 (34.8%)

35.3
54.8
10.5

94.6%
57.6%
53.3%
47.8%
19.6%
51.1% 
45.7%

59 (64.1%) 
34 (37.0%)

16 (27.1%) 
18 (40.9%) 
26 (59.1%)

66 (71.7%)

12 (13.1%) 
51 (55.4%)

13 (14.1%) 
69 (75.0%)

Ireland:

83 (47.4%)

47 (56.6%) 
36 (43.4%) 
28.4

46 (55.4%) 
27 (32.5%) 

4 (4.8%)
3 (3.6%)
3 (3.6%)

27 (32,5%) 
15 (18.1%)
40 (48.2%)

40.9
83.0
13.7

83.1%
72.3%
45.8%
49.4%
25.3%
48.2%
50.6%

41 (49.4%) 
26 (31.3%)

4 ( 9.8%) 
19 (54.3%) 
16 (45.7%)

39 (48.0%)

6 ( 7.2%) 
34 (40.9%)

11 (13.2%) 
71 (75.5%)

Total:

175 (100%)

92 (52,6%) 
83 (47,4%) 
29,5

90 (51,7%) 
51 (29.3%) 
16 (9,2%)
10 (5,7%)
7 (4,0%)

67 (38,3%) 
35 (20,0%) 
72 (41,1%)

38.1 
65,7
12.1

89,1%
64,6%
49,7%
48,6%
22,3%
49,7%
48,0%

100 (57,1%) 
60 (34.3%)

20 (11,4%) 
37 (46.8%) 
42 (53.2%)

106 (60.7%)

18 (10.3%) 
85 (48.6%)

24 (13.7%) 
140 (80.0%)

The total sample contains 92 Dutch performers and 83 Irish performers of which 52.6 percent are 

women and 47.4 percent were men. There are slightly more men in the Dutch sample, and slightly 

more women in the Irish sample. The average age was almost 30 years old, ranging from 17 to 81
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years old, of whom over 50 percent were between 20 and 31 years old. The Irish sample was two 

years older on average and reports an average of three more years of experience. The total sample 

consists of more than 50 percent actors and almost 30 percent musicians. Other than that, the 

sample contains dancers (9.2%) and presenters (5.7%). The overrepresentation of actors may be 

due to the participation of theatre students as interviewers, both in Holland and Ireland. Most of the 

dancers were Dutch. Just over 40 percent is professional and just under 40 percent is amateur, with 

exactly 20 percent calling themselves semi-professional. The proportional representation of 

amateurs is higher in the Insh sample compared to the Dutch sample which contains more 

professionals (see Table 5.2.1a).

The average performer had about 12 years experience and had performed almost 40 times in the 

last full year. That comes down to almost once a week, discounting the holidays in a year. Subjects 

reported an average of 65.7 performances in their busiest year. The Irish had performed more 

frequently in their last year, as well as in their busiest year. However, this difference is partly the 

result of a few subjects in the Irish sample who reported that they performed over 500 times a year. 

Almost 90 percent of subjects said they had performed with a company and almost two thirds 

reported experience as a solo performer. Almost half of the total sample had experience with 

television, radio, video and in performing abroad. Performing in a movie was obviously a less 

frequent type of work in the sample (22.3%). In terms of the variety of experience the Dutch and 

Irish sample differed very little.

A majority of the subjects reported to have received professional training (57.1%). The Irish sample 

and the Dutch sample differed in this respect. The Irish group contained an equal number of 

performers who received professional training and who didn't, whereas in the Dutch sample a 

majonty received training (64%). Fewer of the trained Irish subjects (9.8%) than the Dutch subjects 

(27 1%) had SF addressed in their training. Overall, almost half of the subjects who didn't have SF 

addressed said that they had missed that (Irish: 54.3%; Dutch; 40.9%, percentage of trained 

subjects with SF not addressed).

Social support and partner support were considered to be related to the occurrence of SF, 

therefore subjects were asked about the support they felt they received from their partner (if they 

had one) and social circle. Since few subjects said that they felt insufficiently supported by either, it 

is unlikely that we will be able to use these variables as a criterion for comparison. It must be noted 

that the Dutch sample shows a considerably higher percentage of steady partners than the Irish 

sample (t-test: t=3.79, p=.000**) (** indicates significant at .01 level for two-sided test; * indicates 

significant at .05 level for two-sided test).

The most important differences between the Dutch and Irish sample were in the gender 

distribution, the professional status, experience and in the percentage that has received training. 

The Irish sample contained fewer men, fewer professionals, fewer trained performers, fewer steady 

partners but had more years of experience and reported performing more often than the Dutch 

sample. We will have to take these aspects into account when comparing these groups. Other 

comparisons of professional status, experience or training could also be biased by unequal cultural 

representation. We need to control for these variables in analysing the differences. For the moment
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we’ll take the two samples together and analyse the data of the total group for the open questions 

in the interview.

5.2.2 Results Open questions:

Question i: Definition of SF:

Asking subjects for their personal definition of stage fright was bound to bring up a great variety in 

answers. The variety suggests that performers have different concepts of what stage fright is and 

how it affects them personally. Furthermore, some subjects produced very elaborate and well 

thought out ideas involving a wide variety of aspects, while others responded with a very simple 

answer. Some performers seemed to have their answer ready, showing that they had already 

devoted some thought to the issue. Others seemed to make up the answer as they went along. 

The following elements were present in most of the responses:

- the ways in which Activation was described;

- Timing of SF;

- Physical aspects;

- Mental themes;

- Valence of the Definition;

- Imagined Consequences;

- Defined Consequences or PFI.

Activation: SF was either defined as a form of 'anxiety' or in more neutral terms as tension or

nervousness. Subjects can be divided into two camps on the basis of which general term is used to

describe their activation. Most of the responses could be divided into emphasising anxiety/fear

(45.7%) or tension/nen/es (58.9%).

Piankenkoorts is de angst om op te gaan (s 008). (*2) (Stage fright is the anxiety o f entering 
the stage).
Stage fright is the build up o f nen/ous energy or tension before you walk up on the stage 
(si 20).

The first group essentially promoted a more negative view of SF than the second group. There 

were also subjects who had mixed views. More than a few (25s, 14.3%) mentioned a combination of 

terms from these two groups. In general, the term anxiety (or ‘angst’ in Dutch) was most popular 

(26.3%, 46 mentions), followed by ‘nerves’ (‘zenuwen’ in Dutch) (21.1%, 37 mentions), 

‘nervousness (‘nen/osite if or ‘zenuwachtigheid’ in Dutch) (19.4%, 34 mentions), ‘tension ’ 

(‘spanning’ in Dutch) (17.1%, 32 mentions) and ‘fear’ (‘vrees’ in Dutch) (11.4%, 20 mentions). 

‘Excitement’ (‘opgewondenheid’ in Dutch) was only used by 8 subject (4.6%) and panic (‘paniek’ in 

Dutch) only by 6 (3.4%). Other terms like apprehension, scared, stress, wound-up, jittery, edgy, 

uneasy or mixed emotions were only mentioned a few times. Stage fright was explicitly related to 

activation being too high by 32 subjects (18.3%), whereas only 5 subjects (2.9%) referred to it as 

‘just what I need’. Activation being too low was very rare, although a few subjects mentioned that 

they could conceive of stage fright as developing from feeling ‘too’ relaxed.

Timing: SF was defined as taking place before a performance more often than during. Just over 60

percent of the subjects gave a description of when SF was experienced as part of their definition of

SF. Of these subjects 42.9 percent defined SF as something one experiences before a
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performance.

Atx>ut two o r three m inutes before you go on. som etim es panic ju s t tota lly sets in and yo u r  
stom ach flu tters around. You go o ve r everything, a ll the steps race through your head. 
Once the music starts, you are g rand (s 155).

A total of 23.4 percent mentioned it as occurring only ‘dunng’ the performance.

The best way to expla in  it. is you becom e fossilised  and  frozen in space, in front o f an 
audience o ra  group o f people (s 101).

Another 23.4 percent said that SF takes place before as well as during a performance. Only 8.4

percent mentioned it taking place on entering the stage. Apart from this, 9 subjects (5.1%)

mentioned that it usually disappears on starting the performance. The example before last is a good

one in this respect.

Physical aspects: Symptoms were often considered a defining aspect of SF. Over half of the

subjects (57.7%) mentioned physical symptoms in relation to their definition. A maximum of two

aspects mentioned per subject were analysed. A lot of responses were in general terms (13.7%,

24s), while the specific aspect mentioned most often here was ‘black out or drying up’ (10.9%,

19s). Trembling and shaking was mentioned by 8.0 percent (14s), butterflies by 6.9 percent, (12s)

and ‘awareness of adrenalin', localised sweating' and ‘generalised sweating' each by 3.4 percent

(6s). Some subjects mentioned a number of symptoms.

You jus t freeze completely, the clock stops and for what m ay seem  hours and hours  . .. /  ju s t
went blank, com plete ly b lank . and  a ll o f a sudden I broke into a co ld  s w e a t  and I came
o ff afterwards and  I was shaking fo r the whole night afterwards ... and  the next n ight I could  
feel m y mouth drying up even before I went on the stage (s 101).

Mental themes: The majority of subjects mentioned some sort of description of thematic or

cognitive aspects; 77.7 percent (136s) mentioned at least one cognitive aspect. 'Fear of failure or

humiliation' was mentioned most frequently (25.7%).

Plankenkoorts is faalangst, de angst om je  bloot te geven die je  te g e n w e rk t. Het falen kan  
op twee n iveaus: ten opzichte  van de eisen die je  aan je z e lf  ste lt, want je  bent toch  
professioneel bezig, en ten opzichte van de verwachtingen van anderen (s 038). (SF is fear 
o f failure, the fear to expose yourse lf which works against you. Failure can take p lace in two 
ways: in respect o f the dem ands you pose on yourself, because you are a professional, and  
in respect o f the expectations o f others).

Alternatively, subjects put the emphasis on ‘fear or tension in relation to the presence of the

audience' (19.4%).

Stage frigh t is nervousness before you go on stage, when I th ink o f the people  out there  
who will be watching (s 172).

A third option is the mention of a sense of ‘insecurity or self doubt' (14.3%) as the central issue in

the answer.

Plankenkoorts is de angst om op te m oeten. Onzekerheid, tw ijfe l aan je z e lf (s 162). (Stage  
fright is the anxiety to go on. Insecurity, doubting yourself).

Self-consciousness (10.3%) was often present in combination with other aspects.

SF is a state o f he igh tened  self-consciousness, in which you are aware that everybody is 
looking a t you and that everyth ing you are doing is abso lu te ly rid icu lous; in o the r words, 
you are making a total fool o f yourself, o r potentia lly m aking a fool o f yourself at least (s 104). 
Het is de spanning o f nen/osite it die ontstaat om alle aandacht te absorberen. E r is sprake  
van een “k lap" van aandacht: de g ro te  overgang van k leedkam er naa r de voile  zaal. 
Faalangst is ook een factor. De angst om  niet te voldoen aan de verwachtingen - die er 
overigens vaak n ie t b lijken te zijn - o f de angst dat er bepaalde verwachtingen zijn w aar je  
doodgewoon n iet aan kun t voldoen. En dan is e r de verantw oorde lijkheid : “J ij m oe t het 
gaan doen” (s 022). (It is the tension o r nervousness resulting from  the sudden "bang "of 
attention: the huge transition from the dressing room to a ha ll filled  with people. F ea r o f
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failure is also a factor. The fear of not being able to fulfill the expectations - although it often 
turns out that there are no expectations- or the fear that there may be certain expectations 
that are simply impossible to fulfill. And also there is the responsibility: “It is you who will 
have to do it").

The fear of a ‘black out or drying up' was already categorised as a physical aspect. However, since a 

lot of subjects descnbed it in a way that emphasised the mental character o f the problem, it was felt 

that it m ade sense to also ca tegorise  these utterings as m ental or cogn itive  aspects. These 

subjects tended to connect SF with the ir mind going blank' (8%). O ther than that, the mental load 

of SF tended to be expressed as fear or tension related to being scru tin ised ’ , the unknown’ , 

‘losing contro l’ , the pressure to achieve', or having to live up to expectations (see last example). 

Each of these aspects were mentioned by between 4-6 percent of the subjects as som ething they 

worry about. SF was seen as a healthy tension by 4.0 percent.

Valence of Definitions: M ost defin itions were essentially negative although a lm ost as many also 

mentioned m inor positive aspects. Negative aspects could involve a negative  outcom e for the 

perform ance.

SF is to be in a situation where a sense o f apprehension or nervous reaction is detectable 
by the audience, and therefore I am not performing at my best ability (s 105).

However, often subjects just addressed how they felt.

For me it is suffering from severe nervous feelings before and during a performance (s 
160).
Stage fnght is an intense feeling of panic and worry (s 178). 

fvlore or less neutral or rather matter of fact definitions also occurred.

Het is er gewoon, een soort opwinding vlak voor de voorstelling (s 50). (It is simply there, a 
kind of excitement jus t before the performance).
Ik kan niet zeggen dat ik het plezierig vind, maar zonder is het ook niet goed (s 011). (I can't 
say I enjoy it, but without it it is not alright either).

Positive elements in the defin itions often emphasised the excitem ent of perform ing.

Op een bepaald moment gaat de koorts over in enthousiasme (s 027). (At a certain 
moment, the fever will turn into enthusiasm).

The general content of the defin ition given by the subjects was rated on the degree of positive and

negative aspects m entioned. A five-poin t scale was used for this (see Table 5.2.2a). The author

and two research assistants agreed on the rating.

Table 5.2.2a: General evaluation of the content of the definitions (++ = only positive; ++/- = 
positive  w ith m inor negative aspects; + /  - -  equally positive  and negative; - - = mostly 
negative, but with some positive element; - - = only negative).

valence percentaae of

++ 0.6% (n= 1)
+ + / - 4.2% (n= 7)
+  / - 19.6% (n=33)
- - /  + 32.7%  n= 55)
-- 42.9%  (n=72)

Purely positive  views on SF were virtua lly  absent, while a lm ost half o f the subjects saw SF as 

entirely negative. Nevertheless, subjects who emphasised the negative aspects of SF often came 

up with som ething positive as well. Some subjects pointed out that SF is som etim es positive, but



negative at other times.

Plankenkoorts is een zekere spanning die soms te groot is maar soms ook precies goed om 
goed te kunnen spelen (s 026). (Stage fright is a certain tension that is sometimes too high, 
but at other times also exactly right to play well).

Other subjects felt they had to reserve the term SF for a negative experience, while emphasising

that there is a positive equivalent. For instance, one subject distinguished between butterflies' as a

‘good’ kind of nerves and SF as a bad' kind of nerves. In all, 15 performers (8.6%) made distinctions

between more than one type of stage fright and 29 subjects (16.6%) distinguished between stage

fright and for instance nonnal nerves’ or 'fear of failure’.

I would distinguish between stage fright and nerves. I would have nerves every night. It is 
important not to be too complacent, you need something to give you a bit o f a buzz, a bit of 
adrenalin. Stage fright, I suppose. I wouldn't experience too often, by no means every 
night, but I would have experienced it when I felt I had been under-rehearsed or when I dry 
on stage. That doesn't happen too often, because I wouldn't get parts if it did (s 100).

This distinction was sometimes related (7s, 4.0%) to the extent of the activation as ‘too high’ as

compared to ‘just right’.

Imagined Consequences of SF: A majority of the subjects (56.0%, 98s) tended to say something

about how the performance was feared to be affected. Most often mentioned were general

indications of feared impairment of the performance 13.7 percent (24s). More specifically loss of

memory, 9.7 percent (17s) was mentioned or specific physical interference, 8.0 percent (14s),

beyond being just a symptom. Some subjects indicated that SF could stop or interrupt the

performance, 5.7 percent (10s) or that they were unable to talk, 2.3 percent (4s). A combination of

positive and negative consequences for the performance was mentioned by 28.6 percent (50s).

Only 7 people (4.0%) spontaneously mentioned general positive effects, often in combination with

indications that they found the experience unpleasant.

Fysiek gezien is het ‘verhoogde adrenaline’ en angst en faalangst zijn ingredienten. Het is 
de spanning voor het onbekende. Je weet nooit hoe het is met publiek erbij. Dat kun je  
niet repeteren. Het b lijft spannend. Het werkt pos itie f bij mij, het is een verhoogde 
concentratie (s 016). (Physically it is heightened adrenaline, and anxiety and fear of failure 
are ingredients. It is the tension for the unknown. You can't rehearse that. It will always be 
tense. It has a positive effect on me, heightened concentration).

Specific positive effects mentioned were increased concentration (1.7%, 3s) and increased

energy, mentioned by 2 subjects (1.1%).

Defined Consequences or PFI: SF was also viewed as related to real negative consequences. 

Further analysis zoomed in on the difference between consequences that were only feared to take 

place and consequences that were defined as actually resulting from SF. In Table 5.2.2b mentions 

of imagined rather than real consequences have been compared with actual consequences 

defined to be part of SF. It needs to be added that of the 33 subjects connecting actual negative 

and positive consequences with their definition of SF, 14 mentioned a balance between negative 

and positive effects, while 19 subjects saw mainly performance interference with an additional 

positive effect.

Negative actual effects as part of the definition would take the following form.

Plankenkoorts is voor m ij heel erg zenuwachtig zijn op het toneel zodat je  de boel verpest 
(s 032). (Stage fright for me is to be very very nervous on stage so that you mess it all up). 

Negative imagined effects tend to be phrased slightly differently.

Stage fright is being really nervous and worried about how you are going to perform. I worry 
about what would happen if  I mess it up (s 124).
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The contrast between actual effects and imagined effects was well put by one of the subjects.

Plankenkoorts is de angst voor alle dingen die je  denkt dat er fout kunnen gaan, maar die 
uiteindelijk nooit fout gaan (s 092). (Stage fright is the anxiety for all the things you think can 
go wrong, but in the end. they never go wrong).

Table 5.2.2b: Defined PFI: actual consequences and feared consequences of SF for 
performance as part of the content of definitions of SF in percentages of total sample 
(n=175) ( + = positive; + / - = positive and negative; - = negative).

valence Defined PFI: actual feared
consequences consequences

+ 2.3% ( 4s) 4.0% ( 7s)
+ / -  18.9% (33s) 28.6% (50s)

17.1% (30s) 23.4% (41s)

As we can see actual performance interference has been mentioned by fewer subjects than the 

feared negative consequences would suggest. It would seem that about one third of the feared 

consequences are earmarked as consequences that are not seen to occur in reality.

Elements in the content of the answers would sometimes relate to the basic biological response 

tendencies flght-flight-freeze-faint' A quarter of the subjects (41s, 24.4%) mentioned something 

that could be interpreted as a sign of one of these response tendencies: Fight (4%), Flight (7.4%), 

Freeze (9.1%) and Faint (2.9%). The fear of black-outs’ is represented In a majority of 'freeze' 

responses.

Plankenkoorts is het gevoel dat je  je  ertoe moet zetten om de planken op te gaan. 
Plankenkoorts verlamt je, je  kunt er nog maar heel weinig door (s 018).
(SF is that you have to force yourself to go on stage. It paralyses you and there is only very 
little that you can still do.)
Stage fright is the absolute fear o f amnesia or freezing (s 149).

The next example would fall under ‘flight’ .

SF is wishing one was a thousand miles away (s 128).

A 'fight' response tendency was present in a kind of pre-performance ritual that a subject reported

as being done by the whole cast of a production.

We say, 'feck the audience' before we go on (s 179).

The ‘faint’ response tendency was related to the fear of hyperventilating, or actual fainting.

Stage fright is the inability to deal with the fact that others are there. Fear o f performing in 
front o f them results in confusion and paranoia. Could lead to trembling or fainting, before 
or dunng a performance (s 134)

Based on the findings for the definition, a standard definition representing the majority answers 

could be formulated.

SF is nervousness o r anxiety that is experienced mostly before but possibly also during a 

performance before an audience which may lead to tremblina or a black-out. You feel insecure and 

you are afraid that you will make a mess of it . It is unpleasant and mav interfere with the performance 

although it mav have positive effects as well.
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Of course tfie analysis has not covered every possible aspect. Many unique statements were made 

which couldn't be categorised or quantified. Despite the great variety in responses, the 

prominence of a few general directions has been demonstrated. The valence of the definitions, the 

defined consequences, the cognitive aspects and the way in which activation was described give a 

good indication of the general approach of the subjects to SF. These aspects have been used in 

further analysis. Since subjects were told that the rest of the questionnaire would refer to stage 

fright in the way that they had defined it for themselves, the relevance of the definition for the 

further response to the interview is obvious.

Question 11: Perceived causes of SF:

Analysis of the answers to this question focussed on;

- Causal Attribution (internal/external - stable/unstable);

As part of the attributional analysis the following aspects came to the forefront;

- Achievement motivation and Anxiety dispositions;

- Causal aspects within the performance task itself;

- the role of Attentional processes.

Causal Attribution:

Internal causal attribution was mentioned by 37.2 percent, external causes were mentioned by 13.7 

percent and 49.1 percent mentioned a combination of both. Thus, the emphasis is on causes that 

are located within oneself, although almost half of the subjects combined internal causes with 

external ones.

Stable causal attribution was mentioned by 44.6 percent of the subjects, unstable causal attribution 

was mentioned by 11.4 percent and 36.6 percent mentioned a combination of both. More subjects 

define SF as caused by stable factors than unstable factors, although more than one third mention 

both stable and unstable causes.

The combinations of the two causal aspects is represented in Table 5.2.2c.

Table 5.2.2c; Causal attribution; combination of internal/external and stable/unstable causes.

internal both external total

stable 33 (18.9%) 35 (20.0%) 10 ( 5.7%) 1
1

78 (44.6%)

both IS (10.3%) 42 (24.0%) 4
1

( 2.3%) 1 
1

64 (36.6%)

unstable 13 ( 7.4%) 9 ( 5.1%) 11
1

( 6.3%) 1 33 (18.3%)

total 64 (36.6%) 86 (49.1%) 25 (14.3%) 1 175 (100%)

The combination of both stable and unstable causes with both internal and external causes is 

produced most frequently (42s, 24.0%), followed by stable causes combined with internal as well 

as external aspects (35s, 20.0%). Almost half of the subjects used a combination of attributional 

styles. Certain combinations of reasons in which both internal and external, or stable and unstable 

elements were mentioned were more common than others. For instance, a reference to the
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presence of the audience and their reactions, as well as an internal attribution like achievement 

motivation or fear of failure were rather common (19s). Combinations in which unstable internal 

aspects like bad preparation, or external unstable elements like unexpected events were involved 

were also quite common (10s). Finally, the fear of both letting oneself down and the audience was 

mentioned 12 times.

The most frequently reported specific combination was internal/stable (33s, 18.9%). These 

performers sought the cause for SF within themselves and didn’t see these causes as subject to 

change. This kind of SF is obviously inescapable and was often described as a fact of life. In 

contrast only 11 subjects (6.3%) saw the causes of SF as entirely outside themselves in unstable 

circumstances. This is the kind of SF that catches you by surprise as a result of more or less 

unexpected events in the environment. A combination of internal/unstable causes was mentioned 

13 times (7.4%). These causes often took the form of references to preparation, physical 

symptoms or states of mind which trigger SF. External/stable attribution was often mentioned, but 

in isolation only 10 times (5.7%). As part of this attnbutional style, SF is presented as a fact of life 

mostly caused by the audience or the profession. Examples of each combination are given below. 

Also, a few examples of combined attnbutions are mentioned.

internal / stable (33s, 18.9%):

Plankenkoorts wordt veroorzaakt door onzekerheid over jezelf, niet lets uit de omgeving 
en dat is er altijd fs 003)
(SF is caused by insecurity about yourself, not something in the environment, and that will 
always be there).
Hat zit in je  wezen (s 009). (It is an essential part of you).
Het komt voort uit de eisen die je  aan jeze lf stelt (s 038). (It is caused by the demands you 
put on yourself).
Het felt dat je  niet kunt ontsnappen (s 084). (The fact that you can't escape)
IJdelheid (s 089). (Vanity).
Onzekerheid over eigen kunnen and verantwoordelijkheid (s 091/092). (Insecurity o f 
one's ability and feeling responsible).
It’s in your mind, it's psychological. You aim for perfection and that’s why you get nervous (s 
118).
The fear o f forgetting your lines (s 127).
Total lack o f confidence in yourself, based on bad background experiences with key 

people In your life; parents, teachers; and lack o f ability to control your reactions to the 
situation (s 130).
Insecurity caused by past experiences of things going wrong (s 179).

external / stable (10s, 5.7%):

De stap in het onbekende, een nieuwe wereld, het onzekere is spannend, dat is 
plankenkoorts (s 016). (The step into the unknown, a new world, the uncertainty is exciting, 
that is plankenkoorts).
Geobserveerd worden, beoordeeld worden, veroorzaakt plankenkoorts (s 017).
(Being observed and evaluated causes SF).
Het vak zelf is de oorzaak, en ik ben bang voor de kritiek van een bepaalde groep (s 054) 
(The profession itself is the cause and I am afraid of the criticism of a certain group). 
Plankenkoorts is het gevolg van het schizofrene gevoel van een rol te moeten spelen. Een 
heel ander iemand te moeten neerzetten (s 028). (SF is caused by the schizophrenia of 
playing a role. Creating someone completely different from yourself).
SF is triggered by the sound of the audience taking their seats (s 120).

internal / unstable (13s, 7.4%):

Je stemming gedurende de dag heeft een grote invloed op de graad van plankenkoorts (s
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010). (Your mood during the day is a big influence on the degree o f SF).
It is your m ind not settling on the message and allowing itself to wander into the areas o f 
thinking that there are other people out there watching you at this moment (s 104).
Lack o f preparation (s 105).
Overfamilianty can lead to lack of concentration. Also, too much reliance on the rehearsed 
piece can lead to SF, because if something goes wrong, you freeze, you can ’t handle it (s 
117).
SF is caused by unhappiness, exhaustion and personal trauma. I think it is rarely to do with 
the performance itself (s 159). 

external / unstable (1 Is , 6.3%):

Het publiek heeft daar sen grote invloed op. Als ik merk dat het contact met het publiek niet 
goed is krijg ik last van plankenkoorts (s 005).
(The audience has a strong influence. If I notice that my contact with the audience is not so 
good I will get SF).
Plankenkoorts kan worden veroorzaakt door een niet perfecte organisatie (s 015).
(SF may be caused by an imperfect organisation).
Een technisch zeer zware rol krijgen, of onverwachts moeten optreden (s 025). (Getting a 
technically demanding role, or an unexpected performance).
An unhappy company, lack o f trust between cast members or a weak director who doesn’t 
inspire confidence (s 109).

combinations:

both / both (42s, 24.0%):

Dat je  een prestatie moet gaan leveren. Dat je  het e rzo  goed mogelijk a f wil brengen. En er 
zijn tig factoren, die dat kunnen beinvloeden en er voor kunnen zorgen dat het niet een 
goede prestatie wordt. En die spanning van zal het een topprestatie worden o f niet, 
veroorzaakt b ij m ij plankenkoorts. Andere factoren die daarbij een rol spelen zijn 
uiteenlopend, van slecht geslapen tot veel mensen in de zaal (s 090). (You have to give a 
performance. You have to do as well as you can. And there are a zillion factors that can 
influence that and that can make that it won't be a good performance. And this tension, will 
it be a top performance or not, causes stage fnght in me. Other relevant factors vary from 
not having slept well to a large audience).
SF is a m yste ry  fear o f the unknown . This is a very difficult question. Lost confidence of
youth plays a role, limitations of the imagination, lost ability to make decisions, and interpret 
part. I get easily bullied by directors. I am afraid to follow my instincts. Also I am worried about 
the future, security, keep food on the table (s 129). 

internal / both (18s, 10.3%):

Hmmm .... could be a lack of confidence, could be the desire to have approval, it could be a
lack of preparedness, umm, it could be an adrenalin thing (s 139).

external / both (11s, 6.3%):

SF is fear o f failure - the whole idea of going out in front o f people to perform - putting  
yourself in a vulnerable position. The less confident you are in a role, the more nervous you 
feel, especially if not prepared well (s 126). 

both / stable (35s, 20.0%>):

Plankenkoorts wordt veroorzaakt door het verwachtingspatroon van jeze lf en van anderen, 
waar je  dan aan moet voldoen. Je moet iets presteren. voor jeze lf en voor het publiek (s 
006). (Stage fright is caused by the expectations from others and oneself. You have to 
meet those expectations. You have to achieve something for others and for yourself). 

bo th / unstable (9s, 5.1%):

Lack o f confidence in what you are about to do. lack of experience, size of the audience 
(small and more intimate makes more nervous) and level of appreciation as well as expertise 
o f the audience (s 149).

The examples have been chosen to represent the wide range of causes mentioned. To get a clear 

idea of their frequency, these have been presented in Table 5.2.2d (see next page).
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Table 5.2.2d: Specific causal aspects mentioned (a subject may be found in more than one 
category, as they may have mentioned more than one aspect);

internal/stable:
-fear of failure or anxiety disposition 23s (13.1%)
-achievement motivation, wanting to do well 63s (36.0%)
-both anxiety and achievement motivation 44s (25.1%)

internal/unstable:
-bad preparation 26s (14.9%)
-lack of involvement or being too involved 8s ( 4.6%)
-lack of concentration 6s ( 3.4%)
-being over-concentrated 3s ( 1.7%)

external/stable:
-the presence of other performers 16s ( 9.1%)
-the presence of the audience 78s (44.6%)
-general mentions of the task of performing in itself 14s ( 8.0%)

external/unstable:
-newness of the task 9s ( 5.1%)
-difficulty of a performance 12s ( 6.9%)
-unforeseen circumstances 16s ( 9.1%)
-caused by ‘some' performers 14s ( 8.0%)
-caused by 'some' audiences 6s ( 3.4%)

Internal causes of SF most often mentioned are summarised as achievement motivation and fear of 

failure. Bad preparation is also part of an internal atthbutlonal style. The combination of fear of failure 

and the urge to achieve something were very common. As we've seen in Table 5.2.2d, a lot of 

combinations of reasons were given. External causes of SF are mostly attributed to the presence of 

other people, either as an audience or involved in the staging of a performance.

From the literature we would expect the internal/stable attribution style to coincide with the most 

serious forms of stage fright, while we would expect the external/unstable attribution style to be part 

of the least serious forms of SF, for instance the type that only occurs at premieres or opening 

nights. It turns out that the definitions of those using internal/stable attribution were indeed more 

negative than those of the other types (not significant). Response to scales (to be introduced in 

5.2.3) for Unpleasantness of SF and PFI showed that the most negative value on these scales was 

also found for internal/stable, followed by internal/unstable, external/unstable and external/stable in 

that order. Of those who used internal/stable attribution a much higher percentage saw SF as a 

Problem for Themselves than for any of the other three styles. Differences were not significant, 

because some groups were too small, but it was confirmed that the status of internal/stable 

attribution of fear was tied in with the highest strength of fears.

Finally, a specific hypothesis presented in chapter 3 on stage fright in Actors which relates SF to the 

problems for the self related to playing a role (Bershatsky, 1988) was found to be supported by the 

response of one actor in the study.

SF is caused by the schizophrenia of playing a role. Creating someone completely different
from yourself (s 108).
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Question 12,13 & 15: Coping with SF and performance preparation

Three separate questions dealt with coping behaviour. Coping with stage fright before and during a 

performance were discussed separately and a third question addressed general preparation 

irrespective of SF.

Question 12: Coping with SF before a performance

The reported coping behaviours were analysed and categorised. In all, 44 categories of coping and 

preparing were identified. Almost all subjects (96%) mentioned at least one way of coping, most 

performers mentioned two (81.6%) and almost half of the subjects (48%) mentioned three or more 

ways. The analysis took up to four coping aspects per subject into account. The categories were 

then put into three groups (see next page, Table 5.2.2e);

1. mental ways of preparing and coping (115 times)

2. preparatory activities and rituals (82 times)

3. activities focussing on physical well-being and energy management (194 times); with sub

groups: a) relaxation and calming oneself down (105 times); b) physical warm-up (51 times); and c) 

eating, drinking, smoking (38 times).

1) Mental ways of preparing and coping: Ways of mental coping most frequently mentioned were 

‘self talk' (23s) and 'directing thoughts'(15s). ‘Self-talk’ concentrates on specific thoughts like, ‘I tell 

myself that the audience is not important', or self-instructions like ‘slow down', ‘you can do it', ‘you 

are fine, and ‘you've done it before'. Whereas ‘directing thoughts' reflects more general attempts to 

influence one’s thinking processes, for example 'I tell myself to stop thinking' or ‘I focus on the 

performance'. ‘Mental run through’ (15s) describes the mental activities related to the content of a 

performance. More specifically ‘positive visualisation' (7s) is about the use of imagery to ensure a 

positive performing attitude and ‘psyching up/ energising' (8s) reflect the use of mental energy as 

ways of coping with SF. A certain defiance is present in stating that there is ‘no need to overcome 

SF' (1 Is) as well as in the act of ‘laughing it o ff (5s). Furthermore, ‘trying not to think’ (7s) seems to 

reflect the attitude of subjects who are aware that their thinking can be part of the problem of SF, 

but haven't identified quite what to do about it other than trying to suppress their thoughts. Finally, 

‘accepting SF' (5s) is reported as a way of coping with it.

2) Preparatory activities and rituals: ‘Going through role or music’ is reported by 22 subjects. A ‘fixed 

preparation routine' (14s), taking care of ‘practical preparation or props’ (13s) are also reported 

relatively frequently. Seven subjects report 'seeking distraction' and 6 report praying, meditation or 

yoga. This could also have been grouped with mental or physical ways of coping, but the ritualistic 

character of these activities calls for a separate position.
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Table 5.2.2e: Overview of coping categories reported in relation to SF before a 
performance.

Pec of Pcc of
Cacegory label Count Responses Cases
Mantal ways of preparing and coping:
Mental exercises 3 .3 1.3
Directing thoughts 21 5.3 12.5
Self talk 23 5.9 13.7
Mental run through 15 3.8 3.9
Psyching up/energise 8 2.0 4.3
Trying not to think 7 1.3 4.2
Reduce importance of audience 4 1.0 2.4
Concentrate on other action on stage 1 .3 .6
Positive visualisation 7 1.8 4.2
Laugh off SF 5 1.3 3.0
Focus on the moment 3 .8 1.3
Accept SF 5 1.3 3.0
No need to overcome SF 11 2.3 6.5
Take advantage of SF 2 .5 1.2

subtotal:
Preparatory activities & rituals:
Go through text/role
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22 5.6 13 .1
fixed preparation routine 14 3.6 8.2
Props and other practical preparation 13 3.3 7.7
Attention for clothes 4 1.0 2.4
Vocal exercises 11 2.8 6.5
Sing 3 .8 1.3
Pr aymedi ta t e / yoga 6 1.5 3.6
Seek distraction 7 1.3 4.2
Lucky objects n .5 1.2

subtotal: 82 
physical well-being & energy management: 
a -relaxat ion:
Reduce activation/keep quiet 35 9.0 20.8
Relaxation exercises 12 3.1 7.1
Breathing exercises 40 10.2 23 .8
Deep breaths 12 3.1 7.1
Run hands under cold water 3 .8 1.8
Shower 2 .5 1.2
Sleep 1 .3 .6
b-physical warm-up:
Body exercises/warm-up

(105)
16 4.1 9.5

Moving 15 3.8 8.9
Hopping 1 .3 .6
Energy generation 3 .8 1.3
Overcome and convert nervous energy 5 1.3 3.0
visit to toilet 11 2.8 6.5
c-eating and drinking:
Eating

(51)
2 .5 1.2

Cough drop 1 .3 .6
No coffee 2 .5 1.2
Coffee 2 .5 1.2
Non alcoholic drink 12 3.1 7.1
Alcohol 5 1.3 3.0
Smoke 12 3.1 7.1
Pills O .5 1.2

subtotal:
don't know what to do

(38)
194

2 .5 1.2

7 Missing 168 valid cases Total 393 100.0 233.9
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3) Physical well-being and energy management; It is clear that reduction of activation by ‘keeping 

quiet' (35s) or through breathing exercises’ (40s),' deep breaths' (12s) or specific ‘relaxation 

exercises’ (12s) is generally considered more often as a way of coping with SF than increasing or 

keeping up activation levels. In general, a ‘warming-up or physical exercise'(16s) and moving 

around' (15s) should be seen as ways of activating the body. A' visit to the toilet' (11s) is also 

mentioned. Dnnking something' (non-alcoholic) (12s) as well as smoking’ (12s) also have an effect 

on how one feels physically and are therefore also in this group. The calming effect of the last 

aspect is mentioned explicitly. The differences in subjects who prefer reduction and increase of 

activation will be addressed in 5.3. To facilitate this a specific 3-point scale variable was created and 

named Coping RA (1=reduce activation (29.1%); 2=combination (4.0%); 3=increase activation 

(12.6%)).

Of the separate categories, breathing exercises’ was mentioned most frequently, followed by 

‘keeping calm', ‘self-talk’, ‘going through text or music' and ‘directing thoughts’. For some activities it 

would have been possible to be placed in more than one category or in more than one group. 

Certain activities may have a combined mental or physical aim (think of yoga’ or ‘going for a stroll’). 

Also, physical activities (like shaving, smoking, or taking a shower) may have become rituals for the 

performer, which have a wider purpose than its practical purpose may suggest. In general, activities 

have been placed in the category and group according to their reported primary aim. Some subjects 

would make it very clear that they did certain things specifically and only when they had SF, whereas 

others gave the impression that they used certain strategies regardless of having SF. Some of the 

answers to this question involved intricate combinations of prevention and intervention strategies.

Looking in more detail (see Table 5.2.2f) at the preparation types mentioned and the combinations 

made by the subjects, it is interesting to see that 43.0% of subjects reported that they confined 

themselves to one type of strategy. Not many more, 45,1%, combined two types of strategies and 

only 8.0% reported strategies from all three groups.

Table 5.2.2f: Preparation types and combinations reported.

Combinations of physical aspects were most common (22.9%). Activation reduction was most often 

mentioned.

Ik doe ontspanningsoefeningen en ademhalingsoefeningen, dat is votdoende voor my (s 
026). (I do relaxation exercises and breathing exercises, that is enough forme).

In contrast with efforts to relax, a more active physical approach to preparation was reported. In

preparation tvpes -t- combinations: 
only physical: 
only preparatory: 
only mental:
mixture physical/preparatory: 
mixture physical/mental: 
mixture preparatory/mental: 
mixture physical/preparatory/mental:

22.9%
6.3%

13.8%
2 0 .0%
2 0 .0%

5.1%
8.07o

percentage of subjects:
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some cases this must be seen as a way of coping with nervous energy,

Ik loop wat heen en weer, omdat ik denk dat ik ergens iets moet doen, maar dat is dan niet 
zo. Ik moet wel in beweging blijven. Het liefst doe ik een warming-up met anderen (s 004). (I 
walk up and down a bit. because I think I have to do something, somewhere, but that is not 
true. I must keep moving around. I prefer to do a warming-up with other people).

In other cases a warming-up is mentioned as a way of coping with SF, but seems also simply

necessary to make sure the system is ready for the onslaught of a demanding performance.

I would warm up and do vocal exercises to make sure that the very high notes that I have to 
sing are actually there (s 167).

Subjects often stress the influence of physical exercises on mental aspects of performance

preparation.

I take deep breaths and I drink water. With breathing exercises you concentrate your mind. 
It is a very physical way of focussing (s 106).

Combinations of physical and mental aspects were also very common (20.0%).

I go over the script again and again. I pray. I talk to deceased actor friends. I do vocal 
exercises and take long deep breaths. I also pace up and down and smoke (s 131).
I take some sleep; I eat a banana; I don’t want to eat too much so I eat a good lunch early in 
the day; I drink no coffee; I use the 'now' technique - I don't allow my mind to wander - to 
control the mind; and I try to be as well prepared as possible; I also reassure myself, for 
instance I would say 'You did this piece perfectly this morning' (s 108).

Combinations of physical and practical preparation were equally common (20.0%).

I take deep breaths and do a warming up. I also take care of my props and go over my lines ( 
s 148).
We doen een soundcheck. instrumenten testen, vingers los maken en handen wassen. 
Soms fysieke inspanning om mentale spanning kwijt te raken (s 081). (We do a sound 
check, testing instruments, and loosen our fingers, washing my hands. Sometimes, 
seeking physical exertion to get rid of mental tension).

Exclusively mental coping efforts were reported by 13.8 percent of the subjects. Some subjects

use the help of others for this.

I always share my nervousness with my colleagues, and talking it over helps to take my mind 
of it, at least a little bit (s 174).

Other subjects reported that they talk to themselves.

Mezeif een hartig woordje toespreken, om mezelf ervan overtuigen dat ik wel in staat ben 
om een goede voorstelling te geven (s 031) (I give myself a good talking to, to convince 
myself that I am able to give a good performance).

Some subjects don't do anything to cope with SF.

Ik doe niks, het hoort er gewoon bij. Laat maar komen (s 025). (I don't do anything, i t ’s 
simply part o f the job. Simply face it).
I don’t have enough nerves to need to do anything (s 133).

Still other subjects stress their helplessness in coping with SF. But although they admit that what 

they do may have little effect in actually getting rid of stage fright, it doesn't seem to stop them from 

taking measures.

Ten eerste, je  kan er niks aan doen, maar wat ik doe is te vroeg in de kleren gaan, proberen 
er vanaf te komen. wat niet lukt. rondbanjeren, publiek opzoeken in de coulissen en vijf 
minuten van tevoren rustig warden en niet in paniek raken (s 022). (Firstly, you can ’t do 
anything about it, but what I do is I put on my costume too early, trying to get rid of it, which 
doesn’t work, walk around, look at the audience from the wings and five minutes before 
curtain become calm and avoid panicking).

The answers were also analysed for the extent to which seeking distraction or focussing on
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concentration were reported. More than half of the subjects (57.1%, 100 subjects) reported 

something to this effect. It turned out that a minority of performers mentioned distracting activities 

(16.0%).

I try to have a chat with someone, preferably with a sense o f humour, to avoid thini<ing 
atxiut the performance (s 120).

About twice as many performers reported that they used their time before a performance trying to

concentrate (33.1%).

I try to bloci< out my everyday hassles to focus (s 116).
A combination of concentration and distraction was reported by 7.4 percent.

Ik probeer op tijd in het theater te zijn, zodat Ik een beetje kan wennen en een praatje 
maken met de mensen van het theater en de inspecienten. Als ik mijn costuum aan heb wil 
ik niemand meer zien, zodat ik me kan concentreren (s 013). (I try to be in the theater early, 
so that I can get used to it and have a chat with the people o f the theatre and the 
technicians. Once I have my costume on, I don't want to see anyone anymore, in order to 
concentrate).

They all reported that they would seek distraction until a certain moment before the performance. 

For some this would be between half an hour and an hour before going on the stage, for others it 

would be as close as five minutes before the start. It would seem from the response that performers 

develop well defined preferences as regards this issue. This aspect was turned into a 3-point scale 

variable Coping DC (1=distraction (16.0%);2=both (7.4%);3=concentration (33.1%)) and will be 

addressed again in 5.3.

A related aspect of coping with stage fright is the choice of the performer to cope with SF while

making contact with other people (16.6%) or by withdrawing and trying to be alone (29.7%) or both

(8.0%). Almost 55 percent (95 subjects) mentioned something that made it possible to identify their

general style of coping with SF as alone or together'.

About one hour before the performance I go to the loo and after that I try to avoid people (s 
116).

Socialising was often mentioned as a form of seeking distraction (see the example before last).

Nevertheless, some performers mentioned group rituals aimed at collective concentration.

hAet de groep doen we een soort ritueel, een soort van handjeklap (s 023). (Together with 
the group we perform a ritual, a kind of clapping gam e).

Preferences for preparing alone or in a group are of specific interest in relation to the social anxiety

aspect. This aspect was turned into a 3-point scale variable Coping AT (1=:alone (29.7%); 2=both

(8.0%); 3=together (16.6%)). We'll come back to this issue in 5.3.

Question 13: Coping with SF during a performance:

fVlost of the subjects (85.6%) mentioned at least one coping aspect, most of them mentioned two 

(61.7%), almost one third mentioned three (30.9%) and a small minority (9.7%) even mentioned as 

many as four aspects or more. Forty one subjects (23.4%) mentioned ‘simply continuing' as their 

main way of coping, although they sometimes added other aspects. Twenty seven subjects 

(15.4%) said that they didn't have SF during performing. The analysis took up to four ways of 

coping mentioned into account. Three groups of answers similar to the ones of the ‘coping before a 

performance'-question could be identified (see also Table 5.2.2g p. 121);

1. mental coping by directing thinking and focus (186 times)

2. coping via practical intervention (37 times)

3. physical coping (51 times)
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Coping during a performance is obviously different from coping before a performance. Before the 

performance the emphasis was on the physical side with the mental aspect being mentioned about 

half as many times. Coping during the performance is reported to be mainly of a mental nature with 

physical coping strategies and practical coping taken together amounting to less than half of this. 

This is not surprising since most physical or practical strategies would be seen to interfere with the 

performance, whereas self-instructions and focussing techniques can be used without interrupting 

the flow of an ongoing performance,

1) Mental coping during a performance tends to emphasise two general directions. One focussed 

on bringing about concentration, another one involved the use of self instructions. 'Concentration 

on self or own task' was mentioned 40 times. Related aspects mentioned frequently were banning 

distracting thoughts' (11s), excluding the audience or surroundings' (10s) and ‘focussing on the 

character’ (13s). Alternatively, subjects mentioned self talk or self instructions' (29s). This could be 

things like ‘watch where you are going', ‘not too fast’, speak clearly' etcetera. Performers specifically 

reported to instruct themselves to ‘keep calm' (27s) (separate category). As one subject said;

The SF experience on stage is a very lonely experience and therefore the kind o f help you
are most likely to get, is help from yourself (s 103).

During a performance, this type of help is often of the mental kind.

2) Although options for practical interventions are limited during a performance, certain practical 

ways of coping can be used without causing interruptions. It will not come as a surprise that these 

were the kinds of activities reported most often. ‘Seeking support from others' is mentioned quite 

frequently (16s). This would take the form of establishing eye contact or physical contact for 

encouragement. It would also involve seeking actual help by providing a cue or rectifying a mistake. 

Other than that, two apparently opposite tactics, ‘stopping for a moment’ (6s) and making 

performance bigger or more intense’ (7s), are mentioned. To actually stop and pull oneself together 

may be very effective to regain poise and concentration. Some performances will allow the 

performer to do this. Making the performance bigger or more intense preempts the possibility that 

SF may lead to a timid performance by throwing oneself into the action with double intensity.

3) Most physical ways of coping also need that little moment of rest. The following techniques 

mentioned need very little time or interruption of the task. ‘Grounding/centering’ (14s) puts the 

focus on the contact with the floor or the sense of poise in the body and relies on a few moments of 

focus on feet or centre. Concentration on breathing (13s) can be done without interruption of the 

task at hand and deep breathing (13s) can also be effective in a few seconds.
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Table 5.2.2g: Overview of coping categories reported in relation to SF during a 
performance.

Category label

Mental coping:
Self talk/Self instructions 29 3.4 17.6
Conscious of one's doing 16 4.7 9.7
Keep calm 27 7.8 16.4
Concentration on self/own task 40 11.6 24.2
Concentration on audience 4 1.2 2.4
Exclude audience/surroundings 10 2.9 6.1
Exclude self,'focus on receptivity 8 2.3 4.8
Enter into world of the stage 1 .3 .6
Ban distracting thoughts 11 3.2 6.7
Pray 1 .3 .6
Try to enjoy the performance 4 1.2 2.4
Recognising stage fright 2 .6 1.2
Trust 9 2.6 5.5
Focus on the character 13 3.8 7.9
Control it 6 1.7 3.6
Use it (to advantage) 3 .9 1.8
Fight it

subtotal:
Practical coping;

186
2 .6 1.2

Increase performance area 1 .3 .6
Fall back on standard play 4 1.2 2.4
Seek support from others 16 4.7 9.7
Making pertormance bigger/more intense 7 2.0 4.2
Slow down 1 . 3 .6
Stop for a moment 6 1.7 3.6
Finish up 1 .3 .6
Do everything possible

subtotal:
physical coping:

37
1 . 3 .6

Grounding/centering 14 4.1 8.5
Concentration on breathing 13 3.8 7.9
Breathe deeply 13 3.8 7.9
Relax muscles 5 1.5 3.0
Ignore the physical symptoms 4 1.2 2.4
go to toilet 1 .3 .6
sip of water

subtotal: 51
1 .3 .6

Simply go on 41 11.9 24 .8
Couldn't do anything/don't know what 2 .6 1.2
I don't have SF during performances 27 7.8 16 .4

Total responses 344 100.0 208.5

10 missing cases; 165 valid cases

Of the preparation types mentioned and the combinations made by the subjects 53.6 percent were 

confined to one type of strategy, of which the majority, 40.6 percent, reported one, two, or three 

mental techniques. Only 18.4 percent combined two types and only 4.6 percent used physical and 

mental techniques as well as behavioural coping (see next page. Table 5.2.2h).

Pet of Pet of
Count Responses Cases
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Table 5.2.2h: Preparation types and combinations reported.

preparation types combinations: 
only physical: 
only behavioural: 
only mental:
mixture physical/behavioural: 
mixture physical/mental: 
mixture behavioural/mental: 
mixture physical/behavioural/mental:

percentage of subjects:
6.3%
6.3%

40.6% (1x) 16.6%: (2x)14 3%. (3x)9 7%
1.2%  

10.9% 
6.3% 
4.6%

Examples of multiple mental efforts tend to aim at inducing calmness or concentration.

Beter concentreren. dan verdwijnt de plankenkoorts vanzelf (s 036). (Concentrate more, 
SF will disappear automatically).
Doorspelen: proberen kalm te blijven en concentreren op mijn voeten; gevoel met de 
grond proberen te houden (s 033). (Play on; trying to stay calm and concentrate on my 
feet; trying to stay in contact with the floor).
Look up at the back o f the hall and pretend I'm by myself. Just feel my body dancing and 
postpone the wony. Put it at the back o f my head, until after the performance (s 145).
It could result in making a mess o f things. I just try to keep saying to myself, calm down, calm 
down, it ’s only a performance. You try to get yourself to relax and you try to tell yourself you 
are really silly for being this way. You're going to mess it up for no reason at all. You are really 
just trying to get your mind to relax. If I make mistakes, I just try to cover it up (s 121).

The most common combinations of mental and physical ways of coping were self instructions with

relaxation techniques, mostly breathing exercises.

You basically try and take it under control yourself. Get your breathing right, try to regulate 
your breathing, calm down. It's physical and mental, calming your thoughts as well. Basically 
trying not to get too excited. You say everything's fine, relax (s 120).
Ik moest eens een keer heel lang stil staan tijdens een dansstuk. Toen dacht ik 1k weet het 
straks niet meer'. Ik ging toen heel erg op mijn ademhaling letten, en toen ging het over (s 
006). (Once. I had to stand still for a very long time during a dance piece. I thought 7 won't 
know what comes next anymore'. I started to pay attention to my breathing and then it went 
away.)

The most frequently reported option was to ‘simply go on’ (41s). In the light of the fact that many

performances can not be interrupted once started, this is no surprise.

Doorgaan met het optreden. Op dat moment kun je  niet weglopen. Je probeert wat steun 
te vinden bij de rest van de band (s 041). (Go on with the performance. A t that moment you 
can ’t walk away. You do try to find support with the rest of the band).
I don ’t do anything different from how I would normally act. I try to suppress it by 
concentrating on what I am doing (s 119).

Since 15.4 percent of the subjects said that they didn’t have SF during a performance (see Table

5.2.2g). It may be of interest to see how they expressed this.

It doesn't really happen to me actually. Once I ’ve started. I’m fine. If I make a mistake, I just try 
to recover what the mistake was (s 167).
Tijdens een voorstelling heb ik geen last van plankenkoorts (s 040). (During a performance 
I don't suffer from stage fright).
Daar heb ik zelden last van, eigenlijk nooit. Behalve na de pauze, als je  dan bijvoorbeeld op 
moet, maar niet meteen hoeft te praten. Dan kijk ik het publiek aan en zie de aandachtige 
blikken. Dat geeft zelfvertrouwen (s 089). (It seldom bothers me, actually never. Except 
after the intermission, if you go on, but you don't have to speak straight away. Then I look at
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the audience and see their attentive gaze. That gives me self-confidence).

The categorical non-occurrence of SF dunng performing may sometimes be an issue of definition. 

For instance the tension caused by making a mistake (see example s 167) may not be seen as SF 

by the subject. Alternatively, these performers have no SF at all or have found an excellent way to 

confine SF to the pre-performance stage. These subjects are of special interest in the further 

analysis of the data.

Question 15: Habits or rituals earned out before a performance

In addition to learning what performers did to cope with SF before a performance, it was important to 

find out how performers prepared independently of SF. We may ask ourselves if performers have 

different ways of preparation for coping with SF and in general. If the preparation of performers 

before a show is aimed at preventing or intervening with SF we would expect to get very similar 

answers. The behaviours mentioned here were analysed partly in the same way as the question on 

coping with SF before the performance. The same three groups of categories could be identified:

1. mental ways of preparing and coping (78 times)

2. preparatory activities and rituals (202 times)

3. activities focussing on physical well being and energy management (153 times), 

a- relaxation (67 times)

b- physical warm-up (47 times) 

c- eating and drinking (39 times)

In all. 56 categories of coping and preparing were identified within these three groups (see next 

page; Table 5.2.2j). Almost all subjects (90%) mentioned a number of habits or rituals, with the 

remaining 10 percent mostly stressing that they didn’t use preparation strategies. A maximum of 

four ways of preparation were analysed for each person.

The general response to this question differed from the response to the question on coping with 

SF before a performance in that fewer mental ways of coping, fewer physical aspects and more 

preparatory activities were mentioned. As we can see in Table 5.2.2i these differences in 

percentages between the response to SF before a performance and general preparation are also 

reflected in the combinations mentioned.

Table 5.2.2i: Preparation types and combinations reported.

types + combinations: percentage of subjects: percentage of subjects:
Q15: prep. in general Q12: coping with SF

only physical: 9.1% 22.9%
only preparatory: 17.7% 6.3%
only mental: 5.8% 13.8%
mixture physical/preparatory: 29.8% 20.0%
mixture physical/mental: 7.5% 20.0%
mixture preparatory/mental: 10.8% 5.1%
mixture physical/preparatory/mental: 8.6% 8.0%
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The mixture of physical and preparatory categories is mentioned more in relation to general 

preparation, while a mixture of physical and mental aspects is mentioned more in relation to coping 

with SF.

Table 5.2.2j: Preparation habits and rituals:

Category label Code Count
Pet of 
Responses

Pet o: 
Cases

Mental Ways of preparing & Coping:
Mental exercises 101 5 1.2 3.2
Directing thoughts 102 18 4 .2 11.5
Self talk 103 11 2.5 7.0
Mental run through 104 14 3 .2 8.9
Psyching up/energise 105 7 1.6 4.5
Trying not to think 106 5 1.2 3 .2
Concentrate on other action on stage 108 n .5 1.3
Positive visualisation 109 2 .4 1.2
Laugh it off 112 2 .5 1.3
Focus on the moment 113 1 .2 .6
Putting on a persona 118 3 .7 1.9
Clear mind on going on stage 215 5 1.2 3 .2
concentrate on self 404 1 .2 .6
Accept it 116 1 .2 .6
No need to overcome 218 1 .2 .6

Preparatory activities & rituals:
Go through text/role/music

subtotal:
115

: 78

33 7 . 6 21.0
Fixed preparation routine 206 18 4 .1 11.5
Props and other practical preparation 219 40 9 .2 25.5
Attention for clothes 204 21 4 .8 13 .4
Make-up 227 12 2 .8 7 . 6
Vocal exercises 326 13 3 .0 8.3
Sing 205 3 .7 1.9
Pray/meditate/yoga 211 12 2.8 7 .6
Seek distraction 217 9 2 .1 5 .7
Lucky objects 221 12 2 .8 7.6
Shake hands 214 3 .7 1.9
Clean 327 6 1.4 3 .8
Pull cut hairs 222 1 .2 . 6
Pamper myself 223 2 .5 1.3
Dance 228 2 .5 1.3
Spend time in auditorium 229 7 1.6 4.5
Spend time on stage 230 7 1.6 4.5
Seek support others 503 1 .2 .6

physical well-being & energy management 
a- relaxation:
Reduce activation/keep quiet

subtotal:

313

202

24 5 .5 15 .3
Slow down 414 1 .2 .6
Relaxation exercises 302 7 1.6 4.5
Breathing exercises 303 16 3.7 10 .2
Deep breaths 318 5 1.2 3 .2
Run hands under cold water 311 3 .7 1.9
Shower 312 8 1.8 5.1
Loosen clothes 315 1 .2 .6
Sleep 220 2 .5 1.3

b- physical warm-up:
Body exercises/warm-up 301

(67)

22 5 .1 14 .0
Moving 307 12 2.8 7.6
Hopping 308 1 . 2 .6
Overcome and convert new energy 316 3 .9 2 .5
Visit to toilet 201 9 2 .1 5.7

c- eating & drinking:
Eat ing 305

(47)

7 1. 6 4.5
Not eating 306 4 .9 2 .5
Cough drop 2 2 4 2 .5 1.3
Coffee 226 4 .9 2.5
Non alcoholic drink 310 8 1.8 5.1
Alcoho1 203 4 .9 2 .5
Smoke 202 9 2.1 5.7
Pills 314 1 n . 6

Total

subtotal:

responses

(39)
153

433 100.0 275 .8

18 niissing cases; 157 valid cases
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Reporting on coping with SF and general preparation style has clearly not been perceived as the 

same thing. Although some subjects made it clear that most of their preparation was aimed at 

reducing SF, most performers gave rather different answers. Of course, the nature of the question 

on coping with SF before a performance may have led to under-reporting of preparatory activities 

that have a secondary function in reducing SF, but other than that one does get the impression that 

the mental and physical coping is mostly aimed at dealing with tension, and may therefore not be 

relevant if SF is absent.

A typical preparation for an actor may involve a number of practical and physical elements.

I smoke, do brea th ing  exercises and vocal exercises. Hmmm  , actua lly  quite contradictory  
the sm oking and  the breathing exercises. I also go over my lines repeatedly and I shake and  
loosen the body (s 141).

A similar combination of preparation aspects mentioned by a singer:

I have to have a shower. I have to iron every piece o f clothing. I always have a drink o f water 
before going on stage and pu t Vaseline on m y lips (s 148).

Or as another musician (pianist) lets us know;

Ik vind het w el lekke r om op de fiets te gaan, voor ontspanning, even genieten. En ik  ga 
even inspelen; handen warm houden (s 024). (I like going to the occasion b y  bicycle, to 
relax, enjoy myself. A nd  I p lay the piano fo r a while; keep my hands warm (s 024)

An example of a combination of mental and practical preparation:

I don't regard  them  as rituals. In the sense that I don' have to do them. I tend  to p u t on a 
certain pe rsona lity  h a lf an hou r before  the play. Very quiet, I don 't talk, avo id  eye contact, 
introverted. I keep  to myself, that is in the dressing room. One h ou r and  fifteen m inutes  
before the perform ance is the watershed. Before that I talk a lot, but a fte r that I listen to m y  
Walkman, lis ten  to House Music, so  I don 't hear anybody o r o therw ise  retreat, conta in  
energy. Think about the character, say som e lines. When nervous o r fearful, I m ay reach out 
to others (s 120).

Some subjects reported lengthy lists of strategies they used. The longer the list, the more likely

that mental, physical and practical preparation aspects were combined.

Deep breath ing; reassuring m yse lf that I am where I want to be; pac ing ; coo l hands with 
water; talc on hands; take sips o f water; fidget; pray to dead parents (this is m ost important); 
be silent and som etim es go over a few  lines in my head (s 127).
fv lise-en-scene doo rlopen ; op en a fgangen  proberen, lie fs t in kos tuum ; teks ten  in 
verschillende volum es testen; som s dia loog m et tegenspeler doornem en; beetje  geinen, 
keet schoppen; ontw ijken van personen die klagen over hun zenuw en; rondslenteren  (s 
043). (Run through b locking ; ge tting  on and o ff the stage, p re fe ra b ly  in costum e; run 
through tex t a t d iffe ren t vo lum es; som etim es go through d ia logue  w ith an tagon is t; 
messing a bit, fool around; avoid people who complain about the ir nerves; walk around).

A concert pianist gave us a detailed insight in his total preparation for a concert. She reported that 

she only prepares in this way for solo concerts.

Vanaf drie weken van te voren p robeer ik  m entaal naar een concert toe te leven. Ik p robeer 
van te voren alles a l verwerkt te hebben. In m ijn gedachten heb ik het he le  concert a l gehad  
om een shock-e ffek t te voorkom en. ledere  dag speel ik het he le  p rogram m a, oak m et 
mensen erbij. Ik doe dan a lsof het het concert is. Ik probeer zo zeker m ogelijk  te m aken dat 
ik het stuk uit m ijn hoofd  ken. Ik p robeer m ezelf er van te overtuigen dat ik  iedere noo t van 
het stuk weet. Ik gebru ik  trues als; m et een hand spelen; m et gekru is te  handen spe len ; 
een m aat spelen  - een m aat denken; in bed  het stuk noot voor noot doornem en. Ik doe  
ook vooral desorienterende dingen. Vlak voor het concert speel ik  a ltijd  in (tot een h a lf uur 
van te voren). Ik sp ee l dan langzaam , n ie t op tempo, om w e l te spelen, m aa r n ie t te 
vermoeien. Zo wen ik ook aan de vieugel. D it geldt alleen als ik  so lo speel, a ls ik in een
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orkest speel, dan zal het allemaal wel (s 046). (From three weeks before a concert I start to 
mentally prepare. I try to make sure I ’ve already worked through everything, beforehand. In 
my thoughts I have already done the concert to avoid any shock-effect. I p lay the 
programme every day, also for other people. I pretend that it is the concert. I try to make 
sure that I know the piece by heart. I try to convince myself that I know every note in the 
piece. I use tricks like; play with one hand; with hands crossed; play one bar - think one b a r  
in bed go through the piece note by note. I do mostly disorientating things. Just before the 
concert I play (until half an hour before). I play slowly, not in tempo, to play, but to avoid tiring 
myself. This way I also get used to the piano. I only go through this when I play solo, if I play 
in an orchestra I don't bother (s 046).

Some actors mentioned specific aspects to get into the role.

Soms kunnen attributen en kostuums zorgen dat ik in mijn rol kom (s 063). (Sometimes 
props or costumes help me get into my role).
Ik ga altijd in kostuum nog een tijdje voor de spiegel zitten om in mijn rol te komen (s 055). (I 
always put on my costume and look at the mirror for a while to get into my role).
I want to get into character way in advance. I put on my costume very early. I make sure I am 
happy with my character's physical appearance and lines. I may rehearse with a co-actor or 
as a group. After that I need a solitary period to calm and strengthen the character visually 
and emotionally (s162).

The element of preparing alone or together with others was as relevant here as it was in relation to 

coping with SF before performing. Most performers reported preparing alone (55s, 31.4%), while 

markely less,10.3% (18s), prepared together. Slightly more subjects mentioned both aspects (20s, 

11.4%). Examples were very sim ilar to what was reported in relation to coping with SF before 

performing and therefore don't need to be given here.

In light of the fact that the question was phrased to encourage the subjects to mentioned details of 

rituals, it was a little bit ‘disappointing’ that only 25 subjects (14,3%) mentioned the use of 

superstitious rituals.

Bijvoorbeeld een sinaasappel eten, dat doe ik altijd. heel raar. Dat is een soort bijgeloof (s 
003) (For instance I always eat an orange, very strange. That is a form of superstition).
Ik neem altijd een beertje mee (s 025). (I always take a little bear with me).
Voor een soloconcert poets ik altijd mijn viool op (s 042). (Before a solo concert I always 
polish my violin).
I get someone to wish me luck (s 144).
I always feel somewhat more lucky or confident if I wear my lucky bra (s 143).

The lucky bra was actually mentioned by two actresses. In total 12 subjects mentioned lucky

objects, like photographs, items of clothing, jewellery, powder boxes etcetera.

Meditation or praying was also reported by a total of 12 subjects. In some subjects religious feelings

seemed to be very sincere. In others, religious practices seemed to be devoid of a deeper

involvement. Religious feelings were found in the Irish performers rather than in the Dutch. The two

examples given here are typical of this difference. (And so are a few of the examples given further

on).

I pray .... G o d , act through me. This performance is dedicated to you. If I can speak freely, I 
will put my faith in you (s 139).
I pray and talk to deceased actor friends (s 131).
Nee, ik heb niet echt vaste gewoonten of rituelen. Wel sla ik vaak een kruisje als ik op moet, 
hoewel ik helemaal niet gelovig ben (s 021). (No, I don’t have specific habits or rituals. 
Although, on entering I often cross myself, although I am not religious at all).

Only a few subjects reported the kind of idiosyncratic rituals that weekly magazines would be
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interested in. In these rituals both religious and superstitious elennents are frequently present,

Bij elke voorstelling ontwikkel ik een nieuw ritueel. A ltijd kleren en rekwisieten netjes 
neerieggen en vooral het scnpt niet laten vallen. Dat is bijgeloof; want dan zou je  je  tekst 
kwijt raken (s 023). (For every production I develop a new set of rituals. Always neatly lay out 
costume and props and make sure I don’t drop my script. That is superstition; if I drop the 
script I will lose my lines).
Bij een bepaalde productie sprenkelde ik Florida water over het podium, in de vier hoeken, 
om de goden gunstig te stemmen voor de rituelen die zich in die voorstelling afspeelden (s 
071). (In a specific production. I spnnkled Florida water on the stage, in the four comers, to 
dispose the gods favourably towards the rituals that were performed in the play).
Spulletjes moeten op een bepaalde volgorde neergelegd worden. Zo niet dan gaat er 
misschien lets fout. Ik heb ook een vast ritueel van inpakken en als ik geluk heb gehad met 
een iets dan moet ik dat blijven gebruiken. Zo heb ik een poederdoos die me succes geeft. 
Er zit een bepaalde kracht in.
Als die stuk is wordt le alleen thuls weggegoold (s 054). (Things must be la id out in a 
specific order. If not than something may go wrong. I have a fixed ritual for packing and if I've 
been lucky with something, than I must keep using it. For instance, I have a powder box 
which gives me success. There is a certain power in it. If It breaks down I will only dispose of 
It at home).
If I was using a certain object in rehearsal. I ’d have it with me through the run o f the show, 
even if I wasn’t using it on stage. I also touch wood before going on, and say a small prayer 
to my mother who Is dead. I also drink loads o f water in case my mouth gets dry, let a few 
roars out of me - clears the head- and I bring in a special medal with me. I have to have a 
shower even if I have to diriy myself for a pari (s 126).

One gets the impression from the interviews that the modern performer has a less ritualistic view on

performing than may have been the norm in previous generations. This was confirmed by the fact

that on average those who mentioned superstitious rituals were older (36.5 years) than those who

didn’t (27.7 years). A t-test showed that this was a significant difference (t=2.53, p=.017*). Analysis

of variance, in which all other control vanables were included showed that this difference could only

be attributed to Age (F=6.86, p=.008**). The demise of superstitious rituals was illustrated by an

answer given by a young actress who emigrated to Ireland from an Eastern-European country.

There is a kind o f superstition In my country, which is known to work especially on stage: 
that if people pretend to spit on each other three times, it will bring them luck in the 
performance. Everybody used to do that, but that’s not my personal one. I don't think I have 
one of my own (s 174).

Question 14: A serious case of SF (SF in a nutshell):

In all, 147 subjects (84.0%) gave an answer to this question beyond reporting that they couldn't 

think of such an example. The analysis of the answers focussed on:

- performance features and circumstances;

- the effects on the performance, emotions, and the physical symptoms associated with the serious 

case of SF reported on.

The performance features and circumstances (see next page: Table 5.2.2k) of the example of a 

serious case of SF were analysed with the help of the list of comparisons of conditions for SF which 

are used in multiple choice question 6. Although already a long list, new items were needed to 

cover what the subjects brought up. The essential features in the example were analysed and each 

subject was categorised according to the most relevant feature mentioned. In one third of the cases 

two features were considered equally important, in which case two categories were used.
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Table 5.2.2k: Performance circumstances in a serious case of SF (percentages are of the 
total response to this question (n= 146)). Subjects were categorised according to the 
aspect that was most relevant to their example.

novelty / inexperience aspect: (54 subjects)
- first time for a certain performance task 27 18.5%
- exam or audition 13 8.8%
- in school or training 22 15.0%
- premiere or opening night 9 6.1%

hioh risk / personal relevance: (44 subjects)
- acquaintances in the audience 21 14.4%
- high degree of difficulty 14 9.5%
- high personal involvement 8 5.5%
- low personal involvement 8 5.5%
- unsuccessful performance 7 4.8%
- being under rehearsed 7 4.8%
- long waiting periods 9 6.1%

high exposure aspect: (25 subjects)
- solo or monologue involved 26 17.7%
- a full house 9 6.1%
- leading role 3 2.1%
- particular emotional role 2 1.6%

setback aspect: (23 subjects)
- something unexpected happened 22 15.0%
- losing control 17 11.6%
- after a bad review 1 0.8%

The results show that in their choice of an example, a lot of performers tended to go back to the first 

time for a certain performance task (27s, 18.5%), an exam or audition (13s, 8.8%) or a performance 

that took place in school or training (22s, 15.0%). In some case, the novelty/inexperience aspect 

was further represented in the choice of premieres or opening nights (9s 6.1%) as an example. 

Since subjects may have been counted in more than one of these categories, the overlapping 

categorisations needed to be excluded. Nonetheless, a total of 54 subjects could be identified as 

having chosen to talk about an example of SF in which novelty of the task and relative inexperience 

transpired as the most essential aspect of their example.

It is interesting to see that subjects tended to go back to experiences they remembered well, but

had often happened a long time ago. In each of the four examples presented here the occasion

referred to took place more than 10 years ago.

It was the final exams in the Royal College of l\/lusic in London. I felt terhble nausea, a 
feeling o f not being able to make it. I was on my way to the toilet, because I was sick, and a 
friend went with me, when I was suddenly called in to play. I got through the exam, but I ’ll 
never forget it (s 108).
De ernstige vorm van plankenkoorts was op de auditie voor de toneelschool. Toen had ik 
last van hevige hartkloppingen, hevige transpiratie en eigenlijk niet op willen. Toen heb ik 
ook een black-out gekregen tijdens het spelen (s 002). (The serious type o f SF was at the 
audition for drama school. I had fierce palpitations, fierce perspiration, and I didn't want to go 
on. I also had a black-out during my performance).
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Dat was aan het eind van m'n opieiding. We moesten een eindpresentatie doen en toen 
had ik echt heel erge plankenkoorts. Ik was er weken mee bezig en Ik voelde me heel 
onzeker, want aan wat je op dat moment doet wordt een kwalificatie gegeven, en dat ivas 
zo belangrijk voor mij, ik wilde dat het perfekt werd en dat maakte me erg onzeker. Ik had 
last van slapeloze nachten en diaree. Maar dat is maar een keerzo geweest en later nooit 
meer terug gekomen (s 005).(This was at the end of my training. We had to do a 
presentation at the end and I had serious stage fright. It kept me busy for weeks and I felt 
very insecure, because your work is being given a qualification, and that was so important 
for me. I wanted it to be perfect and that made me very insecure. I had sleepless nights and 
diarrhoea. But this has only been once and it has never come back again).
When I was a teenager I was doing a cello duet in the music school. Everyone was there, 
other pupils, parents, teachers. I was really quivenng in my limbs. Heart beating like mad. 
Perspiring, and I felt really stupid. I spent a lot of time practising and this wasn’t what I was 
able to do, and I must have seemed hopeless from the audience. Just stupidity really and 
thinking they were thinking of me as being stupid. I was thirteen at the time and I thought I'm 
never ever going to do this again. We just kept going, but I don't think it got any better. It 
was a disaster and I was also embarrassed for my teacher He had expectations. Afterwards I 
just walked straight out (s 121).
I was dancing at the world championships in Galway and I was terrified. Everybody else 
seemed so good and it was my first time at the ‘worlds’. The stage was so big and the crowd 
was huge. I was on stage with others, but I very nearly didn't go on. I remember focussing 
on a red flag in the audience and hoping that it wouldn’t move until I finished. Only for it, I 
don't know what I'd have done (s 125).

In all of these exannples, SF occurs as part of rites of transition or initiation in the life of a teenager. It 

is obvious that they were not quite prepared for the magnitude of the occasion and the effects this 

would have on their physical control and emotions. It would seem from the subjects’ accounts that 

these experiences may have become crucial to their understanding of SF.

The high risk of being embarrassed (mentioned by 44 subjects) is represented in reported high 

degree of difficulty (14s, 9.5%) (see Table 5.2.2k). High risk was also present in the mention of 

acquaintances in the audience (21s, 14.4%) as a indication of the personal relevance of the public. 

High personal involvement (7s 4.8%), or low personal involvement (8s, 5.5%) can also be seen as 

risk factors. The first one represents higher risk of damage to the self. The second one involves 

higher risk of distraction and under-achievement. The problem of long waiting periods (9s, 6.1%) 

increases the risk of distraction and worry. Being in an unsuccessful performance (7s 4.8%) or 

being under rehearsed (7s, 4.8%) would involve increased risk of PFI.

A musical example of how the difficulty of a piece can lead to extreme SF was given by an

experienced concert pianist.

There was this piece, it was contemporary, and it was incredibly difficult. And it was written 
by a friend and he was in the audience, and it was like because he was there I wanted to 
play it really well. But although I knew I could do it, it suddenly felt as if I had to wing it. I made 
a few bad mistakes during that recital. And it was because I was so nervous. Now most 
people would not have heard it, because it is contemporary, but even though he was quite 
nice about it, I am sure he noticed. Next time I played that particular piece it went fine and I 
was really annoyed that he didn't come to that concert (s 177).

A theatrical example in which the pressure and the risk of emban'assment was very high was related 

to a festival with a very cruel tradition: the audience was supposed to booh or clap the performers 

off the stage if they didn’t like them. Although the performer who presented us with this example is 

a very experienced and successful comedian, he made it clear that this was an experience he would
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never forget,

Het ivas echt alsof je  een leeuwekuil in moest. In de lift naar het podium, dacht ik dat ik 
gewoon gestoord werd. Ik voelde helemaal niks meer. Ik was een brok zenuwen. Ik dacht 
geeneens meer aan weglopen o f aan doodgaan. Het was gewoon allemaal al voorbij, 
verschnkkelijk. Het einde van het verhaal was. we wonnen het festival (s 022). (It was really 
like you have to enter a cage with lions. In the elevator to the stage I thought I ivas losing it. I 
felt nothing anymore. I was one bag o f nerves. I didn't even think o f running away or dying. 
Everything had already passed, homble. The end of the story was. we won the festival).

The unexpected presence of acquaintances can completely change the perception of an

audience. Relative anonymity is replaced by relevant personal evaluation. We want to do well for a

certain person, because it is important to us how this person thinks about us.

Ik ben ook een keer vreselijk zenuwachtig geweest, omdat ik voor de voorstelling iemand 
tegen kwam die ik heel lang niet gezien had. Dat maakte me zo van streek, dat ik veel te 
snel gewerkt heb, black-outs had. omdat die persoon in de zaal zat. Dan gaat het zo snel in 
mijn lichaam dat ik me niet bewust ben van wat er om me heen gebeurt (s 032). (One time I 
was ternbly nervous, because before the show I ran into someone I hadn't seen in a long 
time. That upset me so much, that I worked much too fast, had black-outs, jus t because this 
person was in the audience. Things went so fast in my body, I was no longer aware of what 
happened around me).
Ik hoorde een keer iemand in het publiek lachen die ik kende en ik schrok vreselijk. Ik was 
mijn personage kwijt en begon vreselijk te trillen. Ik was ook bang dat iedereen dat zag (s 
053). (One time, I heard someone laugh in the audience whom I recognised and it startled 
me terribly. I lost my character and started to tremble terribly. I was also afraid that people 
would notice it).

The importance of the high exposure aspect (see Table 5.2.2k) was represented by the fact that a 

lot of subjects talked about an example in which they performed a solo of some sort (26s, 17 7%). A 

full house (9s, 6.1%), being in a leading part (3s, 1.7%) or playing an emotional role (2s, 1.1%) are 

also aspects of high exposure. It is surprising that so few subjects explicitly mentioned the last two 

elements. A total of 25 subjects put the most emphasis on the high exposure aspect. Although for 

each of these aspects it could be argued that they should also be categorised under ‘high hsk’ , 

they have been put into this category rather than the high risk category because of the emphasis 

on numbers; numbers in the audience and numbers on stage. The relevance of these combined 

aspects was demonstrated by Jackson & Latane (1981) (see chapter 4).

Two accounts of how doing a solo can bring about sudden debilitating SF show how the move from

the relative safety of a group performance to a solo can be a harrowing experience for those who

are not prepared for the transition.

One time doing a monologue. I blanked. I was very frightened as there was no one else to 
depend on. It felt like years and I thought everyone was aware of it. I fumbled with a blanket I 
had been using as a prop. I had to physically do something while I tried to remember my 
next line. When I went on stage the next time, there was a moment I wondered, would it 
happen again and I was nervous again (s 126).
Toen ik optrad met een koor en ik moest een stukje solo zingen. Dat is finaal de mist in 
gegaan. Ik zag al die gezichten voor me en ik  was mijn stem kwijt. Ik wist de tekst nog wel. 
lemand anders heeft het toen van me overgenomen. Ik ben geloof ik hard weggehold. Ik 
dacht niks ik voelde me verschrikkelijk. Ik ging a f , ik schaamde me. De anderen waren wel 
vreselijk aardig, zo van; “Dat overkomt iedereen wel eens” (s 033). (When I performed with 
a choir and I had to sing a solo, it went completely wrong. I saw all those faces and I lost my 
voice, although I still knew the text. Someone took over from me. I think I ran away 
afterwards. I didn't think, I felt terrible. I felt totally embarrassed, I was ashamed. The others 
were very nice about it, like: "That can happen to anyone”.)
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The setback aspect was mentioned in 23 of the examples given (see Table 5.2.2k). Somewhere 

along the line something unexpected was reported to have happened by quite a few subjects (22s, 

15.0%). Other than that, losing control (17s, 11.6%) was mentioned to have been an issue. A 

particular emotional role was only mentioned twice and having SF after a bad review only once. 

Some authors on SF in actors would have expected these two factors to be of much more 

relevance than they proved to be in this context.

An expenence in which something unexpected led to extreme stage fright and a strong future

aversive reaction was related by a singer. Feared embarrassment can apparently be held

accountable for equally unpleasant performance experiences.

Ik trad voor het eerst op met mijn nieuwe single in Belgie. Maar ik moest playbacken en daar 
had ik een hekel aan. En die mensen hadden geen tape, maar een maxi-single. Ik kende 
die lange versie niet zo goed. Ik wist zeker dat het niet zou gaan, o f dat de plaat zou blijven 
steken. Dan zou ik daar mooi staan in mijn mooie kleren, en dan zou iedereen zien dat ik 
eigenlijk niet kon playbacken. Toen had ik het niet meer. Uiteindelijk moest ik toch het 
podium op. Ik haalde diep adem en dacht: “Dan maar door de mand". Na de derde regel 
begonnen alle kinderen al mee te zingen en ging het allemaal goed. Ik heb wel besloten 
om nooit meer te playbacken (s 027). (This ivas the first time I performed my new single in 
Belgium. But I had to playback and I hated that. And they didn't have a tape there, but the 
maxi-single. I didn't know the longer version that well. I was sure that I couldn't do it, or that 
the record would get stuck. And I would be standing there in my beautiful costume and  
everybody would see that I couldn’t playback. I was out o f my mind. In the end I had to get 
up on the stage. I took a deep breath and thought: ‘All right, I ’ll embarrass myself". A fter the 
third line, a ll the children started to sing along and everything went fine. Nevertheless, I 
decided I would never playback again).

Of the unexpected things that can happen before or during a performance, a 'black-out' or

'freezing' can be very traumatic and leave an indelible impression.

It happened to me on one major occasion when I just shut up. I couldn’t remember the line. I 
just wanted to melt into the stage. I did pick up afterwards, but that was a long time 
afterwards. The others jum ped on to a section I wasn’t in and then I came back in later. That 
was the worst occasion ever. I felt dreadful, but I was wearing a mask and I wasn't identified 
by the public afterwards. We had to have tea with the committee, including the mayoress 
whose mother and father are clients of mine. And I met her mother afterwards and she said  
to me: "Wouldn't you just die for that poor man who forgot his lines”. I've forgotten whether I 
told her it was me. I felt like an idiot, it was very embarrassing, but mostly within the group. I 
was asked to step in. because I could be relied on to team it and I had gone to such pains to 
leam the lines, yet when it came to it, I blew it, and I felt I had failed them (s 100).

Of those (about 80%>) who mentioned whether the described performance had been influenced by 

their SF, 67.4 percent (79s) mentioned that the performance had suffered. M ost of the 

interference was due to forgetting lines and forgetting music. Improved perform ance was 

mentioned by 11.6 percent (14s) and 21.0 percent (25s) mentioned no difference. Examples 

given above have already provided illustrations.

The report of a serious SF provoking experience tended to involve descriptions of the subject's 

action tendencies. 'Wanting to escape' was the most prominent category (26s, 14.9%). Signs of a 

freeze tendency may be read in the response of those who mentioned 'feeling numb' (6s, 3.4%). 

However, it could also be seen as an indication of suppression and repression.
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Of the physical effects, trembling, nausea and black-outs were most common.
Het werd danker en ik kwam in een spotlight. En ik wist dus niet dat je  in een spotlight het 
publiek niet meerziet. En wat er toen gebeurde was dat mijn knie ging trillen. Voor de rest 
was alles goed, alleen die knie kon ik niet meer in bedwang houden (s 057). (It got dark and 
I was in the spotlight. And I didn’t know that if you're in a spotlight, you can't see the 
audience anymore. And what happened then is that my knees started to shake. Everything 
else went fine, but I couldn't stop my knee from shaking).
At an opening night of a show in Chicago which featured many big stars I was violently sick. 
Even though I played an unimportant part it really got to me. I was concentrating more on 
how I felt than on whether I was going to give a good perfonvance (s 133).
Ik had een black-out in een stuk waann ik moest schaken met mijn grootvader’s portret. Ik 
stierf duizend doden. Door tot tien te tellen en niet te luisteren naar de soufleuse, ging het 
toch snel weer goed (s 086). (I had a black-out in a play in which I played chess with my 
grandfather's portrait. I died a thousand deaths. By counting to ten and ignoring the 
prompter, it started to go well again quickly).

Question 16: SF now and in the past.

A large majority said that their SF was now less serious than in the past, and less than half of the 

subjects thought that they also experienced it less often.

Table 5.2.2m: Report of SF now in comparison with the past (Question 16):

Development count: %: Development count: %:
of Intensity: of Frequency:

less intense 101 61.2% less often 76 45.8%
the same 36 21.8% as often 66 39.8%
worse now 28 17.0% more often 24 14.5%

Often the subjects didn't give details as to the kind of development their SF had undergone. Eighty 
one subjects (48.7%) didn't elaborate. The others mostly described the differences in general 

terms (32s, 19.3%). Only a few specific descriptions occurred more than a couple of times. These 

descriptions have been summarised here and examples have been found to match them.

The most produced account of the development of SF was that performing had started out as

something one did for pleasure, while now it often felt like one was forced to do it and suffering from
the responsibility (10s, 6.0%). This had increased SF in these subjects.

Vroeger had ik het minder. Toen deed ik het voor de lol. Nu hangt er veel meer van af. Er 
wordt veel meer van je  verwacht, en het is heel moeilijk om daar koei onder te blijven (s 
031). (I had it less in the past. Then I just did it for fun. Now much more depends on it. The 
expectations are much higher and it is very difficult to stay cool under i t ).

A few others felt that they had had more SF in the past because of a compulsive approach to
performing, which had now been replaced by a more relaxed attitude which had made performing

more enjoyable and had reduced SF (5s, 3.0%).

Ik heb meer plezier, en ik vind het ook niet zo belangrijk meer. Ik denk ik heb wel voor 
hetere vuren gestaan (s 034). (I am enjoying it more and I don’t find it as important anymore.
I think I’ve been in more difficult situations).
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On a more general note, a larger group of subjects described their SF in the past as negative, which

had turned into something more positive now (30s,18.1%).

I would say that my stage fright may have been more noticeable in the past, as I did not have 
as much experience, or the ability to actually tum this stage fright into something positive (s 
137).
Vroeger ervoer ik piankenkoorts als negatief. omdat ik me onzeker voelde. Ik dacht dat 
naarmate ik m eer zou optreden het weg zou gaan. maar dat is niet zo. Nu is er een soort 
piankenkoorts waarvan de werking ook positie f kan zijn en koppel ik het niet gelijk aan 
onzekerheid (s 081). (In the past I experienced stage fnght as negative, because I felt 
insecure. I thought that as I would perform more, the stage fhght would go away, but it 
didn't. Now there's a kind o f stage fright that can also have a positive effect and I don’t 
automatically connect it with insecunty).

In the last example that some form of reframing and redefining seems to be involved in creating a

more positive outlook on SF in the present.

Some performers stressed the effect of getting older as an advantage (4s, 2.4%). A 20-year old 

actress said it like this:

I have less stage fright now, and I know how to say if  I have a problem. Before I wasn’t 
confident as a person to speak up. I am learning to be a confident actor. I now know what I 
have to do (s 162).

A 45-year old singer says it similarly:

I think being older makes a difference. It’s not as bad as it used to be. I think the older you 
get. the less you care about what other people think of you. The self-confidence is bigger 
and also the years of practice are behind you (s 174).

It is interesting that two performers 25 years apart in age can have such a similar idea about their

development.

Other subjects described SF as becoming more negative as they were getting older (8s, 4.8%),

I'd imagine it doesn’t get better in this business and it doesn't get better as you get older. In 
the beginning you are naive, but then later you realise that you are not really brilliant. I ’d say 
it gets worse as you know what can go wrong. Your nerves get worse as you realise the 
importance of what you are doing and bigger parts mean greater responsibility. A ll these 
things grow and that makes you more anxious (s 159).

The last example literally voices Mosco’s (1974) idea that SF can become stronger as expectations 
and responsibility increases.

The development of ways of coping with performing (87s, 52.4%) was reported to have been an

influence on SF as had been the increased experience (101s, 60.8%). One subject mentioned

both aspects. She rates them as more influential than increases in expectations and more criticism.

Vroeger had ik meer last van nen/ositeit, maar door de vnjblijvendheid van toen was het 
toch niet zo erg. Door de ervaring in de loop der tijd kan ik beter met piankenkoorts omgaan 
en kan ik het ook controleren, ondanks dat er meer khtiek is en er hogere verwachtingen 
zijn (s 068). (In the past I was more troubled by nervousness, but as a result o f the lack of 
pressure then, it was not so bad. /As a result of growing experience I can now cope better 
with stage fright and I can also control it, despite the increased criticism and higher 
expectations).

These reported effects of Coping and Experience were found to correlate significantly with both 

reduced intensity and frequency of SF (see next page, Table 5.2.2n).
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Table 5.2.2n: Chi Squares for reported Influence of coping and Experience on SF 
(yes=1 / no=0) with Development of Intensity and Frequency of SF 
(1=less now: 2=the same; 3=more now).

Development of Intensity SF Developement of Frequency SF

Coping: 10.5 p= .005**
Experience: 17.2 p= .000**

7.8 p= .020*
9.6 p= .008**

Results like this keep confirming the relationship between increased Experience and Coping skills 

and reduction of SF However as we will see in section 5.6.3, there is little support for the idea that 

more experienced and riper performers experience less SF. It is possible that the positive effects of 

developing coping skills and experience are reduced by increased responsibility, higher stakes, 

higher expectations and the detrimental effects of age on energy and memory.

Question 17: Particular performance ^as/cs in which SF occurs:

When performers were asked if they had experience with particular performance tasks that brought 

about extreme SF two thirds said 'yes’ (117s, 66.9%) and one third said no’ (58s, 33.1%). Of the 

ones that answered with ‘yes' most gave a detailed description of the sort of task they meant. In 

answer to this question some subjects (11s, 6.3%) referred to the same experience as in the 

questions on a serious case of SF. Others referred to specific tasks rather than the specific 

occasion that was addressed in the example of a serious case ofSF (see Question 14). The 

answers were categorised using the same aspects used for the question on the example of a 

serious case of SF. The results show a somewhat different distribution (see Table 5.2.2p).

Table 5 2.2p: Features of particular SF-provoking performance tasks (Question 17). 
Percentages are computed over all subjects (n=175)

mentioned
noveltv aspect
- first time for performance task
- premiere or opening night

26s
3s

14.9
1.7

high exposure aspect
- something about the audience
- solo or monologue
- leading role
- emotional role or piece

19s
22s

8s
7s

10.9
12.6

4.6
4.0

high risk aspect
- difficulty
- bad preparation
- high/low involvement

53s
12s
11s

30.3
6.9
6.3

setback aspect
- unforeseen circumstances
- distraction caused by others

11s 
1 6s

6.3
9.1
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Different fronn the response to question 14, the high risk aspect was most strongly represented.

The specific feature of the roles or tasks reported mentioned most often was difficulty (53s, 30 .3% ).

Ik m oest een schem erlam p spelen. D at levert heel weinig m ogelijkheden op en wordt altijd  
cliche. D at vond ik heel eng (s 035). (I had to p lay a floor lamp. This gives very few  options, 
and it will always becom e a cliche. I found that very scary).
I would say anything physically difficult, like a solo gives m e more stage fright (s 101). 
Technically difficult pieces, especially when they are very long give m e m ore stage fhght (s 
1 2 1 ).
Het stuk “Fantastique " van Berlioz. Dat is een stuk w aar een onlogisch m aatw erk in zit. D at 
ging verkeerd en toen het na tw ee ja a r  w eer op het program m e kw am  ging het w eer  
verkeerd . D a a r m oest ik van transpireren en dat m aakte m e h ee l nerveus (s 048). (The  
piece “Fantastique” by Berlioz. This is a piece with illogical bars an d  rhythm. It went wrong 
the first time and  when it returned to the program m e, two years later, it went wrong again. 
That m ade m e perspire and very nervous).

The exposure aspect was also mentioned frequently. Playing a solo or monologue was mentioned  

22 times (12 .6% ).

I am  more nervous when I have to do a monologue (s 126).
Ja, m et een  solo ben ik zenuw achtiger, m et nam e als je  de spanning n iet m et andere  
spelers kan delen (s 085). (Yes, with a solo I am  more nervous, especially if you can't share  
the tension with other players).

Another aspect of exposure was related to the audience (19s, 10.9% ). Five subjects m entioned a

particularly large audience. A particularly close (2s), loud (2s) or critical (3s) audience w ere also

mentioned. Two subjects m entioned playing in front of children for the first time, while one actor

mentioned playing in front of adults for the first time, especially in the forms of monologues or solo

musical or dance pieces.

Ik m oest in een film op een set in een kasteel een scene spelen, en dat m oest een  groot 
aantal keren over. En om dat het kasteel open was voor het publiek, stonden a l die m ensen  
je  aan te gapen, vlak voor je  neus. Dat maakte m e heel nerveus (s 087). (I had to do a scene  
for a film on a set in a castle, and that had  to be repeated a lot o f times. A nd because the 
castle was open to the public, all those people were standing right in front o f me, glaring. 
That m ade m e very nervous).
II find playing for children really scary. They are very critical and they’ll let you know (s 105). 

Only 8 subjects (4.67o) mentioned a leading role as particularly SF provoking, however this figure

may be deflated because som e subjects mentioning solos or m onologues may have been in

leading roles, but may not have mentioned it. Only four of the actors and three of the musicians (7s,

4 .0% ) identified emotional content as the defining factor here. Again, not much support was found

for the idea sprouted from psychoanalytical thinking that the emotional content of the role should

be seen as a major source of stage fright.

Novelty was considered an important factor by quite a few subjects (29s, 16 ,6% ).

De eerste keer. dat was het beroerdst (s 040). (The first time that was the worst).
The first time I had to sing as part of a role, I wanted to die (s 121).

Other than that, bad preparation (12s, 6.9°'o), the involvement of other people, (mainly in the form

of mistakes m ade by them) (IB s , 9 .1% ) or unforeseen circumstances (11s, 6 .3% ) w ere m entioned.

Nine actors mentioned specific roles, while 12 musicians mentioned particular pieces or com posers

(21s, 12.0% ). Others analysed the aspects of perform ances that they had done. S om e subjects

(6s, 3 .4% ) m ade a point of telling the inten/iewer that it wasn't the play, the piece or a certain role,

but a complex of personal and perform ance circumstances that could lead to the highest degrees

of stage fright.
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5.2.3 Multiple Choice Questions and Scales

Scales (see Table 5.2.3a, Diagram 5.2.3i, and Diagram 5.2.3.j) were used to establish the 

Frequency of SF (Question J), Intensity of SF (Question 2) and degree of Unpleasantness 

(Question 3) experienced in relation to SF. A fourth scale addressed the degree of Insecurity or 

Confidence experienced before a performance. These four variables were considered to address 

the main parameters for how SF was experienced. Furthermore another scale was used to establish 

the relationship between SF and Performance Facilitation & Interference (PFI). Together these 

aspects were expected to give a good estimate of how much of a problem SF is to the subjects in 

the sample. They are referred to as the SF-variables in the remainder of the discussion of this study.

Table 5.2.3a: SF-variables I: Percentage (%) scores for Frequency (Question J) and 
Intensity of SF (Question 2); (* for intensity the option 'varying was added to the scale and 
equated to ‘moderately’ .)

Frequency of SF (%): Intensity

1. never 2.9 1. hardly 9.1
2. seldom 20.6 2. somewhat 6.3
3. now and then 31.4 3. mod. or varying 50.6*
4. often 16.0 4. strongly 24.7
5. always 29.1 5. very strongly 9.2

mean: 3.48 mean: 3.18
std. dev.: 1.19 std. dev.: 1.01

(mod: 36.2; var: 14.4)

The results for Frequency and Intensity are presented in Table 5.2.3a. The mean for Frequency of 

SF is almost in the middle between ‘now and then' and 'often'. It is interesting to see that the 

distribution of the scores for Frequency suggests two high points. It is not impossible that the kind 

of SF one always’ has is different from the kind of SF which can be subject to fluctuations in 

intensity. The first kind of SF may be unavoidable or even considered necessary. Performers who 

define it in this way may respond differently to other aspects of the questionnaire.

Crosstabulation with PFI shows that 54 percent of subjects reporting to ‘always’ have SF associated 

this with a facilitative influence on the performance, with only 16 percent reported performance 

interference. In contrast, of the ones that had reported to have SF ‘now and then or varying’ , only 

31 percent reported facilitation and 22 percent reported interference.

For Intensity, the mode is the middle value of the scale (see Table 5.2.3a) and the mean is only 

slightly higher, the high side of the scale has drawn more subjects than the low end. SF is most 

often seen as varying in strength or moderate, but more often as ‘strong’ than as ‘somewhat’ 

intense.

For Insecurity (see Table 5.2.3b and Diagram 5.2.3k) the average score (mean=3.01) gives the 

impression that the scale may be nicely balanced, which it is, but it diverges slightly from the normal 

distribution because the middle value is lower than the value on either side.
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Table 5.2.3b: SF-variables II: Percentage scores for Insecurity before performance 
(Question 8) (* ‘varying’ has been added to the scale and is equated with the middle value).

Insecurity
before perf. (%):

1. very confident 5.4
2. confident 31.7
3. neutral or varying 24.6* (n.: 19.2; v.: 5.4)
4. insecure 32.9 mean: 3.01
5. very insecure 5.4 std. dev.: 1.04

For Unpleasantness (see Table 5.2.3c and Diagram 5.2.3m) the results show that almost half of the 

subjects rate their SF as an unpleasant experience.

Table 5.2.3c: SF-variables III: Percentage scores Unpleasantness (Question 3) (* ‘varying’ 
has been added the scale and is equated with the middle value).

Unpleasantness of SF (%):

1. pleasant 18.5
2. neutral of varying 32.4* (n : 14.5; v.: 17.9)
3. unpleasant 49.1 mean: 2.31

std. dev.: .77

This result is not surprising. It seems more unexpected that 18.5 percent rated their SF as 

pleasant. Apparently, a substantial part of the sample actually likes having stage fright! This is 

somewhat different from the valence of SF as indicated in the definitions (see Table 5.2.2a). Only 5 

percent of the definitions emphasise the positive side of SF more than the negative aspects.

We would have expected SF to be mainly connected with Performance Interference, however on 

the basis of the views of the performers in this study, we are compelled to think otherwise (see 

Table 5.2.3d and Diagram 5.2.3L).

Table 5.2.3d: Percentage scores for observed influence of SF on subjects’ performance: 
Performance Facilitation /  Interference (PFI) (Question 4):

Performance Facilitation / Interference (PFI) (%):

1. very positive 6.9
2. positive 33.5
3. varying 34.1
4. negative 17.3
5. very negative 8.1 mean: 2 .86
- no influence 1.1 std. dev.: 1.05
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In the opinion of one third (33.5%) of the sannple, SF as they define it, has a positive influence on 
their performance, while another 6.9 percent even considers SF as a very positive influence. This is 

more than the percentage of subjects who emphasised negative influences, which amounts to a 

total of 25.4%. Another third of the subjects (34.1%) reported varying effects of SF. This result is 

not only different from what we would have expected on the basis of most of the literature 

presented in chapter 2,3, and 4. It is also different from what we found as a result of the question on 

the definition (see Table 5.2.2b and Diagram 5.2.3n). In the views on PFI as part of the definition 

only just over 10 percent of respondents who mentioned the PFI aspect saw it as completely 

positive. Like in the comparison between the Unpleasantness scale with Valence in the definition, 

the open question seems to have elicited a less positive response. The diagrams on the next two 
pages illustrate this issue. We’ll come back to it in section 5.3 and chapter 6.
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Diagram 5.2.31; Frequency of SF (see Table 5.2.3a).
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Diagram 5.2.3j: Intensity of SF (see Table 5.2.3a).
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h a r d l y  s o m e w h a l  m o d e r a t e l y  s t r o n g l y  v e r y  st r

Diagram 5.2.3k: Insecurity of SF (see Table 5.2.3b).
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Diagram 5.2.3 L: Performance facilitation-interference (PFI) (see Table 5.2.3d).

H p fi  (%)

Diagram 5.2.3m: Unpleasantness of SF (see Table 5.2.3c).

U npleasantness (° i)

p leasan t

Diagram 5.2.3n: Valence of Definition (see Table 5.2.2a),

valence Defin ition (%)
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Apart from indications as to how problematic SF is based on the Definitions given and the 

Frequency, Intensity, Unpleasantness, Insecurity, and PFi scales, it was felt that asking performers 

directly if they saw SF as an Important Problem for Themselves would provide us with a simple self 

assessment which might reflect the issue just as well. It was decided to also ask the subjects if they 

thought SF was an Important Problem for Others (see Table 5.2.3e).

Table 5.2.3e: Do you consider SF to be an Important Problem for Self / Others ? 
(Question 9 /10)

Problem Self: Problem for Others:

yes 33(18.9%) 113(64.6%)
no 134(76.6% ) 42(24.0%)
no opinion 8 ( 4.6%) 20(11.4%)

As we can see in Table 5.2.3e, only one in five performers sees SF as an important problem for 

themselves, whereas almost two thirds of the subjects see it as an important problem for other 

performers. The difference between the estimations is quite considerable. Crosstabulation (see 

Appendix 1b: Table 13) showed that the subjects who saw SF as an important problem for 

themselves almost always also saw it as an important problem for others. Of the ones that didn't see 

SF as an important problem for themselves, two thirds saw it as an important problem for others. 

Maybe performers project their own problems on others, however this does not provide a full 

explanation. Obviously, since there are more others than selves, chances that some of the others 

are perceived to have an important problem in SF are larger. Over-attnbution of SF in others is a 

possibility. On the other hand, it is also possible that under-attribution in the self has occurred. Only 

18.9 percent of the subjects rated themselves as having an important problem with SF, which 

seems to reflect the upbeat perception emanating from the PFI scale. Social desirability in the 

response to evaluative questions like this may play a role. The performer may not like to admit to 

having an important problem. He may even have good reasons not to be too frank with us; effective 

coping with anxiety often starts with downplaying how problematic a certain form of anxiety really is. 

It is funny that the same performer who may have given us the most negative personal definition of 

SF, may also have told us that SF is not an important problem. Crosstabulation of Valance of 

Definition and SF as a Problem to Oneself shows that these two questions are entirely 

independent (see Appendix 1b: Table 14). It would seem that these questions address different 

response tendencies. We’ll come back to this issue in section 5.3 and chapter 6.

Physical Symptoms have been mentioned in response to a number of open questions. They have 

been analysed for the Definition question (Question i) and the Example of SF question (Question 

14) (see 5.2.2). To make sure that Physical Symptoms would be addressed, a list of symptoms 

based on a pilot study was presented to the subjects inviting them to indicate for each item how 

often it was experienced (Question 7). In response to these scales, only three symptoms, Fast 

Heartbeat, Shaking/Trembling and Dry Throat/Mouth are reported with an average frequency of 

more than ‘now and then’ (>3) (see p.144: Table 5.2.3f last column). Excessive Perspiration comes
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close to an average of ‘now and then'. All the other symptoms were reported as experienced 

between ‘seldom’ and ‘never”. Abdominal Discomfort was mentioned most often as an additional 

symptom the interviewer asked for after the other physical symptoms were addressed. The 

Summated Physical Symptoms (not including the extra symptom, because not every subject 

mentioned one) had a mean of 26.56, which is an average of 1.90 (close to ‘seldom’) per subject 

over the fourteen symptoms. The summated score was used as an indication of the extent to which 

subjects were physically affected by SF This measure will be used in further computations in 5.3.

To allow a comparison between Physical Symptoms mentioned in the Example of SF, the 

symptoms mentioned in relation to the Definition of SF and the ones presented in the scales, I have 

put the results of these three questions in one table (see next page: Table 5.2.3f). The same 

emphasis on neuromuscular symptoms occurs in all three questions. Nonetheless, a few 

differences occur that require an explanation.

Some symptoms seem to have a defining quality for SF, but are not reported in relation to what 

performers feel to be related to a particularly serious case of SF. ‘Butterflies’, was only mentioned in 

relation to defining SF, but not as an aspect of a serious case. It would seem that this particular 

symptom is seen to be related to mild forms of SF, rather than the serious problems addressed in 

the example.

In contrast. Black-outs or drying up were mentioned in equal frequency as both a defining aspect 

and in relation to Examples of SF, but don’t occur very frequently nor intensely in the 

scales.Therefore, this symptom should probably be seen to represent the more serious side of SF. 

This suggests that this symptom may be feared and considered a problem rather than an actual 

issue which performers have to deal with on a day to day basis. The same can be said about 

Nausea.

The opposite may be the case for Abdominal symptoms, which were mentioned 13 times as an 

extra symptom in the scales section, while only being mentioned 3 times as part of the Definition 

and the Example of SF.

Anxiety Attack, which was one of the symptoms presented as a scale, doesn’t match any of the 

physical symptoms mentioned in the open questions. However, this doesn't mean that Anxiety 

attacks are not mentioned as part of the Definitions and Examples of SF. Anxiety attacks tend to be 

described as a mixture of cognitive and emotional aspects and have therefore been addressed 

outside the realm of physical symptoms. In the examples of SF, sudden unexpected attacks of SF 

have been reported very frequently. Almost 30 percent (44s) of the subjects who gave an example, 

explicitly mentioned that the onset of SF in their example came as a surprise (of which 15 percent 

(22s) ascribed this to sudden events).
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Table 5 2 3f: Physical symptoms of three questions: (Explanation contents of table: The first column contains 
the frequencies of the symptoms mentioned for this question. The second column contains these frequencies 
for the question on the definition of SF. The third column contains the means of the scores for the physical 
symptoms scales Within () are the additional symptoms and how often they have been mentioned. Of the 
additional symptoms only the ones mentioned at least three times were put in the table (n= 175).

Q14: serious case SF Qi:Definition SF Q7: scales
Cardiovascular:
Palpicacions 1 3
Heart racing 4 3 fast heartbeat: 3.59
actual fainting - 1
adrenalin rush 3 6
'Awareness of heartbeat - 1
'Blood goes to head 1 -

subtotal: 9 13
Respiratory: hyper~/entilation: 1.22
Difficulties getting air in 3 3
Pressure on chest - 1 tightness chest: 1.48
Shallow breathing - 1
Lump in throat 1 1
'Voice impaired 3 2 voice gone: 1.52
'Dry throat/mouth 4 7 dry throat/mouth: 3 .09

subtotal: 11 1 5
Neuromuscular;
Insomnia 1 -
Tremor/shaking 10 14 shaking / trembling: 3.14
'Voice trembling 3 2
'Trembling hands 2 3
'Trembling knees 3 1
Rigidity - general tension 4 2
Pacing 4 3
Unsteady 1 1
Generalised weakness/lameness 2 3 (generalised weakness : 3)
Wobbly legs 3 -
Clumsy motions 1 1
'Ner'/es general 26 14
'Dizzy 2 1 dizziness: 1.25
'Mobilisation of body - 3 (mobilisation body: 6)
'Irritable - 1

subtotal: 62 4 9 headache: 1.36
Gastrointestinal:
Nausea (P) 14 8 sickness / nausea: 1.73
Abdominal discomfort/pain 3 3 (abdom. discomfort: 13)
'Butterflies 1 13 (butterflies: 6)
'Feacate - 1 (feacate: 6)
Urinary Tract:
Frequent urination 2 3 (frequent urination: 6)

subtotal: 20 28
Skin: rash: 1.27
Localised sweating (palm) 3 6 (localised sweating: 4)
Generalised sweating 5 6 excessive perspir.: 2 .70
Hot and cold spells 1 - (feverish: 3)
'Cold hands - 1

subtotal: 9 13
Other: anxiety attack: 1.65
'Falling asleep 1 - (falling asleep: 3)
'black-out/drying up 20 19 black-out: 1.30
Giggling 3 -

subtotal; 24 1 9 illness / flue: 1.25

No physical symptoms reported 49 74
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The Timing of SF (Question 5) for subjects was elicited by means of a list of moments when SF 

would occur or not. A simple yes' or no' answer was all that was required. This issue already came to 

our attention as part of the Definitions in 5.2.2. A lot of the Definitions involved indications of when 

SF would occur. We can compare the answers as recorded on the yes/no list with the spontaneous 

offerings in the definition question (see Table 5.2.3g).

Table 5.2.3g; Timing of SF (comparison between a list oFs-items and the indications of 
timing mentioned in question i: Definition of SF)

response to list response to open
of 8 indications of time question ‘definition SF:
(n) (%) (n) (%)

during: 71 41.3% 25 14.3%
on entering: 111 65.7% 9 5.1%
before: 155 89.6% 46 26.3%
on the day: 86 52.8% 5 2.9%
night before: 47 27.8% 2 1.1%
longer before: 38 22.4% 3 1.7%
during rehearsals: 36 21.6% -
after performance: 21 12.4% 1 .9%
several moments: (not in the list) 25 14.3%

The results corroborate the earlier results extracted from the Definition question to the extent that 

before' had the highest incidence. Also, during' was reported by about half as many subjects as 

'before'. A difference occurred for on entering' which was mentioned spontaneously only by 5.1 

percent while it had the one but highest incidence in the precoded question. Maybe this is too 

specific for subjects to come up with spontaneously. Since the closed questions dealt with the 

issue of timing directly, we should be guided by these answers, rather than what came up in the 

question on definitions. Overall, the fact that SF was reported more ‘before’ than 'during' the 

performance, emphasises the majority definition of SF as pre-performance anxiety.

To get an impression of the SF Provoking Circumstances in the performance situation, subjects 

were presented with a list of pairs of circumstances or triggers they were required to compare with 

respect to the likelihood of provoking SF. The results can be seen in Table 5.2.3h (next page).

The results show that most of the subjects tended to agree on which of the triggers to be chosen

from was most SF provoking. Only the factor Leadership styles (authoritarian <> group democracy)

and Length of the performance (long <> short) did not provoke a majority to choose for one option.

Equally divided personal preferences for different organisational forms and length of performance

may be at the basis of this. The most clear cut differences were found between a premiere and any

performance in a run, a difficult and an easy part, acquaintances in the audience and no

acquaintances, between a monologue or solo and ensemble piece, and between unsympathetic

and sympathetic colleagues. The fact that half of the subjects had never performed on television

was reflected in the low absolute difference between live on the air or in a programme that is being

recorded to be transmitted later. However, proportionally the difference is quite considerable. The

same issue is applicable to the issue of monitors in view or not, and the difference between a
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theatre stage and a video or film set. Only a minority of 23 percent of the subjects have ever 

performed in a film and about half have ever been in a video production. Over 40 percent of the 

subjects couldn't judge the difference between a good or bad review from their own experience, 

but about half of those who could, opted for the bad review. This is four times as many as opted for 

the good review. Proportionally this difference is larger than, for example, the difference between 

calm and nervous colleagues.

Table 5.2.3h: Consider the comparison of the following circumstances: (example) a ‘solo 
performance’ (A) versus an ensemble piece’ (B): in which circumstances would you 
experience SF more intensely'!’ (A= choice for trigger A ; B= choice for trigger B; E= no 
difference between the two options; Not Appl.= no personal experience with both 
options).

(%) A B E Not /
A <> B

- successful production <> unsuccessful prod. 14.5 41.9 24.4 19.2
- full house <> empty house 48.8 17.4 23.8 9.9
- small auditorium <> large auditorium 18.6 34.9 31.4 15.1
- acquaintances in audience <> no acquaintances 66.5 4.0 22.5 6.9
- difficult piece/role <> easy piece/role 68.8 5.8 1 5.0 10.4
- monologue/solo <> ensemble piece 62.0 7.6* 17.0 13.5
- TV-live <> TV not live 29.2 1.2 7.0 62.6
- leading part <> supporting role 45.6 6.4* 22 .8 25.1
- premiere/opening night <> any performance in a run 69.4 11.0* 9.8 9.8
- after bad review <> after good review 27.9 5.8 25.0 41.3
- video/film <> theatre stage 7.1 40.0 11.8 41.2
- after long rehearsal period <> after short period 16.8 53.2 17.9 12.1
- conflict situation <> harmonious situation 55.0 6.4 20.5 18.1
- authoritarian leadership <> group democracy 30.8 25.6 25.0 18.6
- sympathetic colleagues <> unsympathetic colleagues 5.9* 60.6 18.2 1 5.3
- clear organisation <> unclear organisation 9.4 70.0 14.1 6.5
- nervous colleagues <> calm colleagues 57.6 15.7* 19.2 7.6
- frequent enter/exit stage <> infrequent enter/exit 34.5 17.0 23.4 25.1
- long performance <> short performance 24.6 22.2 40.9 12.3
- high personal involvement <> low personal involvem. 56.7 12.3 17.5 13.5
- monitors in view (TV/video <> monitors in sight 24.1 5.9 15.3 54.7

* those who gave the minority response on these variables showed higher scores on the 
Debilitating SF factor.

The profile of a particularly SF provoking performance can be drawn up from these results: A 

relatively high degree o f stage fright is associated with a premiere o f a show in which a performer 

feels highly involved, in which a difficult solo piece is performed, especially if there are c onflicts, 

colleagues are unsympathetic or nervous, and while there are acquaintances in the audience.

In analysing the results of these choices we stumbled upon an interesting result which nnay have 

implications for the measurement of SF. It transpired that atypical reactions to five of the choices 

presented to the subjects seemed to be related to a more problematic relation with SF. Those 

subjects who considered ensemble play more SF provoking than solos reported SF as significantly
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more Unpleasant (M-W, z=-2.22, p=.013*). Those who considered a supporting role more SF 

provoking also found SF more Unpleasant (M-W, z=-2.54, p=.006**), and so did those who 

considered any performance in a series more SF provoking than a premiere (M-W. z=-1.80, 

p=.036’ ). The latter subjects also showed higher scores on Debilitating SF (Factor 1) (t-test, t=-2.52 

p=.013*) The same was the case for those who atypicallv considered sympathetic colleagues (t- 

test, t=2 19 p=.031*, unequal variance) or calm colleagues (t-test, t=-2.39, p=.020*, unequal 

vanance)) more SF provoking than their opposites. (The factor mentioned here will be introduced in 

the next section 5.3).

5.3 Further Explorations I: The Principal Components of SF

In this section, the results will be examined to explore the relationship between the answers given 

to the different questions in the interviews. We are particularly interested in the relationship 

between the response of the subjects to the different questions in the interview. We would like to 

know if the way in which performers define SF is related to how serious it is for them. Also, it is 

important to find out if reported performance interference is related to differences in the other SF- 

variables. These relationships will be examined in two stages: a- via Spearman correlations; b- an 

exploratory Principal Component Analysis (Factor Analysis). Variables are extracted both from the 

open questions and the scales. The most relevant and discriminatory variables were used for this 

analysis.

This is followed (in Section 5.4) by an exploration of the physiological symptoms and their 

relationship with other variables. After this, in Section 5.5 a detailed analysis is made of how the 

reported coping strategies relate to the factors and relevant variables. These explorations are 

completed with an investigation of the role of culture, gender, medium, professional status and a 

number of other control variables in Section 5.6.

5.3.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis provides us with a measure for the clustering of correlations of all the 

variables involved. In this way factors are created which represent the essential dimensions of the 

variance of all the variables entered in the analysis. The analysis performed here includes all of the 

variables distilled from the questions that could be seen as at least ordinal or dichotomous (see next 

page. Table 5.3 la ). Variables that didn’t discriminate enough or had too many non-responses 

were excluded. The control variables (Status, Gender etc.) and the specific coping methods used 

were not included either. These will be correlated with the factors in 5.4.
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Table  5 .3 ,1a; Variables entered  in Principal C om ponent Analysis (Factor Analysis). ++  = only 
positive; ++ /- = positive with m inor negative aspects; + / - = equally positive and negative; - - = 
mostly negative, but with som e positive element; - - = only negative. Variables marked with * are  
dichotom ous

Mean Std Dev Cases Label
SF -/ar-dbles;
Frequency 3 .48000 1.19308 175 frequency SF (l=lowest, 5=highest)
Intensity 3.18391 1.00606 174 intensity SF(l=lowest, 5=highest)
Insecurity 3.01198 1.01703 167 bet. performing(l=lowest, 5=highest)
Unpleasantness 2.30636 .76098 173 (l=pleasant, 2=+/-, 3=unpleasant)
PFI 2.86127 1.04130 173 {1= facilitation, 5=interference)
Problem Self* .19760 .39010 167 SF problem self (0=no, l=yes)
Problem Others* .72903 .41949 155 SF problem others (0=no,l=yes)
Exairple PFI 2.55797 .61605 138 (l=facilitation, 2=both, 3=interfe.)
Regret SF N/A* .46835 .33623 79 Regr.SF n.addr.in train.(0=no,l=yes)

Phvsical svnctoms:
Physical Sum 26.5644 5.65892 163 sum symptoms (0=lowest, 70=highest)
Defined Neg. Sympt.* .16000 .38297 175 sum neg symptoms in def.(0=no,l=yes)
Defined Neutr.Smpt.* .19429 .41101 175 sum Defined Neutr.Smpt.(0=no, l=yes)

Definition variables:
Def. Valence 4.13095 .89417 168 (1=++, 2=-f + /-, 3 = +/-, 4 = + /--, 5 = --)
Def. PFI (actual) 4.05970 .67705 67 (1=+-*-, 2=+ + /-, 3 = + /-, 4=+/--, 5=--)
Def. Activation 1.41304 .43350 138 (l=ner'/es/tension, 2=anx. ,'fear)

Develocment of SF:
Devlpm. Int. 1.55758 .74550 165 (1=1ess now, 2=same, 3=more now)
Devlpm. Freq. 1.68675 .69361 166 (l=less now, 2=same, 3=more now)
Infl. Coping* .60417 .44488 144 Affected by Coping (0=no, l=yes)
Infl. Experience* .68707 .42619 147 Affected by experience (0=no, l=yes)

Timina of SF:
SF During* 1.58721 .48950 172 moment SF;during? (l=yes, 2=no)
SF Entering* 1.34320 .46790 169 moment SF;on entering? (l=yes, 2=no)
SF Before* 1.10405 .30444 173 moment SF;before? (l=yes, 2=no)

CoDina styles and Dreoaration;
Prep. Strat. 3.08000 2.13735 175 number of prep, aspects mentioned
Coping EX? 2.17241 .68156 174 (l=distraction, 2=both, 3=concentr.)
Coping AT 1.86782 .66936 174 (l=alone, 2=both, 3=together)
Coping RA 1.63750 .59927 80 (l=reduce, 2=both, 3=activate)
Preparation AT 1.60215 .57874 93 (l=alone, 2=both, 3=together)

Perceived causes of SF:
Causal Attrib. 1.74096 .71864 166 (l=intemal, 2=both, 3=extemal)
Causal Motivation 2.30769 .65078 130 (l=achievem mot.,2=both,3=anx.disp.)

Factor analysis is normally preceded with an investigation of bi-variate correlations between the 

variables entered. B ecause of the ordinal character of the majority of the variables selected, 

Spearm an's rho was computed. For some of the variables it could be argued that interval level of 

m easurem ent was reached, which would allow computing Pearson’s r. W hile  for the dichotomous 

variables Phi or C ram er’s V would have been the more appropriate statistics. How ever, since  

Spearman correlations provide us with a matrix including all of the variables, this was the most handy 

way to look at the relationship betw een the variables. Com parison with the more appropriate  

statistics showed that the d ifferences w ere minimal. Therefore , conclusions based on the
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Spearman correlations do not compromise the results. Table 5.3.1b (see Appendix 1b: Table 15) 

shows us the Spearman correlations between ail of the twenty nine variables. Thus, 406 

correlations were computed. Of these correlations 65 were significant at .05 level, including 34 

correlations significant at .01 level. In general, the correlations are low. Only 12 correlations 

exceeded .30 or -.30. Because of the low correlations, it is unlikely that we will find factors 

explaining high proportions of variance. Nevertheless, it looks promising enough to do a factor 

analysis. In the analysis of the factors we will address specifics of the Spearman con"elations in more 

detail.

In our Principal Component Analysis five factors were extracted. A Scree test was used to decide 

the cut-off point (*1). Table 5.3.1c shows that there are natural cut-off points after Factor 2 and 

Factor 5. Since our analysis is an exploration the choice for an aniysis of five factors was made.

Table 5.3.1c: Factor eigenvalues. Replacement of missing values with the mean, 
Extraction 1 for analysis 1, Principal Components Analysis (PC).

Factor Eigenvalue Pet of Var Cum Pet

1 2 .79543 9 . 6 9 . 6
2 2 .49299 8 . 5 18.2
3 1. 85115 6 . 4 24 . 6
4 1. 63338 5 . 6 30 . 3
5 1.61249 5 . 5 35.8
6 1.38177 4 . 8 40 . 6
7 1.31932 4 . 5 45 . 1
8 1.24858 4 . 3 49 .4
9 1.20871 4.2 53 . 6

10 1 .08867 3 . 3 57 .4
11 1.00900 3 . 5 60 . 8

PC extracted 5 factors. Factor communality
each variable.

The five factors were labelled on the basis of the factor loadings of the variables with loadings over 

.30. It was attempted to allot a weighted presence in the content of the factor according to the size 

of the loading of each variable included. A Varimax rotatation was performed before the factors were 

analysed (see next page: Table 5.3.Id). This led to the following result:

Factor 1: Debilitating Stage Fright: facilitating <> debilitating SF 

Factor 2: Development of SF over time: increase/stable <> reduction SF 

Factor 3: Strength of SF: not strong <> highly strong

Factor 4: Cognitive Appraisal of SF: negative internal <> positive external cognitive approach 

Factor 5: Sociability vs Isolation in Coping; Seeking Distraction Together <> Concentrating Alone.
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Table 5.3.Id : Principal Component Analysis: 5 factors matrix. VARIMAX rotation 1 for extraction 1; 
Kaiser Normalisation. (Rotated Factor Matrix). Complete results procedure in Appendix 1b: Table 8.

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Unpleasantness .59088 .00934 .16219 -.09912 .10672
PFI .57467 .22581 -.02365 -.13449 -,:4679
SF IXiring .48787 -.00063 -.18799 .45106 -.11764
Example PFI .46037 -.12266 .00556 -.05832 -.07974
Defined Neg. Sympt. .45110 .08980 -.12714 -.04620 -.01024
Problem Others .44314 .07635 .11684 -.13468 .03909
Physical Sum .41365 -.01804 .32473 .07971 -.02707
Coping RA -.34921 -.01603 .03819 -.21788 - .21954
Def. Activation .32180 .09190 -.20235 .21609 .31421

Devlpm. Int. .08457 -.85320 .14860 .05225 .07268
Devlpm. Freq. -.08582 -.77509 .19956 .10419 .17551
Intl. Experience -.00911 .58219 .25184 .08863 .11024
Intl. Coping .15682 .48907 .13574 .08163 .:4250
Regret SF N/A .15600 .20933 .16415 .19250 .18716

Insecurity .05793 .22450 .68112 -.03494 -.02968
Frequency -.12098 -.21927 .65025 .02093 -.19156
Problem Self .41902 .17236 .55175 -.00437 .08300
Intensity .19107 -.10267 .47821 .09740 -.20425
SF Before -.18662 .00573 .40746 .23532 .17579
Defined Neutr.Snpt. -.10570 -.23224 .27205 .02454 .07547
Causal Motivation .04946 .10258 .13317 - .02746 .08826

Def. Valence -.03291 .03660 -.05640 -.71241 -.02506
Def. PFI .07943 -.00788 -.33581 -.50304 -.09926
Causal Attrib. -.09231 .00444 -.00400 .47909 -.10750
Preparation AT -.16674 .01381 .00703 .43384 -.17973

Coping AT .05320 -.00329 .16492 .25443 -.58612
Prep. Strat. .07961 .03071 .18555 -.09865 .56443
Coping DC -.04005 .20052 -.18670 .19807 .55892
SF Entering .08136 .13500 -.03960 .08949 -.39703

5.3 .2  Factor 1: Debilitating Stage Fright: facilitating <> debilitating SF 

( eigenvalue: 2.80, explained variance: 9.6%)

This factor represents the issue of SF as a disruption. All the variables involving the problematic

aspects of SF have high loadings on this factor. The dimension of the factor indicates that negative

loadings represent facilitation while positive loadings represent debilitating SF. Not surprisingly, the

variables with their highest positive loadings on Factor 1 include: Unpleasantness of SF (.59); PFI

(.57); Physical Sum (.41); Defined Neg. Symptoms (.45); Example PFI (.46); Coping RA (-.35);

Definition Activation (.32) and; seeing SF as an Important Problem for Others (Problem Others)

(.39). Of the variables which didn’t have their highest loading on this factor, seeing SF as an

Important problem for Self (Problem Self) (.42) has a substantial loading. As we’ll see further on,

when we discuss Factor 3, the variance of the variables SF as an Important Problem for Self

(Problem Self), and Sum of Physical Symptoms (Physical Sum) is divided between Factor 1 and 3.

The substantial loadings of the other variables are pretty much unique for this factor. Of the Timing
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variables only SF taking place during (SF During) has a substantial loading on this factor. This makes 

sense, as for SF to be most debilitating it has to occur during a performance. Finally, only one 

variable addressing coping is involved in this factor. The negative loading for Coping RA indicates 

that the relaxation aspect contnbutes to the degree of debilitation, while activation is associated 

with facilitation. Subjects who reported to cope with SF by trying to relax reported more debilitating 

aspects. The Spearman correlation between Coping RA and PFI (r=-.24, p=.035*) also shows that 

seeking relaxation is more often reported by subjects who report performance interference (for 

other correlations of PFI, see Appendix 1b: Table 6).

Spearman Correlations between the variables with the most substantial loadings further emphasise 

the core of this factor (see Table 5.3.2a). PFI, Unpleasantness, SF Problem Self, Problem Others, 

Physical Sum show rather consistent correlations. Furthermore, the correlations of PFI and Physical 

Sum with SF During confirm the role of the timing of SF in Factor 1. As we’ll see in the discussion of 

Factor 3, the absence of significant correlations between some of the variables included here and 

others included in Factor 3 give further support to the factor label chosen.

Table 5.3.2a: Spearman correlations for variables with main loadings on Factor 1.

PFI
Unpleasantness 
Physical Sum 
Problem Others 
SF During

.22(.004**)
24(.002**)
22(.005**)
,26(.002**)
.08(.293)

40(.000**)
,15(.063)
,21(.009**)
20(.010**)

,19(.017*)
,14(.095)
.07^340)

,07(.404)
.24(.003**) .08(301)

Problem Self PR Unpleasant Physical Sum Problem

Multiple regression for PFI including all relevant variables emphasises essentially the same 

relationships. High PFI can be predicted from high Unpleasantness, SF as a problem for Oneself, 

SF During, low Frequency of SF, interpreting activation more as Nerves than Anxiety and use of 

Self-talk to cope with SF (see Appendix 1b: Table 16).

5 .3.3 Factor 2: Development of SF over time: increase / stable SF <> reduction SF  

(eigenvalue: 2.49, explained variance: 8.6%)

This factor has substantial loadings of all four of the variables addressing the development of SF. If a 

subject has a high positive score on this factor this indicates reduction in SF over time. A high 

negative score indicates that SF has remained the same, while an extremely high score indicates an 

increase in SF. The negative loadings of Development of Intensity of SF (-.85) and Development of 

Frequency of SF (-.78), as well as the positive loadings of SF Influenced by Coping (Infl. Coping ) 

(.49) and SF Influenced by Experience (Infl. Experience ) (.58) suggest that reductions in intensity 

and frequency are aligned with the influence of coping and experience on SF. Spearman 

correlations confirm the clustering of the variables with the main loadings on this factor (see Table 

5.3.3a). All four variables correlate significantly with one another and in the expected direction.



Table 5.3.3a: Spearman Correlations for variables with main loadings on Factor 2.

Devlpm. Freq. ,69(.000**)
Infl. Ckjping -.25(.003**) -,17(.037*)
Infl. Experience -.33(,000**) -.22(.008**) ,33(.000**)

Devlpm. Int. Devlpm. Freq, Infi. Coping

One may have expected that reporting reduced SF would correlate with low SF-variabies. However, 

this is not entirely the case. There is even some support for the opposite. Low positive loadings of 

PFI (,23) and Insecurity (.22) suggest that even after reduction over time, the problems of subjects 

with a negative score on Factor 2 are not over.

Spearman correlations of the four Development variables with PFI and Insecurity confirm this 

direction of the relationship (see Table 5.3.3a).

Table 5.3.3b: Spearman Correlations of Development variables with SF-variables.

Frequency .22(.004**) .24(.002**) -,12(.149) -.02(,764)
Intensity .09(.231) .10(.222) .01 (.867) .01 (.934)
Insecurity -.12(.145) .01 (.877) .13(.139) .22(.009**)
Physical Sum .08(.307) ,02(.795) .09(.279) .09(307)
PFI -.12(.141) -.17(.033*) ,22(.009**) .12(136)
Unpleasantness .00(976) -.07(.340) .11 (.209) .01 (.944)
Problem Self -.03(726) -.09( 249) 21(.012*) .10(.243)
Problem Others .05( 566) -.10(.226) .07(.399) .17(.049*)

Devlpm. Int. Devlpm. Freq. Infl. Coping Infi. Experience
(n=166) (n=166) (n=144) (n=147)

A negative correlation of PFI with Devlpm. Freq. (r=-17, p=.033*) connects interference with 

reduced intensity of SF, while a positive correlation with Infl. Coping (r=.22, p=.009**) connects 

interference with SF being affected by coping. A positive significant correlation between Insecurity 

and Infl. Experience (r=.22, p=.009**) connects Insecurity with SF being affected by experience. 

Furthermore, the correlations between Problem Self and Infl. Coping (r=.21 ,p=.012*) and Problem 

Others and Infl. Experience (r=.17, p=.049*) suggest that SF can still be seen as an important 

problem after it has been affected by coping or experience. On the other hand for Frequency the 

positive correlations with Devlpm. Int. and Devlpm. Freq. suggest that increased or stable 

frequency and intensity of SF over time are associated with higher Frequency now. Frequency of 

SF is seen to have contrary relations with the development of SF from PFI and Insecurity. We’ll see 

further on that this is not an exception. Frequency of SF and PFI have a negative correlation: r=-.18, 

p=.018*!!

5.3.4 Factor 3: Strength o f SF: low strength <> high strength 

(eigenvalue: 1.85, explained variance: 6.4%)
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Factor 3 represents the Intensity and Frequency of SF independent of debilitating or facilitating 

effects. A high positive score on this factor indicates high Strength of SF for the subject. A high 

negative score indicates low strength. Frequency (.65), Intensity (.48) and Insecurity (.68), SF as an 

Important Problem for Self (Problem Self) (.55), and SF Before (.41) have their highest loadings on 

this factor. Sum of Physical Symptoms (Physical Sum) (.32) has a slightly lower loading on this factor 

than on Factor 1. This factor is weakly associated with the mention of Neutral Physical Sum 

Symptoms in the Definition (Defined Neutr.Smpt.) (.27). In comparison, Factor 1 incorporates 

mentioning Negative Physical Symptoms. It is no surprise that although physical symptoms seem to 

be associated with both Debilitating SF and Strength of SF, the negative symptoms (black-out, 

voice lost , nausea) are associated with Debilitating SF while neutral symptoms (sweating, fast 

heartbeat, butterflies) are associated with Strength of SF. Defined Actual Consequences of SF 

(Def. PFI ) (-.34) had an inverse relationship with strength. It would seem that balanced views (see 

Table 5.2.2b) in which both negative and positive effects of SF are mentioned, are in line with 

Strength of SF. The low loadings of PFI (-.02), Unpleasantness (.16), and Valance in Definition 

(Def. Valence ) (-.06) on Factor 3, further emphasise the neutrality of much of this factor. The only 

timing variable with a substantial loading is SF before (.41). This makes sense. SF before the 

performance doesn’t necessarily affect interference or facilitation. Nevertheless, Strength of SF 

can be seen as an important problem, as the loading for Problem Self (.55) suggests. Since 

Problem Self shows rather high loadings on Factor 1 as well, we may conclude that the Strength of 

SF can be as much of a problem for a performer as the Debilitating aspect.

Spearman correlations confirm the relationship between the variables with the most substantial 

loadings on this factor (see Table 5.3.4a).

Table 5.3.4a. Spearman Correlations for variables with main loadings on Factor 3.

Insecurity .33(.000*’ )
Frequency .23(.002**) .33(.000**)
intensity .22(.005**) .19(.016*) .25(.001**)
SF Before .13(.108) ,13(.105) 18(.016*) .05(.557)

Problem Self Insecurity Frequency Intensity

Insecurity, Frequency, and Intensity all correlate significantly with each other. SF Before follows the 

same pattern, although it is not as strongly related to the main variables in this factor as SF During 

has shown to be in Factor 1

In comparing the correlations of Problem Self found here with those shown in relation to Factor 1 

(see Table 5.3.4a) the divide in SF as an Important Problem for Self becomes even more apparent. 

It would seem that if a performer mentions SF as an important problem, that can be for two reasons: 

he or she suffers from Debilitating SF or he or she is reflecting on the Strength of SF. The 

independence of the two factors indicates that these reasons may occur separately rather than 
together.
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5.3.5 Factor 4: Cognitive Appraisal of SF: negative internal <> positive external cognitive

approach

(eigenvalue: 1.63; explained variance: 5.6%)

This factor unifies the variables most indicative of Cognitive Appraisal of SF. Subjects with a high 

positive score on this vanable can be seen to share a positive cognitive approach to SF, while those 

with a negative score have a negative cognitive approach. The variables with their highest loadings 

on this factor are the following: Definition Valance (Def. Valence) (-.71), Definition PFI (-.50), Cause 

SF: Internal-External (Causal Attnb.) (.48), and Preparation AT (.43). The negative loadings for the 

first two variables and the positive loadings for the last two suggest that positive definitions and low 

PFI in the definition are related to external attribution of SF and preparing together with others. 

While negative definitions and high PFI in the definition go together with internal attribution and 

preparing alone. The loadings of SF During (.45) and SF Before (.24) suggest that this factor is 

most relevant to having SF During, but is not totally irrelevant to having SF Before. The 

independence of Factor 4 from PFI (loading -.13) argues against the automatic expectation of 

cognitive interference for subjects scoring high on this factor. It would seem more appropriate to 

emphasise the philosophical (cold) side of SF in this factor, rather than the worry (hot) side.

The Spearman Correlations of the main variables involved show that Preparation AT doesn't 

correlate with any of them. It would therefore seem that the preparing alone-together aspect 

represents a somewhat separate dimension within this factor. The others correlations seem to put 

the Definition of SF (Def. Valence) in the core of the factor (see Table 5.3.5a) and confirm the 

connection between internal attributions (Causal Attrib.) and negative definitions and external 

attnbutions and positive definitions.

Table 5.3.5a: Spearman Correlations for variables with main loadings on Factor 4.

Def. PFI 
Causal Attrib.
Preparation AT 
SF During

Def. Valence Def. PFI Causal Attrib. Preparation AT

.63(.000“ ) 
-.24(.002**) 
-.07(.510) 
-.17 .031*)

-.18(.168) 
-.02(.906) 
-.13 .309)

.08(.451)

.08(.341 .08( 426)

Finding a separate factor for cognitive aspects provides more support for the found independence 

of scales and open questions in addressing SF. The absence of loadings of the SF-variables on 

this factor confirms the chasm between the experiences as described with the help of the scales 

and the ‘philosophical’ nature of the answers to the questions addressing definition and causes of 

SF.

To further examine the relationship between the Definition variables and the SF-variables, the 

Spearman correlations between these groups of variables have againbeen put in a table (see: 

Table 5.3.5b) (correlations of Definition variables with other vahables in Appendix 1b: Table 7).
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The only result that seems to challenge the absence of a relationship between definition and SF- 

variables is the negative significant correlation between Def. PFI and Problem Self (r=-,39, 

p=.001*’ ). This correlation suggests that the more exclusively negative the defined consequences 

for SF are, the less likely it is that SF will be evaluated as an important problem. Although, in the 

above, we've argued for a certain degree of independence between the answers to open 

questions and scales, this is an unexpected result. Could it be that rather than being independent, 

the mental processes involved in defining are to a certain degree opposite to the processes 

involved in instant evaluation? We’ll come back to this issue in the discussion (chapter 6).

Table 5.3.5b: Spearman Correlations for Definition variables with SF-variables.

Frequency -.03(.748) -23(.066)
Intensity -,14(.079) -.14(243)
Insecurity ,05(.510) -.19(.119)
Physical Sum .00^994) -.17(.187)
PFI .05(.522) ,13(.284)
Unpleasantness -,04(.644) ,09(.489)
Problem Self -.08(.333) -.39(.00r*)
Problem Others .07(.409) -.07(.620)

Def. Valence Def. PFI
(n=168) (n=67)

5.3.6 Factor 5: Sociability vs Isolation in Coping: Seeking Distraction Together <> Concentrating 

Alone.

(eigenvalue: 1.61, explained vahance: 5.6%)

This factor involves most of the highest loadings of the coping variables Coping AT (alone- 

together), Coping DC (distraction-concentration), Coping RA (relaxation-activation) and Sum of 

Preparation Strategies. Loadings of Coping AT (-.59), and Coping DC (.56) suggest that subjects 

may opt for concentrating alone or seeking distraction in the company of others. Sociability or 

Isolation in one's coping style is highlighted in this factor. A negative loading for Coping RA (-.22) 

suggests that relaxation aligns more with the concentrating alone' side than with ‘seeking 

distraction together’. The loading of the Sum of Preparation Strategies (Prep. Strat.) (.56) suggests 

that relaxing and concentrating alone are aligned with more strategies mentioned. It would seem 

that the less sociable performers have more to say about coping.

Low Spearman correlations between the variables with the main loadings bear witness to the rather 

low degree of variance explained by this factor, although the correlations of the key variables are 

consistent with the way the factor is labelled (see next page: Table 5.3.6a).
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Table 5.3.6a: Spearman Correlations for variables with main loadings on Factor 5.

Coping DC -,28(.019*)
Prep. Strat. -,15(.141) ,26(.009**)
Def. Activation -,06(.614) .19(.095) ,14(.103)
SF Entenng ,07(.473) -.04(.727) -.06(.473) -.04(.637)
Coping RA ,06(.668) -.31(.029*) -,15(.141) -.00(.975) .09(,417)

Coping AT Coping DC Prep. Strat. Def. Activation SF Entering

Coping DC correlates significantly with both Coping AT (r=-28, p=.019*) and Coping RA (r=-.31, 

p=.029*). But Coping AT does not correlate significantly with Coping RA (r=.06, p=.668). Coping 

RA does however correlate significantly with Sum of Preparation Strategies (r= -.31, p=.029*). 

These correlations more or less confirm the conclusions drawn from the factor loadings.

The low loadings on this factor for PFI, Unpleasantness and SF as an Important Problem (Problem 

Self), establishes coping sociability as independent from Factor 1: Debilitating SF. The same can be 

said about Insecurity, Frequency and Intensity of SF, the nnain variables in Factor 3: Strength of SF. 

However, Spearman correlations show us that this isn’t quite the full story (see Table 5.3.6b).

Table 5.3.6b: Spearman Correlations of Coping Style variables with SF-variables.

Frequency -.25(.014*) .17(.094) .10(.396)
intensity -.16^121) .27(.009") .07(.544)
Insecurity -.07(.511) .15(.163) -.06(.596)
Physical Sum .01(.918) .15(.151) - 12(.292)
PFI -.10(.329 -.03^782) - 24(.035*)
Unpleasantness -.01(.959) .01 (.889) -.20(.079)
Problem Self -.07(.496) .08(.432) -.18(117)
Problem Others .00(.962) -.05(.638) -.20(.093)

Coping DC Coping AT Coping RA
(n=99) (n=95) (n=80)

Spearman correlations for the SF-variables with the main loadings on Factor 1 and 3 show that three 

variables have a significant correlation, each with a different coping variable. Frequency of SF 

correlates significantly with Coping DC (r=-.25, p=.014*) indicating a preference of those reporting 

SF frequently to seek distraction rather than trying to concentrate. Intensity of SF correlates 

significantly with Coping AT (r=.27, p=.009**) suggesting that those with intense SF reported 

preparing together more. Coping RA correlates significantly with PFI (r=-.24, p=.035*), establishing 

the relationship between seeking relaxation and performance interference. Since the coping styles 

don't show high loadings on Factor 1 or 3, it is as expected that the other correlations are not 

significant. We'll come back to this issue when we address coping in more detail (see 5.3.3).

Other than the coping aspects, the distinction between nerves and anxiety in the Definition of the
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Activation (Def. Activation ) (.31) is relevant to this factor. It would seem that defining SF as anxiety is 

nxjre connected to the unsociable end of the factor while defining it as nerves is more connected 

to the sociable end of the factor.

Of the Timing vanables, only SF on entering (SF Entering) shows a substantial loading (-.40) on this 

factor. This suggests that Coping together/ Seeking Distraction might be related to more SF on 

entering than Concentrating and Coping Alone. This makes sense. The sociable coping style may 

postpone the awareness of SF until the moment of entering, while the unsociable style may be 

considered to have dealt with SF by then. Unfortunately, there is no back-up for this idea in the 

Spearman correlations of SF Entering with Coping AT (r=.07, p=.473), neither with Coping DC (r=- 

.04, p=.727), nor with Coping RA (r=.09, p=.417).

5 .3 .7  Implications o f the Factor Structure

The most important finding of this factor analysis is the independence of Debilitating and Strength 

of SF as reflected in Factors 1 and 3. At variable level this reflects the fact that PFI and 

Unpleasantness doesn't cluster with the Insecurity, Frequency and Intensity variables. SF can 

obviously be divided into at least two problem areas. And since SF as an Important Problem for 

Oneself has substantial loadings on both factors, SF can apparently be seen as an important 

problem in both ways.

As was already pointed out earlier, there is a discrepancy between the response to the open 

questions and the scales. This discrepancy may be at the basis of the independence of the 

Definition and Causal Attribution aspect in the interviews. This Cognitive aspect (Factor 4) is 

unrelated to the response to the SF-variables in the research. It is particularly interesting that those 

subjects who discussed the most negative consequences of SF in their definition saw SF less 

often as an important problem for themselves than others. This issue has implications for the 

reliability of semi-structured questionnaires. In addition to this methodological issue, we might 

consider how differential mental processing may explain independent or inconsistent responses to 

related issues when addressed by different types of questions (see discussion in chapter 6).

An independent factor for Development of SF (Factor 2) suggests that the development of SF is 

independent of what is reported as the current state of SF-variables. Reductions in frequency and 

intensity go together with mentioning the influence of coping and experience on these reductions. 

Nevertheless, correlations with the SF-variables suggest that subjects who report reductions are 

not better off in comparison with the other subjects in terms of PFI and Insecurity, although they do 

report lower frequency of SF.

A separate factor for coping methods doesn't exactly come as a surprise here, but it is interesting 

that Sociability-lsolation in Coping (Factor 5) seems to be the core dimension. The coping styles 

cluster together. However, individual correlations also show that individual coping styles each 

correlate specifically with one of the SF-variables.

In preliminary attempts at a factor analysis in this study (not reported), Factors 1, 3 and 4 occurred
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each time, often as the first three factors. The other two factors were more ‘volatile’ . Whenever 

minor changes to the pool of variables were made the separate factors for Debilitating SF, Strength 

of SF and Cognitive Appraisal of SF seemed largely unaffected, whereas the other factors showed 

considerable variations that inevitably led to rather significant differences in their signature and 

labelling, in my opinion this is enough reason to be cautious in interpreting factor analysis in 

general. In this particular case, the Factors 1,3, and 4 may be more reliable than the Factors 2 and 5.

Another reason to be cautious in interpreting factor analysis is that not every single correlation 

between variables is represented by meaningful factor loadings for each of these variables. To 

make sure that we do justice to the data, we've addressed this issue by discussing relevant 

Spearman correlations in tandem with the factors. An example not highlighted in the discussion of 

the factors is the low but significant correlation between Frequency of SF and PFI (r= -.18, p=.018* 

). The correlation found suggests that subjects who reported having SF more frequently, often 

tended to report less performance interference. This specific inverse relationship doesn't become 

clear when the relationships between the variables as part of the factors were discussed. A factor 

loading of -.12 for Frequency of SF on Factor 1 (Debilitating SF) was too low to be involved in the 

discussion of this factor. A second example is the correlation between Coping AT and Preparation 

AT (r=.53, p=.000**) which suggests a much closer relationship between these variables than is 

suggested by the similar parity in loadings on Factors 4 and 5.

Other than this, variables that don't show loadings over .30 on any of the factors fall by the wayside 

in the analysis. Regretting SF was not Addressed in Training (Regret SF N/A) showed loadings 

between .15 and .21 on the 5 Factors, and therefore was not mentioned in the analysis. 

Nevertheless, a significant correlation with SF as an important problem for the self (Problem Self) 

(r=.35, p=.002*’ ) connects this regret with the evaluation of SF as an important problem. The other 

variable not discussed in relation to any of the factors is: Causes SF: Achievement Motivation - 

Anxiety Disposition (Causal Motive) which has a highest loading of .13 on Factor 3. Spearman 

correlations show no significance with any of the other variables. We may conclude that the initial 

hunch behind the inclusion of this variable - that it would make a difference how performers are 

motivated - has not been confirmed.

Finally, since variables are clustered together due to their similarly high loadings on one factor, it is 

logical to expect that these variables would also correlate highly amongst each other. However, as 

we've seen in the analysis of Factor 4 and 5, this is not always the case. In general, as the explained 

variance of factors dwindle, the significance of the inter-correlations between variables with high 

loadings also decreases. Furthermore, in the subsequent interpretation, i.e. the process of 

labelling, we make use of the overlap in dimensions and meaning of the variables. It is impossible to 

interpret the weighted loadings of each of the variables to create a precisely commensurate 

representation of the content of the variables in the creation of the label. By its very nature this 

translation of figures into language - although it is the only way to make sense of a factor analysis - is 

a somewhat crude way of completing an intricate statistical procedure.

5.4 Further explorations II: The role of physical symptoms in SF
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Of the variables Involved in the factor analysis, the Physical Sum correlates significantly with 

Intensity of SF (r=.25, p=.001**), Insecurity before Performing (r=.29, p=.000**), Unpleasantness 

of SF (r=.19, p=.017**), SF as an Important Problem for Oneself (Problem Self) (r=,22, p=.006**) 

and SF During (r=,24, p=.003**) (see Appendix 1b: Table 15). We’ve seen that the Physical Sum 

loaded highly on Debilitating SF (Factor 1) and (slightly lower) on Strength of SF (Factor 3). In 

combination with the correlations found this makes sense. Unpleasantness, SF During, and 

Problem Self all have high loadings on Factor 1, while Intensity and Insecurity have high loadings on 

Factor 3. The fact that the variable PFI doesn't show a significant correlation (r=.15, p=.063) also 

emphasises that physical symptoms are a part of the SF story, but the predictive power of the 

summated symptoms may have its limitations.

The specific physical symptoms elicited by the scales have so far been addressed in terms of their 

mean frequencies and the comparison with the symptoms mentioned as part of the Definition and 

Example of SF. To learn more about how the physical symptoms occur in relation to each other 

Spearman Correlations have been computed (see Appendix 1b: Table 10). Of the 78 correlations 

computed, 22 were significant at the .01 level. Another 14 correlations were significant at the .05 

level. Four correlations were negative, but they were around .00. Most correlations were between 

.00 and ,25. Seven correlations were higher than .25 (see Table 5.4a).

Table 5.4a: Spearman correlations for physical symptoms over r =.25.

Dizziness <> Headache .37 (.000**)
Dizziness <> Nausea .25 (.001**)
Dry mouth-throat <> Nausea .30 (.000**)
Hyperventilation <> Tight chest .26 (.001**)
Anxiety attack <> Voice gone .26 tooo**)
Anxiety attack <> Shaking-trembling .26 (.000**)
Fast heartbeat <> Shaking-trembling .43 (.000**)

The two highest correlations involved related symptoms. Dizziness and Headache are both 

symptoms of the head. Fast heartbeat and Shaking-trembling are both related to high activation. 

The fact that .43 is the highest correlation found, should be seen as a sign of the relative 

independence of the symptoms.

A Principal Components analysis was also computed. Three factors were found, explaining a total of 

39.6 percent of the variance. The grouping of symptoms resulting from the analysis is presented in 

Table 5.4b (the analysis can be found in the Appendix 1b: Table 11). Adequate labelling of the 

factors was difficult. Factor 1 seems to cover mostly symptoms of the throat and breathing. Factor 2 

shows a cluster of symptoms without specific location in the body plus a few stomach aspects. 

Factor 3 seems to put some emphasis on symptoms of the head. Nevertheless, it is not clear 

enough to warrant further exploration. Discussion will therefore focus on the specific correlations 

between the symptoms and the other variables. Spearman Correlations were computed for the 

symptoms with all relevant variables used in the factor analysis in 5.3. Table 5.4b (see next page) 

contains the significant correlations found.
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Table 5.4b: Overview of significant correlations of physical symptoms with all other variables used in 
the factor analysis (* = sign, at .05 level; ** = sign, at .01 level).

physical symptoms: mean sig. correlations with:

Factor 1:
hyperventilation 1.22 Frequency (-.23 **), Preparation AT (-.26 *)
anxiety attack 1.65 Insecurity (.23 **), Problem Self (.19 *), Intensity (.31 **)
tight chest 1.48 Activation: Nerves or Anxiety (.20 *), Frequency (-.19*)
dry mouth-throat 3.09 -
voice gone 1.52 Unpleasantness (.16 *), PFI (.19 *), Frequency (-.15 *),

Coping AT (-.22 *)
Factor 2;
illness-flue 1.25 Insecurity (.18 *)
headache 1.36 -
rash 1.27 Insecurity (.17 *), Defined Consequences for Performance (-.30 *)
excessive perspiration 2.70 SF During (.15 *), Development Intensity (.17 *)
nausea 1.73 Unpleasantness (.18 *), SF During (.18 *), Insecurity (.22 **)

Factor 3:
fast heartbeat 3.59 SF affected by Coping (.21 *), Intensity (.23 **)
dizziness 1.25 SF problem Self (-. 18 *)
black-out 1.30 Number of Preparation Strategies (.21 **)
Shaking-trembling 3.14 SF During (.15 *), Insecurity (.20 **), Frequency (.22 **), Problem

Self (.20 *), Intensity (.17 *)

Physical Sum Intensity (.25**), Insecurity (.29**), Unpleasantness (.19*),
Problem Self (.22**), SF During (.24**)

Excessive perspiration was reported somewhat more by subjects who also reported to have SF 

During the performance and those who reported an increase in the Intensity of SF over time. Fast 

heartbeat was reported more by those who had said that their SF was Affected by Coping and 

those with higher Intensities of SF. Black-outs were mentioned to occur more frequently by those 

who reported more preparation strategies. Anxiety attacks were mentioned more often by those 

who mentioned SF as an important problem for themselves, who reported higher Insecurity before 

performing and who had higher Intensities of SF. A Tight chest was mentioned more often by those 

who defined their activation as anxiety and those who reported to experience SF less frequently. 

Rash was associated somewhat with higher Insecurity before performing, but also with fewer 

Defined Negative Consequences of SF in the way they defined SF. Hyperventilation was 

associated with lower Frequencies of SF and Preparing Alone rather than Together. Shaking- 

trembling correlated with more of the relevant variables than any other symptom. More frequent 

Shaking-trembling was associated with higher Insecurity before performing, higher Frequency of 

SF, higher Intensity of SF, admitting that SF was a problem for oneself more often and reporting SF 

During perform ing slightly more often. Losing one's Voice was associated with h igher 

Unpleasantness of SF, more Performance Interference, lower Frequencies of SF and Coping 

Alone rather than together when experiencing SF Before performing. Nausea was associated with 

higher Unpleasantness and Insecurity and more frequent reports of SF taking place during the 

performance. The negative correlation of Dizziness with SF as an Important Problem is somewhat
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unexpected and suggests that those who report Dizziness would report less often that SF is an 

innportant problem for them. Finally, reports of Illness or flue could only be seen to relate to higher 

Insecurity. Headache or Dry throat-nrouth was not seen to be associated with any significant linear 

variance in the relevant variables for which correlations were computed (see Appendix 1b: Table 5).

Of all the physical symptoms only Losing one's Voice correlates significantly with PFI (r=.19, 

p=.014'). Therefore, performance interference would only seem to be related to this particular 

symptom.

Shaking-Trembling showed significant correlations with five of the relevant variables, Shaking- 

Trembling also had the highest correlation with the Physical Sum (r=,59, p= .000 "). Trembling 

which is the direct result of over-activation may be seen as the physical symptoms most closely 

associated with SF. It must be noted though that Shaking-trembling was not significantly correlated 

with PFI or Unpleasantness, the main variables representing the debilitating aspects of SF. In spite 

of the significant correlation of Shaking-Trembling with the factor Debilitating SF (r=.21, p=.005**) 

(see Appendix 1b: Table 11) it would seem that performance interference should not be seen as 

too closely related to Shaking-trembling.

Furthermore, it should be noted that neither negative nor neutral physical symptoms mentioned in 

relation to the definition question were found to correlate significantly with any of the symptoms. 

This lends more support for the hypothesis of different mental processes at the basis of open 

question and scale.

Finally, approaching the issue from the perspective of the relevant variables, it is clear that Insecunty 

before performing correlates significantly with more of the physical symptoms than any other of the 

variables. Significant correlations with frequency of reported Anxiety attacks (r=.23, p=.002**). 

Rash (r=.17, p=.026*). Shaking-trembling (r=.20, p=.009**), Nausea (r=.22, p= .004"), and lllness- 

flue (r=.18, p=.019*) provide an indication that physical symptoms may be more closely related to 

Insecurity than to any other relevant variable. This has accumulated into the highest significant 

correlation with the Physical Sum (r=.29, p=.000**). In the same way three significant correlations of 

physical symptoms (Fast heartbeat, Anxiety attack, Shaking-trembling) with Intensity of SF have 

accumulated into a significant correlation with the sum of the symptoms. The same accumulation of 

effects was found for three significant correlations ( for Excessive perspiration. Shaking-trembling, 

Nausea) with SF during performing. Two of the other variables. Unpleasantness and Problem Self, 

have lower correlations for the Physical Sum, because of mixed positive and negative significant 

correlations with the specific symptoms.

The four significant correlations of symptoms with Frequency of SF cancel each other out in the 

total correlation with Physical Sum (r=.00, p=.993) because they are also of mixed sign. Negative 

correlations with Tight chest, Hyperventilation, and Voice gone contrast with a significant positive 

correlation with shaking-trembling and a near significant positive correlation with Fast Heartbeat. It 

makes sense that reported high Frequency of SF is seen to be related to symptoms reported 

frequently, while low Frequency of SF is related to symptoms that are more rarely reported.
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Conclusions from these findings have to be tentative. The correlations are not very impressive and 

not very systematic either. Nevertheless, the correlations between Physical Sum and Intensity of 

SF (r=.25, p=.001**), Unpleasantness (r=.19, p=.017*), Insecunty (r=.29, p=.000**), Problem Self 

(r=.22, p=.006**) and SF During (r=.24, p= .003") suggest a positive relationship between SF and 

symptoms. We may conclude that the reported physical symptoms are related to how subjects feel 

in relation to SF. Shaking-trembling seems to be the pivotal symptom that best represents the total 

impact of the symptoms. This symptom has the highest correlation with the Physical Sum (r=.59, 

p=.000**). Performance Interference is not closely related to the symptoms. Only Losing one’s 

Voice (r=.19, p=.017*) is reflected in higher degrees of interference.

At the end of the next section, the relationship between physical symptoms and specific coping 

aspects will be discussed.

5.5 Further explorations III: Coping methods and their relationship with the factors, the relevant 

variables and physical symptoms.

In the factor analysis in 5.3.1 we have analysed the relationships between each variable with an 

ordinal distribution. This included Coping Styles Alone-Together (AT), Relaxation-Activation (RA), 

Distraction-Concentration (DC) and Number of Preparation Strategies mentioned. In this paragraph 

we'll look at a number of specific aspects of coping and their relationship with the factors found. 

Factor 5 will be excluded from this analysis because all the Coping Style variables have been 

loading highly on it. Another restriction made was that coping aspects that have been mentioned 

10 times or more have been included. Since most performers reported more than one coping 

aspect for each question, the effects of the combinations rather than the individual aspects will 

decide the relationship between coping and SF. However, since only a few performers mentioned 

using exactly the same combinations, this issue had to be addressed at the level of coping styles. 

W e’ll look at physical, practical and mental ways of coping (and their combinations) and how they 

relate to the relevant variables. Coping During, Coping Before and General Preparation will be 

addressed separately .This is based on the results which showed clearly that the three coping and 

preparation questions led to different responses from the subjects. Response to SF During the 

performance and Before the performance was quite different. Only 25 (14%) performers reported 

the same coping types and combinations of types on both instances, while 34 (19%) subjects 

reported the same types and combinations in coping with SF Before performing and General 

Preparation. Only 17 (10%) inten/iewees mentioned the same combinations of coping types during 

performing and in general preparation. Performers seem to have specific ways of coping with the 

different propositions, even if a minority seems to favour a specific coping style for each of the 

situations. The other question to be answered is whether different ways of coping reflect different 

issues with SF in performers. To address this, correlations between the coping aspects and the 

factors and relevant variables will be computed, for each of the three separate situations.

5 .5 .1 Coping during perfonving and its relationship with factors and relevant variables

Coping During performing is confined in a number of ways, as pointed out in 5.2.2. However, since

it is most clearly related to efforts to save the performance, we would expect to find clear

correlations between the coping aspects mentioned and Factor 1: Debilitating SF. For the other
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factors our expectations are less clear. Table 5.5.1a shows the significant results of Spearman 

Correlations between the selected coping aspects and the five factors found in 5.3.1.

Table 5.5.1a: Overview of coping aspects mentioned at least ten times (see also Appendix 
1b: Table 9).

n Coping Dunng: FI F2 F3 F4

40 CONCENTR seeking concentration 24**
41 SIMPLYGO simply go on -.16*
29 SELFTALK self talk or self instructions .26**
27 KEEPCALM try to keep calm
16 SEEKSUPP seek support from others
26 RELAXATI try to relate
13 FOCUSCH focus on the character (actors) .17*
27 DONTHASF don’t have SF during perform.

The results show only two significant correlations at .01 level and two at .05 level.

Self talk is significantly correlated with Factor 1 (Debilitating SF). Back-up for this finding is found in 

significant correlations of Self talk with separate variables with high factor loadings on this factor like 

PFI (r=.21, p=.005**), Problem Self (r=.17, p=.029*), Problem Others (r=.26, p=.001**). Self talk 

during performing is obviously related to the most problematic side of SF. We can't be sure if Self 

talk causes the interference or is used as a consequence of the performer noticing interference. 

Focus on Character \s significantly correlated with Factor 3 (Strength of SF). Back-up for this finding 

is found in the significant correlation with high loading variable Insecurity (r=.24, p=.002**). We may 

conclude that Strength and particularly Insecurity before performing are related to the choice to 

focus on the character as a way of coping with SF During performing.

Simply Going On has a significant negative correlation with Factor 3. This is the result of the 

correlations of two variables with high loadings on Factor 3; Frequency (r=-.19, p=.011*) is 

significant and an almost significant correlation with Insecurity (r=-.14, p=.078)). It would seem that 

the performers who have SF less frequently and are less insecure before performing would more 

often say that their way of coping is to ‘simply continue’.

Concentrating  is another aspect mentioned by performers as a way of coping with SF during 

performing. The significant correlation with Factor 4 (Cognitive Appraisal of SF) has the backing of 

two non-significant and one significant correlation with high loading variables (Def. PFI (r=-.11, 

p=.374), Def. Valence (r=-.13, p=.097), and SF During (r=.17, p=.029*). ‘Concentrating' in 

response to SF During performing seems to be something that is reported somewhat more by 

performers who have a positive cognitive approach to SF. It is possible that the simple instruction 

‘concentrate’ works slightly better with performers who have a more positive cognitive approach to 
SF.

In summary, it can be argued that those performers who report using Self talk are the ones who are 

most at risk of PFI. Furthermore, those who Focus on the Character are the ones (actors) with the 

highest degrees of Insecurity. The latter result is extra significant because it is only based on the 

answers given by actors (musicians wouldn't focus on their character in response to SF). Those 

who Simply go on are the ones with low Insecurity and low Frequency of SF. They may not have
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developed a need for more sophisticated coping tools. Extra efforts put into Concentrating when 

SF strikes during a performance seems to be slightly more applicable for those subjects who have a 

positive cognitive approach to SF.

The differences in the factors related to coping styles is represented in the means for each coping 

style or combination on each factor (see Table 5.5.1b).

Table 5.5.1b: Means for four factors for coping during performing.
Factor 1: Debilitating Stage Fright: facilitating <> debilitating SF 
Factor 2; Development of SF over time: increase <> reduction SF 
Factor 3: Strength of SF: not strong <> highly strong 
Factor 4: Cognitive Appraisal of SF: negative internal <> positive external.

n FI F2 F3 F4

total mean: 167 .00 .00 .00 .00

only physical*: 11 - . 60 . 34 - .32 - .35
only practical: 11 - .12 .20 -.31 .05
only mental: 71 . 18 .07 .01 .07
mix practical/physical: 2 - . 97 - .11 - . 37 - .87
mix mental/physical: 19 - . 14 .03 .11 . 19
mix practical/mental: 11 - .21 - .23 - .11 - .25
mix pract/mental/phys; 8 .30 . 62 .16 .76

'  all of these physical aspect are aimed at activation reduction

The means for the four factors for coping during performing vary considerably. This suggests that 

coping styles are reflected in differences in the SF experience for the performers. It is a pity that the 

size of the groups differs so dramatically. As a result of this, the differences between the mean 

factor scores of each group have very different degrees of significance. Since most of the groups 

are too small to derive consistent significance levels, tests for these differences have not been 

computed. The same problem will occur in 5.5.2 for Coping during and 5,5.3 for General 

preparation. Nevertheless, I would like to draw the reader’s attention to three noteworthy results 

shown in the Table.

Firstly, the 11 subjects who confined themselves to physical aspects to reduce activation during 

performing scored low on Factors 1,3,4 and high on Factor 2. In other words their coping ploy 

coincided with Performance Facilitation, low Strength of SF, Reduction of SF over time, a Negative 

Internal Cognitive approach. This small group mainly confined themselves to taking a few breaths to 

settle themselves during an attack of SF During a show. The simplicity of this is shown to be in line 

with an unproblematic approach to SF in Factor 1 and 3, which can sustain a negative internal 

approach to SF (Factor 4). Again, a contrast between the cognitive response gleaned from the 

open questions and the scales presents itself.

Secondly, those using only mental coping strategies, like Self-talk or Self-instructions, scored near 

the mean of each of the factors, except for Factor 1. It would seem that this group (n= 71) only
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distinguishes itself because of their Debilitating SF. (This is supported by their sim ilarly high mean 

scores for PFI (3.06), and U npleasantness (2.36)). Again, the relation between mental coping 

interventions and PFI presents itself.

Thirdly, the group of 8 subjects using a com bination of all three styles sfiow  the highest m eans on 

each o f the factors. It is possible that this is the m ost problematic group, with high Debilitating SF, 

Reduction o f SF over time, re lative ly high S trength, .... however, w ith a much more Positive 

External approach to SF than the o ther subjects. By now, it shouldn't surprise us anym ore; the 

m ost worrying com bination of high Strength of SF and Debilitating SF can present itself in the 

company of the most positive ways of defin ing SF. It would seem that this positive cognitive outlook 

is in itself a way of coping with the otherw ise bleek personal experiences with SF. It is fitting that this 

is also combined with reporting m ultiple intervention styles for coping with SF During perform ing. 

One would suspect that this group of 8 has been plagued enough to have developed these 

m ultiple ways of coping.

5 .5 .2  Coping before perform ing and its relationship with Factors and relevant variables

Coping with SF before a perform ance has m ore options and time is not as limited as in Coping 

During perform ing. As a resu lt d iffe ren t coping aspects are mentioned and a w ider a rray o f 

strategies is expected to relate to the SF factors. However, as we can see in Table 5.5.2a, these 

relationships are confined to practical and physical ways of coping.

Table 5.5.2a: Overview  coping aspects mentioned at least 10 times (see also Appendix 1b: 
Table 9).

n Coping Before: FI F2 F3

46 M ENTALBE mental coping strategies
1 1 NEGMENTL trying to ban th inking
22 TEXTROLE focus on text, role, music
14 FIXEDPRE execute fixed prep, strategy
13 PROPS props or other pract. prep. -.17* .19*
14 VOCASING do vocal exercises or sing
35 KEEPQUIET keep quiet -.23**
52 BREATHEX do breathing exercises .28**
12 RELAXEX do relaxation exercises
1 6 BODYWARM do a physical warm-up
15 MOVING move around -.26** .21**
1 1 TOILET go to the toilet
12 NONALCOH drink som ething non-alcoholic
12 SMOKING smoke

2 LUCKYOBJ revert to a lucky object

Props o r o ther Practical preparation  are more com m on in subjects who scored low on Factor 1. This 

result is supported by ind ividual negative corre la tions with variables with significant loadings on 

factor 1, of which one is significant. Unpleasantness (r=-.12, p=.121), Defined Neg. Sympt. (r=-.12, 

p=.111). Problem Others (r=-.23, r=.004**) show the trend well. Props and practical preparation are 

brought up more often as a way of coping with SF by those who see SF as less unpleasant, less of a
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problem in general, and experience less negative symptoms. The use Props was also reported 

more by subjects scoring higher on Factor 2: Development of SF over time. This correlation is 

backed by significant correlations with Infl. Coping (r=.21, p=.014*) and Devlpm. Freq. (r=-.16, 

p=.040*). This suggests that the use of Props is related to reported reduction of SF over time as 

well as the idea that this reduction may be caused by learning to cope, it is not unthinkable that the 

reduction in SF is actually the result of the discovery of attention for Props and Practical preparation 

as ways of coping.

Breathing Exercises are more prominently used by those scoring high on Factor 1. Those with 

Debilitating SF report the use of Breathing Exercises more often. Support for this is found in 

significant correlations with some of the variables with high loadings, like Problem Self (r=.26, 

p=.001’ *), Unpleasantness (r=.18, p=.017*), and Defined Neg. Sympt. (r=.20, p=.007**). It would 

seem that subjects who find SF unpleasant and a problem for themselves, while experiencing 

negative physical symptoms are more likely to report the use of Breathing Exercises.

It is of particular interest that a pattern involving types of coping and aspects of SF comes to the 

foreground. Subjects with high Debilitating SF (Factor 1) tend to focus less on Props and other 

practical preparation, but they focus more on Breathing exercises. This ties in with the general 

tendency for those high in Debilitating SF to want to reduce their activation (Breathing exercises). 

This is no surprise, as it was already shown in the correlation between PFI and Coping RA: 

Reduction - Activation and the negative loading of Coping RA on Factor 1.

A contrasting pattern can be seen in relation to Factor 3.

Keeping Quiet is reported more often in those low in Strength of SF (Factor 3). This effect finds 

support in the significant correlations found for three variables with high loadings on Factor 3. 

Insecurity (r=-.17, p=.027*). Problem Self (r=-.20, p=.008*), and SF Before (r=-.17, p=.030*). 

Those low in insecurity, seeing SF less as a problem for themselves and not reporting SF before a 

performance are more likely to report using Keeping Quiet as a coping strategy.

Moving Around is more often reported by those scoring low on Factor 1 and high on Factor 3. Two 

of the variables loading high on Factor 3 are seen to correlate significantly with Moving Around. 

Correlations with Frequency (r=.20, p=.007**) and Intensity (r=.21, p=.006’**) lead us to infer that 

those who have SF frequently and intensely tend to spend their nervous energy by Moving 

Around prior to a performance.

The distribution of coping styles employed before the performance differed considerably from the 

distribution of styles reported in coping with SF during a performance. This has already been 

discussed in Section 5.2.2. It has been suggested there that a practical coping style may be related 

to fewer problems with SF. As we'll see here this suggestion receives more support (see next 

page. Table 5.5.2b).

The results show that the group who confine themselves to practical coping (n=11) scores 

markedly lower than the others on Factor 1,2, and 3. This confirms the relationship found between 

dealing with Props and other Practical activities and Debilitating SF, in the first part of this section.
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From the mean score on Factor 1 it would appear that performers who only use practical means of 

coping are likely to report Facilitating rather than Debilitating SF. Other than that, these performers 

would be more likely to report increases in SF over time, lower Strength of SF, a more positive 

external Cognitive approach to SF and a general tendency to prepare and cope with SF by seeking 

distraction in the company of others. These performers are congruous in their emotional and 

cognitive account of SF. They may enjoy SF and don't mind that it has become more frequent and 

intense over time. However, this is only relative to the fact that the Frequency and Intensity of their 

SF is lower than that of the other performers. This group presents a model for ‘non-problematic’ 

performing and preparing.

Table 5.5.2b : Means for the four factors for coping before performing. 
Factor 1: Debilitating Stage Fright: facilitating <> debilitating SF 
Factor 2: Development of SF over time: increase <> reduction SF 
Factor 3: Strength of SF: not strong <> highly strong 
Factor 4: Cognitive Appraisal of SF: negative internal <> positive external

n FI F2 F3 F4

total mean: 167 .00 .00 .00 .00

only physical: 40 .02 - .07 - .02 - .04
only practical; 11 - .56 - .16 - .29 .21
only mental: 24 - . 17 - . 11 - .01 - .29
mix practical/physical: 35 . 14 - .00 - . 10 .26
mix mental , physical: 35 .09 . 11 00 - . 05
mix practical/mental: 9 .09 .16 .01 .05
mix pract/mental/phys: 14 - .16 .08 .07 .01

Secondly, those confining themselves to physical coping have mean scores near .00 for all four 

factors. This is the result of the contrast between activation reduction and increases. Activation 

reduction correlates highly with Factor 1, while Moving Around (r= -.26, p= .00**) and Warming-up 

(r= -.12, p= .117) were shown to correlate negatively with Factor 1. Since Coping RA showed a 

relatively high loading on Factor 1 this should not surprise us.

Thirdly, there is weak support for the idea that those who engage only in mental coping or in a mix of 

practical/mentai/physical coping score on the low end of Factor 1. Therefore these coping styles 

could be seen as mildly associated with Facilitating SF rather than Debilitating SF when applied to 

address SF Before performing.

5.5.3 General Preparation

As has been suggested before, General Preparation by the very nature of the question is not 

specifically directed at dealing with SF and therefore we shouldn’t expect the aspects that are 

mentioned to correlate significantly with one of the SF-factors. As the results show (see next page, 

Table 5.5.3a), this is indeed the case, barring one exception.
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Relaxing has significant correlations with two of the variables with high loadings on Factor 1. The 
correlations with Physical Sum (r=.16, p=.038*) and Defined Neg. Sympt. (r=.18, r=.018*) make it 

clear that efforts to relax seem to be first and foremost related to dealing with physical discomfort.

Table 5.5.3a; Overview of coping aspects mentioned at least 10 times (see also Appendix 
1b: Table 9).

n General Preparation;

33 RUNLINES run lines or go through music
40 PROPSAND props or other practical prep.
21 CLOTHES take care of clothes or costume
52 RELAXING relaxation exercises
37 WARMUP physical warm-up
48 MENTALCO mental preparation
28 EATDRSMO eat, drink or smoke

Looking at the results for the preparation styles as shown in Table 5.5.3b we again need to add 

some nuance to our initial suggestion that there was no reason to suspect a meaningful relationship 
between General Preparation and coping.

Table 5.5.3b : Means for four factors for general preparation.
Factor 1: Debilitating Stage Fright: facilitating <> debilitating SF
Factor 2: Development of SF over time: increase/stable <> reduction SF
Factor 3: Strength of SF: not strong <> highly strong
Factor 4: Cognitive Appraisal of SF: negative internal <> positive external

n FI F2 F3 F4

total m e a n : 167 .00 .00 .00 .00

only physical: 16 .35 .15 - .06 - .08
only practical: 31 -.17 . 13 - .09 .41
only mental : 10 - .20 .25 .48 - .11
mix practical/physical: 52 - . 06 - .03 .17 .02
mix mental/physical: 13 . 66 - .09 .48 - .11
mix practical/mental: 19 - .06 -.13 - .44 .07
mix pract/mental/phys: 15 - .17 - . 18 - .22 - . 63

Firstly, 13 subjects reporting a combination of mental/physical preparation strategies show both 

high mean scores on Factor 1 and Factor 3. This means that they would be more likely to have both 

Debilitating SF and high Strength of SF. It is tempting to conclude that this combination of 
preparation styles is particularly pertinent to those who suffer most from SF. Mental preparation in 

combination with physical preparation tends to involve a combination of mental and physical efforts 

to reduce activation. In general, preparation involving activation reduction is tied in with high 
Debilitating SF (mean Factor 1 = .33 (n=56)). However, we must be cautious.
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Secondly, and this ties in with why we must be cautious, the group reporting a mixture of 

practical/mental/physical preparation (n=15) shows us a completely different picture. If anything, 

they tend to score on the Facilitation side of Factor 1 and have low Strength (Factor 3). What could 

be so different, adding practical preparation to a combination of a mental/'physical style. Could it be 

that the addition of practical things to one's preparation has an overriding relationship with 

Facilitation and low Strength? From the results shown in Table 5.5.3b it would seem that there is 

some support for this contention. Those reporting only practical preparation aspects can be found 

to score on average on the negative side of Factors 1 and 3. as do those with a mixture of 

practical/mental aspects. Nonetheless, the scores of the largest group (n=52), who combine 

practical/physical aspects spoils this hypothesis. They score on the Facilitation side of Factor 1, but 

also on the Strength side of Factor 3. Additional support for practical preparation as part of an non

problematic approach to performing can be seen in the high mean for this group on Factor 4: 

Cognitive Appraisal of SF. They clearly find themselves on the Positive External Cognitive side. In 

this case we would argue that this is not just a cognitive adjustment made to cope with negative 

experiences with SF, as was suggested for those who reported a m ixture  of 

practical/mental/physical coping during performing, but a basic congruous approach to SF typical 

for those who prefer to do something as a way of coping. We've seen the same for those reporting 

exclusively practical coping with SF before performing.

Thirdly, mental preparation alone and physical preparation alone seem to be connected to different 

aspects of the problem of SF. The group using exclusively mental preparation (n=10) shows low 

means on Factor 1, while showing high means on Factor 3. Mental preparation seems to tie in with 

Strength of SF, but not with Debilitating SF. For those preparing exclusively physically (n=16) the 

opposite seems to be the case. They have Debilitating SF but low Strength of SF.

5.5.4 Coping and Physical Symptoms

The use of specific coping methods may be related to the occurrence of physical symptoms. To 

explore this relationship we might have asked performers specifically what they would do in 

response to certain symptoms. However, since we asked about coping only in open questions 

without suggesting this angle of approach to the interviewee, this exploration cannot take place. In 

general we have already seen that activation reduction via physical coping has been connected to 

Performance Interference (r=-.24, p=.035*). However, the Physical Sum was not seen to be 

correlated with any of the coping styles. An overview of correlations between coping aspects and 

physical symptoms which can be found in Appendix 1b (Table 22) confirms this lack of a relationship 

in a more specific way. Nevertheless, a few short comments deserve to be made.

In general, the correlations are low. Even the correlations significant at .01 level don’t exceed .27. 

Since quite a few of the correlations found seem to represent relationships which are hard to 

explain, these relationships could well be spurious. Keeping this in mind, the significant 

correlations of a few of the coping aspects with more than one or two physical symptoms can hardly 

be seen as a coincidence. Of these coping aspects, having a Non-alcoholic Drink before 

performing and Concentrating during performing, as well as Relaxing as a way of general 

preparation appear to be most closely related to a variety of physical symptoms. The correlations of
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these three coping mechanisms also accumulate into a significant correlation with the Physical 

Sum. Another form of general preparation with multiple significant correlations is Attention for 

Clothes. It is suspected that these coping strategies may be a sort of catch-all in response to a 

variety of physical symptoms. Even for Relaxing, making sense of the relationship between the 

symptoms and the preparation aspects poses some problems. We may therefore hypothesise that 

these coping aspects can be a way of diverting attention from the physical symptoms, rather than a 

direct way of intervening.

Nevertheless, some of the correlations can be made sense of in a logical way. Those reporting a Dry 

fVlouth-Throat tend to cope with a Non-Alcoholic Drink, not Smoking, and Relaxing more often. 

Having that sip of water and not Smoking make sense, while Relaxing is another unspecific 

intervention. We may also safely assume that the negative correlation between Warming up and 

Excessive Perspiration represents the reluctance to engage in a W arming-up to prevent a 

worsening of this condition. Reporting a Headache correlates negatively with reporting Moving 

around as a way of coping. Sitting still indeed seems a sensible response to a Headache.

We may have expected that Hyperventilation would correlate with Breathing exercises, but it 

doesn’t. We also may have expected Fast Heartbeat to correlate with effort to Relax or Keep Quiet, 

but these connections were not found either.

5 .5 .5  Conclusions Further Explorations ill

In general, the following tentative conclusions may be drawn from this investigation of coping 

aspects and styles and their relationship with the SF-factors.

1. Practical coping and preparing (tending to Props) tends to be related to fewer problems with SF. 

This seems to extend itself also to a more positive cognitive approach to SF. In this respect, 

subjects with an emphasis on practical coping seems to be the most congruous.

2. Physical coping in the form of activation reduction (Relaxing, Breathing exercises) tends to be 

related to the most Debilitating forms of SF when used before performing, both in general 

preparation and in coping with SF. However, when these strategies are being used as a way of 

coping with SF during performing it is usually by the least affected performers.

3. Physical coping in the form of Moving around is not related to Facilitating SF. This strategy has 

opposite relations with Factor 3. In contrast. Keeping Quiet is unrelated to Debilitating or Facilitating 

SF while reflecting low Strength of SF.

4. Mental coping (Self talk) during a performance is related to Debilitating SF, while when reported 

before or as general preparation it is somewhat related to Facilitating SF.

5. Combinations of styles seem to be used by subjects with different issues depending on if they 

report them to cope with SF during or before performing or in general preparation. The mixture of 

mental/physical coping in general preparation tends to be used by performers with high Debilitating 

SF and high Strength of SF, while the addition of practical aspects to this mixture reverses this 

relationship. Physical coping aimed at increasing activation in combination with practical coping 

seems to be most strongly related to Facilitating SF. The same mixture of the three styles reported 

in relation to coping during performing is mainly related to high Debilitating and Strength of SF. It 

would seem that subjects who report a variety of ways of coping with SF during performing may do
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so because they've experienced a need for them as a result of problems with performance 

interference. In their case this mixture reflects negative experiences.

6. Coping and physical symptoms seem to be loosely related. It is possible that some of the coping 

mechanisms distract from physical symptoms, rather than intervene. More research on this 

relationship is needed.

5.6 Further Explorations IV: The differences in SF between groups according to professional 

status, culture, gender, age, partner support, social support, training, medium, and experience

The heterogeneous character of the sample (see Section 5.2.1 ; Table 5.2.1a) calls for an analysis 

of separate groups. This is done through Analysis of Variance of these groups as control variables. 

Section 5.6.1 will focus on the relationship between control variables and the five factors as well as 

the relevant separate variables (this includes general coping styles). Section 5.6.2 will address the 

relationship between the control variables and coping aspects in the study.

The Analysis of Variance was performed for Professional status, Age, Culture, Gender, Partner 

support. Social support. Training, Medium and Experience (see Table 5.6a).

Table 5 6a: Results Analysis of Variance of control vanables with Factors 1 to 5. All main effects 
printed, but only significant two-way interactions are included. Significance of F is printed. F is only 
printed if p has reached significance level.

1. Debilitating 2. Developm.

control variables
Sex .318 .181
Medium .393 .255
Age .632 .789
Experience .836 .204
Prof. Status .923 .754
Training .844 .976
Nation .002**(F=10.3) .218
Partner supp. ,195 .238
Social supp. .092 .341

Sex by Age
Sex by Nation
Prof. Status by

Social Support

Factors
3. Strength 4. Cognitive 5.Sociable

Coping

,025*(F= 5.2) .581 .460
.427 .911 .637
.784 .933 .261
,706 .658 .196
,862 .868 .012*
,875 .067 .675
597 .200 .160
909 .348 .086
566 .108 .451

000**(F= 9,5)
000**(F= 7,2)

.001** (F= 7.6)

The advantage of addressing this issue first for the factors rather than separate variables is that only 

relatively robust effects will reach significance. Only effects that are significant for a number of 

separate variables loading high on the factor will accumulate into a significant effect for the whole 

factor. In discussing the effects found for the factors, separate effects for the variables with high 

loadings on the factors will be addressed for verification. After all, if a certain effect is found for a 

factor, but for none of its constituting vahables, there is something wrong. Thus, only effects that
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were substantiated for the factors as well as the variables were included in the discussion. Effects 

that didn't pass this double safety test were left out. This step may be a little unusual, but it ensures 

that we discuss the nnore reliable effects. Another good reason to keep going back to analysis at 

variable level is that this will allow us to trace contrary effects that have been cancelled out at factor 

level. Each control vanable was entered as part of the analysis for the factors as well as for the 

separate variables.

5.6.1 Cultural (National) Differences

Arguably the most important finding (see previous page, Table 5.6a) is the substantial effect found 

for Nation on Debilitating SF (Factor 1). From the mean scores of the Dutch and the Irish performers 

it is clear that the Insh score higher on debilitating SF. One look at Appendix 1b (Table 1) shows that 

this effect was found to be significant (Mann-Whitney U-test) separately for PFI, Unpleasantness, 

Physical Sum Symptoms and specific negative physical symptoms, like Black-out, Anxiety attack, 

Tight chest, Nausea and Headache. Irish performers scored significantly higher on each of these 

variables. The effect was further substantiated by separate Analysis of Variance for these variables 

in which the same effect was found. Unpleasantness (F=6.9, p=.010**), PFI (F=4.7, p=.032*) and 

Physical Sum Symptoms (F=6.8, p=.010**) all had significant main effects for Nation. The Irish also 

saw SF more as an Important Problem for Themselves and Others than the Dutch did, but this 

difference was only significant for how they saw th'  ̂ .mportance of SF in Others (F=4.9, p=.029*). 

All these variables have loadings on Factor 1, In contrast, it nnust be noted that the Irish didn't score 

significantly differently on the variables that constitute the other factors. This is particularly intriguing 

in relation to Factor 3 and 4. The Irish undoubtable have a more negative perception of the 

Debilitating aspects of their SF, however this difference doesn't extend itself to reporting higher 

Strength than the Dutch. Furthermore, although there are signs that the Irish have more negative 

Definitions of SF, no significant main effects for Nation have been found.

Effects for Nation in relation to Coping with SF during performing were registered for two aspects. 

Self talk (F=4.2, p=.043*) was reported by 21 (25%) Irish performers and 8 (9%) Dutch performers. 

“I don't have SF during my performance" said 18 (20%) Dutch performers, while only 9 (11%) Irish 

performers said the same (F=5.6, p=.020*). One General Preparation aspect also showed a 

significant cultural difference. Paying attention to one’s Clothes or Costume (F=4.6, p=.034*) was 

mentioned by 15(16%) Dutch performers and only 6 (7%) Irish performers. Four coping aspects 

related to SF before the performance showed a cultural difference. Mental coping aspects like Self 

talk and self instructions were reported by 22 (24%) Dutch performers, whereas 32 (39%) of the 

Irish performers did so. The use of Props (F=4.9, p=.029*) was mentioned by 11 (12%) Dutch and 

only 2 (2%) of the Irish performers. Breathing exercises were reported by 36 (43%) Irish, but only 16 

(17%) Dutch performers. Moving around (F=4.9, p=.029*) was mentioned by 11 (12%) of the Dutch 

and only 4 (5%) of the Irish. Summing up, the Irish were found to report more Self talk, less use of 

Props, more Breathing Exercises, and less Moving around. These are the same coping methods 

that have been associated with Debilitating SF and PFI.

5.6 .2  Gender differences including an effect for Sex by Nation
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In research in which emotions are involved it is common that women show higher scores. Not 

surpnsingly, this study also produced a few effects for Sex. Women scored significantly higher on 

Strength of SF (Factor 3). This is the factor that represents reports of emotionality more than the 

other factors. The effect was substantiated by a similar effect for one of the variables with high 

loadings on Factor 3. Women admit to higher Insecurity than the men (F=4.8, p=.031*), although 

the effect was not found in Frequency of SF and Intensity of SF. In general, women tended to 

score a little higher than men on variables in which an emotional content was addressed (see 

Appendixlb: Table 2). But even it the difference was significant (t-test or Mann-Whitney) - which 

was rarely the case- the analysis of variance didn't show a significant effect once the other control 

variables were entered. It turned out that there is a good reason for this.

The main effect for Sex turned out to be of secondary importance in comparison to the interaction 

effect for Sex by Nation, which is highly significant on Factor 3. This effect is the result of an 

interesting cultural difference between the sexes. The Irish men and women showed the traditional 

differences on scales involving emotions. The Dutch men and women however showed small 

differences between the sexes. The Irish men scored considerably lower than the Dutch men and 

women, while the Irish women score considerably higher than the Dutch. It is possible that this is 

the result of a different cultural climate. Dutch society may be more permissive towards the 

expression of emotions by males than Irish society. Also, women in the Netherlands may be more 

emancipated, which leads to a divergence from traditional gender roles, this in turn may lead to less 

emotional responses than the Irish women give. This effect was sustained by identical effects on 

some of the variables with high loadings on Factor 3. Effects for Insecunty (F=5.5, p=.021‘ ) and 

Frequency (F=9.1, p=.003**) were significant while the effect for SF as an Important Problem for 

Oneself (F=3.9, p=.051) was almost significant. Other than within the realm of Factor 3, the effect 

for Sex by Nation is significant for the Timing variable: SF Before (F=8.3, p=.005**). Dutch men and 

women didn’t differ, whereas the Irish men reported SF less often than the Dutch and the Irish 

women more often.

Effects for Sex in relation to Coping with SF during the performance were found for Concentrating 

(F=7.5, p=.007**). Only 13 (16%) men reported this aspect, whereas twice as many women, 27 

(29%) did. Seeking Support was also something women did more than men (F=6.0, p=.016*). Only 

3 (4%) of the men reported this aspect, whereas 13 (14%) women did. None of the General 

Preparation aspects showed an effect for Sex. In terms of Coping Aspects aimed at dealing with SF 

before the performance, gender effects were found for two aspects. Breathing exercises (F=5.0, 

p=.026’ ) were reported by 35 (38%) women and only 17 (21%) men. Drinking something 

Nonalcoholic (F=3,9, p=.048*) was mentioned by 10 (11%) women and only by 2 (2%) men.

5.6 .3  Age differences including an effect for Age by Sex

Although there was no main effect for Age  on any of the factors, there are a few significant effects 

for specific variables which need to be mentioned. An effect for Age was found in Physical Sum (F= 

3.7, p=.025*). Superstitious Rituals (F= 5.2, p=.008**), and PFI in Definition (F=6.1, p=.002**). 

Physical symptoms were lower in the older performer. They also mentioned more Superstitious 

Rituals and they reported less negative effects as part of the Definition. Nonetheless, none of the
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other factors or variables had a significant nnain effect for Age. For those who thought that SF would 

be reduced with Age, this may come as a surprise. This issue has already been addressed in 

chapter 3. Mosco (1974) thought that age and experience might have a curvilinear relationship with 

SF She hypothesised that SF would first be reduced with increasing age and experience and 
then, as a result of increases in responsibility become more intense again. The result found here 

support this hypothesis. The lowest scores on Strength found for the men in the middle group 

provide the strongest confirmation, while the opposite effect for women provides a reason why this 

effect may not have been traced in other research. Furthermore, the absence of significant 

Spearman correlations for Age and Experience with any of the factors confirms the irrelevance of a 

linear model for the relationship between Age, Experience and SF. The only linear effect worth 

mentioning is the Pearson correlation between Age and Sum of Physical effects (r=- .26, 

p=.001**). Physical effects are less pronounced in older performers. To address Mosco's 

hypothesis in detail Cubic Multiple Regressions for Age and Experience on the factors have been 

computed ( with and without split gender groups). The results showed that the cubic model was not 
relevant in the explanation of the variance attributable to age and experience for any of the factors 

(see Appendix 1b: Table 4).

An interaction effect in which age is involved is found for Strength of SF: Sex by Age. This effect 

may explain the absence of a curvilinear relationships between Age and SF (see Table 5.6.3a).

Table 5.6.3a: Scores on Factor 3 (Strength of SF).

men women

younger than 23 .08 .03
between 23 and 30 -.61 .39
older than 30 -.17 .19

Women and men younger than 23 don’t differ much in their Strength scores. Women and men 

between 23 and 30 differ a lot. These women show much higher Strength. For women and men of 
30 years and older this difference is greatly reduced, but women still show higher Strength. This 

interaction effect suggests opposing curvilinear effects for men and women. Men under 23 

showing medium Strength, those between 23 and 30 showing very low Strength, and those of 30 

and older scoring in between. Women under 23 also showed medium Strength, the group 

between 23 and 30 reported higher Strength, while those of 30 and older again scored in between 

the two other female age groups. Identical effects were found for the variables with high loadings 
on this factor: Insecurity (F= 5.2, p=.007” ). Frequency (F= 7.8, p=.001**). Intensity (F= 2.6, 

p=.077) and Physical Sum (F= 4.8, p=.010**). We’ll come back to this issue in the discussion.

5.6.4 Differences for Professional Status

Professional Status is an effect that requires a cautious approach. As would be expected, it is 

confounded with Age, Years of Experience, Variety of Experience and Training. We can see in
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Appendix 1b (Table 3) that professionals are older, more experienced and more often report 

professional training than semi-profs, who in turn are older, have more experience and are trained 

more often than amateurs. The Analyses of Variance performed here highlight Professional Status 

in relation to Factor 5: Sociability in Coping. The effect suggests that professionals emphasise 

concentration and isolation in their ways of coping with SF, while amateurs seek distraction and the 

company of others. Traditions in dressing room arrangements may provide an explanation for this. 

Professionals may realistically aspire to -or even have- a private dressing room, while for amateurs 

that would be a luxury. For semi-profs the situation would most likely be between the two other 

groups. Other than that, professionals and semi-professionals may generally have more difficult 

tasks on stage which require more concentration and preparation. This is probably best done alone. 

Professionals may have the choice to be alone and together with others, while amateurs may often 

find it more difficult to escape other people's company. Computing Analysis of Variance for the 

separate variables with high loadings on Factor 5 supports the general effect, but also shows us 

that this is not as straightforward as would have been deduced from the effect on Factor 5 alone. 

Although the effect for Coping AT was not significant, it was clear that professionals prepared alone 

(71%) more than together (16%), while amateurs mentioned both aspects to an equal extent (each 

44%).

Semi-profs showed a higher preference for coping alone (50%) than for coping together (29%), but 

the contrast was smaller. A small minority in each group mentioned coping alone as well as together. 

The effect for Preparing AT was not significant either. Nevertheless, in line with the general 

tendency, amateurs reported preparing together more than professionals, but so did semi-profs. 

Also, all three groups mentioned more aspects indicating prepanng alone than preparing together. 

A closer look at the data on the basis of the effect for Coping DC (F= 3.4, p=.044*) show us that 

amateurs reported seeking distraction more than professionals or semi-profs. Professionals 

reported using a combination of distraction and concentration more than semi-profs and amateurs. 

Exclusively concentration was mentioned most by the semi-profs, followed by amateurs and 

professionals. The effect for Number of Preparation Strategies (Prep. Strat.) mentioned was not 

significant. Nevertheless, there were substantial differences. Amateurs reported substantially fewer 

strategies than both other groups. The fact that the overall effect was not significant, was the result 

of the fact that semi-profs reported more strategies than professionals. Semi-profs produced an 

average of 3.9 general preparation strategies, professionals reported an average of 3.3 strategies, 

while amateurs only mentioned 2.4. The difference between professionals and amateurs were 

significant (t= 2.72, p=.008**). The difference between semi-profs and amateurs was even more 

significant (t= 3.35, p=.002**). In some respects semi-profs are more like professionals, in other 

respects more like amateurs, but as we see here, they are not always positioned between the two.

One effect for Professiona l Status involving coping was found. In coping with SF during 

performing, 18 (27%) professionals mentioned seeking Relaxation, while 9 (26%) of the semi-profs 

but only 7 (10%) of the amateurs reported this aspect (F= 3.4, p=.036*).

5 .6.5 An effect for Professional Status by Social Support

So far, Social Support and Partner Support have not been shown to be effects of any substance in
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this study. The one exception is Factor 5. Since sociability is the central dimension of this factor this 

will not come as a great shock. The most substantial effect for Factor 5 is Professional Status by 

Socia l Support. This interaction effect is based on differential effects for Social Support in 

professionals and semi-profs on the one hand and amateurs on the other hand. Profs and sem i

profs with insufficient social support score on the social contact-seeking distraction side while those 

with sufficient support score on the isolation-concentration side. Amateurs with insufficient support 

score high on the isolation side of the factor, while amateurs with sufficient support scored high on 

the socialising side of the factor. Although those who report insufficient support are a minority in the 

sample (9 profs, 9 semi-profs and 6 amateurs), it is still quite clear that lack of social support in 

amateurs is reflected in an unsociable approach to coping with SF as opposed to the general 

sociability of amateurs. Opposite to this. Profs and semi-profs lacking social support seem to 

compensate for it in seeking social contact in coping. This effect is also found in the variable Coping 

DC (distraction-concentration) (F= 5.8, p=.006**) which has a high loading on Factor 5. The other 

high loading variables didn't provide too much support, although the general tendency was quite 

clear: insufficient social support reverses the effects found for Professional Status. There was 

some suggestion in the results for a similar interaction effect for Professional Status by Partner 

Support, however only the semi-profs seemed to show any regularity in this aspect.

5 .6 . 6 Differences between Trained and Untrained performers

None of the effects for Cognitive Appraisal of SF (Factor 4) is significant. Only the main effect for 

Training is close to being significant. The effect suggests that those who are trained have more 

positive thoughts on SF, than those without training. However, no significant differences were 

found for the variables with the most substantial loadings on this factor; Valance of Definition and 

Consequences of Definition (see Appendix 1b: Table 3). Also, since these effects are not 

significant in separate analyses of variance, we need to be cautious with this result. Nevertheless, 

this result should not be left unmentioned in light of the related results; the absence of correlations 

of any of the other control variables with Factor 4 and the fact that no other main effect was found.

5 .6 .7  Differences between Actors and Musicians

No significant effects were found for Medium on any of the factors. This justifies the conclusion that 

the difference between the SF experience of actors and musicians is not very important. However, 

a few differences in separate variables were found. Therefore we must not assume that being a 

musician or an actor makes no difference at all. Actors presented somewhat higher Intensities of SF 

(F= 4.7, p=.033*) than musicians. Musicians reported somewhat higher PFI (F= 4.0, p= .047*) than 

actors. Also, actors reported more General Preparation Strategies than musicians (F= 13.9, 

p^.GOO**). Actors mentioned an average of 3.6 aspects, while musicians reported a substantially 

lower average of 2.3 aspects (t= 3.91, p=.000**).

Effects for M edium  in Coping with SF during the performance were found for Focus on the 

Character (F= 10.7, p=.001**). Not surprisingly, none of the musicians mentioned this aspect, while 

12 (13%) actors did. In General Preparation, musicians mentioned running through their music (5s,
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10%) less often than actors mentioned running lines (21s, 23%) (F= 3.6, p=.049*). Also, one 

Coping strategy employed before the performance showed an effect for Medium. Body Warming- 

up (F=4.4, p=.038*) was reported by 14(16%) actors and only one (2%) musician.

Furthermore, an interesting interaction effect was found tor Nation by Medium (F=9.3, p=.003**) on 

the variable SF as an Important Problem of Others. The majority of Dutch musicians (22s, 72%) saw 

SF as a problem for others, while a minority of Dutch actors (14s, 41%) thought so. In comparison, 

the majority of Irish musicians (20s, 83%) as well as actors (36s, 86%) saw SF as an Important 

Problem for Others. This is an interesting effect for which an explanation has to remain absent.

5.6.8 Differences related to Experience

The effects for Professional Status, Age and Experience tend to be related. In the Analyses of 

Variance performed in this study Experience came out as the least potent of the three in explaining 

variance. No effects for the factors or relevant variables was found for Experience. One exception 

was an effect for one of the coping aspects. Coping with SF during performing in the form of Self 

talk (F= 4.3, p=.015*) was more prominent in the more experienced performers. Of those with up to 

6 years experience only 3 (6%) mentioned Self talk, while 12 (19%) of those with 7-12 years 

experience, and 14 (24%) of those with over 12 years experience reported it.

5.6.9 Summary Furttier Explorations IV

Overall, the control variables showed patchy effects on the five factors. None of the control 

variables had a main effect on more than one of the factors. Medium didn't show an effect on the 

factors, although higher Intensities of SF and more preparation strategies in actors and higher PFI in 

musicians suggest that there are some differences. Age is only a significant main effect for one of 

the separate variables: older performers reported fewer physical symptoms. Experience didn’t even 

provide an explanation for some of the variance in specific variables. Training came close to being a 

significant effect on Cognitive Appraisal of SF (Factor 4). Significant effects on the definition 

variables suggest a positive effect of training on performer’s thinking about SF. A strong main effect 

was found for Nation and represents higher Debilitation scores (Factor 1) for the Irish. The expected 

main effect for Sex on emotional issues was not very strong. In fact, the effect for Sex was absent in 

the Dutch sample and the younger performers. Only the Irish sample and the performers over 23 

years old showed higher Strength (Factor 3) for women. A main effect for Professional Status on 

Sociability in Coping (Factor 5) reflects different preparation arrangements and necessities for 

professionals and amateurs. The professional typically hides in his dressing room working on his 

concentration and seeking distraction within these confines. The amateur laughs and attempts to 

concentrate together with his fellow performers. This effect was reversed if Social Support was 

lacking. Other than this, Social Support and Partner Support, as measured in this research (we've 

already addressed the limitations of the questions used), didn’t seem to be of great relevance.

For the Coping effects only Gender, Nation and Medium made a difference here and there. Women 

focussed more on Concentration and Seeking support from others during performing. Before 

performing women reported the use of Breathing exercises and having a Non-alcoholic drink more
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than men in coping with SF. The Irish reported more Self talk during performing, and said less often 

that they didn’t have SF Dunng Performing. In Coping with SF Before Performing, the Dutch 

reported the use of Props and Moving around more frequently, while the Irish reported Breathing 

exercises and Self instructions more often. In terms of General Preparation, the Dutch paid more 

attention to Clothes and costumes. The difference between musicians and actors was confined to 

Focus on Character (duhng performing), Running through lines (before) and Body warming-up 

(before), which were reported more by actors than musicians

5 .7  Summary of results

Many more computations were made that have not made it into this report. For instance, Multiple 

regression (see Appendix 1b: Table 16) for the most essential variables like PFI, SF as a problem. 

Physical Sum Symptoms and Insecurity didn't provide us with results that had not already been 

gleaned from the factor analysis, and have therefore not been included (although there has been 

one reference to Multiple Regression for PFI in section 5.3.2). Also, an examination of extreme 

groups established on the basis of combined high or low scores on Factor 1 and 3 didn't lead to 

results that were very different from what had been concluded from previous analysis. The extreme 

groups didn’t have particular qualities and contrasts. Therefore this analysis has not been included 

here either.

[Note for the reader: the numbers in the text refer to the numbers [in bold] of the issues in 
section 4.8 (p. 103-104). it may be useful to trace the numbers back to that list while reading this 
summary.]

5.7.1 Results from the open questions 

Issues of definition:

Definitions of SF had a great deal of variation. This reflects the variation in the literature [1]. 

Nevertheless, more positive aspects came up than the literature suggests. Valence was either 

negative (43%), or a com bination of negative and positive aspects (56%) [4 ]. Imagined 

Consequences or worries as well as Defined Actual Consequences or PFI were often mentioned as 

part of the definition. Defined performance interference was mentioned by 19 percent, while a 

combination of interference and facilitation was mentioned by 17 percent. W orries about 

interference were mentioned by 29 percent and a combination of imagined facilitation and 

interference by 23 percent. Most subjects mentioned physical symptoms as part of their definition. 

It would seem that the appraisal of the physical state is often sufficient indication to speak of SF [5]. 

Mental aspects mentioned most were fear of failure [2] or humiliation (25.7%), fear or nervousness 

related to the presence of the audience (19.4%) [3] and insecurity or self doubt (14.3%). Based 

on the findings, a standard definition representing the majority answers could be formulated:

SF is nervousness or anxiety that is experienced mostly before but possibly also during a 

performance before an audience which may lead to tremblino or a black-out. You feel insecure and 

you are afraid that you will make a mess of it . It is unpleasant and may interfere with the performance 

although it may have positive effects as well.'
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Causal Issues:

The question on causes of SF also produced a varied response. Interpreted in terms of attnbutional 

style, the emphasis was on combinations of each aspect (internal/external/stable/unstable). 

Achievement motivation [2] (internal/stable) and the presence of the audience (external/stable) 

[3] were mentioned most often. The study provides support for both Zanjonc (1965) and Lazarus 

(1971) position. There are indications that internal/stable is most strongly related to Performance 

Interference, Unpleasant experiences with SF, and the evaluation that SF is an Important Problem 

for Oneself, more than the other attribution types. External/stable is the other extreme on this 

dimension. In terms of preparedness, sensitivities and triggers, subjects tended to express 

themselves mostly in terms of preparedness and tnggers [11],

Asked whether performers could identify particularly SF provoking tasks two-thirds of the subject 

said yes and one third said no. Difficulty of the performance was mentioned much more often (30%) 

than any other defining aspect. Novelty (17%) [12] and high exposure as in a solo or leading role 

(16%) were also prominently reported. Other factors like the audience, bad preparation, high or low 

involvement, unforeseen circumstances and distractions were mentioned less often. The 

relevance for SF of emotionality in character or music was only mentioned by 4 percent [14].

Development of SF:

The development of SF is mostly described as one of reduced frequency and seriousness. 

Nonetheless, almost 40 percent reported to have SF as often as in the past. Almost 15 percent 

even reported to have it more often. Also, almost 22 percent said that it was just as serious as in the 

past and 17 percent even said that it had got worse. It is clear that it is by no means a foregone 

conclusion that SF should diminish over time or with increasing Experience or Age [10]. Even 

though Experience (52%) and Development of Coping Skills (61%) were mentioned in abundance 

as reducing factors. This type of incongruence occurred also in other sections of the interview (see 

5.7.3).

A serious case of SF:

Performers were also asked to talk about a particularly serious case of SF that they could remember. 

In almost one third of the subjects these experiences went back to performances in school, for 

exams or auditions and when doing something for the first time. Experiences in adolescence or just 

after that had apparently left strong impressions. Very few subjects mentioned earlier experiences 

[12]. One may wonder why the experiences of school or college days seem to have left such a 

strong impression? Is it possible that these experiences have been involved in creating a sensitivity 

for SF? [11] [12] And if this should be the case, is this 'sensitivity’ developed in adolescence 

rather than in childhood? Or, should we just see them as the first signs of a sensitivity developed 

earlier (or innate) in the 'new arena’ of adolescent expression in public? Further exploration of these 

questions is one of the avenues research on SF should take. Other features of the examples of SF 

were high exposure (solos) or high risk or personal relevance (acquaintances in the audience), and 

the occurrence of unexpected setbacks. Almost 15 percent of the subjects mentioned fantasies of 

escaping from the situation that they remembered.
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Issues of coping:

Coping with SF before a perfornnance was reported mostly in the form of physical activities, like 

breathing exercises, relaxation exercises or warming up (194 mentions). Most of these strategies 

were obviously aimed at activation reduction [6], Mental coping, like self-talk (115 mentions) and 

preparatory activities, like going through text or music (82 mentions) were also mentioned. About 

twice as many performers reported preference for coping alone rather than coping with others. 

Similarly, seeking concentration was reported twice as much as seeking distraction. In general, 

more coping efforts went into emotional coping than in problem oriented coping [8]. Nevertheless, 

the results suggest that an accurate description of what performers do and which response system 

they use would seem to be more useful than this distinction.

Coping with SF during performing showed a different pattern from coping before performance. 

Mental coping, for instance in the form of concentrating, focussing or self-talk (186 mentions) was 

mentioned most often, followed by physical coping, in the form of mostly breathing or grounding 

(51 mentions) [6], and practical coping, for example by seeking support from others (37 mentions). 

Other than this 41 performers reported they ‘simply went on with it’ and 27 performers said they 

didn’t get SF during performing.

General preparation in the form of habits and rituals showed a somewhat different distribution, it 

would seem that when the emphasis is not on coping with SF, performers were going through text 

or music, dealing with props or costumes and other practical aspects (202s), followed by physical 

coping (153s), while mental coping was markedly less common (78s). Only 25 performers reported 

superstitious aspects [7] or the use of lucky objects. On average, these subjects were 9 years 

older (36.5 years) than those who didn't report superstitious aspects (27.7 years).

5 .7.2 Results from the scales and multiple choice questions

Quantitative issues:

Frequency of SF showed a divergence from the expected normal distribution. Almost 30 percent of 

respondents said that they ‘always' experienced SF. It was shown that those who said they always 

had SF reported more performance facilitation, than those who said they had SF ‘now and then’ 

[9]. Apart from this it needs to be mentioned that less than 3 percent said that they never had SF.

Intensity of SF approached a normal distribution, with less than 10 percent on the extremes on 

either end. Half of the subjects reported ‘moderate’ or ‘varying’ degrees of SF and one quarter said 

they usually had it ‘strongly’ . A lmost the same percentage of performers rated themselves as 

confident and as insecure (just over 30%). Very confident and very insecure (5%) were also 

mentioned to similar extent. The rest, about one quarter were neutral or had varying degrees of 

Insecurity (see Diagrams 5.2.3i to 5.2.3n).

Almost half of the subjects considered SF to be unpleasant. Considerably fewer subjects (19%) 

enjoyed having SF. The rest reported neutral or varying experiences. The fact that one in five of 

performers in this sample actually seemed to like SF, is a somewhat surprising result. We don’t know 

exactly which shape this enjoyment took. Glen Wilson (personal communication, 23 March 2000)
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suggested that it could be either the enjoyment of the positive effects of SF or something similar to 

the ‘scariness of white knuckle rides at a funfair'. Further research is needed to address this aspect 

nnore specifically.

The same surprise occurred in relation to PFI. Over 40 percent of the subjects reported positive 

effects of SF, while only 25 percent reported only negative effects. A rather large group (34%) 

reported varying effects [9].

Both the results for the scales addressing unpleasantness and PFI seem to clash with what the 

subjects had reported in their definition of SF in terms of valence and consequences for 

performance. The definition results were much more negative than the results from the scales. This 

issue will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6.

Most performers considered SF as an important problem for others, but only 19 percent considered 

it to be an important problem for themselves. This figure is in the region of what was found in other 

research (Fishbein, Middlestadt et al., 1988; Steptoe et al., 1995 ; James, 1997).

Physical symptoms addressed in three different questions showed that ‘fast heartbeaf, ‘dry throat 

or mouth’ , ‘shaking and trembling', and ‘excessive perspiration' were mentioned to occur much 

more (on average ‘now and then') than the other symptoms. Only one of these symptoms, ‘shaking 

and trembling', was associated with the problematic side of SF. Symptoms mentioned rarely, like 

black-out or drying up' and ‘nausea' were mentioned only in relation to the problematic side of SF.

SF was reported to occur mostly before performing', followed by ‘on entering the stage', and 

‘during the day of a performance’ . Just over 40 percent also mentioned SF to occur ‘during 
performing'.

In compahng circumstances in which SF might be triggered, most subjects agreed that the following 

factors can be SF provoking: premieres', ‘acquaintances in the audience’ , ‘difficult roles or pieces’, 

‘monologues or solos', ‘unsympathetic colleagues, and ‘unclear organisation’ . There is some 

indication that a-typical responses are associated with more intense debilitating SF [13],

5 .7.3 Results from further explorations

Principal Component Analysis led to the extraction of 5 factors:

Factor 1: Debilitating Stage Fright: facilitating <> debilitating SF 

Factor 2: Development of SF over time: increase/stable <> reduction SF 

Factor 3: Strength of SF: not strong <> highly strong

Factor 4: Cognitive Appraisal of SF: negative internal <> positive external cognitive approach

Factor 5: Sociability vs Isolation in Coping; Seeking Distraction Together <> Concentrating Alone.

It is highly significant for the study of stage fright that the Debilitation aspect and the Strength 

aspect have been found to be independent of each other [9). At variable level, PFI and 

Unpleasantness cluster together in Factor 1. Intensity of SF, Frequency of SF and Insecurity before 

performing cluster together within Factor 3. Of the variables in this cluster only Frequency
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correlates significantly with PFI. However, the correlation is negative, suggesting that the more 

frequently SF occurs, the lower the chance that interference is also reported [9]. Seeing SF as a 

problem for oneself is correlated with the variables in both clusters. Reporting SF During performing 

only correlates with PFI and loads significantly on Factor 1. This emphasises the fact that 
performance interference only occurs when SF takes place during the performance. Other than 

that the separation between the response to the open questions and the SF-scales is reflected in 

the occurrence of an independent factor for Cognitive Appraisal of SF (Factor 4) [9] [5]. It would 
seem that a negative definition of SF does not reflect reports of performance interference or 

intense SF on the scales. Separate factors for Development of SF (Factor 2) and Sociability in 

Coping (Factor 5) are further indications of the multi-faceted phenomenon that SF is.

Physical symptoms are seen to correlate with each other, but most correlations are lower than .25. 

This suggests that within the physiological system performers have individualised physiological 

responses to performance, or at least they seem to differ in the aspects they emphasise. Only one 
of the symptoms. Voice gone, correlated significantly with PFI. Performance interference and 

symptoms don't seem to be closely related. Of the frequently reported symptoms, shaking- 

trembling is correlated with the most other variables (SF During, Insecurity, Frequency of SF, 

Intensity of SF, Problem Self). In contrast, geting a dry mouth-throat and excessive perspiration had 

no significant correlations with any of the SF-variabies. Fast heartbeat showed a significant 
correlation with reported Intensity of SF And finally, the Physical Sum correlated significantly with 

Intensity (.25**), Unpleasantness (.19*), Insecurity (.29**), Problem Self (.22**) and SF During 
(.24**). We may conclude that the reported physical symptoms are related to how subjects feel in 
relation to SF. Shaking-trembling seems to be the pivotal symptom that best represents the total 

impact of the symptoms.

Coping aspects and styles are related to Debilitating SF and Strength of SF. A practical coping style 

(for instance focussing on props) tends to be used by performers low on Debilitating SF and 

Strength of SF. In contrast, a physical style aiming at activation reduction (Breathing exercises) [6] 
is used more often by those with problems of Interference and Intensity, except when reported to 

be used during performing. Mental coping (like Self talk) is related to Interference when reported to 

be used during performing. When reported to be used before performing (in response to SF and in 

general) this relationship doesn't exist. Combinations of mental and physical coping tend to be 

used by performers with high Debilitating SF and Strength of SF. A combination of all three styles 

tend to be a sign of negative experiences with the influence of SF on performance when reported 

to be used during performing. In coping with SF before performing and general preparation, 

combinations of styles least related to problems with SF are those involving practical strategies and 

activation reduction. Coping and physical symptoms seem to be loosely related. It is possible that 

some of the coping mechanisms distract from physical symptoms, rather than intervene. More 

specific research on this relationship is needed.

Cultural differences account for some of the variance in Debilitating SF [10]. The Irish reported 

more Interference, found SF more Unpleasant and had more especially negative physical 

symptoms than the Dutch. In contrast they didn't show significant differences in Strength of SF, nor 
in their definitions of SF. Women reported higher degrees of Strength, but this difference was only
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found in the Irish sample. It was concluded that emancipation in Dutch women may have led to lower 

degrees of reported emotions, while the permissiveness towards expression of emotions in Dutch 

men, may have led to an increase in expression of emotions, which effectively reduced the 

difference between the sexes in Holland. Lower Degrees of Strength of SF reported seemed to 

decrease in men after the age of 23 while increasing again after 30. For women the opposite effect 

was found. Age was only a significant main effect for one of the separate variables: older performers 

reported fewer physical symptoms. Professional Status only mattered for coping styles. The 

professionals were more keen on preparing alone and putting efforts into concentration than the 

amateurs. This was the other way around if Social support was lacking. Semi-profs sometimes 

responded like the amateurs sometimes like the professionals. As a result no other consistent 

differences between the three groups could be recorded. Actors reported higher Intensities of SF, 

more preparation strategies and lower PFI than musicians, but no significant differences on any of 

the factors. Partner Support and Training were not seen to make a substantial difference in the 

response of the subjects. For the Coping effects only Gender, Nation and Medium made important 

differences here and there. The differences tended to appear in coping aspects that were mostly 

seen to be connected to variation in Strength and Debilitating SF.

notes chapter 5

*1) In the Initial Principal Component Analysis 11 of the 29 factors extracted from the total vanance 
turned out to have an 'eigenvalue' higher than 1. Since a factor with an eigenvalue of 1 explains as 
much variance as one variable, these 11 factors explain more variance than would be explained by 
an individual variable separately. The 11 factors explained a cumulative of 60.8 percent of the total 
variance. The Kaiser principle holds that we should focus our attention on these factors with 
eigenvalue greater than 1. However in this case there is a disadvantage to the application of the 
Kaiser principle. The first few factors explain a substantial portion of variance, while the Factors 6 to 
11 explain dwindling percentages. Since the aim of factor analysis is to reduce our data by seeking 
to explain the variance in our variables with the use of a group of more or less meaningful factors, we 
may not be too interested in the factors that don't explain much more variance than a single variable. 
A Scree test provided us with an alternative way to select the factors to be analysed. A graph is 
drawn of the eigenvalues of each factor. Usually there is a sharp drop in eigenvalue after the first 
few factors after which the relevance of the factors is greatly reduced. The Scree test holds that 
only the initial factors before the graph evens out are selected for analysis (see Table 5.1.3c). In this 
case the Scree test can be interpreted in two ways. Either we analyse the first two variables 
(cumulative explained variance 18.2%), or we take the next three on board as well (cumulative 
explained variance 35.8%). Since the percentages of variance explained are relatively low, it is 
decided to analyse the first five factors. In examining the factors, it is customary to only take loadings 
over .30 into account (Bryman & Cramer, 1997). This way the core of the factors is discussed rather 
than the margins. This discussion includes both the variables that have their highest loading on a 
factor and those that have a substantial loading, but a higher loading on another factor.

*2) These numbers (s 001 to s 175) are the numbers of the interviews. The Dutch performers are 
numbered s 001 to s 092. Higher numbers indicate the Irish performers.
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6 Discussion: the phenomenon stage fright

The review of the literature on stage fright showed that there were a few issues that were not 

effectively addressed in the research. The lack of clarity about how SF should be defined was one 

of blind spots. Other than that, issues like the relationship between stage fright and performance 

quality were raised, but no satisfactory answer was provided. These issues were expected to 

benefit from a phenomenological approach to further the discussion. The In-depth interviews 

conducted for this purpose have provided us with a wealth of information on how performers 

perceive stage fright, how they experience it, what they do about it, and a number of related 

phenomena. We have already summarised and explored the subjects' answers and the 

relationships between those answers. In section 5.7 we’ve referred back to the issues that were 

raised in chapters 2, 3 and 4. Now we would like to see what the meaning is of these results.

6.1 The definitions o f stage fright

Differences in conceptualisations and definitions of SF found in the literature are reflected in the 

large variety in response to the request to define SF in the interviews. Definitions like ‘stage fright is 

a highly negative and anxiety arousing, if transitory emotion' (Jackson & Latane, 1981, p. 73) were 

confirmed by the response of a majority of the performers. And so are most other definitions, like 

‘Stage fhght, [..] carries with it the dread of possible public failure and the consequent shame of 

public humiliation' (Triplett, 1983, p.2) or ‘Stage fnght describes a condition of agitation and fear 

through which a person's capacity for achievement is impaired' (Hartmann, 1982, in Tarr-Kruger, 

1993, p. 19). The term ‘fear’ or ‘anxiety’ is central to many definitions of SF given in the literature. 

However, less than half of the performers in this study mentioned these terms to describe'SF 

Almost 60 percent preferred the use of the words ‘tension’ or ‘nerves’ . Since this didn’t turn out to 

reflect deeply different approaches to SF, we don't necessarily need to turn this into a big issue. It 

suffices to note that 46 percent of performers would not necessarily refer to SF as a form of anxiety 

or fear. Independent of this choice, the majohty of interviewees in the sample described SF as a 

combination of positive and negative aspects. This doesn't support the majority approach to SF in 

the literature. Only 43 percent of the performers in our sample defined SF as entirely negative, 

while the rest had positive things to say as well. The extrem ely negative side of the 

positive/negative dimension for the definition attracted fewer performers than would have been 

expected from the definitions in the literature. Also, more than 20 percent actually defined SF as 

having positive effects on the performance in combination with negative effects, while only 17 

percent saw only negative effects. In response to the scales, the entirely positive effect of SF on 

performance was endorsed by 40 percent of the subjects. This confirms more positive approaches 

to SF (Hamann, 1985; Konijn, 1988). Also, the idea that stage fright may be needed to achieve the 

degree of expressiveness required for performance (Aaron, 1986; Wippoo & Citroen, 1998) was 

confirmed in quite a few of the responses. One performer put it like this:

Planl<enkoorts is onaangenaam, maar als je  het niet hebt is het ook niet goed (s 027)
(Stage fright is unpleasant, but if you don't have it it is not good either).
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The Inverted U-hypothesis for activation or arousal (Yerkes &Dodson, 1908) or any of their modern 

adaptations (Fazey & Hardy, 1988) which incorporate the idea that there must be an activation 

optimum for performance tasks, is seen to have a relevance for the definition of SF. The results 

from the interviews showed that almost 20 percent defined SF essentially as involving a level of 

activation that was experienced as too high, while another 4 percent distinguished between 

activation that was just right or too high in discussing the definition. The concept of an activation 

optimum is obviously not just theory, but an experiential aspect which has transpired in the 

definitions given by the interviewees. In addition, it was clear that a considerable part of the coping 

efforts reported in our study tended to focus on activation reduction.

The definitional spectrum also involves the issue of when SF takes place. A number of authors 

have suggested that SF only takes place before the performance, because it is transformed into 

concentration or character emotions during the performance (Mosco, 1974; Villiers, 1942). Since 

43 percent of the interviewees defined SF as occurring before the performance, one would 

suspect that there may be some support for Mosco's and Villiers' contention. Five percent even 

explicitly mentioned that it usually disappears on starting the performance. But again, other 

subjects had very different conceptions of SF, questioning that the definition should be confined 

to 'before the performance'. Over 23 percent maintained that it only occurred during performing, 

while another 23 percent said that both options are possible.

Another issue that permeates from the results in more than one instance is the emphasis 

performers put on either the social side or the performance side of SF. This difference in emphasis 

is reflected in a theoretical discussion in which Zajonc (1965) and Lazarus (1971) were the main 

protagonists. Zajonc suggested that the mere presence of an audience could lead to performance 

inhibition, whereas Lazarus argued that the presence of a performance aspect in a situation and 

standards of performance are the inhibiting agents. Maybe the discussion has lost its relevance in 

recent years, or maybe it has been abandoned because social anxiety and test anxiety, which 

would harbour the main proponents of the two positions, have split up into different research fields. 

Nevertheless, this study has provided an opportunity to find out where performers put the 

emphasis in relation to SF. The definitions of SF given by the interviewees indicate that almost 26 

percent emphasised the performance aspect (fear of failure), while almost 20 percent emphasised 

the social aspect (fear of the audience), not the kind of difference that would stir the balance in the 

discussion. Furthermore, since this choice had no implications for how the performers responded 

to any of the other aspects in the interview, it would seem that this aspect doesn't represent an 

essential difference in perspective.

The definitions of SF as mentioned by the performers in this study are so varied that one would

embrace one perspective from the literature to describe one group and an opposite view to

descnbe another group. Based on the definitional spectrum represented by the sample, we may

voice support for a large number of different conceptual frameworks. Worry (52%) about possible

performance interference, even if combined with positive effects was expressed frequently. Of the

recognised themes, fear of failure was reported by a third of the subjects, an emphasis on social

anxiety could be traced in another third of the definitions, and achievement motivation was clearly

an issue in between 1 0 - 2 0  percent of the sample. Issues like self-esteem (14%) and self-

consciousness (10%) were relevant for more than a few subjects, but fear of success only
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transpired in a few cases. Test anxiety was obviously present in the tact that many performers 

referred to aspects of performing as having to meet certain standards, but because test anxiety 

tends to be seen as confined to formal tests, it would be these aspects that we would need to see. 

Auditions, or performance exams were not specifically addressed in the question on definitions, 

however almost 9 percent of subjects mentioned an exam, competition or audition as an example of 

a situation in which they had experienced severe SF. Shyness was not really addressed in the 

interviews, but that was about the only term that was not in some way related to SF by the subjects. 

Apparently, SF is not a homogeneous phenomenon. Like in social anxiety, seeking for a single 

specific theory for SF may be based on the faulty assumption (Leary & Kowalski, 1995, p. 182) that 

all people would have SF for the same reason. The ‘inclusive approach' to SF which was proposed 

in chapter 4 is open to multiple definitions of SF. The response to the interviews is consistent with 

this approach

By quantifying the responses in this study we have avoided a pitfall that some journalists or popular 

authors on SF have fallen into. Their emphasis on the ‘fascinating detail’ rather than the mainstream 

of responses to SF sometimes overstretches the importance of those details. This study shows 

that interesting hypotheses, like the idea that the emotionality of the role is the essential part of SF, 

or that SF always disappears when the performance begins, have a right of existence, but 

represent minority views among performers.

6.2 The different response systems

One of the problems of the study of anxiety in general and SF In particular is the difficulty in 

measuring it. As the review of the literature showed, self-report measures, physiological measures, 

and behavioural measures have not been shown to correlate consistently. In connection with this, 

the general consensus seems to be that anxiety is an experience involving three relatively 

independent response systems: a cognitive, physiological and behavioural system (Clevenger, 

1984). Some authors added an emotional system to it. The present study shows support for this 

relative independence. Physiological symptoms of SF have been shown to be largely independent 

of the Valence of Definitions, as well as self-report scales for a behavioural index like PFI. Even 

significant correlations between Physiological symptoms and scales for Insecurity, Intensity of SF, 

Unpleasantness of SF and the evaluation of SF as an Important Problem, have been low. Limited 

explained variance levels in the factor analysis are another indication of relative independence of 

the variables. Nevertheless, we must be cautious with our conclusions, because the behavioural 

and physiological component are measured by self-report and not directly.

Principal Components Analysis has provided us with five factors. Three of these factors describe

the phenomenon of SF: Debilitating SF, Strength of SF and Cognitive Appraisal of SF. This

distinction builds upon the discussion in 6.1. The independence of these three factors suggests

that Performance Interference is not generally related to the Intensity of SF nor to how performers

say they think about SF. We may consider that there are three independent aspects of SF: an

aspect that is related to performance interference, an aspect that represents the general

responsiveness to preparing for performance situations, and a cognitive or even theoretical type.

Alternatively we may hypothesise that these three factors could be seen to represent: a
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behavioural response system, an emotional-cognitive response system, and a cognitive-theoretical 

response system. The cognitive-emotional element involved in Strength of SF could be seen as 

closely linked to emotional processing, while the appraisal element in Cognitive Appraisal of SF may 

be more detached from emotions. Many authors have emphasised the primacy of cognitive 

appraisal (Lazarus & Foikman, 1984: Beck, Emery & Greenberg, 1985) in anxiety. Even if one was 

inclined to see the results of the study as in favour of cognitive primacy, which is debatable, it would 

seem more appropriate to first ask the question: Which type of cognitive processing should be 

seen as having primacy?

The factor tentatively given the name Cognitive Appraisal of SF is the result of a division in 

responses to the open questions and the scales. The factor Cognitive Appraisal of SF is mainly 

based on the response to the open questions on Definition and Causes of SF, while in contrast the 

other factors are based on the scales. Analogous to the inferred independence of response 

systems based on the lack of consistency between the measures representing these systems, it 

could be hypothesised that different mental processing lies at the basis of the independence of 

the response to the open questions and scales. In answering an open question one is given the 

time to approach the issue from more than one angle. One's thoughts can go in one direction, and 

then turn around and go in another direction. The mental processes involved in giving the answer 

may involve a discourse in which possible answers are explored, especially when the person has 

not been asked before to define stage fright. What is expressed may be an amalgam of different 

content aspects related through association and deduction. In this process, the different elements 

may not necessarily be internally consistent. In contrast, the response to a presented scale is based 

on recognition and expressed by a process of approximation in which language and its associative 

and logical powers may not be involved to the same extent. This 'instant evaluation’ may be based 

on a ‘gut feeling’ involving a largely subconscious (or automatic) estimate of a state. It is likely that 

these processes make use of different sources of information in the brain and may even be located 

in different structures. The latter process may not even need extensive higher-order processing in 

the neo-cortex. The signal function of a key word like stage fright may relate to mental images. If the 

response doesn’t require to translate these into an extensive language construct, the type of 

reflection required for this may be omitted. A finding like this is consistent with modern theories of 

information processing which assume a modular set-up rather than a fully integrated system, in 

which different mental tasks make use of different parts of the brain (Dennett, 1991; Vroon, 1987; 

Damasio, 1995; Dunbar, 1996; Robertson, 1999). Inconsistency is the rule rather than an 

exception in the brain according to Vroon (1987) who refers to the brain as a ‘federation' rather than 

a ‘centrally governed system'.

Specifically, the difference between primary and secondary appraisal' (Lazarus & Foikman, 1984, p. 

33-38) spnngs to mind as relevant to the different types of processing addressed here. These two 

types of appraisal mark the distinction between what is and how it affects us (primary) and what 

might and can be done about it (secondary). Lazarus & Foikman indicate that primary appraisal 

ascertains the extent of threat and challenge while secondary appraisal involves the more ‘complex 

evaluative process that takes into account which coping options are available, the likelihood that a 

given coping option will accomplish what it is supposed to, and the likelihood that one can apply a 

particular set of strategies effectively' (p. 35). Although an interview is hardly an example of the

environment or circumstances that give rise to the basic appraisal processes they had in mind, we
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may assume that these processes also take place in weighing responses to the questions in an 

interview. It would seem that a response to a scale involves less of an invitation for the kind of 

complex cognitive activity in secondary appraisal, than the open questions.

Before we go on, we need to remind ourselves that there were also differences in response to 

open questions and scales for the Timing of SF and Physiological symptoms, but these were not 

very substantial. We assume that these were based on the role of suggestion in scales. However, 

the incongruence between valence aspects of SF in response to the scales and the Definition 

question seems to go beyond the differences expected on the basis of suggestion.

Lazarus & Folkman also discuss two other relevant concepts: ‘reappraisal’ and 'defensive 

reappraisal’. Reappraisal may take place during interviews as a result of the renewed analysis of SF. 

Defensive reappraisal is a form of cognitive coping which may be involved in defining SF more 

positively to reduce the sense of threat it may have. Both processes could be involved in the 

answering of the questions. Since they are seen to be independent processes by Lazarus & 

Folkman, they may not only be considered to be responsible for different responses but also for 

inconsistency in these responses. Damasio’s (1995) distinction between ‘primary emotions’ and 

‘secondary emotions' describes a similar contrast at a psychophysiological and emotional level. He 

suggests that the extent to which higher order reasoning and higher order cognitive processing are 

involved differs for primary and secondary emotions. Primary emotions may come to us without the 

regulatory, cognitive involvement, while secondary emotions involve extensive cognitive 

involvement.

All of the distinctions made here can be seen as consistent with the findings in the study. It is 

possible that the scales have traced the primary side of SF. while the open questions have 

addressed the secondary side (*1). Reappraisal may also have been involved in the sense that 

during the inten/iew the opinions on SF may change. Defensive reappraisal may have been 

involved in suppressing negative evaluations, for instance in Defining SF, but also in assessing SF 

as an Important Problem for Oneself. Support for this contention was found in the fact that in some 

cases extremely negative responses to the scales were paired with positive responses in terms of 

definition. This may represent a way of coping in which an innocuous Definition for SF is used to 

diminish anxiety. We may have stumbled on positive restructuring in operation. This tendency to 

give definitions quite opposite to one's general feelings about SF became manifest in the 

significant negative correlation between Defined PFI and the scale SF as an Important Problem for 

Oneself (r= -.39, p=.001**). Performers who considered SF problematic reported less interference 

as part of their Definition of SF. Also, if SF was not considered to be a problem, they were more 

likely to report interference as part of the definition. A more serious description of SF was produced 

while at the same time SF was seen as not likely to create too many problems. To draw a 

compahson: it is less unsettling to describe all the scary things a dragon can do to you, than discuss 

the teeth of the neighbours' mean dog.

The methodological problem that has arisen from this issue has consequences for the reliability

issue: which method of self-report should be seen to reflect a person's 'true' approach to an issue?

Should we consider open questions as unreliable or are the scales at fault? This question cannot

be answered within the confines of this study. It would make sense to base the answer on which
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response predicts behavioural responses. However, interviews don't include behavioural 

responses, they only involve self-reported behavioural correlates. We must therefore be cautious, 

especially since these behavioural correlates are subject to the same methodological issue; they 

are either elicited by scales or open questions. Our conclusions should therefore be limited to the 

internal consistency of the self-report aspect. Although it was suggested at the beginning of this 

section that the results can be seen as indications of the independence of the three response 

systems, it is really the incongruence and contradiction within the cognitive system which is 

supported most convincingly in this study. This finding is consistent with studies by Lazarus & 

Foikman (1984) and Damasio (1995) and suggests that independent emotional and appraisal 

processes may be involved in answering different types of questions. These issues need to be 

addressed in further research.

6.3 The inclusive approach to the antecedents of stage fright

In chapter 4 (section 4.7) we addressed the option of combining different theories for SF into one 

model. The theoretical exercise seemed successful. To find empirical support for it is a different 

story. The phenomenological part of the In-depth study may give a reliable representation of 

performers' perceptions, but this doesn't necessarily reflect theoretical considerations. For 

instance, the psychoanalytical insistence on the role of the mother in the causation of SF is not 

reflected in any references to mothers in response to the questions addressing the causes of SF. 

Since this is not something that performers would be considered to be aware of according to the 

theory, this finding has no implications for it. In general, whenever theoretical concepts involve 

subconscious activity, a phenomenological approach - unless on a couch on a weekly basis - is an 

unlikely way of finding support for its postulates. In addition to this, we cannot expect to find 'hard' 

support for a theory that doesn’t produce testable hypotheses. The ethological approach to SF 

suffers from the same problems. Nevertheless, an attempt will be made to make salient connections 

between the evidence of this study and the theories. 1 would also argue that in light of the 

explorative character of this study a somewhat speculative approach to this discussion should be 

allowed.

The model as tentatively presented in 4.7 involves three approaches to the antecedents of SF:

1) preparedness: Systems (biological / psychophysiological) for SF are part of the social make-up of 

our species.

2) learned sensitivity. Ways in which we are raised or traumatic experiences can make us more 

susceptible to SF,

3) triggers'. Certain environmental triggers are more likely to evoke SF than others.

A model like this is consistent with a nonhomogeneous conception of SF. Performers can have SF 

in either of the three ways or a combination of the three. In addition to including all three 

antecedents in the theory, an inclusive approach to performance needs to also involve the positive 

motivation to perform. Therefore a fourth element was added:

4) SF involves a combination of fear and challenge. In approaching a performance we have 

something to lose, but there is something to gain as well. These two aspects should not be 

discussed separately.
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1) Phenomenological support for the biological preparedness notion comes from the response to a 

number of questions. A strong indication is that the essential biological substrate for SF, the fear to 

lose one's position in a hierarchical social group (Trower et al.,1990), is present in the Definitions 

given by the subjects. Leary & Kowalski (1995) discussed the causes of social anxiety in 

evolutionary terms, stressing the need to belong and avoiding social rejection as the most 

important motives involved in social anxiety. The results of this study support the fear of rejection 

aspect in the sense that a majority of the subjects in the study refer to failure, humiliation and 

embarrassment as an important source of fear. On top of that, subjects regard an audience with 

friends and acquaintances as more stage fright evoking than one with an anonymous crowd. Since 

the fear of rejection amongst people who are part of one's social circle is more salient than the same 

fear in relation to people who are not part of the in-group, this can also be seen as bearing witness 

to Leary & Kowalski's approach.

Fear of failure or humiliation, self-consciousness, self-doubt, or general tension related to being in 

front of an audience can be interpreted as relevant cognitions in the biological context of 

maintaining or improving one’s hierarchical position in a social group. In addition to this, almost 25 

percent of the subjects described at least one of the basic response tendencies (fight-flight-freeze- 

faint) in relation to SF. When asked to indicate the Frequency of SF only 3 percent of performers 

said that they never had SF. This is the type of low frequency one would expect from a 

phenomenon that is in fact part of the human condition. In the Causal Attribution of SF, a few 

subjects (5.7%) mentioned SF ‘as a fact of life’ or ‘an essential part of oneself.

2) Support for the learned sensitivity notion comes mainly from the question in which subjects give 

an example of a serious case of SF from their memory. These examples often went back to 

experiences in which the subject was still in school (15%), inexperienced and suddenly forced to 

cope with a performance task of unexpected magnitude. An overview of research on social phobia 

has suggested that these types of trait anxiety develop in late adolescence and may be learned by 

means of classical conditioning (Emmelkamp, Bouman & Scholing, 1992, p 38-41). Leary & 

Kowalski (1995) said that ‘Adolescence is the most socially anxious period of life for most people. 

Not only are adolescents particularly prone to feelings of social anxiety, but people who come to be 

diagnosed as social phobics typically trace the onset of their problems to adolescence' (p. 126). 

The same was suggested for some forms of fear of failure (Marks, 1987). The accounts of the 

subjects made it quite clear that the experiences the subjects talked about had set the tone for how 

they thought and felt about SF. They often told the interviewer that they would never forget this 

experience and that it had had a strong influence on their performance experience thereafter. It is 

possible that this kind of experience at a time when one is particularly susceptible to it may have led 

to a conditioned SF response. From the examples we get the impression that extreme SF in one 

memorable experience can indeed become the foundation for future stage fright. Fearful thoughts 

based on such an experience may be more difficult to defuse (for instance with the use of RET) 

than thoughts rooted in unrealistic fantasies. These early experiences may actually be used as 

‘reference experiences’ by which present SF is evaluated.

Some accounts of the development of SF also address the onset of SF as preceded by a phase in

which one performed in ‘happy innocence'. Very few references were made to SF as something

that the subjects remembered from their childhood. The early onset of social anxiety (Pekrun,
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1992) shyness (Cheek & Melchior, 1990), fear of failure (Hermans, 1971), and also SF (for instance; 

Gabbard, 1979b, 1983; Aaron, 1986) is not confirmed in the interviews. There were almost no 

references to experiences rooted in childhood.

Results of the study haven't shown much support for the theory that SF would be similar to the kind 

of social anxiety based on an error in the choice for the hedonic or agonic mode in social behaviour 

(Trower et al.,1990). As has been outlined in chapter 4.7, Trower et al. are of the opinion that we 

employ two systems of social behaviour. In agonic mode’ relationships are perceived as hierarchical 

and behaviour is evaluated in relation to the hierarchy. In ‘hedonic mode’ people engage in 

gregarious pleasure oriented activities in which competitive evaluation is minimal. According to 

Trower et al. (1990) people suffering from social anxiety may be stuck in the agonic mode in 

situations in which the hedonic system should be prevalent. Havas (1975) anecdotal evidence 

suggested that this view of social anxiety may not be applicable to SF in classical musicians. 

Likewise, results of our study haven't shown much support for the relevance of the hedonic mode 

in a performance context in musicians nor in actors. Most subjects showed a strong awareness of 

the competitive character of the performance situation which should, in Trower et al.'s perception, 

trigger the agonic mode. Furthermore, subjects high in stage fright didn't seem to differ in the way 

they defined the competitive or gregarious character of a performance. Also, and contrary to what 

Trower et al. suggested, it would seem that some performers fail to fully understand SF because 

they lack a conscious awareness of the competitive character of a performance and erroneously 

use the hedonic mode: 'I don’t understand why I should have stage fright when we're all really here 

to enjoy ourselves’. Their conscious thoughts are that performing is fun, but their subconscious 

seems to tell them otherwise. In general, the hypothesised erroneous triggering of the agonic 

mode as a basis of SF doesn't seem to be receiving much support. Nevertheless, the notion of the 

separate modes doesn't seem to be totally irrelevant. For instance, performers in the study have 

expressed how they used to enjoy performing (see Development of SF, 5.2.2) but now see it as a 

more serious thing. They may have moved from a more hedonic mode to an agonic mode of 

performing. If we are allowed to assume that both modes can be employed not only separately but 

also more or less at the same time, this approach may be helpful in creating clarity for performers. 

Alternatively, we may consider that more than two systems are involved, or that hedonic and agonic 

are just the two opposite ends of a dimension of behavioural repertoire. We’ll come back to this 

issue in chapter 7 when intervention strategies are addressed.

3) Support for the idea that SF can be triggered by well defined circumstances and therefore partly

be predicted is quite strong. Many different triggers are mentioned spontaneously in response to

the question on the Causes of SF. Bad preparation, difficulty, novelty, high degree of exposure,

acquaintances in the audience and conflict are often mentioned. In the Example of SF discussed in

the interview, subjects often remembered very well what triggered their SF. The same causes are

mentioned, but in addition many subjects described the occurrence of something unexpected

(15%) as crucial to the occurrence of unpleasant SF. Desberg and Marsh (1988) emphasised the

factor ‘surprise’ as one of the strongest triggers for SF. In response to the question addressing

specific SF-provoking task aspects, 30 percent refers to ‘difficulty', 17 percent refers to ‘novelty’,

while 17 percent mentions ‘performing alone or having a leading role'. The factor difficulty (or

complexity), obviously has more relevance to SF than the factor novelty, which can be equated with

relative dominance of response. This issue represents the discussion in Social Facilitation and
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Inhibition theory about whether complexity or dominance of response would be better predictors of 

inhibition. Complexity has more impact, as the more recent theories suggest (W ilke & van 

Knippenberg, 1988), which is consistent with our finding that complexity (or difficulty) is the more 

obvious of the two aspects (although interference is of course not implied in our study).

The interviews did not address the size of the audience or number of co-performers in the specific 

terms that Jackson & Latane (1981) used for their experiment. Therefore the study can't be seen to 

provide support for these aspects. For the same reason, the idea of an averaging principle as part of 

the influence of an audience on SF (Seta et al., 1989) could not be supported either. Nonetheless, 

some of the responses to the appearance of acquaintances in the audience suggested that the 

appearance of one important other in an audience of many can completely change its impact, to the 

extent that it overrides the averaging principle. Seta et al. only studied the averaging principle in 

imaginary audiences of six or fewer people. The results from the interviews suggest that in larger 

audiences a somewhat different perspective may be needed.

The universality of these triggers was mostly supported in the interviews. Performers with high 

Debilitating SF didn't report different triggers from those with low Debilitating SF. Nevertheless, an 

interesting phenomenon occurred which emphasises that sensitivity and triggers may show 

unexpected interaction effects. It turned out that subjects who responded a-typically to some of the 

comparisons of pairs of SF provoking circumstances had higher Debilitating SF than those who 

opted for the generally accepted trigger. For instance those who considered SF to be triggered 

more by any performance in a series than by a premiere had significantly higher Debilitating SF. In 

the same way, those subjects who saw stronger triggers for SF in sympathetic colleagues (rather 

than unsympathetic ones) and calm colleagues (instead of nen/ous ones) had higher Debilitating 

SF scores. Because this effect occurred for a number of trigger pairs, it is unlikely that it was a 

random effect. In general, the response to the interview tends to be consistent with the main 

aspects put forward in the theories on triggers of anxiety.

4) Another aspect of the inclusive model for SF emphasised the occurrence of fear and challenge 

at the same time. I have argued (see 4.7.) that it would be useful to address SF not only as a form of 

fear, but also as a form of excitement related to the challenge of the performance. It was 

emphasised that performers with SF differ from people who suffer from social anxiety in that the 

latter can avoid social situations, whereas most performers know that in the end they will do the 

perform ance. Because they know that they are going to approach the task, the ir 

approach/avoidance conflict has a different character. In light of this, the approach side of the 

performer's task should be emphasised rather than overlooked, as has often happened in the 

literature. This way of thinking is supported by Lazarus & Folkman (1984) who suggested that fear 

and challenge should be addressed together in assessing stress. Apparently this is also the way in 

which a lot of performers think. In their response to the question on the causes of SF, 36 percent 

ascribed SF to some form of achievement motivation, 13 percent emphasised some form of fear of 

failure or anxiety disposition and 25 percent mentioned a combination of both achievement and 

fear. In the Definitions most performers also expressed an awareness that SF is not only rooted in 

the fear of losing something, but also in the imminence of gaining applause and acclaim. The fact 

that 57 percent of the subjects mentioned at least one positive aspect of SF is an illustration of this.
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We may conclude that some of the key elements of the tentative model introduced in chapter 4.7 

can be recognised if not supported in the response of the performers to the inten/iew.

6 .4  Coping with stage fnght

The study has provided us with a detailed account of what performers do to cope with SF during 

and before performing and their general preparations for it. Also, the relationship between SF and 

the reported coping strategies has been investigated. On the basis of this investigation we have 

been able to link a number of coping strategies with aspects of SF. The main interest in this respect 

is in the relationship between coping and PFI.

The coping aspects reported in the interviews were divided into mental, practical and physical 

coping. The last group was divided into physical coping aimed at activation reduction or activation 

increase. Activation management came to the forefront as essential in the coping efforts aimed at 

dealing with SF before performing. The majority of aspects mentioned were of a physical nature, 

but most mental activities, like self-instructions, were obviously aimed at reducing arousal. General 

preparation and coping during a performance showed a different emphasis. The results suggest 

that it makes sense to divide research on coping in performers into these three areas. Another 

division suggested in the literature, between emotional coping' and problem-oriented coping’, 

seems somewhat relevant, even though one avenue of problem-oriented coping, not performing, 

is usually not an alternative. In general, the study produced more emotional coping. This is probably 

because the time-span addressed in the interviews didn't invite fundamental problem-oriented 

coping strategies which involve long-term planning to come to the forefront. Although some 

performers discussed their long-term preparation routines, they mostly discussed coping directly 

related to the performance.

Specific findings of the study emulated most of the findings reported by Steptoe et al. (1995). They

presented performers with a list of twelve activities which they could rate on a four-point scale to

indicate the frequency w ith which they engaged in them. They found that deep

breathing/relaxation exercises was mentioned most often (84%). This was followed by trying to be

alone (67%), going over lines not very well known (64%), going over well known lines (45%),

meditating (40%) and smoking (35%). Mentioned less often were; physical exercise (21%), thinking

about other things (20%), reading for distraction (14%) and going out or meeting friends (13%).

Very low reported occurrence was found for drinking alcohol (4.5%) and taking sedatives (0%).

Steptoe et al.’s approach may give an accurate impression of the frequency with which certain

aspects were mentioned, which didn't come up in our interviews. On the other hand, the open

questions used in our study give a more reliable estimate of the prevalence of certain coping

aspects, because they were not suggested to the subjects. For instance the prevalence of the use

of Breathing exercises or other Relaxation exercises in Steptoe’s student actors which was very

high (84%) may have been inflated as a result of this. In comparison, we found that all relaxation

aspects added up, not more than 60 percent of the subjects mentioned using them in relation to

coping with SF before performing, a maximum of 29 percent mentioned them to reduce SF during

performing, and fewer than 38 percent mentioned them in relation to general preparation. Since

these percentages represent total reported aspects, rather than totals for the subject, we need to
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take into account that some subjects may have mentioned more than one aspect, in any case, the 

incidence turned out to be lower when it was left to the subjects to spontaneously mention 

Relaxation or Breathing exercises. The same thing occurred for the issue of being alone as a way of 

coping with SF before a performance which was mentioned by 84 percent in Steptoe et al.'s study 

while in our interviews only 55 percent gave an indication that being alone or seeking company was 

an issue. Within this group about half of the subjects indicated that they actively isolated 

themselves, one third sought company and the rest (15%) mentioned both. The extent to which 

performers mentioned seeking distraction was not so different, however in Steptoe et al.'s study 

this aspect is not addressed in relation to its opposite: concentration. In our study about twice as 

many performers mentioned concentration (33%) rather than seeking distraction (16%), with 7.4 

percent mentioning both. These are consen/ative estimates because the percentages are related 

to the total group of respondents, while only 57 percent of them actually mentioned something to 

this effect.

in addressing the relationship between coping and SF, Steptoe et al, (1995) concluded that there 

was no evidence to suggest that relaxation, meditation or exercise was effective at controlling SF 

(Steptoe et a!., 1995, p.37). On the basis of our interviews I would be inclined to second this, 

however there is no evidence for the opposite either. Correlational research gives no indications of 

causality. Using relaxation exercises may be the result of SF or experiences with performance 

interference, preventing aggravation of the problem by practising the exercises. Or, looking at it 

from the opposite perspective, relaxation may be seen as preceding the problem of SF and actually 

causing performance interference. In the latter case, we might have to conclude that relaxation 

exercises don't have the effects they are supposed to have. Is it possible that performers don't use 

them appropriately? We'll come back to this issue in chapter 9: Study 111.

The general pattern of performers with high Debilitating SF and high Strength of SF is that they 

tended to report relaxation exercises before performing and mental ways of coping during 

performing. Combinations of relaxation and mental coping before performing are also associated 

with the high end of these factors. This ties in with research on coping in musicians, which 

suggested that self-talk and MPA were correlated (Steptoe & Fidler,1987). Untroubled performers 

don’t seem to engage very often in this kind of mental activity, nor do they tend to use relaxation 

methods. Instead they report focusing mostly on practical preparation.

In general, the response of the performers in the study on the effects of coping with SF are not very 

promising. Many subjects complained that they felt they had little control over SF and that they 

didn't seem overly confident that their coping efforts were very effective in reducing SF or avoiding 

performance interference. Many subjects would say things like there isn't much that you can do' or 

‘I try to calm myself down, but in the end 1 can't really change much'. From these utterances one 

gets the impression that SF may be, to a certain extent, coping resistant. Theoretically we've come 

across this observation in psychodynamic literature (Aaron, 1986). The rationale behind this is that 

the unresolved conflicts at the basis of SF can not be influenced by coping, but need to be 

addressed in a more incisive way: psychoanalysis.

Based on the perspective of the functionality of emotions (Frijda, 1986), a more satisfying

explanation may be given. The biological function of emotions is to give us a strong indication that
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our situation needs to change. Anxiety calls for avoidance, excitement calls for approach. One of 

the reasons SF may be so difficult to cope with is that it is based on an approach/avoidance conflict 

and the anxiety signals are not followed by a commensurate avoidance response. Since the 

appropriate response is not elicited, the emotion of SF does not recede, until the approach 

response -entering the stage- has been effected. In most cases the avoidance option is then cut 

off completely and the anxiety emotion has gone. Being beyond the conflict situation the anxiety 

emotion is no longer functional, and will therefore stay away, unless something happens dunng the 

performance which would call for reconsidering the avoidance option. While waiting to start the 

performance, coping mechanisms may reduce the emotion directly (relaxation), by engaging in 

virtual avoidance (seeking distraction, redirected activity, rituals), or by mentally or actively preparing 

for the approach (props or costumes, going through text or music). If the anxiety response is strong 

enough none of these will be effective in reducing the emotion completely. The act of mental or 

practical preparation is congruous with the constant reminders that approach is imminent. For the 

most fearful performers this may be unbearable. For the others it may be a way to keep reminding 

themselves that one is in 'approach mode' and that avoidance is no longer an option. In contrast, 

ways of coping in the form of virtual avoidance or redirected activity, tend to be rudely interrupted by 

announcements like ‘five minutes to curtain' and any form of awareness that the performance is 

imminent. At one moment or another, avoidance as a way of coping is doomed to put the performer 

off balance. The results of our study which indicate that practical coping was found in those with low 

Debilitating SF, are in line with this way of thinking. It also fits in with this way of thinking to 

hypothesise that practical coping may in fact reduce SF more effectively than other strategies in the 

build up towards a performance. Practical activity precludes excess mental activity and it 

emphasises the approaching performance. Hereby the distractions and hesitations accompanying 

the approacfi/avoidance conflict are avoided. It is probably safe to say that mental approach activity 

may not have the same unequivocal effect and may therefore not be specifically aligned with low 

Debilitating SF.

At this stage, we have no practical evidence to support this specific hypothesis on the relationship 

between coping and SF. A way towards seeking it would be to find performers of proven 

excellence and see how they prepare and cope with SF. This approach has been suggested by 

Bandler (1985), O 'Connor & Seymour (1990), Derks & Hollander (1996) and other NLP authors. 

Another solution would be to address the causality issue with an experiment in which performers 

are trained in the use of specific coping aspects with their SF and PFI levels measured before and 

afterwards.

6.5 Cultural effects

Of the differences found between groups in the sample, the contrast between the Irish and Dutch

performers is the most clear cut as well as the most puzzling. The Irish reported significantly more

Debilitating aspects of SF than the Dutch, but interestingly enough this difference didn't extend

itself to reporting higher Strength of SF than the Dutch. Furthermore, although there are signs that

the Irish have more negative Definitions of SF, no significant main effects for Nation (Culture) have

been found. It seems therefore that at a cognitive level the Irish and Dutch don't differ as much as

they do on PFI and Debilitating SF. Apart from some obvious gender differences which will be
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discussed in Section 6.6, we can say that the Irish have more problems with SF, even if it would 

seem that on average they experience SF and think about SF in ways not very different from the 

Dutch. How can we explain this?

One approach would be to assume that the Dutch performer has been raised in a different way in a 

country with a more open cultural climate. Most of the Dutch performers would not have been raised 

in a strongly religious tradition. The influence of the church has been waning for a long time. In 

addition to that, the Netherlands is a populous country, more multi-cultural and differentiated, with 

more modern views regarding education and training. In contrast, most of the Irish performers in the 

sample would have grown up with traditional social and religious values. Guilt and shame as 

elementary teachings of the church would have been important elements in their upbringing. Rapid 

social change in Ireland is a very recent phenomenon and may therefore have influenced the Irish 

performer’s mental outlook, but not the foundations of 'hell and doom’ taught at an impressionable 

age. It is possible that this has led to a guilt ridden approach to performing in which SF has a 

predominantly 'punishing' role. A psychodynamic way of reasoning seems to deal well with this kind 

of cultural comparison. Differences between the Irish and Dutch subjects may have actually started 

in their early education and contrasting psychosexual developments as a result of differences in 

cultural climate. An argument for the occurrence of differences at a slightly later age as part of 

differences in socialisation is also a possibility. A study on the development of stage fright in 

Indonesia suggested that at an early age children learn to become shy in the presence of strangers 

as a form of preparation for the required reverence to those older and higher up in the social 

structure. This is part of their socialisation (Keeler. 1983). It is possible that stage fright is socialised 

in a different way in different societies.

Sean Collins’ (1995) study on performance anxiety in 6,525 students in Ireland suggests that 38 

percent of all students are affected to the point that it has adverse effects on their performance. He 

also suggests that about two thirds of students 'were unaware of the problem or, alternatively in a 

form of denial about it’ (p. 10). Collins describes the Irish culture as a culture of denial in which 

important issues are not addressed because it is felt that ‘if we don’t talk about it, perhaps it will go 

away' (p. 10). The issue of denial doesn’t seem to have affected our Irish sample, who reported 

higher PFl than the Dutch sample. It is possible that the differences were based on the fact that 

these samples were older than Collins sample. Maybe some form of reversal has taken place in the 

older subject. It is possible that early denial plays a role in the development of more serious forms of 

anxiety later in life? I don't know of a study done in the Netherlands with which to compare these 

results. To address this issue properly a cultural comparison would be required which goes beyond 

the remit of this study.

Another option would be to consider that somehow the terms ‘stage fright' and 'plankenkoorts' are

the cause of these differences. As has been explained before, the Dutch term 'plankenkoorts'

would translate directly into English as ‘stage fever' rather than ‘stage-frighf. It is therefore possible

that the term ‘plankenkoorts' is less associated with negative connotations than 'stage-frighf. Since

this difference is not abundantly clear in the definitions reported by the Dutch and Irish, we would

need to assume that the words may have different ‘signal functions' rather than that they signify

com pletely different phenomenon. The term ‘stage fright’ may lead to automatic negative

responses -more so than 'plankenkoorts'- independently from the higher order thinking that goes
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into the Definitions of SF. The similarity in Frequency and Intensity of SF mentioned by both groups 

confirms that the terms are not indicative of cultural differences in occurrence and strength of the 

phenomenon.

The two options presented here would need to be studied further to allow a more precise answer. 

A detailed study comparing Definitions. Intensity, Frequency, Insecurity, PFI and Coping with SF in 

acting students in a number of different countries has been conducted. These results will be 

published at a later date.

6 .6  Issues of Gender, Age, and Medium.

The expected differences between men and women in the degrees to which emotions were 

reported -women tend to report higher degrees of emotions- occurred only in the Irish sample. It 

was suggested that the degrees of emancipation in Dutch society may have been responsible for 

the lack of differences there. Other than this. Gender doesn't seem to be an essential factor in SF. 

Men and women seem equally prone to experience SF. Theory has not provided us with 

indications that we should have expected otherwise. This result is more or less according to 

expectation.

Age and Experience are confounded factors. Discussions of these factors have been shown to 

elicit gut feelings’ indicating that SF should diminish with Age and Experience. Empirical research 

has not been able to confirm this. Mosco (1974) suggests that this is because Age and Experience 

may have opposite effects. As one gains Experience, SF is seen to diminish, however as the 

responsibility' of the performer increases -which it does as one gets older- SF would be seen to 

increase. She hypothesises that Age and SF may therefore have a U-shaped relationship. The 

results of our study were analysed in order to trace this effect, but no significant U-shaped 

relationship could be found. Nonetheless, some indications were found in support for this type of 

effect. Men were found to show lower Strength of SF between 23 and 30, than under 23 and over 

30. However, the effect for women was opposite. Women between 23 and 30 had higher Strength 

of SF than those younger and older. Mediating variables may be involved in this issue. Another 

complicating factor could be that the developments proposed by Mosco take place at different 

times in performer’s lives. The specific question in the interview which addresses a description of 

the development didn’t provide us with much support for a U-shaped relationship. Most subjects 

described the development in relatively simple terms. They mostly mentioned an increase, 

reduction or stability, but not a development in three stages. However, the accumulation of 

explanations given by the subjects provided some support tor Mosco's thinking. Both the 

development from pleasure to responsibility and high insecurity to more experienced and relaxed 

were mentioned. The complete U-shaped story from high insecurity to more experience and 

relaxed followed by higher responsibility was not mentioned and only two subjects mentioned the 

alternative development from naive pleasure to high insecurity to more experienced and relaxed. 

For the moment we must accept that our study has not clarified this issue. More specific questions 

on the development issue might have elicited the kind of detail suggested by Mosco.

Research suggesting differences in degrees of SF between actors and musicians have either been
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based on anecdotal evidence, or a professional bias associated with in-depth knowledge of one 

medium and apparent limited knowledge of the other one. A comparison of empirical research on 

the two groups suggests similarities rather than differences (Steptoe et al.,1995). Nevertheless, 

our study

seems to be the first one in which actors and musicians are compared within one design, employing 

the same methodology. It would therefore seem that the result of our study may have a degree of 

authority that none of the other studies can claim. To remind the reader they are repeated here: 

Some differences were found, but they were not impressive and at factor level not significant. At 

variable level a few significant differences were found. Actors showed slightly higher Intensities of 

SF, slightly lower PFI and reported substantially more General Preparation methods. Differences in 

perspectives between actors and musicians were confined to areas in which the acting profession 

differs considerably from the musical trade.

Acting theory suggests differences in actor's emotions in response to the use of different acting 

methods. Different emotional response may extend itself to difference in SF. With this theory in 

mind the literature was addressed and the suggestion of specific contrasts between involved 

acting, detached acting, self-expression and mechanistic acting was discussed. This issue has 

been addressed at length in the literature review (chapter 4). It was expected that actors would have 

mentioned it, if it has any relationship to the issue of SF. However, since very few of the actors 

addressed specific aspects of their experience that could be seen as establishing a relationship 

between SF and the emotions of acting, it would seem that this issue is not very important at an 

experiential level. Konijn's (1994) study on the practical differences between actors using different 

acting methods already showed that their emotional response was not very different. Our results 

seem to further undermine the hypothesised relevance of this issue for SF.

6 .7  Summary o f conclusions for inten/ention

To open the discussion on how to address SF in a training programme, some of the findings 

relevant for intervening with SF are reiterated here.

As has already been discussed, the correlations between aspects of coping and Debilitating SF 

give no indication towards causality, however there are at least two ways to look at it. It would be 

logical to assume that performers high in Debilitating SF need Mental ways of coping and Activation 

reduction to help them prevent performance interference. It is possible that the coping methods 

ensure that the levels of Debilitating SF as not higher than they already are. On the other hand if 

Relaxation and Mental coping were effective in reducing Debilitating SF one would have expected 

that at least the more experienced performers might have benefited, resulting in a positive 

relationship with Self-talk, Breathing exercises or Activation reduction for them. This was shown not 

to be the case. Is it possible that performers with Debilitating SF use Relaxation methods, but are 

not effective in their application? (We already know that there is no significant effect for Age or 

Expenence on Debilitating SF or any of the coping effects). It would seem that if Relaxation skills 

should be suggested as part of an inten/ention, we'll have to make sure that performers use them 

effectively. The same conclusion could be drawn for including Mental coping strategies in an 

intervention programme.
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Furthermore, the general positive relationship found between low SF ana Practical coping and 

preparation aspects suggests that the nonplused performer may be someone who ‘does things' to 

cope and prepare rather than think' something. Also this performer may not feel the need to 

reduce the activation level. Instead of considering these kind of subjects as irrelevant to the 

research, they may be looked upon as models for those who suffer from SF. This approach has 

been suggested by Sandier (1985) and is also used in sports psychology (Jones & Hardy, 1990). 

Based on this perception it may be worthwhile to train performers in the ways of this type of 

performer and promote practical preparation as part of an intervention.

The reported fears of Black-outs and its association with Debilitating SF suggests that this aspect 

should be addressed. It is not impossible that a skills deficit in memorising is involved in this 

problem. In that case, memory training seems to be an obvious solution.

The study has presented us with a number of issues concerning the cognitive aspects of SF and 

their importance. The Definitions of SF as given by the subjects seemed to have no bearing on the 

appraisal of PFI. Consequently, changing those definitions may not result in change in PFI. I 

suppose the findings of the study, however flawed they may be, should be seen as a warning not 

to rely completely on the (higher order) cognitive aspect in the design of a programme, in light of 

general consensus that cognitive interventions are effective in addressing anxiety (Beck, Emery & 

Greenberg, 1985) and that effective therapy should change people’s patterns of thinking (Ellis, 

1965), one would be inclined to apply the principles of cognitive therapy. However, a cognitive 

approach to intervening with SF should make sure that it is not confined to changing the 

constructs, without also addressing behavioural correlates.

To complete this section, it is appropriate to refer to the fact that of trained performers only 20 

percent mentioned that SF had been addressed in their training, another 37 percent let us know 

that they regretted that SF had not been addressed in their training, while 42 percent thought this 

was not a problem. It would seem that there is a need in maybe one in two performers to have SF 

addressed, which is not catered for by the training courses our subjects were in. Even if some of 

the subjects gave this answer only to please the interviewer, a considerable percentage remains.

6.8 Reliability and validity o f the results of the study 

6.8.1 Sampling

The sampling of the subjects has been put into the hands of the interviewers. Each interviewer may

have had their own individual biases to select a certain performer. In some cases this may have

been accessibility, in other cases an interest in a specific person. Since all of the interviewers were

university students, this aspect may have been involved in their selection process and may possibly

have created a bias towards the more literate of performers. Since interviewers had been given

explicit instructions that SF was not supposed to be an aspect in the selection of the interviewee, it

is not likely that a sample has been selected that would suffer more severely than the average

performer. Nevertheless, it is possible that whenever interviewers had a choice of contacts in
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performers’ circles, they may have selected someone who they hoped would have something to 

say about SF. Interviewers also received instructions not to choose a good friend or someone in 

the family to interview. Although, the researcher has no way of ascertaining that all interviewers 

have adhered to this principle, it would seem from the number of relatively well-known performers in 

both samples that quite a few interviewers have gone out of their way to find a performer, rather 

than taking the easiest option.

6.8.2 Questions

The questions were posed in a neutral way. Probing, as the interviewers were instructed to do, was 

also done in a neutral way. Nevertheless, here and there a leading element was found which may 

have influenced the response of the interviewee. Although the interviewers were trained to be 

open minded and to abstain from any evaluative comments or other responses, the dynamics of the 

interview are bound to have some influence on the content. Furthermore, some questions may 

have been prone to elicit a socially desirable answer. This may have been more of an issue in the 

response to the evaluative questions. To admit that SF is an Important Problem, or that one is 

suffering very negative consequences from SF, or that one has Black-outs all the time, requires a 

situation of trust and acceptance. Although interviewers were instructed and had received training 

to create this atmosphere, it is possible that especially those who suffered intensely from SF may 

have presented themselves in a more favourable light. However, since each interview had a 

different interviewer, it is unlikely that systematic interviewer effects would have occurred.

As far as the construction of the scales is concerned two conflicting principles were applied which 

may not have led to the most satisfactory solution. On the one hand the conversational style of the 

interview was not to be interrupted by too formal testing. This would have interfered with the 

openness and flow of the interview. On the other hand reliable and detailed scales were preferred. 

The 3- and 5-point scales used and the verbal presentation were a compromise between these two 

principles. In retrospect it is felt that both principles could have been served in a different way. The 

formal testing aspect might have profited from sending the scales of the questionnaire to the 

interviewee before the actual interview, to be collected at the interview. This questionnaire could 

have involved 10-point scales and even maybe the STAI or PAQ. This would also have had the 

advantage that the interview itself would have been devoid of the formality of scales and the 

questions on personal data. The only disadvantage of this approach would have been that it 

requires more time from the interviewee. Also, it may not have raised the same issues about 

inconsistency between open questions and scales.

It has been suggested that this inconsistency has been caused by an interaction between different

methodology and the processing the brain is involved in while answenng the questions. The

discussion on the reliability of the two methods of recording answers that reflect a person's actual

experiences with SF has so far confined itself to establishing that the scales seem to predict

behavioural aspects better than the open questions. However, since the behavioural aspects (PFl)

were also recorded with scales this conclusion suffers from a methodological bias. Strictly speaking

the two ways of recording subjects thoughts and experiences with SF both have claims to providing

the more reliable impression of SF as experienced by the subjects. The fundamental character of

this problem would require a fundamental approach to researching it. First, we would need to find
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out if inconsistency between responses to open questions and scales is confined to research on 

SF or not. Then we would need to address how the methods can be linked with behavioural 

correlates. Ultimately we would be interested most in the method that gives the best behavioural 

predictions. Finally, research into the psychophysiological aspects might provide us with an insight 

in the actual processes accompanying answering questions and if open questions or scales call 

upon different processes, as is suggested here.

6.8.3 Procedure and analysis

The interviews were held in circumstances chosen by interviewee and interviewer together. The 

interviewer was instructed to allow at least an hour for the interview and arrange for it to take place in 

a quiet place. The interview protocol was used to fill in personal data and the response to the 

scales. A tape recording of the interview was made. Afterwards the interviewer used the tape to 

wnte out the responses to the open questions and fill them in on the protocol. Whenever more 

space was needed appendices were used. The handling of the material by the interviewer didn’t 

allow interpretation to interfere with the reliable transmission of the answers to the researcher. 

Careless work by some interviewers would seem to be the only reasonable source of bias at this 

stage of the process. Since the interviewers were unsupervised during the interview and their 

handling of the results, the researcher would not be aware of the occurrence of this kind of bias.

The researcher analysed the interviews with the help of 3 assistants and on the basis of discussions 

with them selected the aspects to be recorded for analysis. At this stage of the processing of the 

results, some aspects may have been missed because of the ways in which the researcher and 

assistants looked at the data. The reduction of the data at this stage may have barred other avenues 

of analysis. Each interview was analysed independently by the researcher and at least one 

assistant. Whenever disagreement occurred, the differences of opinion were discussed. Decisions 

were only taken with mutual consent of researcher and assistants. Continued disagreement would 

lead to the exclusion of a certain item from the analysis. All of this was employed to safeguard 

against the possible biases of the researcher. Nonetheless, since the assistants were introduced to 

the issue and trained in the analysis by the researcher, a certain degree of bias may have been 

transmitted to them before they would have started their own analysis of the data.

6.8.4 Generalisability

The two samples represent a mixture of men and women, professionals and amateur performers, 

young and old, experienced and inexperienced, trained and untrained actors and musicians (and 

some dancers and presenters). Assuming adequate representation of each of the groups, it would 

seem that the only obstacle to generalising these results to the general performers’ population is 

the fact that the samples came from two specific countries: the Netherlands and Ireland. The 

differences between the two samples suggest that cultural aspects in SF should be seriously 

considered and that conclusions should therefore probably not be generalised beyond these two 

countries (*2).
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notes chapter 6

*1) Damasio (1995) suggests that ‘While there appears to be a large biological component to what I 
call primary emotions, the way we conceptualise secondary emotions is relative to particular 
cultures’ (p. 285). Provided our methodology actually separates the primary and secondary aspect 
of SF, we should have found significant differences between the Irish and Dutch samples at the 
level of the open questions rather than the scales, which was not generally the case.

*2) In the meantime, a cultural comparison of actors involving a number of languages and cultures 
has been conducted. Its results will be presented in due course. These results will shed more light 
on the cultural differences issue. So far, it would seem that the similarities are more prominent than 
the differences.
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Part Two: Intervention and prevention of stage fright

7. Intervention and prevention of stage fright: literature review
8. Study II: How is stage fright addressed in the existing performing arts 

curriculum?
9. Study III: Design and evaluation of a programme on mental performance 

preparation for actors in training: a stage fright intervention/prevention 
programme

10. Discussion: effective intervention, prevention and measurement of stage 
fright

One of the conclusions in Part One is that a considerable percentage of 

performers has stage fright and experiences negative effects on the performance 

as a result of it. It was also found that 80 percent of trained performers didn’t have 

SF addressed in their training. Almost half of this group regretted this omission. 

On the basis of the observed magnitude of the problem and the expressed need 

for some form of attention for SF during training, it would make sense to introduce 

an intervention or prevention programme for performers. Since there is virtually 

no research on interventions for actors, a specific study on them would seem to 

be needed. In the first chapter of this section, chapter 7, we’ll review the literature 

on interventions for SF. In chapter 8, the results of a survey on how SF is 

addressed in the curriculum in performing arts schools in the UK, USA and 

Ireland are presented. The content of these chapters form the background for the 

development of a programme on coping with SF for actors in training. The design 

and evaluation of this programme are addressed in chapter 9. The programme 

has been presented to ten groups of actors and has been evaluated afterwards 

and in a follow-up. Control groups were established to compare the progress of 

these groups with. In the last chapter of this section, chapter 10, the merits of the 

results are discussed in relation to the literature and the results from Part One. 

Suggestions for further research are also made in this last chapter.
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7 Intervention and Prevention of stage fright: literature review

O ur m ain in te rest in th is chap ter is to identify successfu l approaches to p reven t or reduce 

debilita ting forms of stage fright. Clinical interventions are only of limited interest in this context. It is 

felt that interventions for serious forms of social phobia or anxiety which require treatm ent w ithin a 

mental health institution may not be very relevant for healthy young performers in training (although 

a few exam ples are m entioned in Table 7.4.1). When this review was first written it had not been 

decided to confine  the experim ental intervention to actors, therefore, a rather deta iled  review  of 

literature on interventions for SF in musicians as well as actors was undertaken. This overview  of 

interventions in musicians has not lost its relevance, since very few interventions specific  for actors 

were found in the literature. Perforce the choice of m ateria l for the program m e was based on 

literature on training and interventions for social anxiety, speech anxiety, test anxiety and stress as 

well as specific findings on successful interventions in musicians.

7 .1 Interventions for SF o r MPA in musicians

Brodsky's (1994) review of the literature on interventions for MPA led him to assert that ‘all o f the 

studies seem  to point to the overall effectiveness of a therapeutical approach based on cognitive 

behavioura l therapy. Brodsky concludes that the dem onstrated approach uses the com bined 

co m p o n e n ts  o f c u e -c o n tro lle d  p ro g re ss ive  re laxa tio n , b re a th in g  aw a re n ess , c o g n itiv e  

restructuring, behavioura l rehearsal, and im agery ’ (p. 94). This group of in terventions has been 

reported to be more successful than music analysis training, waiting lists, beta-blockers, placebo or 

non-treatment. My own overview  o f the empirical research and popular literature shows that there is 

more than Brodsky suggests, but the additional empirical research not addressed by him, provides 

further support for his conclusion. An overview of relevant em pirical studies is presented in Table 

7.1a (see next page).

The studies involved mostly adopt the following design :

(1) An initial m easurem ent o f M PA , followed by interventions of various length and content and 

covering different periods, followed by

(2) a post-treatm ent m easurement and

(3) a follow-up measurement after variable periods.

Se lf-report assessm ents, behavioural m easures and physio log ica l m easures have been used. 

Control groups have generally been part of the design. Most studies have follow-up m easurem ents 

which mention intervals that fall in the range of four to nine weeks. However, there is no standard to 

estim ate how long the interval should be to sample persistent effects. In general, using a short 

interval may not allow enough tim e for the effects to occur, whereas a long interval may allow too 

many unrelated events to influence the results. Another question is how intense the exposure to 

the intervention should be to ensure that the effects persist? Brodsky (1996) m entions e ither or 

both o f these  prob lem s as the probable  cause of inconc lus ive  evidence fo r the e ffects of 

interventions over time.
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Table 7.1a; Empirical studies on the effects of interventions for SF or MPA in musicians.

S 0 =  systematic desensitisation 
CFI= cognitive restructunng
CBT = cognitive behavioural therapy
PMR= progressive muscle relaxation

cx: r  =
MA = 
BR = 
RET =

authors

Appel (1976)
15 pianists

Sweeney & Horan (1982)
49 music students

Kendrick, Craig, Lawson 
& Davidson (1982)

53 pianists

Clark & Agras (1991)
34 musicians and 
speakers

Nagel, Himie & Papsdorf (1989) 
12 pianists

Valentine, Fitzgerald, Gorton, 
Hudson & Symonds (1996)

25 music students

Stanton (1994)
20 music students

intervention 

companson SD / MA

comparison 
CCR alone,
CR alone,
CCR+CR 
control group

comparison CBT+
BR + self-instruction 
+ focussing techn. 
control group

comparison
CBT,
Beta-Blockers,
Placebo

comparison 
PMR, RET,
Cognitive Coping, 
temperature biofeed
back, control group

comparison 
Alexander technique 
control group

comparison 
Hypnotherapy 
control Discussion

cue-controlled relcixation 
musical analysis 
behavioural rehearsal 
rational emotive therapy

effect

SD more effective in reducing MPA: 
no follow-up.

CCR: most successful in reducing 
State-anxiety and pulse rate -t- 
improving perfomiance: CCR-t-CR 
same effect: control groups no change: 
no follow-up.

combined effect reduced MPA:
control group no change:
effects persist at follow-up after 5 weeks.

CBT increased confidence -i- reduced 
anxiety -i- improved quality of performance: 
Beta-blockers: no effect: 
effects found at follow-up 4 weeks later.

combined treatment reduced MPA , 
compared with waiting list: 
no follow-up

improved musical performance, heart 
rate -t- positive attitude only in low-stress, 
in-class performance

reduced stress levels in Hypnotherapy 
group, even increased difference at 
follow-up 6 months later

The interventions in the table varied in length from 2 to 15 session. Each of the strategies 

addressed in the studies were successful in reducing SF. Effects on performance were only 

established in Clark & Agras (1991) and Sweeney & Horan (1982). Furthermore, Alexander 

technique only resulted in effects under low stress conditions. It would seem that this technique 

needs to be learned very well to be applied successfully under stressful performance conditions. A 

review of the literature on the effects of Alexander technique (Valentine, 1991) emphasised the 

lack of adequate systematic investigation of the behavioural effects of Alexander technique. Since 

it is widely used by musicians who claim to benefit from it, this is a surprise.

Case studies also showed effects for different types of treatment for SF. Fifteen sessions of

cognitive desensitisation and self-directed mastery training involving gradual exposure to fear

provoking performance circumstances were shown to be effective in a pianist (Norton, MacLean &

Wachna,1978). In preparation for his 1994 study (see Table 7.1a), Stanton (1993) described three
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case studies of musicians treated in two sessions with a combination of hypnotherapy focussing on 

success imagery (very akin to Anchoring', an NLP technique we will come back to) and 10 positive 

suggestions (given under hypnosis) based on rational emotive therapy (RET) (Ellis, 1965) which 

provided basic challenges to irrational ideas. In all three case studies improvements were made 

which continued over the following 6 months. Stanton concludes: ‘Considering the small 

investment of time involved in the initial training, two 50-minute sessions, a “ca ta lys f effect appears 

to be present in that improvement instigated by the treatment continues after it has been 

concluded' (p. 81). Hartgers & Jacobs (1989) demonstrated the usefulness of RET in the analysis 

o f emotional and behavioural problems in two musicians.

Although Salmon (1991) doesn't report empirical research on SIT in musicians, he discusses the 

usefulness of this series of integrated interventions for MPA. SIT involves: (a) anticipating the 

nature and impact of the stressor; (b) learning appropriate coping responses, and; (c) initial 

implementation of coping responses via controlled exposure to low-intensity variants of the 

anticipated stressor. Expected effects are that the anxiety stimuli would become less threatening 

and the anxiety response becomes predictable and decreases after repeated exposure. Each of 

the three components of anxie^y, cognitive, physiological and behavioural, can be considered for 

inoculation based treatment. In Salmon's opinion physiological (arousal oriented) and cognitive 

inoculation are most suited for the treatment of MPA (p. 222). Salmon suggests that cognitive 

inoculation should address:

a- helping the performer learn to become aware of, and to monitor, anxiety-provoking thoughts; 

b- evaluate them realistically in terms of the actual degree of risk which they pose; 

c- reframe them in light of a more realistic appraisal; 

d- use them as a cue for adaptive, preparatory activity.

For physiological inoculation Salmon stresses a more open approach in which the client helps 

design a specific programme focussed on inducing manageable levels of arousal which will be 

tolerated and lead to habituation. Salmon warns that this may take time, because of the relatively 

slow rate of habituation of what is essentially a protective warning system.

Research in music itself as a therapeutical medium has demonstrated its relaxing and anxiety 

reducing influences. Aldridge (1993) reviewed the literature on music therapy in a medical context 

and concluded that playing music has a soothing influence and serves as an antidote for the 

technical approach of hospital treatment. Bunt (1994) reported some support for the effects of 

group music therapy as relaxing and leading to positive mood changes. We may ask ourselves 

which implications the therapeutical effects of music can have on stage fright in musicians. Does the 

musician playing soothing music experience reduced levels of stage fright or is this effect limited to 

the listener? We may also wonder how the musician would respond to soothing music in the 

dressing room or to more elaborate music therapy sessions as a way to reduce stage fright? The last 

aspect has been explored empirically. Music therapy involving relaxation and breathing exercises, 

group improvisation, and individual music therapeutical interventions has been shown to be 

effective in reducing performance stress in a group of twenty high-anxious musicians (Montello, 

Coons & Kantor, 1990).

Bibliotherapy or interventions based on books acquired in self-help sections of book shops form a

large part of the interventions and coping mechanisms used by musicians. Although these books
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tend to offer inspinng insights, we don't know to what extent the suggested preventive measures 

and interventions are actually implemented (see Table 7.1b).

Table 7.1b; Popular publications and their recommended interventions for SF or MPA in musicians.

aulhQrs & titl9§

Kato Havas (1975)
‘Stage fright; Its Causes and 
Cures with special reference 
to Violin Playing’

Eloise Ristad (1982)
‘A Soprano on her head’

Robert Triplett (1983) 
‘Stagefnght; letting it work 
for you’

Green & Gallwey (1988) 
‘The Inner game of music'

interventions

a new approach to violin playing 'Twelve lesson course’, mixture of 
specific physical and cognitive interventions for violinists.

personalised interventions based on Psychosynthesis, Neurolinguis
tic programming, paradoxal techniques, confrontation, Gallwey’s 
'Inner Game’ techniques, McCluggage's ‘Centered Skier techniques'

five-day physical programme 'attuning the body', Psychosynthesis, 
integration work, Feldenkrais, nutritional advise.

Inner game method to silence distracting self-oriented thinking, 
promote awareness, will power, trust, physicality of playing, goal 
setting, paradoxical approach.

Glona Shafer (1992) 
‘Performance Power winning 
ways to face your audience'

Imitraud Tarr-Kruger (1993) 
'Performance Power; trans
forming stress into creative 
energy'

Pim Wippoo &
Liesbeth Citroen (1998) 
‘Podiumangst’

deep breathing, relaxation, centering, biofeedback, Alexander 
techniques, beta-blockers, creative visualisation, affirmations for 
peak performance, self hypnosis, faith.

techniques for developing Performance Power, integration work, 
Psychosynthesis, Jungian therapy, Alexander Techniques, 
relaxation techniques, breathing techniques, visualisation.

remedies: preparation, concentration, trust in capacities, rational 
emotive therapy (RET), Jacobson’s systematic relaxation, Alexander 
technique

If we got the impression from the empirical studies that there isn't one specific effective technique 

to deal with SF, this overview emphasises this even more. Each response system is represented 

with specific techniques addressing SF in its specific domain. Also, one system may be addressed 

to bring about change in another system. Both from the results of the empirical studies and the 

popular publications it must be concluded that multi modal interventions may be the best way to 

approach SF. Apart from this general type of knowledge it would be of specific interest to find out 

which treatments would be indicated for which type of anxiety (Brotons, 1994). Unfortunately, 

empirical research in which interventions have been paired with specific problems is rare. The only 

example found outside the medical realm was a study by Mor, Day, Flett & Hewitt (1995). They 

indicated that a specific problem of MPA, perfectionism, should be targeted with cognitive- 

behavioural interventions, for instance with cognitive restructuring techniques.

The use of beta blockers, and its success in reducing somatic aspects of performance anxiety is 

well established (see a recent overview by Bailly, 1996), although intrusions and other distractions 

are seen to be left unchanged (Neftel et al., 1982; Nube, 1995). It is also suggested that health 

related side-effects can not be overlooked. Nube’s (1995) comprehensive study on the effects of



the use of beta-blcckers suggests that the use of beta blockers correlate with a measurable 

increase in inaccuracies in timing as well as a subtle decrease in dynamic expression. This result is in 

contrast with other studies which demonstrated only positive effects of beta-blockers on 

performance (see for instance Neftel et al., 1982). Variation in difficulty of the task may be the cause 

of these differences. O ther kinds of explanations focussed on the re lationship between 

physiological aspects and the cognitive side of anxiety. If the physiological problems are the 

essence of the fears of musicians and debilitating effects on their performance, they may 

experience relief from beta blockers and this relief may express itself in improved performance. 

However if 'worry' or ‘distractions of a cognitive nature are the main source of the anxiety, the effects 

of the use of beta blockers may be experienced as peripheral and not addressing the real' problem, 

and thus may not alleviate debilitating effects on performance. In general, the research on beta- 

blockers is hampered by lack of clarity in many aspects; dosages used, time of use, purpose of use 

and observed effects and side effects. After the widespread enthusiasm for beta-blockers, some 

researchers now advise caution in their use (Nube, 1995; Steptoe, 1989; Wippoo & Citroen, 

1998).

Medical treatment of stress or MPA related physical injuries to tendons, muscles or joints is often 

d ifficu lt and far from a guaranteed success. Most forms of treatment are performed by 

physiotherapists and surgery is usually seen as a last resort. The problem faced by the surgeon is 

that physical impediments for musicians, may be based on neurological problems too small to trace 

clinically. The problem for the physiotherapist is that faulty playing technique resulting from stress 

may be difficult to change, especially if it is well learned. Overuse may also be difficult to avoid when 

a musician is under pressure to maintain a high technical level. In general, there may not be enough 

time to unlearn bad practices and correct them. As a result a vicious cycle of stress and injury may 

occur. Time is also an issue in the sense that the physician may not have enough time to see the 

musician play as part of the diagnostic process. This approach is necessary (Rietveld, 1996; Blau & 

Henson,1977), but requires specialisation in musician's problems in the same way as doctors 

specialise in the treatment of sports injuries. Organisations like BAPAM (British Association of 

Performing Arts Medicine) promote the development of this type of expertise. Fetter (1993) 

suggested that as a result of this development injuries are less stigmatised and better treated, and 

performance stress is better managed. However one of the issues that may still need to be 

addressed is the self-diagnosis of problems in musicians. A study by Ostwald, Baron, Byl & Wilson 

(1994) shows that the medical problems of musicians may be exacerbated because musicians have 

been shown to ignore symptoms. In the recent past, Blau & Henson (1977) suggested that 10 to 

15 percent of doctors consultations by musicians were based on the fear of disease rather than 

actual disease (*1). One wonders if that would still be the case, considering the described 

developments.

We may conclude that research in MPA has provided the basics of a multi-modal intervention 

programme. Additional techniques have been suggested in a range of popular publications. 

Medical research suggests that the relationship between physical injury and stress may need to be 

monitored. On the basis of this a specific programme for musicians could be suggested containing:

1) relaxation: Benson’s cue-controlled relaxation or Jacobson’s progressive relaxation (or a 

combination of both) preceded by breathing awareness;

2) cognitive restructuring: using rational-emotive therapy (RET) or other techniques like Stress-
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inoculation therapy (SIT), Jungian analysis, Psychosynthesis or Gallwey's principles;

3) behavioural rehearsal: including systennalic desensitisation or SIT controlled exposure;

4) imagery: for instance hypnotherapy, NLP techniques, or visualisations;

5) skills training: some form of physical training to prevent stress related injury; for instance 

Alexander technique or training based on Havas' (1975) training techniques for the violin.

7 .2  Interventions for S F  in actors

After the wealth of information on interventions for MPA it is disappointing to see that almost no 

research has been done on interventions for actors. The only empirical study in which SF was at 

least a factor was done by Bloch, Orthaus & Santibahez (1987, 1995). They showed that in training 

actors with the BOS-method, SF levels could be reduced (see section 3.6.3, under 4). Their 

suggestion is that by training actors in a mechanistic way a dissociation between emotions and 

performing may be achieved which might have a positive effect on SF. Part of this approach was the 

use of Jacobson's deep relaxation method. Although other acting methods involve relaxation 

techniques and deep breathing, no efforts have been undertaken to test the effects on SF.

A dissertation (already addressed in section 3.5.2) in which a psychodynamic approach to group 

treatment of SF is suggested comes close to providing more empirical support (Bershatsky, 1988). 

Unfortunately the accounts of the intervention are so vague that we can’t be sure what they were, 

nor how successful the programme was. The same complaint can be made about anecdotal 

evidence on the effects of psychoanalysis in treating SF (see for instance Aaron, 1986). Since 

psychoanalysis is a long and expensive intervention, it may not be suitable for most actors.

The outline of an intervention for actors based on Transactional Analysis is proposed by Lloyd-Elliot 

(1991). He proposed that the therapist uses an eclectic approach, ranging from behaviour 

modification to cognitive restructuring. Again no research has been presented to back up this 

approach. Nonetheless, this proposed intervention is of interest because of the type of language 

used. The use of terms like ‘demons’ and ‘spells' betrays a way of thinking not unusual in traditional 

perspectives on SF. We've already identified that one of the obstacles in addressing SF in actors is 

that the acting world is obviously at odds with the very principle of SF. Maybe this ritualistic approach 

addresses SF in a way actors can relate to? Lloyd-Eliiot mentioned 6 steps:

1. Identifying spells and their origin;

2. Enabling the client to be consciously aware of the bewitching process;

3. A detailed behavioural analysis of auditions, identifying the point at which the spells begin;

4. Challenging the myths about auditions;

5. Challenging the fail scripts and offering alternatives;

6. Writing and then absorbing the new positive succeed script’ into unconscious behaviour and 

reinforcing the new responses;

7. Aiming all the time for a clear tangible goal, where the performance is characterised by a freedom 

of negative interferences, and ultimately, from all interference (p. 216).

Self-help programmes presented in books on stage fright specifically for actors are rare (see Table

7.2a). As we’ve already seen in 3.6.2 and 3.6.3, SF is treated mostly implicitly (see for instance Balk,
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1991). Although some of these techniques may have positive side effects for SF, they are not 

designed specifically to deal with SF.

Table 7.2a; Popular publications and their recommended interventions for SF in actors.

authors & *it!gs interventions

Stephen Aaron (1986) 
‘Stage fright and its nole 
in acting’

psychoanalysis: coping is not effective

Ann Brebner (1990) 
‘Setting free the actor”

bringing back the inner child into the present, Jungian therapy, 
imagery, rituals, interviewing skills, absorbing the script, writing 
therapy

Joyce Ashley (1996)
‘Stage fright in every day life’

Jungian analysis, deep relaxation, confrontation, 10 wk programme 
of workshops or self-help containing: sharpening focus, opening to 
the psyche, contacting the inner child, evoking the past, confronting 
the inner critic, dealing with the difficult child, relaxation, examining an 
attack of PA, expanding consciousness.

Brebner (1990) suggests a combination of Jungian therapy, skills training (memory and 

interviewing), imagery, rituals and writing. In Jungian terms, severe stage fright may be treated by 

communicating with the unconscious. Ashley (1996) proposes that this is done through exploring 

dreams and fantasies. The insights gained can then be used ‘to do battle with the energy 

underlying our performance anxiety, the energy within ourselves that sabotages us' (p. 26). She 

stresses that ‘insight without action is valueless' (p. 26). She gives examples of how stage fright can 

be confronted, and finally presents the material for a 10 week programme for the do-it-yourselver. 

This programme contains exercises to overcome resistance against change, relaxation exercises, 

techniques for probing for memories of childhood, how to evoke the past, identifying your Inner 

Critic, revisiting your Inner Child, examining an attack of performance anxiety, analysis of the 

advantages of the fear, imagining and re-creation of a performance anxiety experience, confronting 

the Inner Critic. The creative approach to dealing with fear as proposed by Jung is put into practice 

in this programme. Although Ashley's book is obviously directed at a general audience, an analysis 

of Laurence Olivier’s problems with SF (see Section 3.5.3) betrays a special interest in actors.

To conclude this Section I would like to refer back to an earlier comment that the silence 

surrounding SF may be interpreted as reluctance to address the SF issue (see 3.6.2). This may also 

be the reason why studies on interventions for SF in actors are so rare. Evidence of this reluctance 

is present in the kind of interventions that have been presented in this Section, as much as in the 

way in which the interventions have been described. The combination of a spiritual and 

psychoanalytical approach hardly provides a straightforward tackling of the issue. We may take this 

as a warning in the sense that it may not be easy to find a way of addressing SF that actors are 

comfortable with. (Nevertheless, since psychodynamic publications on SF in actors outnumber 

those from other theoretical backgrounds we shouldn't ignore them.)

In light of the lack of findings specific for interventions in actors we will need to base ourselves 

mostly on the evidence found for musicians and the general population. Therefore, unlike for
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musicians, we cannot yet produce a model for treating SF in actors.

7 .3  Obstacles for interventions in perform ers

Serious forms of Debilitating SF can be the presenting problem for performers in seeking 

counselling or psychotherapy. Nagel (1993) warns therapists that SF or MPA may be a symptom of 

more severe or widespread problems. As a result, the kinds of problems that make the client seek 

therapy may also be responsible for their abandonment of treatment. Since avoidance of fearful 

situations is often an essential way of coping for musicians with MPA, this may hamper a 

therapeutical relationship or prevent the musician from seeking help at all. According to Nagel, 

some performers seeking help are only interested in a quick cure. The soul searching necessary for 

psychoanalysis or any other in-depth therapy, may be too time consuming and too much of a 

confrontation for them. Nagel (1993) gives an account of the problems a psychoanalyst 

encountered in the treatment of a pianist in training with stage fright. She highlights the problems 

as follows; ‘Although we explored Mr. B’s ambivalence about keeping appointments, he did not 

continue in treatment beyond eight sessions, which were punctuated with absences' (p. 499/500).

 ‘He terminated his treatment abruptly in a way that was reminiscent of leaving his stepfather’s

business - he walked away. He never called to reschedule, leave a forwarding address, or pay his 

bill, thereby continuing his pattern of impulsivity, flight, and retribution in situations where he felt 

anxious and could not cope' (p. 500). Nagel concludes: the reason he left therapy was related to 

the reason he sought treatment' (p.496). Robertson (1991) also found analytic work with 

performers to be extremely difficult because of the huge resistances that needed to be overcome. 

She explains that perform er's  pro jection into instrument and audience have become 

compensations for lack of parental affirmation. To analyse these projections the performer needs to 

withdraw from them and work with them as originating from the self. This may feel as if the only 

source of acceptance and love they have is now identified as unhealthy. This may be too much for 

the analysand.

DeCosta (1991) suggests another reason why performers with MPA would be reluctant to be 

engaged in counselling or therapy: they may fear losing their creativity. ‘The concern for the artist - 

be it dancer, actor or musician - is that his ability to be in role, in character, or at one with his 

instrument will be diminished by his therapist's agenda to normalise him' (p. 177). DeCosta points 

out that there is some justification in this fear, if one looks at the psychoanalytic tradition which views 

artistic work as sublim inal or compensatory activity masking unexpressed or unacceptable 

instinctual wishes. Widlund (1995) argues from the same position when she suggests that the 

therapist who has musicians as client needs to be aware of the fact that the music may have been a 

form of adaptive coping which has prevented the person from becoming mad' (p. 134). In the 

development of the musical child the music can be a form of comfort, which can replace social 

interaction to a certain degree. Also, practising gives structure to the musician's life (p. 134). 

Widlund warned psychotherapists that entering into psychotherapy should not endanger these 

aspects. Like Nagel, she suggests that stage fright may be a symptom of more fundamental 

problems in musicians, and therefore needs to be approached with caution. The more serious the 

problems are, the more reason to keep therapeutic intervention at the surface. She recommends

behaviour therapy, therapies that give ‘support and structure', or the use of clarification techniques'
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for symptom relief. Insight therapy or psychotherapy should be indicated only if the musician 

functioning is impeded by underlying unresolved conflict or by a stagnated emotional 

development’ (p. 135). Unresolved conflicts are seen to pertain to the 'sense of self, perfectionism’ 

or ‘autonomy’.

In section 3.5.2, Bershatsky (1988) explained the very choice for the acting profession as based on 

psychopathology. He further suggested that after psychoanalysis the actor may not see the need 

for acting anymore, if a client has a successful professional acting career, this may be an undesirable 

outcome. The awareness of this process may lead to termination of the therapy.

It is obvious from these sources that therapy and creativity may be looked upon as having a strained 

relationship. Fear may be seen as being both at the basis and in the way of creative expression. 

Therapy with creative artists is therefore like walking a tightrope. The functionality of art as a 

transitional object (Wiinnicot, 1958), pathological adaptation (Bershatsky, 1988), sublimation 

(Kreitler & Kreitler, 1972), or redirected activity (Schechner, 1987), may be at the very core of why 

in-depth psychological analysis is seen to be a danger. By revealing its source, psychology may 

take away the necessity and motivation for creating art. Since stage fright may well be seen as 

inherent to artistic expression (see 3.6.5), to address it in therapy may be frowned upon. Even 

though research in arts therapies has demonstrated that psychology and arts can be allies in 

promoting mental health, the traditional suspicion of those involved in the arts against psychology is 

present in many forms. The titles of self-help books for performers are good examples of the efforts 

within psychology to present itself in an innocuous way. For example; ‘Performance power’ (Tarr- 

Kriiger, 1993), ‘Fearless presenting’ (Maisel,1997), 'The Radiant performer’ (Balk, 1991) , 'No more 

butterflies’ (Desberg, 1996). As has been said in Section 7.2, the development of interventions for 

performers would need to take this ‘climate’ into account.

Treatment of SF can also be argued against from the perspective of SF as facilitating performance 

(Hamann, 1985; Konijn, 1991). If SF is seen to have positive effects, the performance may be 

expected to suffer if a therapeutic intervention has succeeded in diminishing SF. The results from 

chapter 5 have shown that many performers reported positive effects of SF, while the majority 

reported combinations of positive and negative effects. There is reason for caution.

Another obstacle might be that the core of SF may be difficult to affect. From this perspective it 

would seem that addressing the ways we think about SF and the ways we cope with it are the only 

realistic ways to address SF. The preparedness  theory of the origins of SF (see Section 4.7) 

suggests that SF is a natural reaction and therefore efforts to root it out may have little effect.

Not so much an obstacle but an issue that needs to be addressed is whether a programme for a 

group can be equally successful for different types and severity of SF. Participants with a positive 

approach to SF may look for other things in an intervention programme than those with a negative 

approach to SF. And those with severe forms of Debilitating SF may require a different approach to 

SF than those with Facilitating but also Strong SF. It would seem that a group oriented approach 

needs to be very cautious in this respect. An incisive and specific approach would need clearly 

established selection criteria and diagnostics before the beginning of programme. Alternatively, a

more cautious and varied approach should be chosen.
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7.4 Interventions for social anx ie ty . speech anxiety, stress and test anxiety

7.4.1 Interventions for social anxiety

Interventions for social anxiety are summarised and reviewed in Leary & Kowalski (1995) among 

others. They suggest four general categories: cognitive therapies, social skills training, relaxation- 

based techniques and practice intervention (*3). Their interpretation of the literature is that a 

combination of two or more treatments tends to be most effective (p. 181), but that individual 

treatments may not differ in their effectiveness. In another review it is concluded that cognitive 

therapy (Jansen, Merkelbach & Van den Hout, 1992) or a combination of cognitive therapy and 

social skills training (Trower et al. ,1990) should be recommended for treating social anxiety. 

Separate studies are seen to support combinations of strategies rather than one method (see 

Leitenberg (ed.), 1990; Emmelkamp, Bouman & Scholing, 1992). Much of the research in this area 

is on clinical social phobics and the effects of pharmacological interventions. A meta-analysis of 24 

controlled studies of cognitive-behavioural and pharmacological treatments for social phobia 

showed that cognitive-behavioural methods were not significantly more effective. Exposure 

interventions with or without cognitive restructuring were the most effective of the non- 

pharmacological methods (Gould, Buckminster, Pollack, Otto & Yap. 1997). Another meta-analysis 

compared cognitive behavioural and exposure treatments and concluded that there were no 

significant differences in its effects. Longer treatment was not related to greater effects for 

cognitive-behavioural therapies, but it was for exposure (Feske & Chambless, 1995). Although this 

is for social phobics and maybe not directly relevant for healthy performers, it is an indication of how 

important it is to be exposed to the opportunity to put into practice what has been learned. On the 

other hand, exposure can also be a problem if anxiety is too high. Emmelkamp, Bouman & Scholing 

(1992) review of the research leads to the conclusion that both systematic desensitisation and 

flooding are suspect methods for social phobics, while in-vivo exposure following cognitive 

restructuring or social skills training may be effective.

The selection of research presented in Table 7.4.1a (see next page) mainly provides support for 

the interchangeability of treatment. Only one study provides evidence for the superior effects of 

one treatment over another. Consistent with the reviews quoted in the above. Van Dam-Baggen, 

Kraaimaat & van Emmerik (1997) found that treatment involving in-vivo exposure was more effective 

than cognitive behavioural therapy alone. The studies on social anxiety provide a warning as to the 

negative effects of avoidance on treatment. If avoidance is central to a person s problems, lasting 

effects of treatment are seen to be less likely (see Feske et al, 1996), mainly because it may 

interfere with in-vivo exposure (Edelman & Chambless, 1995).
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T able  7 .4 .1a; Selected empirical studies on the effects of interventions for social anxiety in adults.

abbreviations:
S IR  = 16 strategies for combating SF handout
lA  = integrative approach (progr relax: deep breathing;
COM= communication orientation motivation therapy
PM = participant modelling
CBT = cognitive behavioural treatment
SC = study counselling
ACT = anxiety coping training
CBH = cognitive behavioural hypnosis
SST = social skills training
ElV = exposure in vivo
EMD = eye movement desensitisation
SMP = stress management programme

SDt=systematic desensitisation 
visualisation)

IVI = Interactive video instruction
PR = Progressive relaxation
CT = Cognitive therapy
CC = Cognitive coping
RT = relaxation therapy
AT = assertion training
SIT = stress inoculation therapy
ST = skills training
CAT = computer assisted therapy

authors interventions results

Warren, McLellam 
& Ponzoha (1988)

33 volunteers

comparison RET 
v»/ith CBT and 
waiting list

CBT and RET equally effective in reducing 
social anxiety at 6 month follow-up

Emmelkamp, Visser 
& Hoekstra (1988)

18 obsessive 
compulsives

comparison RET 
with exposure 
in-vivo (ElV)

both treatments reduce anxiety equally, 
effects maintained at 6 month follow-up.

Wlazio, Schroeder, Hand, 
Kaiser et al. (1990)

78 outpatients 
with social phobia

companson 
exposure in-vivo 
(ElV)with SST

equal gain from both treatments also at 
long temn (2.5 year) follow-up.

DiGuiseppe, McGowan, 
Simon & Gardner (1990)

79 social-anxious 
adults

comparison RET,
CT, self instruction 
training, interpersonal 
problem solving, AT, 
and control group

all cognitive and behavioural treatments 
reduced social anxiety relative to controls at 
3 months follow-up

Grossman, McNamara 
& Dudley (1991)

46 students with 
dating anxiety

comparison 
self-help manual 
with control group

treatment group self-perceived hetero
sexual avoidance decreased in comparison 
with control: change stable at 8 months 
follow-up

Stravynski, Belisle, Marcouiller, 
Lavallee et al. (1994)

28 outpatients

comparison SST in 
clinic or partly in-vivo

both conditions improved, however in-vivo 
sessions resulted in high drop-out rate

Turner, Beidel, Cooley 
& Woody (1994)

13 social phobics

combination of 
education, SST, in- 
vivo and imaginary 
exposure, and 
programmed practice

effective in reducing severe generalised 
social phobia.

Wessel & Mersh (1994) 
41 test anxious

comparison CBT 
waiting list

CBT more effective than control group in 
reducing social -, test anxiety and avoidance.

Edelman & Chambless (1995) 
52 social phobics

adherence to CBT 
homework

adherence was unrelated to post-treatment 
effects of CBT. however after 6 months 
adherence predicted more reduced anxiety.
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Brown, Helmberg & Juster 
(1995)

108 social phobics

Feske, Perry, Chambless, 
Renneberg & Goldstein (1996) 

48 outpatients with 
avoidant personality 
disorder (APD)

Van Dam-Baggen, Kraaimaat 
& van Emmenk (1997)

35 social anxious 
out-patients

7 .4 .2  Interventions for speech anxiety

One of the reviews on interventions for speech anxiety emphasises the effectiveness of systematic 

desensitisation, skills training and stress inoculation training (SIT) (Fremouw & Breitenstein, 1990). 

Another review (Ayres & Hopf,1993) comes to the conclusion that, of the cognitive approaches, 

RET is the best way to challenge irrational thoughts, cognitive restructuring is very good at helping 

people develop coping skills, and visualisation is the easiest to implement. Of the affective 

methods, systematic desensitisation, is easy to implement and widely acclaimed, while flooding 

works fast but can lead to extreme reactions. Finally, of the behavioural methods, rhetoritherapy is 

the most fundamental approach, while skills training can give quick relief. Ayres & Hopf don't favour 

one method in their most recent publications. In their empirical studies they found that a number of 

mixed method programmes in which systematic desensitisation was included led to significant 

reductions in speech anxiety (Ayres & Hopf, 1995). In earlier years they were particularly interested 

in visualisation. On the basis of a meta-analysis in 1992 they even suggested that this method is 

more effective than other interventions (Ayres & Hopf, 1992). By 1995 they had obviously 

changed their minds about this and concluded that any method can work and that there are no 

systematic differences in effectiveness. The research documented in Table 7.4.2a (see p. 

221/222) also suggests this. Saunders, Driskell, Hall-Johnston & Salas (1996) reviewed the 

literature on SIT. The review involved 37 studies involving over 1800 subjects. They concluded 

that SIT has been shown to be effective in reducing performance anxiety and state anxiety. It is also 

seen to enhance performance under stress. The success of SIT was not limited to any type of 

trainee group.

Table 7.4.2a (see next page) includes a number of interesting results. Kirsch, Wolpin & Knutson 

(1975) showed that the treatment of speech anxious clients is different from the treatment of social 

phobics. Flooding can apparently be successful with speech anxious people, while it is deemed 

dangerous for social phobics. This difference is based on the fact that social phobics tend to have 

much more serious symptoms than the average participant in speech anxiety research. It is also 

interesting to see that a simple list of do's and do not's is considered more enticing (Auerbach, 

1981) than systematic desensitisation. People obviously look at materials in terms of their face 

value. A technique can be effective, but if it is not appetising it won't be used. Simplicity is a feature
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companson of 
CBT in generalised 
and non-generalised 
social phobics, and 
avoidant personality 
disorder (APD)

during treatment equal effects for both 
groups, after treatments effects for non
generalised social phobics remained 
more stable: avoidant personality cntenum 
didn't apply anymore after treatment for 
some patients

companson exposure 
based group therapy 
for generalised social 
phobics with/without 
avoidant personality 
disorder (APD)

comparison of 
CBT with SST

exposure based group therapy less effective 
during treatment for social phobics with APD 
than for those without APD

SST + exposure more effective in reducing 
social anxiety than CBT



in Motley's (1990) intervention aimed at changing the perception of public speaking. According to 

Motley, the speaker is at risk if he sees the speech as a performance' in which one's self is at stake. 

By reframing this perception into an opportunity for ‘communication’ in which the content of the 

message is more important than its perfect delivery, speech anxiety can be reduced (see also 

Motley & Molloy, 1994). Essentially, an intervention like this only requires that the participant makes 

a click' in his or her head. It requires no deep digging in one's personality, no lengthy training 

exercises, just a simple change in belief or attitude. Although Motley expressed his reluctance in 

applying his intervention to musicians and actors, I wouldn't discard his general approach. He 

deems his method unsuitable because in their performance situation the emphasis is much more 

on the person. However, as Green &Gailwey (1988) have argued, the focus on the self -as a 

reflection of the audience or not- is an equally substantial problem in performers. It is not impossible 

that Motley’s approach may be useful in restoring the balance between expressing the content of a 

play or piece of music and showing one's personal prowess as a performer.

The effects of videotaped instructions (Cronin, 1994; Ayres & Hopf, 1993) also makes a point for 

short-term low-cost treatment. Ayres & Hopf (1993) who did a lot of research in this area found that a 

videotape with instructions for visualisation, systematic desensitisation and skills training was as 

effective as face to face workshops.

Apart from the appeal of simplicity and short-term effects, people can also be drawn to a certain type 

of intervention because of its ‘magical' or ‘spiritual' appeal. The use of hypnotherapy for 

performance anxiety has been suggested by Barker, Cegala, Kibler & Wahlters (1973), while 

Schonberger, Kirsch, Gearan & Montgomery (1997) hypothesised that the mere use of the term 

hypnosis may plant the idea that an intervention is going to be incisive in the minds of the 

participant. Ayres & H opfs (1989, 1991, 1992) demonstration of the effects of visualisation may 

also be attributed to the fact that the use of imagery is often considered 'interesting' and ‘exciting'. 

A similar appeal is associated with the unusual’ type of techniques introduced by Neurolinguistic 

programming. Literature on NLP claims that performance anxiety can be treated effectively with 

these techniques (O’Connor & Seymour, 1990). Draper (1996) demonstrated the success of a 

NLP-technique called ‘Anchoring for confidence’ in treating performance anxiety in broadcasters. In 

applying this technique, the performer uses imagery from successful experiences of the past to 

recreate the same successful mental framework in the here and now. This specific technique is 

reminiscent of preparation techniques described by athletes during preparation for a race (Jones & 

Hardy, 1990). Although the research on the effects of NLP is scarce, the Anchoring technique 

represents both an interesting and naturalistic approach to coping with anxiety and optimising 

performance. This combination is particularly appealing because it follows the idea that fear and 

challenge should be addressed in tandem.
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Table 7 .4 .2a: Selected empirical studies on the effects of interventions for speech anxiety  in 
adults.

abbreviations:
STR =16 strategies for combating SF handout
lA = integrative approach (progr relax: deep breathing;
COM= communication orientation motivation therapy
PM = participant modelling
CBT = cognitive behavioural treatment
SC = study counselling
ACT = anxiety coping training
CBH = cognitive behavioural hypnosis
SST = social skills training
ElV = exposure in vivo
EMD = eye movement desensitisation
SMP = stress management programme

SD=systematlc desensltlsatlon 
visualisation)

IVI = Interactive video Instruction
PR = Progressive relaxation
CT = Cognitive therapy
CC = Cognitive coping
RT = relaxation therapy
AT = assertion training
SIT = stress Inoculation therapy
ST = skills training
CAT = computer assisted therapy

authors Interventions results

KIrsch, Wolpin & Knutson 
(1975)

47 speech-anxious 
students

comparison SD, 
flooding, implosive 
practice, group dis
cussion (placebo)

reduced SF in all three treatments, not in 
placebo. Flooding most effective In reducing 
speech anxiety

Auerbach (1981)
17 students

companson STR 
handout with SD

STR easier to apply

Altmaler, Leary, Halpern 
& Sellers (1985)

27 speech-anx. stud.

comparison SIT 
with PM and 
controls

confidence after SIT higher or equal to PM 
and higher than controls.

Rossi & Seller (1989) comparison
12 speech-anx. stud. lA with SD

both reduce State and Trait anxiety 
lA more effective in reducing phys sympt.

Ayres & Hopf (1989)
107 high speech- 
anxious students

companson 
visualisation with 
placebo attention 
and control group

visualisation group showed more reduction 
In speech anxiety, than placebo who 
showed more reduction than controls.

Motley (1990)
82 case studies

COM COM is effective in changing perceptions of 
public speakers and reduces PA.

Ayres & Hopf (1991)
72 speech-anxious 
students

comparison 
visualisation and 
ST or combination 
and control group

combination is superior to separate 
treatment and controls In reducing speech 
anxiety.

Stanton (1991)
24 male executives

comparison diagnos
tic trance with controls

only diagnostic trance led to reduced 
speech anxiety also at 3 months follow-up.

Bumley, Cross & Spanos 
(1992)

73 speech-anxious 
students

comparison SIT, 
and ST, combination 
and control group

subjects In all treatments improved their 
confidence as a speaker: only ST group 
decreased anxious behaviour

Spector, Carey & Jorgenson 
(1993)

23 speech-anxious 
men

comparison 
CCR-i-word cue, 
CCR-t-aroma cue, 
aromatherapy alone, 
wait list control

both CCR groups showed reduced speech- 
anxiety relative to aromatherapy and control 
group; CCR+ didn't lead to improvement on 
behavioural measure.
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Motley & Molloy (1994)
103 high speech- 
anxious students

comparison COM, 
with SD, placebo, 
and no treatment 
controls

reductions in speech-anxiety greater in 
COM and SD groups than in placebo and no 
treatment controls: COM also more effective 
than SD.

Cronin (1994)
32 students

Companson IVI 
with control group

IVI reduced SF more in 4 weeks.

Lawn, Schwartz, Houlihan 
& Cassisi (1994)

25 speech-anxious 
adults

comparison 
graduated exposure 
and peer feedback 
with controls

treatment was more effective than control 
in reducing speech anxiety

Ayres & Hopf (1995) 
105 students

Companson SD 
with mixed method 
and control group group

SD and mixed method more effective 
in reducing speech anxiety than control

Hu & Romans-Kroll (1995)
40 speech-anxious 
students

Companson Positive 
attitude (PA) with 
neutral attitude (NA)

PA instructions led to less increase in 
heart rate during speech and subjective 
anxiety

Draper (1996)
30 broadcasters

NLP- technique 
Anchoring

reduction in PAQ-scores after treatment

Schonberger, Kirsch, Gearan 
& Montgomery (1997)

20 men, 42 women

comparison multi-modal 
cognitive treatment 
with same + hypnosis 
and control group

both groups were more effective than con
trol group in reducing speech anxiety. Hyp
notic treatment indicated higher expectancy 
for improvement and treatment effect.

Woody, Chambless & Glass 
(1997)

59 social phobics

CETT reduction in self-focussed attention and 
reduced social anxiety and speech anxiety

Ayres, Heuett & Sonandre 
(1998)

135 students

comparison of 
scripted visualisation 
with
pictorial visualisation

scnpted visualisation was more effective in 
reducing test anxiety in students with prefe
rence for verbal processing of information 
pictorial visualisation was more effective for 
student who preferred imagery

7 .4 .3  Interventions for test anxiety

An extensive meta-analysis of test anxiety research (562 studies) (Hembree, 1988) shows that an 

array of interventions offers effective relief. In addition, and in this respect research on test anxiety 

is different from other anxieties, the relationship between reductions in test anxiety and improved 

test performance and grade point average are reported to be consistent. However, as convincing 

as a review of this many studies may be, the result is not uncontested. Gonzalez (1995) reported 

support for the effects of desensitisation and other single behavioural treatments on test anxiety, 

but sees very little evidence that this reduction in anxiety would result in improved academic 

performance (p. 130). It is suggested that improved study habits are the essential factor in improved 

test performance. In combination with coping training, desensitisation may then improve grades 

(see next page: Table 7.4.3a).
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Table 7.4.3a: Selected empirical studies on the effects of interventions for test anxiety in adults.

abbreviations:
STR =16 strategies for combating SF handout
lA = integrative approach (progr relax: deep breathing:
COM= communication orientation motivation therapy
PM = participant modelling
CBT = cognitive behavioural treatment
SC = study counselling
ACT = anxiety coping training
CBH = cognitive behavioural hypnosis
SST = social skills training
ElV = exposure in vivo
EMD = eye movement desensitisation
SMP = stress management programme

SD=systematic desensitisation 
visualisation)

IVI = Interactive video instruction
PR = Progressive relaxation
CT = Cognitive therapy
CC = Cognitive coping
RT = relaxation therapy
AT = assertion training
SIT = stress inoculation therapy
ST = skills training
CAT = computer assisted therapy

authors interventions effects

Topp (1989)
45 students

comparison exercise, 
relaxation and control 
group

reduced test anxiety in both relaxation and 
exercise group in companson with controls: 
exercise group also increased work capacity 
while relaxation group relaxed better

Register, Beckham, May, 
Gustafson (1991)

121 test anxious 
students

comparison of SIT 
bibliotherapy with and 
without phone contact 
matching control 
groups

SIT bibliotherapy superior (both conditions) 
to controls in reducing subjective test 
anxiety: gains were maintained at 1 month 
follow-up: no significant effects on test 
performance: no difference in conditions.

Sapp (1991)
44 psychology 
students

comparison CBH 
with control group in

decrease of test anxiety and improvement 
grades for CBH compared with controls: 

gains were maintained at 6 wk follow-up.

Stanton (1992)
40 students

comparison hypno
therapy and controls

hypnotic success imagery was successful 
in reducing test anxiety and exam grades

Stanton (1993b)
11 medical practitio-

effects of hypno
therapy

10 subjects passed the exam they had initially 
failed, 9 indicated it had reduced test anxiety.

Sapp (1994)
43 students

comparison 
guided imagery 
with controls

guided imagery showed reductions in worry 
and emotionality and increase in academic 
performance as compared to controls: gains 
were maintained at a 6 week follow-up.

Gosselin & Matthews (1995) 
41 students

comparison high/low 
expectancy for change 
and EMD and non-EMD

all subjects showed decrease of test anxiety.

Gonzalez (1995)
46 test-anxious 
students with 
good/poor study 
habits

comparison 
SD -H SC, 
SD -t- ACT. 
waiting list

only SD + ACT effective in reducing test 
anxiety and improve grades, ACT involved 
relaxation training a la Jacobson's PR and 
group discussion Students with good study 
habits showed most improvement in grades.

Algaze (1995)
45 students

comparison 
CT, CT + SC, 
CT -t- SD,
CT + SC + SD 
waiting list

all four treatments reduces test anxiety, but 
grades didn’t improve significantly in 
separate conditions. However, groups with 
SD improved more on grades than those 
without.
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Fletcher & Spielberger (1995) 
60 students

comparison
CT
RET
no-treatment

CT and RET equally effective in reducing 
test anxiety (both worry and emotionality) 
no improvement on test performance

Parker, Vagg & Papsdorf 
(1995)

32 students

comparison 
SD, CC and 
biofeedback 
combinations 
no treatment

biofeedback combined with CC and SD 
alone led to reduced test and trait anxiety 
no effects on EMG and thermal measures

Vagg & Papsdorf (1995) 
32 students

companson 
CT, SS and 
biofeedback 
combinations 
no treatment

CT reduced test anxiety, biofeedback no 
effect, no improvement on grades in any 
treatment or control group

Plante, Marcotte, Manuel 
& Willemsen (1996)

60 test-anxious 
students

companson 
aerobic exercise, 
or soothing musictask, 
with or without 
suggestion

relaxation most successful in reducing anx
iety, however when exposed to a stressful 
aerobic exercise was more successful 
in reducing anxiety

Sapp (1996)
45 undergraduate CBH 
45 graduates

comparison 
with RT 
and SC

relaxation therapy (RT) more effective in 
reducing test anxiety (both worry and emo
tionality) for undergraduates: counselling 
(SC) more effective for graduates.

Vagg & Spielberger concluded from the literature that a two-stage programme might be most 

effective. T he  first stage should focus on the reduction of test anxiety during examinations and 

helping students use their existing coping skills more effectively. By analogy, this should involve 

supplying a life preserver for students drowning in their test-anxiety. The second stage should 

focus on improving study skills and test-taking skills’ (Vagg & Spielberger, 1995, p.215). Cognitive 

restructuring, RET, and group discussion are indicated to address the worry aspect at the first 

stage, while relaxation or biofeedback could be used to address the emotionality component of test 

anxiety. Skills training and in-vivo practice would be involved at the second stage. They caution 

against designing a programme that involves too many cognitive demands. Table 7.4.3a shows that 

imagery (Sapp, 1991,1994) and hypnotherapy can be successful (Stanton, 1992,1993b), results 

for biofeedback are not convincing (Parker, Vagg & Papsdorf, 1995; Vagg & Pabsdorf, 1995), 

aerobic exercise may be more effective than relaxation in reducing anxiety under stressful 

circumstances (Plante, Marcotte, Manuel & Willemsen, 1996), while cognitive therapy combined 

with systematic desensitisation (Algaze, 1995) showed superior effects on academic performance.

7.4.4 Stress management

Stress-management (see next page: Table 7.4.4a) is a common aspect in addressing issues in the 

work place, conflict, crisis and trauma and sports. It is even used in addressing issues in sex 

offenders, alcoholism, drug abuse and other forms of rehabilitation. Interventions in stress 

management are introduced in a health context, as a way of addressing insomnia, headache, and 

cardiovascular problems. Coping with life threatening illnesses like cancer and AIDS are also seen 

to involve a stress-management aspect. A survey amongst occupational stress experts (n=98) 

suggests that of the interventions used in stress management programmes, increasing fitness is
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probably the most effective, while meditation and assertiveness training is considered least 

effective. Relaxation is probably the most practical intervention and meditation and S IT  (Stress 

inoculation training) are least practical (Bellarosa & Chen, 1997). The cognitive restructuring aspect 

was considered m oderately effective and practical. The  exercise aspect has been subject of 

discussion. On the basis of a m eta-analysis, Schlicht (1994) reports that the support for the effects 

of physical exercise w asn ’t as strong as was suggested before. He adds that age m ay be a 

moderating effect, in the sense that the relationship betw een physical exercise and anxiety of 

people between 31 and 50 was stronger than for younger adults. Schlicht has been criticised for 

not giving a correct summary of the research and that in fact the support for exercise as an anxiolitic 

is stronger than he suggested (Petruzzello, 1995).

Table 7.4.4a: Selected empirical studies on the effects of Interventions for stress in adults.

abbreviations:
STR =16 strategies for combating SF handout
lA = integrative approach (progr relax: deep breathing;
COM= communication orientation motivation therapy
PM = participant modelling
CBT = cognitive behavioural treatment
SC = study counselling
ACT = anxiety coping training
CBN = cognitive behavioural hypnosis
SST = social skills training
ElV = exposure in vivo
EMD = eye movement desensitisation
SMP = stress management programme

SD^systematlc desensitlsatlon 
visualisation)

IVI = Interactive video Instruction
PR = Progressive relaxation
CT = Cognitive therapy
CC = Cognitive coping
RT = relaxation therapy
AT = assertion training
SIT = stress inoculation therapy
ST = skills training
CAT = computer assisted therapy

authors interventions effects

Long (1988)
66 school personnel

comparison SIT 
including or excluding 
exercise and minimal 
exercise group

SIT with exercise was more effective In 
reducing stress than minimal exercise: 
effects were strongest for those below 
median in initial fitness and anxiety.

Costello (1988)
59 anxious patients

effects of BudzynskI 
relaxation tapes 
(hypnotic subliminal 
progressive relaxation)

Increased control and stress management as 
measured with finger temperature.

Nicholson, Belcastro 
& Duncan (1989)

56 students & staff

comparison of SMP 
with health class 
as control group

programme was ineffective In reducing 
anxiety, or improve psychological well-being.

Brems, Amodel & Scott 
(1989)

15 psych. Inpatients

comparison SMP 
with control group

SMP group showed reduced obsessive- 
compulsive behaviour and hostility, less 
depression, anxiety and endorsement of 
psychotic symptoms, relative to controls.

Kabat-Zinn, Masslon, Kristeller, 
Petersen et al. (1992)

22 generalised 
anxiety and panic 
disorder patients

comparison 
meditation based 
SMP with control 
group

meditation based SMP equal to control 
group in anxiety reduction.
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Gronningaeter, Hytten, 
Skauli, Christensen (1992)

76 employees

comparison aerobic 
exercise, cognitive- 
behavioural SMP, 
and control group

both programmes were effective in different 
ways: aerobic exercise led to fewer health 
problems but reduced job satisfaction; 
cogn-beh SfvlP showed increased 
coping and knowledge about stress.

Anshel (1995)
60 unfit male students

companson aerobic 
exercise, PR, discus
sion group and control 
group

aerobic exercise was most strongly related to 
lower heart rate, reduced systolic blood pres
sure and superior motor performance in 
acute stress: PR only led to reduced blood 
pressure

Cooley & Yovanoff (1996)
92 special educators

comparison SMP incl. 
peer-collaboration 
programme with 
control group

treatment group showed lower stress and 
bum-out than control group

Black & Frauenknecht (1997) 
39 students in health 
education

companson SMP incl. 
problem solving with 
theory programme

SMP including problem solving was more 
effective in training grades than theory 
programme

Timmerman, Emmelkamp 
& Sanderman (1998)

77 people with 
mental health 
complaints

comparison SMP 
(focus on healthy 
life style, relaxation, 
problem-solving and 
SST) with controls

reduced distress, trait-anxiety, fewer daily 
hassles compared to control group: progress 
maintained at follow-up

Dolezal-Wood. Belar 
& Snibbe (1998)

109 outpatients 
referred for stress

companson CAT with 
CBT and control 
group

both CAT and CBT reduced anxiety : control 
group did not

Table 7.4.4a shows that only one programme didn't succeed in bringing about improvements in 

well-being and reductions in anxiety or stress (Nicholson, Belcastro & Duncan, 1989). This study 

may be criticised because no follow-up was attempted. Other than that, the combination of 

cognitive, emotional, physiological and behavioural interventions would seem to be effective, but 

results don’t show differential effects. Of the separate aspects, aerobic exercise was shown to be 

effective in three studies (Gronningaeter, Hytten, Skauli & Christensen, 1992; Anshel, 1995; 

Long, 1988), while questions need to be asked about the use of relaxation alone (Anshel, 1995). 

Computer assisted training looks promising (Dolezal-Wood, Belar & Snibbe, 1998).

7 .4 .5  Popular publications

Like the academic literature, the popular literature suggests mostly combinations of interventions 

(see next page: Table 7.4.5a). Programmes consisting of physical, cognitive and behavioural 

techniques are obviously ‘in vogue’ . In general, the same types of techniques are addressed as in 

the empirical research. The appeal of interventions in books is that it is a relatively cheap form of 

intervention and that one is entirely in control of the pacing. How effective a certain book is may 

depend first and foremost on how the material is presented. Space to use the book as a workbook 

invites the reader to use the material. In this respect, Desberg & Marsh (1988) and Desberg (1996) 

are amongst the most powerful publications. The simplicity (not too simple) and transparency of the 

material, as well as the way in which the exercises are described, are very appealing to the user. 

M aisel’s (1997) ‘Fearless Presenting’ is maybe the most interesting of these books. It has
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numerous asides with quotes from well-know n performers and other celebrities. Ayres & Hopf 

(1993) is by far the most w ell-researched book, but the presentation of their exercises doesn't 

extend the sam e pressing invitation that Desberg and Desberg & Marsh's books give to the reader. 

Davis, Robbins-Eshelm an & M cK ay (1995 ) is probably the most popular of the books mentioned  

here. It is very com plete, but m ay confuse the average person who would be looking for 

techniques. It is probably best used by mental health professionals as a source of reference.

Table 7.4.5a: Popular publications and their recommended interventions for S F  in general.

authors & titles interventions

Dwight Watkins &
Harry Karr (1940) ‘Stage fright 
and what to do about it’

recognition of the cause, practical skills and preparation advise, 
breathing exercises

Peter Desberg & G. Marsh 
(1988)
‘Controlling stage fright’ 
Peter Desberg (1996)
‘No more Butterflies'

cue-controlled relaxation (CCR), rational emotive therapy (RET), 
coping with the surprise of SF, goal setting, skills & memory training, 
coping with avoidance and procrastination. Most techniques 
have a cognitive-behavioural background

Joe Ayres & Tim Hopf (1993) 
‘Coping with Speech Anxiety'

Rebecca McDaniel (1994) 
‘Scared Speechless’

Martha Davis, Elizabeth 
Robbins-Eshelman &
Mathew McKay (1995)
‘The Relaxation and Stress 
Reduction Workbook' (4th Ed)

Eric Maisel (1997)
'Fearless Presenting'

rational emotive therapy (RET), Cognitive restructuring without attack
ing irrational beliefs, visualisation, systematic desensitisation, 
flooding, rhetoritherapy, skills training.

define your speaking fears, realise that others want you to do well, 
do not expect too much of yourself, learn to accept constructive 
criticism, understand the physiology of fear, accomplished 
performers admit being nervous, model after good speakers, 
positive imaging, cue-controlled relaxation, do isometric or isotonic 
exercises, practice, emphasise content not yourself, anyone can 
become a good speaker, speaking is a skill not a body of knowledge

progressive relaxation, self-hypnosis, meditation, autogenics, visuali
sation, refuting irrational ideas (RET), nutrition, coping skills training, 
biofeedback, exercise, assertiveness training, thought stopping, 
time management, cue controlled relaxation (CCR), quick relaxers.

a wide variety of cognitive behavioural techniques: he advises to 
build an arsenal of techniques, consisting of Progressive relaxation, 
self-hypnosis, Sarnoff squeeze, quieting reflex, breathing and medi
tation, reonenting, guided visualisation, affirmations and prayer, 
disidentification (Psychosynthesis), discharge techniques, prepara
tion techniques, cognitive work (RET like techniques and reframing)

7.4.6 Repercussions

The suggested interventions and treatm ent programmes are almost all shown to be successful. 

Although evidence for the reduction of behavioural interference was scarce, anxiety was mostly 

reduced and harmful effects w ere not found at all. This shouldn't surprise us too much. The  

psychological knowledge and experience going into the design and delivery of a program m e will 

virtually ensure that the program m e will not be too harmful if it is not successful. Also, there are
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strong deterrants to present interventions which involve risk. It is unethical to implement treatment if 

there is a chance that it could be harmful, and a journal article describing a failed or harmful treatment 

will not be one to put on your cv.

The treatment of social anxiety has shown that a combination of cognitive restructuring, skills 

training, relaxation and in-vivo practice is probably the most effective. The seriousness of the 

symptoms of social phobics require a cautious approach and avoidance may hamper results. This 

may apply also for performers with strong Debilitating SF. A programme for performers needs to 

take this into account.

Interventions for speech anxiety have mostly been tried out on students and therefore may have a 

bias towards a bright and young audience. Apart from the proven methods like cognitive 

restructuring RET, skills training, relaxation and systematic desensitisation, other new and exciting 

techniques have been demonstrated to be effective. Visualisation, imagery. Anchoring, hypnosis 

and simple instructions or techniques on a piece of paper have been shown to be effective. The 

use of video has also shown promise. More than anything, research on speech anxiety shows the 

versatility in human coping and the capacity' to make effective use of all sorts of interventions when 

prompted to do so. It would seem from this research that once participants are interested in the 

interventions presented in a programme, they may try them out and prove them to be effective in 

reducing their anxiety.

Results of research on test anxiety are to be taken very seriously, because like in actors,

professional interests are involved. The suggested build-up of the programme, starting with

cognitive restructuring and relaxation followed by skills oriented work, would make sense for

performers as much as it does for students. Again, the versatility of the techniques suggests that

many options may be effective. Since research on test anxiety has clear behavioural correlates in

test results and grades we may be particularly interested in studies that have shown positive effects

on those measures. It is suggested that lowered test anxiety mediated by improved preparation

may be involved in bringing about these effects. If a course on SF can address the preparation

issue directly, it may have the same dual effect as found in some of the test anxiety studies. Some

evidence suggests that relaxation may not be as effective as we think. For instance, Plante et al.'s

(1996) study demonstrated that induced relaxation can evaporate in a short period of time and

make performers just as stressed when it matters: during the test. In contrast, aerobic exercise may

reduce activation levels more effectively with a lingering effect during the test, leading to

performance facilitation. This issue ties in with the problems resulting from the In-depth interviews

(chapter 5) which suggested that it was very unclear whether relaxation as practised by the

performers high in Debilitating SF should be seen as effective in reducing SF or just as a way of

coping with the emotionality before the performance. The latter effect might indeed disappear, the

moment the performance starts. Plante et al.'s (1996) results are consistent with the latter

conclusion. However, since the relaxation therapy in Plante’s study was not taught to be applied

independently in moments of need, the optimal effects of relaxation may not have been registered.

It is possible that for relaxation to become an effective tool in coping with SF, it needs to be

practised more than researchers realise. Also, instructions may need to prepare people specifically

to use the strategies in stressful circumstances. It would seem that an effective technique for

relaxation needs to be applicable during performing rather than before. Such a technique should
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help induce activation reduction in seconds rather than minutes.

The results of the stress management studies are not very clear. Although the effects of the 

combined techniques have been shown effective, the most effective aspect, ‘aerobic exercise', is 

subject to controversy. Interesting as this may be, it would seem that it is not very relevant for the 

set up of a programme for performers in training, because fitness is not as much of an issue in the 

age group they are likely to be in (18-30 years). Also, and this is specific for actors, fitness training is 

usually addressed in other classes. Nevertheless, since many performers tend to lead a life-style in 

which late nights, alcohol, drugs, smoking and unhealthy food play an important role, it will not hurt 

to try and bring home the message of a healthy mind in a healthy body.

The popular literature has incorporated many of the techniques addressed in the journals in a more 

or less appetising form. So far, the research on bibliotherapy has not addressed the issue of the 

comparison of different books. However, without proper research we can safely assume that how 

well the material is presented is likely to have effects on the enthusiasm with which participants 

would make use of it. It is also clear that some of the books suffer from an overload of information. 

Once a point of saturation has been reached, new constructs, issues and exercises are bound to 

confuse and annoy the reader. These aspects need to be taken into account in constructing and 

presenting a programme. In my opinion, Desberg and Marsh (1988) and Desberg (1996) have 

struck the right balance in quantity and accessibility of the presented information and techniques.

7.5 Principles for an intervention for actors

Studies in the previous section have presented a host of material which can be used with actors. 

The literature has also helped in making decisions on how to design a specific intervention for 

actors and how to present the material to them.

The choice for a group intervention rather than working separately with each individual is not just 

based on economic pnnciples. Research has shown that group interventions are as effective as 

individual interventions in treating social phobia (Emmelkamp, Bouman, Scholing, 1992), speech 

anxiety (Ayres & Hopf, 1995), test anxiety (Vagg & Spielberger, 1995), and stress (Lazarus & 

Folkman, 1984). Group treatments for depression have also been suggested (Munoz, 1997). 

There is no reason to assume that SF can not be addressed in groups. We would even expect 

specific therapeutical advantages of the group setting for actors. The effects of sharing 

experiences may be of particular importance in coping with SF in light of the reluctance of the acting 

community to address the issue.

A long term intervention programme with actors may not be feasible. Healthy performers are not 

likely to want to spend too much time on coping with SF. Therefore a short programme (between 4- 

10 sessions would be the most likely choice. It is encouraging to know that most of the programmes 

discussed in the last chapter were also short.

Actors may be different from public speakers and musicians. The ‘spiritual’ and ‘in-depth' approach

of some of the material specifically addressing actors suggests as much. Nevertheless,
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interventions for musicians and public speakers don’t seem to be too different. There is no reason 

to suspect that techniques which have been shown to be effective in musicians and public 

speakers will be hopelessly off the mark for actors. The in-depth inten/iews showed that essentially 

there were few differences in the way in which actors and musicians experienced SF. The few 

differences were found in the way they cope with SF. These differences need to be taken into 

account in terms of the ways in which techniques are presented rather than the choice of 

techniques itself.

it is comforting that most of the interventions introduced in 7.2 and 7.4 seem to have been 

successful in at least on study. On the other hand, the fact that none of the methods seem to be 

unmistakably more effective than another, means that the choice of interventions might be based 

on other principles.

Since SF is not a homogeneous phenomenon it is likely that, in terms of interventions, one thing 

may work for one person, while another thing may work for someone else. To make sure that every 

participant will at least find something in the programme it would be safest to cover the widest variety 

of interventions. A. choice of techniques representing each of the five categories (relaxation, 

cognitive therapy, imagery, skills training and guided practice) would seem to be the best solution. 

Skills training should apparently not be the aspect to start a programme with (Ayres & Hopf, 1993; 

Vagg & Spielberger, 1995).

7.5.1 A course rather than therapy

Apart from these principles, there are many ways in which such a group can be run. A tightly run 

programme with clear objectives and structure is exemplified in the work of Van der Molen (1983) 

with shy people. He designed a cognitive-behavioural programme to address social anxiety and 

shyness in a group. His general approach can be applied to actors in training.

Van der Molen (1983) chose a ‘course’ approach rather than ‘therapy’. He presented pressing 

arguments for this choice. Firstly, the emphasis on education instead of therapy may avoid stigma. 

Secondly, it is important to avoid any semblance of abnormality from participating in the programme. 

After all shyness (and SF) are ordinary issues. It is unethical to make performers believe there is 

'something wrong’ with them when they sign up for a programme like this. Thirdly, an educational 

approach may facilitate participants in a ‘preventive’ way, rather than as an intervention. And lastly, 

the recognition of problems in others can be the beginning of the restructuring process.

In a fully structured programme, the facilitator starts by explaining the conceptual perspective of

shyness at the basis of the course. An integral oven/iew of the content of the programme gives the

participants clarity which may translate itself in a feeling of safety. A transparent structure puts the

emphasis on the material rather than the personality of the facilitator. Van der Molen prefers a

training situation in which the facilitator avoids creating personal dependence in participants. The

trainer is not a ‘guru’, but just the messenger who teaches people a well defined set of skills. This

gives the participants freedom to do with the material what they feel is right without personal

pressure. His programme consists of 14 sessions of two and a half hours. An example of a session

would involve; instructions for specific skills, video instruction, summarising, practising in role play,
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commentary on the role play, summary of implementation of the skills. Jacobson's progressive 

relaxation, coping with irrational thinking and in-vivo behavioural practice are also a part of the 

programme. Participants formulated their own targets and evaluated their progress at different 

points in the programme. Home work assignments were also a part of it.

Van der Molen's programme for shyness is mostly consistent with Beck, Emery & Greenberg (1985) 

(p. 167) principles of cognitive therapy: 1- cognitive therapy is brief and time limited; 2- cognitive 

therapy is structured and directive; 3- cognitive therapy is problem oriented; 4- cognitive therapy is 

based on an educational model; 5- cognitive therapy uses the inductive method; 6- homework is a 

central feature of cognitive therapy. Six out of ten principles were fully applicable to his programme. 

The other four principles are less applicable, partly because of the choice for group training (*2). 

Van der Molen’s programme is also consistent with four principles used by Powell & Enright (1990) 

for running an anxiety management group: 1- providing information and education about anxiety 

and stress; 2 - teaching coping skills; 3 - setting and achieving specific behavioural homework 

assignments; 4 - meeting with other people with similar problems.

The educational model was used with performers by Hamelberg (1994). She worked with 6 

performing artists (2 dancers, 3 musicians and an actor) in 12 sessions under the title 'Performing 

Artists Personal Growth Program'. She addressed SF as part of her programme using Reiki, 

Relaxation training. Self appraisal, Ellis's ABC of emotions, Maslow's pyramid of needs, discussion 

of cognitive distortions, and reaffirmative statements. Realistic goal setting, role play, assertiveness 

training, self-exploration and self-acceptance were also important issues in her programme. 

Hamelberg’s manual for the programme contains detailed information as to how to conduct it. Her 

evaluation showed that the subjects rated the experience as 'enriching and informative' (p. x). 

Different from Van der Molen's approach, the subjects’ aim of personal growth allows a somewhat 

more open approach. Even though the aims of Hamelberg's programme were not necessarily 

therapeutical, the principles of Beck, Emery & Greenberg (1985) and Powell & Enright (1990) are 

applicable, except for the fact that this programme didn't contain specific homework. Other 

differences, as described in Hamelberg’s dissertation, were that instead of behavioural correlates of 

success, the participant’s feelings were addressed. There was also more time for discussion and 

personal bonding between group members in this programme. As a result of the size of the group, 

the facilitator entered into a more personal relationship with the participants.

Either of these two approaches would seem to provide a suitable framework for a course for SF. It 

would seem that the size of the group would pretty much dictate whether Van der Molen’s (1983) or 

Hamelberg’s (1994) approach would be more appropriate.

7.6 The choice of techniques

The two examples of relevant programmes used a selection of different interventions. Although the 

general approach of both programmes is very appealing, neither programme specifically addressed 

SF. Therefore, we may want to adhere to the principles of these programmes while substituting 

some of the interventions with ones that have shown specific promise for SF. Unfortunately, the

choice of techniques can not be based on what has been demonstrated to work for actors. As
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we’ve seen in 7.3, there is no research on the effects of any of the proposed interventions for 

actors. (Hamelberg only worked with one actor, so this doesn’t really make up for the deficit). 

Furthermore, methods for actors as presented by Ashley, Brebner and Aaron (see Table 7.2a) are 

not very practical. The suggested in-depth approach (spiritual, Jungian or psychodynamic) is too 

time consuming to include as part of a short term approach in groups, in the choice of specific 

techniques we will therefore have to base ourselves on what has proven to be effective for 

musicians or non-pertormers. User-friendliness, simplicity, short-term learning cur/es and the fact 

that techniques need to be fit to be used independently by the participants are the most important 

aspects on which the choice for individual techniques should be based. Within a full programme, 

variety in types of techniques is also important. Finally, research on the use of hypnosis and 

imagery suggests that the factor magic’ may do wonders for the expectation that material will 'work'. 

Although, this effect would need to be used with care, it may add that ‘something special' to a 

programme.

It would seem that a proposed programme for actors could involve the following elements:

1) Some relaxation technique involving breathing awareness: It has been suggested in chapter 5 

that we shouldn’t rule out that performers who already use relaxation techniques don’t use them 

effectively. Jacobson’s progressive relaxation or Benson’s cue-controlled relaxation (CCR) seem to 

be the main candidates. Progressive relaxation involves tensing the muscles followed by relaxing 

them. Cue-controlled relaxation (CCR) doesn't involve the tensing part, but instead addresses 

mental relaxation as well. The two techniques can be combined. CCR may be preferred because it 

is the less time consuming technique. Also, it can be speeded up to be used in a very short time. It 

may be possible to train participants in making CCR applicable during performing. Proper breathing 

can be introduced as part of CCR.

2) Some form of cognitive restructuring: Methods presented in the literature tend to address two

aspects. The inner dialogue between task-oriented and self-directed thought and the reframing or

rationalising aspect. Rational Emotive Therapy (RET) provides a well-demonstrated framework for

cognitive restructuring. Other methods for cognitive restructuring allow more freedom for the

participant to implement their own ideas separate from rationality. A positive alternative to a negative

thought may not necessarily be more realistic than the original thought. This issue has already been

discussed in relation to the contrast between the hedonic and agonic mode (Trower et al., 1990)

(see 4.7). The application of the agonic way of thinking is probably more appropriate to the reality of

performing than the hedonic mode. However, it may be argued that the hedonic approach may be

more successful in reducing SF. The basic issue is probably not which way of thinking is more

rational, but which way facilitates performance. Motley (1990) suggested the use of a

communicative rather than a performative approach to public speaking as a way of reducing SF for

public speakers (see also McDaniel, 1994), but he was hesitant to recommend the technique for

actors. I have argued earlier that the absolute character of Motley’s approach, communicative versus

performative, as well as Trower’s principles, hedonic or agonic, may indeed not be helpful for actors.

However, it may be useful to present these principles as tools to help actors to strike the right

balance in their approach to performing. Other basic ideas about SF, like the preparedness,

sensitivity, fngger model, may be introduced to address some of the myths of SF. Finally, Stress

Inoculation Therapy (SIT) has cognitive restructuring as its central element, preceded by raising
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aw areness of fear provoking thoughts, and followed by using these thoughts as cues for 

appropriate preparation. This approach suggested by Salmon (1991) for musicians seems equally  

applicable for actors.

3) The use of im agery or visualisations: m any therapies (including hypnotherapy) work with 

affirmations in which imagery is involved. Techniques from Neurolinguistic Programming (N LP) like 

Anchoring may be considered here as well. Evidence for the effects of these techniques is scant, 

but their increasing popularity reflects a high degree of user-friendliness. Other than that, this type 

of technique may give the programme that bit of magic’.

4) The opportunity for behavioural rehearsal: in-vivo behavioural training with or without systematic 

desensitisation would seem  to be the obvious choice here. Trying out the techniques in realistic 

practice and real-life situations should be part of the intervention, rather than following the 

intervention.

5) Skills training: public speaking skills are recom m ended as part of a treatment for anxiety in public 

speakers. However, these specific techniques are not transferable to actors, nor is the principle. 

Since actor training is a very specific specialism, one would want to avoid teaching technical or any 

other aspects of acting in the programme. Nonetheless, one skills aspect seems to be of interest to 

actors as well as underdeveloped in the acting curriculum (see further chapter 8). The In-depth  

interviews have shown that many actors fear forgetting their lines. It would seem  that m em ory  

training could address this.

On the basis of the research in this chapter it is reasonable to expect that we should be ab le to 

reduce SF with an intervention program m e based on the principles and strategies m entioned. 

How ever, we would be wise to be m odest in our expectations that reduction of SF will lead to 

perform ance enhancem ent, especially since the design of an intervention for actors is a novelty. 

The research presented here has shown that this aspect is difficult to address and that consistent 

results are lacking.

notes chapter 7

*1) A som ewhat unusual medical solution to excessive sweating of hands and face (hyperidosis) 
which can be the result of anxiety or stress is called 'sympathectomy' (Blau & H enson,1977). This 
form of minor brain surgery is rarely performed, because of its side effect, drooping of the eyelids, 
even though this is expected to disappear in the course of a year.

*2) Beck, Emery & Greenberg's (1985) (p. 167) other four principles are:
a- cognitive therapy is based on the cognitive model of emotional disorders;
b- a sound therapeutic relationship is a necessary condition for effective cognitive therapy;
c- therapy is a collaborative effort between therapist and patient;
d- cognitive therapy uses primarily the Socratic method.
Van der Molen's (1983) comments on these principles:
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a) Van der Molen does not agree with the use of the term ‘disorders’ as part of an programme on 
shyness;
b) The therapeutic relationship seems to be subservient to the relationship of the participant with 
the material in the programme;
c) Although the term collaboration may not be an issue, the term ‘patient’ is not part of Van der 
Molen’s vocabulary. Also the suggestion of the one on one relationship doesn’t represent the 
essence of group training;
d) Posing questions to participants (and waiting for an answer) takes too much time and can make 
the structure of the programme unclear.

*3) A slightly different approach is also presented by Leary & Kowalski’s (1995). Most specific 
techniques presented here can be fitted into three categories of purpose:
a) lowering of self-presentational motivation via lowering self-preoccupation (Gallwey's techniques) 
and reducing approval motivation (RET)
b) increasing self-presentational efficacy via increasing interpersonal competence (skills training, 
providing experience, eliminating uncertainty and raising self-esteem (systematic desensitisation, 
flooding or in-vivo exposure).
c) lowering anxiety through cue-controlled relaxation (CCR), systematic desensitisation or 
pharmacological interventions (beta-blockers, smoking, alcohol).
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8 Study II : How Is SF addressed in the existing performing arts 
curriculum

8.1 Introduction

Results of the In-depth interviews with perfornners reported in chapter 5 have shown that 80 

percent of trained performers didn’t have SF addressed in their training. More than half of this group 

said that they regretted that. It was felt that this figure may have been less than accurate for a 

number of reasons. It is possible that the subjects have forgotten; for quite a few of them it was a 

long time ago since their training. It is also possible that the training courses had in fact addressed 

SF without making that explicit to the students. To do justice to the position of performing arts 

training courses as regards SF, it was felt that it would be worthwhile to do a survey and ask them

directly whether and in which way they addressed SF in their curriculum. They were also asked

about their general philosophy to guide their teaching and which authors had influenced the 

methods taught in their training. From the answers it was hoped we would learn about the extent of 

the need for the design of a programme on SF. We also wanted to make sure that the designed 

programme would not double up on aspects already in the regular curriculum. Furthermore, it was 

hoped that we would receive clues as to how an intervention for SF could be designed that would 

connect with principles and techniques the students would be familiar with.

8 .2  Design and procedure

A semi-structured questionnaire (see sections 8.3 and Appendix 2) was designed and sent to 67 

performing arts schools in England and Ireland. Forty four schools responded. Acting training 

course in Britain were found in a publication called Guide to Drama training in the UK (Duncan, 

1990). Music schools in Britain were looked up in a similar publication. Acting and music training 

courses in Ireland were found in the yellow pages. In the US, acting training courses were 

approached via the American Association for Theatre in Higher Education (ATHE). A conference in 

San Francisco was visited to approach heads of department of acting training courses in an informal 

way with minimal effort (*1). In total, 34 acting training courses and 26 music schools provided us 

with a response (n= 60).

Table 8.2a; Acting training courses and music schools who responded to the 
questionnaire.

Acting Music

USA 16 0
UK 15 22
Ireland 2 4
Canada 1 0

total: 34 26
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The respondents must be considered qualified to answer the questionnaire on behalf of the school 

or college they represented. In the acting schools sample, 35 percent (n=12) was filled in by heads 

of the course, while half (n=8) of the representatives in the USA were associate or assistant 

professors. In the music school sample, 50 percent of the questionnaires were filled in by heads of 

the schools (n=13), the others were delegated by the heads of the schools to do so. Eighty eight 

percent (n=53) of the respondents currently taught classes and the others had done so in the past. 

We may assume that they know their own course and the teaching profession well enough to give 

informed answers to the questions.

8.3  M ethod

The questionnaire was kept as concise as possible. Only six questions were asked. The first three 

questions represent the essential issues for the research. Questions 4 to 6 are background 

questions, which may or may not provide responses that are related to the SF issue.

1- Are students in your school specifically trained in dealing with performance stress 
or stage fright?

if yes: Can you say how? if no: Can you say why not?

2- Are your students being trained in the use of relaxation techniques?
if  yes: In which techniques ?

3- What would you consider appropriate ways of teaching your students to cope with 
performance stress or stage fright?

4- How would you describe the methods taught in your training course?

5- Which authors have influenced your training course?

6- Is there a specific philosophy that forms the basis of your training course?

8.4 Results

Results are discussed for each question separately.

1- Are students in your school specifically trained in dealing with performance stress
or stage fright?

if yes: Can you say how? if no: Can you say why not?

The answers (see next page: Table 8.4a) were not very different for the acting courses and the 

music schools. Sixteen of the acting courses (47 %) didn't address SF, while 12 of the music 

schools (46 %) didn't address SF. It is according to expectation that almost half of the training 

courses didn't address SF specifically.
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Figure 8.4a: Percentage of schools addressing / not addressing SF in their training.

Acting (n=34) Music (n=26)

In response to the question why SF was not addressed (see Table 8.4b), each of the respondents 

gave one reason. A few recurring answers were found to occur. A number of respondents 

mentioned that general techniques related to acting or playing music should be seen to address SF 

as a byproduct. Furthermore, a few of the acting courses saw it as an individual problem. Three of 

the music schools mentioned that they created a relaxed atmosphere, which then would prevent 

SF from occurring. Three other music schools apparently didn’t address SF because of lack of 

resources.

Table 8.4b: Why was SF not addressed?

Acting training fvlusic courses

- general techniques 6 3
- its an individual problem 5
- we have a relaxed atmosphere - 3
- not enough resources - 3

- not a major issue 1 2
- can’t do anything about it 2
- difficult to address/ lack of knowledge 2

- SF is denied - 1

total 16 12

In addition to this, at two of the acting courses and one music school it was not considered a major 

issue. Two acting courses reported that they couldn’t address SF because of lack of knowledge. 

Two other acting courses didn't address SF because in their opinion there isn't much you can do 

about it. Furthermore, two acting schools said it was difficult to address. One of the music schools 

said that the existence of SF is ignored and suggested that some form of denial was the cause of it.
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Apart from the results of the table, two of the music courses reported that SF wasn't addressed yet, 

but that it might be in the future. One music course considered that since SF is supposed to be a 

positive tension, there is no necessity to address it.

One of the most obvious differences between acting and music courses is that a large proportion of 

the acting courses reported that SF shouldn’t be addressed because it Is an individual issue. On 

top of that, the acting schools seem to express more 'helplessness' than the music schools in 

attributing causes for not addressing SF, not knowing how to address SF, or suggesting that they 

can't really change it.

The courses who reported that they did address SF, answered the question how S F  was 

addressed. The answers again showed clear differences as well as similarities between the music 

and acting courses (see Table 8.4c).

Table 8.4c: Are students in your school specifically trained in dealing with performance 
stress or stage fright? If ‘yes' can you say how?

Acting Music

aradual exposure / in-vivo practice
- performances during training
- successful small steps

physical relaxation
- relaxation / breathing exercises
- physical warm-up
- Asian techniques
- Alexander technique
- Feldenkrais
- centering

cognitive aspects
- self-analysis
- stress classes
- tutorials
- individual treatment or feedback
- teach students SF is healthy
- take concentration off self / Inner game
- make students aware of it
- attitude adjustment
- teach them trust / confidence

4
2

7
4
7

4
1

3
1

2
2
6

1
1

skills aspect 
- Chekhov exercises

music therapy - 1

total responses 36  22

total training courses who 18 14
reported addressing SF
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This question elicited an average of two responses from the acting courses and an average 

response and a half from the music courses. Acting and music courses mentioned the importance 

of performing during training as a way of helping students to learn to cope with SF to about the 

same extent. The idea of gradual introduction to larger audiences and more stressful situations is 

also represented in the attention for small steps. This reflects the gradual exposure approach. The 

physical relaxation approach is only mentioned 7 times in the acting courses, and so are physical 

warm-up and Asian relaxation and meditation techniques. Music courses stimulate the use of 

Alexander technique or Feldenkrais more. The cognitive side is represented in efforts to promote 

self-analysis (which is very much an aspect of acting training (see 3.6.3 under 3.) but not of music 

training) and attitude adjustments. Teaching trust and confidence as well as a positive approach to 

SF also share a cognitive outlook

It is interesting that music schools do not seem to see the fact that SF may be an individual problem 

as a reason not to address it. The courses in which SF is addressed reported paying individual 

attention to it and devoting tutorials to it, if necessary. In contrast, acting courses mentioned it as a 

reason not to address it. There seems to be a logic in this in the sense that music schools provide 

an abundance of individual classes anyway, while actors training takes place mostly In groups.

2- Are your students being trained in the use o f relaxation techniques? 
if yes: In which techniques?

Irrespective of SF, relaxation tends to be seen as a catch-all for dealing with interfering factors in 

performance. Therefore it was expected that it would be addressed in most performance training 

programmes. However, this hypothesis was only confirmed for the acting courses. Thirty two, 

almost all, of the acting courses (94 %) reported teaching relaxation exercises, while only 13 of the 

music programmes (50 %) addressed them in their curriculum (see Table 8.4d).

Table 8.4d: Are your students being trained in the use of relaxation techniques?

Acting (n = 3 4 ) M usic (n =26)

H  re laxation In curriculum  

i H  not in curriculum

Ten of the music courses (46 %) stated that their pupils were taught the Alexander technique for 

relaxation. An additional 5 courses (23 %) replied that their students were taught the Alexander 

technique privately outside the school. This may reflect what was noted earlier, that financial 

restraints prevented the music schools from helping students to cope with performance anxiety.
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This also implies that there are other more pressing priorities for these schools than performance 

anxiety. Perhaps it may be suggested that fewer techniques in dealing with performance anxiety 

and relaxation are provided in the music schools because these schools are all in the UK or Ireland 

where there are state financed universities. The other relaxation technique taught in the music 

schools, which was mentioned more than once, was yoga (as indicated by three respondents). Five 

different ways in training students relaxation were mentioned by the music schools, and 22 

different ones were mentioned by the theatre schools.

Of the acting courses, 94 percent replied that their students were taught some kind of relaxation 

technique. Only one respondent failed to indicate a technique taught. More than half of this group, 

53 percent named between two and three techniques and 18 percent named more than three 

different techniques. The most common relaxation technique taught in the acting courses is also 

the Alexander technique (mentioned by 11 respondents, 36 %). One fourth of the programmes 

mentioned training their students in the use of breathing techniques (26 %, 8 courses). 

V isualisation techniques (16 %, 5 courses), vocal exercises (23 %, 7 courses), warm 

up/preparation/stretching (23 %, 7 courses) are pretty much standard for acting curricula, although 

not every course mentioned it as a form of relaxation training. The Asian influence in acting training 

is represented by the mention of Yoga by 6 schools (19 %) and mediation by 5 schools (16 %). 

Three schools mentioned Tai-Chi (10 %) and one course mentioned Chi-Kung. Other than this, two 

courses mentioned phasic relaxation (Benedetti), Laban technique, playing games and sensory 

awareness. The following aspects were only mentioned once: Chekhov techniques, Feldenkrais, 

Here and now exercise. Biofeedback, Massage, Centering and Grotowski.

3- What would you consider appropriate ways of teaching your students to cope with 
performance stress or stage fright?

Addressing SF in actors is obviously seen in different ways by the acting and music courses (see 

next page: Table 8.4e). Relaxation is clearly much more emphasised in relation to coping with SF in 

acting than in music. Relaxation and breathing techniques are mentioned more by the acting 

courses and Asian techniques like Yoga are not mentioned at all by the music courses. This 

obviously represents a difference in training culture. We may conceive of the variety of cognitive 

aspects mentioned in the same way. In contrast, the emphasis on the positive effect of frequent 

performing during training is seen to be most effective for music students. The skills aspect is not 

mentioned too often, neither by the music and the acting courses. Social support seems to be 

considered more important for musicians than for actors. In contrast, individual treatment and 

psychotherapy are suggested by the representatives of the acting courses rather than the music 

training representatives.

We might have expected that courses which didn't address SF would have different ideas about 

how to deal with SF. However this turned out not to be the case. They may just have different ideas 

about what should be part of the curriculum and what should not. Their responses (16 courses) 

suggest that taking attention off the self (2 courses), and focussing on a truthful approach to 

performing (2 courses) are ways to address SF, but apparently should not necessarily be part of the 

curriculum. They also mentioned other aspects that can only be seen to be addressed outside the
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curriculum, like seeking individual treatment (2 courses), or psychotherapy (2 courses). Finally, they 

mentioned that SF is normal and healthy (1 course), the actor’s own concern (1 course) or that 

nothing can be done about it (1 course). However, relaxation and breathing exercises were 

mentioned 5 times by this group, and since they were addressed within the curriculum of 3 of these 

courses, we must assume that they see relaxation as unspecific for SF or of secondary importance, 

otherwise they would have answered ‘yes' when asked if SF was addressed in their course.

Table 8.4e: What are appropriate ways to teach students to cope with SF?

Acting Music
gradual exposure/ in-vivo practice
- performances during training 6 11
- successful small steps 2 3

phvsical relaxation
- relaxation and breathing exercise 11 3
- physical warm-up 3
- Asian techniques 1 0
- Alexander technique 2 3
- awareness of body 2

cognitive aspects
- individual treatment 3
- psychotherapy 3
- group seminars - 1
- teach students SF is healthy 3 1

- take attention off self / Inner game 2 5
- concentration / focus 5
- teach them trust / confidence 1
- look at causes 2
- attitude adjustment 1
- self-hypnosis - 1

skills aspect
- good technical training 2 4
- focus on truthful approach to performing 2
- Chekhov exercises 1

social support
- supportive environment 1 6

total responses 63 38

total training courses 34 26

In 4 of the 12 music courses in which SF was not addressed, methods tor taking attention away from 

the self were considered. This would suggest that these methods are seen as ways to improve the 

curriculum (for instance if more money or time was available) or to be addressed individually outside 

the curriculum. In general, the music courses in which SF was not addressed did not seem to have 

different ideas about how to address SF.
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4 - H ow  would you describe the methods taught in your training course?

Response acting courses: Forty seven percent (16 courses) answered that the Stanislavski system 

was taught in their programme. Method acting was equally popular. Another 47 percent (16 

courses) named a writer on this technique - for example, Michael Chekhov, Meisner, Lee 

Strasberg, Uta Hagen and Viola Spolin. Another 35 percent (12 courses) stated that eclectic 

techniques were taught, and 20 percent (7 courses) mentioned that they emphasised practical 

methods. Thirty five different methods were named in total which reflects the diversity of the 

training departments. At the same time, the strong emphasis on Stanislavski and Method acting 

indicate uniformity at the core. It would seem that the method of involved acting is dominant in the 

training of the actors, followed by self-expression (or eclectic acting). Detached acting (Brecht) was 

not mentioned. No relationship between training methods and approach to training students in 

coping with SF was established.

Response music courses: Five representatives said that individual teachers have their own 

approach. Three respondents made a point of saying that practical training was the main emphasis 

and that specific methods are needed for different students. Three courses mentioned the 

influence of the Kodaly method and two mentioned the Suzuki method. Other than that no 

statement was repeated.

5- Which authors have influenced your training course?

Response acting courses: The influence of the authors on the training courses clearly reflects the 

training methods and the techniques mentioned in response to question 4. Involved acting was 

mentioned by far the most often. More than half of the courses, 19 (56 %) mentioned that 

Constantin Stanislavski had influenced their work. Uta Hagen was mentioned by 12 courses (35 %) 

and 10 courses (30 %) mentioned Michael Chekhov. Self-expression acting was mentioned rather 

often as well. Grotowski was mentioned by 9 courses (27 %) and Brook was mentioned 6 times (18 

%). Many of the authors were only mentioned once. Even Brecht was mentioned once. It should be 

noted that the representatives of the acting courses mentioned many more authors than the music 

trainers - only three respondents failed to reply to this question and 7 of the others mentioned a 

total of six authors. There was some variation in the kind of authors named - some mentioned 

authors on acting techniques, and some mentioned playwrights. Playwrights apparently also 

influence teaching methods.

Response music courses: The representatives of the music departments were more unique in their 

response to this question than the theatre departments. Only three authors were mentioned by 

more than one person; Zoltan Kodaly, Keith Swanwick and George Pratt. The majority of the music 

respondents (58 %) did not mention an author who had influenced their programme.

6- Is there a specific philosophy that forms the basis of your training course?

Response acting courses: Twenty two of the theatre schools (65 %) indicated that they followed a

specific philosophy. The diversity of answers was such that very few courses could be seen as

actually putting forward sim ilar aspects of philosophies. Three courses indicated that they
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emphasised taith in acting and personal integrity. The same number indicated that self-analysis and 

identification was important. Two courses mentioned that they tried to give individual attention to 

students by working in small groups. Another two courses said they focussed on creative 

imagination and instincts. Six (18 %) of the acting courses mentioned a practical or technical 

element in their philosophy, compared to 13 (50 %) of the music schools.

Response music courses: The majonty of the schools (73 %) replied that they followed a specific 

philosophy in their teaching compared with 22 (65 %) of the theatre respondents. There were no 

clear common answers given by the respondents. Three courses (13 %) stated that it was important 

to train the musicians to high standards and prepare them for their profession. The same number 

replied that they emphasise an integrated musical education. Two representives replied that they 

focus on performance and composition. These replies indicate that apparently the practical element 

to the training is paramount in music schools.

8 .5  Discussion

The small numbers in the sample (n=60) would normally have been cause for concern. However, in 

this case the homogeneity in the answers to the main questions suggests that this sample could 

well represent an equally homogeneous population of music courses in the UK and Ireland and 

acting courses in the USA, UK and Ireland.

in light of the questions that were hoped would be answered by this study, we may say that the 

results have been enlightening. It was expected from the response from the In-depth interviews 

and conversations with teaching staff in many acting and music courses that only a minority actually 

addressed SF. The fact that about half of the courses was reported to address SF was more than 

was expected on the basis of this Information. This difference may be due to the difference 

between addressing SF explicitly or implicitly as part of other aspects of the training. Some 

representatives have answered that their course addressed SF even when they only do so in an 

implicit way, whereas subjects in the In-depth interviews may have looked for explicit ways in their 

training, which may have been more rare. The fact that quite a few course representatives 

considered emphasising performance, relaxation exercises and warming-up as ways in which SF 

was addressed, may explain the disparity. Although the questionnaire stated ‘Are students in your 

school specifically trained in dealing with performance stress and SF?’, most of the specific 

responses actually referred to aspects of the course that could be seen to have a secondary effect 

on SF rather than that they were specifically addressing SF. It is probably safe to say that 50 percent 

is a conservative estimate of how many courses actually address SF ‘specifically’. For instance, only 

three courses (1 acting course and 2 music courses) organised specific stress management 

programmes.

Five of the responses of acting schools indicated that they considered SF to be an individual

problem, while four other ones considered that there was not much that they could do about it, or

that they didn’t know what to do. This amounts to 27 percent of the acting courses. It would seem

that on the one hand there may be a lack of knowledge, on the other hand there are also a few

courses who are clearly of the opinion that SF should not be addressed in their programme. Seven
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(25 %) of the 28 representatives of courses in which SF is not addressed also stated that they didn't 

want to receive information on a course on SF. (In contrast, of the 32 courses already addressing 

SF, only 2 (6 %) were not interested in receiving material on a programme on SF). As was distilled 

from the literature review, there is a segment of the performing world that would prefer not to 

address SF. It would seem that they also have representatives in the performance training branch. 

Since 85 percent of all representatives said they would be interested in receiving more information 

on a course dealing with performance anxiety - twenty (77 %) of the music schools wanted more 

information, compared to 31 (91 %) of the theatre departments - it would seem that the group who 

openly admits to this is rather small (10 % of total courses).

Warming-up as a way of coping with SF was suggested by four acting courses and none of the 

music courses. However, each acting training course known to me, teaches elaborate warming-up 

programmes. Their value in dealing with SF is obviously not something the courses agree on. Only 

about 22 percent of acting courses who feel they are addressing SF report doing so with the use of 

warming-ups. Of the performers in the In-depth interviews also a relatively small percentage (about 

10 %) sees warming-up as a way of dealing with SF. Since musicians did not mention the use of a 

warming-up at all, this percentage represents about 18 percent of the acting sample in that study.

The extent to which relaxation was mentioned by acting courses, both as something that was 

taught and as an aspect of how SF should be addressed, made it quite clear that almost all actors 

must be initiated in this way of dealing with SF, even if they are not made aware that that is what it is 

for. The In-depth interviews showed that reducing activation is one of the ways in which performers 

and specifically actors cope with SF. On the basis of this questionnaire it would seem likely that the 

actors would have learned those techniques during their training. Since there is so much emphasis 

on the importance of the work of Stanislavski and other quintessential acting authors, it would seem 

that this may be at the basis of this development. More recently, the influence of Asian relaxation 

methods have taken over from some of the older methods. This is also reflected in the results for 

the acting courses. It is interesting that relaxation methods with a proven track record like Benson's 

cue-controlled relaxation (CCR) and Jacobson's progressive relaxation have not been mentioned 

specifically. It is possible that the relaxation methods taught in the schools are designed to instigate 

relaxation before a class or rehearsal but not specifically before a performance. I have seen 

relaxation methods being exercised that took more than half an hour to do each time. This is not the 

type of material that will be effective in a dressing room under time pressure. It would seem that CCR 

or progressive relaxation could add something to the repertoire of even those who are well trained 

in the use of relaxation methods.

The fact that only half of the music schools addressed relaxation techniques is probably based on

the tradition of individual teaching in music schools. Relaxation training is time consuming in the

beginning and therefore for economical reasons group training would be prefered. However, if

group classes are rare, it becomes unlikely that they will be used for this type of training. Having said

that, whenever group training was offered it was in the use of the Alexander technique, which

primary focus is on the musicians body position in relation to the instrument. Music students were

sometimes encouraged to take lessons in the technique outside the school. It is not clear if this was

in groups or individually. Research on Alexander technique has not been convincing in showing

that it is an effective way of dealing with SF (Valentine, 1991). Therefore, it is doubtful that music
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schools who recommend or address the Alexander technique have the answer to SF for their 

students.

There is an essential difference in the way in which acting and music is taught. An instrument is 

learned mostly individually and acting is learned mostly in groups. This may explain the differences 

in the approach of music school to doing something about SF and the approach of acting schools. 

When asl<ed to indicate appropriate ways of teaching students to cope with SF, the music schools 

often suggested activities in groups, while acting courses suggested more individual solutions. It 

would seem that if there is something wrong, when you are in a group, individual treatment would 

be the more likely approach, while when students naturally spend more time alone, it seems more 

natural to suggest group treatment. Since most techniques for coping with SF tend to be taught in 

groups, it is likely that trained actors would have more of a repertoire of coping strategies. This 

reflects the response to the In-depth interviews, which showed that actors reported more coping 

and preparation strategies than musicians.

The results have made it easier to find ways to address SF that would tie in with the approaches of 

music and acting schools. For music schools it would seem that the more ‘practical’ the course 

would be, the easier it would be for music students to take the material on board. Forms of gradual 

exposure and in-vivo training have been suggested by the representatives of the music schools in 

the sample. Systematic desensitisation could be made a part of this approach. Methods of taking 

attention off the self could be addressed in the ways suggested by Green & Gallwey (1988) in the 

‘Inner Game of Music’. Apparently this already makes sense to some of the music schools.

In designing a programme for acting training courses it would be important to become aware of the 

kinds of relaxation training and warming-up already part of the training. It would confuse the 

students if they were taught something which is similar to what they already know. It may be better in 

that case to build on their existing knowledge and make them use these methods more effectively. 

It is also good to be aware of the work of some of the authors mentioned and how it ties in with 

relaxation and SF. For instance some of the exercises by Stanislavski and Chekhov have very 

specific instructions for achieving relaxation. Chekhov translates instructions for relaxation in terms 

of thinking or walking with a feeling of being at ease, while Stanislavski would ‘tell’ the actor to relax 

(Chekhov, 1991, p. XVII). Other than that, exercises like ‘affective memory’ (Mandarino, 1994) seem 

to offer the facility to be linked in with memory training for actors or visualisations and other use of 

imagery. On the basis of these results it would seem useful to become familiar with the works of 

other writers on acting like: Strasberg, Meisner, Spolin, Hagen, Linklater, etcetera. It would also be 

useful to become aware of the frame of reference of the staff involved in teaching actors and the 

acting students themselves, especially when they are beyond the first stages of training. The same 

is the case for music training. To be aware of terminology used and know how to tie it in with the 

training on SF will be an advantage. Students will feel that they are addressed in their specific field 

and assisted in the intricate process of integrating new principles by offering links with terminology 

they are familiar with. They may have more confidence in a programme that speaks their language.

The application of group warming-ups as learned in every actors training course illustrates an

important issue. They would typically consist of a succession of exercises aimed not only at

providing a warming-up for the actor, but also at inducing relaxation, improving concentration, and
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creating group cohesion. Typically these group warm-ups are abandoned as soon as the training is 

completed. The majority of professional productions tends to leave it entirely to the actor how they 

prepare. Only 20 percent of actors in the in-depth interviews reported doing a warming-up as part of 

their general preparation, which is not much considering that almost all actors are trained in their 

use. Although these warm-ups are well learned ways of preparing and central to the curriculum of 

acting courses, they get abandoned because they don’t reflect the way the profession is 

organised. The fact that they are done in a group is apparently a problem. It would seem that in 

addressing SF we need to make sure that the participants learn material that they can apply as 

effectively on their own as in the company of others and that doesn't clash with what is acceptable in 

the profession in general.

8.6 Conclusions

Almost half of the acting and music training courses in the survey don't address SF. Of the ones 

that do address SF only a few have actually introduced teaching modules specifically to address SF. 

It would seem that most representatives are of the opinion that SF can be addressed as a 

secondary aspect of relaxation training or teaching good posture (Alexander technique). In-vivo 

practice and performing during training were also considered (secondary) ways of addressing SF.

Almost all acting courses teach relaxation techniques (often with an Asian origin), but only half of 

the music courses do. Most acting courses also teach their students to warm-up, however this 

aspect was not mentioned in relation to SF. Some course representatives thought that SF should 

not be addressed within their programme at all. Reasons given were that it is an individual issue, that 

there isn’t much that they thought they could do to address it, or that there is no money for it. In any 

event it was not high on the priority list.

The study provided valuable information on which theorists were central to the acting curriculum. In 

music the emphasis is so practical that theorists seem to be of minor importance, in designing an 

intervention for performers these notions may be helpful in striking the right tone.

notes chapter 8

*1) On the way back to Ireland from San Francisco at Kennedy airport in New York my briefcase was 
stolen, containing a total of 31 filled-in questionnaires. These questionnaires have not been 
analysed. Nevertheless, I had read through them on the aeroplane. The results of these training 
courses were not in any way different from the smaller American sample discussed here. Only 16 of 
the stolen questionnaires were replaced by kind participants who didn't mind filling in the same 
questionnaire again.
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9 Study III: Design and evaluation of an intervention for actors in
training

This study is based on the culmination of the research done so far. Although the literature search 

and Study I and II each had a variety of purposes, the intervention programme and its evaluation 

could not have been designed without these investigations.

9.1 Design of the intervention

Due to the virtual absence of studies on interventions for actors, the design of this intervention has 

been based on empirical research on treatment of performance anxiety in musicians, social anxiety, 

speech anxiety, test anxiety and stress (see chapter 7). The demonstrated success of programmes 

consisting of a combination of relaxation, cognitive behavioural intervention, skills development, 

and exposure or in-vivo practice (see Section 7.1, 7.2) suggests that the intervention to be 

designed should involve these elements. These interventions were adapted for actors. The initial 

design of the programme was based for a large part on Desberg & Marsh (1988) ‘Controlling stage 

fright: Presenting yourself to audiences from one to one thousand’. This programme relies strongly 

on a combination of cue-controlled relaxation (CCR) and rational emotive therapy (RET). Guidelines 

given by Van der Molen (1984) to treat shyness with a teaching programme rather than therapy 

were also used. Van der Molen found that shyness could be successfully addressed in a group 

programme of fixed length in which clients pursued different therapeutical goals. He stressed the 

importance of these goals, practising the techniques extensively, the use of role play, and 

educating participants on general principles of anxiety and fear. Other than this, elements of Beck, 

Emery & Greenberg’s (1985) principles of cognitive therapy were applied in shaping the 

programme (already mentioned in Section 7.4.1). Although anxiety reduction is only one if the 

goals of the intervention, four principles for running an anxiety management group were adhered 

to: 1- providing information and education about anxiety and stress; 2 - teaching coping skills; 3 - 

setting and achieving specific behavioural homework assignments; 4 - meeting with other people 

with similar problems (Powell & Enright, 1990).

The programme was tailor-made for actors in training. In chapter 5 actors let us know that there was a 

need for such a programme. In chapter 8 it was established that only half of the acting training 

courses addressed SF in one way or another. Very few of these courses reported special efforts to 

address SF in their curriculum. However, certain aspects of the acting curriculum were considered 

to be beneficial for students with SF. The programme in this study was designed so it wouldn’t 

overlap with these aspects. Since the aerobic exercise aspect, considered to be an effective stress 

treatment (see Section 7.4.4) is often adequately addressed in the actor’s training, it was not 

included. Relaxation was addressed in most training programmes but not in specific ways for 

students to use before performing. Therefore it was decided that it should not be excluded. 

Effective relaxation techniques need to be simple, easy to learn and applicable within minutes (or 

seconds if we’re thinking of tools to be used during performing). Most of the methods taught in 

performance training courses need more time. Benson’s (1975) cue-controlled relaxation and 

Jacobson’s progressive relaxation both fit these criteria. In chapter 7 we found support for the
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effects for both of these methods. Visualisation and imagery, also found to be effective in chapter 7 

have been addressed as part of hypnosis, self-hypnosis and Neurolinguistic programming. It was 

felt that hypnosis was not to be recommended, because it would take away from the actor’s control. 

Self-hypnosis would need more training than there was time for. Neurolinguistic techniques like 

‘Anchoring’ looked promising. These techniques were taught to me by Sean Collins and Rhoda 

Draper and are described in O’Connor & Seymour (1990). Draper (1996) has demonstrated some 

success in treating broadcasters with Anchoring. It was decided to try out this imagery method in 

the programme. fVlotley & Molloy’s (1994) claim that a communicative emphasis over a performative 

emphasis helps public speakers in dealing with stage fright, was applied in the course. Hardy’s 

(1990) ‘catastrophe model' for sports performance was adapted to explain the influence of arousal 

and activation. The essence of performance anxiety is communicated to the participants as an 

approach-avoidance conflict of ethological origin (Trower, Gilbert & Sherling,1990). The distinction 

and interaction between emotions, behaviour, physiological effects, and thinking should be 

explained to the participants, as well as the possible discrepancy.

The programme was tested with actors in training and given as part of their professional training. 

Two pilot programmes (one in the USA, one in the Netherlands) and separate workshops were part 

of the development of the programme. For this study the programme was presented and evaluated 

8 times, in Ireland (4 times), in the USA (2 times), in the UK (once) and in the Netherlands (once).

9.1.1 Tailoring the programme to Acting Training Courses: a training programme instead of a 

therapeutical intervention

The first issue to be dealt with was creating an interest in the programme. At first it was offered in a 

straightforward manner as a way to teach actors how to deal with ‘stage fright’. In this form it was 

piloted in Utrecht (Netherlands) as part of the post-grad (naschooling) programme of the 

Hogeschool Kunsten Utrecht. The programme took three weekends and the participants where 

students or ex-students in drama in education. The programme emphasised self-analysis and a 

cognitive therapeutical approach. This led to intense discussions and revelations, but also 

defensive reactions. The degree of self-confrontation required was probably more than the 

participants had catered for. The programme was completed with only two participants. It struck me 

that they were the two who, at the beginning, had expressed the most serious problems with stage 

fright. It was concluded that a less ‘heavy’ and more educational approach would have fitted the 

diverse goals and interests of the participants better. This might also be the case for actors in 

training.

The same issue came up when I started approaching acting programmes to give the course as part

of their curriculum. A number of heads of department and acting coaches complained that the way

the focus of the course was presented was too therapeutical and had a negative ring to it. They

thought their students would be scared of this type of approach and might even feel stigmatised

being seen to attend such a class. The director of the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama,

School of Drama. Vladimir f\/Iirodan (personal communication, 1998) put it like this: ‘The actor

KNOWS (in the sense of ‘feeling it in his bones’; verum <> certum) that he is best, otherwise the

effort of displaying himself in public will become unbearable. Conversely, any doubt about his

KNOWLEDGE is a challenge to his entire psyche, not just to his cerebral part and is therefore an
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attack upon his person, not a legitimate intellectual challenge’. The reluctance of the acting 

community to address SF may be partly based on notions as described by Mirodan. Since there 

wasn't much that could be done on the part of the researcher to change this, it was better to try to 

adapt the programme.

Taking in the advice of the experts, the programme was given a new name; ‘Mental Performance 

Preparation for Actors in Training’. The term stage fright was made less prominent and the general 

focus of the programme was now expressed predominantly in terms of learning tools, techniques 

and strategies to realise ‘performance potential' and learn how to cope with performance stress. In 

light of the variance in the definitions of SF given in the In-depth interviews (see 5.2.2) it was 

decided to be cautious with the use of the word ‘stage fright’. Less ambiguous terms like 

‘performance anxiety’ , ‘performance stress’, ‘performance tension’ and ‘excitement or challenge' 

were preferred. Presented in this order they convey a more or less clear semantic continuum from 

negative to positive. This choice of terminology facilitated the communication with teaching staff. It 

was hoped that students would also relate more easily to these terms. As a result the terminology of 

the evaluation of the course and its results was adapted as well. Performance anxiety, in the 

definition of a negative form of stage fright was preferred in this context.

This less problem-oriented approach instantly led to an increase in interest from performing arts 

schools. A second pilot programme was given following an invitation from the Drama Department of 

the University of Florida in Gainesville, USA. After this second pilot study the content of the 

programme was kept the same, although in some cases minor adjustments were made to suit the 

interests of a particular group of participants. After the change in presentation of the programme, 

the reaction of directors of acting programmes focussed more on practical issues. The general 

tenor was now that ‘this is indeed an important issue, but is there enough time available for it in an 

already overloaded curnculum?' Thus, the length and format of the course were influenced by what 

was considered feasible. Other restnctions were that the programme had to be fitted into the slots 

available and that there were limits to the overall time span whenever I had to travel abroad for it. 

Taking into account these restrictions, the adopted format for the programme became: six sessions 

of two hours to be given in a penod of between 2 and 4 weeks.

9.1.2 Aims of the programme

As was explained in the above, the use of the ambiguous term stage fright was avoided in the 

defined aims of the programme. Instead performance anxiety was used. This also meant that the 

aims of the programme had to be rephrased:

- reducing stage fnght became reducing performance anxiety.

Other aims of the programme were formulated as:

- to increase coping confidence;

- to reduce and prevent performance interference related to stage fright or performance anxiety;

- to enable participants to realise the specific goals they would formulate for the programme.

There was no selection prior to the participation in the course. It was hoped that the course would

offer participants who would have real issues with performance anxiety a way of relieving their

problems. On the other hand performers who have no such serious issues should also be able to

profit from the programme. In general, the course was designed to present actors in training with a
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choice of material that they could decide to use according to their needs.

9 .1 .3  Training objectives

These aims have been translated into seven specific objectives:

1. To provide perform ers with a m ental fram ework ^or understanding the mechanism s involved in 

performing in public and em pow er them to effectuate change, if necessary, in their approach to 

performing and preparation. This aspect of the course is referred to as the Theoretical m odel and is 

based on the inclusive theory of S F  proposed in chapter 4. W ithout an understanding of the 

param eters of the perform ance situation, actors may be unable to discriminate between effective 

and ineffective aspects of their preparation and they may feel unable to change if they experience  

problems. It is an objective of this programme to bring about this insight. This paves the way for 

cognitive restructuring (see section 7,6) if desired by the participant.

2. To develop and practice relaxation or activation reduction. The results of the In-depth interviews 

have shown that excess activation is associated with the problems of stage fright. The In-depth 

study (chapter 5) also show ed that we cannot be sure that the relaxation techniques used by 

performers are effective. The techniques mentioned were more often associated with performance 

interference than with facilitation. On the basis of the survey of training courses (chapter 8) it was 

concluded that the relaxation methods taught in the acting curriculum may be effective to open up 

the actors expressive apparatus, but may not necessarily address SF, Relaxation techniques taught 

in acting schools are to be not specifically geared towards being used within the time and comfort 

constraints of pre-perform ance preparation. From a practical perspective, it was important that the 

technique could be im plem ented in the relatively uncomfortable chairs of the average dressing 

room and be effective within one or two minutes or even less. C ue-con tro lled  relaxation  w as  

adapted for this purpose.

3. To practice effective techniques for memorising text. The most expressed fear of actors related 

to stage fright is that they would have a black-out or forget their lines. The results of the in-depth 

interviews confirmed this. In general actors are not familiar with how memory works. This is directly 

related to the fact that how to learn and rehearse lines is not a part of the acting curriculum. Actors 

are apparently expected  to find this out for themselves. An introduction to m em ory theory and 

M em ory training  would provide the actor with the means to gain more control over this aspect of 

their profession. This is part of the skills training suggested in 7.6.

4. To provide the actor with coping techniques \or anxiety, self-consciousness and worry.

Worry and self-related thoughts are the main sources of distraction in performers. Methods to cope 

with this aspect will improve concentration. One of the problems of the results of the interviews is 

that although w e ’ve been able to identify a number of coping aspects correlating with performance 

interference, we can only speculate about cause and effect. These coping strategies may have 

been used by the perform er because they are seen to be effective in reducing perform ance  

in terference. On the other hand the reported techniques may be d eem ed  ineffective if the 

performer who reports them still experiences performance interference.

W hat we learned from perform ers who connect stage fright mainly with perform ance facilitation is
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that they tend to use simple coping techniques involving ‘practical preparation' and ‘doing 

something’, rather than complex mental preparation strategies. It is possible that certain forms of 

mental coping cause the same distraction that worry causes and therefore interferes with the 

performance even if it reduces SF. The programme aims to let the mental efforts involved in 

performance preparation and coping with stress-provoking thoughts take place long before the 

performance, as part of the training. The pnnciples of rational emotive therapy (RET) are used as 

well as Motley's communicative emphasis (COM) (see section 7.4.2).

5. To provide actors with control over the personal parameters that are related to perform ance  

facilitation, in the same way as the programme aims to increase the control over emotions like 

anxiety or fear, it aims to increase the participant’s control over the preparation aspects that lead to 

the best possible outcome for the performance. The use of an imagery technique called Anchoring 

is proposed to induce confidence or other positive emotions. The programme assists the actors in 

developing their own ‘anchors for facilitation’ on the basis of effective experiences in the past and 

trains them in the use of these anchors.

6. To promote the implementation of these techniques. Generally, when under stress people tend 

to revert to coping strategies they know well. New techniques can only be expected to replace old 

habits if they are rehearsed well, tested, and integrated in the performers’ preparation routine. 

Therefore, participants are first asked to practice the techniques at home and finally to put them in 

practice in the process of rehearsal and performance. This is facilitated by instigating the design of 

an integral individual multi-modal preparation strategy. This preparation strategy is put to the test in a 

controlled exposure session as part of the programme.

7. To let the participants define their own goals for the course.

It is thought to strengthen the student's commitment to the programme if they formulate their own 

specific goals for it, rather than conforming to the general aims as outlined in the above. It 

personalises the course and gives the participant a specific focus. I may also promote an active 

attitude. The degree to which the participants report having reached their goals is an essential part 

of the evaluation of the success of the course.

9.1.4 Description o f the programme (see also Appendix Ilia: workbook and Appendix lllb : 

instructions for facilitators)

The programme has a cognitive-behavioural approach and provides training in techniques for 

intervention and prevention. The ‘dual deficit approach’ to performance interference is represented 

by additional skills training involving memorisation and performance preparation. Homework 

involves practising the techniques and analysing correlates of personal stress.

Session 1:

The programme for the six sessions is introduced and the evaluation questionnaires are filled in by

the participants. The workbook for the course is handed out. The Theoretical model addressing

tension in performance is presented. The model breaks up the problem area into specific aspects

to improve the participants' sense of control and insight in where change is possible. The main

aspects are the distinctions between achievement motivation and anxiety, activation increase and
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reduction, effective and ineffective coping, task relevant concentration or self-related distraction, 

performance facilitation and interference, and positive and negative feedback. Social-biological, 

ethological and cognitive-behavioural principles have been translated into layman terms with 

particular relevance to actors. The concept of activation is presented as an essentially neutral 

concept not necessarily good or bad and related to anxiety, as well as challenge, excitement and 

ambition. The participants are invited to give examples from their own background in relation to this 

aspect of the model. Eventually they are asked to give it some thought and see if they can find a 

way to integrate the model into their own way of approaching performance. The model is illustrated 

with practical examples partly from the facilitator’s background. This was shown to be essential to be 

accepted as one of them rather than a foreign body (a psychologist).

Inventory o f preparation strategies: actors use the workbook to make a list of the preparation 

routines they have. They are asked to analyse them in terms of the purpose they serve and where 

they fit in the model for performance. This is done to make the connection between the theory and 

the actor’s personal practice.

Individual goals for the course: participants are asked to formulate short term and long term goals. 

(This was sometimes done as homework if there was not enough time).

Session 2:

The adaptation of the Cue-Controlled Relaxation (CCR) (Benson, 1975) is introduced, its effects 

are explained and the facilitator teaches the actors the technique. The actual technique is 

preceded with a brief exercise in which the participants walk around the room, imagining they are on 

their way to the theatre. The facilitator instructs them to imagine that they are in a hurry and to start 

running. They are instructed to imagine that they’ve forgotten something which would make them 

nervous. This is done to simulate the circumstances under which CCR may be used effectively in 

the future. The actual technique is adapted in the sense that it is done in a classroom chair, rather 

than an easy chair or by lying on the floor. Specific instructions regarding breathing and tension in 

shoulders, neck and hands are added.

Aspects o f preparation are addressed. Essential is the realisation that we learn better when relaxed 

and that we need to practice realistic and ‘smart’ planning and preparation. At this stage in the 

session the preparation strategies written down at the end of the first session are discussed, as well 

as any questions about the first session and problems with formulating goals.

Ttie Four-track system of learning lines is introduced after an introduction to how memory works - 

learning, storing, rehearsal, retrieving- and the distinction between short-term memory, working 

memory and long-term memory. The Four-track system makes use of a com bination of 

memorisation techniques (auditory, visualisation, linking, mapping). Visualisation in learning verbal 

material is somewhat unusual, therefore an exercise for the use of visualisation is done to ‘open the 

eyes’ of the participants. This exercise is called the Number Shape System  (Buzan, 1995) and 

involves the design of a system of visual shapes for numbers (1-10) which can be used to create 

images with which lists of material can be learned quickly and retrieved effectively.

Homework is to practice CCR daily, and learn a text (there are two examples in the workbook) with 

the use of the Four-track system of learning lines.

Session 3:

CCR  is repeated. The participants perform the text they learned with the use of the Four-track

system of learning lines. The merits of the technique are discussed. Actors are encouraged to
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further explore the aspects they felt could improve their present memorisation methods. If they feel 

any tension they are advised to try out a technique called Elim inating Surprise  (Desberg & 

M arsh,1988).

The Anchoring Technique (O’Connor & Seymour, 1990) is introduced and practised with the 

participants. Anchonng is a way to induce positive emotions like confidence or a sense of flow, by 

referring back to past expenences in which the desired emotions were felt strongly. With the use of 

guided imagery a stimulus-stimulus relationship is established between the evoked positive 

memories and a simple gesture, like squeezing one's pulse (the anchor). A number of tnals will 

strengthen this relationship. The aim is for the person to be able to instantly call up the desired 

emotion or state by performing the learned stimulus (the anchor).

Session 4:

For the first part of this session a Surprise performance is scheduled. Everybody is asked to take 5- 

10 minutes to prepare a short act (1-2 minutes) to be performed in unknown order for each other. 

Participants are asked to use an empty page in their workbooks to prepare. The right half of this 

page should be used to write down the material necessary for the act, the left half to write down 

distracting and anxiety provoking thoughts that interfere with the task of preparing. The actual 

performances don’t necessarily take place. Instead the content of the thoughts written down is 

discussed. Invariably these thoughts contain elements of fear and avoidance. These fear- 

provoking and distracting thoughts are instrumental in creating the concentration problems leading 

to performance interference. Systematic analysis of these thoughts followed by challenging them is 

based on a method described by Desberg & Marsh (1988) (adapted from RET, Rational Emotive 

Therapy, Ellis, 1962). A step by step analysis lets the unrealistic aspects of the thoughts come to 

the forefront. The final step is to replace these irrational thoughts with a rational, positive and 

plausible replacement thought. This technique involves breaking up the groups into small 

subgroups to facilitate the discussion necessary to analyse the fear-provoking thoughts and to 

provide assistance in finding the replacement thoughts. Homework is to monitor recurring fear- 

provoking thoughts and find replacement thoughts.

After this the Two-Tapes technique (De Vries, 1998) is introduced. This technique completes the

work started during the previous session. The participants have to make sure that they have

identified intrusions caused by a specific fear-provoking thought and that an appropriate

replacement thought has been constructed. The participants focus on the fear-provoking thought

that they have decided to work with. They are asked to close their eyes and imagine a voice saying

the fear-provoking thought to them. The facilitator asks them to vary the volume of the voice and

other modalities in their heads. Voices of friends, family, film stars, cartoon characters, groups of

people, a stadium etc. are suggested. Under guided instruction they are asked to vary the character

of the voice until they have found a way in which the voice is least convincing. The participants are

to imagine that they make a cassette tape of this particular version of the voice in their heads. The

facilitator draws a picture of a ‘double cassette recorder’ on the blackboard to help the students’

imagination. The same procedure is followed with the replacement thought, with one difference;

this time they are to make a mental tape of the most convincing version. After this the facilitator asks

them to start the first tape in their heads and even before it is finished to start the second tape. After

a few trials, the original thought will automatically evoke the replacement thought. Like the

Anchoring technique this method is based on the stimulus-stimulus conditioning principle. It is an

example of how (automatic) negative mental activity can be influenced. At the end of this session,
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common maladaptive ways of coping are discussed.

Session 5:

This session starts with a repeat of CCR and the Anchoring technique. This is followed with 

reflection and discussion of what has been learned to far. After this, coping aspects which have not 

been addressed yet are introduced. At the end of this session participants design their Individual 

Multi-Modal Preparation Strategy: First Draft. This should be based on the new techniques learned 

and effective elements of their regular preparation. Participants are encouraged to integrate the 

new techniques into their regular preparation routine. Homework is to prepare an act or monologue.

Session 6:

This last session is reserved to put the Individual Multi-Modal Preparation Strategy: First Draft to the 

test. The participants are given the first half hour of the session to prepare in the way they’ve 

envisioned. Following this, the acts or monologues are performed. After this, the effectiveness of 

the preparations is discussed and adjustments are made. This will lead to the design of the 

Individual Multi-Modal Preparation Strategy: Final version. It is emphasised that this method should 

be used flexibly. The session ends with a question and answer session. For the purpose of the 

study, a group evaluation does not take place. This is to avoid bias in individual evaluations 

following discussion.

9.2 Evaluation of the programme 

9.2.1 Design and procedure

Performing arts schools and actors training courses in the USA, UK and Ireland were initially 

approached with a questionnaire on whether stage fright was addressed in their curriculum. The 

American schools were approached via their representatives at a conference of ATHE (American 

Association of Theatre in Higher Education) in San Francisco, 1995. The UK sample was based on 

the ‘Guide to Drama Training in the UK’ (Duncan, 1990), while the Irish sample was found in the 

yellow pages. The questionnaire also incorporated the question: Would you be interested in 

receiving information on a course on mental preparation tor actors in training. The ones that 

answered this question with ‘yes’ were sent information and a brochure. Those schools who 

expressed an interest in the course were contacted and sometimes visited. Of the four American 

schools that showed specific interest, two were selected for practical reasons (the time slot and 

financial arrangements were better). In Ireland, two training courses showed an interest and were 

both included in the research, in the UK, four training programmes were visited to discuss 

arrangements. In the end, the full course was given in one of them. Two were involved in the 

control groups. The control groups were recruited from the same schools whenever possible. The 

Dutch course was selected from a list of drama schools who were approached by phone and sent a 

brochure on the course. Only two schools followed up on this information. One of them was 

selected tor practical reasons (the time slot they offered was convenient). Two courses in Ireland 

were given outside a formal training environment. (The results from this course were not used in the 

quantitative analysis.)
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To test the effects of the course, the group receiving the course were measured three times on a 

number of criterion variables (see next page: Table 9.2.1a; Criterion variables A). The PAQ 

(Steptoe et al. 1995) was used. This is an adaptation of the STAI-state anxiety version, with specific 

instructions to imagine what one would feel on entering a stage (1*). Each of the courses given was 

matched with a control group who were measured on the relevant criterion variables at the same 

intervals. Furthermore, the research group was measured once (after the course) on a number of 

other variables (see Table 9.2.1a: Criterion variables B) to find out more about the response to the 

course as a whole and to its specific elements.

The research group filled in the questionnaires before the first session of the course (pre-course:

a), under supervision of regular teaching staff, and after the last session of the course (post-course:

b). Standard instructions were used securing anonimity. The questionnaires only mentioned the 

name of Trinity College and the Performing Arts and Communication Research Group (PACRG) to 

dissociate the facilitator from the evaluation process. No plenary group evaluation took place to 

make sure that subjects would not influence each other. Two months after the programme was 

completed the last evaluation was sent to the school, or sent by mail to the subjects (follow-up: c) if 

they had completed their training. One reminder was sent whenever the subject failed to respond. 

A second follow-up took place after 6 months (follow-up: d) but was aborted when subjects who 

had completed their actors training became increasingly hard to trace (both in research and control 

group). These results will only be addressed on a few occasions.

The control groups completed the questionnaires in one of their classes, in the same way as the 

research group. The three measurements took place at the same intervals as for the research 

group. A teacher handed out the questionnaires and gave identical instructions as were given in 

the research group. These instructions stressed anonymity, the importance of giving truthful 

answers and the relevance of the research and the repeated m easurement. The third 

questionnaire was sent to subjects' homes, if they had completed their studies, otherwise they 

were also completed in class.

In the course group, the first measurement was completed by more subjects than the second 

measurement. This was the result of drop-outs or illness. A few more subjects dropped out at the 

follow-up measurement. Four questionnaires came back address unknown, for the other ones we 

don’t know why they didn’t respond to the last questionnaire. In all, 115 subjects completed the 

course and 91 subjects completed all measurements. Subtracting the subjects who were in the two 

courses who were run outside acting training courses, gave us a total of 84 valid subjects. In the 

control group, drop-outs and illness are likely to have played the same role. Furthermore, for a few 

of the groups, the mailed follow-up met with the same problems as in the research group. A total of 

111 subjects responded to each of the three measurement (see next page. Table 9.2.1a).
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Table 9.2.1a: Overview of design and criterion variables:

nrieasurements

later 
course group 
control group

(a)
pre-course 

n= 134 
n= 139

criterion variables A
- PAQ; Performance Anxiety aPAQ
- PA 10p scale: Performance Anxiety aPA

- CC lOp scale: Coping Confidence aCC
- PFI 5p scale: Performance Facilitation/ aPFI

Interference
criterion variables B:
(only for course group)
- GR 3p scale: goals reached
- INFL 3p scale: PA influenced

- VALUE 5p scale: perceived value 
of the elements of the course;
- Theoretical model
- Cue-Controlled Relaxation (CCR)
- Memory training
- Anchoring technique
- Coping with fear and distraction
- D esign of own preparation stra tegy

- USE 5p scale: reported use of elements 
of the course:
- Theoretical model
- Cue-Controlled Relaxation (CCR)
- Memory training
- Anchoring technique
- Coping with fear and distraction
- Design of own preparation strategy

(b) 
post-course 

n= 115 
n= 130

bPAQ
bPA

bCC
bPFI

GR
blNFL

bTM
bCCR
bMEM
bAT
bCOP
bOPS

bTMu
bCCRu
bMTu
bATu
bCOPu
bOPSu

(c)
follow-up

n= 103 
n= 112

cPAQ
cPA (*21
cCC
cPFI

(d )*
6 m nts 

n= 37

cINFL

cTM
cCCR
cMEM
cAT
cCOP
cOPS

cTMu
cCCRu
cMEMu
cATu
cCOPu
cOPSu

* A fourth measurement after 6 months was attempted, but was not completed. The main reason for this was 
that it was not feasible to involve the control group in the fourth measurement. The efforts involved in 
obtaining the three measurements had clearly stretched the limits of what one can ask from colleagues. The 
most important problem was that tracing subjects had become increasingly difficult, especially after they left 
school. Actors often move away from the place they’ve taken their training, especially if they’ve found work. 
When this part of the research was aborted, 61 or the 91 participants in the programmes who had completed 
each of the three questionnaires had already been approached. Participants in the last three courses had not 
been approached yet, because 6 months had not yet elapsed. Of the 61 questionnaires sent out, 37 
questionnaires were returned. Five questionnaires came back, address unknown. Others may not have 
reached the subjects, but we don't know this. In sum, these results were not used except on one or two 
occasions. For instance, it is quite interesting to see if after 6 months participants still use the material of the 
course.
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9 .2 .2  Method: details of the questions

a. Repeated measures:

Criterion vanables A: three-fold measurement (before /  a fte r/ follow-up), also for control-group:

^. PAQ: Performance Anxiety measured with STAI-state anxiety version - PAQ (adapted by 

Steptoe et a!.,1995) (*2).

2. CC: Coping Confidence measured with 10-point scale:

How confident are you that you'll be able to deal with performance anxiety the next 

time you perform ? 1= not confident at all; 10= very confident.

3. PFI: Performance Facilitation / Interference with 5-point scale:

If you experience performance anxiety, what influence does that currently have on 

your pe rfo rm ance  ? 1= very positive ; 2= pos itive ; 3= som etim es 

positive/sometimes negative; 4= negative; 5= very negative; 0= no influence.

Criterion variables B: three-fold measurement (after /  follow-up /  6 months later), not for control- 

group:

4. blNFL & cINFL: influence of the course on performance anxiety, yes or no:

Has fo llow ing the course had any influence on the way you experience 

performance anxiety ? yes / no / 1 don’t know; Can you explain your answer ?

5. bTM to bOPS & cTM to cOPS & dTM to dOPS :value of elements of the course, measured 

with 4 -point scale:

How valuable have the different elements of the course been for you ? 

a. the Theoretical model; b. the Cue-Controlled Relaxation method; c.the Memory 

training; d. the Anchoring technique; e. Coping with fear provoking thoughts and 

distraction; f. Designing your own preparation strategy.

1 = not at all valuable; 2 -  somewhat valuable; 3= valuable; 4= very valuable.

6. bTMu to bOPSu & cTMu to cOPSu & dTMu to dOPSu :elements of the course actually 

used measured with 4 -point scale:

Which of the elements of the course have you actually used in your performance 

preparation? a. the Theoretical model; b. the Cue-Controlled Relaxation 

method; c.the Memory training; d. the Anchoring technique; e. Coping with fear 

provoking thoughts and distraction; f. Designing your own preparation strategy .

1= not at all; 2= somewhat; 3= often; 4= very often.

If you are not using any of the elements of the course; Why not ?

7. Usual preparation for performance (open question):

Can you give a description of how you usually prepare for a performance?

b. Once measured (after programme):

(continued) Criterion Variables B:

8. GR: goals achieved or not (open question):

Has the course contributed to achieving the goals you have set for yourself?
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c. Once measured (afterwards):

Support Variables: details of personal course evaluation:

9. Most valuable aspect of the course (open question);

Which elennents in the course would you consider the most valuable for you ?

10. Contribution to training (open question):

In which ways has the course contributed to your training as a performer?

11a. Cnticism on course (open question):

Are there aspects that were not in the course that you would have liked to have 

seen addressed ?

11 b. Importance of criticism on course (scales):

Can you list three features of the way in which the course was delivered?

How important is this aspect ?

 1....................................  not important 1 2 3 4 5 very important

 2 ....................................  not important 1 2 3 4 5 very important

 3....................................  not important 1 2 3 4 5 very important

12. Positive aspects of the course (scales):

Can you list three good features of the way in which the course was delivered? 

How important is this aspect ?

 1....................................  not important 1 2 3 4 5 very important

 2 ....................................  not important 1 2 3 4 5 very important

 3....................................  not important 1 2 3 4 5 very important

13. Regular feature of acting course (yes/no):

Should this course be a regular feature in the curriculum of an acting course ?

1= no opinion; 2 -  yes; 3= n o  Why / why not?)

14. Further comments (open question)?

9.2.3 Research groups

The very first pilot study (Hogeschool Kunsten Utrecht, Netherlands, Department of Drama, post

grad drama programme; March-May 1995; 14 participants) didn’t involve the measurements or the 

testing of the evaluation. The first complete pilot study including the evaluation took place in:

1. University of Florida, Gainesville, Department of Theatre and Drama, f\/1A acting programme; 
January 1996; 6 participants.

The programme for the research was given and evaluated in:
2. Gaiety School of Acting, Dublin, 2nd year students; Aprii-May 1996; 17 participants.
3. University of London, Goldsmiths’ College, Department of Theatre and Drama, London, MA 
acting programme; May-June 1996; 6 participants.
4. Boghill Centre, Kilfenora (Co. Clare), Ireland, miscellaneous group; August 1996; 5 participants.
5. Loyola Marymount University, Department of Theatre and Dance; first year theatre majors; 
September - October 1996; 35 participants.
6. Loyola Marymount University, Department of Theatre and Dance; second year theatre majors; 
September - October 1996; 18 participants.
7. Theaterschool 'Het C ollectie f, Amsterdam, part-time acting students; January 1997; 7 
participants.
8. Trinity College Dublin, Samuel Beckett Centre for Theatre and Drama, first year acting students; 
January-February, 1997; 10 participants.
9. Gaiety School of Acting, Dublin, 2nd year students; April-May 1997; 18 participants.
10. Players Theatre, Dublin, amateur actors; April-May 1997; 12 participants, given by other trainer.
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9.2.4 Control groups

The control groups were selected to match the research groups of the same number. Only 

research groups 4 and 10 were not given matching controls. Ideally the control groups matched the 

research groups in training course and year of training (groups 2,5.7,8). Groups 3 were matched for 

course type and city. Groups 6 were matched for year of training and course type (6a also for 

country). Groups 9 were matched for course type.

1 . -

2. Gaiety School of Acting, Dublin, 2nd year students; ApnI-May 1997; 20 participants.
3. Central School for Speech and Drama, London, 2nd year drama in education students; 
December 1997; 14 participants
4. -
5. Loyola Marymount University, Department of Theatre and Dance; first year theatre majors; 
September - October 1997; 24 participants.
6a. University of Florida, Gainesville, Department of Theatre and Drama, 2nd year students; January 
1997; 7 participants.
6b. Darlington College of the Arts, Theatre Department, 2nd year drama students; February 1997; 
8 participants.
7. Theaterschool ‘Het C o llectie f, Amsterdam, part-time acting students; January 1998; 12 
participants.
8. Tnnity College Dublin, Samuel Beckett Centre for Theatre and Drama, first year acting students; 
January-February, 1998; 11 participants.
9. Gaiety School of Acting. Dublin, first year students; April-May 1998; 18 participants.
10 . -

No paired comparisons between the matched research and control groups have been attempted. 

The matching of the research and control groups was only meant to enhance the validity of the 

overall comparison. Research group 1 was excluded from the analysis because it was a pilot study. 

Research group 4 was excluded from the quantitative analysis, because this course was given 

outside a performing arts education. Also, participants for course 4 and 10 signed up for the 

programme on a voluntary basis, hereby creating a selection bias. The qualitative results from these 

groups are only discussed when this possible bias is not relevant. It will be indicated when these 

groups are added to the analysis. Research group 10 was excluded because it was given by a 

different trainer and only three participants participated in all of the evaluations.

9.2.5 Hypotheses

The hypotheses follow directly from the aims of the study (see paragraph 9.1.2): 

a * Perform ance A nxie ty Reduction hypothesis: The programme is expected to reduce 

performance anxiety, irrespective of the goals participants have formulated for themselves (PAQ). 

b * Coping Confidence Im provement hypothesis: The programme is expected to increase 

participants’ coping confidence. If anything, the techniques taught are hypothesised to improve 

the coping confidence of the participants (question 3).

c * Performance Interference Reduction hypothesis: The programme is expected to lead to 

reduction and prevention of performance interference related to stage fright or performance 

anxiety on performance. It is hypothesised that the influence of performance anxiety on 

performance after the course is more positive than before (question 4, 5).
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9.2 .6  Explorations of the effects in relation to the elements of the programme

a* Individual goals and their relationship to other aspects of the evaluation: Since the programme is 

designed to allow participants to formulate their own goals and address these goals individually, part 

of the effectiveness of the programme has to be measured in terms of how effective the 

participants feel they have been in realising their individual goals (question 10). It will be explored 

with which aspects of the programme the reaching or not reaching of goals corresponds. It is 

expected that the subjects who report that they’ve reached their goals also assign a higher value to 

the elements of the programme (question 5) as well as using them more (question 6). Participants 

who have realised their goals may also show more substantial reductions in PA, more substantial 

increases in CC and a reduced reported Performance Interference.

b ' The elements of the course and their effects on PA, CC and PFI: The design of this study 

doesn’t allow us to compare the effects of the separate elements of the course (the Theoretical 

model, the Cue-Controlled Relaxation, the Memory training. Coping with fear and distraction, and 

the Design of one's own preparation strategy). Nevertheless by asking the participants to express 

their opinion on the value of each element and to what extent they’ve used it, quantitative data will 

be obtained which can be correlated with the effects of the programme. We can also find out which 

elements were valued highly and used more by people who profited from the programme 

(questions 5 and 6 can be correlated with PAQ, CC and PFI).

c* Satisfaction of the participants with the content and delivery of the course: (questions 8, 9, 11a. 

11b, 12, 13) The questions explicitly invite the participants to criticise the programme and the 

facilitator and mention elements they considered were lacking in the programme. For this part of the 

evaluation the participants are reminded to be aware that the study benefits from total honesty. 

Efforts to please the facilitator are to be avoided, and participants are encouraged to report all 

perceived flaws in the programme or its presentation. It is emphasised that this is in the interests of 

fellow actors who might participate in the programme in the future.

9 .2 .7  Exploration of differential effects o f the programme

a ’  Is the course effective for those who need it most? Although the course is expected to be 

effective for each o f the participants, it is essential that performers who have particularly high 

degrees of PA or PFI or particularly low CC profit from the programme (question 1 & 2; if the answer 

to question 3 suggests interference). It is not suggested that those who suffer more from 

performance anxiety should get more out of the course than other participants. As long as the 

course doesn’t prove to be only effective for those who have less of a need for it. The relative 

effects of the course for actors who suffer more or less from performance anxiety will be explored.

b ' Are there any differences in the effects of the specific programmes and can the success of the

course be observed reliably by the facilitator: On the basis of having given the course, the facilitator

has been able to observe the degree of rapport between himself and the participants in the course

as well as how well the material was communicated. Other than that, the informal feedback has also

given the facilitator an idea of how actively the group engaged in the use of the material of the

course. On the basis of these subjective judgments, the courses were divided into two groups.
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One group consisted of the courses that were given without significant obstruction of the 

communication of the content and with a high degree of rapport between facilitator and the group. 

The second group consisted of the courses that had experienced some ‘minor d isruptions’ which 

had impeded the rapport between facilitator and group, while the communication of the matenal of 

the course would also have suffered at one point or another. This aspect is particularly important for 

two reasons:

1. It addresses the issue of the role of the facilitator in evaluating and shaping the programme on 

the basis of a subjective perspective. If this subjective perspective does not reflect the actual 

effects of the course, the facilitator may not have a clear view of the essential aspects of the 

programme. One may then ask the question if the facilitator is the right person to shape the 

development of the programme.

2. It also addresses the issue of the magnitude of the effects of disruptions on the course. Is the 

content material of the course strong enough to withstand these disruptions?

9.3 Results A: Testing the hypotheses 

9.3.1 Comparison of research and control group

Although most course and control groups have been matched according to year group, school, 

type of training or Culture, control over numbers of students in each group was not possible. 

Gender, Age , and levels of Performance Anxiety (PA), Coping Confidence (CC) and Performance 

Facilitation or interference (PFI) were also factors not controlled for.

Table 9.3.1a: Gender distribution in course and control groups, divided for Sex and Culture 
(American and European programmes).

course group control group00IIc (n= 111)

male: 31 (36.9%) 46 (41.4%)
female: 53 (63.1%) 65 (58.6%)

USA: 42 (50.0%) 25 (22.5%)
male 11 5
female: 31 20

Europe: 42 (50.0%) 86 (77.5%)
male: 20 41
female: 22 45

As we can see in Table 9.3.1a, the course and control group have different Gender distributions.

The difference in numbers between men and women is more substantial in the research group.

Although there is an equal percentage of participants in the European and American research

group, there are more Europeans in the control group. The difference in distribution of sexes

overall is tied to the American participation, in which about two thirds is female. In the European

groups the percentage of male and female is about equal. In the quantitative analysis, we’ll have to
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control for these factors to make sure that the results are not contaminated by disproportionate 

representation of one Culture or one Gender in course and control group.

The research (average Age = 21.7 years) and control group (average Age = 23.9 years) also show 

differences in Age distribution (see Table 9.3.1b). This is due to the fact that the Europeans in both 

research and control group are older than the Americans, and there are more Europeans in the 

control group. In the USA, the course was given to two homogeneously young groups (first and 

second year of a performing arts school) of which the youngest group was also the largest In the 

study. In comparison, nearly all of the subjects over thirty came from the Dutch research and control 

group, while the middle group was mostly represented by the English and Irish research and control 

groups. Therefore, Age and Cultural effects are impossible to separate, and we have to be careful 

making inferences about Age or Culture on the basis of these results. Another aspect that further 

complicates the relationship between Culture and Age is that the separate courses were not all 

equally successful. The American course with the youngest participants was rated by the 

researcher as one of the best courses given and this was reflected in the degrees of improvement 

reported by them. We’ll address this issue later (see section 9.5.2).

Table 9.3.1b: Age distribution for course and control group by Gender and Culture.

course group control group
(n= 84) (n= 111)

average total Age: 21.7 years old 23.9 years old (t-test n.sign

average Age men: 23.0 years old 25.5 years old
average Age women: 21.0 years old 22.9 years old

average Age USA; 18.4 years old 19.3 years old
average Age Europe: 25.2 years old 25.3 years old

In the next section, we’ll analyse the development of the subjects on three of the criterion variables 

Performance Anxiety (PAQ), Coping Confidence (CC) and Performance Facilitation and 

Interference (PFI). We will first explore the general differences between the course and control 

groups and how they developed over the three measurements of the criterion variables. We will 

involve the control variables Gender. Age and Culture in this analysis. Then we will establish the 

significance of the differences found and the sources of the variance. Because of the inequality of 

the distributions of Gender, Age and Culture in the course and control condition it is especially 

important to establish whether this is a significant influence.

9.3.2 Exploration of effects for the ttiree criterion variables Performance Anxiety (PAQ), Coping 

Confidence (CC) and Performance Facilitation or Interference (PFI).

The exploration of the possible effects of the course on the three main criterion variables is 

conducted in two stages. First, to get a general idea, the percentages of improvement or 

deterioration on these vanables were computed separately for the research and control groups.
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Secondly , the  m ean  s c o re s  for the  th ree  van ab le s  and their deve lopm ent w ere  c o m p a re d  for the 

re se a rc h  a n d  control g roups. C o m p ar iso n s  of the  S ex es ,  Age groups  a n d  Cultural g ro u p s  (USA 

v e rsu s  Europe) were also m ade.

Analysis 1: The  com parison of the  p e rcen tage  of improved sco re s  for PAQ, CC a n d  PFI for subjects  

in the  re sea rch  and  control group sh o w s  us that for each  of the th ree  variables the  re se a rc h  group 

h a d  more sub jec ts  who sh o w ed  improvement. T he  difference is most m arked  in th e  PAQ s c o re s  

a n d  least  c lear  in the  PFI s c o re s  ( s e e  Table  9 .3 .2a). The  p e rc e n ta g e  of s u b je c t s  show ing  no 

c h a n g e  w as  about the  s a m e  in the  two groups. It is no surprise  that the smaller s c a l e s  for CC (10- 

point) and  PF! (5-point) lead to higher p e rc e n ta g es  of unch an g ed  s c o re s  in both g ro u p s .  Although 

a  division in improved, u n c h a n g e d  and  w orsened  sco re s  d o e s  not take into a c co u n t  th e  d e g re e  of 

ch an g e ,  it would s e e m  that the  main d ifferences betw een  research  and  control g roup  occur  on the 

PAQ and  CC m easu res .

Table  9.3.2a: P e rc e n ta g e s  of sub jec ts  improving, remaining unch an g ed  or deteriorating on 
the three criterion variables PAQ, CC and  PFI for the three m ea su re m e n ts  (for PAQ and  PFI 
d e c r e a s e s  in s c o r e s  in d ica ted  im provem ent,  for CC in c r e a s e s  in s c o r e  ind ica ted  
improvement). C om parison of co u rse  group (n= 84) and  control group (n= 111).

PAQ C o p in g  C o n f . PFI
( a - b )  ( a - c )  ( b - c )  ( a - b )  ( a - c )  ( b - c )  ( a - b )  ( a - c )  ( b - c )

c o u r s e :
i m p r o v e d  76 % 74 % 55 % 55 % 55 % 32 % 25 % 38 % 29 %
same 4 % 2 % 3 % 23 % 28 % 38 % 60 % 49 % 51 %
w o r s e  19 % 23 % 41 % 22 % 17 % 30 % 15 % 13 % 13 %

c o n t r o l :
i m p r o v e d  53 % 51 % 50 % 31 % 37 % 33 % 20 % 25 % 22 %
same 4 % 5 4 % 43 % 31 % 28 % 58 % 50 % 56 %
w o r s e  42 % 44 % 47 & 26 % 32 % 39 % 21 % 26 % 22 %

Analysis 2: The m e a n s  and  s tan d a rd  deviations for the th ree  m e a su re m e n ts  of the  th ree  criterion 

variab les  ( s e e  next page . Table  9 .3.2b) show  that the re sea rch  and  control g ro u p s  a re  not only 

different in their developm ent over time, they a re  a lso  different in their initial sco re s .  This c re a te s  a 

problem, if the  control a n d  re s e a rc h  group differ at the  ou tse t,  how can  we b e  s u r e  that the 

d iffe rences  tha t occur  ove r  time c a n  b e  attributed  to the  fact tha t the  r e s e a r c h  g roup  h as  

participated in a p rogram m e? Even though w e’ve tried to en su re  that the p rocedures  for filling in the 

ques tionna ires  w ere  a s  similar a s  possib le  for the two groups, it is possib le  that th e  control group 

h a s  re sp o n d ed  differently to the situation in which the  questionnaires  w ere  filled in, or tha t they had 

essen tia l  d ifferences in Pe rfo rm ance  Anxiety, Coping Confidence and  PFI. A nother option is that 

the  differences in composition of the  two groups a s  regards Gender, Age, and  Culture m ay be held 

responsib le  for the differences. However, adjusted  m e a n s  controlling for th e se  d iffe rences  a re  not 

substantially different from the original m eans .  The course  group show s significantly lower variability 

(F=6.98, p= .009” ) of the sc o re s  on the  PAQ, which may be an indication of a different composition 

of the sam p le s  or differential influence of the circum stances in which the ques tionna ires  a re  filled in. 

In general,  the m ean s  a s  well a s  the  variability for the PAQ is in the expec ted  range  (S tep toe  et  al., 

1995, Spielberger, G ursuch  & L ushene ,  1970). For the CC 10-point s c a le s  no p rev ious  results
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from other studies are known. The PFI scores are similar to those of the actors in the In-depth 

interviews. In chapter 10, we will address the differences and similanties with other samples in more 

detail.

Table 9.3.2b; Mean scores, adjusted means (adjusted for Gender, Age and Culture 
dispanty in distribution of course (n= 84) and control group (n= 111)), and standard 
deviation (SD) for three measurements on PAQ, Coping Confidence and PFI. For PAQ and 
PFI decreases in scores indicate improvement, for CC increases in score indicate 
improvement (** are indications that the difference in SD’s is significant at.01 level).

PAQ Coping Conf. PFI
a b c a b c a b c

course m e a n s : 50.1 44 . 6 42 .7 6 . 9 7.7 7.8 2 .69 2 .64 2 .45
control means: 47 . 0 45 . 9 45 . 6 7 . 4 7.6 7 . 6 2.50 2 . 52 2 .48

course adj m n : 49 . 5 44.4 42 . 9 6 . 9 7.7 7.8 2 . 70 2 .66 2 .45
control adj m n : 47 . 2 46.2 45 . 4 7.4 7 . 5 7 . 5 2 .46 2 . 58 2 . 46

course SD: 8 . 9 9 .1 10 . 8 2 . 2 1. 6 1.9 1.1 . 9 1.3
control SD: 10 . 7 

* ★
9.9 10 . 9 2 . 3 2 . 1 

★ •k
2 . 0 1.1 1 . 2 1.1

Analysis of variance will show us if any of the differences in composition of course and control group 

can be held responsible for the differences in initial scores on the three measures. The effects of 

Gender, Age and Culture will be analysed together with the effects of the Condition and the three 

measurements of the criterion variables PAQ, CC and PFI. The confounded effects for Age and 

Culture will be discussed in section 9.3.6 in combination with the influence of Minor Disruptions on 

the effects of the different programmes. Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance is an integral set 

of procedures which addresses between-subjects variance and within-subjects variance for the 

average effect on all three measures and for each separate measure. For more details on 

Multivariate Analysis and Repeated Measures see Hand & Taylor (1987).

9.3.3 Approach to the analysis: Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance

For our purpose three different types of analysis were performed as part of the Repeated Measures 

procedure:

(a) Analysis of Variance for Between-Subjects Effects was performed to give us an overall estimate 

of the sources of the differences between the course and control group uninfluenced by the factor 

Time and therefore independent of the influence of the course. It would make most sense to do 

this only for the initial measurements of PAQ, CC and PFI, before the effects of the course could be 

a factor. However, this procedure can take into account the between-subjects effects for the post

course and follow-up (and keep them separate from the within-subjects effects that represent the 

development of the scores over time). This procedure will allow us to conclude if the research and 

control group can be considered matched well enough to allow a comparison.

(b) A Repeated Measures Multivariate Analysis procedure to analyse the development of the 

scores (within-subjects effects) was executed to give an estimate of the overall effect of the course
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as well as an indication of the significance of the improvements of the three separate variables PAQ, 

CC and PFI, taking into account the variance in the two Conditions as well as any other variable 

entered. The outcome o f this procedure will give us an estimate o f the significance o f the overall 

effect of the course.

(c) The sub-procedure Contrasts provides us with the appropriate statistics to address specific 

differences between categories of the variables and between pre-course, post-course and follow- 

up separately. In a way this is an equivalent of a t-test. it allows us to establish whether the scores on 

the different measures vary from pre-course to post-course or from post-course to follow-up. We 

can also find out which particular variables at which of the three measurement stages are 

responsible for the overall effects found. This procedure will address the three hypotheses 

presented in 9.2.4.

9 .3 .4  Between-subjects analysis for the three criterion measures, together and separately.

The main objective of the first part of this analysis of variance is to determine if the initial differences 

between the course and control group (see Table 9.3.2b) are acceptable or not. This is 

demonstrated with the between-group variance (see nexr page, Table 9.3.4a).

Table 9.3.4a: Analysis of Variance: Test of Between-Subjects Effects. Multivariate Tests of 
Significance (S = 1, M = 1/2, N = 77 )(Pillai-Bartlett trace) Hypothetical DF = 3, Error DF = 
156)

Effect Pillais Exact F Sig. of F

COND.BY SEX BY AGEGR.BY CULTURE .03685 1.98942 .118
SEX BY AGEGROUP BY CULTURE .00563 .29440 .829
CONDITION BY AGEGROUP BY CULTURE .00877 .46003 .711
CONDITION BY SEX BY CULTURE .06023 3.33266 .021*
CONDITION BY SEX BY AGEGROUP .01523 .80421 .493
AGEGROUP BY CULTURE .00842 .44137 .724
SEX BY CULTURE .00667 .34928 .790
SEX BY AGEGROUP .01078 .56682 .638
CONDITION BY CULTURE .00443 .23118 .875
CONDITION BY AGEGROUP .00393 .20521 .893
CONDITION BY SEX .07257 4.06871 .008**
CULTUFIE .00446 .23287 .873
AGEGROUP .03657 1.97359 . 120
SEX .04725 2.57911 .056(*)
CONDITION .00227 .11844 .949
CONSTANT .97271 1853.78347 .000**

Variables:
CONDITION: 1= COURSE GROUP; 2= CONTROL GROUP; AGEGROUP*: 1= <21; 2= 21+;
SEX;1= t-EN; 2= WOMEN; CULTURE; 1= US; 2= EUROPE (IRELAND, UK, HOLLAND).
*the variable AGE had to be reduced to this dichotomy to allow the computations.

The results show that of the between-subjects effects, the factor Sex is almost significant (F= 2.58, 

p= .056), while Age, Culture and Condition don’t produce significant effects. Two of the interaction 

effect are significant, of which Condition by Sex is the more substantial (F= 4.07, p= .008**). The 

other one is Condition by Sex by Culture (Culture) (F= 3.33, p= .021*). These findings indicate 

differences between men and women which interact with the differences between research and
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control group. Also, these differences apparently don't work out in the same way for the European 

and American subjects. The reader can look up the scores for the three variables divided according 

to Condition and Sex, Agegroups and Culture in Appendix lllc: Table 1. To get more specific 

information on the significance of these general effects we need to look at the separate analyses 

for the three cnterion variables.

Table 9.3.4b shows all the main effects of the control variables as well as the significant two and 

three way interaction effects. None of the between-subjects effects for Condition on its own is 

significant. Furthermore, the two interaction effects involving Condition found to be significant in 

the overall analysis (Table 9.3.4b) are both only significant for one of the three variables.

Table 9.3.4b: Analysis of Variance: Contrasts for Between-Subjects Effects (Bonferoni, 
Individual univariate .9500 confidence intervals). Table contains all main effects and the two 
and three way interactions that were significant overall. Other significant effects would also 
have been shown if there had been any.

Estimates for Tl: PAQ
Parameter Coeff. Std. Err. t-Value Sig.

CONDITION 2 1.15090698 3.97833 .28929 .77274
SEX 3 10.6929553 3.97833 2.68780 .00796**
AGEGROUP 4 5.49370099 3.97833 1.38091 .16926
CULTURE 5 -1.7248957 3.97833 -.43357 .66519
COND BY SEX 6 6.10996445 7.95665 .76791 .44369
COND BY SEX 13 -22.264589 15.91330 -1.39912 .16374

BY CULTURE

Estimates for T4; CC
CONDITION 2 .002690234 .77104 .00349 .99722
SEX 3 -1.3380374 .77104 -1.73538 .08462
AGEGROUP 4 -.56859310 .77104 -.73744 .46195
CULTURE 5 .302930878 .77104 .39289 .69493
COND BY SEX 6 -1.7107843 1.54207 -1.10941 .26894
COND BY SEX 13 6.24111769 3.08415 2.02361 .04470*

BY CULTURE

EstiinaCes for T7; PFI
CONDITION 2 .181099119 .37030 .48906 .62547
SEX 3 .574650797 .37030 1.55187 .12270
AGEGROUP 4 .854749333 .37030 2.30828 .02228*
CULTURE 5 -.30819907 .37030 -.83230 .40649
COND BY SEX 6 -1.5109420 .74059 -2.04018 .04300*
COND BY SEX 13 1.04706078 1.48119 .70691 .48067

BY CULTURE
Other interaction effects: n. sign.

For the PAQ, only the main between-subjects effect for Sex is significant (t=2.69, p=.008**). 

Differences in PAQ scores at the beginning of the study should therefore not be attributed to 

differences between the Conditions but to the different Gender distribution. Women produce 

higher PAQ scores than men. Although women in control and research group differ more than 

men, this difference is not significant (Condition by Sex (t= .77, p= .444)). Apparently, it is not 

specific for this effect (although it may be obscured by the interaction between Condition by Sex by 

Culture).
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For CC, only the interaction effect Condition by Sex by Culture is significant (t= 2.02, p= .045*). 

Within the course group, European women report the lowest CC while the American women report 

the highest CC. At the same time, within the control group American women score the lowest. In 

the course group men score between the American and European women, while in the control 

group men score higher than both American and European women. Since there are not many men 

in the American course and control groups, this effect is likely to be only a minor influence. I hope 

the reader will forgive me for the awkwardness of this description. If it not completely clear, this is 

because a rationale for the effect is lacking.

For PFI, one significant main between-subjects effect is found for Age (t= 2.31, p= .022*), the older 

subjects report higher interference. Also, an interaction effect is found for Condition by Sex (t= - 

2.04, p= .043*), which is caused by the fact that women in the course report more interference than 

women in the control group and men in both groups.

The fact that the between-subjects effects found are not systematic for all three of the variables 

supports the idea that the comparison of the course and control group is not hampered by one type 

of irregularity. It is particularly promising that none of the vanables showed a significant main effect 

for Condition. For the moment it would seem that no ponderous arguments have emerged to 

disallow the comparison of the course and control group. A word of warning is in place in relation to 

the factor Sex. For PAQ the factor Sex is the only significant main effect, while there is also an 

apparent effect for Condition by Sex, even though it also seems to involve cultural differences and 

therefore doesn’t reach significance. For CC, the main effect for Sex is not too far removed from 

significance (p= .085), while the significant interaction effect for CC, Condition by Sex by Culture, 

also involves Sex. For PFI an interaction effect for Condition by Sex again emphasises the 

importance of sex differences. Overall, it would seem that Sex is the most likely factor to cause bias. 

Unless, we are going to find different effects of the course for men and women, the between- 

subjects effects involving Sex and Condition shouldn’t be in the way of a comparison of course and 

control group. We’ll keep track of these effects.

9.3 .5  The significance of the overall effect of the course

In Table 9.3.5a the results for the Within-Subjects Variance of the three measures are analysed for

their development over the three measurement (levels). This factor is called Time. The significant

effect for Condition by Time (t= 3.25, p= .005**) supports the combined hypotheses that the

course must be effective. This is also the only effect significant at the .01 level. W e’ve already

established that the subjects in the course show improvements on the three measures. We now

know that in this respect the course group differs significantly from the control group. Time in itself

is also a significant effect (t= 2.61, p= .019*). This reflects the fact that not only the course group,

but also the control group shows a small improvement. Other than that a number of interaction

effects are found to be significant. It is important to notice that Condition is not a part of any of these

interaction effects. In other words, in general the sub-groups stratified according to Sex, Age or

Culture don't appear to respond differently to the course or the control Condition. This implies that

the course is not more effective for one of the sexes, for American or Europeans or for younger or

older participants. This gives even more support to the notion that it is not a problem that the course

and control group contain unequal distributions of Gender, Age and Culture. Specifically, the fact
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that none of the interaction effects involving Sex and Condition is significant means that the 

possible source of bias inferred from the between-subjects analysis is not involved in the effects of 

the course. Finally, the other interaction effects found confirm that subjects of different Age 

respond differently to the repeated measurements (p= .036*) in both Conditions. We’ve noted 

before that the fluctuation in mean scores for the different Agegroups suggested more substantial 

change for the younger subjects irrespective of being in the course or control group. Also, effects 

for Age by Sex (p= .017*), and Age by Culture (p= .042*) account for different responses on the 

three measures over time.

Table 9.3.5a: Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance. Overall effects for PAQ, CC and 
PFI combined. Tests for 'TIIVIE' Within-Subject Effect. Multivariate Tests of Significance (S = 
1, M = 2 , N = 75 1/2) (Pillai-Bartlett trace) (Hypothetical DF = 6, Error DF= 153 ,F-values are 
exact).

Pillais Exact F Sig. of F
COND BY SEX BY AGE BY CULTURE

BY TIME .04329 1.15379 .334
SEX BY AGEGR BY CULTURE BY TIME .06503 1.77348 .108
COND BY AGEGR BY CULTURE BY TIME .05337 1.43763 .204
COND BY SEX BY CULTURE BY TIME .05803 1.57099 .159
COND BY SEX BY AGEGROUP BY TIME .02949 .77494 .591
AGEGRGUP BY CULTURE BY TIME .08089 2.24415 .042*
SEX BY CULTURE BY TIME .06739 1.84262 .094
SEX BY AGEGRCUP BY TIME .09509 2.67945 .017*
CONDITION BY CULTURE BY TIME .05141 1.38186 .225
CONDITION BY AGEGROUP BY TIME .07229 1.98695 .071
CONDITION BY SEX BY TIME .05463 1.47358 .191
CULTURE BY TIME .02405 .62828 .707
AGEGROUP BY TIME .08317 2.31334 .036*
SEX BY TIME .03224 .84944 .534
CONDITION BY TIME .11298 3.24798 .005**
TIME .09284 2.60980 .019*

After having examined the three measures together and finding support for the overall effect of the 

course, we need to take a look at the separate variables and the specific hypotheses to establish if 

there is support for them. This is done by computing Contrasts for the Within-subjects effects. 

Contrasts computed here (see Table 9.3.6a) address the differences between categories of the 

control variables, values of the criterion variables, and the two Conditions, over the three 

measurements (*3).

9.3.6 The Performance Anxiety Reduction hypothesis

The results for the PAQ scores show that the effect for Time and the effect for Condition by Time is 

significant between pre- and post- measurement, but not between post-course and follow-up (see 

Table 9.3.6a). The average effects (pre/post- follow-up) are also significant. The mean scores in 

Table 9.3.2b suggest the following: (a) that PAQ is significantly more reduced in the actors who 

followed the programme, even though the controls also undergo a reduction in PAQ; (b) the effect 

in the course group continues after the programme is completed, but this is not significant nor 

significantly different from the control group; (c) the average effect for pre-course and follow-up on 

the reduction of the PAQ is significant.
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Table 9.3.6a: Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance: Contrasts for PAQ Within-Subject Effects 
(Bonferoni, Individual univariate .9500 confidence intervals). Used are a combination of: Difference 
(T2) and Helmert (T3) and (T2) Contrasts. Only the effects that were significant overall (see Table 
9.3.5a) and other significant effects are shown in the table.

parameters Difference T2 Helmert T3 Helmert T2
pre/post-course post/ follow up pre/post-foil
t-value sig. t-value sig. t-value sig.

TIME -3.19 .002** .76 .444 3.58 .000**
CONDITION BY TIME 3.10 .002** 1.19 .234 -2.41 .017*
AGEGROUP BY TIME -.98 .328 -3.48 .001** -.95 .343
SEX BY AGEGROUP BY TIME 1.23 .220 2.29 .024* .04 .966
AGEGROUP BY CULTURE BY TIME .96 .339 2.81 .006** -.60 .551
COND BY SEX BY CULT BY TIME 2.14 .034* 2.45 .015* .77 .445

(the Difference contrasts for T2 are based on the differences between pre- & post
course)
(the Helmert contrasts for T3 are based on the differencse between post-course & 
follow-up)
(the Helmert contrasts for T2 are based on the differences between pre-course & average 
of post-course and follow-up).

Figure 9.3.6b: Development of Performance Anxiety (PAQ) in course and control group 
(scores adjusted for Gender, Age and Culture differences in distribution).
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The other effects only play a role between second and third measurement and none of them is 

significant for the effects that matter most, from pre-course to the average of post-course and 

follow-up. The effect for Age by Time reflects that the younger subjects in both course and control 

group show more reduction in PAQ than the older subjects. Since the younger subjects are mostly 

American, it is no surprise that the same effect incorporating the factor Culture occurs. Young, 

American women show most improvement at the follow-up stage. A particular interaction effect for 

Condition by Sex by Culture by Time reflects that American women seem to have improved in
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particular from the course. As w e ’ll see later on, this effect is confounded with the role of Minor 

Disruptions in some of the courses (see Section 9 .5 .2). Although both the effects during and after 

the course are significant, the average effect is not. This is a result of the fact that the effects during 

and after the course are contrary. Also, the effect can partly be attributed to differences in initial 

scores between wom en in the course and control group. It m akes sense to have a look at the 

developm ent of the PAQ scores for men and women separately (see Figures 9.3.6c and 9 .3 .6d ).

Figure 9.3 .6c : Perform ance Anxiety for women in course and control group
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Figure 9.3.6d; Perform ance Anxiety for men in course and control group
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Figure 9 .3 .6c  and Figure 9.3.6d m ake it clear that the effect of the course for the men is som ewhat 

obscured by the parallel improvements in the control group, while the stable fem ale control group’s 

lower initial level of PA reduces the effect for the wom en. Nevertheless, both sexes in the course 

group show substantial improvements in comparison with their respective control groups.

Before w e move on to the Contrasts for the variables CC and PFI we may want to look at other

questions in the evaluation which address the influence of the course on Perform ance Anxiety. As
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a check on the main effects, participants in the course were asked if they felt that the course had 

influenced the way they experience performance anxiety (question 4). This was asked at the post

course stage and at the follow-up. All participants in the follow-up were included (see Table 9.3.6e).

Table 9.3.6e: Has the course influenced the way participants experience PA?

After the course (blNFL): 2 months later(cINFL):
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

don ‘ t know 1 21 25.3 25 25.5
no 2 5 6.0 9 9.6
yes 3 57 68.7 62 64.9

Total 83 100.0 96 100.0

Since the participants may be considered to be able to reflect more accurately on the effects of the 

course, after they’ve had the chance to try out the techniques in ‘real life’ circumstances, we will 

look further at the explanations given at the follow-up. Of the 62 participants (64.9%) who 

confirmed that the course had influenced their PA, 47 gave an explanation consisting of one or two 

aspects (see Table 9.3.6f). Fifteen subjects pointed out that their performance anxiety had been 

influenced by the course because they had acquired ways of controlling anxiety, while 14 subjects 

emphasised an increased awareness of preparation issues. Furthermore, 9 participants mentioned 

that the techniques were helpful, 10 subjects referred to the fact that they were more able to use 

performance anxiety in a positive way while 6 subjects mentioned that they had learned to relax.

Table 9.3.6f: Explanations given for the reported influence of the course on PA.

Pet of Pet of
Category label Code Count Responses Cases
techniques were helpful 1 9 14.8 19.1
increased awareness of preparation issues 2 14 23.0 29.8
positive utilisation of PA 3 10 16.4 21.3
controlling anxiety 4 15 24.6 31.9
helps concentration 5 3 4.9 6.4
helps confidence 6 3 4.9 6.4
Helps relaxation 7 6 9.8 12.8
Developing strategy 8 1 1.6 2.1

Total responses 61 100.0 129.8
15 missing cases; 47 valid cases

Of the 25 participants (25.5%) who answered 'don’t know', 14 gave an explanation, 10 of them said 

that they didn’t have an opportunity to put the material into practice in a real performance situation. 

Of the 9 participants (9.6%) who answered 'no', 4 gave the same explanation (these results have 

not been put in a table).

It is clear that the question has not been interpreted as involving negative effects of the course on
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the subject’s PA, even though this option was left open on purpose to allow participants to address 

possible negative influences of the course. This confirms the effects found in the R epeated  

M easures Analysis of V ariance. The Perform ance Anxiety Reduction hypothesis for the effects of 

the course is supported.

9 .3 .7  Coping Confidence Improvement hypothesis

This hypothesis was also tested with the Contrasts procedure of the sam e R epeated Measures  

Analysis of Variance (see results in Table 9.3.7a).

Table 9 .3 .7a; R epeated M easures Analysis of Variance: Contrasts for C C  W ithin-Subject Effects 
(Bonferoni, Individual univariate .9500 confidence intervals). Used are a combination of; Difference 
(T5)and Heimert (T6) and (T5) Contrasts. Only the effects that w ere significant overall (see Table 
9.3.2f) and other significant effects are shown in the table.

parameters Difference T5 Helmert T6 Helmert T5
pre/post-course post/ follow up pre/post-foll
t-value sig. t-value sig. t-value sig

TIME .48 .629 -1.35 .180 -1.24 .215
CONDITION BY TIME -.44 .658 1.05 .297 1.04 .301
AGEGROUP BY TIME .07 .946 -.56 .578 -.38 .705
SEX BY AGEGROUP BY TIME -1.04 .299 .13 .897 1.15 .253
.AGEGROUP BY CULT BY TIME 1.40 .163 1.32 .190 .72 .475
CONDITION BY SEX BY TIME 2.03 .044* .51 .608 -1.81 .072
COND BY AGEGROUP BY TIME .02 .983 2.12 .036* 1.15 .251
COND BY AGE BY CULT BY TIME -1.22 .224 -2.21 .029* -1.68 .094

(the Difference contrasts for T5 are based on the differences between pre- & post
course)
(the Helmert contrasts for T6 are based on the differences between post-course & 
follow-up)
(the Helmert contrasts for T5 are based on the differences between pre-course & average 
of post-course and follow-up).

Unlike for the PAQ, neither T im e nor Condition by Tim e are significant for the separate contrasts for 

C C. How ever, the effect for Condition by Sex by T im e is significant between pre- and post-course 

m easurem ent and com es close to an average significant effect (p = .072). This is the result of the 

fact that men in the course group improved while their counterparts in the control group didn’t, with 

wom en improving in both course and control group (see Figure 9 .3 .7c  and 9 .3 .7d ). O ne might be 

tem pted to conclude that the effect should be interpreted as in support of the hypotheses only for 

men. However, the initial differences between men in the course and control group is problematic 

(see next page; Figure 9 .3 .7d ).
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Figure 9.3.7b: Development of Coping Confidence (CC) in course and control group.
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Figure 9.3.7c : Coping Confidence for women in course and control group.
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Figure 9.3.7d : Coping Confidence in men in course and control group.
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After studying Figures 9.3.7b, 9 .3 .7c and  9.3.7d it would seem  that the insubstantial difference in 

the wom en provides more support for the hypothesis  than what we s e e  in the  m en. S ince we c a n ’t 

explain the initial difference for the  m en we will have  to be cautious in interpreting the results of the 

Analysis of Variance. The ev idence  in support of the hypothesis m ust be considered  inconclusive.

9 .3 .3  The Performance Interference Reduction hypothesis

This hypo thes is  w a s  a lso  te s te d  a s  part of the  Contrast  p rocedure  of the R e p e a te d  M e a su re s  

Analysis of Variance (see  results in Table 9.3.8a).

Table 9 .3 .8a; R e p e a te d  M easu re s  Analysis of Vanance; Contrasts  for PAQ Within-Subject Effects 
(Bonferoni, individual univariate .9500 confidence intervals). U sed a re  a  combination of: Difference 
(T8)and Heimert (T9) and  (T8) C ontrasts . Only the effects that were  significant overall ( s e e  Table 
9.3.2f) an d  other significant effects a re  shown in the table.

p a r a m e t e r s D i f f e r e n c e  T8 H eim er t  T9 H e im e r t T8
p r e / p o s t - c o u r s e p o s t /  f o l l o w  up p r e / p o s t / f o i l
t - v a l u e  s i g . t - v a l u e  s i g . t - v a l u e s i g .

TIME 1 . 4 4  .1 5 1 1 .8 2  .0 7 1 - . 4 6 .6 4 6
CONDITION BY TIME 2 . 3 6  . 0 1 9 ’ - . 8 6  .3 8 9 - 3 . 1 6 . 0 0 2 ”
AGEGROUP 3Y TIME - . 1 9  .8 4 7 - . 0 4  .9 6 8 .1 9 .8 5 1
SEX BY AGEGROUP BY TIME - 2 . 5 6  . 0 1 1 ' - 1 . 0 1  .313 2 . 2 0 .0 2 9 *
AGE BY CULTURE BY TIME - . 6 6  .5 0 8 .1 1  .9 0 9 - . 8 1 .4 2 2
SEX BY CULTURE BY TIME 3 . 2 3  .002*-* 1 .7 3  .0 8 6 2 .4 9 .0 1 4 *
CONDITION BY AGEGR BY TIME - . 5 4  .5 9 3 - 2 . 7 0  .0 0 8 * * - 1 . 1 0 .2 7 5

( t h e  D i f f e r e n c e  c o n t r a s t s f o r  T8 a r e  b a s e d  on t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n  p r e - Sc p o s t -
c o u r s e )
( t h e  H e i m e r t  c o n t r a s t s  f o r  T9 a r e  b a s e d  o n  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  p o s t - c o u r s e  & 
f o l l o w - u p )
( t h e  H e im e r t  c o n t r a s t s  f o r  T8 a r e  b a s e d  on t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  p r e - c o u r s e  & a v e r a g e  

o f  p o s t - c o u r s e  a n d  f o l l o w - u p ) .

Condition by Time is significant a t .05 level for the  contrast  b e tw een  pre- a n d  p o s t  c o u rse  

m easu rem en t ,  but not b e tw een  p o s t-co u rse  and  follow-up. The a v e ra g e  effect for Condition by 

Time IS also significant (t= -3.16, p= .002**). The effects represents a reduction in PFI for the  course  

group, but the  effect of this reduction h a s  probably b ecom e significant a s  a  result of a  slight 

inc rease  in PFI for the control group at the  pos t-course  level ( see  Table  9 .3 .2b  and  next page: 

Figure 9 .3.8b). S o  although th e  P e rfo rm ance  Interference Reduction hypo thes is  s e e m s  to find 

support, caution is w arranted  b e c a u s e  of the developm ent in the control group ( s e e  Figure 9.3.8b). 

Looking for a rationale for the limited d e g re e s  of change , we ought to consider  that percep tions of 

the relationship be tw een  PA an d  PFI may not be that easily altered. N onetheless , it is possib le  that 

a more sensitive m easu re  for PFI would have  registered subtle improvements better.

The effect for Sex  by Agegroup by Time be tw een  pre-course and  post-course  s u g g e s t s  that m en

and wom en younger than 21 yea rs  a re  responsible  for som e of the in c reases  in PFI while the 2 1 -t-

women are  responsible for so m e  of the d e c re a s e s  in PFI. The fact that G ender  is involved justifies a

se p a ra te  look at the  Condition by S ex  effects (see  next page: Figure 9.3.8c and  9.3.8d). W om en

seem  to improve more, while the effect in men is partly due to increases  in PFI in the control group.
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Figure 9.3.8b; Development of Performance Facilitation and Interference (PFI) in research 
(course) and control group.
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Figure 9.3.8c: Performance Facilitation-lnterference for women in course and control group
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Figure 9.3.8d; Performance Facilitation and Interference for men in course and control 
group
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After having studied the Figures on the previous page, it would seem that the Performance 

Interference Reduction hypothesis cannot be seen to be supported. Although the course group, 

both men and women, shows the expected reduction in reported interference, the developments 

in the control group justify deferring judgment. The evidence is inconclusive.

The other significant effect for PFI in which Condition is involved (see Table 9.3.8a), Condition by 

Agegroup by Time, seems to reflect large reductions between post-course and follow-up in PFI in 

the younger subjects in the control group while the older ones in the control group show increases 

in PFI, as opposed to equal decreases of the younger and older subjects in the course group (see 

mean scores in Appendix lllc; Table 7).

9.3.9 Conclusions

In general, improvements in the course group were made during the course and maintained after 

two months. Further improvements after the course was completed were less substantial. The 

Condition by Time effect was significant overall and for each of the criterion variables when only Sex 

was entered (these computations are not included in the report). The fact that it was still significant 

overall and specifically for PAQ and PFI, after Age and Culture were added tells us that it is a rather 

robust effect. A Repeated Measures Multivariate Analysis involving four control variables 

(Condition, Gender, Age, and Culture) is likely to only lead to consistent significant differences if 

effects are very robust. Less robust effects would suffer from the decrease in subjects per cell as 

more variables are entered.

Performance Anxiety, when measured with the PAQ was found to be reduced after the course. 

The average improvement in performance anxiety was also significant. Therefore, the Performance 

Anxiety Reduction hypothesis is supported by the results. The fact that about two thirds of the 

subjects in the course said that the course had influenced, indicating reduction (see p. 270) their 

PA provides further support for the hypothesis.

Coping Confidence has been increased after following the course, however because the women in 

the control group also improved to a certain extent, this was not significant. The improvement for 

Coping Confidence was significant tor men. Unfortunately, the absolute difference with the control 

group after the course was small. The effect is based partly on the fact that the men in the control 

group showed considerably higher initial CC than the men in the course group. The Coping 

Confidence Improvement hypothesis cannot be seen to receive unequivocal support from these 

results. The evidence in support of the hypothesis is inconclusive.

The aimed for development in the programme towards a more positive relationship between 

performance anxiety and performance (PFI) was somewhat substantiated by the results. The 

course group showed improvement while the control group showed little change over all. However, 

the significant effect for men between post-course and follow up can be attributed as much to 

deterioration in the control group as to improvement in the course group. The Performance 

Interference Reduction hypothesis finds support (significant for men), but we can’t infer that it 

represents an effect for the course group.

The initial differences between the course and control group were partly attributable to the fact that
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the course group had a higher percentage of women. According to the Analysis of Variance there 

were no significant effects between the Conditions overall at the pre-performance stage. This is an 

indication that differences should not be attributed to differences between course and control 

group at the pre-course stage. However, interaction effects for Condition in which Gender is 

involved (not all significant) were found for each of the variables. The initial differences for CC 

between men in Course and Control group seem suspect, as do the differences between women 

in the two groups on PFI.

The control group shows more variety in its response to the three measurements than was hoped 

for. As a result of this, some of the improvements made by the subjects in the course cannot safely 

be attributed to the course. The effects occurring in the control group can hardly be called 

systematic, but it requires us to be cautious in the interpretation of the results of this study. 

Although the results of this study would have benefited from as much stability as possible in the 

results of the control group, we may keep in mind that the control group cannot be expected to 

remain unchanged. They may go through major developments during their training, which may 

translate into substantial fluctuations in scores on the variables. The support for the Performance 

Anxiety Reduction hypothesis seems least under threat of unpredicted (and unpredictable) 

variance in the control group.

9.4 Results B: Exploration of the effects in relation to the elements of the programme

In this section, the effects of the course will be addressed in relation to the degree to which it has 

been instrumental in helping the participants reach the goals they had set for themselves. We will 

examine the other variables for predictors of reaching these goals. We will also look at how valuable 

the course elements were to the actors and the extent to which they were reported to be used. 

These aspects will be related to the effects on the criterion variables. This section does not involve 

the control group.

9.4.1 Reaching individual goals and how this relates to other variables.

Two thirds of the participants (see Table 9.4.1a) said that they had reached the goals they had set 

for themselves.

Table 9.4.1a: Results for goals reached (GR)

n percentage value in scale

- goals reached
- goals reached somewhat
- don't know
- goals not reached

56 66.6 %
14 16.6%
10 11.9 %

4 4.8 %

3
2 *

2 *

('these two categories are combined in further analysis)
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A Multiple Regression procedure was performed to find out which variables best predicted the 

achievement of the goals the participants had set for themselves. To construct a scale for GR. ‘goals 

reached’ was given the value 3, both ‘goals achieved somewhat’ and ‘don’t know’ were given the 

value 2, and ‘goals not reached’ were labelled with the value 1. Equating the subjects who reported 

some success with the ones who didn’t know is not the most elegant of solutions, but we may 

assume that both groups had doubts about the success of the course in helping them reach their 

goals. The variables entered into the equation included the difference scores (pre-post) of PAQ, 

CC and PFI and the extent to which techniques of the course were reported to be used and valued 

during the course. The question if the goals were reached (GR) was only asked once, immediately 

after the course, therefore only the scores of the other variables referring to the developments 

during the course, and not between post-course and follow-up, were considered relevant.

The Multiple Regression procedure was performed in stepwise mode. The results show that two 

variables together predict 24.9% of the variance in the GR scores (see Table 9.4.1b):

- blNFL (has the course had an influence on PA for you; (1= no; 2= don’t know; 3=yes)

- bCOPu (the use of techniques for Coping with tear and distraction; 1= not at all; 2= somewhat; 3= 

often; 4= very often).

The resulting equation is as follows;

GR = (.482 X  blNFL) + (. 194 x  bCOPu) + . 793 

In other words:

Goals Reached =

.482 (Influence course on PA) + . 194 (use o f techniques fo r Coping with fear and distraction) + 

.7 93

Table 9.4.1b: Multiple Regression for ‘goals reached’ (GR). Appendix lllc: Table 3 contains 
full details. Listwise Deletion of Missing Data, Method Stepwise, Dependent Variable.. GR 
goals reached.

Multiple R .52640 Analysis of Variance
R Square .27710 DF Sum of Squares Mean Square
Adjusted R Square .24875 Regression 2 4.98774 2.49387
Standard Error .50512 Residual 51 13.01226 .25514

F = 9.77442 Signif F = .0003**

Variables in the Equation
Variable B SE B Beta Tolerance VIF T Sig T
bCOPu .193772 .087207 .277188 .910834 1.098 2.222 .0307
blNFL .481582 .161354 .372328 .910834 1.098 2.985 .0044
(Constant .792530 .447984 1.769 .0829

None of the other variables contributed significantly to the subjects' reports of reaching their goals. 

The conclusion is that the more frequent use of Coping with fear and distraction techniques, plus 

reporting an influence of the course on one’s PA predict that the subject will report having reached 

his or her goals in the course. The other variables entered in the Multiple Regression don’t provide 

a significant source of discrimination towards the report of achieving goals or not. Neither the value 

attached to the elements of the course, nor the use of the elements (except coping) is of 

importance. Reaching one’s goals was not related to the development of PAQ, CC and PFI scores.
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9 .4 .2  The elements of the programme and their effects on PA, CC, PFI.

W e will now turn to the elem ents of the course. The observed value of the elem ents, and even  

more so the actual use of the techniques by the participants, is essential. This is not only important 

during the course, but even more so afterwards. If participants rate the elem ents of the course still 

as valuable and actually use them  at the time of the follow-up, chances that the course will be 

effective are enhanced. For this reason, the second follow-up m entioned earlier, was also taken  

into account. It is unfortunate that only 37  of the participants could be included in this second  

follow-up. How ever, if interpreted with caution the results are still a relevant indication of the impact 

of the program m e in the long term. On average, the participants considered every aspect of the 

course close to 'valuable' (see Table  9 .4 .2a ) im m ediately after the course. T hese  figures w ere  

reduced at the follow-up and the second follow-up.

Table 9 .4 .2a: How valuable have the different elem ents of the course been for you ? 
1=not at all valuable 2=som ew hat valuable 3=valuable 4=very valuable

(n=37)

mean scores (n=91) 1 post-course| follow-up 6 m later

Theoretical model 1 2.62 1 
1 1

2.40 2.23

Cue-Controlled Relax.
1 1 
1 3.13 1 
1 1

2 .77 2.70

Memory training
1 1 
1 2.88 1
1 1

2.60 2.03

Anchoring technique
1 1 
1 2.80 1 
1 1

2.68 2.31

Coping fear & distract.
1 1 
1 3.20 1 
1 1

2.84 2.34

Design prep, strategy
1 1 
1 3.19 1 3.04 2.69

The design of an individual preparation strategy, Cue-Controlled Relaxation and techniques for 

Coping with distraction w ere considered most valuable at all three stages. The Design of the 

individual preparation strategy lost less in stature than some of the specific elem ents and is the only 

one that rem ained above the ‘valuable’ mark for its mean score at the first follow-up. Of the specific 

techniques, Cue-Controlled Relaxation held up best after 6 months. This method was taught in the 

beginning of the course and repeated most frequently during the programme.

An 'open' question, part of the course evaluation immediately after the course, addressed the same 

issue. Here the emphasis in the response is slightly different (see next page: Table 9 .4 .2b ). Since 

participants often gave more than one answer, the total num ber of responses is higher than 84. It is 

clear that posing the question in this way led to a slightly different emphasis, with the C C R  by far the 

most m entioned technique. It seem s that this way of addressing the issue som ehow did not elicit 

the design of the individual preparation strategy as an option to the sam e extent. The  term  

‘elem ent’ in the question apparently puts the emphasis more on the specific aspects.
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Table 9.4.2b: Which elements in the course would you consider the most valuable for you ?

Pet of Pet of
Category label Count Responses Cases

Theoretical niodel 5 3.8 6.3
Cue-Controlled Relaxation 45 34.6 56.3
Memory training 21 16.2 26.3
Anchoring 21 16.2 26.3
Coping with fear and distraction 26 20.0 32.5
Design strategy 11 8.5 13.8
Everything 1 .8 1.3

Total responses 130 100.0 162.5

In addition to their perceived value the actual use of the elements, can be seen as an indication of 

the satisfaction of the participants with the programme. Even more important is to find out if the 

participants actually ‘use’ the techniques and strategies offered. We can not expect the course to 

produce too much improvement in the PA, CC and PFI of the participants if the techniques are not 

put into practice. Table 9.4.2c presents an overview of the reported use of the elements of the 

course after the course, at the follow-up and six months later.

Table 9.4.2c: Which of the elements of the course have you actually used in your 
performance preparation ?1=not at all 2=somewhat 3=often 4=very often

(n=37)

mean scores (n=84) 1 post-course| follow-up 6 m later

Theoretical model 1 1 1 1
1.74 1.68

Cue-Controlled Relax.
1 1 
1 2.69 1
I 1

2.38 2.29

Memory training
1 1 
1 2.50 1 
1 1

2.22 1.65

Anchoring technique
1 1 
1 2.31 1 
1 1

2.19 2.09

Coping fear k distract.
1 1 
1 2.62 I
1 1

2 .48 2.00

Design prep, strategy
1 1 
1 2.97 1 2 .79 2.48

Most participants reported the use of tools and strategies introduced in the course. The mean 

scores are all between ‘somewhat’ and ‘often’, except for the Theoretical model, f^ost often used 

were:

- the Designed individual preparation strategy

- Cue-Controlled Relaxation technique

- techniques for Coping with fear and distraction

Again the scores were lower in the follow-ups than immediately after the course. It should be noted 

that the use of CCR and the Anchoring technique didn’t decrease that much after 6 months. The 

fact that they are easy to use may be the reason for this. The Memory training is more complicated
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and requires a change of habits. This may explain why it is not used as much after 6 months.

It is of special interest here to assess if the m easures for the success of the program m e could be 

related to the value assigned to the elem ents and their use. Can the perceived value and reported 

use of the techniques be used as predictors for decreases in PA and PFI, increases in CO, a higher 

perceived influence of the course and of the goals being reached? To evaluate this aspect, Multiple 

R egressions of the value and use of the elem ents on the following criterion variables w ere  

com puted for (see Table 9.4.2d); a) developm ents in PA, CC and PFI (difference betw een scores 

of the variables on each m easure were computed for the subjects: D ifPAQab, D ifPAQac, D ifCCab, 

DifCCac, DifPFlab and DifPFIac); b) the influence of the course on PA (blNFL and cINFL);

Tab le  9 .4 .2d  show s that the m ore frequent use of C C R  during the course predicted more  

substantial reductions in PAQ scores (D ifPA Q ab), while the more frequent use of C C R  after the 

course predicted more frequent reports that perform ance anxiety had been influenced by the 

course (cINFL).

Table 9.4.2d: Sum m ary of Multiple Regression of Value and Use of elem ents of the course 
on the developm ent of criterion variables PAQ , C C, and PFI, reported influence of the 
course on PA, and reported reaching goals set by participants (output 96).

Criterion variable

during course:
DifPAQab:
DifCCab:
DifPFlab:
blNFL:

after course:
DifPAQac:
DifCCac:
DifPFIac:
cINFL:

Predictors

use of CCR  
no predictors 
no predictors 
value of Coping

t-value and sign.

t= 2 .68, p= .0 0 9 "

t= 5 .88, p= .000**

use of Designed strat. t= 2.18, p= .033*
no predictors 
no predictors
value of Anchoring t= 2 .52, p= .014*
use of C CR  t= 2.82, p= .006**
value of Memory train. t= 2.17, p= .033*

explained
variance

adjusted r2= .07

adjusted r2= .32

adjusted r2= .05

adjusted r2= .28 
(three variables 

together)

The value assigned to the Coping aspect during the course predicted reports of the influence of 

the program m e on perform ance anxiety im m ediately afterwards (b lN FL). The high degree of 

explained variance (32% ) puts particular em phasis on this aspect. The use of the preparation  

strategy designed at the end of the course predicted the overall extent of the decrease  in 

Perform ance Anxiety (D ifPAQac), while the value seen in the Mem ory training and Anchoring at the 

follow-up stage was related to the reported influence of the course on performance anxiety (cINFL).

In general, we may say that during the course, the frequency with which CCR was practised and the

extent to which the techniques and principles of Coping with fear and distraction w ere valued and

practised can be seen as most closely related to the effectiveness of the course. Use of Coping

with fear and distraction was found to be one of two predictors of Reaching one’s goals (see Table
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9.4.1b). After the course the emphasis changed to the use of the Designed strategy and CCR, 

while the value assigned to the Anchonng and Memory techniques also contributed to predicting 

the effectiveness of the course for the subjects. The latter two techniques lend themselves 

particularly to individual adaptations or incorporating parts in already existing preparation strategies. 

This may explain why their perceived value, rather than their specific use, was related to the 

observed (positive) Influence of the course on performance anxiety. The reported value and use of 

aspects of the programme didn’t predict any of the developments in CC nor PFI during or after the 

course took place. Improvement or deterioration in Coping Confidence or Performance 

Interference could not be traced to the specific value of any of the aspects of the course, nor to 

their reported use. It is especially relevant to note that the frequency of the use of the techniques 

was not related to increased Coping Confidence or reduced Performance Interference. We can 

only speculate why this logical relationship was not established. It is possible that the quality and 

appropriateness of the use of the aspects and techniques is more important than the frequency. It 

is also possible that the measures for CC and PFI were not sensitive enough. Better predictions of 

developments in CC and PFI might be obtained with more accurate assessment.

9.4.3 Satisfaction o f the participants with content and delivery o f the course:

The satisfaction of the participants with the content and delivery of the course was covered with five 

different questions. One question addressed how the participants saw the programme in terms of 

its contribution to their training as actors (question 10) (see p. 255/256). Another question 

addressed the possibility of salient aspects missing in the course (question 11a). Two other 

questions focussed on the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ aspects of the delivery of the course (question 11b and 

12). Participants were asked to focus on particularly bad aspects separately, in order to actively 

invite criticism that otherwise may not have been mentioned. Finally, the participants were asked if 

they thought the course should be a regular feature in the curriculum of an actors training course 

(question 13). This question was intended as a final control on the satisfaction of the participants. 

All of these questions were part of the evaluation that took place immediately after the course. The 

results reported here included participants who had not completed the follow-up questionnaire 

(n=102). The Boghill and Players Theatre courses which were excluded at the outset were again 

not included.

The contribution of the course to the participant’s training as an actor (open question 10) was mainly 

seen as a way of enhancing preparation skills (mentioned by 38.1%), learning new ways to reducing 

anxiety (35.7%), learning to relax (25.0%), and enhancing awareness (15.5%), concentration 

(11.9%) and confidence (13.1%). The answers reflect the mam aims of the course and support the 

observed improvements in PA and CC on the scales. The fact that improved performance was only 

mentioned by three subjects (3.6%) corresponds with the tentative results on PFI. Apparently the 

subjects don’t necessarily relate the reduction of anxiety to less interference.

In answer to question 11 a ‘Are there aspects that were not in the course that you would have liked

to have seen addressed?’, 62.0 percent said ‘no’, 4.2 percent only said ‘yes' without additions,

while 32.4 percent mentioned an aspect. Of the aspects mentioned, none occurred more than 4

times (5%). Most of the aspects mentioned were in terms of wanting more of something that was

already a part of the course. Four participants mentioned that they would have preferred more
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practice of the techniques in real performances or audition situations. Four other participants 

mentioned a desire for more focus work and emphasis on relaxation. Three people each mentioned 

a desire for more theory, more detail in general, and more attention for dealing with PA during 

performance. Two people mentioned more attention for memory or the physical aspects of 

performance anxiety. More attention for working under pressure, the roots of PA in one’s past, 

more positive self statements and emphasis on security within a group on stage were mentioned by 

one person each. Only a few people mentioned something that was not at ail addressed in the 

course. Three people wanted attention for group dynamics and two people would have liked to 

work on finding repertoire.

Participants were also asked to mention aspects of the delivery of the course which they 

considered particularly Bad (question 11b), and in the same way as with the previous question, to 

rate the importance of the aspects mentioned on a 5-point scale of importance. The results are 

seen in Table 9.4.3a. The aspects mentioned were weighted according to the indication of 

importance given.

Table 9.4.3a: Multi-response scores BAD FEATURES. (Scores in column x5 ‘Very 
important’ are multiplied by 5, ‘not important is not multiplied to obtain weighted scores. 
Scores in other columns (x4, x3, x2) are multiplied by the factor mentioned.)

Tocal
Category label Count x5 x4 x3 x2 xl total

(weighted scores)

not enough time 8 1 3 2 1 1 26
pace too quick 3 3 9
slow pace 3 2 1 13
sessions too long 4 1 3 13
too theoretical 8 2 4 2 32
not enough theory 2 2 8
group too large 6 1 2 3 22
critical of course material 12 3 3 4 2 43
critical of performance trainer 10 1 1 5 3 30
critical of control during discussions 5 2 1 2 20
not enough feedback from trainer 4 1 2 1 8
not right period for course 2 2 8

Total responses 67 12 19 26 8 2

57 missing cases; 45 valid cases

Of the 102 participants, 45 filled in something for this question. Apparently the majority didn't get

inspired when asked to mention negative aspects of the course delivery. It would seem that the

negative aspects didn't represent the same level of importance to the subjects who brought them

up as the good features. Two people mentioned the style of the trainer, without specifying what

they meant, while each of the following aspects was mentioned once; facilitator talks too much, he

is a sexist, he is too nice, he shows insecurity, not planning session well, he is too psychological,

and he is too distant. Lack of control dunng group discussions was mentioned by 5 participants of

one particular course (Beckett97). Not enough personal feedback of the trainer was mentioned by

4 subjects in another course (Loyola l). In the same course 6 students thought the group (n=35)
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was too large. Each of these aspects reflected actual issues related to the particular programme. 

Other criticism was related to constraints of the course like timing, pace and available time. It would 

seem that 'lack of time' and 'pace too quick' as opposed to 'sessions too long' and 'slow pace', 

reflect opposing personal preferences rather than problematic aspects of the course. Eight people 

mentioned that they thought the course lingered on theory too much, whereas 2 people said it 

didn't contain enough theory. This probably reflects variations in how long certain aspects of the 

theory were lingered upon in certain courses. Some of the people who answered this question 

referred to the course material, rather than the delivery. These 12 participants mentioned the 

content in general (5s), Theoretical model (2s), the Memory technique (2s), the session on Coping 

(3s) and the CCR (Is). Ten participants mentioned some aspect of the performance of the trainer. 

The particular aspects mentioned differed.

Participants were also asked to mention aspects of the delivery of the course which were 

considered particularly Good (question 12) and to rate the importance of the aspects mentioned on 

a 5-point scale of importance. The results are presented in Table 9.4.3b. The aspects mentioned 

were again weighted according to the indication of importance given.

Table 9.4.3b: Multi-response scores GOOD FEATURES. (Scores in column x5 ‘Very 
important’ are multiplied by 5, ‘not important is not multiplied to obtain weighted scores. 
Scores in other columns (x4, x3, x2) are multiplied by the factor mentioned.)

Total
Category label Count x5 x4 x3 x2 xl total

(weighted scores)

structure and clarity of the material
Workbook/Visual aids
CCR/Relaxation
Memorisation
Anchoring
Theoretical aspects 
Assignments 
atmosphere of course 
inspiring facilitator 
psychological skills of facilitator 
personable style of facilitator 
relaxed trainer 
practical exercises 
performing during course 
Interaction with other participants 
Room for individual use of material 
Eiicouraging self-analysis 
Trainer as performer 
Small numbers

Total responses

12 8 3 1 55
8 4 1 3 30

12 8 3 1 55
6 4 2 28
3 1 1 1 12
3 2 1 14
1 1 5

12 5 5 2 51
12 7 1 4 51
28 13 1 14 111
22 11 7 4 95
6 2 4 26

14 10 4 66
11 6 4 1 49
12 8 2 2 54
3 2 1 14
3 3 12
6 4 1 1 27
2 1 1 8

176 97 44 35

30 missing cases; 72 valid cases

Of the 102 participants who completed the evaluation, 72 filled in something for this question. In 

general, the number of positive comments referring to a variety of personal and psychological skills 

of the trainer suggests he played his role well enough. The aspects mentioned suggest that a
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combination of psychological, personal and teaching skills as well as personal experience as a 

performer have been valued by the participants. The practical nature of the course received 

positive remarks as well as the clarity and structure of the material and the interaction and 

atmosphere during the sessions. Eight participants mentioned the usefulness of the workbook 

handed out at the beginning. Respondents only used the top three numbers of the scale 

indicating that what they mentioned was considered quite important to very important. The majority 

of aspects mentioned were earmarked as very important. Again a number of people brought up 

aspects related to the content of the course rather than the delivery of the course. Maybe the way 

the question was posed was not clear to everybody

Finally, the majority of the participants found that the course should be a regular feature of the 

curriculum of an acting course (question 13). Only three participants answered this question with 

‘no' (2.9%), while 9 participants (8.8%) left the space for the answer open, which might also be 

interpreted as a lack of a positive answer. ‘No opinion’ was indicated by 7 participants (6.9%). The 

other 83 participants (81.3%) thought the programme should be a regular feature.

Conclusion: Overall, the positive reactions to the presentation of the course material outweigh the 

critical comments. Some criticism was particular to a certain course. Important minority criticism was 

related to the theoretical aspects of the course and lack of time. The facilitator was mostly acclaimed 

for psychological skills and personable style, although occassional criticism was also given. The 

contribution of the programme to the actor’s training was voiced in terms of the aims of the 

programme. The programme is obviously seen to provide the training it set out to offer. 

Furthermore, the vast majority considered the course suitable to be a regular feature in an acting 

course. This suggests that the course was received well. We should take into account that the 

personal relationship that developed between the facilitator and group members, even though 

confined to the hours of the programme, may have influenced some of the responses. However, 

the extent and relevance of the specific criticism mentioned by the participants does not suggest 

that they felt under pressure to withhold their opinions.

9.5  Results C: Exploration o f differential effects of the programme

So far, we’ve seen that the programme has led to reductions in Performance Anxiety. Inconclusive

evidence for reduction in Performance Interference (somewhat) and increases in Coping

Confidence (only significant for men) has kept us wondering about the match between course and

control group. A majority of subjects reported they had reached the goals they had set for

themselves and a majority reported that the programme had influenced their performance anxiety,

both immediately after the course and in the follow up. Reaching the goals of the course is an

essential indicator for the subject’s satisfaction with the programme. It was seen to be related to the

use of techniques for Coping with fear and distraction and the registered influence of the course on

the individual’s performance anxiety. The Design of a personal preparation strategy, CCR, and the

work on Coping with fear and distraction were considered the most valuable element and were also

used most. The use of CCR and the Designed preparation strategy predicted reductions in PA.

And finally the participants expressed their satisfaction with the course in various ways.

Nevertheless, there are a few questions left to explore. The next one has implications for the
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approach to the selection of participants for the programme.

9.5.1 Is the course effective for those who need it most?

The three variables PAQ, CC and PFI together draw a composite picture of the problems a 

performer may have with performance anxiety. The Spearman correlations show that they are 

interrelated (see Table 9.5.1a). The issue of high Performance Anxiety, may therefore occur in 

relation to low Coping Confidence and high Performance Interference. The correlations are low, but 

significant at .01 level.

Table 9.5.1a: Spearman correlations (course and control group together) for initial values of 
criterion variables PAQ, CC and PFI.

aCC -.3202 aPFI .2081 aPFI -.3667
with N( 194) with N( 194) with N( 188)
aPAQ Sig .000** aPAQ Sig .004** aCC Sig .000**

Although the course is expected to be effective for each of the participants, it is important to make 

sure that the course is effective for performers who have particularly high degrees of PA and/or PFI, 

and/or particularly low CC. A performer who would report high Performance Anxiety, low Coping 

Confidence as well as Performance Interference would be expected to need the course more than 

those who report low Performance Anxiety, high Coping Confidence and Performance Facilitation. 

If the troubled participants would not be seen to profit from the course it would be a problem. On 

the other hand if the course would only be effective for performers with difficulties, it would be a 

waste of time for the others. Unsatisfactory response from the group with no problems or those with 

serious problems, would mean that the programme should introduce some form of screening to 

make sure that only those actors would participate for whom the programme is likely to be effective. 

To support the ‘no screening’ approach, the most desirable outcome would be that the programme 

would be shown to be equally effective irrespective of the degree of problems of the participants. 

Although, if the programme would be shown to be somewhat more effective for the subjects with 

serious problems, that could hardly be seen as a drawback.

To test for this issue. Analyses of Variance for Performance Anxiety, Coping Confidence and 

Performance Interference have been computed. The initial scores for each of these vahables have 

been divided into three groups; low problems, medium problems, high in problems. For PAQ the 

subjects have been divided into three groups on the basis of their first measurement: the lowest, 

middle and highest 33% of the scale were taken as cut-off point. The new variable was called 

aPAQ3g. For CC, the same procedure was used. The new variable was named aCCSg. For PFI, the 

5-p. scale has been recoded to define three groups: those who report facilitation (4 & 5), those who 

report both facilitation and interference (3), and the ones who report only interference (1 & 2). This 

new variable was called aPFI3g. The summarised results of the Repeated Measures Analyses of 

Variance for the developments of the criterion variables over Time, Condition and the three groups 

for each variable as described above are shown in Table 9.5.1b.
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Table 9.5.1b: Summary of three Repeated Measures Analysis of Vahance for PAQ, CC and 
PFI in which the initial scores for the three variables are used as a way to divide the subjects 
into three groups according to their scores in the highest 33%, middle 33% and lowest 
33%. Thus three new variables are created and entered in the Repeated Measures 
Analysis of Variance together with Condition, Sex, Age and Time. Analysis of Variance is 
performed separately for PAQ, CC and PFI (Pillai and F-scores followed by signif. of F).

aPAQ3g x Condition x Time aCC3g x Condition x Time aPFI3g x Con xTime

-PAQ: .001 .04{.998) .004 .20(.936) .010 .43(.787)
-CC: .007 .35(.845) .026 1.22(.304) .026 1.14(.335)
-P F I: .033 1.61(.170) .034 1.60(.174) .041 1.83(.122)

aPAQ3g x Time aCC3g x Time aPFI3g x Time

■ PAQ:.223 12.33(.000**) .052 2.51 (.042*) .022 .99(.415)
■CC: .012 .61 (.654) .426 25.61 (.000**) .021 .92(.453)
•PFI: .034 1.63(.166) .043 2.02(.091) .274 13.91 (.000**

It is somewhat of a surprise to see that no relevant significant effect involving any of the newly 

created variables by Condition by Time was found, even though the means of the difference scores 

(see Appendix lllc: Tables 4,5 and 6) seem to suggest otherwise. On the basis of the absence of 

significant interaction effects, we must conclude that the course and the control group did not differ 

significantly in the way that improvement or deterioration was related to the seriousness of the 

subjects’ problems at the first measurement. Instead, the significant effects found for each of the 

new variables by Time reflect that there is a relationship between the initial scores on the PAQ, CC 

and PFI and the development of the scores over time for both the course and the control group. 

Subjects scoring high on the initial scale are more likely to score lower on the next measurement, 

while those who score low are more likely to score higher. Since this effect can now not be 

attributed to the course, the most likely reason would be a convergence towards the mean of the 

scales over the three measurements.

The other variables of interest here are the reported influence of the course on PA after the course 

(blNFL), the influence of the course on PA at the follow-up (cINFL) and GR (goals reached). The 

computed Spearman correlations between these variables and the initial levels of PAQ, CC and PFI 

represent the relationship between the seriousness of the participants’ problems with performance 

anxiety and how they respond to the course. The results (Table 9.5.1c) show mostly zero-order 

correlations which suggests that this relationship is virtually absent. The only significant correlation 

found is the one between aPAQ and cINFL (r=.28, p=.010**), which suggests that the reported 

influence of the course on the performance anxiety of the participants is related to higher degrees 

of performance anxiety at the beginning. The correlation is low and since this effect was only found 

to be significant at the follow-up we have to be cautious in its interpretation.
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Table 9.5.1c: Spearman correlations for course group: initial values of PAQ, CC and PFI 
with goals reached (GR) and reported influence of the course on performance anxiety, 
afterwards (blNFL) and at the follow-up stage (cINFL).

blNFL CiNFL GR

a PAQ . 1645 .2797 ,0105
N( 68) N( 85) N( 68)
Sig .180 Sig .010* sig .932

aCC .0156 - .0407 1637
N( 67) N( 84) N( 67)
Sig .900 Sig .713 Sig .186

aPFI -.0879 .0530 1254
N( 65) N( 82) N( 66)
Sig .486 Sig .636 Sig .316

(Coefficient / (Cases) / 2-Cailed Significance)

In light of this evidence, it is safe to conclude that in general the course doesn't seem to be more 

effective for those with higher PAQ and PFI or lower CC, although there is weak support for the idea 

that the influence of the course on performance anxiety is more often recognised by participants 

who started out with high performance anxiety. On the whole there is little to suggest that the 

programme is more effective for those who seem to have more serious problems, than for those 

who don’t.

9.5.2 The influence o f f^inor Disruptions on the programme

In the process of facilitating the programme it was unavoidable that certain differences between the 

groups would occur. The sizes of the groups were different, the locations in which the courses 

were given were d ifferent and num erous other variables beyond the contro l of the 

researcher/facilitator influenced the process of the programme. Personal reflection after each 

session gave me what I considered a rather clear idea of how well a specific course had gone. I 

evaluated what I had done in the session, whether the programme had been subject to changes, 

whether unexpected or unforeseen things had happened and how my rapport with the group was. 

At the end of each programme I evaluated my success in communicating the content of the 

programme and the degree to which the participants had responded to the material. On the basis of 

these evaluations it was possible to identify the programmes that could be considered successful 

and the ones that had suffered from a certain degree of disruption. The main sources of disruption 

were related to lack of support from regular teaching staff, tensions within the group, less than 

perfect timing of sessions, or lack of rapport between some group members and the facilitator (see 

Appendix llle: particulars of courses). This doesn’t mean that these courses were a failure, but that 

for one reason or another the effects of the course could have been hampered by any of the 

disruptions mentioned. In an effort to quantify my sentiments for the reader, I have given each 

course marks on a 10-p. scale for communication of content and rapport with the group. A total 

score was computed by adding up the two scores. Taking a score of 15 as the cut-off point, 3 

courses fall below it, while 5 courses score above 15. These scores coincided with my overall idea
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of how effective each course had been. Included in the table (see Table 9.5.2a) are all the subjects 

who had completed the course. In the analysis also those who didn’t participate in the follow-up 

were included. In this way we make sure that we don't exclude any participants who did not respond 

to the follow-up because they had negative experiences with the course. The Boghill and Players 

course were not included in the analysis for reasons already mentioned.

Table 9.5.2a: Overview of Successful courses (SC) and courses with Minor Disruptions (MD). The 
first column gives the n of participants who completed the course, the second column gives the n 
of subjects who completed the follow-up. The communication content and rapport with the group 
scores are on a 10-point scale. The last column gives the categorisation in SC or MD.

n n communica rapport total
post-course follow-up tion content group score

Gaiety 96: 17 13 7 7 14 MD
Goldsmith 96: 6 4 6 7 13 MD
Boghill 96: 5 5 7 10 17 SC
Loyola 1 96: 33 35 9 8 17 SC
Loyola 2 96: 17 10 6 5 11 MD
Amsterdam 97: 6 5 8 9 17 SC
Beckett 97: 1 1 9 8 8 16 SC
Gaiety 97: 1 7 14 9 9 18 SC
Players 97: 3 2 - - - -

It is possible that these observed Minor Disruptions may have had a detrimental influence on the 

course or not. To check if this had happened, the three courses with Minor Disruptions were taken 

together and were compared with the ones without disruptions.

The analysis focussed on three aspects:

1. the influence of the Minor Disruptions on PAQ, CC and PFI; this includes a comparison of the 

‘Successful’ with the ‘Minor Disruptions’ research groups and with the control group.

2. the extent to which subjects felt they had reached the goals they had set for themselves (GR); 

this involves only the ‘Successful' and ‘Minor Disruptions’ research groups.

3. the extent to which the elements of the course were valued and used; this also involves only the 

‘Successful’ and ‘Minor Disruptions’ research groups (blNFL, cINFL).

Because of differences in Age and Gender distribution in the groups to be compared, these 

variables were included in the Multivariate Analysis. The factor Culture was looked at as well. 

Unfortunately, the fact that Age and Culture were confounded, made it impossible to enter both the 

factor Age and Culture into the same Repeated Measures Analysis. Analysis performed in which 

Culture was entered instead of Age will be mentioned whenever an important result involving Age 

would need further explanation.

As we can see in Table 9.5.2b (next page), the three groups differed in the distribution of the sexes

and had somewhat different average Ages. The difference in Gender distribution is most

pronounced between the Minor Disruptions and the other groups. The comparison of the results

for the three groups shows us that the subjects in the Minor Disruption courses started with lower

scores for PAQ and CC and higher scores on PFI (with one exception; the women in the control
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group scored lower than the women in the Minor Disruptions group). Furthermore, the subjects in 

the Minor Disruptions group showed considerably less im provem ent on the PAQ , but more  

improvem ent on the CC and PFI scale. The first difference was according to our expectation, but 

the latter two results seem  contrary to what would be expected of the less successful programmes. 

Analyses of Variance and Contrasts, controlling for Age and Gender, will tell us if these differences 

are significant.

Table 9.5.2b: Overview mean scores of criterion variables (PAQ, CC and PFI) for Successful 
Courses (SC), Minor Disruption courses (M D) and Control groups (CG).
Gender distribution (M / F) and Age are also included.

Age
PAQ 
b c

Coping Conf. 
a b c

PFI
b

SC(n= 58) 
MD(n= 26) 
CG(n=lll)

23 35 21.4 
9 17 22.5 

46 65 23.9

50.4 43.9 41.4
49.4 46.1 45.5 
47.0 45.9 45.6

7.2 7.9 7.9
6.4 7.3 7.7
7.4 7.6 7.6

2.52 2.54 2.36 
3.08 2.85 2.64 
2.50 2.52 2.48

1) Differences between Successful /  M inor Disruption courses for PAQ, C C  and PFI.

The R epeated M easures Analysis of Variance performed starts with a look at the effects found at 

the first m easurem ents. W e need to ascertain whether there were significant differences between  

the three groups at the outset of the study. In Table 9.5 .2c the overall effects for the three variables 

together are sum m arised. The factor Success comprises the Successful and Minor Disruptions 

courses as well as the Control group. In Table 9.5.2d the separate effects for the three variables are 

shown.

Table 9 .5 .2c; Analysis of Variance; Overall Between-Subjects Effects & F-tests for PAQ, 
CC and PFI together. Table contains all main effects and interactions. Multivariate Tests of 
Significance (S = 2, M = 0, N = 79 ) (Pillai-Bartlett trace).

Effect Pillais Exact. F Hypoth. DF Error DF Sig. of F

SEX BY AGEGROUP BY SUCCESS .02606 .70844 6.00 322.00 .643
AGEGROUP BY StJCCESS .03994 1.09358 6.00 322.00 .366
SEX BY SUCCESS .04540 1.24654 6.00 322.00 .282
SEX BY AGEGROUP .00131 .06992 3.00 160.00 .976
SUCCESS .03569 .97510 6.00 322.00 .442
AGEGROUP .01993 1.08438 3.00 160.00 .357
SEX .05970 3.38614 3.00 160.00 .020
CONSTANT .97857 2435.64769 3.00 160.00 .000

Note.. F staciscics for effects involving Success are approximate.

Slightly different from the analysis of differences between the two Conditions in 9 .3 .2 , in which the 

effect for Sex was almost significant, the between-subject effect for Sex is significant in the overall 

analysis here. In the separate between-subjects analysis, this effect is only significant for PAQ (see



Appendix lllc: Table 11). There are no significant effects of any kind for CC and PFI. None of the 

effects for Success is significant. The Minor Disruption group's deviations in initial mean scores 

were not significant. In general, the results suggest that the initial differences between the three 

groups are not to be attributed to the division between the three groups.

The overall within-subjects analysis for the three variables across the three measures (Tables 

9.5.2d) shows that there is no overall effect for Success. This indicates that the Successful 

courses, the Minor Disruptions courses and the Control group don’t differ significantly in general in 

their responses to the three criterion variables. Nevertheless, an effect for Agegroup by Success 

by Time is significant overall. (For an overview of the mean differences of PAQ, CC and PFI over the 

three measurements and stratified for Agegroup and Success, see Appendix lllc: Table 7).

Table 9.5.2d: Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance. Overall effects for PAQ, CC and 
PFI combined. Analysis for difference between Successful courses. Minor Disruption 
courses and Controls. Multivariate Tests of Significance (S = 1, M = 2 , N = 75 1/2) (Pillai- 
Bartlett trace) (Hypothetical DF = 12 or 6, Error DF= 316),

Pillais Exact F Sig. of F

SEX BY AGE BY SUCCESS BY TIME .04313 .58038 .858
AGEGROUP BY SUCCESS BY TIME .13152 1.85364 .039*
SEX BY SUCCESS BY TIME .07322 1.00074 .448
SEX BY AGEGROUP BY TIME .05048 1.39112 .221
SUCCESS BY TIME .10870 1.51344 .118
AGEGROUP BY TIME .04769 1.31026 .256
SEX BY TIME .02605 .69993 .650
TIME .14246 4.34709 .000*

Note.. F statistics for effects involving SUCCESS are approximate.

The particular source of the effect was not difficult to trace. It reflects mainly the influence of the 

youngest participants in the Successful courses group. All of these subjects are in fact in the 

largest of the Successful groups (Loyola I). This group was composed of mainly 18 and 19 year old 

subjects. The Age aspect of the effect was obviously reinforced by the tact that the group with the 

most disruptions was the other group mainly composed of under 21 subjects (Loyola 2) (these 

disruptions are discussed in detail in Appendix llle: particulars of programmes). Since these are the 

two American groups it would seem that we have now traced the source of the confounded Age 

and Cultural effects.

To analyse the specific effects for PAQ, CC and PFI, the mean difference scores for these variable 

are summarised for the two Agegroups in Appendix liic: Table 7. The results of the Repeated 

Measures Analysis of Variance and the Contrasts are printed in Appendix lllc; Table 12. Our interest 

is mainly in finding out if there are differences between the Minor Disruption group and the 

Successful courses. The effects Success by Time and Agegroup by Success by Time, the overall 

significant effect (see Table 9.5.2d), and the Contrasts for the Minor Disruptions group. Successful 

courses and Control group are examined.
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The results show that the differences between the Successful and Minor Disruptions groups are 

not significant. Significant effects occur between the Successful courses and the Control group for 

the PAQ. The Successful courses showing significantly greater reductions than the Control group. 

The Minor Disruptions courses were not significantly different from either of these. This reflects that 

their improvements were smaller than the Successful courses and greater than the Control groups. 

The overall effect for Agegroup by Success by Time was confirmed for the PAQ in the significant 

difference between pre-/post course for the Successful courses and the Control group.

For CC, the noteworthy and significant differences for Agegroup by Success by Time are those 

between the Successful courses and Minor Disruptions groups as well as between Minor 

Disruptions and Control group. They only occur after the course and reflect the continued 

improvement for the older subjects in the Minor Disruptions group. This reflects the fact that the 

older participants in the Minor Disruptions groups showed improvements while the older 

participants in the Control group showed deterioration and those in the Success group showed 

virtually no change. In contrast, the young participants in the Minor Disruptions course showed little 

change, while those in the Control group deteriorated, as did the Successful Course group 

(somewhat). It would seem that the most noteworthy aspect of this effect is caused by the fact that 

older subjects in the Minor Disruption courses showed continued improvement, while the younger 

ones didn’t.

The interaction effects for Agegroup by Success by Time for PFI reflects mostly the differences 

within the older and younger subjects in the Control group. The younger ones in the Control group 

deteriorated between first and second measurement, before they improved between second and 

third measurement. The older ones in the Control group showed the opposite effect with smaller 

fluctuations. The older subjects in the Minor Disruptions group showed considerable improvement 

between both pre-/post course and post-course/follow-up, while the younger ones in this group 

improved less. The subjects in the Successful courses tended to first respond with deterioration, 

which was then followed after the course with improvement. This led to significant differences 

between the three groups at different stages of the study.

It would seem from these results that the evidence for effects of the degree of success of the 

course on PAQ, CC and PFI is not ovenwhelming, mainly because of the differential influence of 

Age on the response of the subjects. In general, the differences between the Successful and 

Minor Disruptions groups are not significant. The two exceptions both involved Age and reflect the 

difference between the most and least Successful courses (Loyola 1 and 2) rather than a general 

effect.

2) Differences Successful /  Minor Disruption courses for reaching goals and the influence of the 
course on performance anxiety:

To look further into the differences between the Successful and Minor Disruption courses, the 

degree to which the subjects reported to have reached their goals in the programme were 

compared. Only half of the subjects in the Minor disruptions group reported having reached their 

goals, while 84 percent of the participants in the Successful courses reported success in this
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respect. Table 9 .5 .2 e  shows the different distributions (the difference is significant).

T ab le  9 .5 .2e ; Com parison influence of course on PA for Successful courses (SC ) and  
courses with Minor Disruptions (M D) on goals reached (GR).

SC (n=58) MD (n=26)

no 4% 4%
don’t know 12% 4 8% (C hiSquare= 11.35, p = .003**)
yes 8 4 % 48%

An additional Analysis of Variance (including Age and Gender) produced a significant effect for the 

Success of the course (F= 7 .26 , p = .009**) but not for Age nor for G ender. W e may conclude that 

the participants in the Successful courses reported significantly more often that they had reached  

their goals. None of the interaction effects was significant (see Appendix lllc: Table 8).

Com paring the Successful and Minor Disruption groups on the reported influence of the course on 

PA led to sim ilar results (see Table  9 .5 .2 f). These were confirm ed by M ultivariate Analysis of 

Variance controlling for Sex and Age . Com bined values of b lN FL and c IN FL show a significant 

effect for Success (F=  8 .28 , p== .006**). The other effects were not significant (see Appendix lllc: 

Table 9).

Tab le  9 .5 .2f; Com parison influence of course on PA for Successful courses (SC ) and  
courses with Minor Disruptions (M D) over three measurements.

post-course follow up 6 months later

00LOIIc n = 2 6

00inIIc CDC\JIIc n = 2 4 n = 1 0
sc MD sc MD SC MD

no 1.5% 2 2 .2 % 3.3% 22.2% 4.2% 2 0 .0 %
don't know 1 8 .5 % 5 0 .0 % 19.7% 4 4 .4 % 20.8% 4 0 .0 %
yes 80.0% 2 7 .8 % 77.0% 3 3 .3 % 75.0% 4 0 .0 %

(C hiSquare^ 23 .68  (ChiSquare = 17.06, (C hiSquare= 7 .53 ,
p = .0 0 0 **) p^.OOO**) p = .0 2 3 *)

W e  may conclude that the participants in the Successful courses reported more often that their 

goals were reached and that the course had influenced their PA. This confirms the finding in the 

previous paragraph that the subjects in the Successful courses show ed m ore substantial 

decreases in PAQ.

3) Differences Successful /  Minor Disruption courses for use and value of elements of the course

W ithout exception, participants in the Successful Courses reported using and valuing each of the 

elem ents of the course more than those in the Minor Disruptions programmes. This was the case at 

post-course m easurem ent, follow-up as well as 6 months after the program m e was given (see
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Appendix lllc : Table 10). The d ifferences were most obvious in the value and use of the Coping 

techniques. The subjects in the Successful courses reported using and valuing them  much higher. 

This is especially interesting because the use of the techniques for Coping with fear and distraction 

was shown to be one of the two vanables predicting success in reaching one’s goals in the course.

To check that these differences are rightly attributed to the Success-factor, a Repeated fvleasures 

Analysis of Variance for the post-course and follow-up was performed for the value and use of each 

of the elements and techniques. G ender and Age were entered into the analysis to a llow  us to 

control for these effects. A lthough the Repeated Analysis procedure was chosen, we are now 

m ore interested in the consistence of the between-subjects effects rather than the w ith in-subjects 

effects. (Since both m easurem ents w ere taken after the course -post-course and fo llow -up- we are 

no longer addressing the effect of the course and therefore less interested in effects over time). 

The results show that of all the com puted effects, only one w ithin-subjects effect was significant, 

suggesting that in general the decrease in reported value and use of the elem ents of the course 

between post-course and follow-up is not significant. The one significant effect was fo r Success by 

Time (F= 5.62, p= .021*) on the reported value of CCR. This is the result of the increased reported 

value of CCR by the f\/1inor D isruptions courses at the foliow-up stage, while the subjects in the 

Successful group show a decrease (see Appendix lllc: Table 10).

The summ arised results of the between-subjects procedure are shown in Table 9.5.2g.

Table 9.5.2g: M ultivariate Analysis of Variance for reported value and use of e lem ents of
the course: Sum m ary of s ign ifican t between-subjects effects. Effects fo r A 
printed because none of them was significant.

between-subiects effect for value of the elements;

e lem ents:
Success Sex Success x Sex

Theory F=19.10 (.000**) F= .69 (.410) F= .17 (.681)
CCR F= 8.87 (.004**) F =  2.24 (.140) F= 6.53 (.013*:
Memory F=21.44 (.000**) F= .04 (.840) F= .70 (.407)
Anchoring F= 8.98 (.004**) F= .69 (.409) F= .13 (.720)
Coping F=19.23 (.000**) F= .17 (.685) F= 8.53 (.005*'
Design Strat. F= 7.34 (.009**) F= 4.07 (.048*) F= .57 (.453)

between-subiects effect for use of the elements:

e lem ents:
Success Sex Success X Sex

Theory F= .91 (.344) F= .27 (.603) F= .11 (.736)
CCR F= 5.53 (.022*) F= 6.45 (.014*) F= 3.20 (.079)
Memory F=13,40 (.001**) F= .13 (.716) F= .08 (.781)
Anchoring F= 9.77 (.003**) F:. .88 (.352) F= 2.44 (.124)
C oping F=21.70 (.000**) F -  .07 (.797) F= 1.26 (.266)
Design Strat. F -  5.00 (.029*) F= 5.00 (.029*) F= .01 (.913)

These results (see previous page) show  that the effect for Success is s ign ifican t fo r all of the 

aspects, both use and value, except fo r use of the Theory. Also, three s ign ifican t e ffects for 

Gender were found, for the use of CCR and the use and value of the Designed strategy. W om en
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tended to use the CCR more and used and appreciated the strategy they designed more. Effects 

for Success by Sex were found for the observed value of CCR and the coping techniques. This 

effect is the result of women in the Minor Disruption courses reporting lower appreciation of CCR 

and the Coping techniques than men, in comparison with no differences between the sexes in the 

Successful courses. No effects for Age were found.

We can safely conclude that the facilitator’s index of success of the individual courses has been 

shown to be a good indication of the reported value and use of the course matenal during and after 

the course, and even much later. It is clear that the subjects in the Successful courses reported a 

more favourable attitude towards the elements of the course and that they used them more. It is 

noteworthy that we’ve also traced a few indications that men and women responded differently to 

elements of the course i.e. the CCR and the Design of the preparation strategy.

Overall, it would seem that the success of the courses as perceived by the facilitator during the 

course as well as in retrospect has given an indication of the degree of performance anxiety 

reduction, as well as the perceived value of the elements of the course and the extent to which the 

material was used by them. The frequency of reports that the participants had reached the goals 

that they had set for themselves was also affected. It would follow that if f\/linor Disruptions could be 

avoided the course would be even more effective. The fact that Coping Confidence seemed, if 

anything, to be improved rather than reduced by Minor Disruptions in the course, suggests that 

some effects of the course may not be dependent on rapport with the group or perceived quality of 

the communication of the course content. The general lack of effect of the course on the reported 

PFI is reflected (not surprisingly) in the fact that for this variable no effect for the success of the 

course was found.

9.6 Summary of conclusions

The participants of the course consistently reported reductions in Performance Anxiety both in 

response to the open questions and through the repeated measurement with the PAQ. In 

comparison with the control group, which only reported slight reductions, these reductions were 

significant. The programme was seen to significantly reduce performance anxiety.

Evidence for increases in Coping Confidence in the repeated measurements for the CC 10-point 

scale was inconclusive for the women because of improvements of the women in the control group. 

For the men it was inconclusive because of differences in initial scores for CC. Nonetheless, the 

answers to the open questions support the influence of the course on both Genders’ Coping 

Confidence. Participants mentioned how the course had enhanced their preparation strategies or 

increased their confidence. Besides the increase in Coping Confidence, participants emphasised 

effects of the course on their ability to relax and increased awareness of performance preparation 

issues.

On the basis of the effects found for the PFI-scale, the influence of the course on the reported 

effects of PA on performance must be interpreted as positive. On average, the participants in the 

course reported lower degrees of interference after the course and in this respect they differed
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significantly from the control group. Nevertheless, the developments within the male control group 

rendered the evidence inconclusive. We must add also that the effects were not very substantial. It 

is possible that perceptions of PFI are based on attitudes that are not easily changed. It is also 

possible that the 5-point scale is not sensitive enough to register subtle changes in perception. 

Also, the opportunity to get real life performance experience to support a change of perception on 

PFI may have been limited as some of the subjects reported.

In general, the effects of the course tended to take place during the course and were stable or 

improved slightly more over the next two months. The results of another follow-up after 6 months 

involving part of the research group suggested that the effects may even be stable over a longer 

period. To increase the effects of the course, more emphasis on the guided practice in ‘real’ 

circumstances is suggested. This aspect was mentioned by a few of the participants. If the course is 

given together with regular teaching staff, they could be instrumental in assisting with the realisation 

of these aspects and reminding students to practice and use the techniques.

Overall, the course was equally effective for the younger and older participants and for men and 

women and although Cultural differences were confounded with Age differences there is no 

reason to assume that the course was less successful in one of the countries because of Cultural 

differences. The course wasn’t shown to be more or less effective for participants entering the 

course with higher or lower initial Performance Anxiety, Performance Interference or Coping 

Confidence.

Minor Disruptions in the way the course was presented did lead to reduced effects. The participants 

in the courses with Minor Disruptions showed less reductions in Performance Anxiety, reported 

having reached their Goals less often and used the elements of the course less. Lack of support 

from staff of the acting courses visited, lack of commitment from some group members, problems 

with the timing or conflicts of interest and priorities for the students, were the main sources of 

disruption. The most effective courses were presented as integrated in the acting curriculum and 

given with the clear support or even with assistance of the regular teaching staff. One of the most 

effective courses was given to a group of 18-19 year old actors in training in the USA. Although 

some of the results seem to suggest that Age and Culture may have been essential for the success 

of this course, it seems more likely that the assistance of the teaching staff and attitude of the group 

were the crucial factors. This was illustrated by the fact that the other programme given at the same 

training course, was the least successful. This group was only one year older, but here the 

programme lacked the support from the teaching staff and as a result the participants seemed to be 

low in motivation from the start.

The course has been given at the beginning of actor’s training and as part of a Masters programme. 

Both approaches have been effective. The advantage of giving a course at the beginning of the 

training is that the students don’t have to unlearn things and are more open to new concepts and 

techniques, whereas the advantage of working with actors with more practical experience is that 

they are more easily convinced of the relevance of the material. The course has been given to large 

groups and smaller groups and again both approaches have proved to be feasible, provided certain 

adjustments in the presentation of the material were made.
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The six elements of the course (Theoretical model, CCR, Memory techniques, Coping with fear and 

distraction, Anchoring technique, and the Design of one’s own preparation strategy) were 

evaluated separately. In general, the Design of one’s individual preparation strategy in the course, 

the CCR and the techniques for Coping with fear and distraction met with the highest degrees of 

satisfaction and were reported to be used most often. Furthermore, evidence based on Multiple 

Regression on the other criterion variables suggests that these elements must be considered the 

most effective aspects of the programme. The frequency of the use of the techniques for Coping 

with fear and distraction predicted whether participants had reached the Goals they had set for 

themselves and the influence of the course on Performance Anxiety. Furthermore, the use of CCR 

during the course and the use of the Designed preparation strategy after the course predicted 

reductions in Performance Anxiety. It was expected that the frequency of the use of the elements 

of the course would also be related to improvements in Coping Confidence or Performance 

Interference, but this was not the case.

The facilitator and the way the material was presented were generally given positive evaluations. 

Highly rated were the ability to create a relaxed atmosphere in the sessions and rapport with the 

group. A practical approach to the issues based on the facilitator’s own performance experience 

was also considered helpful. The most difficult aspect in giving the course was the translation of 

psychological concepts into language that makes sense to actors and striking the right balance 

between theory and practice. On the basis of the evaluations it would seem that this difficulty was 

dealt with effectively. Almost all participants considered the course suitable to be a regular feature 

of the acting curriculum.

Finally, most of the participants reported that the course had enabled them to achieve the goals 

they had set for themselves. It is a pity we don’t know which goals were adopted by the participants, 

it was thought best to give the participants privacy in this respect. It would seem that learning coping 

and preparation techniques and reducing nervousness were often chosen as goals. Separate from 

the formal evaluation, quite a few participants made it know that they had benefited from the 

combination of the exercises, strategies and the discussion of fundamental aspects of performing 

and the related stress and excitement. Not only as a way of improving their performance 

preparation, but in relation to their lives as a whole. The effects for some of the participants went 

beyond the expectations based on the course material. Moments of clear insight or a breakthrough 

in a struggle with certain aspects of performing or coping with anxiety occurred in each programme. 

Some participants reported developments related to the course in letters or other forms of 

communication more than a year after the course was completed. The formal measurement of the 

effects of the course cannot do justice to these kind of effects.

notes chapter 9

*1) This approach to the use of the STAI had already been used in a study by Spielberger et al. 
(1970). They asked college students to respond to the STAI-state anxiety according to how they 
believed they would feel ‘just prior to the final examination in an important course’.
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*2) To check that the PAQ measured what performers themselves considered Performance 
Anxiety, a simple 10-point scale was used. It was phrased as follows:

21. How confident are you that you'll be able to deal with performance anxiety the next time 
you perform ?’

(Please tick the number on the scale from 1 - 1 0  which best represents your answer;
1 meaning ‘not confident at all’ , 10 meaning very confident'.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

This question was asked as part of all of the measurements both in course and control group. It was 
found to correlate significantly with the PAQ throughout the study (Spearman correlations: r= .59, 
p= .000***). Initially it was also introduced in the Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance and 
showed more or less the same effects as were found for the PAQ. It was decided not to address it 
further in the analysis, because it only led to a doubling up of the discussion of the PA variable.

*3) ‘Difference Contrasts' represent the difference between the pre-course and post-course 
measurement. ‘Helmert Contrasts' are used to represent the difference between the post-course 
and follow-up and also the difference between the pre-course measurement and the combined 
mean of post-course and follow-up measurement. This measure is the best indication of the overall 
or average effect, since it takes the mean of two moments after the course as its point of reference. 
To rely on the Polynomial Contrast which would represent the difference between pre-course and 
follow-up as a measure of the overall effect, brings with it the risk that an effect between pre-course 
and follow-up could be based on differences which only emerged after the course and may have no 
relationship to the course.
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1 0 Discussion; effective intervention, prevention and 
measurement of stage fright

This last chapter will start by addressing the methodological issues involved in the study of the 

effects of the intervention programme as described in chapter 9. The method of evaluation of the 

programme will be addressed as well as the individual measures. The problem of matching course 

and control groups will be discussed in more detail. We will also comment on the design of the 

programme and make proposals for improvement. Furthermore, the construct of SF will be 

discussed in light of the insights gleaned from the design, facilitation and evaluation of the 

intervention programme. Finally, suggestions for future research will be made, and progress in the 

understanding of SF and its treatment resulting from the three studies together will be assessed.

10.1 Validity and reliability o f the evaluation o f the programme

10.1.1 Validity of the measures

The aim of the course was to address and diminish negative affect related to SF. It was decided to 

use the term performance anxiety to indicate the negative side of stage fright. As a result the term 

stage fright was more or less banned from the intervention as well as from the study of its effects. 

There are good reasons not to discard the term, which we will come back to in section 10.3, but for 

the moment we’ll focus on the term performance anxiety. Reduction of PA, as measured by the 

PAQ (Steptoe et al., 1995), was one of the objectives of the course. The other aims were to 

increase coping repertoire and confidence of the participants as measured with the CC10-point 

scale, and to reduce and prevent performance interference as measured with the PFI 5-point scale. 

The results show that the course succeeded in a significant reduction of PA. For CC, the difference 

between course and control group was not significant, although the course group improved. For 

PFI the difference was significant, but this was partly caused by a contrary effect in the control 

group. It was concluded that the course had succeeded in reducing PA, but that we couldn’t be 

sure about improvements in CC and PFI.

Correlations between the initial PAQ and PFI in the combined course and control group were low 

(r= .21, p= .004 "). This is consistent with the results from the In-depth interviews in which the 

debilitating aspect (PFI) was found to be separate from the Strength of SF. A good look at the 

separate items of the scale (see Appendix 3d; PAQ) makes it clear that the STAI and the PAQ as a 

measure of performance anxiety must be seen to address mainly the Strength of SF. A significant 

correlation with a 10-point scale for PA (r= .59, p= .000**) further confirms the validity of the PAQ 

(see note *2) chapter 9). The initial values for CC correlated significantly with PAQ (r= -.32, p= 

.000**) and PFI (r= -.37, p= .000**), but were low enough to suggest that the measures have 

considerable independence. In addition to this, the independence of the measures was supported 

by the fact that reductions and improvements during and after the course were largely unrelated. At 

the follow-up stage, the correlation between PAQ and PFI (r= .35, p= .000**), CC and PAQ (r= -.37, 

p= .000***), and CC and PFI (r= -.40, p= .000**), had increased, but not dramatically. These
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correlations were almost identical for course and control group. Apparently, the programme didn’t 

seem to influence the relationship between the three measures.

Having put the emphasis on the results for these vanables, the effects of the course must be seen 

as somewhat disappointing. However, in terms of the extent to which goals were reached the 

results appeared much more positive. The vast majority of participants reported that they had 

realised their goals. Unfortunately, since the participants were secured privacy in formulating these 

goals we can't be sure what they were. Reaching these goals could be predicted from the degree 

to which Coping techniques for fear and distraction were used and the expressed Influence of the 

course on PA. The expressed satisfaction of the participants with the course material gave the 

impression that they had learned a lot. Somehow this was not reflected in substantial changes in CC 

and PFI.

The fact that the elements were reported to still be used even after 6 months also gives a more 

positive impression of the impact of the programme. Especially the Cue-Controlled Relaxation and 

the Design of one’s own preparation strategy during the course were reported to remain in use as 

part of many of the participants’ preparation repertoire.

Other effects of the course, for instance preventive effects, would be very difficult to address. The 

‘seeds' which may have been planted by the programme can not be properly addressed in an 

evaluation. A change of thinking which influences a person’s preparation for years to come has to 

be very specific to be anticipated and measured. The encouraged integration of strategies in 

methods already employed by the participants is another effect that can not be properly evaluated. 

A more comprehensive approach to assessing SF will be proposed in section 10.4.

In sum, the evaluation of the effects of the course seems somewhat inconsistent in the sense that 

the satisfaction, subjective effects, and reported use of the material indicated a strongly positive 

impact, while of the three criterion variables, only PA was seen to be affected significantly. This type 

of contradictory response on different measures is rather common in research on SF. And although 

there is no reason to assume that the measures addressed something else then they were 

supposed to measure, it would seem that the complexity of SF may not have been adequately 

traced.

10.1.2 Reliability of the measures

The STAI-state anxiety questionnaire is considered a relatively reliable measure for anxiety (Visser,

van Vliet-Mulder, Evers & ter Laak, 1982). A lot of studies on stage fright, performance anxiety,

stress and speech anxiety have made use of it (see chapters 2,3,4 and 7). Steptoe et al’s (1995)

adaptation of the STAI-state anxiety was therefore a likely choice for this study. Test-retest stability

was a particularly important issue in the choice of a measure. As would have been expected, the

STAI-state anxiety had been shown to have low stability (Spielberger, Gorsuch & Lushene, 1970).

Unfortunately, it would seem that data on test-retest stability for the performance anxiety adaptation

(PAQ) are not available. In our study, the combination of similar means and relatively high Spearman

correlations in the control group (between r= .62 and r= .77) between first measurement, second

measurement and follow-up for the PAQ suggested that the ‘imagined feelings before a stage
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performance’ as a point of reference led to higher stability than the ‘how are you feeling now’ 

approach of the STAI-state anxiety. For CC (between r= .48 and r= .66) and PFI (between r= .57 

and r= .59) the correlations are somewhat lower but together with the similar means provide an 

argument for stability in these measures as well. Repeated measurements producing the same 

scores in an individual is assumed to represent stability in the emotions and perceptions that are 

assessed, although it is not impossible that certain individuals may have remembered their scores 

and have tried to duplicate them.

Although stability in the measures was an essential precondition for their use and therefore should 

be seen as a good feature, it also has its drawbacks. Let’s consider the ways in which a performer 

can respond to the PAQ. The first consideration is the use of an imagined or remembered 

performance experience as a point of reference. Alternatively, an accumulation of one’s personal 

performance history can be used to refer to. These three options alone, and I am sure there are 

more, vary in the kind of stability we would expect in repeated measurement. The response to an 

imagined performance can change easily. When the actor is in a good mood more positive feelings 

are imagined, when in a bad mood negative feelings may prevail. If an actual performance situation 

is the point of reference, it is not likely to change, unless actual performances take place between 

measurements. Only this would give the performer evidence that his response has changed and 

would introduce a new point of reference. Since the performers were in training during a large part 

or all of the research penod, it is possible that changes in outlook and expectation of SF or PA were 

put on hold until the actor would have been given the chance to experience them in an actual 

performance. The use of an accumulation of experiences, might be even more resistant to change. 

This would virtually turn the PAQ into an equivalent of the STAI-trait anxiety. I suppose we would 

need to know more about how actors actually go about the self-assessment of imagined feelings 

and what kind of internal triggers they use, to predict the stability of the responses. It is possible that 

for CC and PFI similar processes are involved.

One other aspect needs to be mentioned here in relation to CC and PFI. For these two variables 

the stability may also be related to the scale itself. A 10-point scale doesn’t give too much room for 

manoeuvring, not to speak of a 5-point scale. These measures may therefore not be sensitive 

enough to register subtle changes in perception as regards the fluctuations in Coping Confidence 

and the relationship between PA and performance.

10.1.3 Are the samples representative o f the population of acting students

Our efforts to find a representative sample have focussed on avoiding selection on interest in the 

problem of SF, on including a wide range of training courses in the study and on finding matching 

control groups. To verify if we’ve succeeded in this, the measures and the mean scores found in 

our study can be compared to other samples. This will give us another indication whether the 

sample is representative. The PFI scores in the study can be compared to the response of the 

same measure in the In-depth interviews (see Table 10.1.3b). The PAQ scores can be compared 

with results from other studies mentioned earlier in this text (see next page: Table 10.1.3a). We’ll 

address the PAQ first. A general comparison between our results and the others in the table 

suggests that our scores may be on the high end of the spectrum, but not unusually different from 

what might be expected.
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Table 10.1.3a: Comparison of selected results of studies using PAQ or STAI.

PAQ:
De Vries (1999)
course group (n=84) 49.5 44.4 42.9
control group (n=111) 47.2 46.2 45.4
subjects: acting students pre-course post-course follow-up 
pa ticipating in programme on 
mental preparation

Steptoe et al. (1995) (n=175) 36.9 44.3 49.3
divided up for degree of no problem minor moderate
problem SF
subjects: acting students 
Britain

57.4
severe

Steptoe & Fidler (1987) 
(n=146) divided up for 
professional status 
subjects: musicians 
Britain

42.4 46.4 50.3
professionals amateurs students

STAI-state anxiety:
Spielberger, Gorsuch & 40.2
Lushene (1970) (n=900) 39.4
subjects: college students normal
USA

55.0 (male)
60.5 (female) 
imagined final exam condition

PritnerS Lamb (1981) (n= 17) 40.5 42.0 44.3
audition task day before before after
subjects: theatre majors

Seta et al. (1989) (n=36) 
paired-associates task 
with different audiences 
subjects: psychology students 
USA

37.8
alone

41.5
low-status

44.0
high-status

Hobfoll, Anson & Bernstein 28.1 
(1983) (n=308) low trait-anx.
three trait-anxiety groups 
under ego-threat
subjects: candidates medicine study 
Israel

34.8
med. trait-anx.

39.3
high trait-anxiety

Rossi & Seiler (1989) (n=12) 44.5 37.0
before/after two treatments: before SD after SD
systematic desensitisation (SD)
or integrative training (IT) 57.5 41.5
subjects: selected students before IT after IT
with high PRCA-scores
USA
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We need to distinguish between the studies that used the PAQ and the ones that used the STAI. 

The first three studies used the PAQ. Also, the first STAI study mentioned had instructions to 

imagine one’s feelings, identical to the PAQ. In this case, prior to a final exam of an important 

course. The other studies used the normal STAI-state anxiety instructions. As we can see, the PAQ 

scores and the STAI scores in the first study tend to be higher than most of the other mean STAI 

scores. It is possible that imagining a situation is less inhibiting than describing one’s feelings in the 

here and now, and therefore may lead to higher scores. The extra emphasis on the importance of 

the imagined exam in this STAI study (Spielberger, Gorsuch & Lushene,1970) may be responsible 

for the very high means that were found. If we compare the scores obtained in our study with those 

found by Steptoe et al. (1995) in acting students, it is clear that our mean scores for both the course 

and control group are closest to those who identified SF as a moderate problem in their study. After 

the course, the subjects fell below what was identified as the mean of those who saw SF as a minor 

problem in Steptoe et al.'s study. The control group scored between the means of those who had 

moderate and minor problems with SF. This comparison gives extra meaning to the kind of 

reductions in PA the course brought about.

Our findings for acting students (course condition) also match those for music students in Steptoe 

& Fidler (1987). These similarities suggest that our sample may have been representative enough 

of acting students and performance students in general. The effect of our programme (an average 

reduction of 6.6) comes close to the reduction found in STAI-state anxiety scores by Rossi & Seiler 

(1989) for systematic desensitisation (SD) (reduction 7.5).

For PFI the comparison with the scores of the In-depth interviews could be made (see Table 

10.1.3b), because in the interviews, exactly the same scale was used. Othenwise, no comparative 

material was available. As the Table shows, both the mean scores and standard deviation of the 

course and control group and the In-depth interviewees are remarkably similar. Even though the 

circumstances in which the responses were obtained was different, the intense focus on the issue 

in the In-depth interviews may have had an impact similar to the anticipation of taking part in a 

programme. The control group’s lower mean scores may be caused by the absence of such an 

effect.

Table 10.1.3b; Comparison of PFI means and standard deviation of In-depth interviews and 
evaluation of the programme Mental Preparation for Actors in Training.

It is possible that the response in the control group to the instructions of the PAQ may also have 

been subject to the absence of this intense focus. The instructions for the PAQ clearly state that 

one should imagine how one feels on entering the stage. Is it possible that if one knows that one is 

going to take part in a programme one may be more likely to engage fully in the exercise? if the 

answer should be ‘yes' and if it is possible that men and women would show different reactions.

mean SD

In-depth interviews (n= 89) 
course group (n=84) 
control group (n= 111)

2.75 1.1
2.69 1.1
2.50 1.1
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than we may have an answer to why our control and course group wouldn’t match as well as we 

would have liked. We'll discuss this further in the next section.

10.1.4 Problems with matching course and control group

Although differences in initial scores on the PAQ, CC and PFI measures between the course and 

control group were not found to be attnbutable to the differences between the conditions itself, but 

to interaction effects with Gender, Culture and Age, some questions were left unanswered. 

Although the questionnaires were filled in under the same circumstances, the subjects in the 

research group knew they were going to take part in a programme on Mental preparation soon, 

while the control group was told that this programme might be introduced at a later date. This may 

have led to an 'anticipation effect’ in the research group. More intense imagining for the PAQ and 

higher estimates of problems with PFI as well as lower estimates of Coping Confidence may have 

been the result. This suggests an alternative explanation for the effects of the course; the 

programme may be seen to merely bringing about some form of restoration following the high 

intensities in PA, CC and PFI resulting from the anticipation of the programme. It is like going to the 

doctor for a regular check-up and on the day before going one suddenly feels less healthy than 

usual.

Although the idea behind the effect makes sense, the initial differences found in our study were 

not as clear cut. On the PAQ, the women in the course group scored higher than those in the 

control group, while men did not differ between the two groups (see Table 9.3.6c and 9.3.6d). If 

we'd thought that the ‘anticipation effect’ might therefore only apply to women, the response to the 

CC measure falsified this idea. For CC, the women in course and control group didn’t differ, but the 

men in the course group reported lower confidence (see Table 9.3.7c and 9.3.7d). For PFI the 

effect was turned around again. Men didn't differ in the course and control group, while women in 

the course group had a higher PFI (see Table 9.3.8c and 9.3.8d). Although the idea of the 

anticipation effect makes sense, how can we explain the differential effects for men and women? 

Should we hypothesise that women would overrate their anxiety, while men would understate their 

confidence in anticipation of participation in a programme on Mental Preparation for actors in 

training? It seems a distinct possibility, with the ‘restoration effect’ following once the programme 

has ceased to be an unknown element.

Nevertheless, in light of the high degrees of satisfaction expressed by the participants and the 

degree to which they mentioned that the programme had enabled them to reach the goals they had 

set for themselves, it would seem more likely that the measured improvements reflect ‘real’ 

improvements, rather than just superficial developments to restore inflated initial responses. The 

correlations between reduction in PAQ and the use of elements of the course (CCR, Design of own 

preparation strategy and techniques for Coping with fear and distraction) also points towards 

effectiveness of the course, as does the reported influence of the course on PA. The evidence in 

support of the effects of the course is persuasive, but the occurrence of the anticipation and 

restoration effect cannot be completely ruled out. It seems most likely that it may have played a 

minor role, along with differences in the composition of the course and control groups. After all, no 

significant between-subjects effect for Condition was found at the beginning of the programme and

the effects for Condition by Sex would need more of an explanation than just presented here.
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Using a split group design would prevent the anticipation effect from having a possible differential 

influence. Each of the subjects would be placed on a waiting list and as part of their screening they 

fill in the questionnaire. Then the group is split into two halves with equal means for the main 

variables PAQ, CC and PFI. One of the groups participates in the programme, while the other group 

is given the programme after the follow-up measurement. It is unfortunate that it was not possible to 

use this approach with the acting courses the programme was offered to. Some of the groups were 

too small, while other groups were not supposed to be split because no alternative programme was 

available. In general, the schools tended to find it difficult enough to provide one slot for the 

course, two different slots would have been more difficult. The alternative, not giving the course to 

part of the group, would have been considered unfair. None of the schools had two parallel groups 

in one year.

10 . 1 . 5  How reliable was the response of the subjects?

In addition to the aspects discussed in the last section, three factors often encountered in research 

need to be taken into account: social desirability, survey wariness, and selective drop-outs in follow- 

ups.

Social desirability was potentially an important problem in this study. The fact that the researcher 

and the facilitator were the same person was difficult to hide, even although staff of the acting 

courses handed out the questionnaires and they only contained the name of Trinity College and 

the Performing Arts and Communication Research Group (PACRG). It is not unthinkable that 

subjects would find it difficult to give criticism. This effect was anticipated and instructions for the 

questionnaires emphasised the importance of being honest. Participants were even explicitly 

invited to be critical. Also, it was emphasised that future generations of acting students would profit 

from a honest approach to the evaluation.

Follow-up questionnaires were distributed through the schools, or sent to the participants directly 

from Trinity College and the Performing Arts and Communication Research group (PACRG).

Efforts to minimise the influence of social desirability may lead to another problem. In this day and 

age we are bombarded with surveys which often address issues that we consider trivial. 

Furthermore, we may have good reason to be suspicious. Data from surveys are often sold to 

companies who use the information for different purposes than the original researchers mentioned. 

As a result people may have become ‘questionnaire shy’. This resistance against filling in 

questionnaires is most prominent when the researcher is an organisation. In light of this effect, 

attempts to minimise the association between the facilitator and the evaluation of the programme 

could have backfired. Evidently, the main issue is to strike the right balance between minimising 

social desirability and optimising a commitment on the part of the subjects. It would seem from the 

results and the relatively low drop-out rate at the first follow-up that the study has succeeded in this 

respect. The help of committed staff in the schools has been very important. Nevertheless, they 

complained at the effort they had to put into following up on participants. As a result of this problem, 

a second follow-up on the control group was cancelled.

Drop-outs at follow-up level could have been participants who didn’t like the programme and
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therefore would have been less committed to its evaluation. However, an analysis of the group who 

dropped out at the follow-up stage didn’t show deviations in satisfaction scores or in fact any other 

variable. The conclusion must be that there was no selection of ‘positive' subjects at the follow-up 

stage.

10 . 1 . 6  The effectiveness of different elem ents of the course

Cue-Controlled Relaxation was correlated with reduction in PAQ during the course, while the 

reported use of the Designed Preparation Strategy was seen to be correlated with the accumulated 

reduction in PAQ during and in the two months after the course. Since this coincides with the 

appraisal of the use and value of the elements of the course which show the highest use and 

appreciation for these two elements, it was concluded that these two elements may have been the 

most effective. The success of the Designed Preparation Strategies is also consistent with the 

conclusion drawn from the In-depth interviews that ‘doing’ something before a performance may be 

effective in reducing SF. Other than this, the use of the coping strategies addressed (RET and 

cognitive restructuring) in the Coping with Fear and Distraction session were seen to correlate with 

the degree to which the goals the participants had set for themselves were reached. The most 

widely supported elements in the literature; CCR, Cognitive Therapy and In-vivo Practice have also 

come to the forefront in this study (see chapter 7). About the other elements we can’t be so sure of 

their effects.

For the Theoretical Model it is hoped that it provides a foundation for realistic appraisal of 

performance situations. Appraisal has been suggested to be of crucial importance in anxiety issues 

(Lazarus & Folkman, 1986) and emotions in general (Frijda, 1986). The fact that the model was not 

valued and actively used as much as other elements of the programme does not mean that in the 

long run it may not have its positive effects. A theoretical model should challenge student’s 

thinking, help them organise it and allow integration into ideas and theories or alternatively invite the 

integration of their own ideas, experiences and theories within the model. The response of the 

participants during the programme suggests that these processes take place in abundance. We’ll 

have to accept that by their very nature, processes like this will always be difficult to trace.

The inclusion of the Memory techniques was based partly on theoretical support. Robertson 

(1999), for instance, states that ‘we could all improve our memory abilities if we took more time to 

use our non-verbal memory’ (p.86). He also concludes that ‘if we can develop the habit of using 

visual imagery to help us learn, then we have two back-up systems rather than one’ (p. 127). This is 

what the Memory techniques taught in the programme were meant to achieve: the involvement of 

visual memory and the use of back-up systems for learning text. The effectiveness of the Memory 

Training, like the Theoretical model, relies on integration processes. It is not realistic to assume that 

participants would have simply replaced their routines with the suggested method. At best they 

may have succeeded in integrating it in their general memorisation practice. Only a session and a 

half are devoted to memory. More time would be needed to ensure that all participants would 

actually try out the method in real-life performance preparation or integrate it into their routines. It 

would seem that those participants who connected most with the course material were also more 

likely to take the Memory training on board. The extent to which it was valued was correlated with 

the perceived effect of the course on PA.
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The Anchoring technique was valued higher by those who reported reductions of PA two months 

after the course. Other than that, no significant links with other measures could be found. This 

technique may have suffered here and there from lack of clarity of the unusual instructions. More 

research is needed on this particular strategy. It can easily be introduced as a singular element (see 

Draper, 1996) and be evaluated as such. Reported effects by sports people suggest that the 

technique holds a lot of promise when applied correctly. One of the reasons it may not have been 

applied effectively is that it requires an unexpected degree of effort. Many participants tended to go 

into ‘relaxation mode’ as soon as they were asked to imagine or vividly remember a certain situation. 

As a result they may not have activated the full neural network for a certain successful experience 

and therefore may not have been able to take advantage of its full effect.

In general, ‘effort’ may need to be considered as part of the decision making process of performers 

in adopting or discarding techniques. The full programme may not have given enough space to the 

techniques that required more effort, like the Anchoring technique and the Four-track method for 

learning lines. Although, it was made clear to the participants that any effort put into training of 

preparation routines would make the hour before a performance easier, it is difficult to escape from 

the impression that the technique requiring the least amount of effort, OCR, was used most 

frequently simply because it is ‘effortless’.

10.2  Improvements to ttie programme

The results for the different programmes showed that the first two were rated as suffering from 

minor disruptions (see 9.5.2, Table 9.5.2a). These courses obviously suffered a little bit from lack of 

anticipation of certain problems. After that, the quality of the delivery of the content and the rapport 

with the groups were more or less the same for each programme, even though each of the 

programmes was very different. The growing experience of the facilitator was undoubtedly a factor 

in this development.

After this study was completed the programme has been given again to actors, musicians, students 

and university staff. Improvements in the way in which certain techniques were introduced, for 

instance the Anchoring technique and the Two-tapes technique, led to an increase in their 

reported effectiveness. It would seem that the quality of the presentation is a decisive factor in 

which techniques are taken on board by the participants, and which techniques are not. The way in 

which the Theoretical model was presented also developed in the sense that it became more 

concise in some parts and a bit more detailed in other parts. In general, more space for discussion 

was given in the last few courses. In the discussion of the techniques for Coping with Fear and 

Distraction the restructuring was done individually, as was the phrasing of positive replacement 

thoughts for the fear provoking thoughts. Since the study has finished, this part of the programme 

is now usually done in small groups. It allows participants to share their experiences and thoughts 

and help each other. This aspect is especially important when the programme is given to larger 

groups, because it reinforces the sharing component.

More time for the programme shouldn’t involve introducing more techniques, but repeating
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techniques and practising them more frequently. Preparation for an actual performance is ideal if it 

can be organised. The In-vivo Practice of the Designed Preparation Method would give the course 

a closer link to reality. It is important that there is ample opportunity and a little bit of pressure to try 

out the techniques. A follow-up to discuss how participants prepare after a few months would 

makes sense.

The involvement of regular staff of the acting training course was seen to be crucial to the success 

of the programme. This involvement can be improved upon by discussing the full programme in 

advance and teaching the programme together. The more the programme is integrated in the 

regular curriculum the better for its credibility.

10.3 Exploring a comprehensive way of assessing SF

10.3.1 Problems with SF as a construct

Because SF was shown to have such a wide variety of meanings in the In-depth interviews, it was 

considered better to avoid its use in the development and evaluation of the programme. The 

process of giving the programme showed that terms like Performance Anxiety, Performance 

Stress, Performance Tension, Challenge and Excitement were well understood and represented 

the kind of nuance required in indicating different valences and angles to the issue. Also, as was 

suggested in chapter 4 and 6, the phenomenon of anxiety should not be addressed in isolation, 

but in combination with the positive emotions excitement or challenge. In the content of the 

programme this was taken on board, however in the measurement of its effects it was not. The PAQ 

focusses entirely on negative affect, while CC and PFI look at a continuum from negative to 

positive, but not at the balance in the occurrence of negative and positive affect at the same time. 

This may be another reason why the results of these scales may not represent fully the effects of 

the course. As this is such a central issue for the construct of SF, it deserves further exploration. 

The question is, can we develop ways of assessing SF which are representative of its nature and 

predict performance interference from it? To probe into this issue, the theoretical model used in the 

programme will be explored in terms of the options for measurement.

10.3.2 Towards predicting PFI

The Theoretical Model was developed to help performers make sense of the performance 

situation, However, only as a result of the discussions with the acting students did it reveal its 

potential to predict performance interference or facilitation. This two-track model essentially 

addresses performance as influenced by a number of modulating and mediating aspects each with 

a positive and negative side (see Appendix Ilia: session 1; diagram 1). The top of each of 

the blocks follows the positive line, the bottom follows the negative line. The more negative these 

aspects are, the higher the chance that the performance will be interfered with.

In the course, students were encouraged to intergrate the model into their thinking, but also 

toexplore the application of the model and use it as a tool to address possible ways of improving 

one’s preparation for performance. The same will be done in this section, however here the
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exploration will focus on how the different aspects of the model can be assessed and used to 

predict facilitation and interference. Throughout this discussion, the combined approach to anxiety 

and challenge is adhered to (see chapter 4 and 6). The perspective on causes of stage fright also 

incorporates preparedness, sensitivity, and triggers for SF (see also chapter 4 and 6).

On the basis of the results of the In-depth interviews (see specifically Appendix Ic), performance 

interference can be predicted from the reported Unpleasantness of SF, low reported Frequency of 

SF, admitting to SF as an Important Problem which occurs During performance, describing 

activation as nerves rather than anxiety, and using Self-talk as a way of coping with SF during 

performing. We must we careful not to be distracted by the Strength or Intensity of SF, because in 

general this has not been shown to reflect interference or facilitation. These results may also be 

taken on board.

10.3.3 A model to predict PFI

Point of departure for the prediction of PFI is the following set of dichotomies;

Achievement motivation <> Anxiety disposition

Perceived high task competence <> perceived low task competence

Challenge <> Anxiety

Optimal activation <> too high/too low activation 

Effective coping <> ineffective coping 

Self-directed attention <> task-relevant attention 

Positive feedback <> negative feedback

The term on the left is seen to contribute to facilitation, while the term on the right goes toward 

predicting interference. If we can find a way of assessing the position of a subject on these 

dichotomies we may have a way of predicting the degree to which we can expect performers to be 

positively or negatively affected. Each of the dichotomies will be addressed here.

Achievement motivation <> Anxiety disposition

The balance of these two aspects may predict how performers would be inclined to respond to the

approach-avoidance conflict of SF. Achievement motivation denotes the general trait in people to

be challenged by tasks which enable the person to excel and therefore approach a performance.

The anxiety disposition is a reflection of our general proneness to respond with anxiety to

performance situations. The general sensitivity to fear provoking stimuli may be addressed by

means of the STAl-trait anxiety (Spielberger et al. 1970, 1983). A combined approach to anxiety

and achievement motivation was put forward by Hermans. The PMT (Prestatie motivatie test)

(Achievement motivation test) (1967,1971) measures achievement motivation, negative fear of

failure and positive fear of failure. The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) (Atkinson & Feather,

1966) is a projective test which elicits and evaluates the same combination of themes. Without

going into the merits of these measures, we may state that the suggested combined approach to

assessing anxiety and challenge in SF is not new. In an individual performer, the balance in these

traits may have been disturbed by traumatic experiences with SF in the past. These may need to be

traced because they may well have affected the person’s sensitivity for anxiety. Performance
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interference may have a history of learning but so may successful performance. Tracing these 

histories may be part of predicting PFI.

Within achievement motivation the contrast between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation may also be 

important. Performers may be motivated by the love of theatre, music or dance (intrinsic), 

alternatively they may use performance as a vehicle to achieve wealth and success (extrinsic). It has 

been suggested that extrinsic motivation can be disruptive (Wolverton & Salmon, 1991).

Perceived high task competence <> perceived low task competence

The more competent the performer sees himself to be in relation to a specific task the more likely it 

is that SF is going to be a facilitative rather than an interfering factor. Aspects like audience size, 

amount of co-performers (Jackson & Latane,1981), audience status, status of co-performers (Seta, 

Seta, Crisson & Wang, 1989), difficulty, novelty, preparation (see chapter 5) have been studied as 

external triggers of SF, but to predict PFI from them is not the same thing. The In-depth interviews 

showed that some of the a-typical perceptions of which aspects in the task would trigger SF were 

related to higher degrees of reported PFI. Performers who considered any performance in a series 

more SF provoking than a premiere reported higher Debilitating SF, and so did those who 

considered sympathetic or calm colleagues more SF provoking than their opposites. It is possible 

that idiosyncratic ideas on what triggers SF may represent individual experiences with SF which are 

responsible for performance interference. To reliably measure task competence in music or drama 

is not easy as has been demonstrated by Konijn (1988) and Kivimaki (1995). Nevertheless, 

generations of drama and music teachers have found ways of grading their students. Musical 

adjudicators, in their work within the grades-system employed in the U.K. and Ireland, must have 

developed a method to compare students with a certain degree of reliability. Research in this area 

should probably focus on the kinds of intuitions they use rather than be confined to the 

parameters, constructs and scales they would profess they base their judgement on. It may be a 

process of rapid intuitive weighing of different parameters and constructs (which includes 

discarding of irrelevant aspects for certain students) which makes an effective adjudicator.

Challenge <> Anxiety

The interpretation of high activation as anxiety or excitement is important for the degrees of 

distraction that may be expected. In general, excitement is more easily transformed into 

concentration than anxiety. For this aspect we would need to find out what the balance is between 

anxiety and challenge in relation to high levels of activation. We have to be careful though, positive 

labels and terminology used by the performer may not necessarily predict lower PFI. For instance 

the In-depth inten/iews showed that performers who used the term ‘nerves’ were somewhat more 

prone to report performance interference than those who referred to it as anxiety. A certain degree 

of denial in this respect may be an indication of interference. The STAI-state anxiety and the PAQ 

only address the negative affect and therefore don’t give us the full picture.

Optimal activation <> too high/too low activation

This aspect of activation was not a separate part of the model put forward in the course, but was

addressed via the 'performance recovery graph’. This is an adaptation of the catastrophe model

(Hardy, 1990) (see Appendix 3a: session 1, diagram 2). I suppose what we would need to

know is people's tolerance for high activation and their control over their activation. Are they able to
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reduce and increase it at will? And can they do that during a performance? Any means to find this 

out will contribute to the prediction of PFI. In view of the frequent use of relaxation methods, it 

would seem that in anticipation of a performance, many people feel that their activation levels are 

too high. Another way of looking at is that they are activated too early. This gives rise to activities like 

moving around or seeking relaxation to reduce activation until needed. Once the performance 

starts, this problem is over. Although unpleasant, this form of stage fright is not usually related to 

interference, as was found in the In-depth interviews. Performance interference is mainly predicted 

by what happens during the performance. Frantic efforts to relax before a performance may give a 

negative prognosis, but do not actually cause the interference.

Another general problem of too high activation may be related to the fact that we learn to do things 

with too much ‘effort’. A number of participants felt that they had grown up with the credo that they 

had to ‘do their best'. As a result they felt the compulsion to always put in more effort than 

necessary. They felt that as a result of this they aimed too high in their activation level. Feldenkrais 

(1985) goes as far as to say that ‘the presence of effort is the indication of imperfect action’ (p. 86). 

Biofeedback may help performers become aware of the signs of less or higher than optimal 

activation. This awareness could be the beginning for the individual to remedy these undesirable 

states. Lack of awareness of activation levels may in fact go hand in hand with applying too much 

effort. Addressing these issues may help trace the likelihood that a performer experiences 

interference resulting from inherent problems in achieving optimal activation. This issue can not be 

properly assessed without physiological measures.

Effective coping <> ineffective coping

The degree to which performers can cope effectively with adversity in the form of unpleasant 

surprises, mistakes, black-outs and other problems is essential to understand how vulnerable a 

performer is. A repertoire of effective self-instructions or confidence inducing strategies may be 

effective, however the results of the In-depth interviews suggest that practical activities may be 

among the most effective ways in which performers can cope. Denial, procrastination and 

avoidance are generally considered ineffective forms of coping. Relaxation techniques may also 

not be as effective as they claim to be (Steptoe et al., 1995) (see chapter 5 and 6). As was already 

mentioned above, the reported use is not in general a sign of effective coping with SF. To make 

sure that performers use relaxation effectively one would want to see them practice the specific 

technique they use. As we’ve seen in the In-depth interviews, the size of a person’s coping 

repertoire is not related to higher or lower PFI. The simple CC 10-point scale was a way of 

addressing the issue in a general way. However, to come to more precise predictions we would 

need to develop more precise knowledge about effective and ineffective coping. The following 

hypothesis, based on results from the In-depth interviews, might be addressed; effective coping 

with SF is about ‘doing practical functional things’ rather than trying to reduce activation or influence 

one’s thinking.

Self-directed attention <> task-relevant attention

Carver and Scheier (1992) indicated that the execution of a certain task (a performance) may be

interrupted by the perception that another important goal needs attention. They refer to Simon

(1967) who suggested that this awareness may be the source of anxiety. In Simon's view emotions

in general (and anxiety in particular) can be seen as calling for a change of prioritisation of one's

goals. 'Emotions do this by becoming intense enough to interrupt whatever it is the person is
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doing' (p.14). Gray's (1982) BIS (Behavioural inhibition system) the stop, look and listen-system' as 

he calls it, works in this way, while Green & Gallwey's (1986) idea of Self 1 and Self 2 addresses the 

same effect. Self 2 focusses on getting the task done, while Self 1 warns the person of concerns 

related to self-representation. Although both goals are apparently best served with the completion 

of the task, it would seem that somehow our system cannot always see it that way. It may not be able 

to silence the emotions associated with the more immediate need for positive personal feedback 

on this aspect of goal-oriented behaviour. It is possible that we get in trouble because two parts of 

the brain are involved in conflicting activity. The limbic system may in fact be disturbing the efforts in 

the neo-cortex with its exclusive focus on the social reward aspect. It would be interesting to use 

PET-scans on performers and relate degrees of PFI with limbic activity. In terms of self-report 

measures, scales for ‘self-consciousness’ might be studied as to their relevance for PFI. Finally, 

behavioural tests addressing performers’ ability to concentrate while being distracted, may give 

indications on how sensitive they are to this specific problem.

Positive feedback <> negative feedbacl<

Carver & Scheier (1992) described the role of feedback very well; ‘We believe that when people act 

in pursuit of their goals, their self-regulatory efforts take the form of feedback loops. People monitor 

their actions, periodically assessing whether the actions are producing the intended results' (p. 13). 

In a way feedback could be seen as a neutral and business-like way of making sure that our activities 

reach their aims. Every now and again we need to be reminded that we should change something if 

goals are not reached. Unfortunately, the issue of feedback is made problematic in two ways. Firstly, 

it would seem that feedback from audience and journalists is often unreliable and therefore it is 

difficult for performers to base decisions about changes on this type of feedback. Secondly, it 

seems to be very difficult not to get emotionally touched by negative and positive feedback. We 

tend to respond better to positive feedback than to negative feedback. Positive feedback boosts 

confidence while negative feedback feeds doubt. For this reason, many performers are shielded 

from negative feedback by caring secretaries and agents. Nevertheless, the performer’s own 

feedback can be predisposed to be negative. Perfectionism is an example of this problem and has 

been shown to have debilitating effects (Mor, Day, Flett & Hewitt, 1995). Negative feedback can 

take the form of ‘vicious cycles’, while positive feedback can lead to 'flow'. Healthy ways of dealing 

with SF are related to the ways we cope with negative feedback and prevent loss of confidence and 

vicious cycles. It also involves the extent to which we can achieve flow. If we can find ways in which 

to assess vicious cycles and flow we may find ways of addressing how performers with SF respond 

to the possibly debilitating and facilitating effects of feedback.

Addressing these principles and assessing the balance of negative and positive impact in each of 

them may contribute to more reliable predictions of PFI than has been achieved so far by the 

methods described in chapters 2, 3, and 4. Repeated measurements based on this 

comprehensive approach could provide a more accurate reflection of the influence of intervention 

programmes for SF on PFI.

I have attempted to set the parameters for a more comprehensive approach to assessing SF in 

order to predict PFI. Ideally, a combination of physiological, behavioural and self-report measures 

should be be used. Costs, intrusiveness, and validity and reliability issues need to be taken into

account, but this is beyond the discussion intended in this paragraph.
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10.4 Future research

The exploration of the issues involved in the prediction of PFI can be used as a starling point for the 

development of a more relevant and reliable way of assessing SF. A few other suggestions for 

future research can also be made.

10.4.1 Transferability of ttie programme

Since the study on the intervention programme was completed, the course material has been 

adjusted to teach students to overcome exam stress and fear of public speaking and so far has 

been shown to be successful in this context. A study on the effects of this adaptation of the 

programme is under way. A number of different facilitators have received training in how to present 

the programme. There are no comparative data on their effectiveness yet, but so far it would seem 

that other people with some form of psychological interest or training and a shared experience with 

the target group can be trained to teach the course material within a limited amount of time. This 

suggests that it may be worthwhile to train staff in acting training courses to teach the programme. 

This may be more effective than inviting incidental staff.

10.4.2 The separate effects o f techniques

One of the drawbacks of an integral intervention programme as studied here is that the effects of 

separate techniques can not be assessed properly. To do this separate experiments for each 

specific intervention strategy would need to be designed. Motley & Molloy’s (1995) study on 

‘communication orientation therapy’ (COM) gives a good indication of the kind of research 

suggested here. They trained subjects in the use of one intervention and tested the effects. Each 

of the separate strategies used in our programme might be addressed in the same way. 

Techniques adapted or designed specifically for the programme like the Two-Tapes technique and 

the Four-track Method for Learning Lines should be put to the test separately. Other relatively new 

techniques like the Anchoring technique for which only scant evidence is available (Draper, 1995) 

should also be of primary interest. Furthermore, a comparison of Jacobson’s Progressive 

Relaxation, adaptations of Benson’s Cue-Controlled Relaxation and other relaxation exercises and 

their effects on SF and PFI should help solve the ‘chicken and egg’ issue around the causal 

relationship between relaxation and PFI.

A specific study on the effects of cognitive restructuring with RET may be of particular interest in

respect to the transferability of principles of realism to the world of performers. This interest is based

on the suspicions vented by some participants in the programme, whenever principles like ‘reality

check’ were applied to the performance situation. They were not sure that they wanted this kind of

realism, to influence their perception of the theatre world. This may be the result of the duality of

glitter and glamour on the one hand and cut-throat business on the other hand. This suggests that

a reality check as a way of addressing SF in performers could backfire, in the sense that it will only

make the person more apprehensive. A RET-like intervention using such an approach might create

anxiety rather than help provide relief from it. Exposing the harsh truth behind the world of glamour,
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dreams and make-believe may make a performer more vulnerable rather than stronger. The 

performer may need to believe in these things to survive in the limelight.

10.4.3 Research in psychophysiological correlates of SF, anxiety and challenge, negative and 

positive thinking and feeling.

Research on the psychophysiological side of anxiety has not been addressed in great detail in this 

dissertation. Only a few basic studies venturing to the inside of the brain have been mentioned 

(Gray, 1982; Fowles, 1992; Sosnowski, 1992). Specific research on the way SF is organised in the 

brain would be a novelty. The role of the limbic system, the amygdala and the neo-cortex in the way 

SF is organised in the brain is unclear. The ethologicai hypothesis of SF as derived from Schechner 

(1987) and Trower et al. (1990) suggests that we should expect activity in the older parts of the 

brain whenever SF is experienced. Such issues could be addressed with the use of PET scans or 

other methods of recording brain activity. Two specific questions raised in this study might benefit 

from a psychophysiological approach:

1) Is there physiological evidence for the involvement of different types of processing for open 

questions and scales in responding to interviews? On the basis of the apparent incongruence in 

answers to open questions and scales in the In-depth interviews, basic differences in information 

processing in the brain have been hypothesised. The answers to the scales may have been 

manufactured on the basis of essential information on performative prowess, which may be 

connected to activity in the limbic system. In contrast, the answers to the open questions may 

require more centralised cerebral activity in the neo-cortex.

2) The effects of different types of relaxation, coping techniques and other ways of preparing may 

be studied to find out more about their psychophysiological correlates. Research on ‘flow ’ and 

‘alpha-activity in the brain, has indicated a start for this type of research (see Jones & Hardy, 1991).

10.4.4 Cultural differences in SF

Cultural differences in the experience of SF have come to the forefront in the comparison of Dutch

and Irish performers in the In-depth interviews (see chapter 5). It has been suggested that the

different social and cultural climate in the two countries may be responsible for the differences

found. This explanation makes the most sense in light of the additional interaction effects found for

gender and cultural differences. Alternatively, the different meanings and connotations of the

terms Stage fright and Plankenkoorts may be the cause. It is possible that the specific word used to

indicate SF may influence how it is expenenced. The term Plankenkoorts (planken = stage, koorts =

fever) has a potentially less negative ring to it than Stage-fright. Other terms from other cultures also

show signs of potential differences. Of particular interest is the Bulgarian situation. They have one

word for stage fright, Szenichen Strah and one word for stage fever Szenichna Treska. This has

opened up a valuable avenue to find out if cultural or semantic differences prevail. Originally

intended to be part of the dissertation, a separate study was undertaken to address this issue. A

short version of the In-depth interview has been translated into different languages and distributed

among acting training courses in different countnes. So far, the survey has included Ireland, UK,

USA, Canada, Australia, Bulgaria, Japan, France, Netherlands and Germany. Other countries may

still follow. At this stage we still wonder if the universality of the SF experience prevails, or if there

are substantial cultural and/or semantic differences.
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10.4.5 Differences in SF across situations

Differences between actors and musicians and professionals and amateurs have been limited 

according to the results of the In-depth study. Also, differences in types of performance apparently 

don’t seem to have an impact on SF. Should we now hypothesise that a business presentation, 

teaching, a speech at a function or a performance on stage also involve inherently the same basis 

for SF? A phone survey (n=300) in the Dublin area in Ireland suggested that these situations were 

not perceived as very different in terms of the degrees of SF they could trigger. Like the study in 

10.4.4 this study was initially conducted as part of the dissertation, but not included because in the 

end it fell outside its scope. The results of this study led me to hypothesise that SF should be 

considered a universal feature of our species which may appear whenever we are the centre of 

attention of conspecifics. Nevertheless, cross-medium research may still trace differences.

10.5 Advances in the understanding and treatment o f stage fright resulting from the studies

The combination of the two main studies in this dissertation and the literature search has provided 

us with a wealth of new insights into the phenomenon of stage fright and its treatment. Advances 

have been made in both areas.

It has become clear that a one sided negative perspective on stage fright, often assumed in 

academic publications, does not represent the diversity in the ways in which performers define the 

issue for themselves. Although definitions given by performers in our study usually had a dominant 

negative aspect, they often involve positive elements as well. A combination of anxiety and 

challenge was mentioned most often. Also, the absence of a relationship between the experiential 

aspect of stage fright and its influence on performance quality suggests that those performers who 

suffer most before a performance are not necessarily the ones who experience the highest 

degrees of interference. This contradicts the researchers who have advocated a positive or 

negative relationship between strength of stage fright and performance interference. Performance 

interference or facilitation has been difficult to predict, the results of our studies suggest that it may 

be related to how unpleasant or problematic it is reported to be. New directions in this area of 

research are suggested by the fact that it was also found that performance interference was 

associated with lower frequencies of stage fright, mental coping strategies and a-typical opinions on 

what triggers stage fright. Performers who reported performance facilitation tended to use practical 

preparation strategies as a way of coping with stage fright. These findings are an indication of the 

importance of mental intrusions as a distraction preceding interference and suggest that this 

problem may be alleviated by focussing on practical ways of preparing. This supports Green and 

Gallwey’s (1986) approach to performance interference which involves language mediated self

oriented interference of task-oriented attention. It is suggested that by avoiding to engage in 

mental activity but keeping busy with things to ‘do’, the kind of mental activity that precipitates 

intrusions may not occur.

We have also concluded that unless research addresses essential elements of stage fright like

motivation, task orientation, activation management, coping, attention, concentration, memory and
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response to feedback, we will not be able to make progress in predicting strength! of stage fright 

and performance interference.

The study introduces a functional approach to stage fright which may involve an ethological basis, 

which can be sensitised during upbringing and exposure to traumatic performances, and can be 

triggered by novelty and importance of outcome for self-esteem. The ethological approach to stage 

fright finds support in the frequent response of performers that stage fhght is always there, it 

doesn't really change, and there isn’t much that you can do except learning to get used to it. Stage 

fright as a fact of life’ is firmly established by the results of our studies. Tied in with this is the 

confirmation that the essential components of stage fright don’t appear to change over time. 

Further support is found in the fact that, experience, professional status, training and medium don’t 

seem to make a difference for stage fright. The only exceptions are culture and gender. The fact 

that the Irish have more debilitating stage fright than the Dutch seems to indicate that in different 

cultures different degrees of sensitivity to negative reactions to stage fright may develop. 

Alternatively, differences in the terms used in Dutch and English may be responsible. As far as 

gender was concerned the strength of SF tends to be higher in women than in men, but this was 

only the case in Ireland. Strength of stage fright was highest in women between 23 and 30 years 

old and lowest for men in that age group. It would seem that men and women undergo contrasting 

developments in strength of stage fright with age. This contrast may be one of the reasons no 

researcher to date has been able to confirm the ‘gut feeling’ that age and stage fright are somehow 

related.

One of the most problematic issues resulting from the interviews is the fact that responses to open 

questions and scales were inconsistent, incongruous and even contradictory. This raises serious 

methodological questions for research on emotions in general. More interestingly, this kind of 

result provides support for a non-unitary approach to information processing and response systems 

in the brain (Vroon, 1989).

The fact that stage fright is not addressed specifically in most performing arts training courses has 

been clearly shown in our studies. The resistance to dealing with stage fright has also been 

demonstrated. This reluctance on the part of the schools as well as the authors on acting and music 

training may be one of the factors that make professional performers just as susceptible to stage 

fright as amateurs. Knowledge acquired by experienced performers on how to cope with stage 

fright is not passed on systematically to young performers

Integrating a programme on Mental Performance Preparation in the acting curriculum has been

shown to be successful. Sustained reductions in performance anxiety were brought about.

Students were interested in the programme and expressed their satisfaction with the programme.

They also used the techniques of the programme. Cue-controled relaxation, RET based

techniques for coping with fear and distraction, and a multi-modal preparation strategy designed by

the participants were the most successful aspects of the training. Other than that a theoretical

model, memory training and the anchoring technique were introduced. The programme has been

demonstrated to be most successful when well integrated in the curriculum and when being given

with demonstrated support from the schools’ regular staff. In the future, the programme could be

given by performing arts training staff. A ‘training the trainer’ programme could be set up to achieve
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this. The material in Appendix lllb; ‘Instructions for facilitators for programme Mental Preparation for 

Actors in Training’ can be used as a basis for this. It has been shown that the programme is 

transferable.

As w e’ve seen, this project has been successful in illuminating several aspects of stage fright. 

Progress has been made in understanding and finding ways of addressing stage fright. Future 

research may look at ways of measuring stage fright and predicting performance interference. 

Advances made in this project can be used as a starting point for this. The integrative approach to 

research in anxiety, regardless of paradigm differences, has been shown to be productive in this 

project. It is proposed to maintain this approach in future research on stage fright.
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